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COLLEG

ACCREDITATION
Co1umb1a College 1s accredited at the
g,aduate and undergraduate levels by the
North Central Assoc1a11on of Colleges and
SchOOls and by the 111tno1s Office of
Educat1on. The College 1s accredited as a
teacher tra.n.ng 1nstrtut1on by the Illinois
State Board of Education. For further infor·
mat1on about Columbia's accreditatiOn.
contact the North Central Association of
Colleges and Schools. 30 North LaSalle
Street. Su1te 2400. Chicago. IL. 60602.

312·263-0456.
Columbia College is an independent and
unaffiliated institution of higher education.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
COlumbia College complies with all local ,
state . and federal laws and regulations
concerning civil rights. Columbia College
does not discriminate on the basis of
race. color. national origin. sex. disability.
age. religion. or sexual orientation in its
programs and activities . Inquiries regardng
the notHiiscrimination policies should
be directed to the Dean of Students at

312·344-7221.
DISCLAIMER
The policies. programs. activities. course
offerings. descriptions. faculty. and calendars listed in this catalog are subject to
change without notice.
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Educ•tlon
Columbia College Chocago

312·344·7259
BUILDING LOCATIONS
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A Message from the President
EACH DAY PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS HAVE A MYRIAD OF CHOICES FOR H I GHER
EDUCATION OPPORTUNIT I ES. THERE FORE, THE SAYING "TODAY IS TH E FIRST
DAY OF THE REST OF YOUR LIFE" IS NEVER MORE APPROPR I ATE THAN WITH
RESPECT TO THE DECISION THAT ONE MAKES IN CHOOSING AN EDUCATIONAL
"HOME."

· ·· ~
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At Columbia, we take pride as an institution
wh ich provides opportunities to anyone willing
to work hard to achieve his or her full potent ial. This liberal open admission policy is
founded on the belief that, although previous
experiences in the arts and media are most
important, they are not, by themselves, the
only predictors of college success and later
professional accomplishments. Hence, the
College seeks prospective students who have
either experience andjor interest and an incli·
nation in the arts and media, are not afraid of
hard work, and are willing to meet our high
standards.
For our part. we pledge to maintain the most
supportive and stimulating academic environ·
ment in which to learn. grow. find. and devel·
op students· creative voices and skills. We will
provide outstanding faculty and facil ittes: stay
abreast of all contemporary developments of
technology, materials. and methods in the
arts and media; and. as appropriate. infuse
these new tools into the instructional process.
For this, we expect each student to strive to
meet or even exceed his or her potential by
demonstrating that he or she wants. needs.
and seeks a challenging and rewarding
education.

The partnership between the College and the
student is one of equal commitment: the
student commits to studying hard with deter·
mination, d iligence, and dedication; the
College commits to holding itself and its
students to the highest standards of perform·
ance, instruction, and ethics. As President. I
am committed to advancing the College while
at the same time assuring the individual
success of each student. I prom ise that your
decision to attend Columbia •today" will be a
significant positive step in preparation for "the
rest of your life"!
Warrick L. Ca rter, Ph.D.
President
Columbia College Chicago
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Mission Statement
COLUMBIA IS AN UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE COLLEGE WHOSE PRINCIPAL COMMITMENT I S TO PROVIDE A COMPREHENSIVE EDUCAT IONA L OPPORTUN I TY IN THE ARTS, COMMUNICATIONS, AND PUBL I C INFORMATION, WITHIN
A CONTEXT OF ENL I GHTENED L I B ERAL EDUCATION. COLUMBIA'S INTENT IS
TO EDUCATE STUDENTS WHO WILL COMMUNICATE CREATIVELY AND SHAPE
THE PUBL IC 'S PERCEPTIONS OF ISSUES AND EVENTS AND WHO WIL L
AUTHOR T HE CULTURE OF T HEI R T IMES .
Columbia is an urban institution whose
students reflect the economic, racial. cultural,
and educational diversity of contemporary
America. Columbia conducts education in
close relationship to a vital urban reality and
serves important civic purpose by active
engagement in the life and culture of the city
of Chicago.
Columbia's purpose is:

···~ ··

• to educate students for creative occupations
in d iverse fields of the arts and media and
to encourage awareness of their aesthetic
relationship and the opportunity for professional choice among them;
• to extend educational opportunity by admitting unreservedly (at the undergraduate
level) a student population with creative ability in, or inclination to, the subjects of
Columbia's interest;
• to provide a college climate that offers
students an opportunity to try themselves
out, to explore. and to discover what they
can and want to do;
• to give educational emphasis to the work of
a subject by providing a practical setting,
professional faci lities, and the example and
guidance of an inventive faculty who work
professionally in the subjects they teach;

• to teach students to do expertly the work
they like, to master the crafts of their
intended occupations, and to discover alternative opportunities to employ their talents
in settings other than customary marketplaces;
• to help students to find out who they are
and to discover their own voices . respect
their own individuality, and improve t heir
self-esteem and self-confidence;
• to otter specialized graduate programs
which combine a strong conceptual emphasis with practical professional education,
preparing students with mature interests to
be both competent artists and successful
professionals.

Introduction
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Introduction
COLUMBIA AT A GLANCE COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO EDUCATES STUDENTS
FOR THE REAL WORLD T HROUGH HANDS-ON TRAINING IN THE ARTS, MED IA ,
AND COMMUN IC ATIONS. SURROUND I NG AND INFUSING T H IS PRAC T ICAL
CAREER PREPARATION IS A STRONG FR AMEWORK O F REQUIRED COURSES
IN T HE L I BERAL AR TS AND SCIENCES.

A Columbia College education combines the
pragmatic and the theoretical. t he entrepreneurial and the academic. Faculty members
are primarily working professionals in the
fields in which they teach.

· ··~ ·.

Thanks to our faculty members· immersion in
the working world, our placement program,
and our location in the heart of downtown
Chicago, Columbia students and graduates
enjoy exceptional internship and career opportunities.
THE COLLEGE

Columbia is known for:
• a faculty of working professionals,
• small class sizes that ensure close interaction with faculty,
• opportunity for students to begin work in
their chosen fields immediately,
• state-of-the-art faci lities for professional
training in the arts and media,
• excellent internship opportunities with major
employers in the Chicago marketplace,
• a commitment to teaching and learning,
• a tuition rate less than half t he national
average for private institutions.

Established with the intention of fashioning a
new approach to Iiberal arts education,
Columbia offers an affordable and imaginative
college education as well as an exceptional
professional faculty. The resulting environment
places positive demands upon the students,
their aspirations, potentials, capabilities, and
talents.
Since its beginnings. Columbia has enjoyed
dramatic growth. Sensitive to the educational
needs and trends of the contemporary world,
Columbia has added new academic departments, designed programs, and redesigned
courses to provide a comprehensive and
responsive curriculum. Student enrollment has
grown rapidly, making Columbia the fifth
largest private educational institution in
Illinois, with an enrollment of over 8,000
undergraduate and graduate students. Our
campus occupies 11 buildings, primarily in
Chicago's South Loop.
OUR STUDENTS

Creative students who enjoy a supportive and
challenging environment thrive at Columbia.
Developing artists and communicators find a
full range of career-oriented classes and services as well as a sound liberal arts education.
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Half of our students come to Columbia as first-year students, and
half enroll as transfer students from other schools. One quarter of
the student body attends part time.
Although many students come from the Chicago area, Columbia
enrolls students from across the country and around the world.
Columbia's student body is representative of the rich diversity of a
modern metropolitan area.

z
FACULTY
Faculty members are selected on the basis of both their profes·
sional and academic abilities. The College employs 260 full-time
and 935 part-time faculty. Because most faculty members practice
what they teach, these profes.sionals are uniquely qualified to
provide personal expertise unparalleled in ot.her classroom situa·
t1ons.

The film student who learns from the working cinematographer. as
well as the graphic design student who learns from the leading art
director, or the journalism major who studies with the investigative
reporter are all prepared to enter the current job market after grad·
uation.
Minority representation on the faculty is much higher than the
national average. Minority individuals account for 16 percent of the
total faculty and 23 percent of the full·time faculty.
CURRICULU M
Columbia's curriculum provides comprehensive educational oppor·
tunities in the arts. communication , and public information within
the context of a liberal arts education. Course offerings in major
subject areas combine conceptual study w1th practical application,
resulting in a realistic career preparat1on. Entenng students may
begin classes in their chOsen fields 1mmed1ately. To allow intensive
student-teacher interaction and availability of technology and
equipment to all students, class size averages around 20 students.

Learning also takes place outside of the classroom as stu·
dents become involved with internships, community service.
performances. and exhibits. These experiences introduce the
students to the actualities of professional life.
To balance the professional education. 48 of the 124 credit hours
(120 or 128 credit hours, beginning fall 2001) needed for graduation must be taken in General Education. specifically in social
science. humanities. literature. English. sc1ence, mathematics,
history, speech, and computer sc1ence.
TECHNOLOGY
Technology in the service of teach111g and learning pervades
Columbia College and reflects the spectrum of communication arts:
from traditional artmaking techniques to interactive multimedia
production. Production facilities include: a 4QO.seat proscenium
theater: two 150-seat flexible capacity studio theaters: the Dance
Center. with six studios and a 275-seat black-bOx theater: the
Center for Book and Paper Arts: two full three-camera television
studios: a three-camera mobile television remote control room; a
3,800 square-foot professional photography studio: extensive black
and white and color photographic darkrooms: one 1, 700 SQuarefoot and two 3.300 SQuare-foot film and video shooting stages.
Postproduction facilities include: non-linear editing suites. analog
and digital audio workstations and suites. sound transferring and
multitrack recording and mixing rooms, digital animation suites
(includil\g motion control), and a complete Aud10 Technology Center.

Most departments possess their own professionally staffed
computer labs supporting the majors and concentrations offered in
those departments. Computers range from general purpose
machines to high~nd Windows NT Workstations and Silicon
Graphics 02 Workstations. Columbia College has in place a strate·
gic plan for the ongoing development and integration of technology
within teachll\g and learning.
GENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
An important aspect of Columbia's academic program is the
General Education Program. which ensures a solid educational
base in the liberal arts. sciences. and humanities. These studies
place students' artistic pursuits in the broader context reflected in
the cultural history of societies.

Course offerings in the Academic Computing: Art and Design;
English : L1beral Education; Arts, Entertainment , and Media
Management:
Marketing
Communication:
Science and
Mathematics: Science Institute: Television; and Theater depart·
ments support the General Education requirements at Columbia .
DEGREE PRO GRA MS
Columbia's undergraduate division offers programs of study leading
to a Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) degree. Starting fall 2001 . Bachelor of
Fine Arts (B.F.A.) degrees will be offered in Art and Design, Dance,
Photography, and Theater. with other B. F.A. programs In the plan·
ning stages. Both major degree plans include core requirements
and specialized concentrations of courses permitting students to
prepare for par ticular careers. Major degree plans or programs are
as follows:
MA JOR DEGREE PLANS
Bache lor of Fine Arta
Department

Major

Art and Dealcn

Advertising Art Direction. Fashion
Design. Fine Arts. Graphic Design.
Illustration. Interior Design, and
Product Design

Dance

Dance

Photocraphy

Photography

Theater

Acting, Directing. and Theatrical
Design

Bachelor of Arta
Department

Major/ Concentration

Academi c ComputlnC

Digital Media Technology

Art and Dealcn

Art and Design

Arta , Entertainment, and
Media Manacement

Small Business Management/
Entrepreneurship, Visual Arts
Management. Music Business,
Media Management, Performing
Arts, Fashion/Retail Management

Dance

Dance

Early Childhood Education Early Childhood Teacher Education
Encllah

Poetry

Fiction Wrltlnc

Fiction Writing

Film and VIdeo

Alternative Forms, Animation,
Audio, Cinematography, Computer
Animation, Critical Studies.
Directing, Documentary, Editing,
Producing. Screenwriting

lnterectlve Multlmedl•

Animation. Programming. Graphic
Design. Sound Design.
Photography. Project Management.
Video. Writing

Interpreter Tr•lnlnC

American Sign Language
Interpreting

Journ•llam

News Reporting and Writing:
Magazine Program: Broadcast
Journalism ; Health. Science. and
the Environment

M•rketlnC Communication Advertising. Marl<eting.
Public Relations. Sports Marl<eting

STUDEN T OU TCO MES ASSESSMENT

Because teach1ng is the central focu s of the College. and because
we are constantly striv1ng to 1mprove teach1ng. Columbia College
has a Student Outcomes Assessment Program in the major
departments and General Education courses that alford ins1ght Into
the success of the curricula and teaching practices. To achieve this
goal ol improving teaching and learning in our programs. student
worl< may be used not to determine how well the student is per form·
ing in a given class or program. but. rather. to determine how well
the department Is delivering the class or course of study.
Information from this assessment is used to improve teaching and
revise curricula.
I NTERNSHIP S AND THE C AREER CENTER

Mualc

Contemporary Music:
Composition.
Instrumental/Performance. Music
Directing/Conducting; Jau
Studies: Instrumental Jau. Jau
Composition. Vocal Jau

Columbia has one of the most productive internship and placement
programs of any college in the Midwest. Hundreds ol students get
internships each year with Chicago-area companies as part of
Columbia' s learn-by-doing approach to education. The film and
Video Department otters the semester in Los Angeles program. as
well.

Photocrephy

Photography

Redlo

Business. Talent/Production

Sound

Recording. Acoustics. Sound for
Pictures. Sound Reinforcement.
Sound Contracting

The Career Center for Arts and Media, stalled by professionals In
the career fields In which Columbia specializes. maintains strong
contacts with area employers and assists Columbia graduates in
obtaining professional employment related to their area of expert·
ise. Internship information may be obtained from either the
academic departments or the Career Center.

Telnlalon

Writing/Producing. Production/
Directing. Postproduction/ Eflects.
lnteractrve Television

ADMI SSIO NS , TUITION , AND A I D

Requirements for all majors are listed in the departmental
descriptions. See information about the interdisciplinary/self·
designed majors in the Academic Programs and Policies section.

Columbia College offers admission to all applicants w1th creative
ability in or inclination to the arts and communications disciplines
in which Columbia specializes and who possess a high school
degree or equivalent. Columbia seeks to admit a culturally. economically, and educationally diverse student body. Prospective students
are also expected to demonstrate preparedness, through educational resources and motivation, sufficient to meet the high
academic standards and expectations of the College.

MINORS

STUDENT LIFE

Columbia's undergraduate division elfers minor areas ol study in
the following departments:

The Columbia campus. in the heart of Chicago's cultural and social
life. offers countless opportunities for students to attend perform·
ances. exhibits, and other activities.

Acting. Directing. Theatrical
Design. Playwriting. Musical
Theater Performance

Th. .ter

Dep•rtme nt

M inor

D•nce

Dance

Encllah

Creative Nonfoction (with fiction
Writing). Literature. Poetry.
Professional Writing

College-sponsored activities on campus include film and VIdeo
screenings: art. fashion, and photography exhibits; theater, dance.
and live music performances; marl<eting and management sympo.
siums; journalism forums; poetry and foction readi<1gs; and lectures
and debates. Many ol these events feature visiting artists. and
many are designed to shOwcase student talent.

Fiction Wrltlnc

Creative Nonfiction (with English).
fiction Writing. Playwriting

otter students an opportunity to pursue their social, cultural. pollti·

Interpreter Tr•lnlnc

American Sign Language Studies

cal. and academic interests.

Journ•llam

Publication Production

RESI DE NT I AL FACILITIES

Llber•l Educetlo n

Latino/ Hispanic Studies

Menecement

Management

M•rketlnC

Marl<eting. E-commerce

Phot ocrephy

Photography

The Residence Lite system houses 450 students in apartment·style
aoccommodations. Each suite has its own living,td1ning area . tully
eQuipped kitchen . and bathroom. The Olf Campus Hous1ng
Coordinator 1s also located in the Res1dence L1fe Oflice. The
Coordinator •s responsible for assisting students w1th thetr search
for apartments and roommates within the city of Ch•cago. There are
apartment lists. relocauon gu1des. and roommate hstlngs available
for students Interested 1n alternative housmg.

Art •nd

o..ICn

Art History

Science end Methemetlca Environmental Stud1es
Tel evl alon

Nonlinear Ed1t1ng. Wnting for
Televis1on

Th ..ter

Acting. Dtrectlng. Playwr~ting

Myriad all-campus and special interest clubs and organizatiOns
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CULTURAL CONNECTIONS AND CIVIC OUTREACH
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Columbia is noted for its many connections with the cultural and
civic life of Chicago. The College houses or sponsors art and
photography galleries; theaters; dance programs; film and video
festivals; and centers for the study of black music, book and paper
arts, science education and literacy, and Asian art and media .
Students engage in tutoring in local grade and high schools and
other public service projects, as volunteers and for class credit.
Faculty and staff tutor and donate their time to many causes .
GRADUATE SCHOOL

Columbia's Graduate School offers the Master of Fine Arts degree
in Architectural Studies, Creative Writing, Film and Video, Interior
Design, Interd isciplinary Book and Paper Arts, and Photo·
graphy. Columbia offers the Master of Arts degree in Arts,
Entertainment, and Media Management; Dance/Movement
Therapy; Interdisciplinary Arts Education; Journalism; Photography;
and the Teaching of Writing.
Through its Department of Educational Studies, Columbia College
offers graduate-level students an opportunity to complete course
work leading to teacher certification. The Department offers three
Master of Arts in Teaching Programs: Elementary Education (K- 9),
Secondary English Education (6-12), and Interdisciplinary Arts
(K-12). The Department of Educational Studies also offers Master
of Arts degree programs in Multicultural Education for state-certi·
fied teachers seeking career enhancement, and Urban Teaching for
elementary school teachers holding transitional bilingual certifi·
cates. Several of the department's courses are open to interested
and qualified undergraduates.
Information about these Graduate School programs may be
requested from the Graduate School Office, 312·344· 7260.
COLUMBIA 2 : DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION

Columbia 2, the Division of Continuing Education, extends the
College's arts and media curricula through continuing and profes·
sional education programs for working professionals, returning
adult students, alumni, and the general public. The division
offers noncredit certificate programs and courses with a special
emphasis on providing advanced training for new technologies and
addressing the current needs of employee re-education.
Besides offering an integrated series of courses through its
Career Center, Columbia 2 offers certificate programs in
Sports/Entertainment Management, Web Site Design, Interactive
Multimedia, Digital Photography, AutoCAD, Voice-Overs, and
Professional Makeup Artistry, along with individual courses in Art
and Design, Film, Photography, Marketing Communication, Creative
Writing, Public Relations. Radio, as well as courses in many other
fields in arts and communications.
Noncredit courses are also offered at our off-site location in
Wilmette, as well as in conjunction with the Lake County Multi·
University Center in Mundelein, libertyville, Grayslake, and
Waukegan.
Information about continuing education programs may be request·
ed from Columbia 2: Division of Continuing Education , 312·344·
8190; by e-mail, at Columbia2@popmail.colum.edu; or through the
College's web site, www.colum.edu.
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COLUMBIA COLLEGE PROVIDES EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES IN ARTS AND
CO MM UNICATION WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF THE LIBERAL ARTS . ACADEMIC
PROGRAMS COMBINE IN-DEPTH PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION WITH A BROAD
GE NE RA L EDUCATION .

·· ·~ ··

GENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
The General Education core requirements
provide the basic skills and information relevant to the study of a chosen profession and
ensure an educational base in the liberal arts
and sciences, humanities, English, literature,
and history. In addition, the General Education
requirements play an essential role for
students in the art s and media by integrating
their technical expertise with the broader
spect rum of knowledge, and by providing a
basis for lifelong learning.
All students, freshmen and transfers, entering
Columbia in or after fall 1997, are required to
complete the following General Education
core. For specific courses that fulfill t hese
requirements, consult the class schedule or
General Education course listings. Students
who entered prior to fall 1997 should check
the General Education requirements published
in previous editions of the College catalog.
Students return ing to the College after such a
period of time as to require readmission must
complete the requirements in place at the
time of re-entry.

Credit Houra
Communication•
English Composition I and II
Oral Communications

9
(6)
(3 )

3
Computer Application•

3

Science
One course with lab component
Additional science course

8
(3)

(3)

8

Hlatory

- - - --

9

Humanltla•
Comparative arts course
Literature
Additional humanitieS elective

13)
13)
13)

Social Science
Two courses from two d1fferent diSCiplines

8

Senior Seminar

3

General Education Elective
3
Select one course from sc•ence. mathemat•cs..
h1story. humanst•es. hterature. or soc•al sc•ence

41

Tot al Credit Houra

Students m ay not apply any course tnat 1s reQweo
and/ or counted for the•r maJor

or

m•nor toward

General Educat1on reQwements.

THE IACHELOR OF ARTI PROGRAM
Pnor to fall 2001
To Qualify for graouat1on w1tr> a Bacnelor or Ar ts
I B.A.J degree . students entenng pno< to fall 2001
are reQu"eo to comOiete

..
..."'

• 124 credit hours with a minimum 2.0 cumulative grade point
average,
• 48 credit hOurs in General Education courses.
• one writing intensive course in residence.

...
0
0

• compliance with the Satisfactory Academic Progress Policy (see
page 21).
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THE BACHELOR OF ARTS PROGRAM

Beginning fall 2001
To qualify for graduation with a Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) degree.
students.- freshmen. transfers. and one-year interrupts-entering
in the fall 2001 are required to complete

• 120 credit hOurs with a minimum 2.0 cumulative grade point
average ,
• 48 credit hours in General Education courses.

0

"'

• a major. declared or self-designed/mterdisciptinary.

"'

• a writing intensive course in residence. in addition to the writing
intensive Senior Seminar course.

u

• compliance with the Satisfactory Academic Progress Policy (see
page 21).
THE BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS PROGRAM

Beginning fall 2001
To qualify for graduation with a Bachelor of Fine Arts (B.F.A.) degree.
students entering in fall 2001 and continuing students are required
to complete

• 128 credit hours with a minimum departmental grade point
average as designated by the department.
• 48 credot hours in General Educatoon.
• a major. not including self-designed/rnterdoscoplinary.
• a writing intensive course in residence. In addotion to the writi11g
intensive Senior Semnar course.
• compliance with the Satisfactory Academic Progress Policy (see
page 21) .
MAJOR DECLARATION

Starting fall 2001. all students who have accumulated 45 credit
hours will be alerted that they must declare a major and B.A./ B.F.A.
status by 60 credit hours. Transfer students with 45 credit hours or
more will need to make this declaration at the end or their first
semester at Columbia.
MA JO R D EG REE PLANS

Startong fall 2001. all students must complete a major selecting
one of three options: Bachelor or Arts declared major. Bachelor or
Arts Self·Designed/ lnterdisciplinary major. or a Bachelor or Fine
Arts declared major. Students enteri11g prior to fall 2001 may follow
degree options listed in the previous catalog.
BACHELOR OF ARTS DECLAR ED MAJOR

Students may complete a major course of study that has been
outlined by an academic department. Bachelor of Arts degree plans
may meet one or both of the following curricular goats.
1 . The Bac helor o f Art.s pro vides various emphases within
a basi c p lan of cou rse work.
These degree plans ordinarily are divided between core courses and
a chOice of several groups of courses that offer concentrated or
specialized study within the major field. Core requirements are
courses that are fundamental to the field. Introducing students to
the discipline and providing essential skills and general knowledge
as a foundation for further study. A concentration Is a focused area

of study within a major. a specialization that follows. in most cases.
the completion of the core requirements. Some departments offer
degree plans with a concentration to be taken on an elective basis •
However. others. due to professional requirements. require the
concentration for the completion of the major. Credit hOurs required
for both the core and concentrations vary according to major.
2 . The Bache lo r of Arts provides a breadth of underttendlng within a field .
These degree plans consist mainly of core courses with limited
emphases or specializations through minimal variations within the
required program. Several of these degree plans are offered In the
visual and performing arts departments as viable options to the
B.F.A. degree plans. Required credit hours vary according to major.
BA C HELOR OF AR TS SELF-DES IG NED /
I NTERD I SC I P LI NARY MAJOR

Students may elect to chart a fully individualized interdisciplinary
course of study that os not currently offered as a major at the
College. The objective of this major is to provide a formally recog·
nized and well·advised program that meets student-defined career
and academic goals within a selection of courses from General
Education and major.granting departments or programs. The major
should be planned and declared by 60 cumulative credit hOurs.
Requirements are as follows :
• A minimum of 40 semester credit hOurs from two disciplines or
departments. No more than two-thirds of the course work
should be done in one department.
• At least 12 credit hours selected from a major-granting
department.
• 30 percent of the course work shOuld be at the advanced level
of 3 or 4 from a maJOr-granting department.
• completion of a senior project. internship, or professional
activity.
• Approval of the chairpersons of the departments included in the
proposed major.
Students should contact Academic Advising to plan and declare a
self-designed/interdisciplinary major.
BA CHELOR OF FINE ARTS DECLARED MAJOR

Starting in fall 2001 . certain visual and performing arts depart·
ments will offer B.F.A.s in specific concentrations within their fields
of study. Total requored credits range from 66 to 80 credit hOurs
within the total requirement of 128. These degree ptans include a
basic core. an on-depth specialization. an historic study of the field.
and professional capstone experience. Students must declare their
candidacy for the B.F.A. by 60 cumulative credit hours. following the
specific selection criteria as noted by the individual departments.
MINOR DEGREE PLANS

Students may elect to complete a minor course or study If they have
declared and completed a maj or program. Students must complete
a major before a minor course of study will be recorded . Minors
consist of 18 to 24 credit hours and provide an Introduction or
sequenced specialization in an area of study from either a major or
a General Education department. Specific credit and course requirements for minors are listed within the departmental descriptions .
COLLEGE · WIDE ELECTIVES

College-wide electives may be taken at any time from any depart·
ment durong the student's course of study. Such electives may be
used to satisfy graduation requirements. providing that General
Education and major degree credits have been completed (124,
prior to fall 2001; 120 to 128. after fall 2001).

SECOND BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE

If a student has already received a Bachelor of Arts degree from
another accredited institution, he or she may earn a second B.A. at
Columbia by completing 50 credit hours of required courses speci·
fied by one of the major-granting departments. All other academic
requirements will be considered fulfilled within the first B.A. Credits
applied to the original degree and transfer credits cannot count
toward the second degree; however, specific courses may be
waived based on work experience or courses from the original
major. Since waivers do not grant credit, additional courses must be
taken to complete the 50 credit hour requirement. Not all departments offer second B.A.s; check with Admissions for the current
listing. Second B.F.A.s are not offered.
CLASS STANDING

Undergraduate students pursuing the Bachelor of Arts degree are
classified by the number of credit hours earned:
120 credit hou rs

0-29
30-59
60-89
90-120

128 credit hours
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior

0-31
32-63
64-95
96-128

TRANSFER AND ADVANCED CREDIT

Columbia College accepts a maximum of 88 credit hours in cours·
es completed with a C or better from other regionally accredited
colleges and universities. Transfer credit from two-year colleges
and/or the College Level Examination Program (CLEP) is limited to
a maximum of 62 credit hours. If a student has attended both a
four-year and a two-year college, the maximum number of transfer
hours accepted is 88. The final 12 credit hours must be taken in
residence.
The acceptance of transfer credit is at the sole discretion of the
College. For information regarding acceptance of transfer credit,
please contact the Records Office at 312-322-7224.
To be accepted, transfer credit must be received by the Records
Office before the end of the student's first semester of attendance
at Columbia College.
Effective fall 2001, transfer students may bring in 9 additional
transfer credits after matriculation. However, in no case may the
total number of transfer hours exceed 88 credit hours.
Effective fall 2001, students entering as freshmen may transfer in
a maximum of 18 credit hours to count towards graduation.
Effective fall 2001, students wishing transfer credit after matricu·
lation must submit such credit before the end of the student's
next semester at Columbia.
Students desiring advanced standing (transfer credit) based on
CLEP results must have official reports sent to Columbia's Records
Office.
Scores of 3 , 4, or 5 on Advanced Placement tests may also be
accepted as transfer credit, and official records must be sent to the
Columbia College Records Office for consideration. Credit for CLEP
and Advanced Placement tests is applicable only to students with
freshman or sophOmore standing and is considered inappropriate
for more advanced students.
Under special circumstances, a student may be granted credit for
life and work experience. Credit for life and work experience may not
exceed 16 credit hours. Apply to the Records Office for evaluation
of non-college learning experiences.

Veterans may be eligible for active duty and service school credit on
the basis of information from official copies of military records.
All transfer credit is awarded by the Records Office upon evaluation
of official documents submitted.
TRANSFER ARTICULATIONS

Columbia College Chicago has articulation agreements with numerous academic institutions both in and out of the state of Illinois.
College of Lake County, Grayslake, Illinois
Community College of Rhode Island, Warwick, Rhode Island
Oaley College, Chicago, Illinois
College of DuPage, Glen Ellyn, Illinois
Elgin Community College, Elgin, Illinois
Gateway Technical College, Kenosha, Wisconsin
!Harold washington College, Chicago, Illinois
!Hebrew Theological College, Skokie, Illinois
I llinois Central College, Peoria, Illinois
Institute of Audio Research, New York, New York
Joliet Junior College, Joliet, Illinois
IKennedy·King College, Chicago, Illinois
IKishwaukee College, Malta, Illinois
lincoln College, lincoln, Illinois
Malcolm X College, Chicago, Illinois
Massachusetts Communications College, Boston, Massachusetts
McHenry County College. Crystal Lake, Illinois
Moraine Valley Community College, Palos Hills, Illinois
Morton College, Cicero, Illinois
Oakton Community College, Des Plaines, Illinois
Parkland College, Champaign, Illinois
Prairie State College, Chicago Heights, Illinois
Rock Valley College, Rockford, Illinois
Sauk Valley College, Dixon, Illinois
Second City, Chicago, Illinois
South Suburban College, South Holland, Illinois
Truman College, Chicago, Illinois
William Rainey Harper College, Palatine, Illinois
Wright College, Chicago, Illinois
Transfer Articulation of Majors
Departmental transfer articulations and 2+ 2 agreements are available in major areas such as:
Art and Design
Fashion/Retail Management
Graphic Design
1nterior Design
Interpreter Training
Interactive Television
Journalism
Management
Marketing Communication
Music
Photography
Radio/Sound
Television
Theater
Students planning to transfer to Columbia from a community
college should consult with their community college transfer center
or academic advisor early in their academic career to obtain specif·
i c information on transferring General Education and major course
credits. New transfer articulations are regularly added, and existing
articulation agreements are frequently updated.
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The P grade does not affect the grade point average (GPA). The
pass/ fail and audit options must be declared before the end of the
fourth week of class by completing a form obtained in the Records
Office. The instructor's approval Is required. Once this form is
submitted the decision cannot be reversed.
Incomplete

0

The I grade is issued when a student makes definite arrangements
with the instructor to complete course work outside class before
the next consecutive semester has ended. The summer session is
considered a regular semester. Medical excuses must be submit·
ted during the semester In which the incomplete is requested. A
student may not complete work by enrolling in the same class in the
next semester. Grades of I automatically convert to F grades if
course work is not satisfactorily completed by the end of the next
consecutive semester following the semester in which the grade of
1 was assigned.

R

w

Course repeated
Withdraw

0
0

A grading system using • +• and · - • grades will be implemented in
the near future .
For more Information on grading. calculating the grade point aver·
age, and other academic policies of Columbia College, consult the
Student Handbook.
LATE WITHDRAWALS
A student may petition for administrative withdrawal from classes
following the deadline, the end of the eighth week. by submitting a
written petition supported by appropriate documentation. This with·
drawal petition is evaluated and approved or denied in the Office of
Academic Advising.
A student may petition for administrative withdrawal from classes
after the end of the semester by subm1tt1ng a petit1on supported by
appropriate documentation. A withdrawal after the end of the
semester w111 not be permitted 1f the petition is submitted later than
two consecutive semesters (includ1ng the summer semester)
following the semester in quest1on. Petitions for this type of withdrawal are evaluated and approved or denied in the Office of
Academic AdVising.
Students may appeal a denial of petition to the Office of the
Academic Dean, whose decision will be final.
SATISFACTORY ACADEMI C PROGRESS POLICY
All full-time undergraduate students will be given a maximum of 12
semesters to complete their B.A. or B.F.A. degrees. Students
enrolled half-time will have 20 semesters to earn the degree. During
this time, students are expected to satisfactorily earn a minimum
of 10 credit hours per semester of full-time enrollment, or 6 credit
hours for halt-time attendance . Students enrolled tor fewer than 6
credit hours must satisfactorily complete all course work. The mini·
mum acceptable grade point average for each semester is 2.0.
Transfer credit accepted from a post-secondary institution will be
included in the determination of a student's academic progress
rate. Transfer credit will also affect the remaining number of semes·
ters a student has in which to satisfy Columbia degree requirements. Accepted transfer credit will be the only component of a
student's previous academic record to be incorporated into the
computation of the academic progress rate upon enrollment at
Columbia. Grades earned at another institution will have no effect
upon a student's grade point average at Columbia.

Grades of Incomplete (I), Withdrawal (W). and Pass (P) are not
included in the computation of the grade point average, but they do
affect the completion rate requirement. Grades of A. B, c. and D
are included in grade point calculations and count toward satisfying
the minimum complet.ion rate. Failure grades (F and FX) affect the
grade point average adversely, but do not count toward satisfying
the minimum completion rate requirement.
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Students who receive a failing grade (F) in an undergraduate course
are permitted to repeat the course once. The grade achieved in the
repeated course is recorded on the academic record, counts toward
satisfying the minimum completion rate, and is included in grade
point calculation. If requested by the student. the failed grade is
changed to an R. but the course title remains on the transcript.
A student may petition the department tllat offers the course for
permission to repeat the course a second time with the under·
standing that tutoring may be required. If the course is repeated a
second time, only one of the falling grades can be changed to an R.
The completion rate is based on a student's semester date of entry
to the College and cumulative enrollment of credit hours at the
fourth week of each semester of enrollment. The student's
p rogress is measured at the end of each semester.
Completion Rate Compliance Chart f or Full- and
Part· Time Studente
With the chart below. students can determine whether or not they
are in compliance with the completion rate as stated in the
Satisfactory Academic Progress Polley. Numbers 1 to 10 and
numbers 11 to 20 indicate the semesters of enrollment. Directly
under the semester Is the number of hours designated tor full-time
enrollment. The next line indicates the number of hours needed tor
part·time enrollment.
The policy states that for every semester a student is enrolled full·
time (12 credit hours and more), 10 credit hours must be satisfactorily completed; tor every part-time semester of enrollment (fewer
than 12 credit hours). 6 credit hours must be satisfactorily complet·
ed . Thus, at the close of the first semester of enrollment. a fuiHime
student would have 10 credit hours successfully completed to be in
compliance; a part-time student would have 6 credit hours successfully completed to be in compliance. For example, in the seventh
semester of enrollment, a full-time student would need 70 credit
hours posted ; if two of the seven semesters were part-time. the
number is adjusted for part-time enrollment.
At the end of semester

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

90

100

Credit hours earned full -time enrollment

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

BO

Credit hours earned part-time enrollment

6

12

1B

24

30

36

42

4B

54

60

At the end of semester
11 12 13 14 15

16

17

18

19

20

Credit houre earned full-t ime enrollment

110 124 Credit hours earned part-tim e enrollment

66

72

78

84

90

96

102 10B 114 124

Students should confirm their calculations with an academic advisor. This chart should be used as a guide to the student's completion rate; students should not neglect consulting their academic
adVisor about their status.
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• Following each semester of noncompliance. students will be
notified in writing of their status. In some circumstances it is
possible for financial aid to continue: however. all students on
probation (non~ompliance for three consecutive semesters)
must be counseled by an academic advisor before receiving
financial aid. Students who do not complete the degree requirements within the specified time may not be eligible to receive
financial aid or continue enrollment.
• Following the fourth consecutive semester of noncompliance,
the student will be excluded from the College for a minimum of
one academic year. The student will be notified of academic
dismissal after the end of each semester.
• To apply for readmission, students must write a letter of petition
to the Director of Academic Advising. Upon readmission, the
student must achieve a cumulative 2.0 GPA before financial aid
can be reinstated.
Recognizing that there may be extenuating and mitigating circumstances affecting a student's performance (e.g .. critical personal
circumstances, prior per formance, and so forth) , the college allows
students to appeal their academic progress status by submitting a
written appeal to the Director of Academic Advising. A student has
the right to appeal the decision of the Director of Academic Advising
to the Academic Standards Review Committee. This committee
consists of the Academic Dean and the Dean of Students (or their
designated representatives), a faculty member. and the Registrar (a
non-voting member). The decision of the Academic Standards
Review Committee is final.
REPEATING COU RSES FOR CREDIT

Several courses in the College have been designed to be repeated
to Improve the student's proficiency in the subject. These courses
may be repeated for credit under the following conditions:
• Only courses designated with an R on the class schedule are
repeatable.
• Courses may be repeated only once for credit unless otherwise
specified by the department that offers it. Before registering for
a repeated course, students must consult their departmental
faculty advisor for the repeat limits.
• Proficiency skill courses such as dance technique, music
lessons. and chorus may be taken each semester.
• All grades received for each repeated course will appear separately on the transcript in addition to the original grade.
• Tuition and fees are paid for repeated courses.
Some financial aid limits may apply to repeated courses.
COL LEGE SE MESTERS AND SCHEDULES

Each academic year at Columbia includes two 15-week semesters
(fall and spring) plus a summer session. While the usual term of a
class is a full 15 weeks, some subjects may be offered in shorter
periods. ranging from one to eight weeks. Such ontensive segments
meet more frequently than normal courses. Current examples are
worl<shops on art and photography.
Courses are scheduled during the day and evening as well as on
Saturdays to accommodate the schedules of working students. wh>O
compose a substantial percentage of the Columbia community.

SUMMER SCHOO L

A full complement of courses is offered in major and General
Education departments. Flexible summer class schedules include
five-, eight·. ten-, and twelve-week sessions. Students-at-large may
register for any summer course if prerequisites are met. There is
early registration for current students, plus a week of open registration for both current and new students wishing to enroll. For information , contact the Admissions Office. 312-344-7129.
STUDY ABROAD

Dartlncton, EnCiand
Columbia offers summer study from early June through July at
Darlington. home of a well known, progressive arts college in
Devon. a rural county in southwest England. Travel, food, accommodations. and field trips are provided, and the aim Is to give
Columbia students a broad but critical exposure to British culture.
customs. history, and people. Course worl< features field trips, indepth study, interviewing. photographing, and writing about local
people, artifacts, architecture, and so on. By taking urban
commuter students to a rural, residential setting, the program chal·
lenges them to enter an unfamiliar reality. Undergraduate courses
offered during the summer at Darlington currently include electives
and required classes in humanities, history, photography, film and
video, fiction writing. and senior seminar. Independent projects and
graduate courses are also available. Faculty include both American
and British instructors. Information and application forms can be
obtained by the Columbia Study Abroad in England Program Director
at 312-344-8173.
Unive rsity of Guadalajara
The Foreign Student Study Center at the University of Guadalajara
offers summer programs in language study and content courses In
Spanish. Credits are accepted in transfer at Columbia. Courses are
complemented by workshops in Mexican arts. travel throughout
Mexico, and lodging with a Mexican family. For information. contact
the Director of Latino Cultural Affairs, 312-344-7812.
Moscow and Prague
The Fiction Writing Department offers two five-week sessions, the
first session In Moscow, Russia. at the Moscow State University of
Telecommunications and Informatics, and the second in Prague.
Czech Republic. Columbia faculty and a Russian writer offer graduate/undergraduate courses, several pertaining specifically to the
literature of the country. All students are welcome to learn to
enhance their writing and explore the unique cultures of two of the
most literary cities in the world. For course listings. applocatoons.
and information. contact the Fiction Writing Department, 312-3447611.
Am erican Institute for Foreign Study Affiliation
Columbia College Chicago has an affiliation agreement with the
American Institute for Foreign Study (AIFS). Summer abroad studies
are available In England, France, Italy, Spain, Japan. Russia, and
the Czech Republic. Semester programs are possible in additional
countries . including Argentina. Australia, Austria , Ireland, South
Africa, and the Netherlands. Interested students should contact the
Academic Dean' s Office for more information and applications or
visit the AIFS web sole at www.aifs.com.
Credits earned at the AIFS foreign universities can be transferred to
Columbia, and Columbta's transfer policies wiil apply. Students will
need to request that a copy of their foreign transcropt is sent to
Columbia's Records Offoce to complete the transfer process.
Because credits earned are transfer credits . students cannot use
governmental financial aid for AIFS programs.

H I GH S C HOOL INSTITU TE

Columbia's High School Summer Institute offers a five-week
program to Introduce motivated high school juniors and seniors to
the college experience. Courses from nearly every academic depart·
ment are offered through the Summer Institute and, with slight
modifications. are comparable in content to courses taken by
Columbia students. Each course successfully completed carries
transferable credit that is awarded when the student graduates
from high school and submits a high school transcript to Columbia.
For more information. contact Admissions. 312-344-7129.
INTERNSH I P PR OGRAM

The internship program integrates classroom theory with practical
work experience by placing students in training positions related to
their academic studies. The academic departments and Career
Center work with students and employers to ensure that students
are provided with a worthwhile learning experience closely related
to the academic program.
To be eligible, students must have completed 60 credit hOurs, must
have been registered at Columbia for at least two semesters prior
to participating in the internship program . must have a 3.0 or better
grade point average. and must receive faculty recommendations.
Students are charged tuition for credits earned in this program. The
field placement must relate to the student's academic concentration and offer a useful learning experience. Internship positions can
be taken either with or without concurrent classes on campus.
More detailed information can be secured from the academic
departments or the Career Center for Arts and Media. 312-344-

7280.
IN D EP E NDEN T PRO J E CTS

An independent project is advanced study of a topic of particular
Interest to the student. The project takes place outsode the regular
classroom environment and requires a faculty advosor who will eva I·
uate the result of the project and submit the grade. It is expected
that students create and develop a study or production schedule for
their projects and that they are prepared to devote at least three
clock hours of work per week (45 clock hours per semester) for
each credit hour to be awarded. Tuition is charged at the usual rate
for the number of hours for which the student enrolls.
An independent project must not be equivalent In content to cours·
es currently offered by the College.
Students are required to begin developing their project ideas and
completing their independent project form before registration
begins. This form is available from the Records Offoce. The department chairperson and the faculty advisor must approve the
proposed project by signing the form. The completed form must be
presented at registration.
Only students who have completed at least 16 credit hours of class
work at Columbia College are eligible to apply for Independent projects. A student may not earn more than 16 credit hours through
Independent projects.
GE N E RAL COLLEGE A C ADEM IC P OLI CIES

The College emphasizes students' responsibility to participate in
the educational process. This involves the conscientious preparation of assignments and the recognition of the frequent interdependence of students when individual contribution to a group or
class effort is required. Students are expected to attend classes
and to complete assignments as required by the Instructor. They
should expect their academic progress to suffer If they miss more
than three classes in a single course during the semester. Students

are also expected to meet regularly with their academic advisors
and to keep accurate records of their course work and academic
progress toward their chosen degree.
Works of any kind created by students in the College in fulfillment
of class assignments or adVanced study projects belong to their
student creators. Educational and promotional use of student work
by the College or its departments is subject to student approval.
1The College supports student activities that provide broad opportunity for the exercise of Interests and talents. These include partici·
pation in professional organizations, cultural experiences. social
activities. and informal meetings between students and faculty.
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The College prohobits certain conduct by community members. The
prohibited conduct includes. but is not limited to: discrimination.
including sexual harassment: academic dishonesty, including cheat·
ing, plagiarism. furnoshong false information; forgery: alteration or
fraudulent use of College documents, instruments. or identification:
damage to College property: unauthOrized use of College property;
the use. sale. or possession of illegal drugs and violations of state
and federal laws. A violation of a College policy can result in disci·
pline up to and including expulsion. The College's policies on
conduct, discrimination, grade changes, and other policies and
procedures are contained in the Student Handbook. and other
College publications.
The Student Handbook is available from the office of the Dean of
Students. and it is distributed to all students during class registrat ion in the fall and spring semesters.
FAM ILY ED UC ATIO NAL RIG HT S AND PR IVA CY A CT
POLICY S T ATE M ENT

Columbia College comphes with the Family Educational Rights and
Privacy Act (FERPA) of 1974, as amended. by publishing an annual
notice to students of their rigllts under the Act in Columbia
College's Bulletin and by making a copy of the Policy Statement
available to students in the Records Office.
Upon written request. students may inspect and review their educational record by submitting their request to the Director of Records.
Columbia will endeavor to provide the student with an opportunity
to inspect and review his or her educational record within a reasonable time alter receiving the request. which time shall not exceed
45 days from the receopt of the request. There will be no fee
assessed if unofficial copies of the educational record are request·
ed; however, a lee of $3 is charged lor requests for official copies.
Copies of records will not be provided if the student owes tuition or
other fees. Students' educational records are maintained under the
supervision of the Director of Records and Registration (the
Registrar) in the Records Office. Room 611 , 600 South Michigan
Avenue . Chicago, Illinois. 60605.
l't is Columbia College's policy that no personally identifiable information from the educational record will be released without prior
written consent of the student. except for that information designated in this policy as Directory Information, and such personally
identifiable information which may be disclosed under the circum·
stances allowed under the Act and Regulations passed pursuant to
tM Act.
The following personnel are granted access to educational records
without prior written consent of the student as a matter of routine
and lor legitimate educatoonal purposes: the Director of Records.
the Student Services Directors. and the Bursar. or any of the agents
of the above, and the academic advisors. In addition, access without prior written consent of the student is given to the President of
the College, Provost and Executive Vice President, the Deans. and
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the Chairpersons of the Academic Departments, and any of their
agents. Student educational records are made available to the
above designated persons in furtherance of the legitimate educa·
tional purposes of record maintenance, evaluation and advising,
financial aid evaluation, review tor disciplinary and academic
action, and billing.
As required by the Act and regulations, Columbia College maintains
a record of written requests for personally identifiable information
whether or not such requests are granted. Each student has the
right to inspect and review the record of written requests for disclosures of personally identifiable information that is maintained in his
or her permanent record.
Columbia College designates the following Information as
Directory Information:

• The student's name;
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• Information on whether or not a student is registered in the
College during the term in which the information is requested;
dates of attendance;
• Information concerning the student's graduation status, includ·
ing whether or not he or she has graduated from the College,
the date of any degree awarded, and the type of degree awarded;
• Major field of study;
• Enrollment status (e.g., undergraduate or graduate; full-time or
part-time);
• Awards received; and
• Participation in officially recognized activities, sports, and
organizations.
Students have the right to withhold disclosure of any or all of the
above information by notifying the Director of Records in writing by
Friday of the second week of classes of each term. The proper form
for refusal of disclosure is available in the Records Office and must
be submitted to the Director of Records by the deadline stated.
A student has the right to request amendment of his or her educational record to insure that the educational record information is not
inaccurate, misleading, or in violation of the student's rights. The
procedure to seek amendment of a student's educational record is
as follows:
• A written request must be submitted to the Director of Records
stating the reason a student seeks to amend his or her educational record, with any supporting documentation attached to
the request.
• Within a reasonable time after receiving the request, but in no
event longer than 45 days, the Director of Records will issue a
decision in response to the student's request. If the decision is
unfavorable, the student has the right to a hearing before the
Academic Standards Review Committee on the request to
amend. The student has the right to be represented by counsel
at the hearing. The decision of the Academic Standards Review
Committee is final.
• In the event of an unfavorable decision by the Academic
Standards Review Committee, the student has the right to
include a written statement setting forth his or her reasons for
disagreeing with the Committee on the matters presented in the
request to amend the record.

Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act Annual Notice
to Students

As part of Columbia College's compliance with the requirements of
the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 , as amended, students attending the College are informed that each student
has the right to:
• Inspect and review his or her educational record;
• Request an amendment of his or her educational record to
insure that the record is not inaccurate, misleading, or otherwise in violation of the student's privacy or other rights;
• Consent to disclosure of personally identifiable information
contained in the student's educational record, except to the
extent that the Act authorizes disclosure without consent, as in
the case of information the College designates as Directory
Information .
Directory Information is designated by Columbia College to mean a
student's name, current registration status, dates of attendance,
graduation status (including the date and degree awarded), major
field of study, enrollment status, awards received , and participation
in officially recognized activities. sports, and organizations. Each
student has the right to refuse to agree to the designation by the
College, of any or all of the above information as Directory
Information. Forms are available in the Records Office and must be
filled out and returned to the Director of Records by the Friday of
the second week of classes during each term. Once a refusal form
is on file, no information will be disclosed unless otherwise permit·
ted by the Act.
Each student has the right to file a complaint with the United States
Department of Education concerning alleged failures by Columbia
to comply with the requirements of the Act and the regulations
passed pursuant thereto; and complaints may be submitted to:
Family Policy Compliance Office, United States Department of
Education , 600 Independence Avenue, SW, Washington, DC,
20202-4605.
A copy of the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act Annua:
Notice to Students can be obtained from the Columbia College web
site or the Student Handbook or by contacting the Dean of Students
Office at 312-344-7221.
JEANNE CLEARY DISCLOSURE OF
CAMPUS SECURITY POLICY AND CAMPUS
CRIME STATISTICS ACT

In compliance with this federal law, Columbia annually prepares a
report. This report includes statistics for the previous three years
concerning reported crimes that occurred on campus; in certain off·
campus buildings or property owned or controlled by Columbia
College ; and on public property within, or immediately adjacent to
and accessible from Columbia' s campus. The report also includes
institutional policies concerning campus security, such as policies
concerning alcohol and drug use, crime prevention. the reporting of
crimes, sexual assaults, and other matters. A copy of this report
may be obtained by contacting the Office of Admissions at 312·
344·7129.
ANNUAL NOTICE TO STUDENTS OF INSTITUTIONAL
AND FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE INFORMATION

Columbia is required annually to provide enrolled students with a
list of various information that Columbia must provide upon request
to enrolled students, including Financial Assistance available to
enrolled students. and institutional information about Columbia
College. The financial assistance information contains a description
of all the federal, state , local, private, and institutional student

financial assistance programs available to students, including both
need and non-need based programs; eligibility requirements; selection criteria and criteria for determining the amount of the award,
as well as the student's rights and responsibilities; criteria for
maintaining or re-establishing eligibility; frequency and method of
distribution of financial assistance; the terms of any loan received
by a student as part of the student's financial assistance package,
a sample loan repayment schedule, and the necessity to repay
loans. The general terms and conditions of employment available to
the student as part of their financial assistance package are also
available.
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Institutional information regarding Columbia College includes the
academic program; the cost of attending; the refund policy; requirements and procedures for officially withdrawing from the program,
and a statement of Columbia's policies for the distribution of any
refund due to the Title IV, HEA programs; the names of associa·
tions, agencies. or governmental bodies that accredit, approve, or
license Columbia and Its programs. and the procedures by which
documents describing that activity may be reviewed by students; a
description of special facilities and services available to handi·
capped students; and a statement regarding whether or not a
student's enrollment In a program of study abroad. approved tor
credit by Columbia. may be considered enrollment at Columbia for
the purpose of applying for financial assistance. Students can
obtain the institutional information by contacting the Records
Office, 312·344-7224. and the financial assistance information by
contacting the Financial Aid Office. 312·344-7140.
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General Education
PURPOSES CO L UMB IA COLLEGE IS COMM I TTED TO PRO VID I NG STUDENTS
WI T H COMPREHENSIVE EDUC AT IONA L OPPORTUNITIES I N THE ARTS, COMMUNICATIONS, AND PU B LIC INFORMAT I ON, WITH I N THE CONTEX T OF ENL IGHTENED L I BE RA L EDUCATION . AT COLUMBIA T HE GENERAL EDUCATION
P ROG RA M INT RODUCES S T U DENTS TO T HE BROADER SPECTRUM OF HUMAN
KNOWLEDGE , THEREBY PROV ID I NG A BASIS FOR CONTINUED GROWTH IN
TH EIR CHOSEN DISCIPLINE AND FOR L I FE L ONG L EARN ING.

···~ ..

General Education courses direct their subject
matter, projects, and papers toward the arts
and communication fields and, whenever
possible and appropriate. incorporate references. examples, or case studies from these
disciplines. These courses provide our
st udents with context and content-cu ltural,
historical, philosoph ical , scientific- t hat
broaden and enrich professional and personal
development. Through the General Education
requirements, students learn skills in writing
and speaking, computer applicat ions. problem
solving, critical thinking, ethical decision
making. t he search for self-knowledge. the
ability to work with people from many cultures,
and the abil ity to place their cont ributions in
long-term perspectives. General Education
courses educate our students to be strong
and caring individuals, citizens . and artists
who can, indeed, · author the culture of t heir
t imes" in an enlightened, humane, and reflec·
t ive way.
THE CURRICULUM

The General Education requirements are
based on the following educational objectives
that may be realized through completion of
courses within the specific subject matter
areas or across t he curriculum th roug h
General Education, as well as major courses .

Students should:
• be able to use the elements of critical t hinking, including analysis, synthesis, and informal logic.
• be able to think imaginatively, to understand
the nature of the creative process. and to
develop creative problem-solving skill s.
• be able to read at the college level.
• be able to write clearly and effectively.
• be able to listen attentively and speak clearly and effectively.
• be proficient in the mathemat ical skill s and
concepts necessary to support t heir chosen
career and to function effectively in society.
• develop basic scientific literacy, understand
the scientific method of inquiry, and appreciate the impact of science on society.
• demonstrate competence in the use of
personal productivity software. including:
word processing, spreadsheets. data base
management. graphics, and telecommunicat ions.
• develop an understanding of and appreciat ion for cultural diversity as a way of expanding their view of their own and other
cultures.
• understand human behavior. contemporary
social issues. and the functions of social
institutions.
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• develop basic historical literacy concernong the historical periods
they have studied, understand the historical method of drawing
conclusions based on the available hostorical evidence. and
apprecoate the impact of past events on society.
• learn to address the basic ethical questions that confront all
human beings. as well as methods used to approach these
questions.
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• become familiar with various forms of creative expression in the
arts through analysis and comparison of their components.
• become familiar with one or more major forms of literature
through the examination of major writers In poetry, drama,
fiction, and nonfiction.
• develop the process of self-inquiry and the practice of civic
responsibility, enabling them to become lifelong learners as well
as active contributors to society.
PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS AND APPROVED
COURSES

All students are required to complete 48 credit hours in the General
Education core. Courses that fulfill each of the General Education
categories are listed below. For course descriptions see the department listings. Students must complete 24 credit hours of the
General Education Program requirements by the time they have
completed 77 cumulative credit hours.
Freshman and Senior Seminars
As an introduction to the General Education Program. students are
strongly advised to take the Freshman Seminar. The Senior Seminar
is required as a culmination to the General Education Program.

48-1000 Freshman Seminar 3 credit hours
The Freshman Seminar facilitates students' successful transition
from high school to college. utilizing an intellectual approach and
assignments involving artistic and communications disciplines, the
course addresses several issues including critical thinking, problem-solving abilities, and academic skill building. Students examine
how the arts allow us to view, understand. and comment upon our
various transformations in the modern world.
60-3000 Senior Seminar 3 credit hours
For seniors or students who have completed General Education
requirements, this seminar explores the Impact of the college experience on students' development of a ·personal voice· and upon
the values determining their life and career choices. What roles do
friends and community, work and service play in their vision of the
· good hfe "? Emphasis is placed on critical and creative thinking,
self-inquiry, and the experience of shared community. The seminar
culminates in a senior thesis/ project presenting each student' s
· personal myth " of the good life, incorporating methods and media
of their chosen fields of study.
Prerequisite: Senior status and completion of General Education
requirements
Communications 6 credit hours
English Composition 1 and II: Students must complete the composition requirements within the first 36 credit hours of their college
program.
52·1111 English Composition 1: Enhanced. 52·1112 English
Composition II: Enhanced, 52·1121 ESL English Composition I, 521122 ESL English Composition II, 52·1151 English Composition I,
52-1152 English Composition II, 52·1162 Community Service
English Composition II

Oral Communicat ions 3 credit hours
28-2710 Oral Communications for Managers (Management). 317300 Speaking Out (Theater). 40-7221 Speech: Communicating
the Message (Television). 51-1620 Fundamentals of
Communication (Liberal Education), 52·1400 Basic Public
Speaking-ESL (English). 52-1401 Basic Public Speaking (English),
52-1402 Public Speaking (English), 54-3701 Public Relations
Presentation Skills (Marketing)
College Mathematics 3 credit hours, placement by proficiency
exam
Basic requirement: 56-1720 College Mathematics
Advanced mathematics courses: 56-2710 College Algebra I, 562711 College Algebra II, 56-2720 Calculus I. 56-2713 College
Algebra and Trigonometry, 56-1724 Geometry in the Arts. 56-1726
Mathematics for Marketing and Management. 56-1722 Introduction
to Statistical Methods. 56-2715 Mathematics in Art and Nature,
56-2725 Environmental Algebra, 56-2740 Tutoring Mathematics,
57·1705 Mathematics for Survival: Random Patterns to Ordered
Sense
Computer Applicat ions 3 credit hours
35-1100 Foundations of Computer Applications
This course is a prerequisite for most advanced computer courses.
This requirement may be waived upon successful completion of the
proficiency exam . For students entering fall 2001. successful
completion will also result in 3 General Education credits. Students
anticipating taking additional courses in which computer skills are
expected should take 35-1100 in the first 36 credit hours of their
college program.
Science 6 credit hours. 3 credit hours with laboratory component
Science courses wilh laborarory componenr: 56-1210 Chemistry in
Daily Life. 56-1226 Chemistry of Photography, 56-1220 Chemistry
and Art: Textiles and Oyes. 56-1224 Chemistry of Art and Color. 561222 Chemistry of Metals, 56-1815 Physics of Dance. 56-2210
Molecules and You. 56-1211 Scientific Investigations: Holmes to
Courtroom, 57-1425 Crime Lab Chemistry, 57-1450 From Ozone to
Oil Spills, 57-2470 The Extraordinary Chemistry of Ordinary Things,
56-1110 Biology: Living World Around Us, 56·1615 Science,
Sensation. and Perception, 57-1310 Biology: Coffee. Chocolate,
Sugar. and Spice, 57-1360 Biology of the Human Immune System,
56-1310 Geology: Earth as Planet, 57-1510 Dinosaurs and More:
Geology Explored, 56-1810 Physics: Light. Sound, Electricity, 562810 Image Optics. 56-1820 Science of Electronics 1. 56-2820
Science of Acoustics. 56-2610 Environmental Science. 57-2810
Computer Models and Virtual Worlds in Science, 57-1601 The
Atmosphere and Motions of Earth and Planets. 57-1110 Frontiers
of Science. 57-1620 The Physics of Music, 57-1465 Modern
Methods of Science, 57-3830 Imaging Scientific Concepts. 573210 Interdisciplinary Environmental Science
Science courses wfrhout laboratory component: 56·1420 Animal
Ecology and Behavior. 56-1120 Botany: Plant World, 5&1830
Astronomy: Exploring the Universe I, 56-1831 Astronomy: Exploring
the Universe 11. 56-2110 Anatomy and Physiology, 56·1510 Science
of Nutrition. 56-2130 Blueprint of Life: Genetics, 56-2312 Planetary
Geology. 56-1330 Meteorology, 56-1624 Science Film Seminar. 561410 Ecology and Human Affairs. 56-2310 Oceanography, 56-1817
Lasers and Holography, 56-1115 Biology of Human Sexuality, 561520 Life Savers or Killers: The Story of Drugs, 56-1840 Einstein:
His Science and Humanity, 56-1833 Space Exploration. 56-2134
Evolution of the Human. 56-1621 Science. Technology, and Society,
56-1837 The Origin and Fate of the Universe. 56-1412 Ecology of
Art, 56-3640 Tutoring Science , 56-1320 Natural Disasters:
Causes. Consequences, and Prevention, 56-1515 Personal
Wellness

Mlatory 6 credit hours taken from either 0< both of the two gtoups
Group ~ : lntroductO<y courses that COller large geographoc 0<
cultural areas of the world and that are desogned to ontroduce
students to historical cultures and to the hostO<OCal method.
49-1601 U.S. HistO<y 1: to 1877. 49-1602 U.S. HostO<y II: from
1877. 49-1001 African HistO<y and Culture: to 1880. 49-1002
African HistO<y and Culture: since 1880. 49-1501 Middle East
HistO<y: to Muhammad. 49-1502 Middle East Hostory: since
Muhammad. 49-1401 Latin-American and Caribbean Hostory: to
1800. 49-1402 Latin-American and Caribbean History: siroce 1800.
49-2401 History of Mexico and Central America. 49-1301 Europe
and West : Arocient Civilizations. 49-1302 Europe and West:
Medieval Culture. 49-1303 Europe and West: Modern Europe, 491101 Asia: Earty China. India. and Japan, 49-1102 Asia: Modern
China, India, and Japan, 49-2672 Oral History. 49-1670 Gender.
Class. and Race In U.S. HistO<y
Group Two: Courses that cover specifoc topics. geographiC areas,
time periods, and minority groups withon the United States.
49-1710 Women in History, 49-2656 History of Sports. 49-2630
Civil Rights M011ement in 8i01faphy and Film, 49-2660 The 1960s:
Years of Turbuleroce, 49-2302 Russian and Soviet History, 49-7680
History of Chicago, 49-2683 History of the American City, 49-2659
HistO<y of the American Worl<ing Class, 49-2661 Family and
Community History, 49-1641 Women in U.S. History: to 1877. 491642 Women in U.S. History: siroce 1877. 49-1628 AfricanAmerican History and Culture : to 1860, 49-1629 African-American
HistO<y and Culture : since 1860, 49-2632 Hispanics in the U.S.
since 1800, 49-2641 Latinas in the U.S. siroce 1500, 51·2626 The
Writings of Black Protest: to 1860. 49-2627 The Writings of Black
Protest: since 1860, 49-2774 Atlantic Studies: Race, ColO<, and
Culture since 1700

Mumanltlaa 9 credit hours
Mumanltlaa/ Art a 3 credit hours
Art Crltlclam or Analyala: 51·2103 Critical Vocabulary for the
Arts, 52·2816 Reviewing the Arts. 51·2401 Philosophy of Art and
Criticism
Comparative Art Forma: 51·1101 Western Humanities, 51·
1102 Eastern Humanities, 51·1111 Latin-American Art. Literature.
and Music, 51·2101 Harlem: 1920s Black Art and Literature. 51·
1112 Women in Art, Literature, and Music. 52·2690 Literature in
Film, 38-3180 The Role of Art in Development. 51·1110 America in
Art. Literature. and Music. 51·2111 ReYOiution and Art: Mexico.
Spain, Cuba
Co111paratlvo Art Forftla/Art Mlatory: 22·1101 HistO<y of Art 1:
Stone Ace to Gothic. 22·1102 HistO<y of Art II: Renaossance to
Modem, 22·2110 History of TwentietM:entury Art, 22·2140 Arts of
Africa. Oceanoa. and the Americas. 22·2145 Arts of Africa. 22·2150
Art of MexiCO, 22·2160 Women on Art. 2J. 7760 PhotOgtiJC)hy on
Chlca&O Now. 22·2115 Dada. Surreahsm, and Futunsm. 22·2135
African.Arnerican Art
CoMparative Art Forllla/Tiloator: 31 ·3100 Styles and Crafts:
Ancoent to BaroQue. 31·3105 St)les and Crafts: BarOQUe to
Modem. 31·3110 Styles and Crans: Late Noneteentl1 and Twentoeth
Century. 51·2102 De>lelopment of Afro.Arnencan The<lter
C-paratlvo Art ForMa/Mwalc: 32·1610 Musoc thrOI.Ct' the
AcH. 32·1621 In~ to 8lact< MusiC. 51 ·7101 CreiiiM
People . CrelltM ProducU

Nwlllanlti"/Litoratwro 3 credit hOurs
52·1600 lntrO<Iuctoon to LlteretUte. ReQUored fO< students. unleaa
they recen.e permissoon from the ErcJoSh De!>ertment chat~
to take a more advaroced loteratUte course.
52·1602 lntroductoon to Poetry, 52·1604 lntroductoon to Or.,.,.. 52
1!606 Introduction to F'octoon. 52·2630 Worl<:l Llteralure: to 1660.
52·2631 Worl<:l Literature: soroce 1660. 52·2610 MllfO< ErcJoSh
AuthOrs: Beowulf to Blake. 52·2611 MaJOr English AuthOrs:
Romantocs to Contemporary. 52·2620 Arnenun ~ : thrOUCh
Oockonson. 52·2621 Arnerocan Authors: Twentoeth Century, 52·1670
MythOlogy and Literature. 52·2660 lntroductoon to Shakespeare.
52·2640 lntroductoon to MultiCultural Loteralure. 52·3644 U.S.
Latono Literature, 52·2672 Soble as Literature . 52·2665 Oramaloc
Literature . 52·3670 The RomantiC Poets. 52 3671 Modern Btitosh
and Arnencan Poetry, 52·1608 lntroductoon to the ShOrt StO<y, 52
2646 lntroductoon to Natove·Arnencan Literature. 52 3642 Alrocan
American Literature. 52·2655 Gay and Lesboan Loteralure. 52 3672
Contemporary Arnencan Poetry. 52·3660 Shakespeare . 52·3610
British Novel, 52·3620 Arnencan NO\Iel. 52·1642 Afrocan Arnencan
Cultural Experience in loterature. 52·1643 Afrocan·Arnerocan Cultural
Experieroce: Loterature and the Arts. 52·26 70 Topocs on Myth and
Archetypes, 52·3695 American AuthOrs Semonar, 52 2695
Connectoons in Literature. 52·2520 Literary Collage Semoner. 52
2700 Topics on Literature, topoc vanes each semester. 52·2697
Literary Genres, topic varies each semester
llumanltloa Eloctlvo 3 credit hours from lost below 0< any course
li sted in Humanities/Literature 0< Humanotoes/Art
51·1301 Spanish 1: Language and Cunure. 51·1302 Spanosh II :
Language and Culture. 51·2301 Spanosh Ill : Language and Culture ,
51·2305 Spanosh fO< Natove Speakers. 51 ·1330 Japanese 1:
Language and Culture , 51·1331 Japanese II: Language and Culture.
51·1310 Freroch 1: Language and Culture. 51 ·1311 Freroch II:
Language and Culture. 51·2330 Freroch Ill: Language and Cunure.
51·1320 Italian 1: Language and Culture. 51 ·1321 ltehan II:
Language and Culture. 51 ·2320 ltahan Ill: l .anguage and Culture.
51·1401 Philosophy I, 51·1410 Crrtocel Thonkong. 51 ·2403 Politocal
Philosophy, 51·7401 Pholosophocal Issues of Folm. 51 ·7402
Pholosophy of L011e. 51 ·2402 Twentoeti>-Century Philosophy, 51
2212 Arts. Technology. and Scoence. 51·1411 Ethocs and the Good
Lofe. 51·1501 Comparatove Rehgoons. 51 ·7501 Mystocel
Conscoousness. East and West. 51 ·2501 Explonng the Goddess.
51·7202 Peace Studoes. 51·2220 HolOcaust. 51 ·2211 urt>an
Images on Medoa and F'olm, 51·1120 Afrc>Arnencan Folk Culture, 51
2110 Twentoeti>-Century Musoc. 51·1103 Humenotoes lor the
PerfO<mong Artist, 51·1104 Humanltoes for the Vosual Artost. 51
7403 Pholosop/ly and Hostory of Scoeroce
Social lclonco 6 cre<lot hours from two separate

d'~'phnes

Antllropolocy: 501101 lnttoductoon to AnthrOilOIO(y. 502101
Ethnographoc F'olms . 501111 Urban AntiVOCX>IOCY. 50 1 I 10
Gender and Culture. 50 7101 Artost on Socoety. 50 7102 Vo~
ArlthrOilOiogy. 50 7170 Anthr()I)OiOCy of Performance
loclolocy: 501501 lntroductoon to Soci()IO(y. 50 2501 ~ and
Socoety. 501510 Socoal PrOblems. 501512 Fam11y and Socoety. 50
1511 Race and Ethnoc Rel<!lloons. 501601 Eouc.ttoon. Cullure . end
Socoety. 501513 Women and u .s Socoety. 501602 Women' •
Health Care Is sun. 50 1402 Socoal Psycho!O(y. 40 7211 Cullure.
Race. andtt>e Med<a. 502631 Arts and Conwnur>lly [)e-.4~Qpmeo~ .
)8. 3120 Schools and Socoety
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Political Science: 50-1301 Politics, Government , and Society,
50-1302 U.S. Foreign Policy and Society, 50-2301 Civil Rights and
the American Constitution, 50-1303 Urban Politics
Psychology : 50·1401 Introduction to Psychology, 50-7401
Psychology of Creativity, 50-1410 Child Development. 50-2401
Theories of Personality, 50-2402 Abnormal Psychology, 50-1603
Human Sexuality, 51-1212 Psychodynamics of the Underclass
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General Education Elective 3 credit hours
Select from any of the above approved courses.

Academic Departments

ARTS

AND

COMMUNICATIONS
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Academic Computing
VIEWING TECHNOLOGY THROUGH THE EYES OF AN ARTIST T HE A C ADEMIC
COMP U TING D EPARTM ENT IS AT THE FO R EFRONT OF DIG I TA L TECHNOLOG I ES
AT COLUMB I A CO L L EGE . T HE DEPAR TMENT SE E KS TO E D U CATE ST U D ENTS
WHO ARE COM F OR TAB L E, CON FI DENT, AND EFFEC T I VE I N USING TECHNOLOGY
AS A COMM U N I C AT I ON AN D A RT S T OO L AND HAVE A BROAD U ND ERS TANDING
OF TH E USE AN D EFFECTS O F TECHNO LOGY I N CON TE M PO RA R Y S O CI E T Y.

··· ~ ..

The department offers a wide variety of classes in areas such as Visual Digital Media.
Computer Technology. Productivity Tools,
Programming. and Web Development. These
classes offer students with diverse a reas of
interest and expertise a place to come togeth·
er to explore and learn about technology. Not
only do these classes create the core curriculum for the Digital Media Technologist major.
they support any and all students who are
enrolled in majors that include techno logyrelated studies by broadening their under·
standing and enhancing their skills. Other
student s whose majors may not emphasize
technology will find that our classes offer an
opportunity to explore and learn in th is vitally
import ant area. All students taking Academic
Computing classes will learn to work across
disciplines and develop the technical vocabu·
lary needed to commu nicate with each other
effective ly.
All classes of fered in the Academic Computing
Department. from the introductory classes to
the most advanced, are taught in state-of-the·
art computer labs and are designed to maxi·
mize hands-on experience. Our faculty and
staff are a diverse group of working professionals with an interesting variety of backgrounds. including local as well as int ernationally known artists, authors. musicians,

consultants. teachers. naturalists, animators,
and filmmakers-all of whom have expertise
with computers and technology.
In addition to the Digital Media Technologist
major, the Department offers several
sequences of classes that are designed to
help students in their chosen careers.
Through careful counseling and planning, we
design a program of study tailored to every
student's individual needs in areas such as
Internet applications. desktop publishing,
creat ive business presentations, programming
and authoring for multimedia, visual digital
media, and computer technology. Independent
projects and internships are available to
further st udents' learning.
The Academic Computi ng facilities at
Columbia College include 13 classroom labs.
two open labs with over 150 Macintosh and
Windows computers, scanners, laser printers,
color printers. Internet access. and a
Multimedia Auditorium. Our open lab facilities
in both the Michigan and Wabash buildings
are available to all Columbia College students
and have a wide range of software applications installed. In addit ion to maintaining
these facilities, the Department offers such
services as tutoring and free workshops open
to students, faculty and staff.
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"The Academic Computing Department is committed to providing
all of Columbia's students with the opportunity to explore and
experience the latest technological advances in hardware, software, and multimedia and to study with some of the innovators
and leaders in this extremely exciting field.·

Rebecca Courington
Chairperson
Academic Computing Department

A Major in Digital Media Technology
Digital Media Technology majors complete 41 hours of required
core courses and 11 hours of approved departmental electives for
the major. The requirements of the major will equip graduates with
the technical skills, aesthetic underpinnings, problem·solvlng
skills, and an ability to act as a buffer between the computer and
the user. The five strands of core requirements are: computer
technical skills, productivity skills, time-based skills, imaging
skills, and programming skills.
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Details of the requirements tor the Digital Media Technology major
can be found in the departmental brochure available from the
Academic Computing Department or the Admissions Office.
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MAJOR

Core requirements. 41 credit hours
35-1200 Computer Technology I, 35-2201 Operating Systems, 352210 Network I, 35-2400 Designing tor the Web, 35-2450
Elements of Multimedia, 35-2440 Time·Based Composing I, 352100 Advanced Productivity Applications, 35-2310 Desktop
Publishing, 35-1300 Introduction to Computer Graphics, 35-2300
2D Imaging, 35-3999 Digital Media Technologist Practicum; select
one of the following: 35-2550 C++ Programming, 35-2560 Visual
Basic Programming, or 35-2501 Computer Programming for
Interactive Multimedia; select one of the following: 35-1610
Technology, Ar t, and Society or 35-3610 Computer Arts Seminar:
Defining a Digital Culture

Departmenta l Electives. 11 credit hours
Students select 11 credit hours from the following areas: Imaging,
Productivity. Technology, Time-Based. and Programming.

Course Descriptions
PRODUCTIVITY

3S.1100 Foundati ons of Computer Appli cations 3 cr.
Course provides overview of computers and their operation with
an emphasis on hands-on learnl11g. Students become proficient
with using the computer as a personal productivity tool while
learni~~g the latest Macintosh and W1ndows software. Topics
covered include history, hardware. software, word processing,
spreadsheets, database systems. graph1cs. telecommunications.
computers and society, computer ethics. and computer uses in
related fields.
3S.2100 Advanced Productivity App lications 3 cr.
Course explores advanced functions of productivity programs and
provides an overview of productivity applications and their operation with hands-on experience and industry-savvy advice. Topics
covered include word processing, using the Internet as a research
and resource tool, database management. spreadsheets, and
presentation graphics. Course teaches productivity tools for busi·
ness and independent professionals .
Prerequisite: 35·:1.100 Foundations of Computer Applications
3S.2102 Database Management 3 cr.
Study of advanced database management includes efficient
organization. retrieval, and structuring of information. Both rela·
tiona! databases and conceptual database models are explored.
Students build databases and work with current computer software.
Prerequisite: 35-:1.100 Foundations of Computer Applications
3S.2110 Information Project Management 3 cr.
Class introduces students to concepts of information project
management. Emphasis is on the plann i~~g process, implementation of plans. application of charting techniques, and trac,k illg of
time and resources. Topics range from construction of simple
business plans to more complex tasks such as planni11g a space
shuttle launch .
Prerequisite: 35-1100 Foundarions of Computer Applications
3S.2111 Creati ve Presentation Graph ics 3 cr.
Using a variety of online presentations, computer graphics, digital
video and sound , and photo manipulation software applications,
students create and deliver dynamic multimedia presentations.
Class is designed for students interested in advertising, public
administration. marketing, management. education. and
television.
Prerequisite: 35-1100 Foundations of Computer Applications and
35-1300 Introduction to Computer Graphics

3S.3110 Professional Applic ations In 20 Computer
Graphlca 4 cr.
Course gives an overview of professional applications for computer graphics in a business environment. Students enhance previously learned skil ls and techniques In this business-oriented
computer graphics course . Class studies various applications.
covering latest print, presentation, and video media. Instruction
Includes lectures, demonstrations. d iscussions, and computer lab
work.
Prerequisite: 35-3301 20/30 Imaging
3S.3199 Independent Project : Academic Computing
Variable cr.
An individualized project in Interactive and information systems.
determined by interest and ability of the student, is carried out
under the direction , guidance. and supervision of an instructor.
Prerequisite: Permission of deparrment chairperson

TECHNOLOGY

3S.1200 Computer Technology I 3 cr.
Course explores hardware of current computer systems. Students
learn basic skills to safely perform maintenance and repairs,
upgrade hardware, and trouble-shoot effectively. Component-level
understandillg and identification are reviewed for Macintosh. PC
compatible, and Unix workstations.
Prerequisire: 35-:1.100 Foundations of Computer Applications or
35-1300 Introduction to Computer Graphics
3S.2201 Operating Systems 3 cr.
Course teaches students how to install. configure. and maintain
operating systems (OS). Course covers MS.DOS, UNIX, Windows,
Mac OS. and OS/ 2. Instruction includes procedures of system
files, OS commands, errors, and system configurations to accommodate the OS.
Prerequisite: 35-1200 Computer Technology I

3S.2202 Computer Technology II 3 cr.
Course explores relationship between hardware and operating
systems of current computer systems and the peripheral devices
and drivers used in art and communication. Fieldtrips around the
c ollege and to local area businesses provide insight to standards
and current trends.
Prerequisite: 35-2201 Operating Systems
3S.2203 Mac Tech 3 cr.
Class explores development and history of Apple computers.
Students learn to troubleshoot current Macintosh hardware, operating systems, software, and networking protocols through a
hands-on approach to materials.
Prerequisite: 35-1200 Computer Technology I
3S.2210 Network I 3 cr.
Course introduces computer networking concepts. topologies, and
hardware. Students study local area network systems (lans). wide
area network systems (wans), and computer networking design
concepts.
Prerequisite: 35-1200 Computer Technology I
3S.3210 Network Projects 3 cr.
Course is a continuation of Network I, which covers the production
process involved in the planning, setup, and troubleshooting of
network systems. Course focuses on technical topics that vary
each semester. Process and technique are explored through work
on a real-world networking project. Students work with networking
design concepts, topologies. and hardware. and. it appropriate.
local and wide area networks. The end result Is a collaboratively
developed network. Coursework applies content from other class·
es and projects and focuses on rendering content in the most
appropriate way.
Prerequisite: 35-2210 Network I, 35-2202 Computer Technology II
I MAGING

3S.1300 Introduction to Computer Graphics 3 cr.
Course introduces students to visual digital media . Students learn
terms and concepts appropriate to working in these media forms.
Instruction covers application software for exploring the unique
visual and time-based capabilities of d igital-based media.
3S.2300 20 Imaging 4 cr.
Students explore complex 20 image manipulation and generation
options and refine technical skills in preparation for advanced
work. Emphasis is on ;ntegration of drawing, scanned images,
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image processing, and 20 paint graphics into high-resolution
images for output and use in multimedia. Projects are designed
to combine students' conceptual abilities with 20 technical
expertise.
Prerequisite: 3$1300 Introduction to Computer Graphics and 22·
1220 Fundamentals of 20 Design may be taken concurrently
35·2301 Digital Media Manipulation 3 cr.
Class explores techniques and approaches to dlgitlzatlon, manipu·
lation, and enhancement of 2D imagery, using photographic and
non·photographic sources and imaging software. Instruction
addresses issues of image alteration and role of the computer in
exploring means of representation.
Prerequisite: 3$1300 Introduction to Computer Graphics
35-2310 Desktop Publishing 3 cr.
Class provides in-depth coverage of desktop publishing productivi·
ty concepts. Students explore typography, page layout. and creal·
ing graphics using professional applications and scanning soft·
ware. Additional topics include creating information graphics.
photo manipulation, map making, scanning techniques. and
computer illustration. Students are exposed to various output
options.
Prerequisite: 3$1100 Foundations of Computer Applications
35·2320 Computer Illustration 4 cr.
Class explores the use of object-oriented graphics for illustration,
graphic arts. and fine arts applicatJons. Emphasis is on mastery
of high-resolution graphics production using Postscript drawing
and text tools. Students learn to produce camera-ready art on a
computer, including computer-based color separations, and the
extended output options of object-oriented graphics.
Prerequisite: 3$1300 Introduction to Computer Graphics or 3$
1100 Foundations of Computer Applications
35-3300 Experimental Imaging 4 cr.
Class explores 2D and 3D image processing. paint programs, and
experimental approaches to image generation and output. Content
emphasizes large projects, image sequencing possibilities, and
exposure to contemporary work in visual digital media.
Prerequisite: 3$3301 20/30 Imaging
35-3301 2D/ 3D Imagi ng 4 cr.
Class explores advanced 2D imaging and paint application tech·
niques for integration into 3D environments. As an introduction to
30 applications, course enables students to develop skills in
model building, lights, cameras, and rendering algorithms.
Prerequisite: 3$2300 20 Imaging

35-3390 Computer Gra phi cs Portfolio Development and
Presentation 3 cr.
Class focuses on discussion and critique of students' visual digi·
tal work for the selection and organization of a professional port·
folio. Course includes review of resume and cover letter writing,
presentation methods, interviewing techniques, and overview of
computer art marketplace. Course explores different types of port·
folio presentations, including CO.ROM, video, slide, and flat prints.
Prerequisite: Two advanced courses, senior status, or permission
of instructor
35-3399 Independent Project: Computer Graphics Variable
cr.
An individualized project in computer graphics, determined by
interest and ability of the student, is carried out under the direction, guidance, and supervision of an instructor.
Prerequisite: Permission of department chairperson
TIME AND INTERACTIVITY
35-2400 Designing for the Web 3 cr.
Students design and shape content tor the Internet via the World
Wide Web . Students become familiar with Internet publishing and
design, interactivity and human interface design, and Information
as currently disseminated. Students utilize elements from sound
production, animation. database, design, and graphics. Completed
assignments are published throughout the course on the World
Wide Web.
Prerequisite: 3$1300 Introduction to Computer Graphics
35-2410 Time-Ba sed Design Elements 3 cr.
Course gurdes students through time-based applications for use in
multimedia and web projects. Students study cross-platform hardware and software troubleshooting for motion based projects and
learn how to combine applications for specific visual effects.
Prerequisite: 35-1300 Introduction to Computer Graphics
35·2440 Time-Based Composing I 4 cr.
Course explores issues and techniques involved in creating digital
video sequences for multimedia production . Students learn to
combine digitized video with still images, graphics, text, sound,
and music using compositing and editing techniques detailed in
class. Lectures. lab time. critiques, visiting artists , and field trips
increase understanding of concepts and techniques.
Prerequisite: 3$1300 Introduction to Computer Graphics and a
second-level course

35-3302 2D/ 3D Imaging Studio 3 cr.
This second course in the 2D/3D imaging sequence is a studiobased seminar addressing advanced 3D modeling, 20 textures,
and texture mapping techniques . Course also covers cross platform development, aesthetics of 30 imaging concepts , and experimentation and exploration of 3D imaging applications. Students
contractually arrange content that develops through class assign·
ments.
Prerequisite: 3$3301 20/30 Imaging

35-2450 Elements of Multimedia 3 cr.
Introductory course explores issues and techniques involved in
interactive media production. Students learn design planning and
production techniques with interactive media software applications
that combine still images. graphics, text, digital video, and sound.
Students are introduced to three industry·leading multimedia
authoring environments. lectures, lab time, critiques, visiting
artists, and field trips increase understanding of concepts and
techniques discussed in class.
Prerequisite: 3$1100 Foundations of Computer Applications and
3$1300 Introduction to Computer Graphics

35-3303 Digital Imaging Workshop 3 cr.
Workshop allows students to explore in depth current trends in
electronic image creation with a well-known digital artist.
Instruction includes relevant field trips. readif\gs. and research.
Workshop develops students' personal approaches and aesthetics
to digital art.
Prerequisite: 35·1300 Introduction to Computer Graphics

35-3402 Managing Computer Based Project s 4 cr.
Course explores mechanics of assessing and meeting needs of
client. building a realistic development plan and budget, and moni·
toring the completion of a multimedia piece. Students view multi·
media work, build sample budgets and production schedules, and
perform pre-production research.
Prerequisite: 35·2450 Elements of Multimedia

3!>-3405 Designing for t he Web II 3 cr.
Course covers advanced design and production issues involved in
the creation of web sites. Students wor1< cross-platform with dig;.
tal image and video creation, optimization and compression, and
color correction for the web. Course also explores advanced
topics in lnteractivity, animation. and file management for the
web.
Prerequisite: 35·2400 Designing for the Web

35-3430 Programming Web Databases 3 cr.
Building large-scale eflective sites for the web requires skills in
handling dynamic data sets. Course focuses on developing
students' skills in programming CGI for the management of a
database. Course is taught in the widely-used Peri programming
language and requires prior knowledge in programming.
Prerequisite: 35-2400 Designing for the Web, 35-3420
Programming for the Web

35-3410 Comp uter Programming for Int eract ive
Multi media II 4 cr.
Students learn eflective interactive programming using lingo, a
state-of-the-art multimedia programming language. Students
design and present now charts for interactivity and produce two
projects that incorporate the skills learned in th1s class. Project
one incorporates text. graphics, and basis interactivity. Project
two, designed for CO.ROM application, is a stand-alone executable
that uses advanced interactive techniQues. Students must show
finished work and wor1< in progress in a group critique setting.
Prerequisite: 35-2450 Elements of Multimedia or 35-2501
Computer Programming for Interactive Multimedia

35-3435 Programm ing Web Graph ics 3 cr.
This advanced programming course focuses on developing skills
in managing interactive graphics applications on the web.
Students design and adapt advanced applications for distribution
via the web. Course is taught in the Java programming language
and requires advanced knowledge in programming for the web.
Prerequisice: 35-2400 Designing for !he Web, 3!>3420
Programming for the Web. 35-3421 Advanced Programming for !he
Web

35-3411 Comp uter Programmi ng for Interacti ve
M ultim edia Ill 3 cr.
Course incorporates high-level programming concepts using Lingo.
Students program Lingo using object-oriented concepts and design
and present flow charts for interactivity. Students produce two
projects incorporating skills learned in this class. Project one uses
techniques for handling multiple movies and Inter-window communication. Project two, designed for CO.ROM or web application, is
a stand-alone executable that uses advanced interactive programming techniques.
Prerequisite: 35.3410 Computer Programming for Interactive
Multimedia 11
35-3415 Interface an d Navigati on 3 cr.
Course Is an overview of and introduction to designing interactive
multimedia pieces. Content explores models that use spatial
metaphors. Navigation conventions are examined as students
develop a model for an interactive space. Course surveys interface design with special attention given to designing across
cultures and in gender and age sensitive ways.
Prerequisite: 35-2501 Computer Programming for Interactive
Multimedia or 35-2450 Elements of Mullimedia
35-3420 Programmi ng for t he Web 3 cr.
Course Introduces students to basic computer programming
concepts and to web programming environments . Using the
programming cycle of design, implement. test, and debug,
students learn about control structures. branching and decisionmaking, developing reusable code, writing functions and proce·
dures. and structured flow. Students learn programming vocabu·
lary and acquire skills to begin developing their own web projects.
Prerequisite: 35-2400 Designing for the Web
35-3421 Advanced Programming f or the Web 3 cr.
Course reviews computer architecture for hardware and software,
core problem-solving skills, and traditional programming skills.
Students broaden their programming skills and create advanced
projects incorporating customized programming.
Prerequisite: 35-3420 Programming for the Web

35-3440 Time-Based Composi ng II 4 cr.
Course continues concepts and techniQues taught in Time-Based
Composing I. Students develop visual digital time-based skills
specifically addressing content. Lectures, labs, field trips, and
exposure to interactive media are explored.
Prerequisite: 35-2440 Time-Based Computing I
35-3450 Introduct ion t o VRML 3 cr.
Students learn to build basic 30 worlds in Virtual Reality Modeling
Language (VRML). a new standard for the distribution of 30
spaces via the Internet. Students design and present 30 spaces.
animations. and interactive environments to produce interactive
projects. Students show finished wor1< and work in progress in a
group critiQue setting.
Prerequisice: 35-2400 Designing for !he Web, 35-2501 Compucer
Programming for lnceractive Multimedia
35-3460 CD·ROM Mult imedia Workshop 3 cr.
Students learn production process involved in creation of Interactive CO-ROMs in a collaborative, interdisciplinary environment.
Class works on one interdisciplinary project that explores interface design, pre-mastering, packaging. and promotion. Finished
product is a cross-platform, hybrid, professionally mastered CDROM. Course is repeatable.
Prerequisice: 35.3410 Compucer Programming for Interactive
M ultimedia II or permission of instructor
35-3461 CD·ROM Studio 2 cr.
Students gain access to storage, hardware. and software that
enable them to develop their own ·one-off" CD-ROMs pertaining
to individual interests. Instructor provides technical advice and
support and introduces guest speakers of interest.
Prerequisite: 35·3460 CD-ROM Multimedia Workshop or permis·
sion of instructor
35-3490 Web Design Product ion Workshop 3 cr.
Course covers the production process involved in the creation of
web sites around topics that vary each semester. Process and
techniques are explored through wor1< on a real-world production
project. Students work cross.platform with formats, imaging interface design, branching and linking, cataloging and naming files,
and promotion. The end result 1s a collaboratively produced web
site. Students look for content from other classes and projects
and focus on renderong the content in the most appropriate ways
for new media.
Prerequisite: 35-2400 Designing for the Web
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35-2501 Computer Programming for Interactive
Multimedia 3 cr.
Class introduces basic computer programming concepts and multi·
media authoring environment. Using the programming cycle of
design, implement, test, and debug, students learn about control
structures. branching and decision making, developing reusable
code, writing functions and procedures, and structured flow.
Students learn programming vocabulary and acquire necessary
skills to begin authoring their own basic multimedia projects.
Prerequisite: 35-1100 Foundations of Computer Applications.
24-1510 Aesthetics of Film and Video, 23-1200 Photography for
Interactive Multimedia. 22-1221 Art for Interactive Multimedia
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35-2550 C++ Programming 3 cr.
Course introduces the programming language C++. This versatile
and widely used language can be utilized to create programs rang·
ing from the simplest applications to complex operating systems
such as UNIX. Students learn basic programming of graphic and
business applications in C++. Instruction emphasizes good
programming.
Prerequisite: 35-1100 Foundations of Computer Applications
35-2560 VIsual BASIC Program ming 3 cr.
Visual BASIC is the next generation of BASIC and is designed to
make user-friendly programs easier to develop. Students learn
concepts of object-oriented programming and work with design
tools that professionals use to build superior applications.
Prerequisite: 35-1100 Foundations of Computer Applications
35-3500 Advanced Programming with Graphic Appllcatlon:a
3 cr.
Students learn advanced programming techniques: data structures and algorithms for animation , imaging, and int~racti ve
programming with graphics applications. Instruction covers
concept and use of a graphics library to develop graphic applications with GUI interfaces.
Prerequisite: 35-2550 C++ Programming

35-3550 Programming for Computer Graphlca I 3 cr.
Course introduces sophisticated algorithmic visual graphics avail·
able through exploration of graphic programming routines.
Students learn data structures and computer algorithms that
create computer graphic programs, including interface design,
interactive games. and special effects.
Prerequisite: 35·1300 Introduction to Computer Graphics or equiv·
alent course with permission of instructor
35·3551 Programming for Computer Graphlca II 3 cr.
Course expands on skills and experiences developed in
Programmi11g for Computer Graphics. Topics include image
processing, animation, interactivity, and creation of picture data
files , or libraries of computer graphic techniques. which can be
shared with other applications. Students are encouraged to apply
their work in Programming II to their own projects in visual digital
media.
Prerequisite: 35-3550 Programming for Computer Graphics
NEW MEDIA

35-1610 Technology, Art, and Society 3 cr.
Course examines impact of new technologies on art and aesthetics of the twentieth century. Theoretical and historical implication:s
of new technologies, concurrent media, and movements are examined and brought into focus. Instruction includes some emphasis
on a particular new medium and multiple artistic approaches to it:
in other cases, coursework emphasizes various artists and their

experimental work. Lectures, d iscussions, and presentation of
films, slides, video. and audio are used to investigate relationship
between new technologies and the visual arts.

35·2600 New Media Pro)ecta 3 cr.
Students work in teams to author new media work in conjunction
with a partner class. The collaboration allows students to partici·
pate in simulated client-contractor scenario. Authoring (Director
and Authorware) and web authoring (Oreamweaver and Flash),
graphics. sound, and time-based composing (Premiere, 30 Studio,
Quicktime) skill s are combined by student team members and
applied in production studio setting. Course allows students to
apply and expand skills acquired in first and second level courses
and provides a product for addition to portfolio or resume.
Prerequisite: 35-1300 Introduction to Computer Graphics

35·3610 Computer In the Arta Seminar: Defining a Digital
Culture 3 cr.
Course examines new technologies brought on by the computer
revolution. Lectures and web research emphasize new digital technologies and their impact on society. Students explore one new
facet of the digital revolution and examine what it means conceptually, philosophically, aesthetically. and ethically for society to be
defined by the communication age.
Prerequisite: Two advanced computer courses. senior status, or
permission of instructor

35-3620 Introduction to Robotic• 3 cr.
Students learn to read wiring diagrams and design and build basic
electronic circuits for general applications. Students use commercially available tools to design , build. and program a simple functional robot that interfaces with a computer. Completed work and
work in progress are shown in a group critique setting.
35-3630 Computer-Controlled Installation Envlronmenta
3 cr.
Course teaches students how to create and control an environment with the aid of a computer. Computer program is used to
control timers and on/off switches that electronically define and
shape space with sound. light. and projected images.
Prerequisite: 35-1100 Foundations of Computer Applications or
35-1300 Introduction to Computer Graphics

35-3640 Computer Game a I 3 cr.
Course gives historical overview of the gaming industry, including
artwork as the hook , motivation , and logic of the game. Students
learn not only about computer games, but also how computers
are used to create other games. Class includes demonstrations,
field trips, guest lecturers, and tours of nearby gaming facilities.
Prerequisite: 35-1100 Foundations of Computer Applications
35-3700 Student Computer Consultant I 2 cr.
This class is the first module for a Columbia College Student
Consultant Corps. Students learn to assist others in the use of
computer hardware/software . Classroom instruction includes
developing professional communication skills, hardware and software troubleshooting, workshop design , and enhancement of
student consultants' current software skills. Students have the
opportunity to work for pay on campus as tutors, developing and
presenting workshops, assisting others with hardWare and soft·
ware proj ects , and maintaining the student help desk.
Prerequisite: 35-1200 Computer Technology I and 35-2202
Computer Technology II and permission of instructor

35·3799 Internship: Academic Computing Variable cr.
Course provides advanced students with opportunity to gain
commercial or industrial work experience in their area of concentration while receiving academic credit for completing coursework
at Columbia.
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Art and Design
COLUMB I A'S ART AND DESIGN DEPARTME NT ACCENTUATES THE IMPORTANCE
OF AESTHETIC GROWTH AND T H E DEVELOPMENT OF STUDENTS' TECHNICAL
SKILLS, CRAFTSMANSHIP, AND OVERALL ARTISTIC DISCIPL I NE THROUGH
T HE BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS PROGRAMS IN FI NE ARTS, ILL USTRATION,
ADVERTISING ART DIRECTION, GRAP H IC DESIGN, FASH I ON DES IGN , PRODUCT
DES IGN , AND I NTERIOR DESIGN, AND THE BACHELOR OF AR T S DEGREE I N
DES I GN STUD I ES.
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The Department provides a realistic, practical
and creatively stimulating education in an
open environment of studio classes. Students
are taught to develop visual literacy and
nonverbal forms of communication, to make
visual and conceptual choices. and to develop
a personal aesthetic. Courses are structured
allowing for measured growth in technical and
aesthetic aspects of art. Throughout the
program, close student/teacher direction and
assistance are offered. Students benefit from
demonstrations and lecture/ discussion groups
focusing on a wide range of disciplines and
interests.
An important objective of the Department is to
prepare students for entry-level positions in
their fields of interest and to provide them
with the skills and concepts to continue their
studies in graduate school, if desired. The
Department sponsors seminars on career
planning and professional portfolio presenta·
tion.
Exhibitions in the Columbia College Galleries
offer another source of learning, as well as
showcasing student work throughout t he year
and t he opportun ity to exhibit in the a nnual
honors exh ibition.

.. An undergraduate degree in Art is a liberating
intellectual experience as an end in itself. or
for application to other professional endeav·
ors. The skills derived from such an education
are many. Art-making is a unique creative
process which involves problem solving, learning to see, learning to think , and achieving
personal artistic integrity.·
Chairperson's statement
Art and Design Department
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A Major in Art and Design
Prior to the fall of 2001 the Art and Design Department offered
seven concentrations: Fine Arts. Illustration. Advertising Art.
Grapnic Design. Fashion Design, Product Design, and Interior
Desogn. Each concentration had its own curriculum requirements
that are detailed in the 1997-1999 catalog and departmental
brochures. Copies of both can be obtained from the Art and
Desogn Office or the Admissions Office.
Startong fall 2001 the Art and Design Department will offer
BachelOr of Fine Arts degrees in the following areas: Fine Arts.
Illustration. Advertising Art Direction, Grapnic Design, Fashion
Design, Product Design. and Interior Design. Students interested
on pursuing the B.F.A. will be eligible to declare their intention
upon admission to the College. Continuation in the B.F.A. program
Is contingent upon a number of factors specifically outlined in the
requirements for the majors. At the 60 credit hour level a determinatln will be made regarding a student's continuing candidacy in
the B.F.A. The Department will also offer a Bachelor of Arts
degree In Art and a minor in Art History. The requirements for the
var1ous programs are listed below and are also available in the Art
and Design Office and Admissions.

RE QUI REMEN TS FOR THE MA JORS
All Art and Desogn majors must complete 24 credit hOurs of the
Department's foundation (core) courses. whoch comprise begonning·level worll in design. drawing. and pnotograpny. as well as
studies In the history of art.
Cora Raqulramante . 24 c redit houre
22-1210 Beginning Drawing, 22-1211 Drawing II. 22-1220 2D
Desogn, 22·1230 3D Design, 22-1101 History of Art I. 22-1102
History of Art 11 . 23-1100 Photo 1. and 23-1101 Daoooom.
Exceptions: For 22-1211 Drawing It-Illustration. Mvertosing,
Grapllics, and Product Design majors take 22·2420 Applied
Drawing: Interior Design majors take 22-1811 Architectural
Drafting and Detailing 1: Fashion Design majors take 22-2603
Fashion Illustration. For 23-1100/23-1101 Photo I and
Darllroom-lnterior Design majors take 23-1110 Photo for Interior
Design; Product Design majors take 22-3715 Digital Presentation
Techniques .
Bachelor of Fine Artt In Fi ne Artt . 72 credit houre
Art and Datllln Cora Raqulramante . 24 c redit houre
Fine Artt Raqulramantt . 48 c r edit houre
22-1240 Color and Composition. 22·1231 New Art. 22·2224
Printmaking 1. 22-2214 Figure Drawing I; select 6 additional credit
hOurs of Art History beyond the core requirements. 3 credits must
be non-western art: select 10 additional credit hours from Fine
Arts level II course offerings: 22-3110 Twentieth-Century Art
Theory and Criticism. 22-2120 Art since 1945, 22·3236
Professional Practices. 22-3264 Thesis Project . 22-3263
Advanced Fine Arts Seminar: select 6 additional credit hours from
the following level Ill courses: 22·3262 Advanced Fine Art Studio,
22·3298 Independent Project, 22·3222 Painting Ill, 22-3241
Ceramics 111. 22-3242 Jewelry 111. 22-3211 Creative Drawing
Studio
Spac ial requirement• for a B .F.A . In Fine Artt: The Art and
Design Department requires a 3.0 GPA in the major for continuation in the Fine Arts program . Students below this averace will
need a recommendation from a faculty member. A portfolio review
is required between 48 and 60 cumulative credit hOurs. Students
will be advised according to the proficiency shown in their portfolio. At this time students will select a major advisor.
Bachelor o f Fine Art• In llluatratlon. 72 credit houre
Art and

o..111n Core

Requlrementa. 21 c redit houre

llluatratlon Requlrementt . 51 credit houre
22·2510 Advertising Art Direction: Introduction. 22-1320 Design
Lab, 22·1310 Typography and Letter forms: Begjnning. 22·2330
Graplloc Design: lnlloduction. 22-2170 History of Communocation
Design, 22·2420 Applied Drawing. 22-2214 Figure Drawing I, 22·
2220 Begonning Painting. 22-3410 Illustration I. 22·3412
lllustratoon II: Form and Rendenng. 22-3430 Figure Illustration, 223440 Hostoroc Styles on lllustratoon. 22-3450 Conceptual
Development in Illustration. 22-3460 Digotal lllustratoon. 22-3465
Sequential lmacing in Illustration. 22·34 75 EdotonaljMvertosong
Illustration. 22·3480 Professional Portfolio Development:
Illustration

Buhalor of Fine Arta In Adver tlaln& Art Direction.
74 credit hour•
Art and D. .l&n Co ra Raqulramanta . 21 c redit houra
Advartlaln& Art Direction Raqulramanta . 153 c redit houra

22·2510 Advertising Art Direction: Introduction, 22·1320 Design
Lab, 22·1310 Typography and Letterforms: Beginning. 22·2330
Graphic Design: Introduction. 22·2170 History of Communication
Design, 22·2420 Applied Drawing, 22·3340 Typography and
Letterforms: Intermediate. 22·3370 Typography and Letterforms:
Advanced, 22·2520 Advertising Design, 22·3540 Creative
Strategies, 22·3550 Advertising Communications, 22·3525 Art
Direction/Copywriter, 22·3530 Photo Communications. 22·3375
Web Design I, 22·3535 Storyboard Development , 22·3400
Commercial Photographer/Art Director, 22·3580 Professional
Portfolio Development: Advertising
Bachelor of Fine Arta In Graphic D. .l&n . 72 credit houra
Art and Daal&n Cora Requlramant a . 21 c redit houri
Graphic Daal&n Requ irement•. 51 credit hour•

22-2510 Advertising Art Direction: Introduction. 22-1320 Design
Lab, 22-1310 Typography and Letterforms: Beginning, 22-2330
Graphic Design: Introduction, 22-2170 History of Communication
Design, 22-2420 Applied Drawing, 22-3340 Typography and
Letterforms: Intermediate, 22-3370 Typography and Letterforms:
Advanced. 22-3345 Publication Design, 22-3355 Corporate
Graphics, 22-3360 Packaging Design, 22-3350 Sign , Symbol.
Image, 22-3530 PhOto Communications, 22-3375 Web Design I.
Illustration elective, Advertising Art Direction elective, 22-3380
Professional Portfolio Development: Graphics
Spec ial requirement. for a B. F. A. In llluatratlon,
Advartlaln& Art Direction , and Graphic Daal&n : In keeping
with de partmental policy, a 3.0 GPA in the student's major is
needed for continuation in the above B.F.A. programs. Transcripts
will be reviewed by 60 cumulative credit hours, and in cases
where a student's GPA is below standard, the student may
request a portfolio review by faculty for continuance in the B.F.A.
program.
Bachelor of Fine Arte I n Faahlon Deal&n . 7 2 c redit houra
Art and Daal&n Core Requirement • . 21 c redit hour•
Faahlon Daal&n Requlrementa. 51 cr edit houra

22-1600 Garment Construction I, 22-2600 Garment Construction
II, 22·3600 Advanced Garment Construction: Tailoring, 22·2601
Patternmaking: Aat Pattern, 22-2602 Patternmaking: Draping, 22·
3601 Advanced Patternmaking: Aat Pattern. 22·3602 Advanced
Patternmaking: Draping, 22·1610 Fundamentals of Fashion
Design, 22·3610 Fashion Design : Theory and Practice. 22·1620
Fundamentals of Textiles for Fashion Design. 22·2603 Fashion
Illustration I, 22·3603 Fashion Illustration II. 22·3650 Fashion
Design Thesis 1. 22·3651 Fashion Design Thesis II: select one of
the following: 22-3640 CAD: Production Technique s. 22-3641
CAD: Fashion Presentation: select two of the following: 22·2175
Fashion: An Historic Perspective. 22·2176 Contemporary Fashoon.
22·3611 Menswear Design, 22·2620 Textile Fat>ncatoon and
Surface Techniques. 22·2621 Millinery. 22·3605 Fashoon Photo II
Bachelor of Fine Arta In Product Daal&n. 77 cred it houra
Art and Daal&n Cora Requlramanta. 21 credit houra
Production Daal&n Requl ramanta. S8 credit houra

22-1700 Product Desogn I. 22·1705 Product Desogn II. 22·1710
lntroductoon to CAD fO< Product Deso211 . 22-2700 lntroductoon to

M anufacturing, 22-2705 lntermedoate CAD fO< Product Descn. 22·
2710 Product Design Ill. 22-2715 Advanced CAD fO< Product
Design. 22-2720 Form Analysis for Product Desogn. 22-3700
f>roduct Design IV, 22·3 705 Specoal Issues for Product Desogn I.
22-3710 Product Design V, 22-3720 Advanced Manufactunng. 22·
3725 Presentation Graphics;Rendenng, 22-3730 Specoallssues
for Product Design II. 22-3170 Contemporary Desogn Now, 22·
3740 Product Design Thesis I. 22-3741 Product Design Thesis II,
2 2-3750 Product Design Professional Business Practices. 22·
3755 Product Design Por tfolio Development. 22-3788 Product
Design Internship
Bachelor of Flna Arta In Interior Daal&n . 80 credit houra
Art and Daal&n Cora Requlramanta. 21 credit hour•
Interior Daal&n Raqulramanta. 159 credit

hour~

22·1811 Architecture Drafting and Detailing. 22·1800 lntenor
Design Theory I. 22·2812 Architecture Drattong and Detailing 11.
22·1813 AutoCAD Fundamentals, 22·1820 Color for Interior
Design, 22·3815 AutoCAD/Detailing Ill. 22·2801 Interior Desogn II,
22·1819 Sources of Materials. 22·3816 AutoCAD/Detaoling IV. 22·
3803 Interior Design Ill. 22·3821 Rendering and Presentation. 22·
2802 History of Furniture Seminar. 22·3804 Interior Design IV.
22·3822 Fundamentals of Lighting, 22·1131 History of
Architecture I, 22·3805 Interior Design V, 22·1132 History of
Architecture II, 22·3806 Thesis A/Research and Programmong, 22·
3807 Thesis B/Schematic Design , 22·3808 Thesis C/Desogn
[)rawings. 22·3809 Thesis 0/Work Drawings. 22·3810 Thesis
E/Presentation and Critique. 22·3824 Portfolio Development
Workshop, 22-3823 Business Practices. 22·3888 lnternshop
Spacial requirement• fo r a B .F.A . In Interior D. .l&n, Fine
Arta , Product D. .l&n, and Faahlon Daal&n : The Ar t and
Oesign Department requires a 3.0 GPA on the major for continuati:on in the above B.F.A. programs. Students below this average
will need a recommendation from a full·time faculty member. In
a.ddition, a portfolio review is required between 48 and 60 cumulati;ve credit hours . Students will be advised according to the profi·
ciency shOwn in their portfolio. At this time students woll select a
major advisor.
B .F.A . Tranafera: Transfer students from onstotutoons wothout
a rticulation agreements must meet with a faculty advosor to determine equivalencies of transfer courses to be apploed to the ma,or
requirements. Equovalencies woll be based on portfolio revoew.
Tr ansfer B.F.A. students must complete a monomum of 50 credo!
hours in the ma,or.
Bachelor of Arta In Ar t and Daal &n . 152 credit ho ura
A r t and Daal&n Cora. 24 c redit houra
In addotion to core courses. students must complete 28 credot
hours disperse() among level one . two. and three courses as
follows: (unless specofied course selectoon os determoned by
s'tudentJ level one : 28-1110 lntroductoon to Arts Management or
541600 lntroductoon to Advertosong. 3 credo! hours on Desogn. and
3 credit hours in Performong Arts: level two: 3 credots on Fone Arts
and 3 credots on Art Hostory: level three : 3 credots on Fone Arts. 3
credits on Art Hostory. 22·3170 Desogn Cu"ure Now. and 22 3235
B.A. Semonar and Workshop on Art and Desogn.
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Course Descriptions
Fili i A.TS

22·1101 Hlstoty af Art I. 22·1102 Hi stoty of Art II. one nonWestern Art Histoty c:ourM. one Modem Art History c:ourM. one
Art Theoty Of Crttic:ism course. one Att HistOty electMI. For specif.
lc COUtM llstl,.a consult the Att and OesiCfl Department minor
plan aMet.
To complete a minor in Att HlstOty. Att and Desl&n majors concemtretJnc in Fine Arts must complete an lldditlonal 12 credit hours of
Att HiiiOty course worl< beyond the major requirements. For all
otner Att majors and POOtocraphy majors. 18 credit hours of
course WOrl< are required in lldditlon to Art HistOty I and Att
HistOty II.

22·1210 . .1111111111 Dr••'"' 3 cr.
Course teaches stuelents how to represent accutWiely and propor.
tionately objects, 111-s. and ..olumes by delletoponc llrocHo.,.
coordinetlon with line and tone. wet and dry media. Basics of
perspectiye are CX~~~ered in various exerci ses e;.cmented by
critiques. slide lectures, and discussions.
22·1211 Dr••••• II 3 cr.
Course continues dellelopin& basic drawin& skills betun In
Seginninc Drawtnc. Stuelents e>q>and on accuracy of seelnc and
recordin&. apply skills to comey eJDC'ession. and emphasize
cOtnposltJon thr0UC71a variety of materials and techniques.
Prerequisite: 22·1210 &ginning Drtlwlng
22·1220 f lllldlllllellt •l• of 2D De•llll 3 cr.
Students learn to Ot&anlze lllsual lmaces by acqulnnc underst~
in& of lllsual elements. nne. shape. tone, teJCture. and ..olume.
Students examine and apply design principles sUCh as repetltJon,
variety, and ~ment. Emphasis i s on simple lfaphlc skills.
Required for all Att and Design majors: course Is also useful lOt
nonmajors.
22·1221 YIIIUIII D11111111 for Interac ti ve Mlllt lllledlll 3 cr.
Designed lor multimedia majors. course Introduces basic desl&n
principles and their application in three areas of lllsuel Ot&anlz•
tion: color theory. 20 design. and 30 desl&n. This Includes expto.
ration of the elements of nne. shape, tone. teJCture • ..olume-nmnc
systems. and the use of color in desl&n.
22·1222 C• lllar•pllr 3 cr.
Deslgninc with letters Is stressed and an appraci etlon lOt the
design and structure of the ROtnan alphabet Is &elned In this
introduction to the craft ollland lettenne. Students dellelop scr11J(
and italic wrttln& usin& the nib pen.
22· 1230 Fund11111ent•l• of 3 D D••lan 3 cr.
Course focuses on use of basic design principles and elements In
developln& 30 compositions. Students use modular theories and
systems as well as Intuitive responses to manipulate a venety of
materials. Projec:ts are designed to heighten students' percep.
tions of forms In space. Course is required tOt all Att and Oeal&n
and Photocraphy majors.
22·1240 Color •nd Co111p011ltlon 3 cr.
Students examine traditional color harmonies and moderni st thee>
ries. Interaction of color, Albefs and lttens Bautlaus eaerclses,
and the application of these Ideas in the WOrl< of twentlet~Kentur)
artists are studied and adapted to student projacU. Crelltive and
expressive uses of coiOt in all areas of desl&n are encourace<l.
Prerequisite: 22·1220 FundMTitHIIIJ/s of 20 Oesifn
22·2212 M11terl11l11 11nd THIIIIIqu. . Ill DrllwiRI 3 cr.
Course Includes study of conace. washes. pen and Ink . craypas.
pastels. and other , _ and traditional ways of worklnc on papa<.
Coursewori< emphasi zes slmult~s use of these various
elements.

Prerequisite: 22·1210 &ginnirw DrtlwlfW
22·2214 F1111re Dr••'"' I 3 cr.

snaoe.

and ~.
students acqu,.e Skill m reswesentinc the 11uman torm ~ • ven
ety of malerials. Slide dtscusa1011s of master rcure
set
examples and standards.
By concentrllt•nc on proporuon. IW!I.
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Prerequ•srre: 22·1210 S.,n~~~rw ex_.,

22·2215 Figure Drawing II 3 cr.
Studio course focuses on intensive use of form and volume with
special attention to realizing and refining technique. Nude and
costumed models in specific settings are used; longer poses
allow for more finished drawings.
Prerequisite: 22·2214 Rgure Drawing I
22·2216 Structural Anatomy 3 cr.
Lectures are supplemented by drawings from anatomical and live
models to examine the surface form of the body and its relation·
ship to artistic anatomy. Accurate observation and recording of
individual and cooperative bone and muscle structures of the
human form are emphasized.
Prerequisite: 22·2214 Rgure Drawing I
22·3211 Creative Drawing Studio 3 cr.
Students deal with contemporary concepts of art, applying their
knowledge of representation and compositions to develop thinking
and creative expression with varied media.
Prerequisite: 22·1211 Drawing 11
22·2220 Beginning Painting 3 cr.
Students learn basic techniques of underpainting, mixing, blend·
ing, building form. composition, and concept with effective use of
texture and color. Studio projects are augmented with slide
lectures. discussions, and analyses of great art.
Prerequisite: 22·1210 Beginning Drawing, 22·1220 Fundamentals
of 2D Design
22·2221 Painting II 3 cr.
Extensive studio theory and practice encourage students to seek
new options while studying technique and procedure in greater
depth. Various possibilities for such options are presented in
projects using illusion . symbols, concept. and process.
Prerequisite: 22·2220 Beginning Painting
22·3222 Painting Ill 3 cr.
Course provides students with a loosely structured sequence of
conceptual painting problems that lead from basic compositional
prototypes and patterns to an intense study of picture plane.
expression, and abstraction. Course leads students to a greater
level of understanding and skill.
Prerequisite: 22·2221 Painting II
22·3223 Painting Studio 3 cr.
Concentrating on personal perceptions and ideas in relation to the
medium and to contemporary trends , students develop personal
goals and projects under instructor's guidance. Visiting artists,
slide lectures, and critiques increase awareness of current and
past art. Students who already have an understanding of basic
technique and composition develop a general awareness of histor·
ical painting.
Prerequisite: 22·3222 Painting Ill
22·3227 Materials and Techniques In Painting 3 cr.
Students examine basic ingredients of paint in many forms: oils,
watercolor, other water·soluble paints. and newer polymer media.
Instruction includes series lectures followed by d iscussion of protr
lems dealing with appropriate materials and techniques.
Traditional methods, such as underpainting and glazing, are practiced. More contemporary and experimental approaches are also
explored.
Prerequisite: 22·1210 Beginning Drawing, 22·1220 Fundamentals
of 20 Design, 22·2220 Beginning Painting

22·1271 Frame and Stretcher Building Workshop 1 cr.
Workshop teaches students how to build canvas stretchers and
picture frames. Course goal is to make students more self·suffi·
c ient in presenting their work. Each student produces one high·
quality stretcher and one picture frame.
22·2222 Watercolor Studio 3 cr.
Course covers traditional and contemporary techniques and
concepts in watercolor. Instruction emphasizes realizing form
directly with brush and build ing space with color. An introduction
to transparent painting processes is given.
Prerequisite: 22·1210 Beginning Drawing
22·2223 Figure Painting Studio 3 cr.
Compositional context of the figure and individual form develop.
ment are studied, using both nude and costumed models, various
media and techniques, and individualized instruction. Acrylics,
oils, pastels, watercolors, canvas, and paper are used. It is
recommended that Structural Anatomy or Figure Modeling and
Sculpture are taken concurrently.
Prerequisite: 22·2214 Rgure Drawing I
22·2224 Printmaking I 3 cr.
Basic methods of printmaking intaglio, lithography, linocut, and
collograph are introduced in this studio course emphasizing basic
technical skills and pursuit of creative adaptations.
Prerequisite: 22·1220 Fundamentals of 2D Design
22·2225 Printmaking II 3 cr.
Course offers students opportunity to further explore concepts
and techniques studied in Printmaking I. Multiple·plate printing,
Monotype, reduction woodcut, lift.ground etching, and chine colle
are among the new processes presented. Students are encour·
aged to develop more mature imagery and technical facility.
Prerequisite: 22·2224 Printmaking I
22·2226 Beginn ing Lithography 3 cr.
Course introduces students to traditional lithographic techniques.
Through lectures, field trips, and class demonstrations students
learn to prepare lithographic stones. work with various image·
making materials, etch. roll up and store inked images, and proof
and print limited editions in black ink.
22·2230 Sculpture: Materials and Techniques 3 cr.
Cardboard, wood , plaster, plastic, metal, and clay are used in this
introduction to basic additive and reductive sculpting processes.
Contemporary modes and methOds of sculpture making are exam·
ined.
Prerequisite: 22·1230 Fundamentals of 3D Design
22·2231 Woodworking for Sculpture 3 cr.
Woodworking skills and manual as well as machine technology are
used to create sculpture in wood. Main emphasis is on construct·
ed form while some time may be spent on carving and reductive
techniques.
Prerequisite: 22·1230 Fundamentals of 30 Design
22·2232 Ceramic Sculpture 3 cr.
Course emphasizes expressive use of clay as a sculpture medium
using a range of clay·working techniques. Students concentrate on
form, content. and space rather than on utility. Students also
learn plaster molding of found objects and slip casting using clay
originals.
Prerequisite: 22·1230 Fundamentals of 3D Design
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22·224 7 Metal Casting I 3 cr.
Students are introduced to metal casting using the lost wax
process . Wax or clay is used to form an original pattern. Mold
making, foundry work, and metal finishing are covered. Advanced
students may explore possibilities of multiple production and alternate molding techniques.
22·2248 Metal Casting II 3 cr.
Course continues metal casting work at a more sophisticated
level, placing more emphasis on the aesthetic component of
sculptural design.
Prerequisite: 22·224 7 Metal Casting I
22·1241 Papermaklng 3 cr.
Contemporary and traditional art and handmade papermaking are
explored, as well as the processes of watermarking, firestamping,
and pigmentation. Various fibers for papermaking are studied.
22-2238 Sculptural Paper 3 cr.
Students learn sculptural paper techniques, including mold·
making, casting, and the use of various fibers as lightweight
durable media.
22·1272 Papermak lng Workshop 1 cr.
Using ordinary household equipment and a hydro-pulper, students
make papers used for sculptural forming or casting as well as tor
painting and drawing.
22-2249 Sign age and Display 3 cr.
Course provides an overview of environmental graphics , signage,
and exhibit design. Students build awareness of the trade througn
lectures, research, and practical proj ect ideation. Students learn
about the language of visual communication , lettering, space
management, and three-dimensional display.
22·3230 Figure Modeling and Sculpture 3 cr.
The human form is rendered in clay using traditional armatures for
figure and portrait bust studies. Waste and piece molds for plas·
ter casting are also made.
Prerequisite: 22-1230 Fundamentals of 3D Design
22·1231 New Art 3 cr.
Course provides students with opportunities to explore new art
forms. Students create performance, installation, and site-specific
works dealing with issues of time and space in nontraditional
ways. Video and other contemporary means of communication are
possible mediums.
22·2233 Mixed Media 3 cr.
Students create sculptural forms using a variety of materials such
as sheet metal, clay, plaster, wax, paper, wood, and plastic, and
employ a variety of techniques such as paper, plaster, and ceramic casting.
Prerequisite: 22·1230 Fundamentals of 3D Design
22·3233 M ixed Media Studio 3 cr.
Course expands on concepts and skills introduced in Mixed
Media. Students work on special projects under supervision of the
instructor. Strong emphasis is place on ind ividualized progress
and critiques.
Prerequisite: 22·2233 Mixed Media
22·2234 Installation 3 cr.
Students expand their visual vocabulary using various mediums in
four dimensions. Students work to promote the creative process
in a relationship between the artist's expression and the desig·
nated site.
Prerequisite: 22·1230 Fundamentals of 3D Design, 22·1210
Beginning Drawing

22·2235 Time Arts 3 cr.
Course provides a hands-on laboratory for students interested in
creating images and events that are idea-driven, dimensional, or
pertormative in nature. Sound , video, slides, language, s ite, self,
and various media are employed.
22·2236 Performance Art 3 cr.
Students are given a comprehensive introduction to the history
and nature of performance art and develop their ideas for live
work. Course covers major Postmodern movements that make
particular use of live art: Dada, Futurism, and Ruxus, as well as
issues of feminism and multiculturalism that have utilized
performance. Student s present work for critique throughout the
semester. culminating in a group show to be presented in a public
forum .
22·3231 Experimental Photography / Graphics Techniques I

3 cr.
Course is a systematic exploration of alternative photographic
processes. such as cynaotype , Van Dyke, process camera work,
and halftone production. Students experiment with images through
manipulation of graphic arts, film, cliche verre, and photographic
prints. Each student develops a self-directed project using one of
these mediums.
Prerequisite: Art and Design students: completion of core courses
or permission of chairperson
22-3232 Experimental Photography/ Graphics
Techniques II 3 cr.
Course is a systematic exploration of advanced alternative photographic processes including gum-bichromate and Kwikprint.
Course also teaches the use of camera and enlarger to make
color separation negatives . Each student develops a self-directed
project using one of these mediums.
Prerequisite: 22·3231 Experimental PhOtography/Graphic
Technique I
22·3237 Issues In Contemporary Art 3 cr.
Course offers topics of study that change each semester. The
department periodically institutes new courses that are relevant to
contemporary issues in the visual arts or related areas of
discourse. Seminar/studio course addresses specific themes of a
topical nature.
22-2240 Ceram ics I 3 cr.
Studio work, slide presentations, and discussions of traditional
and contemporary use of clay introduce students to various meth·
ods of forming and finishing work. Hand build ing, throwing, mold
making, glazing, and firing are covered.
22·2241 Ceramics II 3 cr.
Course expands basic principles and processes of clay and
construction developed in Ceramics I, with emphasis on individual
expression. Students are introduced to the basics of glaze calcu·
lation to the study of surface treatments.
Prerequisite: 22·2240 Ceramics I
22-3241 Ceramics Ill 3 cr.
Studio is geared to student's rate of growth and interest in ceramics as an expressive medium. Course further develops basic
methods and skills.
Prerequisite: 22-2242 Ceramics If
22·1270 Jewelry Worksh op 1 cr.
Qualities of enameling are explored in this workshop in which
students combine techniques of jewelry and metalwork to add
texture , color. and form. Techniques taught include Limoge, cloi·
sonne. and grisaille. A fine arts background or previous jewelry
course benefits students enrolled in this course .

22·224 2 Jowolrr 1 3 cr.
Course is desiCfled to deYelop skill. crattsman.shop, and S«<Si1ivity
to desian on WOflling wtth metal and enamel. Basoc metal teen.
niques introduced are soldering. construction, sawing. filing. riYet·
inc. enamellnc. and anodizinc titanium. Bezel stone setting is also
taUCht. Pre-<ious courses in 20 and 30 Oesian are strongly recommendeO.
Z2·2243 Jawolrr II 3 cr.
Course builds on techniques taught in Jewelry I. Students are
encouraged to work independently outside class In addition to
class time. New techniques explored are 24k gold cwerlay, forming
and raising projects. nontraditional casting techniques, and
deslanlng and marketing a quality production line of original
jewelry.
Prerequisite: 22·2242 Jewelry I
22·3242 Jowolrr Ill 3 cr.
Course offers more advanced and individualized projects.
Students are required to work independently outside class in add;.
tlon to scheduled class time. Course emphasizes wax carving and
fabrication techniques, finishing the wax. spruing and investing
the wax, burncut and centrifugal casting, and finishing cast
jewelry.
Prerequisite: 22·2243 Jewelry II
22·2244 Furniture Do• len : Bacln nlnC 3 cr.
Course ccwers application of drafting techniques to the design of
furniture. Students are instructed in the technical side of
construction, such as joints, wood movement, structural integrity
as well as in the variety of wood products used In contemporary
furniture. Emphasis is on both preliminary sketching and fully
developed WOflling drawings.
Prerequisite: 22·1210 Beginning Drawing
22·2245 Furniture Con•truc tlon : BoclnnlnC 3 cr.
Course focuses on the craft of woodworking pertaining to furniture
deslan and construction. Students learn the mechanics of design
and techniques to execute them. Instruction emphasizes hand~n
experience In designing as well as operating hand and power
equipment. Information covered can be applied to all art disc~
pllnes.
Prerequisite: 22·1230 Fundamentals of 30 Design
22·2246 Woodwor klnc II: Furni ture De• len 3 cr.
A continuation of Furniture Oesian: Beginning, course focuses on
a more sophosticated approach to woodWOfllinc templates.
patterns and Jigs. and finishing techniques (both hand rubbed and
sprayed) and demonstrates a more rigorous concern wM and
analysis of desian and engineering.
Pr~equisite: 22·2245 Furniture Construction: Beginning
22·3250 Vl•ltlnc Artl1t Work1hop 1 1 cr.
WorkshOp. cOnducted by weiH<.nown artists In the fine art s
community. provides hands-on experience for students who would
like to eltPand their hOrizons in artistic expression. Course gives
students the opportunity to work ~e with an artist in a
studio serung.
Prerequosrte: 22·1210 Beginning Drawing, 22·1230 Fundamentals
of 30 Oes~&n
22·3235 B .A . SeMi nar and Work1hop In Art and Do•lcn
4 Cf.
Course oncludes a semonar and WOI1<shOD to be conducted by 11.01~
tome faculty from the Fine Atts and Oeso&n conoentrat.oons.
Seminar focuses on current topocs on art and desoan practoce. In

the WOI1<shoi) students epply theor lu OCJWiedCe of rusta<y. cu"ure.

art. and desocn to a final S«<oor prOJect.
Prereqursife: SeniOf stiJtus
22·3236 Profoulonal Practlco1 for Fino Ar t• Malo,.
1 cr.
Course teaches technoques for survival after art schOol . Student s
le arn about shOotinc slides; writing resumes: finding. selecting.
and negotiating representation: and grant writing. Students re-<iew
publicity. serialism , product Inventory. and development of professionally beneficial relationships.
22·3262 Advanced Fine Ar tl ltudlo 3 cr.
Capstone course. lntendeO for senior level Fine Arts m~.
features intensive presentations and critiques. Students WOI1< on
deveiOpinc their final body of WOfll to prepare lor entry Into lfad~
ate schOol or pursuit of a career in fine arts.
Prerequisite: Senior stiJtus
22·3263 Advanced Fi ne Art• laminar 3 cr.
Students examine and develop their image idiom by contextuallz·
ing their pictorial history within the cancn of modernism and In
reflection of contemporary trends. Regular critiques of current
production and sketchbook and journal activities are augment ed
by reading. exhibition visit, and discussion in this studo/semlnar.
Prerequisite: Senior status
22·3264 Th11l1 ProJe c t 3 cr.
Course is a continuation of Advanced Fine Atts Studoo with further
development or student artwork. culminating in exhibition.
Students prepare all aspects of exhibition. Final body ol WOI1< os
critiqued by Fine Atts faculty and guest artist.
Prerequisite: Senior status
22·3288 lntarn1hlp 3 cr.
Internships provide adVanced students with an opportunity to gaon
work experience in an area of concentration or interest whole
receiving academic credit toward their degrees.
22·3290 lndopendont Study Variable cr.
At'o independent project is desi&ned by the student. with the
approval of a supervising faculty member. to study an area that os
not presently available in the curnculum. Prior to registratoon. the
student must submit a written proposal that out.lones the prOject .

lll USTitAT IO N, ADVEitTI II N8 AltT DIREC TIO N.
AND 81tAP'HI C DEII8N
22·2411 lllu1tratlo n 1: Projec t• 3 cr.
Course stresses vanous ollustratJOO styles and busoness aspecu
students might encounter as professJOOats on this ex~atJOO of
editonal and advertosong ollustratoon.
Prerequisite: 22·2330 Graphic Design: /n!foouction. 22·2420
Applied Drawi"'l
22·2420 Appllod DrawlnC 3 cr.
Course examines theones or drawong. enablong the student to
re present visual concePts. lnstructJOO emphas•res VISual fa<m and
construct JOn of objects on space. Under!ylng systems of compute<
SOftware fa< prolessoonal deS18fletS and ollustratO<S ate ontrc>
d uced.
Prerequostte: 22·121 0 Befmmf11 o.-.ng. 22·1230 Fundat'rwnf~s
of 30 Oesl8fl
22·3410 llh11tratl0fl I 3 cr.
Course COIIef'S the developrnen1 prooess of eteatJf11 an lltustr8tl()n
by stressof11 COO<! WOI1< hao.ts and pr~ d•sc•lli•ne
form. h•st O<v. lo6lt. COiOt theor>. and comOOSJtl()n ate ail utJhted to
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convey a thought or image to the viewer. Students will learn to
develop and present their ideas using traditional techniques
specific to illustration.
Prerequisite: 22·2420 Applied Drawing, 22·2330 Graphic Design:
Introduction
22·3412 Illustration II: Form and Rend er ing 3 cr.
Course continues the studies begun in Illustration I. It deals with
the development process of creating an illustration by further
stressing one's knowledge of surface texture. form and plane,
and the way light and shadow form an object. Contour, form,
composition, light and color theory are utilized to convey a
thougl'lt or image. Students will learn to develop and present their
ideas using traditional techniques of illustration.
Prerequisite: 22·3410 Illustration I
22·3421 Renderi ng for lll ustrato ra 3 cr.
Students investigate structure and properties of visible form, relyong on recognition of the object, use of perspective, and under·
standing of light. Instruction explores various media used by illustrators to articulate visual ideas and conceptual judgment in illustration.
Prerequisite: 22·2330 Graphic Design: Introduction, 22·2510
Advertising Art Direction: Introduction
22·3430 Figure Illustration 3 cr.
Conceptual development. rendering techniques. distortion and
stylization as a means of communication are explored using
clothed and nude models. Various media and techniques are
explored.
Prerequisite: 22·2214 Figure Drawing
22·3432 Children 's Book Illustratio n 3 cr.
Students gain an historical appreciation for the art by studying
noneteenth· and twentieth-<:entury children's boOk illustrators and
their techniques. sources of inspiration. and influences. Students
experiment and develop individual graphic and illustrative styles
with emphasis on practical application of children's book illustra·
tlon for publishing.
22·3435 Cartooning 3 cr.
Course introduces different aspects of cartoon drawing. Course
teaches basic techniques of cartoon drawing and investigates five
genres of cartooning. Students study in depth one-liner, multi·
panel, advertisement, illustrative. and political editorial cartoons.
Instruction includes historical study of specific types of cartoons
dating from 1745. Course explores style of cartoons, thematic
types, and construction of cartoon character for the technique of
animation.
Prerequisite: 22·2214 Figure Drawing I
22·3440 Historic Styles In Illustrati on 3 cr.
Course covers basic history and the effect of cross culture on
editorial and advertising illustration of the twentieth century.
Course consists of a series of lectures followed by studio assignments that examine the styles and techniques of the periods
discussed.
Prerequisite: 22·2170 History of Communication Design
22·3441 Illustrati on Methods and Media 3 cr.
Course explores techniques and materials used in illustration:
marker. dyes, paper, ink, and paint. Reproduction procedures are
reVIewed.
Prerequisite: 22·2411 Illustration 1: Projects

22·3450 Conceptual Development In Ill ustration 3 cr.
Course focuses on use of illustration as a tool to develop multimedia ideas through illustration techniques. photography as
image, typography as image, and thre!Hlimensional forms. Course
allows students to use various mediums to communicate a
concept using symbolism, metaphors. surrealism, and fantasy.
Prerequisite: 22·2510 Advertising Art: Introduction
22·3451 111ustratlon Form and Analysis 3 cr.
Course looks at structure of objects in pictorial space. examines
design principles as they apply to illustration. and reviews current
and historical trends reflective of illustrative styles.
Prerequisite: 22·2411 Illustration 1: Projects
22-3460 Digita l Ill ustration I 3 cr.
Course enables Illustration students to begin to master digital
painting, drawing. and image processing techniques that extend
and augment their skills and techniques with traditional media
and methods. Students use the latest digital painting and drawing
software that digitally mimic traditional tools such as watercolor,
oil paint. airbrush. charcoal. In addition, students explore digital
methods such as brush effects, compositing. masking. collage.
Students master digital paint. drawing and effects techniques for
initiating. developing, and refining illustration concepts.
Prerequisite: 22·1320 Design Lab
22·3465 Sequential Im aging 3 cr.
Students learn to develop Images sequentially for creative application In print. television. film. animation, and web site design.
Students conceive of and interpret a creative concept then develop that concept through research. thumbnail sketches. render·
ings, into a final time-based presentation. Students continue to
refine and develop their illustration skills while beginning to understand and master sequential presentation methods using the
latest computer·based imaging sequencing software. Students
develop and extend their illustration skills into interpreting verbal,
audio, and marketing Information for time-based media.
Prerequisite: 22-3450 Conceptual Development in Illustration
22-3470 Illustration Seminar 3 cr.
Course allows students to develop and ar ticulate a personal viewpoint in illustration. Portfolio and career development are emphasized. Course may be repeated for credit with departmental
approval.
Prerequisite: 22-3485 Professional Porrfolio Development
concurrenlly
22·3475 Editorial/Advertising Illustration 3 cr.
Course prepares students for the advertising and publishir1g
professions. Students develop fundamental drawing and rendering
skills to create objective and subjective images for product lllus·
tratlon, mass media advertising. and editorial and technical publi·
cations. Course Includes a general understanding of marketing
and editorial strategies and demonstrates how illustration can
fulfill its goals. Course focuses on creating and developing lllustra·
tions that begin on the drawing board and are completed as dig;.
tal images.
Prerequisite: 22-3440 Historic Styles in Illustration
22-3480 Profeu lonal Portfoli o Development : Illustratio n

3 cr.
Course assists illustration students preparing to enter the market·
place with emphasis on portfolio preparation, creating a resume,
and interviewing. Instruction also covers job search, salary, freelancing. and related business issues.
Prerequisite: 22·3475 Editorial/Advertising Illustration, 22-3465
Sequential Imaging

22-3490 Spec ial Issues In Illustration 1 cr.
Each semester a visiting illustrator works with students to solve a
particular Illustration problem. Students learn specific technical
and creative problem-solving methods from a leading illustrator in
Chicago.
Prerequisite: 22·3421 Rendering for Illustrators or 22-3432
Children's Book Illustration or 22-2411 Illustration 1: Projects or
22-2214 Figure Drawing I
22-2510 Advertising Art Direction : Introduction 3 cr.
Course covers basic principles of advertising from conception
through production and places emphasis on forming a unique
promotional concept for a product. Students learn to develop and
present their ideas through creative design and layout.
Prerequisite: 22·1210 Beginnif!g Drawing. 22-1310 Typography
and Letter forms: Beginning
22·2520 Advertising Design 3 cr.
Conceptual skills in both verbal and visual adverttsing are taught
to develop an understanding of the importance of fusing visual
images with verbal expression when communicating Ideas in
adver tising and visual graphics.
Prerequisite: 22·2510 Advertising Art Direction: Introduction, 22·
2330 Graphic Design: Introduction
22-3 400 Commercial Photographer/ Art Director 4 cr.
Course Is designed to simulate real-world conditions common
within the advertising industry in which art directors assist
photographers on assignments. Creative teams are established
consisting of one art direction student and one studio photography student. Teams work on two or three major projects during the
semester. Emphasis is on creative process. problem analysis.
visualization of solutions. and use of advertis10g symbols.
Prerequisite: 22-3530 Photo Communications. 22.:3540 Creative
Strategies I
22·3525 The Art Director/Copywriter r .. m 4 cr.
Writers and designers team up to work on advertising projects in
a collaborative setting. Students develop concepts together. then
write and design advertisements and promotional materials for
highly targeted audiences. Class is team taught by Marketing and
Design professors.
Prerequisite: 22·3540 Creative Strategies 1
22.:3530 Photo Communications 3 cr.
Course provides students with a better understanding of photographic images and their application in design. Students shoot
photographs intended for design layouts and In the process devel·
op visual language, enhance photo selection. and Improve editing
skills. Students learn to visualize not only the look of the design.
but also the structure and form of the photographs they shoot.
Basic format Is 35mm location photography and table-top and
lighting work. Course also considers alternative ways to generate
photographic images.
Prerequisite: 22-2510 Advertising Art: Introduction, 22.:3340
Typography and Letterforms, 23-1100 Foundations of Photography
I, 23-1101 Darkroom Workshop I
22·3535 Storyboard Development 3 or.
Students study the strategy used in developing an idea and
design for print or television advertising. Students learn how
research is used in setting parameters for design in advertising
and developing creative concepts adaptable to print or television
campaigns.
Prerequisite: 22-2330 Graphic Design: Introduction. 22·2510
Advertising Art Direction: Introduction

22-3540 cr. .tlve Strategies In Advertisi ng Design I 3 cr.
Students work with marketing information as the basis for
campaign visuals. Course explores comprehensive responsibilities
of the art director. from concept to solution. through interaction
with clients and other personnel.
Prerequisite: 22-2510 Advertising Art Direction: Introduction. 22·
2330 Graphic Design: Introduction
22·3542 Creative Strategies In Advertising Design II 3 cr.
Course continues study begun in Creative Strategies in
Advertising Design 1.
Prerequisite: 22.:3540 Creative Strategies in Advertising Design 1
22-3550 Advertising Communications 3 cr.
Students apply basic communication theories to solve concrete
advertising problems. Instruction emphasizes perceptual, psychological, and business determinants of adVertising in print and television.
Prerequisite: 22.:3540 Creative Strategies 1
22-3580 Professional Portfolio Development: Advertising

3 cr.
Course assists advertising students preparing to enter the
marketplace with emphasis on portfolio preparation, creating a
r esume, and Interviewing. Instruction also covers job search .
salary. freelancing. and related business issues.
Prerequisite: 22·3550 Advertising Communications, 22.:3405
Commercial Photographer/ Art Director
22-3590 Special lu ues In Advertising 1 cr.
Visiting art directors. copywriters, and account executives examine
a current trend in adVertising strategies related to advertising
design. Visiting Instructors are working professionals in Chicago' s
top advertising agencies.
22-1310 Typography and Letter forms: Beginn ing 3 cr.
Students investigate mechanics and aesthetics of type, using
both type and letter forms in a variety of design applications.
Instruction covers type Indication. spacing, copy casting, type
specification. mark-up, and methods of typesetting.
Prerequisite: 22-1220 Fundamentals of 2Dimensional Design,
2 2·1210 Beginning Drawing
22-1320 Design Lab 3 cr.
Course familiarizes students with proper preparation of digital ar t
work for painting. Course covers formulating disks, setting up
fonts. and preparing photos. art work, and desktop publishing
documents. Phantom processes and paper usage are also
covered.
Prerequisite: 22-1310 Typography and Letter forms: Beginning
2 2-2330 Graphic Design: Introduction 3 cr.
Students develop visual and verbal communication skills through
the use of typefaces, Illustration, photographs. color. and format.
Explored media include corporate Identity, brochures. posters,
direct mall. packaging. and exhibition design.
Prerequisite: 22·2170 History of Communication Design, 22·1320
Design Lab
22.:3340 Typography and Letter forms: Intermediate 3 cr.
Course examines historical developments of type and letterforms
prior to the twentieth century. Study Includes developments and
transitions of typography. from Gutenberg to William Morris.
Students complete related assignments investigating past conceptual techniques and their influence on modern typography.
Prerequisite: 22-2330 Graphic Design: Introduction
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22·3345 .....lc811... Deal&n 3 cr.

22·3378 Advanced DHI,. API>IIc811"• 3 cr.

Coutw examtnes edrtonal operatJons. ptoducttOn ptooedures. and
the rOle of the art dtrector. to famthanze students witl1 tneoretical
and ptactJcal conoems of macaztne and trade publication design .
Course emphasizes the Identity of current publications as a result
of des•cn format and end structure.
Prttrequtsittt: 22·3530 Photo Communic8t.ions. 22·3340
Typoeraphy and Letter forms: Intermediate

Course COYer'S adVancfld desktop publishing techniques. lllustrati\ie techniQues. and ifMCjng possibilities on the MacintOsh
computer. Software CO\Ief'ed includes Adobe PhotoShop, Illustrator
lnDesi&n. and Macrornedia O r e . . - -. Course is dflsllned tor
advauced·level art students witl1 a direction in graphic desiln and
advertising art.
Prerequisite: 22-2330 Graphic Design: Introduction. 22·1320
Design Lab

22·334 7 Book Deal&n 3 cr.
Course begins with a brief history of bookmaking. publication
ptesses. and critique of book classifiCations. Students focus on
relationship of content to layout and book cover desi&n by examining the unifying elements of type. photos. illustrations. and other
graphic devicfls. Students ptoduce a small book.
Prerequisite: 22·3340 Typography and Letterforms: Intermediate.
22·3378 Mvarteed Design Applications
22·3350 ll&n, Symbol, lmaa• 3 cr.
Students explore methodologies of developing logos. trademarks.
brandmarks. identifiCation systems and symbols. pictographs. and
ideographs.
Prerequisite: 22·2330 Graphic Design: Introduction
22·3355 Corporate Graphlca 3 c r.
Students create a logo (mark or symbol) for an organization and
then develop related pieces developing an identity. Course examines corporate identification systems including methodologies.
history. developtnent. implementation. and specifiCations. Visual
topics explored are logo. letterhead. annual report. graphics stal'lldard manual. and collateral material.
Prerequisite: 22·3340 Typography and Letter forms: Intermediate.
22·3350 Sign. Symbol. lmsge
22·3360 Pac ka&ln& D. .l&n 3 cr.
Course explores materials. surface graphics. marketing, and
ptoductlon problems as the refinement and integration of many
desi&n principles.
Prerequisite: 22·3340 Typography and Letterforms: Intermediate.
22·2420 Applied Drawing
22·3370 Typo&raphy and Letterforma: Advanced 3 cr.
Course studies twentiet!Kentury desi&n philosophies and their
innuence on typography and typographic design. Projects allow
students to experiment with type from a variety of apptoaches and
examine its possibilities as an exptessive form in relation to
syntax and visual communication.
Prerequisite: 22·2330 Graphic Design: Introduction

22·3375 Web Sit e D..l&n I 3 cr.
Course. intended for ar t. design. and photography majors. covers
web srte deSign topics. Studies include hypertext. graphic style
information, graphic file formats. digital imsging. and basic
computer-user interface issues. Course assignments include
destgn and execution of HTML documents and graphics and
completiOn of a written thesis.
Prttrequtstte: 22·2330 Graphic Desig n: Introduction
22·3376 Web l it e D. .l&n II 3 cr.
Course c011ers adVancfld topics in web site destgn and is tntended
for art. descn. and photography majors. Studies cover humancomputer tnterface destgn. muntmedia use in Internet and
tntr-t pubficat•ons. and netwon< systems design and functions.
Course assocnmer>ts tnclude des•cn and execution of HTML documents. graph~. and other med•a obfecls •n additiOn to compie.
tton of a wntten lhests.
~·srte: 22·3315 ~ Stte Oes'lfl I

22-3380 Profa..lonal "or tfollo Development: Qraplllca
3 cr.
Course assists graphics students pteparing to the job market with
emphasis on assembling a portfolio, writing and designing a
resume. and interviewing techniques. Job searCh techniques,
salary ranges. business issues and freelance/consulting employment are also discussed.
Prerequisite: 22-3350 Sign. Symbol. lmsge. 22·3360 l'«l<llfll'¥1
Design. 22·3345 Publication Design

22-3385 Prof. .alonal Portfolio Development 3 cr.
Course assists students pteparing to enter the job market with
emphasis on assembling a portfolio. writing and designing a
resume. and interviewing techniques. Where to look for a job,
salary ranges. and alternative means of employment are also
discussed .
Prerequisite: Concurrent with 22·34 70 Illustration Sttmlnar for
Illustration majors. 22·3350 Sign, Symbol, lmsge; 22·3360
Packaging Design for Graphic Design majors; 22·3550 AdWJr tlslrw
Communications. 22-3405 Commercial PhotOIJIIphttrjArt Director
for Advertising Art Direction majors
22·3390 Special l ..u. . In Deal&n 2 cr.
Current issues, technical ptocedures. and desl&n practices are
explored in workshops led by noted designers in this guest
lecture/ discussion/ studio series.
Prerequisite: 22·2330 Graphic Desig n : Introduction
FASHION DE SIG N

22·1600 Qarmant Conatruct lon I 3 cr.
Course is an introduction to basic sewing and construction skills.
Fabric definition. construction. and function are studied. Students
learn hand sewing and finishing, machine operation. and primary
machine maintenance. Students are required to crellte and
complete garments.
22-1610 Fundament al• of Faahlon D. .l&n 3 cr.
Course introduces clothing desi&n and examines fashion desiCn
within the context of fine art forms and ptaclical commercial
desi&n. Students are required to work with elements of 20 and
30 forms using fabric as a creative medium . In addition. social,
historic. and aesthetic influences on fashion design are studied .
22·1620 Fundamental• of Textll.. for Faalllon Deal&n
3 cr.
Course demonstrates the interrelationship be'-'1 textlles and
clothing desi&n. It explores the tmportance of the textile Industry
to the fashion industry. Students acquire understanding of ftberl.
fabrics. manufacturing techniQues. trends. defintttOns. and uses o
textiles applied to both industries. Laws &0\le(ntng uses. llabili·
ties, treatment. standards. and labeling are discussed.

22·2600 Garment Conatractlon II 3 cr.
Course ~~tesents more complex and spectehzed manulactunng
techniQues in clothing construction. AppllcatiOfls of skllls. orpnlzlllion and evaluatiOfl of the manufactur1ng ptOCHS and ec:qulred
methodokll!v

*" - -· dtO.CU!lsed. """dtomon•tni!JIId. The

importance of fiber and fabric to clothing manufacturing continues
to be examined, and specific fabric relationships and construction
problems are explored. Emphasis is on development of a quality
product.
Prerequisite: 22·1600 Garment Construction I
22·2601 Patternmaklng: Flat Pattern 3 cr.
Course covers pattern·making skills to produce completed
patterns tor garments, emphasizing flat pattern techniques such
as drafting from measurements, industrial blocks, pattern manipu·
lation, and professional pattern finishing.
Prerequisite: 22-1600 Garment Construction I, 22·1610
Fundamentals of Fashion Design
22·2602 Pattern making: Draping 3 cr.
Course teaches the production of sculptural patterns. Students
apply fabric to a 3D form as a garment and then transfer it to a
flat pattern. Students develop organized pattern.making skills and
apply them to finished original designs. Complete pattern production methods are explained: professional standards are stressed.
Prerequis ite: 22-1600 Garment Construction I, 22·1610
Fundamentals of Fashion Design
22·2603 Fuhlon Illustration I 3 cr.
A thorough foundation in fashion illustration is establ ished in this
course, which covers fashion figure and garment interpretation.
Students study and develop the basic structure unique to fashion
figure and its characteristics, history, stylization. influence. and
use in fashion illustration. Students learn to interpret draping
quality and surface texture of fabric. Individual interpretation and
creative drawing skills are emphasized.
Prerequisite: 22·1210 Beginning Drawing
22·2620 Textile Fabrication Techniques 3 cr.
Students explore creation and embellishment of fabrics. History
and uses of fabrics are studied and applied to design assign.
ments. Students learn weaving, knitting, and felting techniques to
produce samples of various fabrics. Fabric embellishment. such
as quilting. beading, printing. and painting. is studied and utilized
by students.
Prerequisite: 22·1620 Fundamentals of Textiles for Fashion
Design
22·2621 Millinery: Hats and Beyond 3 cr.
Course introduces students to the design and construction of
hats. Design principles and hatmaking techniques are studied
and applied to wearable and non·wearable creations. Students
learn basic skills of millinery construction through the methods of
patterned and blocked forms. Students also learn glove construe·
tion.
22·2622 Introduction to Fiber as Art 3 cr.
Course offers hands-on exploration of traditional fiber interlacings,
unconventional construction techniques, and surface treatments.
Various natural and manufactured fiber materials are investigated
for artistic applications and conceptual expressions. Techniques
include feltmaking, netting, knotting, weaving, coiling, drying, and
gutwork. Studio activities are enhanced by slide lectures, museum
visits, discussions , and critiques.
22-3600 Advanced Garment Construction: Tailoring 3 cr.
Course presents an advanced study of construction and design
devoted to tailored clothing. Course covers detailing, layering, and
sculpturing of tailored garments. Students demonstrate tailoring
techniques in theory and practice by working on various problemsolving assignments. Historic influences on design, technology,
and development of tailored clothing are noted.
Prerequisite: 22-2600 Garment Construction II

22·3601 Advanced Patternmaklng: Flat Pattern 3 cr.
Students create patterns for specific design problems integrating
the knowledge of flat pattern methods. Course work requires
research of historic pattern, pattern development, and modern
industrial methods. Students must demonstrate refinement and
efficiency of patternmaking skills, methods, organization, and
application with both in<lass and outside activities and projects.
Grading of patterns is an important part of this course.
Prerequisite: 22-2601 Patternmaking: Flat Pattern
22-3602 Advanced Patternmaklng: Draping 3 cr.
Students create patterns for specific design problems integrating
knowledge of draping methods. Students demonstrate refinement
and efficiency of patternmaking skills, methods, organization, and
application with both in-class and outside activities and projects.
Prerequisite: 22-2602 Patternmaking: Draping
22·3603 Fashion Illustration II 3 cr.
Course includes advanced application of fashion illustration in
forms of communication such as advertising, marketing, and
designing of clothing. Students demonstrate further development
of individual interpretation and stylization of fashion illustration in
various problem-solving assignments. Refinement of drawing and
conceptual skills is stressed.
Prerequisite: 22·2603 Fashion Illustration I
22·3610 Fashion Design: Theory and Practice 3 cr.
Course emphasizes development of a personal design philosophy
through problem solving devoted to research and creativity in
clothing and accessory design. Problem solutions demand studies
of past and current designers and trends as well as merchandising and marketing theories.
Prerequisite: 22·3601 Advanced Patternmaking: Flat, 22·3602
Advanced Patternmaking: Draping, 22·3600 Advanced Garment
Construction: Tailoring, 22-1620 Fundamentals of Textiles for
Fashion Design
22·3611 Menswear Design 3 cr.
Concept of fashion design is applied to the masculine mode.
Historic references, social trends , merchandising philosophies.
and clothing design are discussed and emphasized in their appli·
cation to male body, image, and lifestyle. Students' research
includes design, fabric choice. use. function, social influence, and
creativity.
Prerequisite: 22-2600 Garment Construction II, 22·2601
Patternmaking: Flat Pattern, 22-1610 Fundamentals of Fashion
Design
22·3640 CAD : Production Techniques 3 cr.
Course covers the application of computer-aided design to pattern
drafting for clothing production .
Prerequisite: 22-3601 Advanced Patternmaking: Flat, 22-3602
Advanced Patternmaking: Draping
22·3641 CAD : Fashion Presentation 3 cr.
Course explores the use of computer technology as a means of
achieving professional fashion presentation. Areas of study
include clothing design, color development, fabric and textile appli·
cation, collection organization, and use of knowledge gained in
the CAD production course. Fundamental elements of art and
design with emphasis on color are used as a basis for student
work.
Prerequisite: 22·1220 Fundamentals of 2D Design, 22-1210
Beginning Drawing
22-3650 Senior Thesis: Fashion Design I 3 cr.
Students design and develop an original line of clothing with
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market potential. In this first of a two-semester thesis, students
cover collection design and critique. patternmaking, resources
selection. sample making. and workroom management.
Documentation of the line includes fashion illustrations, photographs, work specification sheets, and actual garments.
Prerequisite: Senior sta!Us and permission of Concenuation
Coordinator
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22·3651 Senior Thesis: Fash ion Dealen II 3 cr.
For the collection designed in Thesis 1. students develop a market·
ing plan, business proposal, and adver tising campaign that
Includes a fashion show. Portfolio preparation and collection
construction are finalized.
Prerequisite: 22·3650 Senior Thesis: Fashion Design
22·3670 Topics In Fashion Deafen 3 cr.
Course explores a topic specific to an area of study within fashion
design. Interested students must see their Fashion Design advisor
for description.
22·3688 Internship: Fashion Deafen Variable cr.
Internships provide advanced students with an opportunity to gain
work experience in an area of concentration or interest while
receiving academic credit toward their degrees.
Prerequisite: 3.0 GPA or better, junior status, or permission of
department chairperson
22·3698 Independent Project : Fa shion Design Variable cr.
Internships provide advanced students with an opportunity to gain
work experience in an area of concentration or interest while
receiving academic credit toward their degrees.
Prerequisite: 3.0 GPA or better, junior status, or permission of
department chairperson

PRODU CT DESIGN
22·1700 Product Design Theory I 3 cr.
Course is intended for all Product Design majors. Instruction
focuses on general theories of design, including problem defini·
tlon, articulation. and resolution. Students study methodologies
and historical case studies that look at the development of
successful products from the standpoint of markets, manufactur·
ing, and cultural concerns. Through class projects, students
explore issues of function, cognition , and aesthetics in context
with the various product types.
Prerequisite: 22·1220 Fundamentals of 2D Design, 22·1210
Beginning Drawing. both may be taken concurrently
22·1705 Product Design II 3 cr.
Course allows students the opportunity to design within a realistic
context. Through collaboration with an area manufacturer or material producer. students are provided with a semester-long project
focusing on the development of a new product based on the core
competency of the manufacturer or producer. Students are intro·
duced to a simplified version of the complete product development cycle. including research and conceptual development.
Prerequisite: 22·1700 Product Design i, 22·1230 Fundamentals o f
3D Design, may be taken concurrently
22·1710 Introduct ion to CAD for Prod uct Design
3 cr.
Course focuses on fundamentals of 30 parametric solid modeling.
Students learn this industry-standard software through carefully
paced tutorial exercises and hands-on development of different
product types and geometry. Instruction provides an overview of
sketching and manual drafting and historical development of
computer aided design.
Prerequisite: 35·1100 Foundations of Computer Applications

22·2700 Introduct ion to Manufacturing 3 cr.
Course introduces manufacturing processes as they concern product designers. Instruction builds on Introduction to CAD for
Product Design by introducing students to computer aided manofacturing. Utillzlr~g design and manufacturing software and hardware. students explore a variety of manufacturing processes and
examine computer numerical controlled machining. Course
involves a series of design projects that focus on the specifics of
designing for common manufacturing. Instruction includes field
trips to manufacturers and in-class presentations by material
specialists.
Prerequisite: 22·1705 Product Design II
22·2705 Intermediate CAD for Product Des len 3 cr.
Course examines the design of intermediate level mechanical
parts and assemblies within 30 solid parametric software.
Students learn to create complex geometry through the use of
lofts and sweeps. Students study in greater detail what goes into
the construction of manufactured parts and approach the process
of computer-aided design from a systematic point of view.
Explorations of design databases and complex rendering techniques are also a key component of the course.
Prerequisite: 22·1710 Introduction to CAD for Product Design
22·2710 Product Design Ill 3 cr.
Course expands the students' process of innovative design devel·
opment through a series of smaller focused projects. Students
learn traditional and contemporary design methodologies that can
be applied to the process of developing new products. Instruction
also focuses on Integration of traditional handwork (sketching,
rendering, and model making) and digital tools into the development and refinement of the final products .
Prerequisite: 22·1705 Product Design II, 22·2705 Intermediate
CAD for Product Design
22·2715 Advanced CAD for Product Design 3 cr.
Course focuses on complex modeling processes , including the
development of complex parts, assemblies, and core and cavity
molds. Students develop skills for creating animations of complex
assemblies and for exploring moving parts with simulation soft·
ware. Students learn to use software for final documentation as
well as for concept development. Students also look at the inte·
gration of various software to create a robust design database
and to complete final presentations in a variety of formats.
Prerequis ite: 22·2705 Intermediate CAD for Product Design
22·2720 Form Analys is for Product Design 3 cr.
Course focuses in depth on issues of form-appropriateness for
user-centered design and manufacturing. Relying on case studies
of a broad array of products. instruction exposes students to
issues of ergonomics, kinesthetics. material selection, design for
disassembly (DFO) , and other issues that determine the Interrelation of form. function, and production. Course is structured as a
seminar with a smaller studio component where the principles
discussed may be applied in shorter practical design projects.
Prerequisite: 22·1705 Product Design II
22·3700 Product Design IV 3 cr.
Course focuses on research and development of a new and innovative product. Instruction includes everything from market
research and product definition to the creation of a professional
appearance model and a fully documented design database. The
product must involve the design of a complex assembly combining
a variety of manufacturing processes. Students are responsible
for researching every aspect of the project and for developing a

clear budget tor all tooling costs for materials. Course includes
field trips to manufacturers and the presentation of case studies
of complete development cycles.
Prerequisite: 22·2710 Product Design Ill, 22·2715 Advanced CAD
for Produce Design
22·3725 Presentation Graphlcs;Renderlnc 3 cr.
Course Introduces students to the essential methods of presentation and rendering. Course combines a variety of manual and digital approaches. Students learn to render In a variety of media
using different techniques. Course covers theory behind presentations, includiflg consideration of the elements of a successful
presentation. Digital component involves learning fundamentals of
important graphic programs (Adobe Illustrator/ Photoshop). thereby
enabling students to develop the graphic component of a project
into a P<Ofessional portfolio piece and sophisticated design book·
lets.
Prerequisite: 22-2715 Advanced CAD for Product Design
22·3705 Specia l luues For Product Des len I 1 cr.
Two-day workshop focuses on a variety of short topics. Course
presents a special topic in a short but intense workshop environment. Areas that could be included are as follows : special manufacturing processes. material and color selection. marketing
strategies. special rendering techniques. research methods. visit·
ing designers, or long distance field trips. Students write a paper
on the topic covered.
Prerequisite: 22-2710 Product Design Ill
22·3710 Product Design V 3 cr.
Course focuses on the development and subsequent testing and
refinement of a new pt'oduct. Students research and develop a
new P<oduct resulting in a working prototype to be field tested.
videotaped. and analyzed. Based on this analysis. refinements are
made, and product is prototyped again and re-tested . Students
work with CAD/CAM software or rapid prototyping to develop the
original prototype, thereby learniflg the refinement process and
the flexibility of parametric design database. Course introduces
case studies along with methods of field testing, videotaping, and
compiling information into a visual database for presentation.
Prerequisite: 22-3700 Product Design IV. 22·2715 Advanced CAD
for Product Design. and 22-3725 Presentation Graphics;
Rendering
22-3715 Digital Presentation Techniq ues 3 cr.
Course Introduces pt'oduct design students to essential methods
of digital pt'esentation techniques. Students focus on a vanety of
advanced digital techniQues for utilizing graphic design programs.
digital presentation programs, and portfolio development strategies. Students use work from past projects to develop more
polished and sophisticated presentations, including the design
and production of a CD-ROM and animations.
Prerequisite: Junior status
22·3720 Adva nced Manufacturing 3 cr.
Course is dedicated to advanced manufacturiflg processes as they
concern product designers. Students build on material covered in
the Introductory course as well as processes introduced with the
design studio sequence. Advanced pt'ocesses are examined along
with the connection between P<odUCt designers and engineers.
Interrelationship between CAD/ CAM and rapid pt'Ototyping is
addressed in greater detail. as are issues of green manufacturing,
design for disassembly (DFO). and specialized batch P<oduction.
Field trips to advanced manufacturing sites or presentations from
material and process specia:ists form a key component of the

class. Coursework Includes a desigrHelated pt'oject.
Prerequisite: 22·2700 Introduction to Manufacturing, 22·2715
Advanced CAD for Product Design
22·3730 Special luuu For Prod uct Design II 1 cr.
Two-day workshop focuses on a special topic in a brief but Intense
workshop environment. Areas that could be included are the same
as Special Issues For Product Design 1: special manufacturing
processes. material and color selection. marketing strategies,
special rendering techniques, research methods, visiting designe rs, or long distance field trips. Students write a paper on the
topic covered.
Prerequisite: Product Design IV
22-3788 Product Deal en Internship 3 cr.
Students intern In a P<Ofessional office to gain a better understanding of how design consultants operate in the real wortd .
Experience allows students greater focus as they P<epare for their
final thesis project. Internships are established with firms in the
city of Chicago. Students write a detailed report of their experi·
ence and meet regularly with a faculty advisor.
Prerequisite: Consent of Coordinator, 3.0 GPA
22-3740 Product Design Thesis I 3 cr.
Course allows a student to choose a semester-long project under
the advisement of a faculty member. Students select an area of
interest and conduct all necessary research, development, prototyping, and refinement required for the development of a success·
ful product. Requirements include market research, cost analysis,
prototyping, and field-testing and refinement. Students produce a
complete booklet documenting the full process and completed
product in its entirety.
Prerequisite: 22-3710 Product Design V. 22·2715 Advanced CAD
for Produce Design, 22-3720 Advanced Manufacturing, 22·3715
Digital Presentation Techniques
22-37 41 Prod uct Deal en Theals II 3 cr.
Course consists of a semester·long project chosen by the student
under advisement of a faculty member-this can be a continua·
t.ion of Product Design Thesis 1 if there is approval by a faculty
member. Students select an area of interest in order to broaden
material and process awareness. Completion of project requires a
complex user interface and extensive research into the develop.
ment of a workiflg virtual prototype. Students spend the first third
of the semester doing research and are responsible for the devel·
opment, prototyping . and refinement required to create a success·
ful P<oduct. Requirements also include market research, cost
analysis. prototypiflg. field-testing, and refinement. Student
produces a complete booklet documenting the full process and
the completed product in Its entirety.
Prerequisite: 22-3740 Product Design Thesis I
22-3750 Product Deslcn Professional Business Practices

3 cr.
Course examines professional business practices within a design
consulting firm or design office of a manufacturer. Students focus
on a variety of specialized activities that commonly occur inside a
design office. Through a series of design problems, students are
exposed to working in design teams, designing over a network,
researching methods, and researching alternative ways to manufacture a single pt'oduct. Course is taught as a seminar with short
projects geared toward an understanding of the P<Ofessional
office environment.
Prerequisite: 22·3740 Product Design Thesis I
22-3755 Prod uct Design Portfolio Development 3 cr.
Course focuses entirely on the development and refinement of a
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prOiessoonal QUality portfOliO based on wcwt1 from pnor cJH.Crl
atudio COUtMS. Course ex.nones theofy behtnd c:relttrc an effec·
tn.oe PQftfOIIO. Guest speakers g;.e prOiesston<ll prewntlltions,
doac:uss ""'-'! Should be onc:luded on a POttfOioo. and c:ritlque
atudent PQftfOiios. Instruction IS split between prac:tJcaf course
WOftl to refine existirc projects and lectures on tile variety of ways
to present design ideas and finished design proposals.

Prerequisite: 22·3740 Produc:t Desllfl
Des/If! ~sis II, concurrently

~sis

1. 22·3741 Produc:t

IIITEitiOit OEII811

22·1800 Interior Deal&n Tlleory I 3 cr.
Course i s an Introduction to theofetic:al princ:lples and nomenc:l~
ture of design. Class ex.nines historic:al, prac:tic:al, and psychofoejc:al influences thrOUC)l readitCS and spec:ial emphasis on basic:
elements of design (spac:e, form, and order). c:olor theofy,
aestnetk:s. and typolOgy of spac:e.

22·1811 Architectural Dreftln& and Detallln& I 3 cr.
Course provides ellposure to the IIO<:abulary, drawirc con-..entions.
and principles of small building construc:tlon. Lec:tures. slides, and
examples of c:onstruc:tion drawing expose students to simple
struc:tural systems, building and finishlf1g materials, simple cabinetry. and other construc:tion issues. Students dratt and detail a
simple set of construc:tion drawings.

22·1813 AutoCAD Fundamentala 3 cr.
Course provides fra<newof1( for students to de\'elop c:omputer·
d rettlrc expertise. Students gain the know1edee and experience
needed to operate the program and perf orm 20 drafting on a
bask: level. Course covers the most bask: commands, and
students learn elements needed to produc:e a partial set of
sc:hematic plans. elevations. and drawings of existing conditions .
Prerequisite: 22·1811 Architectural Draftifli/Detailing /, 22·1800
Interior Design ~ry 1. 22·1220 20 Design

22·1819 lourc .. end Materlala 3 cr.
Lectures. discussion. and field trips to showrooms, manufactur·
ers, and suppliers expose students to discovery of new and class ical interior design furnishings and archltec:tural appointments.
Prerequisite: 22·1800 Interior Design ~ry I. 22·1220 20
Des/If!. 22·2812 Architectural Drafting and Derailing II, 22·1813
AutoCAD Fundamentals, 22·1820 Color for Interior DeS/If!,
22·1210 Beginning Drawing Interior Des/If! Intensive

22·1820 Color for Interior o..l&n 3 cr.
Course explores the nature. practical use. and psychological
effec:ts of color as it rel ates to interior design prac:tice . Projects
apply theoretical principles of color to the interior environment.
Course is taught in a studio setting eccompanied by appropriate
lec:tures.
Prerequisite: 22·1800 Interior Design ~ry I, 22·1811
Architectural Drafting and Detailing I, 22·1220 20 Design

22·2801 Interior o..l&n II 3 cr.
Course ellposes students to the methodofOCY of the design
process thrOUC)l problem definition, acknowte<~Cment of probfem.
ehc constraonts. presentation of vetbal and Cfaphoc solutions. and
finel cntiQue. Thi s design studoo focuses on small scope restdentutl spac:e plenn1rc and selectoon of fumosturcs and finishes. F'oekf
tnps and Y~srtorc lecturers may be featured.
"'-requostte: 22·1220 Fundamentals of 20 Desllfl. 22·1800
lnrenor Destgn Theory 1. 22·1210 Begmmrw Draworw Interior
Descn lntens-. 22·1820 Celof follnrenor Desllfl. 22·2812
ArcMec:tura/ Draflmll and Det/11/tflll II

22·2802 HletOfJ ef F•ntH•re .._.. ., 1 cr.
Sutvey course covetS the htstory 01 furniture from MtiCIUIIY
thtOUIIl tile '-"lleth century. Semtnet is ~ to pntCede the
two History of Atchrtec:ture courses and pr'CMCie • foundlooon fOI
further hi stonc:af exploratlOfl.

Prerequisite: 22·1220 20 Desilfl. 22·1210 Be&innltW a.-,.
Interior Des/If! Intensive. 22·1820 Celof follnterlor DeJ4p1. 22·
2801 Interior Des/If! II. 22·1813 AutoCAD ~tills. 22·
3815 AufoCAD/DetailiiVl Ill. 22·1230 3D DesJgn, 22·1819
Sources and Materials. 22·1101 History of Art I

22·2812 Arcllltecturel Dreftln& end Detelllll& II 3 cr.
Course provides ellposure to tile vocabulery. drawitC oorwention,
and principles of interior commercial construction. Partition
systems. moduler plannlrc and construction, ceiflrc systems.
custom cabtnetry, case goods. and other construction Issues ere
investigated. Students drefl and detail e set of commercl•
construc:tion drawings.
Prerequisite: 22·1811 Architectural Drafting and Deta/llfW I,

22·1800 lntertor Design Theory 1. 22·1220 20 Deslfn

22·2814 Computer Lab 1 cr.
Course is a tutored lab in which students wor11 on thesis projects,
class projec:ts. or other interior design computeMelated materiel.
Class utilizes an unstructured approach in which subject matter Is
determined by needs of students. Reviews and customized tutorials are offered. Students must use class time wonung on some
aspec:t of computer-aided drafting.
Prerequisite: 22·1813 AutoCAD Fundamentals

22·3803 Interior Deal&n Ill 3 cr.
Course exposes students to the methodofOCY of the desiCn
process through problematic constraints, presentation of \'e1bal
and graphic solutions. and final critique. This design studio focuses on commercial space planning, safety constralnts, building
code, and Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). ~fd trips and
visiting lec:tures may be featured.

Prerequisite: 22·2801 Interior Des/If! II, 22·3815
AutoCAD/Detalllng Ill, 22·1230 3D Des/If!. 22·1819 Sources and
Material, 22·1101 History of Art 1

o..

22·3804 Interior
l&n IV 3 cr.
Course exposes students to the methodofOCY of the design
process through problem definition. acf<nowledCment of problematic constreints. presentation of verbal and Cfeplllc aOiutlons, and
final critiQue. Design studio focu ses on historical c:ontext. adaptJye
reuse, or preser vation/restoration projects. F'oeld trips and vtaltitC
lec:turers may be featured.
Prerequisite: 22·3803 Interior Desilfl Ill. 22·1820 Color for
Interior Des/If!. 22·1819 Sources of MllferiaJs. 22·1101 History ot
Art I, 22·1102 History of Art 11. 22·3821 Renderirtf and
Presentation. 22·2802 History of Furniture 54Jminar. 22·3816
AutoCAD/ Detailing IV

22·3805 Interior D. .l&n V 3 cr.
Course e•poses students to the methodoJoCy of the deaign
process thrOUC)l problem definition. acknowledlfnent of problematic constraonts, presentation of ~~efbal and Cfeplloc aolutlona. and
final critiQue. StudiO focuses on commerc1111, corporMe, or onatltutional desogn problems and explores soctlllly conacoous c1eaofro
that oi'>CO('j)Ofates IJobal 1ssues wrthon c:orrtext of apeciflc pr~
terns. F'oeld tnps and V~$itl'C lecturers mey be fe.wted.

Prerequisite: 22·3816 AutoCAD/ DetlllllfW tv. 22·3822
Furot:lllmentals of Ltg11t1rw. 22·1131 H111ory of Alellrtec:ture 1

22·3806 Thesis A: Research and Programming 1 cr.
Five-week course develops student's ability to gather information
and compile research material to develop a Design Program tor
their designated thesis topic. Research is conducted using textbooks, periodicals, photographs. sketches. Internet, and on-site
analysis, if appropriate. Material and Design Program are formally
presented during week five.

Prerequisite: 22-3805 Interior Design V
22-3807 Thesis B: Schematic Design 2 cr.
Ten-week course focuses on conceptual development, preliminary
study models. and schematic drawings through use of sketch
techniques. All material for this ten-week period is presented in
sketch and model format. During week ten students present their
accumulated material in a final format tor critique.

Prerequisite: 22-3806 Thesis A
22-3808 Thesis C: Design Drawings 1 cr.
Five-week course refines the preliminary and schematic worl< of
Thesis A and Thesis B. Course focuses on Design Development
and the completion of the final graphic presentation of the
student's Thesis project .

Prerequisite: 22-3807 Thesis 8
22-3809 Thesis D: Working Drawings 1 cr.
Five-week course gives the student the opportunity to develop
selected det ails specific to their Thesis project. such as interior
architectural elements, millworl<, and custom furniture.

Prerequisite: 22-3808 Thesis C
22-3810 Thesis E: Presentation and Critique 1 cr.
Five-week course ends the thesis series. Students formally pres·
ent their work representing the past thesis courses at a final
critique session. Critique panel is composed of design profession·
als, faculty, and peers.
Prerequisite: 22-3809 Thesis D
22·3815 AutoCAD Detailing Ill 3 cr.
Intermediate level course continues AutoCAD Fundamentals and
Architecture Drafting and Detailing II. Students are introduced to
interior detailing of commercial spaces and issues involved in
developing working drawings such as sheet modules. reference
symbols, and targets. Students spencl extensive class time
concentrating on drafting and detailing and learn more advanced
AutoCAD commands.

Prerequisite: 22-11811 Architectural Drafting and Detailing I, 22·
2812 Architectural Drafting and Detailing II, 22·1813 AutoCAD
Fundamentals

realistically rendered images from inside AutoCAD.

Prerequisite: 22-3816 AutoCAD/Detailing IV
22·3818 VIZ/3D 3 cr.
3D Studio VIZ is a program used to quickly create professional·
quality 30 models, photo-realistic still images, and film-quality
animation on a PC. Program is rooted in 30 art, not in 20 draft·
i ng. This program was developed for architectural and interior
design practice, civil engineering, and industrial design.
Prerequisite: 22-3816 AutoCAD IV or permission of instructor
22-3821 Rendering and Presentation 3 cr.
Course focuses on creation of twO· and three-dimensional color
renderings of projects in a variety of materials ancl approaches.
Study emphasizes delineation of orthographic, paralines and
perspectives, fundamentals of rendering form , defining light and
shadow, textures, materials, characteristics, and drawing tech·
niques. Instructor also introduces students to presentation tech·
niques and helps them develop their skills in this area.

Prerequisite: 22·1230 3D Design. 22-1101 History of Art I, 22·
1820 Color for Interior Design, 22-1819 Sources of Materials, 222801 Interior Design II, 22·3815 AutoCAD/Detaifing 1/1
22·3822 Lighting 3 cr.
Lecture/studio course introduces students to interior and architectural lighting through discussion of the nature of lighting and its
use in graphic expression. Students examine levels of lighting,
l ight sources. and luminaries as well as psychology of light. color
rendering characteri stics of different bulb and lamp types, calculat ions and the use of drawing conventions, and symbols in the
development of a lighting plan.

Prerequisite: 22·3804 Interior Design IV. 22-3816
AutoCAD/Detailing IV. 22·1820 Color for Interior Design, 22-3821
Rendering and Presentation, 22-1102 History of Art II
22-3823 Interior Design Business Practices 3 cr.
Course explores business procedures currently practiced today.
Instruction covers marketing and selling, Request for Proposal
(RRPJ, contracts, compensation, and fees. Assignments and
course content utilize computer technology for the development of
the necessary materials. Course illustrates the process of selling
oneself, one 's ideas, and one's firm.
Prerequisite: 22·3805 Interior Design V. II, 22-3816
AutoCAD/Detailing IV. 22·3806 Thesis A. 22·3806 Thesis 8
22·3824 Portfolio Workshop 1 cr.
Two full-day worl<shops expose students to the mechanics of portfolio presentation and development. Students take this portfolio
workshop and the thesis course series concurrently (Thesis C-E).
Prerequisite: 22-3806 Thesis A. 22·3807 Thesis 8

22·3816 AutoCAD Detailing IV 3 cr.
This is the final course of the Drafting and Detailing sequence
utilizing the AutoCAD program tor drafting. Class model simulates
a professional architectural/interior design firm environment,
exploring the approaches used in the professional community.
Students explore advanced AutoCAD commands. program configu·
rations, and interfacing with other programs. Students may
complete working drawings through a team or individual approach.
Prerequisite: 22-3815 AutoCAD/Detailing Iff

22·3888 Internship 3 cr.
Internships provide advanced students with an opportunity to gain
work experience in an area of concentration or interest while
receiving academic credit toward their degrees.
Prerequisite: 3.0 GPA or better, junior status. or permission of

22·3817 AutoCAD V ( 3D) 3 cr.
Course continues the exploration of 3D started in AutoCAD/
Detailing IV by focusing on the three dimension commands within
AutoCAD. The primary focus of the class is to combine lecture,
demonstration and hands-on application of the AutoVi sion
program as a tool for graphic presentation . AutoVision uses geometry, lighting and surface materials to create 3D images. Using
the built-in rendering parameters, the student learns to create

22·1101 History of Art 1: Stone Age to Gothic 3 cr.
Course covers beginnings of art in the Paleolithic cave imagery
and concludes with Gothic cathedrals of the Middle Ages. Ancient
cultures of Egypt. the Ancient Near East. the Aegean, Greece. and
Rome are studied in relationship to development of the Western
trradition. The art of non-European cultures such as India, China,
Japan, the Americas, and Africa is surveyed. Emphasis is placed

department chairperson
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not only on appreciation of the aesthetiC values of human cultures
but also on the historical context lor the creat1on of art worl<s and
the 1nftuence or sociopolitical. retig1ous. and SCientlfiC/ technotogi·
cal determinants .
22·1102 Hl etory of Art II: Ren•ln•nce to Modern 3 cr.
Course begins with the Renaissance of the fifteenth century and
continues into the Modern period through the twentieth century.
Att of the Baroque. Rococo. and Romantic eras is studied as well
as the contemporaneous art of Africa. the Americas. and Asia.
Emphasis is placed on historical context and the aesthetic appreciation and analysis or individual art worl<s. Students become
familiar with different critical methods lor evaluating worl<s of art.
This is a continuation of History of Art 1: Stone Age to Gothic. but
it may be taken independently.
22·1120 Art In Chluco Now 3 cr.
Course encourages dialogue about contemporary ideas and
issues in art from the studio artist's point of view. Students
anend current exhibits and lectures in the Chicago area. Course
is open to any student interested in developing an understanding
of contemporary art.
22·1131 Hletory of Archlt•cture I 3 cr.
Human thought and aspirations are revealed through the study of
architecture. Course begins by examining ancient Egyptian archi·
tecture continuing through the Renaissance, Baroque. Rococo.
and Neoclassical periods . Focus is on Western architectural
forms. Through the context of examining architecture, instruction
touches on interiors. decorative arts, and furniture.
22·1132 Hletory of Architecture II 3 cr.
Human thought and aspirations are revealed through the study of
architecture and building techniques. Course focuses primarily on
Western Cultures. Through the context of architecture, the disci·
plines of interior design and the decorative arts are also touched
upon. Covered time period spans from the precursors of modern
architecture to twenty·first century architecture.
Prerequisite: 22·1131 History of Architecture I
22·1140 Archltectur• In Chlc•co Now 3 cr.
Course examines the built environment of Chicago, from its development as a center of the national transportation networl< to its
landscape, urban design, and architecture . Course includes on·
site Investigation of designs from the 1850s through the 1990s.
focusing on the city' s evolution. its importance in the history of
architecture. and its current and future challenges to architectures and the built environment. Most class sessions meet in the
field.
22·2100 Hl etory of Europe•n Art 3 cr.
Course covers the major periods of European art in a sequence
that rotates every semester. The five parts of the sequence
include Art of Ancient Greece and Rome. Medieval Art, Art of the
Renaissance. Art of the Baroque, and Nineteenth·Century Art.
Course examines major innovations in style. technique. and
subject maner and the contributions of individual artists. Course
relates the visual arts to the social. cultural. and intellectual
forces of the each period.
22·2110 Hi etory of Twentieth-Century Art 3 cr.
Course surveys the history of modern art from Post·
tmpress1on1sm 1n the 1890s. covenng ma)Of subsequent currents
1nclud1ng Cub1sm. Express1on1sm . Surrealism/ Dada. Abstract
Express10n1sm. and Post·Modern1sm. International styte and Post·
Modern1sm 1n architecture are covered aiOflg w1th study of the
Bauhaus.
PrereQuiSite: 52·1152 Engt1sll Compos1t1on If

22-2115 Futurlem, Ded•, end Surreelfem 3 cr.
Course surveys the avant.garde art movements of the early twent;.
eth century with particular focus Of1 Futurism. Dada. and
Surrealism. In keeping with the experimental navor of the art
produced by these movements. course has an interdisciplinary
approach to the analysis and comparison of painting. sculpture.
typography. music. fashion. performance, film, phOtography. and
writing. Course also provides an historical frame for understanding
the experiments and investigations of the avant.garde artists who
challenged and redefined the traditions of European art In
response to social conditions of mechanization and war.
22-2120 Art Since 1945 3 cr.
Course examines the development of the visual arts in America
and Europe alter Wor1d War 11. Important movements such as
Abstract Expressionism. Pop Alt. Color Field. Minimafism. and
Conceptual art forms~ art. earth art. per formance-are
surveyed.
Prerequisite: 52-1152 English Composition If
22·2130 Amerlun Art, 1840-1940 3 cr.
Course covers major trends in American art and how they are
interpreted in painting. sculpture. architecture. and the decorative
arts. Emphasis is on the Heroic Landscape. Luminism. Heroism.
Art for Art's Sake. Mysticism. Symbolism. the Columbian World
Exposition. Impressionism. the Armory Show, Cubism. the Ashcan
Schoof. Regionalism. Surrealism. and the New Realism. Two
papers and museum visits are required.
Prerequisite: 22·1101 History of Art 1: Stone Age to Gothic, 22·
1102 History of Art II: Renaissance to Modern. 52-1152 English
Composition II
22·2135 Afrl cen-Amerlce n Art 3 cr.
Course surveys the visual arts produced by people of African
descent in the United States. from colonial times to the present.
Course introduces students to a ra11ge of artistic productions and
provides a social·historical frame for the interpretation and analysis of art. Students examine the relationship between Black
artists' work. the cultures of West and Central Africa. and the
visual traditions of European and Euro-American ar tists.
22-2140 Introduction t o the Arte of Afrlc•, Oce•nle, end
the Amerlc . . 3 cr.
Course introduces arts of Africa. Oceania, pr!H:olumbian
Mesoamerica. and the native peoples of North America. Several
cultures are chosen from each area to illustrate the variety of art
forms of expression and their function and signifiCance In society.
Major themes 1nclude the relationship between art and society;
the role of the artist : the forms. materials. processes. and defini·
tion of art within the c.u ftures studied; and how the art of these
areas has changed over time.
22·2145 Art• of Afrlu 3 cr.
Course introduces the arts of Africa south of the Sahara Desert.
including sculpture. painting. textiles. architecture . ponery. metal·
work, and body arts. Material spans 2500 years of art history.
including the worl<s of contemporary artists. Several ethnic groups
and individual artists are highlighted to explore these major
themes: the relationshiP between art and African culture. rellgton.
and polit ics; the rote of the artist in African soc1ety; and changes
in African art over time.
22·2150 The Ar t of Mexic o: The Olmece to the Preeent
3 cr.
Course presents an overview of Mexican art over 3000 years.
beginning with the ancient Olmecs and the Aztecs . and continuing
with the coton•al per~od of the Sixteenth through mneteenth

centuries. Course concludes with a study of twentieth~entury
Mexican artists including those working today. Along with slide
lectures and discussions, course includes field trips to local
museums.
Prerequisite: 52·1152 EnJtlish Composition 11
22·2160 Women In Art 3 cr.
Course introduces students to the history of women artists. creat·
i~g an understanding of various issues facing women artists
historically and today. Course covers women artists from the
Renaissance to the present with special emphasis on late nine·
teenth· and twentieth~entu ry movements. Through slides, films,
readings, and class discussions. students survey a number of
periods and styles and explore in depth the contributions of
women to art history.
Prerequisite: 22·1101 History of Art 1: Stone Age to Gothic. 22·
1102 History of Art II: Renaissance to Modern
22·2170 History of Communication Design 3 cr.
Course introduces graphic design , advertising, and illustration
students to the history of visual communication including text and
image . Lectures. slides, and discussions focus on the work of
important practitioners in the field and on the historical and
cultural significance of design. technology. and innovation.
Prerequisite: 22·1101 History of Art 1: Stone Age to Gothic, 22·
1102 History of Art II: Renaissance to Modern
22·2175 Fashion : An Historical Perspective 3 cr.
Course examines fashion through the centuries and the historic
relationship between clothing, painting, interior and architectural
design, literature and music , and social forces such as econom·
ics. politics, industry, labor, and resources.
22·2176 Contemporary Fash ion 3 cr.
Students study modes and manners of dress and the arts reflect·
ed in society, from Dior's "New Look" of 194 7 to the present.
Curriculum covers historic events, social movements, music,
painting, sculpture. artists, celebrities, fads and how they are
reflected in clothing and individual dress of the times. Emphasis
is on dress of today, why it is worn. and what it reflects from the
past, present , and future.
22·3100 Topics In Art History 3 cr.
Course focuses on specific topics. themes, ideas , or periods in
the history of art. Each semester this course covers different
material that might not be included in the permanent course offer·
ings. Topics concentrate on new or experimental approaches to
issues in art history.
22·3110 Twentieth-Century Art Theory and Criticism
3 cr.
Course surveys major concepts and methods of twentieth~entury
art theory and criticism from the early formalism of Roger Fry and
Clive Bell to the late Modernist critical theories of Clement
Greenberg. Instruction covers other art-historical points of view
such as stylistic analysis, iconography, structuralism and semi·
otics, and the social history of art. Discussion of contemporary
critical positions of Post-Modernism includes Post-Structuralist
attitudes and responses to late twentieth-century artDeconstructionist, Feminist. Neomarxist .
Prerequisite: 22·1101 History of Art 1: Stone Age to Gothic, 22·
1102 History of Art II: Renaissance to Modern, 52-1152 English
Composition II

22-3120 Theory and Practice of Art Exhibitions 3 cr.
Students are involved in all aspects of planning and implementing
an exhibition at the Columbia College Art Gallery. Students partici·
pate in selection of art works, research, label-writing, registration,
conservation. education, design, installation, and publ icity. Course
also explores theoretical and ethical issues related to museums,
art collecting, cultural patrimony, curatorial authority, and representation of diversity. Theme of the exhibition changes each
semester the course is offered.
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22·3170 Design Culture Now 3 cr.
Course presents a history of the way the designed world around
us looks now. Instruction emphasizes current graphic design,
advertising, architectural and interior design, fashion, and product
design, with attention also paid to the history and technologies
that have led to the present. Design's relation to popular culture
and fine art will also be discussed. Course is required for the B.A.
in Art and Design.
22-3190 Advanced Sem inar In Art History 3 cr.
Course focuses on reading, looking, researching, and writing: all
key skills senior students majoring in Art History are expected to
have developed as they complete their studies. Course work
i ncludes reading and discussing an essay or excerpt from one of
the required texts. Each class member must write a short precis
of the weekly reading. Writing, discussions, and visits to museu ms prepare students to choose a research topic for the thesis
paper to be completed under the supervision of the full-time Art
H istory faculty.
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor
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COLUMBIA 'S ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT, AND M EDIA MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT
OFFERS COMPREHENSIVE PREPARATION FOR CAREERS IN T HE BUSINESS OF
THE ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT , MED I A, ANID FASH I ON/RETAIL MANA GE M EN T.

"

THE PROGRAM PREPARES STUDENTS FOR STAFF AND MANAGERIAL POSITIONS"'
I N ARTS ORGAN I ZA T IONS A ND THE ENTE RTAI NM ENT, MED IA, AND FAS HION
I N DUSTRIES .

In addition, courses are offered to equip the
individual visual or performing artists and
entrepreneurs who wish to start their own
enterprises to deal with business and
economic issues. Finally, t he program
prepares st udents who want to continue their
studies in graduate or professional schools.

··· ~ · -

The faculty features leading figures in management fields. Several instructors hold executive
positions with major record ing companies.
broadcast and motion picture corporations.
talent agencies, and fashion retailers. The
faculty also includes attorneys and account·
ants with expertise in the arts, entertainment,
and media. as well as working creative artists
and designers who combine t heir creative
talents with a firm grasp of business realities.
Internships are an integral part of the departmental program. bringing together theoretical
concepts and administrative skills in practical
on-site situations. By working with leading
organizations in the Chicago area. qua lified
students have the opportunity to gain handson experience and make the contacts necessary for a successful career in management.
The student. the Department . and the sponsor work together to make the internship an
exciting catalyst in the student's col lege
career.

"Good management skills are vital for anyone.
Faculty and students are concerned with the
quality of life in every community, and the
Department focuses on educating those
people who are comm itted to the arts, entertainment , media, and fashion industries.·
J. Dennis Rich

Chairperson
Art s, Entertainment, and Media Management
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REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MA JOR

A Major in Arts, Entertainment, and
Media Management

Basic Core Requirements. 22 credit hours

Management majors must complete 46 credit hours of course
work in the Department. ReQuired study includes 22 credit hours
in the core curriculum, 15 credit hours in a concentration, 6 credit
hours of advanced courses. and 3 credit hours of departmental
electives.

Students must complete the following basic core reQuirements
with a grade of C or better: 28-1110 Introduction to Management,
28-1115 Introduction to Marketing the Arts, 28-2110 Accounting
I, 28-2111 Legal Aspects of Arts and Entertainment, 28-2115
Computer Uses for Managers, 28-2120 Writing for Managers, 283110 Finance.

The core curriculum is designed to provide students with basic
knowledge and skills they will need to pursue careers in arts,
entertainment, media, or fashion management. Advanced courses
provide depth of study and lead to greater knowledge and skills in
selected areas. Concentration courses focus more specifically on
the issues. concerns, and business practices in the student 's
field of interest. Concentrations open to Management majors are
Fashion/Retail Management, Media Management, Music
Business. Performing Arts. Small Business/ Entrepreneurship, and
Visual Arts Management

Advanced Level Requirements . 6 credit hours
Students must complete at least 6 credits hours of the following
advanced courses: 28·3120 Accounting II, 28-4120 Data Analysis
and Statistics, 28·3130 Entreprenuershlp, 28-4125 Ethics and
the Business of the Arts, 28-2250 Investments. 28-2165
Managing Human Resources. 28·3135 Strategic Management. 2828-2150 Organizational Behavior, 28-2170 Managerial Economics,
28-2160 Labor Relations In the Arts, 28-4130 Management
Science, 28-4155 Corporate Porfolio Management.

Concentration. 1 5 cred it hou rs
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A minimum of 15 credit hours in a Management concentration is
required. Spec1fic requirements for each concentration are noted
in the departmental brochure available in the department or
Admissions Office. The follow1ng co ncentrations are available:
Fashion/ Retail Management
Med1a Management
Music Business
Performing Arts
Small Business/ Entrepreneurship
Visual Arts Management

Ma nagement Elective . 3 credit hours

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MINOR
Course Requirements. 19 credit hours

28-2110 Accounting I. 28-1110 Introduction to Management, 281115 Introduction to Marketing the Arts: two courses from the
following: 28-4310 Grant Proposal Planning and Writing, 28-2111
Legal Aspects of the Arts and Entertainment, 28-3135 Strategic
Management, 28·3110 Finance, 28-2165 Managing Human
Resources, 28·2120 Writing for Managers. 28-4516 Arts
Entreprenuership. 28·3130 Entrepreneurship, 28·4125 Ethics and
the Business of the Arts, 28-4120 Data Analysis and Statistics:
one course of the following: 28-1410 Art and Business of
Recording, 28-2411 Applied Marketing: Record Industry, 28-4615
Media Management, 28-2810 Facilities Management, 28-4832
Producing Live Performances . 28-2430 Talent Management, 294428 Recording Studio Management, 28-1910 Introduction to
Fashion Business, 28-3910 Product Management, 22·3120
Theory and Practices of Art Exhibitions

Course Descriptions
CO RE REQ UI RE M ENT S

28-1110 Introdu ction t o Manageme nt 3 cr.
Students receive an overview of 111e various management func·
lions and are exposed to daily managerial problem-solving techniques . Upon completion, students should have a basic knowl·
ectge of managerial functions, the goal setting processes, basic
business controls, and should be able to recognize and adapt to
their own and others· motivations.
28-1115 Introduction t o Marketing the Arb 3 cr.
Students analyze an arts, entertainment, media, or fashion organization within its environmental context to determine how to position it In the marketplace. Students develop an understanding of
the consumer and market, choose proper research techniques to
solve problems. determine appropriate promotional techniques to
develop relationships with customers, and develop a complete
and integrated marketing plan for an organization.

28-2110 Ac counting I 4 cr.
Course provides an introduction to accounting as the means of
recording, storing, and summarizing economic events of an organi·
zation. Emphasis is placed on accrual accounting concepts,
preparing basic financial statements and their use In the business
world. Other topics include current and long-term liabilities, cor!»
rations, statement of cash flow, and financial statement analysis.
Prerequisite: Sophomore srarus

28-2111 Legal Aspects of the Art s and Ent e rtai nment
3 cr.
Course enables students to better understand legal 1ssues in
business dealings in the arts and entertainment industries and to
recogn1ze where legal problems may arise. Course work includes
readings and lectures relating to copyright and other intellectual
property rights, contracts, licensing agreements, First Amendment
Issues, agency agreements, and the formation of partnerships
and corporations.
Prerequisite: Sophomore status

28-2115 Com pute r Uses for Managers 3 cr.
Course provides students with a practical framework for applying
computer technology to unique information needs of various
organizations. Computer technology is an invaluable resource t11at
should be used to support the decision-making process.
Prerequisite: 35-1100 Foundations of Computer Applicalions
28-2120 Writ ing fo r Ma nagers 3 cr.
Course applies management skills, such as communicating, planning, and problem solving, to the writing process . Topics include
principles and techniques of business communications, formats
for structuring information, and s trategies for writing shor t busi·
ness reports. May be used to fulfill writing Intensive requirement.
Prerequisite: 52-1152 English Composition II
28·3110 Finance 3 cr.
Course provides an understanding of the financial system, its
functions. and available alternatives for obtaining money.
Discussions focus on financial institutions, Instruments and
procedures for supplying funds to financial markets, and types of
financing that apply to the public and private sector.
Prerequisite: 28-2110 Accounting I (C or beller)

A DVAN CED LEVEL

28-2150 Organizational Behavi or: Human Re lations at
W ork 3 cr.
Effective managers must be technically oriented and human
oriented. Course teaches students to manage and lead people
effectively. Students learn how individuals function and malfunct ion in groups, how to resolve conflicts, and how to build produc·
t ive teams.
Prerequisite: 28-1110 Introduction to Management (Cor beller)
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28-2160 Labo r Re lations for t he Arts 3 cr.
Course examines economic, social, political, institutional, and
psychological forces affecting development of unions and guilds
among artists. Instruction covers employer-union and employeremployee relations, contracts, union regulations, agents and
managers, grievance procedures, mediation and arbitration, and
current legal and economic conditions in the labor market.
Prerequisite: 28-1110 Introduction to Managemenr (Cor better)

28-2165 M anagi ng Huma n Resources 3 cr.
Students learn to Identify principal human resource management
functions within an organization. Course utilizes interpersonal
communication , role-playing, and hands-on exercises to teach typical human resource management ski lls applicable to the arts,
entertainment, media, and retail fields. Students practice inter·
viewing techniques: creating compensation packages: developing,
training, and disciplining employees: and developing performance
appraisals.
Prerequisite: 28·1110 lntroduclion to Management (Cor beller)
28-2170 M anagerial Ec onomics 3 cr.
Course provides students witl1 a clear understanding of the fundamental economic principles behind supply and demand , consumer
choice. opportunity costs, market system, money, and banking.
Course is designed as an integrated macro/micro primer tor the
arts manager and small business owner. The course provides an
overview of the interplay of economics with other managerial prin·
ciples with special focus on the arts business.
Prerequisite: 56·1720 College Mathematics
28-2250 Investment• 3 cr.
Students learn how to diagnose economic conditions to determine
investment strategy, analyze financial situations, and apply
solutions based on sound financial planning and investment
principles.
Prerequisite: 28-1711 Fundamenrals of Business or 28-2110
Accounring I (C or beller)
28-3120 Accounting II 3 cr.
Course covers fundamentals of accounting as applied to partnerships, corporations, and not-for-profit enterprises. Students devel·
o p skills in making managerial decisions for accounting. Course
emphasizes dividends and earnings per share, long term debt and
debt versus equity financing, cash flows, profitability and liquidity
ration for evaluating enterprises.
Prerequisite: 28-2110 Accounting I (Cor beller)
28-3130 Entrepreneurshi p 3 cr.
Course focuses on the concepts, skills, information, attitudes,
controls, and rewards of entrepreneurship. Students learn to
recognize opportunities and how to act on 111em. Students also
learn how to orchestrate, enhance the capacity to envision, and
anticipate from the entrepreneurial perspective.
Prerequisite: 28-1110 lntroduclion to Management, 28-2110
Accounting I, 28-1115 Introduction to Marketing the Arts (all C or
beller), 52-1152 English Composition II
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28-3135 Streto,lc Mene,omont 3 cr.
Course focuses on role and methods of tile choef executive and
board on strategic planning. It uses case studoes on commercial
and not-for-profit sectors woth specoal emphasos on small and
large busonesses in the arts. entertainment, media. and fashion
fields .
Prerequisite: 28-3110 Anance (Or concurrent registration}, 281110 Introduction to Management (Cor better}

28-2710 Or•l Communlcetlon •nd Public Spe8kln' for
M•n•cera 3 cr.
Course helps develop the students· abtloty to speak confidently
and effectively on a varoety of public speakong sotuations. Students
will prepare and present several different types of speeches that
arts managers are often required to make. Particular attention is
paid to style, persuasion. and credibility in public speaking.
Prerequisite: 52·1152 English Composition II

28-4120 D•t• An•lyala end St•tlatlca 4 cr.
Course provides sound conceptual introduction to the field of
statistics and its applications in the arts. especially statistical
marketing research. Topics include quantitative methods for inter·
preting and understanding data, tile use of information derived
from random sampling, and techniques of summarizing applications.
Prerequisite: 56-2710 COllege Algebra I or course equivalent

28-2760 Overview of tho United St•toa Tr•doahow
lnduatry 3 cr.
Course gives students an understanding of broad concepts in the
industry where more than 2.000.000 companies exhibit annually.
spending in excess of $20 billion per year. Also examined Is the
impact that tradeshows have on cities. service industries. oppor·
tunities existing within the shows. management companies, and
related vendors of goods and services.

28-4125 Ethlca end tho Bualnon of tho Art• 4 cr.
Course examines fundamental ethical consequences of business
decisions made in today's thriving arts organizations. Students
study ethical theories debated among the world's most respected
ancoent and modern thinkers and apply these theories to problems in business.
PrereQuisite: Junior status

28-3160 Poraon•l Effective non for M•n•,•r• 3 cr.
Students learn to become effective managers and individuals by
identifying personal qualities already possessed and those that
need to be developed. Course serves as in-depth study of integrity
and maturity, identification of basic principles to live by. and development of self-discipline. Students learn how to balance worl< with
other responsibilities and how to set and achieve goals. Course
provides preparation for job interviews and the demanding role of
the manager.
Prerequisite: Senior status. 3.0 GPA or better

<

28-4130 M•n•,omont Sclonco 4 cr.
Students begin with brief review of spreadsheet and database
software then develop advanced decision-making models using
techniques such as decision trees. multivariate analysis, forecast·
ing. and simulation. Course enables students to improve manageroal.·level decision making in arts organizations.
Prerequisite: 28-2115 Computer Uses for Managers (Cor better}.
28-4120 Data Analysis and Statistics. junior status
28-4155 Corporete Portfolio M•n•,•mont 4 cr.
Course introduces sound portfolio theory with Instruction in
capital asset or endowment por tfolio management techniques.
Diversification theories . concepts. and applications in asset selection. analysis, and management are covered. Point and figure and
other charting techniques are maintained and analyzed. Risk
management concepts are introduced and extensively employed .
Prerequisite: 28-2250 Investments or 28-3110 Anance (C or
better}
ELECT I VES

28-1101 C•roor Deve lopment 2 cr.
Class provides students with individual help in identifying
positoons in their field that best suit their skills and potentials.
Topocs include composing letters, resumes, proposals, and ad
responses: approaching potential employers : and follow-up and
networl<ing.
28-1711 Fund•ment•l• of Bualnon 3 cr.
Course provides non-management majors with a broad overview of
the operatoons of American business. Students become familiar
woth the organizatoon and structures of business as well as the
basoc operatoonal functions. Students are exposed to the planning
process, employee relations and mottvatoon. the marl<eting
process, and the promary operatoonal and financoal controls.
28-2155 S• loa •nd M•n•,omont 3 cr.
Students develop a variety of marl<etong strategoes to sell themselves and theor product successfully.
Prerequosote: 28-1115 lntroductoon to Marl<etmg the Arts (Cor
l>eNI!Il

28-3187 lntornahlp Somln•r 1 cr.
Course Is taken during the semester of a student's first inter~
ship. Course helps students make a positive experience of on-thejob activities and problem solving in preparation for the transition
from internship to career.
Prerequisite: Junior status with 3.0 GPA, concurrent enrollment in
internship
28-3189 lntornahlp: M•n•cement Variable cr.
Internships provide advanced students with an opportunity to gain
work experience in an area of concentration or interest while
receiving academic credit toward their degrees.
Prerequisite: Junior status with 3.0 GPA
28-3198 Independent Project: M•n•,omont Variable cr.
An independent project is designed by the student. with the

approval of a supervising faculty member. to study an area that is
not currently available in the curriculum. Prior to registration. the
student must submit a written proposal outlining the project.

28-3712 Self·M•n•,omont for Artl ata 3 cr.
Course offers students opportunity to evaluate their own needs
as individual artists and begin study to meet those needs.
Instruction includes presentations by guest artists. accountants.
and attorneys. Course provides introductory information about
Management courses recommended for artists. As a college·wide
elective. this course may not be applied to a Management major.
28-4135 Softwero for Arta M•n•,••• 4 cr.
Students develop a cogent method of evaluating commercial arts
management software. Students develop a quantotatove means of
measurong the performance of any package before committong to
its purchase. Coursewor1< provides opportunoty for hands-on trao~
ong woth several popular packages.
PrerequoSI!e: 28-2115 Computer Uses for Mana«ers (C or better),
Junior status

28-4137 Managers Software Semi nar 1 cr.
Course introduces inner workings of Microsoft Office. Coursework
emphasizes the use of software for presentation purposes.
Prerequisite: 28-2115 Computer Uses for Managers (Cor better}

28-4140 Oeaktop Publishing 4 cr.
Desktop publishing is stat~f-the-art microcomputer typesetting,
graphics. and page layout production. Course introduces applications and techniques and provides hands-on experience with print
production process. Students may produce brochures. news·
letters, books. pamphlets. and other printed materials.
Prerequisite: 35-1100 Foundations of Computer Applications. 52·
1152 English Composition If

28-4145 Crlsl a Management 4 cr.
Course details thinking and planning that is essential to managing
and communicating during an organizational criSIS. Students
develop and implement crisis management plans and role-play
crisis scenarios. Coursework involves case study analysis of small
and large organizations in a variety of crisis Situations. including
financial. personnel. ethical, public relations. natural disaster. and
other conflicts.
Prerequisite: 28·2110 Accounting I. 28·1110 lnrroduction to
Management (both C or better). junior status

28-4150 Workshop Negotiation Techn iqu es 2 cr.
Course offers the opportunity to learn negotiation techniques,
recognize unfair tactics. and bring about mutually beneficial situations. Instruction also touches on body language, personality
types, regional and international ethnic d1fferences. and hidden
meanings of words.
28-4153 Taxes 4 cr.
Course examines impact and implications of current tax laws.
Students examine effects of federal income tax on Individuals,
partnerships, corporations. and not-for-profit agenc1es.
Prerequisite: 28-2110 Accounting I (C or better)
28-4 710 Survival for the Indi vidual Art ist 1 cr.
Students need to understand that a successful career in the arts
is not solely based on training and education and often can not be
quantifiably measured. Since the success of the individual artist
and entrepreneur in today·s society is self·determlned, students
need to accept this reality and create a product/service that will
sell. This course teaches students to design. perpetuate and
manage their own careers.
28-4711 Self-Produc ing for t he VIsua l and Performi ng
Artlata 3 cr.
Course offers step-by-step approach to self.production for the freelance visual and performing artist. Class focuses on various
stages of development, from idea. to preparation. creation, pres·
entation, and marketing of the work.
Prerequisite: Junior status

28-4 765 The Business of Professional Sports 4 cr.
Course examines the industries of spor ts management and spon·
sorshlp and career opportunities therein. Students learn how
sports entities market and manage themselves and attract business partners (sponsors) eager to reach targeted customers
through the event. Course also examines the types of employment
training and skills career-seekers require.

INT ERNATIONAL AR TS

28-4160 Int ernation al Arts Management 4 cr.
Course provides arts management students with an understanding of the increasingly global nature of the workplace by touching
on many aspects of international producing, presenting, exhibiting.
and touring.
Prerequisite: 28·1115 Introduction to Marketing the Arts (Cor
better), junior status
NONPROFIT

28-4310 Grant Propoaal Plann ing and Writing 4 cr.
Course focuses on developing the skills necessary for successful
grant applications for not·for·profit organizations. Course addresses relevant funding sources, awareness of available research
materials. ability to construct coherent proposals. and defining
fund-raising strategy for an arts organization.
Prerequisite: 52·1152 English Composition II, junior status
28-4315 Fun d Raising: An Introdu ction l or Nonpr ofit Art•
M anagers 4 cr.
Course provides an overview of basic fund raising techniques for
nonprofit arts organizations. Strategies for raising funds from
individuals. corporations, foundations, and government funding
sources are reviewed and analyzed. Methodologies for developing
a complete fund raising plan are studied.
Prerequisite: 52-1152 English Composition II, senior status. or
permission of instructor

28-4330 Ame rican Cu ltu ral Polley 4 cr.
Course provides an overview of the history and evolution of
American arts and cultural policy and an understanding of hOw
·arts ecosystems· 1n America function. Students learn how the
arts contribute to human and community development and learn
how arts managers can develop partnerships and strategies to
work more effectively with policy makers.
Prerequisite: 28-2111 Legal Aspects of the Arts and
Entertainment (C or better), junior status
28·4 345 Partne rs In Ph ila nthropy: Working with Nonprofit
Boards 1 cr.
Students gain exposure to the workings of nonprofit boards In a
workshop setting. The relationship between volunteers and staff
is examined. Role of volunteer board members in the process of
fund raising and creating special events is also studied.
Prerequisite: Junior status
V I SUA L A R TS

28-4270 Dec ision M aking: VI su al Arts Manag eme nt
4 cr.
Course explores roles of chief executive officers of museums and
managers of fine arts galleries. Topics include the institutional
and artistic mission: board and community liaison: museum,
corporate, and private art collections: and acquisitions and facill·
t ies management.
Prerequisite: 22·3120 Theory and Practice of Art Exhibitions,
junior status
MUSI C B US I NESS

28-1410 The Art and Busine ss of Reco rding 3 cr.
Course provides an overv1ew of the domestic and worldwide oper·
ation of the multibillion-dollar record industry. Topics include
responsibilities of producer and label, song writing, copyrights.
publishing. royalties and residuals, recording artist contracts and
developments. session players, basic music theory, and technology as related to the recording industry. Required course tor Music
Business majors.
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28-2411 Applied Marketlnc: Record InC lnduatry 3 cr.
Course continues content of The Art and Business of Recording
and Introduction to Mar1<eting the Arts. Instruction covers process·
es following production of the record master. Topics include press
kit development, manufacturing, packaging, and developing record·
ing products: marketing plans that include merchandising, sales
and distribution. advertising and promotion; and the importance
of the charts. airplay. and live concerts.
Prerequisite: 28-1115 Introduction to Marketing the Arts (Cor
better), 28-1410 The Art and Business of Recording

28-4422 The Record Producer In the Studio 4 cr.
Students are exposed to the studio environment through participation in recording projects taught in a professional .recording
studio. Through active participation, students are exposed to the
different tasks associated with a producer. Topics include music
coaching. microphone placement. instrumental adj ustments •
unions. relations with studio management, relations with clients •
tracking issues. overdubbing issues. pre-production. budgeting
and other relevant areas.
Prerequisite: 28-2420 Record Production for Producers

28-2420 Record Production for Producera 2 cr.
Course gives aspiring music producers, engineers , musicians. and
record industry-oriented Management students insight into the
production and recording concepts used in today·s recording environment. Through classroom theory and practical application and
observation in a professional recording studio, students experience the production process and acquire the knowledge base
necessary for further exploration in this area.
Prerequisite: 28-1410 The Art and Business of Recording

28-4424 Record Producing: Mixing 3 cr.
Students are exposed to the aspects of mixing and its relationship to producers as managers. Instruction covers the aesthetics
of recorded music, digital and analog recording procedures, and
the different production approaches. Students listen to commercially released products. and through analysis, develop their ear
as a tool to control the aesthetic of the final product.
Prerequisite: 28-4422 Record Producer in the Studio

28-2430 Talent Management 3 cr.
Course examines the crucial role of professional management for
all types of artists and entertainers . Instruction focuses on roles
of personal manager. booking agent, talent agent, road manager,
and company manager. Course explores formation of an agency,
development of talent, and special touring considerations.
Prerequisite: 28-1115 Introduction to Marketing the Arts (Cor
better), 28-2411 Applied Marketing: Record Industry
28-2435 Music Publish ing 3 cr.
Students learn the principles and procedures involved in music
publishing both nationally and internationally.
Prerequisite: 28-2111 Legal Aspects of the Arts and
Entertainment (C or better)
28-2440 Applied Retailing: Record Stores 3 cr.
Course applies basic principles of retail management to the operation of a record store selling sound recordings and accessories.
Topics include choosing the store's concept and market segment;
selecting and buying inventory; discounting: tie-ins with airplay and
play lists: interpreting the charts; in-store promotion ; scanning
and computerized inventory control: dealing with distributors, onestops and consignment products: and understanding the competition. Students also study market forces. such as changing demographics. psychographies . economic trends, and technological
advances.
Prerequisite: 2B-2411 Applied Marketing: Record Industry,
28-2940 Retail Management
28-3415 Record Promotion 3 cr.
Course offers insight into process by which music is promoted to
radio stations for airplay. Goals and strategies of record company·
promotional people and radio station programmers are compared
and contrasted using local and national examples. Special guests
include prominent local promotional people and programmers.
Prerequisite: 28-2411 Applied Marketing: Record Industry
28-4410 The Impact of the Preu on the Mua lc Buslneu
3 cr.
Students explore popular music and rock criticism through reading. writing. and discussion . Course focuses on the historical
aspects of rock and its criticism. Course explores the relationship
between the press and the musical work' s production, marketing,
and promotion . Instruction focuses on expression of critical
commentary in a succinct style that is accessible to consumers.
Prerequisite: 52·1152 English Composition II. 28-2410 Art and
Business of Recording

28-4428 Recording Studio Management 4 cr.
Course examines the building and successful operation of an
audio recording studio. Topics include conceiving the studio,
financing, site selection, acoustics, construction and equipment,
business plan and target marketing, record keeping and fiscal
control, market strategies. sell ing the product and traffic management, pricing theory, cost control. and credit policy. Dealing with
clients and employees, insurance. and legal considerations are
also covered . Class occasionally meets at studio.
Prerequisite: 28-1110 Introduction to Management (Cor better).
28-2420 Record Production for Producers, junior status
28-4430 Developing a Record Deal 3 cr.
Students learn psychOlogy and strategy involved in negotiating
various record company contracts from the viewpoint of the
lawyer, record company, and the artist and manager. Topics
include strategic budgeting and negotiation of a professional
demo to a record deal , artist's development versus product devel·
opment, song-casting production, test marketing, credit deveiC>pment. and creating a package to obtain a record deal.
Prerequisite: 28-2411 Applied Marketing: Recording Industry,
28-2111 Legal Aspects of Entertainment. 28-2430 Talent
Management, junior status (recommended)
28-4470 Decision Making: The Music Buslneu 4 cr.
Course examines organization and operation of principle sectors
of the music business: the recording industry, sound equipment
industry, performer services (related to personal management).
and music education entrepreneurship. Students study size and
scope of the music business and its tables of organization in
large and small companies (commercial and nonprofit), mar1<ets
served, marketing strategies, artist/performer relationships,
contracts. protection. and entrepreneurial opportunities.
Prerequisite: Permission of Music Business Coordinator
28-4471 AEMMP Records Company Marketing 4 cr.
AEMMP Records Company is a not·for-profit corporation that
provides students with hands-on experience in the professional
operation of a record company. This course follows Decision
Making: The Music Business. in which students discover commercially viable talent . negotiate related contracts. and produce a
record. Students develop and complete the marketing and
merchandising plans to introduce recorded music to the industry
and to retail sale . Students develop publicity campaigns, utilize
radio airplay. and develop artwork for the record j acket and relat·
ed promotional materials.
Prerequisite: 28-4470 Decision Making: The Music Business

28-4472 AEMMP Records Promotion Variable cr.
Students follow a marketing plan developed by AEMMP Records
Company and learn day-to-day aspects of promoting a local . independent release. Students promote directly to local record stores,
radio stations. club owners. and the media.
Prerequisite: 284471 AEMMP Records Company Marketing
SMALL BUSI NESS / ENTREPRENEURSHIP
284511 Building Leadership I 4 cr.
Course provides in-depth demonstration of the skills and techniques essential to effective business leadership. Concepts and
applications of goal sening. team building, negotiations and
communications are analyzed. discussed. and practiced. Students
discover their basic leadership style within situational leadership
theory and learn to use this knowledge efficiently.
Prerequisite: Junior status or permission of instructor
284514 Critical Anelysla of Smell Bualneu 4 cr.
Course utilizes the case history methodology with cases involving
situations in small business management. Student must use various management techniques and skills. as cases cover many of
the organizational considerations. functions. problems . and oppor·
tunities that face small business managers and entrepreneurial
owners. Student becomes familiar with the interrelationships of
the numerous factors that effect businesses. Course material is
equally applicable to the ar ts. retailing, nonprofit organizations,
and general business. Enrollment is limited to junior and senior
undergraduates and graduate students.
Prerequisite: 28-2110 Accounting I. 28-3110 Finance (both Cor
better), junior status
28-4516 Arta Ent repreneurship 4 cr.
Course covers the organ1zat1on. research. and planning necessary
for successful entrepreneurs. Instruction focuses on components
of developing business plans. 1nclud1ng research, organization.
location. competitiOn, marl<eting. staffing, budgets. income projec·
tions, and financial 1ssues. Strong emphasis is placed on initial
financial needs and 1ncome and expense projections. Students
must be prepared to present and defend the elements of their
plans to instructors and classmates.
Prerequisite: 28-2110 Accounting I (Cor better), 28·3110 Finance
(C or better), 28-3130 Entrepreneurship, junior status
MEDIA
284610 Buslneu of Broadcasting 3 cr.
Course provides historical background of the television business,
beginning with the Initial launch of the industry in the 1940s.
Students examine the establishment of the regulatory system.
including the Federal Communications Commission (FCC); the
operational structure of stations and networks; the development
of cable and satellite broadcasting: and the programming policies
and strategies of the present broadcasting industry. Class
provides a road map to business practices and methods of operation of broadcasting up to the end of the twentieth century.
28-4615 Media Management 4 cr.
Students learn to apply functions of management to print media
and commercial and public broadcasting; identify specific tasks
related to media management. for example. regulation, production. marl<eting, programming, and engineering; and evaluate
strategies tor media management in the context of new communi·
cations technologies in the marl<etplace.
Prerequisite: 40.2201 The Television Producer or Consent of
Advisor

2 8-4630 Motion Picture Public it y, Promotio n end
Advertising 3 cr.
Course covers commercial aspects of film distribution and exhibi·
tion. Topics include operation of both independent and chain cinema houses, including distribution, film revenues, sales, contracts,
advertising, promotion, and the potential effects of cable and pay
television on future cinema.
Prerequisite: 28-1115 Introduction to Marketing the Arts (Cor
better), junior status
28-4635 Business of the Film Industry 3 cr.
Course provides in-depth study of the commercial aspects of
theatrical film exhibition and distribution. Topics include history of
business trends in distribution, film financing, current distribution
networks, independent distributor. product availability, manage·
men! of theaters. various contract deals . and the effects of new
home technologies on the current film Industry.
Prerequisite: 28-1115 Introduction to Marketing the Arts (Cor
better). junior status
2 8-4660 Management Applicati on• of the Web 3 cr.
Course introduces students to the Internet and its uses for
managers. Students examine ways In which the web Is used by
arts and media organizations in marketing. fund raising, public
relations, and advocacy efforts. Students design and create a
web site for an arts or media organization In Chicago.
Prerequisite: 28-2115 Computer Uses for Managers (Cor better)
or comparable experience
28-4670 Decision Mak ing: The Televlalon lnduatry 4 cr.
Upper.level students examine electronic media with emphasis on
the economic and decision.making processes. Course includes
discussion of factors that influence management decisions, such
as programming, rating systems, unions, copyrights. residuals.
syndication, networl<s, independent stations, public television. and
media conglomerates.
Prerequisite: 284615 Media Management. junior status
PERFORM ING ARTS MANAGEMENT
28-2810 Facllltlea Management 3 cr.
Students learn operation of venues: survey a variety of single and
multipurpose facilities: and examine managing, financing, and
booking policies. Course examines leases and contracts.
concerts, family shows. sports franchises. trade shows, conventions and meetings. corporations. and concessions.
Prerequisite: 28·1110 Introduction to Management (Cor better) or
28·1711 Fundamentals of Business
28-2820 Club Management 3 cr.
Course examines all aspects of club management. Topics include
purchasing a club. setting controls, knowing potential customers
and competition, dealing with contracts and riders. Special section
features effects of outside influences on a club, Including interac·
tion with city inspectors. customers. and the community.
Prerequisite: 28·1110 Introduction to Management (C or better),
28·1115 Introduction to Marketing the Arts (Cor better), 28-2411
Applied Marketing: Record Industry
28-2850 Special Events: Concerts an d Featlvals
Sponsorship 3 cr.
Course offers in-depth study of marketing special events, especially outdoor events such as concerts, festivals, fairs. parades,
and sports events. Students are introduced to professional poss~
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bilities and learn how and why corporate sponsors use special
events for cause-related marketing. Students write a sponsorship
proposal.
Prerequisire: 28-1115 ln!roduclion to Markeling the Arts (Cor
better)
28-2855 Special Events: Conce rt and F. .tlval Production
Management 3 cr.
Experiential course 1s des1gned to provide resources, tools. and
training necessary for preplanning and management of live
performance events. Students are given hands-on orientation of
event management processes and the opportunity to participate
in managing actual events. Course features guest speakers.
Prerequisite: 28-1110 Introduction to Management (Cor better)
28-4815 Box Office Management 4 cr.
Course provides intensive study of ticketing, its applications, and
its functions in the not·for·profit and profit sectors of the arts and
entertainment industry. Course includes hands-on applications,
lecture and research activities. guest speakers , and oral and written reports.
Prerequisite: 28-1115 Introduction to Marketing the Arts (C or
better), 28-2810 Facilities Management
28-4830 Presenting Live Performances 4 cr.
Advanced·level students learn process of program planning,
including theater, concert. and dance programming, distinguishing
between producing and presenting elements. Course focuses on
facilities selection, schedules and budget, booking, marketing,
technical aspects of programming presentations. and evaluation
techniques.
Prerequisite: 28-2110 Accounring I, 28-1115 ln!roduction to
Marketing the Arts (both C or better). Junior status
28-4831 Touring Live Performances 4 cr.
Course gives an overview of the structure , professional ethics,
artistic integrity. development. financing, and inner workings of
touring properties. Emphasis is on profit-making theatrical touring
sectors. although not·for·profit touring is discussed. Topics include
touring 8roadway theatrical production.s. concert attractions, and
other theatrical ensembles. Students learn administrative and
management responsibilities touring demands: booking. logistics.
staffing. and decision making.
Prerequisite: 28-1115 Introduction to Marketing the Arts, 28-1110
Introduction to Management (both C or better), Junior status
28-4832 Producing Live Performanc .. 4 cr.
Course gives an overview of structure. professional ethics, artistic
integrity, development. financing. and inner workings of producing
theatrical properties . Although course focuses on profit·making
theatrical sectors, instruction also addresses production of
nontheatrical event . Students increase awareness of administrative. legal. and management responsibilities that producing
demands.
Prerequisite: 28-1115 lnrroduction to Marketing the Arts (Cor
better). Junior status
28-4870 Decisio n M aking: Performing Arts Man agement
4 cr.
Students study managing commercial and not·fOr·profit performing
arts organozations in the current environment. Course covers how
management decisions are made based on best available infer·
mation and how informatoon os gathered and evaluated. Students
establish mentor relationship woth a Chicago area performing arts
manager and gaon practocal negotoatof\g experience.
Prerequ1s1te: 284830 Presenrmg Live Performances. 28-4831
Tourmg Lrve Performances. Juntor sratus

FASHION RETAI L/ MANAGEMENT
28-1910 Introduction to the Fuh lon Business 3 cr.
Course covers worki<1gs and interrelatoonships of various indus·
tries and services that compose the fashion business. Instruction
offers a comprehensive overview of enterprises involved in
design, production. and d istribution of men's, women' s, and chil·
dren·s apparel and accessories. Students learn about varied
career opportunities in fashion field. Students learn to make buso·
ness decisions. recognize and solve problems. and maximoze
opportunities.
28-1915 Fashion Prod uct Evaluat ion 3 cr.
Course provides the foundation of professional vocabulary used in
the fashion industry. Students learn to identify garment components. evaluate construction techniques. estimate production
costs. and integrate these fundamentals into fashion management applications. Skills learned In this course prepare students
for advanced courses in the curriculum : 28-3910 Product
Management, 28-3940 Retail Buying. 28-3970 Decision Making:
Fashion/ Retail Management.
28-1920 VIsual MerchandlslnC 3 cr.
Course provides the practical application of concepts taught in
Management Department's marketing and merchandising cours·
es. Students interested In retail management learn how to create
visual displays and present merchandise effectively. This knowl·
edge can lead to specific careers in visual merchandising and is
beneficial for the retail manager to use in the functions of
management.
28-1925 Fash ion Show Production 2 cr.
Course introduces fashion show planning and implementation
techniques. Students have an opportunity to observe a retail fashion show in its planning stages.
28-1930 Clothing and Society 3 cr.
This course focuses on the socio-cultural significance of dress.
Course offers a framework for interpreting the meaning and use of
dress in their personal lives as well as in the lives of others. Upon
completion. students should be able to analyze dress as a
communication system.
28-1935 Ethnic Costumes 3 cr.
Course examines dress and adornment practices of folk societies.
ethnic groups, and indigenous populations. Students analyze
psychological, social, and symbolic functions of these costumes.
Unique. colorful costumes are explored as design inspirations or
influences for present day fashions. Course includes in-depth
study of costumes representative of the multicultural Chicago
community.
28-1937 A Century of Deslcn 2 cr.
Course examines designers· marketing and merchandising strate·
gies and considers how they have shaped the fashion retail indus·
try. Course provides an in-depth study of fashion designers of the
late nineteenth and twentieth centuries and their impact on
modern business practices . Instruction covers the evolution of
fashion designers from Charles Worth to Alexander McQueen and
their influence on the industry.
28-2939 Fashion Journalism Workshop 2 cr.
Course introduces students to tash1on journalism: designers.
models. and the stars. Fashion j ournalists repor t about that and
more. But not all is glamorous. Tough interv1ewong. researching.
and analytical skills enable wroter to soft through the hype and
relay the story to readers. ThiS five-day workshop w111 ontroduce

students to the basics of this ever-growing profession. A final writ·
ing project will help bring everything into focus.
Prerequisite: 52-1152 English Composition II
28-2940 Retail Management 3 cr.
Students learn how to recognize the steps needed to develop a
retail operation, analyze business situations and apply solutions
based on sound management theory. Course examines the
processes Involved in maintaining a successful retail establish·
ment.
Prerequisite: 28-1110 Introduction to Management (Cor better)
28-3910 Product Management 3 cr.
Students explore differences between merchandising and adver·
Using: study roles of manufacturing. wholesalir~g. and retailing and
their relationship to merchandising; learn the steps Involved in
merchandising products to the consumer; and develop a merchandise plan for a product line.
Prerequisite: 28-1115 Introduction to Marketing the Arts (Cor
better), 28-1910 Introduction to the Fashion Business, 28-1915
Fashion Product Evaluation or 22·1610 Fundamentals of Fashion
Design
28-3940 Retail Buyi ng 3 cr.
Course teaches buying activities to students interested in retailing
a product In either corporate or small business environment.
Roles of merchandise buyers in various retail organizations are
examined. Emphasis is placed on planning. developing, and
computing of merchandise buying plan. Domestic and foreign
merchandise resources and vendor negotiating are also covered.
Prerequisite: 28-2110 Accounting I (Cor better), 28-2940 Retail
Management, 28-3910 Product Management, 56-1710 Basic
Math Skills or equivalent
28-3949 Retail Store Practlcum 3 cr.
Course is intended for advanced Retail Management students.
Students get hands-on experienoe in professional management
and operation of a retail store. Students buy merchandise.
manage product assortment and inventory. market product and
inventory, market through visual merchandising and outside
promotional activities, and manage day·to-day operations of a
retail store .
Prerequisite: 28-2940 Retail Management, 28-3940 Retail Buying,
28-3910 Product Management
28-3960 Fashion Styling 3 cr.
Course brings together Fashion Design. Fashion Management, and
Photography students to work on real world problems of bringing
fashion designs to the market place. Instruction emphasizes
promotion and media strategies in a variety of business environments.
Prerequisite: Permission of instruction
28-3970 Decision Making: Fashion/ Retail Management

3 cr.
Students graduating at the end of spring semester or the following
January must enroll in this mandatory class. Course applies previ·
ously learned fundamentals of determining critical business deci·
sions that are necessary in developing a competitive edge in
today's fashion/ retail business market. Students work with a
mentor in the professional field and develop a merchandising
package for a senior designer, which will be presented to profes·
sional buyers. Course offered spring semester only.
Prerequisite: 28-1910 Introduction to Fashton Business. 28-3910
Product Management; 28-2110 Accounting I and 28-1110
Introduction to Management (both C or better)
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Dance
THE DANCE DEPAR TME N T , ALSO KNOWN AS THE DANCE CENTER OF COLU M BIA
COLLEGE, OFFERS A BACHELOR OF ARTS AND A BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN
DANCE WITH A CURRICULUM FOCUSED ON DEVELOPING SKILL, PERSONAL
VOICE, AND MATURITY I N THE DANCE AIRTIST-AS DANCER, CHOREOGRAPHER,
AND TEACHER.

Challenging technique courses. combi ned with
the study of improvisation. composition.
dance history and theory, music, and techni·
cal t heater, provide students with essential
learning and practice, preparing them for
professional and graduate endeavors in
dance. The Center's faculty is composed of
fu ll· and part-time working artists and is
enhanced by an array of visiting artist-teach·
ers of national and international stature.

.··!JJ ..

Dance majors elect to follow a course of study
for a B.A. or B.F.A. degree. The B.A. requires
50 credit hours in dance studies. including
daily technique classes and numerous courses in composition, improvisation, pedagogy.
and dance history/theory. This degree is
designed for students who want a liberal arts
education with primary studies in dance. The
B.F.A. degree requires BO credits in the major
and is geared toward students who ai m for
active professional work in the dance field .
Requirements include advanced course work
in composition. improvisation. history. theory.
pedagogy. kinesiology. and music in addition
to daily technique classes. The B.F.A. culminates in either a senior concert of original
work or a teaching practicum in the Chicago
community. Students can also complete
requirements for the Interdisciplinary Major in
Musical Theater Performance with concentrat·
ed studv in dance.

In addition to courses within the major. the
Department offers courses in tai chi chuan ,
yoga , jazz. body conditioning, swing, and
culturally-specific dance genres to provide all
students with the opportunity to experience
these diverse and valuable disciplines of
movement as part of their liberal education.
The Dance Center is also home to a nationally
recognized public program of dance presentation and community-based services. The annual performance season features the work of
contemporary dance artist s such as Susan
Marshall. David Dorfman, H.T. Chen. Ron K.
Brown. Holy Body Tattoo. Stephen Petronio.
Joe Goode and, 0 Vertigo. Newly relocated to
a site in Chicago's South Loop near Lake
Michigan. Dance Center facilities include six
dance studios. an extensive dance video
library. a sound recording lab. a student
lounge. and a brand new 275-seat black box
theater. The community outreach program
provides students with t raining and learning
opportun ities for a wide variety of Chicago
populations and grass roots organizations . All
of these resources and programs link student
learning and experience with the · real world "
they will enter upon graduation.
Bonnie Brooks
Chairperson
Dance Department

...

A Major in Dance

u

Starting Fall 2001 the Dance Department will offer three different
programs designed to suit varied levels of student interest in the
art of dance. Students are encouraged to carefully consider their
options. The core reQuirements are shared by both the B.A. and
B.F.A. programs. Final choices can wait until the second year of
enrollment. Students interested in pursuing the B.F.A. will be eligi·
ble to declare their intention upon admission to the College.
Continuation in the B.F.A. is contingent upon a number of factors
specifically outlined in the reQuirements for the majors. Each
semester students will meet with their faculty advisor and examine tlheir individual goals and achievement relative to our
programs. At 60 credit hours (roughly the end of the fourth
semester) a determination will be made regarding a student's
continuing candidacy in the B.F.A. program. Students will select to
continue either in the B.A. or B.F.A. program. based on their own
best judgment of their interests. abilities. and goals and informed
by written evaluations from faculty and direct consultation with
their faculty advisor.
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R EQUIRE M E N TS F OR T H E MA JO RS

Bac h elo r o f Fine Arts In Da nce
The B. F. A. program is intended for students with professional
aspirations and includes a variety of courses that. In their breadth
and depth. prepare students to enter the field as young artists. At
80 credit hOurs. the demands of the B.F.A. program are slgnlfi·
cant. The possibility of minoring in another subject area within a
standard four year course of study is greatly diminished on this
track. The B.F.A. Is most appropriate for students who wish to
make a definitive commitment to dance.
Tec hn ique Cou rses. 24 credit hou rs
B.F.A. candidates must complete a minimum of 24 credit hOurs in
appropriate movement techniQue courses. Proficiency reQuirements for the B.F.A. are rigorous. Students may well exceed the
minimum reQuirement of 24 credit hours in order to reach
reQuired advanced level courses. 5 credits will be earned In 333414. ·3416 Modern TechniQue IV; 3 credits in 33-3323, ·3326
Ballet Ill; 3 credits in 33-1331, ·2332 Dance Styles and Forms.
Remaining reQuired techniQue course credit hours (13) can be
earned through any combination of the following: 33·1311. ·1316
Modern TechniQue 1: 33·2312, ·2316 Modern TechniQue II; 333313, -3316 Modern TechniQue Ill; 33-3414, · 3416 Modern
TechniQue IV: 33-1321. -1326 Ballet I; 33-2322. ·2326 Ballet II;
33-3323, -3326 Ballet 111: 33-1331 Dance Styles and Forms I or
33-2332 Dance Styles and Forms II.
Addit ion al Courses. 56 cred it hou rs
33-13511ntroduction to Dance Studies. 33-1371 Experiential
Anatomy, 33·2342 Cross-Cultural Perspectives on Dance, 33-2343
Dance History, 33-1381 Theory and Improvisation I, 33-2382
Dance Composition 1, 33-3383 Dance Composition and
Improvisation 11. 33·1360 Performance Project I, 33-2360
Performance Project 11. 33-2384 ChOreographic Project, 33-2350
Rhythmic Analysis, 33-3372 Theory and Practice of Teaching
Dance I, 33-3365 Student Choreographic Workshop, 33·3444
Contemporary Trends in Dance , 33-3445 Artists and Audiences.
33-1455 Introduction to Technical Theatre. 33-2456 Concert
Production, 33-1451 Music for Dancers I, 33-3452 Music for
Dancers 11. 33-3485 Dance Composition Ill. 33-34 73 Kinesiology.
B.F.A. candodates woll select one of the two following course
seQuences as a culminating experience in theor senior year: 333486 Dance Composition IV and 33-3588 Choreography
Practicum: Senior Concert, or 33-3674 Theory and Practice :
Teaching Dance II and 33-3678 Teaching Practicum.
St andards of Perfo rmance
The Dance Department expects exemplary effort and performance from our B.F.A. candidates. Failure to meet one or more of
the following expectations will result in review of a candidate's
continuation within the B.F.A. program.
B.F.A. candidates must maintain a grade average of 2.5 in all
reQuired courses within the B.F.A. program .
B.F.A. candidates must complete 33-3383 Dance Composition
and Improvisation II with a grade of B or better.
B.F.A. candodates must advance through technical reQuirements in
a timely manner. (Technical level shOuld generally match their
matriculation standing, e.g., first year is level I, second year is
level 11. and so on.)

B.F.A. candidates must exhibit appropriate behavioral and attitudi·
nal responses to their studies. their peers , and their teachers and
must conduct themselves in a manner beneficial to their own and
others' education.

B.A. candidates in Dance must exhibit appropriate behavioral and
attitudinal responses to their studies, their peers, and their teachers and conduct themselves in a manner beneficial to their own
and others' education.
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Tran sfer Stude nts
Transfer students will meet with a faculty counselor to evaluate
any prior dance courses for equivalency with our requirements. A
limited number of transferred courses may be allowed to stand in
place of program requirements. Transfer students seeking the
B.F.A. degree must be in full·time residence a minimum of four
semesters (excluding summers) and complete a minimum of 50
credit hours of required course wor1<, including all required cours·
es beyond the core (B.A. requirements), within the Dance
Department.
Bachelor of Arts In Dance
The Bachelor of Arts program is intended for students who wish to
make dance the focus of their undergraduate education but who
do not necessarily have aspirations to be artistic professionals in
the field . The major is an appropriate choice for those who want
significant exposure and proficiency in dance but who also desire
the opportunity to explore other areas of interest. At 52 credit
hours the dance major provides substantial proficiency in modern
dance idioms as well as solid foundations of related information,
skills, and experiences. The requi rements for the major allow
enough time and credit hours for students to explore other fields
through elective courses or minors.
Tech nique Courses . 24 credit hours
B.A. candidates must complete a minimum of 24 credit hours in
appropriate technique courses. Proficiency requirements stipulate
that within those 24 credit hours, 4 credits must be earned in 333313. ·3316 Modern Technique Ill; 2 credits in 33-2322. ·2326
Ballet II; and 3 credits in 33-1331. ·2332 Dance Styles and
Forms. The remaining required technique course credit hours (15)
can be earned through any combination of the following: 33·1311,
-1316 Modern Technique I; 33-2312. -2316 Modern Technique II;
33-3313, -3316 Modern Technique Ill; 33-3414, -3416 Modern
Technique IV; 33-1321, -1326 Ballet I; 33-2322, -2326 Ballet II;
33-3323, -3326 Ballet Ill; 33-1331 Dance Styles and Forms I or
33-2332 Dance Styles and Forms 11.

Additional Courses . 28 credit hours
The following courses are required of all B.A. candidates: 33-1351
Introduction to Dance Studies, 33-1371 Experiential Anatomy, 332342 Cross-Cultural Perspectives on Dance, 33-2343 Dance
History, 33-1381 Theory and Improvisation I, 33-2382 Dance
Composition I, 33-3383 Dance Composition and Improvisation II,
33-2350 Rhythmic Analysis, 33-3372 Theory and Practice of
Teaching Dance I, 33-3365 Student Choreographic Workshop. B.A.
candidates will select one of following courses as a culminating
experience in their senior year: 33-2360 Performance Project II or
33-2384 Choreographic Project.

Standards of Performance
The Dance Department expects exemplary effort and performance from our B.A. candidates . Failure to meet one or more of the
following expectations will result in review of the advisability of a
candidate's continuation within the program .
B.A. candidates in Dance must pass all required course with
grades of C or better.
B.A. candidates in Dance must advance through technical requirements in a timely manner.

Transfer Students
Transfer students will meet with a faculty counselor to evaluate
any prior dance courses for equivalency with our requirements. A
1imited number of transferred courses may be accepted in place
of program requirements. Transfer students seeking the B.A.
degree must be in full-time residence a minimum of three semesters (excluding summers) and must complete: a minimum 10
hours of technical requirements including all proficiencies. at least
two of three required courses in the Dance Composition;
Improvisation sequence, and no fewer than 25 credits total within
the department.
Major In Musical Theater Performance
The Musical Theater Performance major is an integrated curriculum from the Dance, Theater, and Music Departments. See the
Interdisciplinary Studies section of the catalog of the major for the
major requirements.
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE M I NOR

Mi no r In Dance
The Dance minor is intended for students who desire a formal
course of study in dance as an adj unct to their major in another
f ield . The dance minor provides students with practical and intellectual experiences in dance and a limited degree of physical
proficiency in modern dance idioms . The dance minor is
comprised of a total of 24 credit hours of required course work.
The program is anchored by 12 credits of training in the physical
techniques of dance, augmented by additional studies of Dance
I mprovisation, Composition, Performance, and Cross-Cultural
Perspectives on Dance .
Technique Courses. 12 cred it hours
Dance minor candidates must complete a minimum of 12 credit
hours in appropriate technique courses. Proficiency requirements
stipulate that within those 12 credit hours, 2 credits must be
earned in 33-2312, -2316 Modern Technique II. The remaining
required technique course credit hours (10) can be earned
through any combination of the following: 33-1311, -1316
Modern Technique I; 33-2312. -2316 Modern Technique II;
33-3313, -3316 Modern Technique Ill; 33-3414. -3416 Modern
Technique IV; 33-1321. -1326 Ballet I; 33-2322. -2326 Ballet II;
33-3323, -3326 Ballet Ill: 33-1331 Dance Styles and Forms I or
33-2332 Dance Styles and Forms 11.

Additional Courses. 12 credit ho urs

33-1351 Introduction to Dance Studies. 33-2342 Cross-Cultural
Perspectives on Dance or 33-2343 Dance History. 33-1381
Theory and Improvisation I. 33-2382 Dance Composition I. Dance
minors must earn 2 credits in either 33-1331. -2332 or 33-1360.
- 2360 Performance Project I or II.
Transfer Stu dents
Transfer students seeking a minor in Dance must complete all
required credits at Columbia College. Students may petition for
departmental acceptance of course substitutions based on prior
course work.

Course Descriptions
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33-1211 Dance Technique: Be,lnnln' 3 cr.
Course IS an introduction to dance. Coursework engages beginnmg students 1n the physical techniques of modern dance. while
introducing principles. practices. and vocabulary common to most
western dance forms. Classes consist of technical exercises and
dynamic movement patterns that condition the body lor strength.
flexibility, endurance, and coordination and develop concentration.
skeletal alignment , performance skills, musicality, and spatial
awareness. Students also explore the art of dance through
concert attendance and three written assignments.
33-1311 M odern Technique 1 1 cr.
Course develops physical proficiency in the performance of basic
dance materials while developing students' understanding of
fundamental principles, practices, and vocabulary common to
modern dance. Classes consist of a series of technical exercises
that condition the body lor strength, flexibility, endurance and
coordination: develop a physical and conceptual awareness of the
elements of space. time. and energy: and promote performance
ski lls of concentration . locus, and musicality.
33-2312 M odern Technique II 1 cr.
Course develops physical proficiency In the performance of more
complex dance materials, emphasizing the deepening of technical
practices . Similar materials are covered with increasing demands
and higher expectations lor competent execution. Technical weak·
nesses are addressed as students' understanding. range, and
body control increase. Emphasis is on building the physical capacities of the body with awareness of alignment. developing rhythmic
clarity and spatial intent. and learning skills of locus and concentration. Students must audition lor placement at this level.
Prerequisite: Department consent
33-3313 M odern Technique Ill 1 cr.
Course develops technical proficiency of more complex dance
materials while addressing qualitative aspects of performance.
Movement patterning becomes increasingly complex with higher
expectations lor execution . Personal habits are addressed as
students' understanding, range, and body control mature.
Instruction increases focus given to concepts of quality, musical~
ty, and spatial clarity. Students are expected to be more selfdlfected toward their goals. Students must audition for placement
at this level.
Prerequisite: Department consent

aesthetics of the form through mandatory concert attendance and
the completion of t.hree written assignments.

33-1321 Ballet I 1 cr.
Course develops physical proficiency in the performance of basic
ballet vocabulary while promoting an understanding of the principles, practices , and vocabulary common to ballet. Ballet training
enables the students to gain strength. balance. and dexterity with
an emphasis on correct anatomical alignment. Barre exercises
condition and prepare the musculature to anticipate the execution
of virtually all movements of the classical vocabulary. Knowledge
acquired at the barre is tested in the center through adagio and
allegro sections oltl'le class.
33-2322 Ballet II 1 cr.
Course emphasizes deepening technical practices introduced at
the beginning level. ThiS level continues to drill the basic movement vocabulary of ballet and begins to link the basics together to
create more diffiCult movement challenges. Course develops a
deeper physical proficiency in the performance of linked ballet
movements, expecting the student to demonstrate and understand the principles. practices. and vocabulary common to ballet.
Students demonstrate efficiency of movement and proper alignment practices while performing linked steps. Students must audi·
lion for placement at this level.
Prerequisite: Department consent
33-3323 Ballet Ill 1 cr.
Course emphasizes refinement of technical practices of ballet,
including integration of stylistic concepts of dynamics. attack, line,
musicality, and Intent. Students are expected to integrate and
demonstrate refined efficiency of movement and proper alignment
practices while performing more difficult movement passages.
Course concentrates on performance artistry of the lull ballet
vocabulary while expecting the student to integrate the principles,
practices, and vocabulary common to ballet. Students audition lor
placement at this level.
Prerequisite: Department consent
33-1231 Jazz Danc e: Be,lnnln' 3 cr.
Jau. a common form of dance used in musical theater and
commercial and entertainment industries, has its roots In social
dance and is heavily innuenced by African-American traditions.
Course covers the basic steps, vocabulary, and variations of
dance in these fields. Students learn basic techniques based on
ballet and modern dance. Through daily warrn-ups and exercises
students gain strength. flexibility, endurance, and coordination.
Musicality and performance skills are taught through a series of
dance combinations. Students complete vocabulary qulues, writ·
ten assignments. and a final project.

33-34 14 M odern Technique IV 1 cr.
Course develops technical artistry in the performance of
advanced dance materials. Course emphasizes the development
of a rich dynamic range: execution of complex patterning with
speed and efficiency: musical performance and rhythmic accuracy: and the ability to adapt to diverse stylistic demands. Students
should display confidence in technical control while performing
with a rich and unique personal voice. Students are expected to
be self-directed. establishing and meeting their own learning
goals. Students audition lor placement at this level.
Prerequisite: Department consent

33-2232 Jazz Dance II 1 cr.
In this course the general difficulty of all aspects of the discipline
increase . Instruction also introduces lyrical jau. rhythmic syncopation. and increasingly difficult dance combinations . Students'
musicality and performance skills continue to grow as technical
weaknesses are mastered.
Prerequisite: Department consent

33-1221 Ball et : Be,lnnln' 3 cr.
Course introduces the physical techniques. principles. and vocat>
ulary of claSSICal ballet. Classes cons1st of a senes of technical
exerc1ses at the barre and 1n the center that develop strength.
flex1b1hty. balance. dexterity, and coordinatiOn. w1th an emphasis
on correct anatomical alignment. Students cons1der the broader

33-3233 Jau Dance Ill 1 cr.
Course is Intended for students with signifiCant skillS and exper•
ence in j au dance . lnstruct1on focuses on performance qualities.
dynamics , varied movement qualities. and strong versatile tect>nique. Knee pads and 1au shoes are required.
Prerequisite: Department consent

33-1331 Dance Styles and Forms I 1 cr.
Students study specific movement forms and styles that increase
their base of abilities as dancers. while broadening their understanding of dance traditions and practices throughout the world.
Each semester a different discipline or set of disciplines is
featured, such as cultural styles, concert forms, movement
sciences, or specific modern techniques. Examples include Jazz,
Tap, Bharata Natyam, Flamenco, African, Irish, and Tai Chi.
Instruction covers background, history, and current applications of
the topic in addition to the actual dance technique. Course develops awareness of movement and aesthetic principles particular to
each example and explores social and cultural traditions that
evolve from and characterize each dance.
33-2332 Dance Styles and Forms II 1 cr.
Course trains intermediate and advanced students in specific
movement forms and styles that increase their base of abilities
while broadening their understanding of dance traditions and practices throughout the world. Each semester features a different
discipline or set of disciplines, such as cultural styles, concert
forms, movement sciences, or specific modern techniques.
Examples of dance forms include Jazz, Tap, Bharata Natyam.
Aamenco, African, Irish, and Tai Chi. Instruction covers background, history, and current applications of the topic in addition to
the actual dance technique. Students develop awareness of movement and aesthetic principles particular to each style or form and
explore social and cultural traditions that evolve from and characterize these forms .
Prerequisite: 33-2312 Modern Technique II, may be taken
concurrently
33-1930 Topics : Conditioning for Dancers : Body Therapies
1 cr.
Course provides dance majors with an intensive physical conditioning program. Students learn a series of mat exercises that
develop muscular strength and tone as well as improve flexibility,
coordination, and balance. In addition to a physical workout,
course provides students with an understanding of body mechan·
ics, functional conditioning, and such concepts as neutral spine ,
breath, disassociation. stabilization, and spinal alignment.
33-1241 African Dance : Beginn ing 3 cr.
Course introduces dances , music, and culture of West Africa.
Class begins with warm-up exercises that condition the body for
the rigors of this form by developing strength, aerobic stamina,
coordination, flexibility, and rhythmic awareness. Second part of
class is devoted to learning authentic dances and songs from
West Africa, as well as their historical and cultural contexts.
Students work closely with the instructor and a master drummer
to gain an understanding of the marriage of drumming, rhythm,
and music to African dance. Students further explore the history
and culture of Africa through dance concert attendance, readings,
and the completion of three written assignments.
33-2242 African Dance II 1 cr.
Course continues the exploration of dances, music, and culture of
West Africa by offering more advanced dancers the chance to
improve their technique and increase the breadth and depth of
their knowledge. Class begins with a warm-up that challenges
students' endurance, strength, coordination, and rhythmic sensibilities. Second part of class focuses on building a greater repertory of authentic dances.
Prerequisite: 33-1241 or 33-1244 African Dance: Beginning

33-2342 Cross-Cultural Perspectives on Dance 3 cr.
Course introduces students to physical characteristics, aesthet<cs, and functions of dance in a variety of cultures and historical
periods. In addition to offering cross-cultural perspectives on
dance, this course helps young dancers understand their contribut ions to that world. Topics include: dance as cultural identity,
dance as expression of the individual, dance as worship, and
dance as a part of political power. Through readings, lectures,
d iscussions, and extensive viewing of filmed and live performance , students come to understand dance as a rich human activi~ with many different manifestations and applications.
Prerequisite: 33-1351 Introduction to Dance Studies
33-2343 Western Dance History 3 cr.
Course explores dance practices and related aesthetic developments from the Medieval Age to the twentieth century. Topics
include the progression of ballet from European court dance to its
contemporary state. the development of modern dance from its
American and European roots to the Post-Modern Era, and the
impact of the African diaspora on all concert dance forms.
Pioneering choreographers and performers are profiled, and
cultural, social, and political movements that effected changes in
dance history are explored.
Prerequisite: 33-1351/ntroduction to Dance Studies
33-3444 Contemporary Trends In Dance 3 cr.
Course develops students · aesthetic awareness and analytical
voice relative to contemporary dance. Topics covered include
language and methods used to describe and discuss dance:
examination and comparisons of contemporary dance works and
their choreographers: the crossover of dance, theater, and other
arts; and other important aesthetic and practical trends that
shape contemporary dance. Through extensive viewing of video
and live dance performance and subseQuent writings and discussions , students learn to identify, describe, analyze. and interpret
choreographic practices, characteristics of performers, d ifferent
uses of production elements, and the aesthetic, political, social,
and cultural contexts that characterize the state of the art today.
Prerequisite: 33-2342 Cross-Cultural Perspectives on Dance, 332343 Western Dance History, 33-3383 Dance Composition and
Improvisation II, 52-1152 English Composition II
33-3445 Artists and Audiences 2 cr.
Course explores the opportunities, problems, and rewards of
making, teaching, and producing dance in the context of audiences and community. Class investigates the historical perspectives of the · art for art's sake " versus community-based artmaking debate. Through on-site observation and supporting reading,
writing assignments. and class discussions, students develop
their own positions on the hows and whys of working with audiences and communities.
Prerequisite: 33-3444 Contemporary Trends in Dance
33-1251 Tap Dance: Beginning 3 cr.
Tap dance, a uniQuely American dance form evolved from African·
American and Irish-American folkdances, is an important component of contemporary American musical theater. This introductory
course covers the basic steps of tap technique. Students learn
coordination , rhythmic variations, and performanc-e skills through
a series of tap combinations. Students are responsible for practical and written assignments. Tap shoes are required.
33-2252 Tap Dance II 1 cr.
Course continues and expands on skills covered in Tap Dance:
Beginning. Basic steps are perfected. and more difficult steps
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and combinations are learned. Longer sequences set to music are
mastered, and attention is given to ensemble work, rhythmic vari·
ations, and performance skills. Tap shoes are required.
Prerequisite: 33-1251 or 33-1254 Tap Dance: Beginning or
department consent
33-2350 Rhythm ic An alysis 3 cr.
Course develops students · theoretical understanding and practical
skills related to rhythm as a central element in dance performance, teaching, and choreography. Common dance terminology
and practices related to rhythm are covered as students learn to
count movement materials. Students learn to read. write. and
perform standard rhythmic notation as a bridge to clear and accurate execution of dance movements and phrases. Daily exercises.
both written and movement based, develop proficiency in analysis
and practice of rhythmic aspects of movement and movement
presentation.
Prerequisite: 33·2312 Modern Technique II, may be taken concurrently
33·1351 1ntroductlon t o Dance Studies 1 cr.
Course serves as a gateway into dance study and practice at the
Dance Center of Columbia College. Students accumulate an
overview of the contemporary dance scene and its recent history
in aesthetics, scholarship, and in the marketplace. Instruction
includes contemporary readings and class discussions: observation of master classes. live per formances, dance videos, and
other art works: and interaction with dance practitioners. Students
respond to their discoveries in written, oral, and kinesthetic
mediums.
33-1451 Mu sic f or Dancers I 3 cr.
Course develops dancers' understanding and appreciation of
music through introduction to basic elements of music and characteristic employment across a variety of musical styles. cultures,
and historical periods. Through lectures. discussions, readings,
and listening exercises. students understand fundamental musical
concepts and terminology.
33-3452 Music for Dancers II 3 cr.
Course examines theoretical and practical aspects of the musicdance relationship while inviting each student to actively explore
and exercise their own creative relationship with music. Course
includes a survey of twentieth-century music highlighting important artists and trends as well as examinations of different uses
of music in relation to choreography. Content also includes extensive coverage of practical information and skills related to finding
music, working with musicians and composers, and audio recording, editing, and playback for dance. Students complete a variety
of projects and exercises that develop their ability to work
creatively with music. Coursework culminates in the design and
production of original sound scores.
Prerequisite: 33-3383 Dance Composition and Improvisation II,
35-1100 Computer Applications
33-1455 Intr oduction to Tec hn ical Theater 1 cr.
Students are introduced to the basic vocabulary, equipment,
personnel, and processes involved in backstage operations of
theatrical dance productions. Weekly informational and skill build·
ing workshops lead directly to practical experience. as each
student is assigned a different backstage role in an actual
production (e.g. , light board operation, sound board operation.
assistant stage manager, backstage crew, hang and focus crew.
or costume assistant). Students gain essential information and
practical experience related to the people , processes, and equipment that enable and enhance live performance .

33-2456 Con cert Production 2 cr.
Course offers hands-on experiences in tasks and planning
involved in producing dance. Course emphasizes the relationship
of production elements to the artistic vision. Subjects covered
include collaboration with lighting and costume designers. media
artists. and composers: financial and contractual negotiations
with artists, presenters. and funders: publicity, marketing, and
grant writing. Through written work and practical projects. students
plan a model dance production from initial conception to
completion.
Prerequisite: 33-3485 Dance Composition Ill, may be taken
concurrently, 33-1455 Introduction to Technical Theater
33-1261 Tal Chi Ch uan : Begi nning 2 cr.
Course is an introduction to a martial art and discipline for
balancing the body, mind, and spirit. Students engage in a unique
system of slow, fluid, and continuous movements that gently build
strength. coordination. and balance. while teaching students
methods for relaxation. focus. and non-strenuous energy-renewal.
In addition to the physical activities of the class. readings, discus·
sions, and two written assignments related to Tai Chi, Taoist
philosophy, and Chinese history provide a deeper understanding
of the form and valuable cross-cultural insights.
33-2262 Tal Chi Chuan II 1 cr.
Students build on skills learned in Tai Chi Chuan: Beginning by
completing and perfecting the Yang ("modified" or "short form")
school of Tai Chi. In addition, students learn more difficult movement, begin to practice the self-defense aspects of the form, cultivate a heightened awareness of the discipline's therapeutic applications, and build a firm foundation for a lifelong relationship with
the form.
Prerequisite: 33·1261 Tai Chi Chuan: Beginning
33-3263 Tal Chi Chuan Ill 1 cr.
Students expand the skills. forms, and information gained at the
beginning and intermediate levels of the discipline and build a
firm foundation for a lifelong relationship with the form. Advancedlevel students practice and perfect the basic slow form, then
extend this knowledge to new forms that they learn to perform at
different rates of speed.
Prerequisite: Department consent
33-1360 Performanc e Proj ect I Variable cr.
The Dance Department offers a number of different opportunities
for students to perform in works created by fellow students, facul·
ty. or visiting artists. Course is specifically intended for students
who have little or no prior performance experience or who have
limited technical skills. Participation in individual projects is by
audition , and credit is awarded retroactively in the semester
immediately following completion of a project. This is a variable
credit activity wherein students rehearse and perform for approximately 45 hours for each credit hour awarded.
Prerequisite: Department consent
33-2360 Perfo rm ance Proj e ct II Variable cr.
The Dance Department offers a number of different opportunities
for students to per form in works created by fellow students. faculty, or visiting artists. Course is intended for students who are
concurrently enrolled in Modern Dance Technique Ill or IV with at
least junior year standing in the department. Participation in individual projects is by audition. and credit is awarded retroactively
in the semester immediately following completion of a project.
This is a variable credit activity wherein students rehearse or
perform for approximately 45 hours for each credit hour awarded.
Prerequisite: Department consent

33-3365 Student Choreographic Worksho p 3 cr.
Course mirrors the workings of a ptofessional dance company
giving students insight into the realities of a career as a
performer. Through extensive class time, the workshop experience
introduces students to the creative process. the skills needed for
ensemble work, and the etiquette of rehearsing and performing in
the theater. Class time is devoted to creation and rehearsal of
new works set by guest artists or department faculty choreogra·
phers. Flnished pieces are performed in a fully produced concer t
at the Canoe Center.
Prerequisite: Department consent. 33·3313 Modern Technique Ill,
33·3383 Dance Composition and Improvisation II
33-1271 Yoga: Beginning 2 cr.
Course mtroduces the ancient discipline of personal development
that balances body, mind, and spirit. Students learn a series of
physical postures as well as practical methods tor relaxalion.
ptoper breathing, meditation. and concentratiOn that promote
health, alleviate stress. improve skeletal alignment. and increase
muscular strength and flexibility. Course also provides an introduc·
tion to the history and philosophy of yoga, which students explore
through readings and written assignments.
33·2272 Yoga II 1 cr.
Course takes the basic poses learned in the beginning course to
more advanced levels, introducing new postures and increasing
challenges to muscle flexibility and strength. Students deepen
their understanding and practice of yoga and solidity a lifelong
relationship with this discipline for personal health and relaxation.
Prerequisite: 33-1271 Yoga: Beginning or department consent
33-1371 Experiential Anatomy 2 cr.
Course introduces the beginning Dance student. both experiential·
ly and analytically. to scientific principles underlying the complexi·
ties of dance movement. Course covers skeletal design; processes of body systems , such as breathing, digestion. and neurological functioning: sensory awareness: nutrition: and prevention of
injuries . Througn writing, movement workshops, reading, and
lectures. students learn to apply scientific principles to their own
dance training.
Prerequisite: 33·1311 Modern Technique I, may be taken concurrently
33-3312 Theory and Practice: Teaching Dance I 3 cr.
Course ptovides students with the theoretiCal and practical skills
needed for their forst teaching experience w1th a vanety of populations. Content covers teaching from dance concepts, adaptmg a
course to suit a particular population, constructing unit and
lesson plans. observing and practicing the qualities of good teachIng, developing a guide to teachers' resources. and preparing for
job-hunting. Whenever possible. subjects are approached in a
practical manner, with students gaining experience while teaching
the subject of exploration .
Prerequisite: 33-1371 Experiential Anatomy, 33·3383 Dance
Composition and Improvisation II. 33·2350 Rhythmic Analysis
33-3473 Kinesiology 3 cr.
This course, a continuation of study begun in Expenential
Anatomy, looks at the scientific ptinciples underlying the complex~
ties of movement specific to dance. Content covers the muscular
and neuromuscular systems, physiological support systems.
ptevention and care of injuries, development of conditioning
programs, analysis of dance movements, and awareness of
common anatomical and muscular imbalances found in dancers.

Through lecture and movement workShOps students learn to apply
this information to their own training and to the principles of
teaching.
Prerequisite: 33-3372 Theory and Practice: Teaching Dance I
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33-3674 Theory and Practice: Teaching Dance II 3 cr.
Course prepares students to teach dance technique. Instruction
covers: teaching from dance concepts, developing goals and
objectives. working with accompanists, utilizing imagery, condition·
ing, giving corrections, building an efficient structure for the class,
creating an atmosphere for learning, and developing a philosoph!·
cal point of view to teaching technique. Instruction incorporates
writing and reading assignments, daily movement/ teaching assign.
ments, and ptactical work in a lab class.
Prerequisite: 33-3372 Theory and Practice of Teaching Dance I,
33-3473 Kinesiology. and 33-3414 Modern Technique IV. may be
raken concuffently
33-3678 Senior Teaching Practlcum 3 cr.
Course guides students through their first teaching experience in
the community. Students teach a minimum of 20 hours over 12 to
15 weeks to a population of their choice. Students create a
semester overview and individual lesson plans, keep a journal to
analyze their experiences, and write a final evaluation of their
work. Throughout the semester students and advisor meet to
discuss methodology and experiences. Advisor makes a minimum
of two on-site observations and provides feedback.
Prerequisite: 33·3674 Theory and Practice: Teaching Dance II
33-1181 M usical The ater Dance I 3 cr.
Course prOVIdes an overview of American and international social
dance through historical study and practical application. Students
learn choreography from selected musicals that parallel specific
social dances. Content combines ballet. jazz, tap, and partnering
techniques to train students in the basics of musical theater
dance. Students complete a final project in addition to written and
practical tests. Jazz shoes, character shoes, and kneepads are
r equired.
Prerequisite: 33·1231 Jazz Dance: Beginning
33-2182 Musical Theater Dance II 3 cr.
Course is both a survey and a practical danoe course. The history
of dance in musical theater is examined through readings, film
and video viewing. and dancing. Each week features the work of a
pioneering chOreographer or dancer, including Alton, Berkeley,
Kidd . Robbins, Fosse. and Astaire. Students view and discuss the
artist's work in context with the evolution of theatrical dance
styles: dance classes are then conducted in the style of that
artist. Students complete written and practical tests as well as a
final project. Jazz shoes. character shoes. and kneepads are
required.
Prerequisite: 33·1181 Musical Theater Dance I
33-3183 Musical Theater Dance Ill 3 cr.
Course includes further study and practice in the performance of
dance styles tor musical theater. Additionally, course introduces
elements of choreography for musical theater. Students create a
final project that incorporates their own choreography for the musi·
cal stage.
Prerequisite: 33-2182 Musical Theater Dance II, 33-1251 Tap
Dance: Beginning
33-1280 Social Dance: Swing 3 cr.
Course introduces students to American social dances from the
1930s to the 1950s. focusing on Swing, Lindy Hop, and
Charleston . Through daily warm-up and lead and follow exercises,
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students learn basic six- and e~Ctrt<C>Unt mythms and footwofl<
tuncsament.al to each dance. Students ate also Introduced to tile
socu11 and hostorical context tor swonc dance and music •
33-1281 Cont ect lmprowleetlon : 8e&l nn ln& 1 cr.
Students develop tile phySical and perceptual skills basic to
contact Improvisation: fallinc. rolling, giving end taking weight.
movong comfortably from tile floor to the air. and communication
through touch. Students hone solo improvisational skills and use
them In duet and ensemble dancing. Course provides focused
warm<.~ps designed to cultivate various physical states and
emotional qualities. skill development. and periods of open dancing In which to integrate technical skills .
33-1285 B od y Tun•Up end Cond ltlon ln& 3 cr.
Course provides students with basic knOwledge and skills necessary tor maintaining a fit and healthy body. Sessions consist of
physical woO!outs employing exercises designed to increase aer~
bic endurance. muscular strength. end joint and muscle flexibility.
Health related issues of diet and lifestyle are also examined in
order to build a foundation for a healthy life. Individual fitness
goals are defined, and focused programs of exercises and dietary
recommendations are developed.
33-1381 Theo ry end l mprovl . .tl on I 3 cr.
Course guides students in exploring the elements of dance
through spontaneous movement. Participants develop their
improvisational skills and learn dance principles such as use of
space, time, shape, and dynamics. Working as individuals and in
small and larger groupings, students create their own movements
as they learn to follow their internal impulses and respond to their
fellow dancers. Course employs phySical exploration, observation.
discussion. lecture, and writing to increase students' skills and
understanding of the art form.
Prerequisite: 3~1311 Modern Technique I
33-2382 Danc e Compo eltlo n I 3 cr.
Course introduces elements of choreography and their use in
creating original dance studies. Assignments focus on the exploration of space. time. shape , dynamics. and the process of
abstraction. Students increase their performance skills and deve~
op their unique voices in movement Invention . Studies are
performed for and critiqued by the class and the instructor.
Students keep a choreographer's journal and complete one paper
that relates their studies to the WOrk of a professional choreogr~
pher In a concert dance setting.
Prerequisite: 3~1381 Theory and Improvisation/
3~3383 Dence lmprowl. .t lo n end Compoel t lon II 3 cr.
Students explore dance thOugh spontaneous movement and
develop a deeper, personal voice In relationship to dance. Course
provides in-depth experiences in the skills of Improvisation and
composition. such as trusting intuition. theme and development.
group dynamics. developing personal movement images. and
abstracting personal and conceptual ideas. Through participation.
extensive writing assignments. and discussion. students develop
the Instincts needed for artistic exploration. Course culminates in
a choreographic project .
Prerequosote: 3~3313 Modem Tecnnoque Ill (concurrent), 3~2382
Dt~nCe Composition/. 3~2350 Rhythmoc Analysis

33-2384 Ch oreo&rephlc Project 1 cr.
Course os a culmonatong crea!Jve expenence t or 8 .A. degree candidates on Oance. Students create and bOng to performance an ong·
onal dance composotion that is frwe to ten monutes on length .
Students schedule end dorect rehearsal: secure musoc. costumes.
and props: and maontaon regular contact woth Performance Noltht

ew&lueted on the
coordonators and techniCal staff. Students artostic success of tlleir final product and tile professoon&losm of
tlleir preparatoons and process.
PrMeqursote: DetNKtment consent. ~3383 Dance Cotnpositron
and Improvisation II
33-3485 Dance Compoeltlon Ill 3 cr.
Course provides a more complex study of tile elements of choreography. Student assignments include movement prOblems that
focus on development of thematic materials. exploration of struc·
tural forms. and understanding form in relation to content. Work is
done primarily in solo forms with limited study in group forms.
Students work with abstraction and develop performance skills
while continually striving tor originality in movement Invention and
understanding of the unique language of choreography. ThOugh
improvisation may be used to initiate exploration of a concept,
students are ultimately responsible for settinc their movements
into a consistently repeatable form to be performed for end
critiqued by tile class. Course also enhances students' profiCiency
in observation and constructive criticism.
Prerequisite: 3~3383 Dance Composition and Improvisation II,
3~2350 Rhythmic Analysis
33-3486 Da nce Com poeltlon IV 3 cr.
Students work with advanced concepts of choreography and learn
to Incorporate theatrical elements, such as props, sets. non-tred~
tional spaces. and teort. Emphasis is on solo and group works that
interweave content and structure. Students also investlllate the
use of music with original scores. Students develop a unique end
personal choreographic voice that exhibits creativity, movement
invention. and compositional craft. Students develop both
per formance and directing skills . The use of vtdeo and class
response enhances students' proficiency in observation end
critique.
Prerequisite: 3~3485 Daroce Composition Ill. 3~3452 Music for
Dancers 11. may be taken corocurrenlly
33-3588 C ho reoc raphy Prect lc um : Senio r Concert 3 cr.
With guidance from a faculty advisor. individual B.F.A. candidates
create 25 to 30 minutes of original work. bringing It through all
stages of production to concert performance. Students schedule
and direct rehearsals, collaborate with allied artists. and prepare
promotional materials. Students act as artistic director of the
company in creating their own work from original conception to
final performance.
Prerequisite: Department consent, 3~3486 Oaroce Composition
IV. 3~2456 Concert Production. 3~3365 Student ChOreottaph/c
Worl<shop, 3~3414 Modern Technique IV
3~3988 l nt ern ehl pe: Dance Variable cr.
The specifics of Individual internships vary, but all Involve some
form of placement in a professional setting outside of the college.
Internships provide students with rea~otd work experience In an
area of interest or concentration while receiving academic credit
toward their degrees .
Prerequisite: Department consent

33-3998 I n dependent Proj ect•: Dance Vanabte cr.
Students design their own educationally benefocoal activities and
take advantage of opportunities not represented in the Coltete' s
curroculum. Prior to rec,stration, students create 1 deUitled
descnptoon and outline of their project tor approval by a super111•
ong faculty member. Forty-frwe hours of study activity equals 1
credot llour.
Prerequosote: Department consent
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Early Childhood Education
COLUMBIA COLLEGE AND ERIKSON INSTITUTE OFFER A COLLABORAT I VE
UNDERGRADUATE EAR LY CHI L DHOOD TEACHER EDUCATION (ECTE) PROGRAM.
THE PURPOSE OF THIS I NNOVATIVE PROGRAM IS TO PREPARE TEACHERS WHO
UNDERSTAND THE I MPORTANCE OF THE ARTS WHEN WORKING WITH YOUNG
URBAN CHILDRE N .

·· · ~ ..

The Early Childhood Education program is
designed to increase the pool of well·
prepared, skilled. knowledgeable teachers
who are responsive to and effective irn meet·
ing the needs of young ch ildren in a range of
urban settings. Students completi ng t he
program earn a B.A. and an Illinois Type 04
Teaching Certificate (birth t hrough t he primary
grades).

bring their special expertise in the arts to
many of the Erikson courses, where they
collaborate with Erikson faculty who are active·
ly engaged in research on how to best support
the development of children. This combination
of expertise allows those who teach in the
program to educate teachers in a revolutionary manner and is the source of a number of
interdisciplinary efforts.

As an arts and communication college with a
history of meeting t he needs of the Chicago
community, Columbia is committed to offering
a unique program for those who want to make
a difference in the lives of children through
the arts. Program students are supported in
selecting Columbia courses where they develop skills in a creative context that fosters an
appreciation of human behavior, cultu ral diversity, ethical behavior. scholarship, and creative
expression. They study in many of the highly
recognized College departments and complete
a concentration in the visual arts, performing
arts, or language and culture. While at
Erikson, students are introduced to and
educated in the most current understandings
of child development in family and community
contexts. The Institute provides stude·nts with
an understanding of contemporary pedagogy
and its implementation in a diverse society.
Columbia artists from a range of disciplines

Program students receive a sound liberal
education, experience in the arts, and instruction based on the latest research on child
development. They graduate able to implement teaching strategies supported by ongoing brain development research that indicates
that the arts provide the multiple routes to
understanding and communication that are
critical in all human endeavors. Graduates of
this arts-infused program are able to support
children in their expression of ideas in many
media-visual, movement. music, story-that
conjoin children's talents and past experi·
ences with school goals for acquiring literacy,
math, science, technology, and the arts.
This academically rigorous program accepts
small groups of students (15 to 20 in each
cohort) who progress through the professional
education courses. Students are supported
throughout thei r experiences by the Directors
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at Columbia and Erikson and are able to access the resources of
both institutions. They also work for two years under experienced
teachers in public and private schools in the Chicago area prior to
graduation. An extensive mentoring and peer support system is
available to program graduates during their first teaching year.
Because teachers of young children must have highly developed
skills on order to be effective in their work, ECTE program students
are required to work with the Columbia Director in planning their
studies from the time that they first enroll at Columbia. Those
whose placement exam results indicate that they need additional
work in skill areas will be required to complete that work before
registering in ECTE courses. A minimum grade of B must be
earned in English Composition. in college level mathematics. and
In all Professional Education courses includl11g clinical work. A 2.5
overall GPA must be maintained to remain in the program.
Program students are expected to take the Illinois State Board of
Education Basic Skills exam (which is required for certification)
during the term in which they complete their first ECTE course.
Program and class schedules must be planned each term in
consultation with the Program Director. Students ordinarily may
graduate and be certified under the college catalog requirements
in effect at the time the student becomes a teacher education
candidate . However, the Illinois State Certifocation Board may
mandate changes in standards of approved teacher education
programs, thus requiring students to modify or add to their origi·
nal degree programs to be eligible for certification upon completion of graduation requirements.
"The ECTE program represents an exciting relationship between
two highly regarded educational institutions. It was developed to
enhance and support the well-being of children in urt>an settings.
Columbia and Erikson each bring unique expertise to this collatxr
ration in a way that the result is greater than the sum of the
parts. Columbia' s depth and breadth in the arts are matched by
Erikson' s in understanding and supporting child development in
context. Together, we have built a unique and dynamic program.·

A Major in Early Childhood Education
Early Childhood Education majors complete a comprehensive
course of study that includes a sequence of General Education
courses; a Concentration in the Visual Arts, Performing Arts. or
Language and Culture; and a Professional Education sequence.
Students are required to complete 11 credit hours of student
teaching in Chicago area schools as part of their Professional
Education work.
A distribution of course work must be completed to fulfill the
General Education requirements of both Columbia College and
teacher certification. A list of suggested courses to fulfill the
requirements is included in the ECTE Program Handbook.
Students must complete a minimum of 18 credit hours at
Columbia in an area of Visual or Performing Arts or Language and
Culture beyond courses used to meet the General Education
requirements. An appropriate distribution must be taken in upper
d ivision courses. A list of concentration sequences is also included in the ECTE Program Handbook.
Before proceeding to advanced course work in the Professional
Education sequence at Erikson. students take an introductory
seminar at Columbia. A total of 45 credit hours of course work in
the Professional Education sequence must be completed at
Erikson, and a culminating seminar is taken at Columbia during
the final semester.

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MAJOR
Concentration . Students se lect one of three concentra·
t lon areas . 18 credit hours
Vi sual Arts
Performing Arts
Language and Culture
See ECTE Program Handbook for a list of suggested courses.
Profe ssional Education Sequence

Carol Ann Stowe, Ph.D.
Director of the Joan and Irving Harris
Center for Early Childhood Education at
Columbia College Chicago
Gillian Dowley McNamee, Ph .D.
Director of Teacher Education
Erikson Institute for the Advanced
Study of Child Development

Columbia College Chicago
38-1100 Teaching In Early ChildhOod Education, 38-1530 Brain
Basics: Health and Development in Young Children (or 56-1530),
and 38-3180 The Role of Art in Development
Eri kson Institute
38-2110 The History and Philosophy of Early Childhood Education:
38-2125 Child Growth and Development; 38-2130 Language
Development; 38-2140 Child, Family, and Community; 38-2155
The Exceptional Child; 38-3100 Construction of Ideas on
Childhood ; 38-3110 PrePrimary Practicum with Methods I; 383120 Schools and Society; 38-3130 PrePrimary Student Teaching
with Methods II; 38-3140 Teaching Reading to Young Children; 383150 Primary Methods; 38-3160 Primary Practicum with Methods
Ill ; 38-3170 Primary Student Teaching with Methods IV

Course Descriptions
38-1100 Teach InC In Early Childhood Ed ucation 3 cr.
Course provides an overview of early childhood education.
Students gain exposure to current issues: career possibilities:
and the responsibilities. challenges. and rewards encountered by
those who work with young children. Particular anentoon given to
requirements of working with colleagues. children, and families
from different cultural backgrounds. and means by Which the arts
allow individuals to both gain understanding and communicate
with others . Students write on a weekly basis: observations
reQuired.
Prerequisite: Permission of Program Director

38-1530 Brain Basics : Hea lth and Development In Younc
Children 3 cr.
Course uses the emerging brain development research as the
organozong proncople for an exploration of the physocal. cogmtive.
social. and emotoonal growth of choldren from borth to age eoght.
Topics of exploration include pre· and post-natal development,
sensory processing . nutrition. stress. d isease and disorders, and
developmental milestones. Emphasos is placed on the physical
and cognitive realms of development. Course is particularly appropriate for parents and tor those who will teach and work with
young children .
Prerequisite: Permission of Program Director
38-2105 Methods of ObaervlnC and WrltlnC for Early
Childhood Educators Variable cr.
Course provodes an opportunity for prog,am students to develop
protessoonal observation. reading. and wrotong skolls. Students
make focused field observatoons. explore tne wrotlngs of accomplished teachers. and write and refine varoous forms of communi·
cation specofic to the classroom. These can include assessment
records, repor ts to various audiences. reflective journals and
essays, an educational philosophy statement, and a research
paper woth a literature view.
Prerequisote: Permission of Program Director
38-2110 The History and Phil osophy of Early Childhood
Edu cati on 3 cr.
Students explore history of early childhood and elementary educa·
lion to understand influenc·es of socoal. pohtocal, and economic
forces shaping lives of children and tamohes. Course profiles
signoficant theories and people who have shaped early childhood
education, from Socrates to present. Students consoder who
determines goals of education, Who defones and articulates problems of education, and how that determones what solutoons are
created.
Prerequisite: Permission of Program Director
38-2125 Child Growth and Development 3 cr.
Course provides framework for studying process of human devel·
opment ancl explores physical, cognitive, social, and emotional
development of children, birth through age eight. Emphasis is
placed on the role of culture in this process . Students learn milestones in each area of development in first eight years of life and
learn to recognize normal development in young children.
Students integrate their understanding of development in various
domains into working knowledge of young children.
Prerequisite: Permission of Program Director
38-2130 l ancuace Deve lopment 3 cr.
Students explore stages and principles of language learning in
early childhood. They learn how various contexts In and outside
the home Interact with age, sex, and cultural experiences in
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conversation and how these factors affect language competence
and performance. Students examine role of adults. peers, and
siblings in fostering language and learn how g,oup experiences in
a child care program can be arranged to maximize language deve~
oprnent.
Prerequisite: 38-2125 Child Growth and Development concurrently
and permission of Program Director
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38-2140 Child , Family, and Communi ty 3 cr.
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Course presents study of human development and behavior
throughout life cycle. Emphasis is placed on interdependence of
family, culture. and community on development and education of
children from newborn through eight years of age. Students
consider their future role as teacher and implications of context,
theirs and their students·. on the teaching-learning process.
Prerequisite: 38-2125 Child Growth and Development and permis·
s ion of Prouam Director

3&2155 The Exceptional Child 3 cr.
Course provides introduction to concept of exceptionality and
overview of various forms of typical growth and development.
Course work includes psychology and identification of exceptional
children. Focus is on children classified as having learning disabili·
t ies and their implications for classroom life in both special class·
es and inclusion senlngs.
Prerequisite: 38·2125 Child Growth and Development and permis·
sion of Program Director
3&2175 Topi cs In Early Chil dhood Education Variable cr.
Topics courses allow the Early Childhood program to offer individual courses outside of its core curriculum as faculty expertise
becomes avaolable .
Prereqursite: Permrs.sron of Program Director

38-3100 Construct ion of I deas In Childhood 3 cr.
Students examine network of "big ideas· in disciplines of science.
math, humanoties. and social science. Course provides framework
for understanding concepts, habits of mind, and skills characteris·
t ic of professionals in each discipline. Course prepares teachers
to recognize important concepts and to effectively facilitate chll·
dren's emerging understandings and skills in various domains of
thinking. as these understandings emerge in daily classroom life.
Prerequisite: 3&3110 PrePrimary Practicum with Methods I
c oncurrently and permission of Program Director
3&3110 PrePrlmary Practlcum with M ethods I 3 cr.
Seminar woth practocum allows students to develop curriculum and
assessment strategoes for working with infants. toddlers.
preschool. and kondergarten children. Work is based on develoJ>
mental needs. conceptual understandings, and skills appropriate
for choldren in areas of math, science, social studies. the arts.
and literacy. Through a seven·hour weekly practicum experience in
a preschool classroom, students examine children's construction
of knowledge. Focus is on role of teacher, classroom environment,
and activities in promoting development.
Prerequisite: Permission of Program Director

3&3120 Schools an d Society 3 cr.
Course familiarizes students with schools as work places where a
teacher's career unfolds. Students examine structure of teaching
within political, economic, and social context of the educational
institution. Particular attention is given to role of teacher In relat ion to issues of governance, organizational structure, funding,
union relationships, community involvement, collegial relation·
ships, and professional g,owth. Students are asked to anend
meetings of local school council, school board, faculty, and g,ade
level.
Prerequisite: Permission of Program Director
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38-3130 Preprl111err Student Teechln& with Metho4e II

38-3175 Independent Pr oject In hrly CIIIIIIIIMHHI EIIIHatiH

3 cr.
This ~ the requirements of a preprimary student teaching
experience. Students spend seven hours a week in a preschOol
classroom carrying out a range of responsibilities. Two IMH!ay
-'<5 are also scheduled with the support of the director of
Undergraduate Education. Seminar continues to support student
efforts in relating theory and practice as well as in developing
effectiw methods for working with young children and families.
Prerequisittt: 38-3110 PrePrimsry Practicum wit/! Methods I and
pttrmission of Progrsrn Director

Variable Cf.
An independeflt project is designed by the student. Wlt1l the
approval of a !WPBrvising faculty membef, to study en wea that os
not presently available in the curriculum. Prior to re&~stnltion. the
student must submit a written proposal thllt outlines the project.
Prerequisite: Minimum 3.0 GAil and pttrmission of Program
Director

38-3140 Teechln& R. .dln& t o Youn& Children 2 cr.
Course prepares students to design and implement writing and
reading curricula for children ages four to eight in preschOol
through third grade classrooms. Course presents profiles of chi~
dren learning to read and write and examines role of t eachers in
learning process. Students examine patterns of teacher-childgroup interaction that foster literacy development through a variety
of curricular approaches and develop plans for preschool through
third grade classrooms.
Prttrequislte: 38-2125 Child Growth and Development, 38-2130
Language Development and permission of Program Director
38-3150 Prlmer y Met hode 4 cr.
Students design and implement appropriate curriculum goals for
kindergarten through grade three in language arts. social studies.
math. and science. Students study scope and sequence of skills
and information embedded in these subjects. They research and
practice implementing activities across disciplines to assist chil·
dren 's learning. Students explore range of assessment tect>niques and develop strategies for planning curricula that incorporates their understanding of child development and academic
disciplines.
Prttrequisite: 38-3130 PrePrimary Student Teaching with Methods
II and pttrmission of Progrsrn Director

38-3160 Pr lmery Prutl cum with M ethode Ill 4 cr.
Seminar enables students to develop curriculum and assessment
strategies for working with primary grade children. Work is based
on the developmental needs, conceptual understandings, and
skills appropriate for children at different ages in math, science,
social studies. the arts. and literacy. Through a weekly seven-hour
practicum in a primary room. students examine children's
construction of knowledge. Focus is placed on the role of the
teacher in promoting development.
Prttrequisite: 38-3130 PrePrimary Student Teaching with Methods
II and permission of Program Director
38-3170 Prlmery Student T. .chln& with Met hode IV

8 cr.
Course meets the requirements of a primary student teaching
experience. Students spend two full days a week in a primary
classroom carrying out a range of responsibilities. Five weeks of
fuiH ime responsibilities are also scheduled with the support of
the Director of Undergraduate Education. The seminar continues
to support students in relating UlBory and practice and in develol)ing effective methods for working with young children and their
families.
Prereqursite: 38-3160 Primsry Practicum with Methods Ill and
pttrmissiOfl of PrOI{rsrn Director

38-3180 The Role of Art In Development 4 cr.
Students renect on their four-year experience in this culminating
seminar. Students synthesize various components of their e~
ence in General Education; the Visual Arts, Performing Arts. or
Language and Culture; and the Professional Education Sequence.
Students consider role of the arts in development of children. and
in their own development as preservice teachers. Students de\le~
op individual products to represent their understandings.
Prerequisite: Permission of Program Director
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English
THE ENGL I SH DEPARTMENT OFFERS THE ONLY UNDERGRADUATE POETRY
MAJOR IN THE COUNTRY. THIS ENABLES THE DEPARTMENT TO PROVIDE AN
UNUSUALLY EXCITING SELECTION OF BOTH POETRY WORKSHOPS AND POETRY
L I TERATURE COURSES AND SEM I NARS. li"HE DEPAR T MENT ALSO OFFERS
M I NORS IN POETRY, L I TERATURE, AND PROFESSIONAL WRITING, AS WELL AS
A MINOR IN CREATIVE NONFICTION (SHARED WITH THE FICTION WRITING
DEPARTM E N T ).
These minors provide experience in writing
and critical analysis that give students valu·
able preparation for careers in the arts and
communications or graduate English
programs.

··· ~ ..

In addition, the English Department houses
the required Composition courses and
programs in ESL, Reading, and Speech.
Students from all majors choose from a
diverse selection of literature and writing
courses to fulfi ll general education require·
ments and electives. Many of the courses
involve an interdisciplinary component that
enhances or complements other majors at the
college , while encouraging students to explore
many perspectives.
Full·t ime faculty in the English Department
have authored or edited close to two dozen
books, including novels, textbooks, nonfiction,
and collections of poetry and short stories.
They understand that writing is not just a
college skill, but a life-long activity that
students will need in their professions. The
faculty is dedicated to improving students"
ability to think, write, read, and speak effec·
tively. Course offerings and teaching approach·
es reflect th is philosophy. The English
Department provides student-centered class·
rooms where instructors are sensitive to indi·
vidual student writers· and readers· needs.

Personal and professional development
depends on a person"s ability to communicate
clearly, creatively, and with confidence. Strong
language skills provide students with greater
opportunity to succeed. We believe that given
practice, support, and a nurturing envi ron·
ment. everyone can be a successful reader
and writer.
Garnett Kllberg Cohen

Chairperson
English Department
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What students will find in the English Department

A Major in Poetry

• Poetry maj or
• Minors in Poetry, Literature, Professional Writing, and Creative
Nonfiction (shared with the Fiction Wri ting Department)

z

• Programs in Composition, ESL, Reading, and Speech
• The Writing Center
• The Reading Center

The English Department's undergraduate Poetry major helps
students discover their own voices as poets and acquire the
knowledge and craft necessary to write and publish poetry of
power and sophistication . Graduates of the program become
familiar with a wide range of models and formal strategies, as
well as the history of poetry. Students acquire the skills in editing,
publishing, and critical writi11g to find employment upon completion of their undergraduate degrees. They are also prepared for
entry into well·regarded M.F.A. programs such as Brown University,
Bard College, and University of Iowa.
In an intimate environment conducive to creativity, students work
with visiting and resident poets of national reputation. The Poetry
Program sponsors monthly readings by prominent poets. Visiting
poets have Included: Jorie Graham, Lawrence Ferllnghettl, Yusef
Komunyakaa, Barbara Guest, James Tat e, Charles Bernstein, Ann
Lauterbach. and Mark Strand. AdVanced poetry students are eligible to edit and be published in Columbia Poetry Review, the
English Department's nationally distributed poetry magazine. In
the spring of each year, outstanding students are selected as
winners of the Eileen Lannan Poetry Contest sponsored by the
Academy of American Poets. Graduates of the Poetry Program
include Elaine Equi, whose seventh book, Decoy, won the San
Francisco State Poetry Center Book Award and Connie Deanovich,
winner of a Whiting Prize in poetry of $30,000.
The undergraduate Poetry major requires 51 semester hours of
study including 16 hours of poetry workshops ; 18 hours of litera·
ture; 6 hours of professional writing; 4 hours of fiction writing;
3-4 hours of Interdisciplinary writing electives; and 4 hours In the
study of poetics.
The Coordinator of the Poetry Program is Paul Hoover, author of
seven poetry collections and editor of Postmodern American
Poetry (W. W. Norton) and the widely distributed literary magazine
New American Writing. Artist-irwesidence Maureen Seaton Is the
author of four poetry collections includil1g Furious Cooking, winner
of the Iowa Pri ze . In the spring of each year, a distinguished visit·
ing poet teaches in the program. They have included British poet
Tom Raworth and the noted Beat poet Diane d i Prima.

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE POETRY MAJOR
Course Requirements. 51-52 cred it hours

52·1500 Poetry Workshop: Beginning, 52·2500 Poetry WorkshOp:
Intermediate. 52·3500 Poetry Workshop: Advanced (two advanced
classes must be taken; three advanced classes are allowed) , 52·
3510 Poetics. 52·1602 Introduction to Poetry, 52·3671 Modern
British and American Poetry; select 6 credit hours in Poetr y
Literature electives; select 6 credit hours in Literature electives;
55-1101 Fiction Writing I; select 6 credit hours from the following
Professional Writing courses: 52·2830 Creative Nonfiction I, 52·
2831 Creative Nonfiction II, 52·1800 Careers in Writing, 52·2816
Reviewing the Arts, or 52·2810 Expository Writing: The Personal
Essay; select one course from the following: 24·1710
Screenwriting I, 31·2800 Playwriting Workshop I, 32·2221
Songwriting, or 55-4312 Writing for Children
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MINORS
Poetry. 21 credit hours

52·1602 Introduction to Poetry, 52·1500 Poetry Workshop:
Beginning, 52·2500 Poetry Workshop: Intermediate , 52·3500
Poetry Workshop: Advanced•; select two courses from the follow·
ing: 52·3670 The Romantic Poets. 5 2·3671 Modern British and
American Poetry, 52·3672 Contemporary American Poetr y or 52·
3660 Studies in Shakespeare . After a careful review of their writ·
ing by the Poetry Coordinator, students may be granted permis·
sion to begin their studies at the intermediate or advanced levels.
The advanced class may be repeated until sufficient credits are
earned .
( •strongly recommended)
Literature. 18 Credit Hours

Complete one of the following twcxourse sequences: 52·2610
and 52·2611 English Authors, 52·2620 and 52-2621 American
Authors, 52-2630 and 52·2631 World Literature, 52·2640
Introduction to Multicultural Literature plus one additional litera·
ture course with a focus on race. gender, or sexuality; select one
additional course from the above sequences; select two literature
courses at the 2000 or 3000 level from the following: any course
with a focus on poetry, any Shakespeare course (except 52-2660
Introduction to Shakespeare), any eighteenth· or nineteenth-century novel course. 52·3600 History of the English Language, 52·
3605 Medieval Literature, 52-3690 British Authors Seminar. 52·
3695 American Authors Seminar; select one additional literature
elective at any level
Professio nal Writing. 18 credit hours

52·1800 Careers in Writing, 52·2802 Business and Technical
Writing; complete one of the following sequences: 52·2803
Copyediting for Publication: South Loop Review with 52-1801
Professional Writing: Advanced Style or 53-2535 Journalism
Newsletter or 28-1711 Fundamentals of Business. 52·2816
Reviewing the Arts with 52·2811 Expository Writing: Profiles or
24·1510 Aesthetics of Film and Video. 52·2812 Expositor y
Writing: Argumentation with 28-2120 Writing for Managers or 543502 Developing a Marketing Plan or 52-3801 Writing for New
Media; select two elective courses from the following (students
should select one course from a department other than English):
54-1700 Introduction to Public Relations. 53-2410 Science and
Medicine in the Media, 52·2830 Creative Nonfiction I, 52·2831
Creative Nonfiction II, 55-1101 Fiction Writing I, 24·1710
Screenwriting I, 52·1500 Poetry Workshop: Beginning, 41·2107
Writing for Radio, 52-2810 Expository Writing: The Personal Essay,

31·2800 Playwriting Workshop I, 52·2832 Creative Nonfiction:
Journal Writing, 54-1605 Advertising Copywriting I, 52·2814
Writing Comedy I, 40.2202 Writing for Television. 31·1400
American Musical Theater: Beginnings to 1945 or 31·1405
American Musical Theater: 1945 to Present, 52·3804
Professional Writing Seminar. or one course taken from the list of
combination courses
Interdisciplinary Minor In Creative Nonfiction . 24 credit
hours

i he Creative Nonfiction minor. offered in conjunction with the
Action Writing and Journalism Departments, explores this latest
literary genre providing students the opportunity to develop their
own voice and style while examining the work of vibrant. contemporary nonfiction writers.
52-2830 Creative Nonfiction I, 52-2831 Creative Nonfiction II, 551101 Fiction Writing I, 55-4102 Fiction Writing II. 55-4104 Prose
forms; 6-8 credit hours from the following: 52-2832 Creative
Nonfiction: Journal Writing• , 52-2810 Expository Writing: the
Personal Essay, 52-2695 Connections in Literature: Journalists as
Authors, 55·4319 Creative Nonfiction•. 55·4315 Story and
Journal, 55·4213 Creative Reading and Writing: Fiction Writers as
Nonfiction Writers, 55·4318 Bibliography and Research
Techniques for Fiction Writers, 53-1015 Introduction to Writing and
Reporting, 53·2020 Reporting for Print and Broadcast, 55·2250
Magazine Article Writing, 53-2251 Advanced Magazine Article
Writing
( *strongly recommended)
PROGRAMS
Poetry, Literature, and Professional Writing
In addition to the minors we offer in these areas. we offer a
varied selection of courses that students from every discipline
take to enhance their critical awareness, aesthetic sensibility, and
communication skills ; to fulfill general education requirements; or
simply for pleasure. Courses are often interdisciplinary, encouraging students to relate the subjects under study to their profession·
al fields . Students who take courses in these areas find that they
sharpen their abilities as creative readers, writers, and thinkers.
Composition
All students are required to take 6 credits of writing to fulfill their
General Education requirements. Students take Composition I and
Composition II, which strengthen students' critical thinking, writ·
ing, and reading skills. The English Department offers three
options to enable students to meet this requirement successfully.
Students will enter either ESL Composition I, Composition I, or
Composition 1: Enhanced, depending on their placement scores,
proceed to the appropriate section of Composition II upon
successful completion of their entry-level course . Students may
also be advised take Introduction to College Writing, which
prepares students for Composition I.
Literature and General Education Requirements
Students also need to take Introduction to Literature or another
approved literature course within the English Department to fulfill
their Humanities/Literature (HL) requirement. Introduction to
Literature familiarizes students with the genres of poetry, fiction ,
and drama by exploring a diverse selection of multicultural
works and by establishing connections between literature and
other areas of the arts and communications. Most other literature
p rogram courses also fulfill the HL General Education
r equirement.
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Speech Program
The first course in this program is Basic Public Speaking, which
helps students overcome difficulties they may have speaking to
groups, introduces students to various modes of speaking, and
helps them develop informative and well-organized speeches.
Public Speak1ng builds on skills learned in the first course while
concentrating more on technique and analysis. Both introductory
courses satisfy the General Education requirement for Oral
Communications. Speech. Additional advanced courses are
offered for students interested In this area.
Read ing Program
The Reading Program supports students in their efforts to
succeed with the multiple and vaned reading demands of
Columbia College courses. Students learn to engage in literature
and explore its connections to Arts and Communications.
Students learn to analyze different forms of expository text and
develop strategies for reading and note-taking. The Reading
Program consists of the three Reading courses (Introduction to
College Reading, Tutoring in College Reading, College Reading).
and a Reading Center where students receive individual tutoring
and small group instruct.ion to support their reading efforts.
Tutors receive preparation through the Reading Center Consultant
Training course. Placement testing guides students' selection of
reading courses.
ESL Program
All ESL courses at Columbia are part of a college-level program of
study. and therefore earn college credit towards graduation. The
Intensive English Language Program (IELP) is a two-semester
bridge program, which combines the study of English language
and U.S. culture with exposure to programs in the arts and
communications at Columbia. Admission to the IELP is based on
student TOEFL scores, COMPASS scores. or ESL Placement Test
scores. The Academic ESL Program offers ESL sections of
required courses in English Composition. Basic Public Speaking,
and Introduction to Literature. which meet college-wide General
Education requirements. Additional support services for all ESL
students are offered in the Writing Center.
The Writing Center
The Writing Center provides a supportive, student-centered.
instructional environment where students of all ab1hty levels work
closely with qualified writing consultants to strengthen writing
skills. Students receive assistance for writing assigned in all
courses offered at Columbia, as well as for non·academic writing,
such as resumes, business letters. and creative projects;
students are guided in every stage and element of the writing
process. Special assistance is offered for learning disabled
students and non-native speakers of English. Students can use
the center on a regular weekly basis (credit or non-credit) or on a
drop-in basis . There is no charge for non-credit or drop.in tutoring
sessions.
The Reading Center
The Reading Center offers individualized and small group instructional services to students who need assistance in meeting
the reading demands of Columbia College; freshman students
participate in conjunction with enrollment in Introduction to
College Reading and College Reading courses. Students register
on a one·credit or noncredit basts. All students can schedule
sessions with tutors to receive help with reading required from
their classes. The Reading Center offers workshops that are dedi·
cated to the reading demands of particular Columbia courses. The
Center also houses a lending library for College Reading students
and a reserve reading depository for the English Department.

Course Descriptions
COMPOSITION , ESL , READING , AND SPEECH

52·1101 Introduction to College Writing 3 cr.
Oesigned for students in need of basic writing practice, course
teaches brainstorming techniques and provides grammar review
while giving students practice at writing college-level essays.
Course serves students who would benefit from additional prep&
ration In writing prior to enroll ing in Composition 1. Class includes
Individualized instruction, small group work. and Writing Center
consultation. Course does not count toward fulfillment of the
College's writing requirement.

52·1110 Tutoring In Writing Skills 1 cr.
Students of all ability levels receive assistance and guidance in
writing skills from qualified tutors. Course requires students to
attend tutorial sessions for one hour per week throughout the
semester. Tutorial sessions are student-centered, and content is
tailored to the writil1g needs of each individual student. Grading is
done on a Pass/ Fail basis only. Weekly non-credit tutorial
sessions and drop.in tutoring are also available to all Columbia
students without charge or prerequisite.
Prerequisite: Concurrent enrollment in 52·1101 Introduction to
College Writing, 52·1151 English Composition 1 or 52·1152
English Composition II (all sections, including ESL, Enhanced, and
Community Service) or 52·1600 Introduction to Literature (all
sections)

52·1111 Composit io n 1: Enhanced 3 cr.
Course is designed for students continuing into Composition 1
from Introduction to College Writing and for students who would
benefit from grammar and structure review during their
Composition I experience. Content is identical to Composition 1
(52·1151) in every respect except that it contains fewer students
and includes a Writing Center component. Course counts toward
fulfillment of the College's Writing requirement. See 52·1151.
52·1112 Composition II: Enhanced 3 cr.
Course is designed for students continuing Into Composition 11
from Composition 1: Enhanced and for students who would benefit
from grammar and structure review during their Composition II
experience. Content is identical to Composition II (52-1152) in
every respect except that it contains fewer students and includes
a Writing Center component. Course counts toward fulfillment of
the College's Writing requirement. See 52·1152.

52·1151 English Composition I 3 cr.
The first required course In a two-semester sequence, English
Composition I teaches techniques for brainstorming, planning,
drafting. revising, editing, and proofreading. Students move from
expressive to persuasive writing while improving reading skills.
Course work includes student·instructor conferencing, small
groups. and multi-draft approach to assignments. Students keep
an informal journal.

52·1152 English Composition II 3 cr.
The second required course 1n a two-semester sequence.
Composition II reviews the writing process and moves from study
and practice of persuasive discourse to informative discourse.
Students learn to research topics and write for larger, more imper·
sonal audiences. Instruction introduces students to textual analy·
sis; discourse styles across the curriculum; and critical strategies
for academic writing, relating especially to fields of study at
COlumbia.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition I

52·1162 Community Service Engllah Compoaltlon II 4 cr.
Course covers the same skills and fulfills the same requirement
as Composition II (52·1152) while guiding students through
community outreach experiences. Areas of outreach may include
youth services, adult literacy, substance abuse. battered women.
poverty, and environmental awareness. Readings and writing
assignments pertain to focus of the course and the volunteer
experience. See 52·1152.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition I
52·1100 ESL Introduction t o College Writ ing 3 cr.
Course p<epares students for English Composition 1. Instruction
focuses on the ability to write clear paragraphs, recognize and use
conventional structures, and increase accuracy in grammatical
structures, word choice. and punctuation. Students are also
introduced to pre-writing strategies. using topic sentences and
supporting details, writing for an audience, peer editing, and self·
editing techniques .

52·1121 ESL Engllah Compoaltlon I 3 cr.
Course prepares students for academic essay writing. Instruction
develops techniques tor writing unified and cohesive essays,
builds an understanding of audience and purpose. and increases
student awareness of the expectations of the u.s. academic audi·
ence. In addition to analyzing samples of professional writing,
students develop pre·writing strategies, use peer-editing tech·
niques, and explore self-correction and revision strategies. ESL
sections of English Composition I meet the General Education
requirement tor English Composition 1. (requires one hour of
tutoring)
52·1122 ESL Engllah Compoaltlon II 3 cr.
Course prepares students for academic and research writing.
Instruction focuses on argumentation, coherence devices, and
effective library research in individual major fields. Emphasis is
placed on the ability to respond critically to reading content and to
extract and manipulate Information from text.s in order to effec·
lively address topics for academic and pmfessional purposes and
audiences. ESL sections of English Composition II meet the
General Education requirement tor English Composition II.
(requires one hour of tutoring)
Prerequisite: 52·1121 ESL English Composition 1

52·1201 ESL Readi ng Skill a 3 cr.
Course prepares students for reading in academic settings.
Instruction focuses on developing effective reading strategies for
improving comprehension, building vocabulary, and increasing
reading speed. Readings serve as the basis for skills and strategies exercises, class discussions. and response and analysis
activities.

52·1202 ESL Reading and Study Skil ls 3 cr.
Course prepares students for the demands of college·level reading
at Columbia College. Instruction focuses on using effective strate·
gies to improve reading comprehension and automaticity.
Students develop strategies for summarizing. analyzing, interpret·
ing, and synthesizing material from a variety of text types.
Students also continue to develop note-taking and library research
skills. (requires one hour of tutoring)

52·1221 ESL Converaetlon Skllla 3 cr.
Course prepares students to communicate successfully in E11glish
speaking environments, both academic and social. Instruction
focuses on lmprovi!1g listeni11g skills, speaking skills, pronunciation , vocabulary, and increases understanding and use of idioms
in everyday speech acts. Students lead, shape, and share in
class discussions based on readings and/or authentic listening

materials, which examine a variety of topics In American culture
and media. Students are also expected to speak formally in front
of the group.

52·1231 ESL: Cultural Patte rna In America 3 cr.
Course introduces study in intercultural communication.
Instruction focuses on the process of culture learning and uses
ethnographic observation, interviews. and analysis in order to
e xpand students' awareness of their own cultures and patterns of
cultural behavior in the U.S. Students leave class with tools that
enable them to continually broaden and deepen their cultural
knowledge. Students are also introduced to programs at Columbia
College and visit areas and institutions of cultural importance in
Chicago.

52·1300 Tutoring I n College Reading 1 cr.
Enrollment in this course is open to all Columbia students.
Students enrolled in Introduction to College Reading are required
t o enroll concurrently in Tutoring In College Reading. Students
attend the Reading Center at least one hour per week for individ·
ual or small group tutoring related to reading. Students receive
help with assignments from their Reading course or reading
demands of other courses.
52·1301 Introduction to College Reading 3 cr.
Course is for students who need to Improve their readi11g abilities
in order to succeed at Columbia College. Through extensive, guid·
ed reading, students improve their reading comprehension skills
and strategies. Students read narrative (stories) and expository
(informational) texts. improve their abilities to recognize main
ideas and supporting details, increase their vocabulary, and learn
to take notes on text. Students are required to register concur·
rently for one hour of tutoring each week in the Reading Center.
Students who successfully complete this course register for
College Reading the next semester.
Prerequisite: 52·1300 Tutoring in College Reacli11g, concurrent
enrollment

52·1302 College Reading 3 cr.
Course improves students' abilities to succeed with the wide
range of reading that college requires. Students read full·length
books and short stories. improve their comprehension of narrative
text, and explore interpretations of stories through artistic
creation. Students learn several reading and note·taking strategies appropriate for different types of expository (informational)
text. Students also learn to conduct library reading research.

52·3100 Writing Center Co naulta nt Training 3 cr.
Course covers basics of peer tutoring in writing skills. Emphasis
is on developing skills in the following areas: 1) peer tutoring
techniques and interpersonal communication, 2) writing processcritical analysis, 3) error identification-grammar and punctuation,
4) writing across the curriculum . Students often begin peer tutor·
i.,g early in the semester, and the dynamics of the sessions are
analyzed and discussed in class. This is a hands-on course.
combining Writing Center theory and practice. Successful students
of this course tutor their peers in Columbia's Writil1g Center.
Prerequisite: 52·1152 English Composition II, grade of A
52·3300 Read ing Center Consultant Training 3 cr.
Course prepares tutors for service In the Columbia College
Readil1& Center. However, the course also addresses topics and
methods relevant to any teacher who will accept responsobility for
guiding students' reading improvement. Students are introduced
to broad concerns of literacy In society, reading diagnostics and
instruction, individualized and small group teaching methods, and
instructional resources and programs.
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52·1400 Basic Public Speak lng- ESL 3 cr.
Course introduces students to basic principles of communication
theory and informative, persuasive, and occasional models of
public speaking. Instruction focuses on planning, organization.
argumentation, delivery and posture, use of gestures and voice,
and U.S. academic audience expectations. ESL sections also
address specific barriers to effective public speaking for ESL
students, such as stage fright, poor pronunciation/rhythm
patterns. and intercultural communication difficulties. ESL
sections meet the General Education requirement for Oral
Communications. (requires one hour of tutoring)
52·1401 Basic Public Spea king 3 cr.
Students overcome dofficulties they may have in public speaking,
such as stage fright and poor diction. Students are made aware of
important elements such as delivery and posture. use of
gestures, and good grammar. Course introduces students to
informative, persuasive, and occasional modes of public speaking
and helps students develop well-organozed and informative
speeches.
52·1402 Public Speaking 3 cr.
Students become familiar with techniques required in special
kinds of public speaking situations. Course emphasizes analysis
of speech forms and planning, organization, and delivery of
speeches, including those that are informative, persuasive, and
entertaining. Students have opportunities to speak before small
and large audiences.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition I
52·1403 Inte rpersonal Co n1mun lcat lon 3 cr.
Course helps students develop a better understanding of intrapersonal and interpersonal communications dynamics. In addition,
course assists in broadening students' comprehension of the
diverse communication patterns in our multicultural society.
Coursework helps students comprehend and practice coping with
various personalities in personal and professional settings.
Students study the principles and techniques needed to actively
listen, assertively communocate, and constructively manage
conflict in families, friendships, and professional relationships.
52·1404 Advanced Public Speaking 3 cr.
Third course in the public speaking sequence provides students
with oratorical problem-solving activities and irHlepth study of rei&
lions of rhetoric to speech making. Coursework expands students·
knowledge of research. communication theory, process, and practice. While studying elements of argumentation and logic,
students analyze Important speeches and model cases and
explore elements of parliamentary procedures. Students
construct. present, and critique speeches that are complex,
dynamic, and purposeful.
Prerequisite: 52·1402 Public Speaking
52-2402 The Art of Persuas ion 3 cr.
Course provides students with a theoretical foundation tor design il\g. understanding, and critically analyzing persuasive messages.
Students are introduced to theories and concepts of classical
rhetoric and oratory. Students apply classical theories, concepts,
and strategies to situations In everyday life that require persua·
sive ability.
Prerequisite: 52·1152 English Composition II and either 52-1401
Basic Public Speaking or 52-1402 Public Speaking
52·2404 Argumentat ion an d Debat e 3 cr.
An introduction to problems and princoples involved in arguing and
debatong. course focuses on developing analytical tools for argu-

ment and on methods and techniques of debate.
Prerequisite: 52-1152 English Compos/Cion II and either 52·1402
Public Speaking or 52-1401 Basic Public Speaking

POE T RY WORK S HOPS
52·1500 Poetry Workshop: Begin ning 4 cr.
Through in-class writing exercises. reading of model poems. and
discussion or student work, this course encourages students to
produce poetry or increasing quality.
Prerequisite: 52-1151 English Composition I, concurrent
enrollment
52-2500 Poetry Workshop: Int ermediate 4 cr.
Through in-class writing exercises. the reading of model poems.
and discussion of student work, students produce poetry of
greater sophistication. Familiarity with work of notable poets is
strongly encouraged.
Prerequisite: 52·1152 English Composition II (or concurrent),
52·1500 Poetry Workshop: Beginning
52-2510 Poetry Workshop: Performance 4 cr.
Through irK:Iass writing assignments, performances of their
own and other poets' works, theater exercises, critiquing poetry,
performance videos, and di scussions of student work, this course
encourages students to produce and perform poetry of increasing
quality.
Prerequisite: 52·1500 Poetry Workshop: Beginning
52-2520 Literary Collage Se minar 4 cr.
Students study the evolution of literary collage through reading,
writing, and collaging visually, verbally, and digitally. Students
examine its non-linear route (montage, construction, and assemblage) through twentieth-(;entury visual art, film. and literaturefrom Duncan and Pound to Kwoek Kim, Ou Plessis, and others.
Students write both critically and creatively.
Prerequisite: 52·1500 Poetry Workshop: Beginning
52·3500 Poetry Work sho p: Advance d 4 cr.
Students are encouraged to write poetry of the very highest qual~
ty. Workshop format makes use of in-class writing exercises and
discussions of student work. Students become familiar with a
wide rai\Ce of models and formal strategies.
Prerequisite: 52-1152 English Composition II, 52·2500 Poetry
Workshop: Intermediate
52-3510 Poetics 4 cr.
Craft and process course combines the writi11g of poetry by
advanced students with the study of theory and poetics. As the
result of readi11g works of criticism as well as poems that have
been innuenoed by such critical Inquiry, students are able to
examine and articulate their own craft.
Prerequisite: 52·3500 Poetry Workshop: Advanced (or concurrent
enrollment In that class)
52-3588 Internship: Poetry Variable cr.
Internships provide advanced students with the opportunity to
gain work experience in a literature-related area of concentration
or interest while receiving academic credit toward their degrees.
52-3598 Independent Project : Poetry Variable cr.
An independent project is designed by the student, with approval
of supervising faculty member, to study an area not available in
the curriculum. Prior to registration, student must submit written
proposal that outlines the project.

LITERATURE

52·1600 Introduction to Literature 3 cr.
Course introduces students to genres of fiction, drama, and poet·
ry. By studying important works by writers of culturally diverse
backgrounds. students gain experience in reading, analyzing, inter·
preting. and writing about literature. Course establishes connec·
tions between literature and other areas of arts and communications.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition I

52·1602 Introduction to Poetry 3 cr.
Students study poetry ranging from traditional forms and figures
to contemporary experimental forms. Course may include selected
significant poems from all major periods. This is primarily a literature course, not a writing workshop.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition I

52·1604 Introduction to Drama 3 cr.
Course examines aspects of drama such as plot, character, struo·
ture, and dialogue. Instruction provides an overview of the nature
of comedy, tragedy, farce, and melodrama. Students read and
discuss plays representing important periods from time of ancient
Greeks to the present.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition I

52·1606 Introduction to Fiction 3 cr.
An introduction to narrative techniques of literature. course familiarizes students with a variety of significant novels. short novels,
and short stories.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition I

52·1608 Introduction to the Short Story 3 cr.
Students become familiar with genre of short fiction by reading
selections from its beginnings to the present. Readings may
include works by authors such as Chekhov, Conrad, Kafka,
Lessing, Paley, Chopin, O'Connor, Joyce. Ellison, and Carver.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition I

52·1642 African-American Cultural Experience In
Literature 3 cr.
A cultural studies approach to literature, course shows students
the significant contributions African Americans have made to
American culture and demonstrates the pervasive influence of
African culture on other cultures throughout the world. Course
explores African elements in dance, music, writing (fiction and
nonfiction), theater, photography, photojournalism, visual arts.
film, and athletics and how these elements have influenced
African·American literature.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition I

52·1643 African-American Cultural Experience: Literature
and the Arta 3 cr.
A cultural studies approach to literature. course establishes
connections between African·American culture as explored in
African·American literature and Chicago's Africai).American artistic
community. Students study the literature of Africai).American writ·
ers and conduct an ethnographic research project in the Chicago
Africai).American artistic community. 52·1642 Africai).American
Cultural Experience in Literature is not a prerequisite for this
course.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition
52·1670 Mythology and Literature 3 cr.
Course introduces students to ancient mythology and considers
how myth addresses issues such as human origins. value
svstems. and the desire to tell stories. Instruction focuses on the

interpretation of symbols of mythological language and the forms
and panerns stories take when they use language to express the
human spirit.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition I

52·2610 English Authors: Beowulf to Blake 3 cr.
Course surveys English literature from its beginnings to approxi·
mately 1800. with anention to its historical, cultural . and artistic
contexts. Instruction focuses on such influential figures as
Chaucer. Shakespeare. Donne. Milton. Behn, Astell. Pope. Swift.
and Johnson.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition I

52·2611 English Authors: Romantics to Contemporary
3 cr.
Course· s selected readings range from Blake and the Romantic
poets to contemporary figures such as Harold Pinter. Significant
writers studied may include Wollstonecraft. Austen. Coleridge.
Shelley, Keats, the Brownings, the Brontes. Hardy. Woolf. Yeats.
Joyce, and Lawrence.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition I

52·2620 American Authors : Through Dickinson 3 cr.
Course examines early history of American literature, including
writings by indigenous peoples. explorers. and senlers. Readings
may include works by Bradstreet, Wheatley, Franklin, Douglass.
Emerson, Occum, Hawthorne, Melville. Harper, Dickinson. and
Whitman.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition I
52·2621 American Authors : Twent ieth Century 3 cr.
Poetry, fiction, and drama in America from approximately 1877 to
ttle present are studied. Significant writers studied may include
James, Wharton, Hemingway, Cather, Chesnutt. Hurston. Stevens.
Eliot, Faulkner, Welty, Wright. Bellow, and Barth.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition I
52·2630 World Literature: To 1660 3 cr.
Course covers major landmarks of world literature from its begin·
nings to approximately 1660. Literature from the Bible, poetry.
a nd drama by such writers as Homer, Sophocles, Sappho. Dante.
Cervantes, and Shakespeare are represented.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition I

52·2631 World Literature: Since 1680 3 cr.
Selected readings from world's great literature from approximately

1660 to the present are studied. Wide selection of writers may
include Wordsworth. Pirandello. Sand. Becken. Joyce. Aaubert.
Camus, Kafka, and others .
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition I

52·2635 The Contemporary European Novel 3 cr.
From the traditional to the surreal. the contemporary European
novel is examined. Czechoslovakia. Germany, Italy. France. and
other countries may be represented. AuthOrs may include such
figures as Calvino. Kundera. Gysin. Lessing. and Grass.
Prerequisite: 52·1152 English Composition II
52·2638 Contemporary African Literature 3 cr.
Course represents exploration of contemporary Afncan literature
of several genres including poetry. drama. fict1on . and nonfict1on.
Selected readings address tOPICS such as Atncan relig1on and
culture and the impact of colomahsm and vanous hberat1on move·

ments. Texts may include works by South Afncan poet Denn1s
Bru1us. hiStorian Che1k Anta D1op. dramatost Wole Soyonka. and
novelists Ayi Kweo Armah and Chonua Achebe .
Prereqwsrte: 52·1152 En;.llsh Composrtron II
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52·2640 Int roduc tion t o Multicultura l Literature 3 cr.
Course familiarizes students with multicultural scope of American
literature through exploration of common themes and distinctive
features of Native-American, African-American, Asian-American,
Mexican-American , and European-American literature.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition I
52-2644 Introduction t o U.S. Latino Poetry 3 cr.
Course covers nationally recognized bilingual poets in the U.S.
Content surveys writings of Latino men and women in the U.S.
from mid·1970s to present. Students examine the Cuento (oral)
and Corrido (ballad) tradition in America's Spanish-speaking population . Course may consider the poet as social critic, examining
aspects of gender and class relations. Chicano/Puerto Rican
myths and legends are also considered.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition I
52-2646 Introduction to Native-Ameri can Literature

3 cr.
Students read and discuss selected stories, novels and poems by
major Native-American writers and examine ways of looking at the
world different from views based on assumptions of white culture .
Characteristics of style, imagery, and narrative structure are
discussed in connection with Native-American myth, history, and
traditions.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition I
52-2650 Introduction t o Women 's Li t e rature 3 cr.
Survey course engages students in an attempt to isolate and
define a distinctly female tradition in literature . Course introduces
students to style and content of women's fiction, poetry, drama,
and nonfiction.
Prerequisite: 52-1151 English Composition I
52·2655 Gay a nd Lesbian Lit e rat ure 3 cr.
Course deals with some of the following questions: What is gay
and lesbian culture? How is it unique? What kinds of literary
images suggest uniqueness? Course focuses on contemporary
texts that may include those of Judy Grahn , Paul Monette, Audre
Lorde, Rita Mae Brown, and John Rechy. Instruction includes
examination of earlier works such as Baldwin's Giovanni's Room
and Cather's My Antonia to discover gay and lesbian themes often
ignored or concealed in more traditional textual analyses.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition 1
52-2660 Introduction to Shakespeare 3 cr.
Course introduces Shakespeare's work to students with little
previous exposure. Course requires reading of selected major
plays. Students learn about Shakespeare's theater and become
familiar with many ideas of the English Renaissance. Readings
may include Romeo and Julie!, Hamlet, and The Tempest.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition I
52-2665 Dramatic Literature 3 cr.
Series of courses focuses on figures, periods, or movements in
dramatic literature. Content includes modern American drama,
which surveys twentieth-century American playwrights such as
O'Neill, Odets , Hellman, Williams, Miller, lnge, and Hansberry, and
experimental drama, which explores the development of experi·
mental theater through figures such as Jarry, Beckett, Stein,
lonesco, Shepard, and Shange. Course is repeatable as topic
changes.
Prerequisite: 52·1152 English Composition 11

52-2670 Topics In M yth an d Archetypes 3 cr.
Series of courses considers literary uses of mythology and arche·
types. Rotating course topics include: Archetypes: The Magician in
Literature; Archetypes: The Lover in Literature; Archetypes: The
Warrior in Literature; Movies and Myth: The Goddess; and Ancient
Mythology. Course is repeatable as topic changes.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition I
52·2671 Ancient Greek Literature 3 cr.
Students are introduced to literature and history of ancient
Greece, literature that has had remarkable impact upon Western
thought and writing. Students read epic poems of Homer,
tragedies and comedies of Sophocles and Aristophanes, philosophical dialogues of Plato, portions of the histories of Herodotus
and Thucydides, and various representative examples of lyric
poetry.
Prerequisite: 52-1151 English Composition I
52·2672 The Bible As Literat ure 3 cr.
Course studies literary qualities of the Bible with attention to its
poetic and narrative modes. Instruction examines ways in which
Biblical literary forms, themes, and images influence American
and European literature.
Prerequisite: 52-1151 English Composition I
52·2680 Children's Literature 3 cr.
Course surveys many genres of literature for children and young
adults. Students examine contemporary children's literature from
various cultures within the U.S. and from the global community.
Students explore ways of designing a literature program leading to
the development of language skills for basic literacy through
development of curricula, examination of current field research,
and consideration of methods for assessing children 's literature
for readability and interest.
Prerequisite: 52-1151 English Composition I
52·2682 Storytelli ng 3 cr.
Students read stories and learn about the art of storytelling as
practiced in different cultures. Students discover, develop, and
expand their own storytelling styles and repertoire. Audio and
videotapes are used, and practicing storytellers are invited as
guest speakers.
Prerequisite: 52-1151 English Composition I
52·2685 Urba n Lege nds 3 cr.
Course introduces the study of urban legends through the fields of
English and folklore in order to encourage critical thinking, reading, and writing as well as to foster an understanding of urban
legends as a source and reflection of cultural beliefs and atti·
tudes.
52-2690 Literature on Film 3 cr.
Class concerns the relationship between written and filmed
versions of a story, novel. or play. Course explores how character
development, plot, narrative, symbols, and language are translat·
ed from text to film. To facilitate analysis, students acquire. a
basic vocabulary for discussing literature and film. Instructors may
focus on a particular theme , such as the love story, fantasy, or
mythology. Works studied have been as diverse as The Color
Purple by Alice Walker, Shakespeare's Hamlet, and 2001: A
Space Odyssey by Arthur C. Clarke.
Prerequisite: 52·1151. English Composition I

52-2695 Connection s In Literature 3 cr.
Course features rotating topics that explore a particular theme.
region , or interdisciplinary approach to literature. Specific topics
included in this course are: Journalists as Authors , Literature of
Place, Family in Literature. Twentieth-Century Literature of the
Environment, Literature of the Vietnam War, and Chicago in
Literature. Course is repeatable as topic changes.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition I

52-3632 Latin-American Literature 3 cr.
Course alternates between Latin-American Novel and Central and
South American Literature. Students read and discuss works by
several major Latin-American writers. such as Carlos Fuentes.
Jorge Luis Borges. Gabriel Garcia Marquez. Mario varga Llosa.
Julio Cortazar. Juan Rullo. and Isabel Allende. Theory and practice
of magical realism may also be discussed. Course is repeatable
as topic changes.

52-2697 Literary Genres 3 cr.
Series of courses focuses on specific literary genres, sub-genres.
or modes. Specific courses include Detective Fiction, American
Autobiography, American Short Story, and Magical Realism.
Course is repeatable as topic changes.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition I

52-3642 African-American Literature 3 cr.
Series of courses focuses on African-American Literature. AfricanAmerican Women Writers examines figures such as Harriet
Wilson, Frances Harper, Nella Larsen. Zora Neale Hurston. Ann
Petry, Toni Morrison. and Terry McMillan. African-American Novel
examines novelists such as James Weldon Johnson. Richard
Wright, James Baldwin, Toni Morrison. Ralph Ellison. and Zora
Neale Hurston. Course is repeatable as topic cha11ges.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition I

52-2700 Topics In Literature 3 cr.
Series of new courses examines specific topics, themes. or types
of literature. Topics that have been offered in past semesters
include The Blues as Literature. Literature of the Holocaust,
Literature of the Occult, and Sherlock Holmes. Course is repeatable as topic changes.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition I
52-3600 History of the English Language 3 cr.
Course examines origins and development of the English language
and its dialects. deals with variations in vocabulary and grammati·
cal structure, and looks at language In a social context in relation
to those who speak and write it. Examples of linguistic variation
may be drawn from major literary texts.
Prerequisite: 52·1152 English Composition II
52-3605 Medieval Literature 3 cr.
Course provides student with general knowledge of both language
and literature of England during the Middle Ages. Course covers
excellent writing that both precedes and follows Chaucer. Course
covers some of Canterbury Tales along with plays. lyrics. and
devotional work of the period. Students gain working knowledge of
Middle English and of literature written in Middle English.
Prerequisite: 52-1152 English Composition II
52-3610 Bri tish Novel 3 cr.
Series of courses examines origins and development of the British
novel. Eighteenth Century course may focus on Behn, Defoe,
Richardson, Fielding. Smallen. Sterne. Burney, and others.
Nineteenth Century course may cover Austen. the Brontes,
Dickens. Trollope, Eliot. Hardy, and others. Modern course
surveys major British novelists during modernist period from 1900
to 1945. and may Include works by Conrad. Lawrence, Joyce.
Forster. Woolf, Bowen, and Greene. Course is repeatable as topic
changes.
Prerequisite: 52-1152 English Composition II
52-3620 American Novel 3 cr.
Series of courses surveys developments in the American novel.
Nineteenth-century survey Includes writers such as Hawthorne.
Melville. Twain. Wilson. James. Howells. and Crane. Modern
survey includes significant novels by authors such as Dreiser.
Fitzgerald, Hemingway, Faulkner. Hurston. Steinbeck. Wharton.
Cather. and Wright. Contemporary course focuses on writers such
as Rosellen Brown. Russell Banks. Toni Morrison. Don Delillo.
and others. Course is repeatable as topic changes.
Prerequisite: 52-1152 English Composition II

52-3644 United States Latino Li terature 3 cr.
Course examines short stories. poems. and novels dealing with
bicultural experience of those from different parts of Latin
America. Mexico. the Caribbean. and South and Central America.
Course is for students who want to learn more about Hispanic
culture in the U.S. as well as for those who want to learn more
about their own culture.
Prerequisite: 52-1151 English Composition 1
52·3646 Contemporary Native-American Novel 3 cr.
Course explores several Important novels published since 1965
by Native-American writers. These writers employ fresh approaches in contrast to traditional linearity of novel form. Readings
include works by such writers as Sherman Alexle. N. Scon
Momaday, James Welch. Louise Erdrich, Leslie Marmon Silko.
Gerald Vizenor, Linda Hogan. and Paula Gunn Allen.
Prerequisite: 52-1152 English Composition II
52-3650 Women Wri ters 3 cr.
Series of courses explores women writers. Southern Women
Writers considers myths and realities of American South in light of
regionalism and socioeconomic. rac•al. and religious factors.
Writers may include Welty, O'Connor. Walker. McCullers. Porter.
Settle. Mason. and Humphries. Contemporary course focuses on
writers who examined women's place in culture and who helped
shape new attitudes toward women. Representative artists may
include Atwood . Lessing. Oates. Morrison. Wasserstein. and
Churchill. Course is repeatable as topic changes.
Prerequisite: 52-1151 English Composition I
52-3660 Shakespeare 3 cr.
Series of courses examines Shakespeare's works in their literary,
historical, and artistic contexts . Shakespeare: Tragedies may
include Hamlet, Othello. King Lear. and Macbeth. Shakespeare:
Comedies may include The Comedy of Errors. Twelfth Night.
Measure for Measure. and The Tempest. Shakespeare: Histories
focuses on Shakespeare's dramatization of English history from
Richard If to Richard Ill. Shakespeare: Political Plays considers
some histories and plays such as Julius Caesar and Coriolanus.
Course is repeatable as topic changes.
Prerequisite: 52-1152 English Composition II
52-3670 Romant ic Poet s 3 cr.
Blake . Coleridge. Wordsworth. Keats. Shelley. and Byron rece•ve
attention in study of major Romantic poets. Students examine
major complete works by these important figures and may look at
portions of longer works such as The Prelude and Don Juan.
Prerequisite: 52-1152 English Composition II
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52·3671 Motlorn Brltloll ontl A•orlcan P'ootrr 3 cr.
as Yeats. Pound. Eloot. Stetn, B•ShoP. Frost.
Auden, Wtlltams. and others ate read and discussed tn thts survey
of the rnode<nost penod, 1900 to 1945. Course Olso prCM<Ies
tnttoductlOn to post.mooe<ntsm.
Prerequisite: 52-1152 Eflllts/1 Compos11100 II
WOfQ of poets such

52-3672 Contomporarr Amorlcan P'ootrr 3 cr.
Wonts of poets such as Roethke. Gtnsberg, P1ath, Lowell.
Ashbery, Roch, Creeley. Bly. Baraka. Brooks, and others are read
and discussed •n survey of post-modernist penod, 1945 to present. Course also examines rise of important movement s such as
pro,ectivism. the Beats, the New York School. Confessional
Poetry, Surrealism. Femintsm, the New Formalism. and
Multiculturalism.
Prerequisite: 52·1152 Eflllish Composition II
52·3682 Atlwoncotl Storytollln& 3 cr.
Course challenges and encourages students who are interested in
pursu•ng storytelltn& outside of the classroom. Course requirements may •nclude: the development and performance of a 20mtnute story program. an analytical paper discussi11& the cultural
context of a particulat story. a critical paper examining the works
of a professional storyteller. and a journal of responses to readings and irw:lass performances.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition I
52·3690 Brltloh Authoro Seminar 3 cr.
Advanced, Intensive study. this course focuses on study of one.
two. or three major British writers. Course may Include studies of
such authors as Lawrence, Joyce. ShCJW. Austen. Donne. Eliot.
Woolf. Milton. Chaucer. and Dickens.
Prerequisite: 52-1152 English Composition II
52·3695 American Author• Semi nar 3 cr.
Advanced, intensive study, this course treats one. two. or three
major American writers. Course may include studtes in Twain and
Chesnutt. Twain and James. Hemingway and Faulkner. Hawthorne
and Melville. Morrison and Hurston , Erdrich and Welch. Cather
and Wl1arton. Baldwin and Wright. or others.
Prerequisite: 52·1152 English Composition II
52·3700 Stutlleo In Literature 3 cr.
Series Is for new courses that deal with specific topics. themes.
or types of literature. Course is repeatable as topic changes.
Prerequis ite: 52-1152 English Composition II
52·3788 lnternohlp: Literature Variable cr.
Internships provide advanced students with the opportunity to
gain work e~perience in a literature-telated area of concenttation
or interest while receiving academic credit toward their degrees.
52-3798 lntlopontlent Project: Literature Variable cr.
An tndependent project is des•&ned by the student. with approval
of supervising faculty member. to study an area not available in
the curriculum . Prior to registration. student must submit written
proposal that outlines the project.

'IIOFEIIIONAL WIIITING
52·1800 Corooro In Wrltln& 3 cr.
Introductory course prOVIdeS students wtth opportun•ty to explore
vanous careers ava•lable •n field of wrrt•ng. Students •nvest•&ate
jOb potenttal . examme demands of vanous wnt•ng professoons.
and •nterVIew prolesslOt\als who have made wnt•ng a cateer.
52· 1801 'rofonlonal Wrltln&: Advanced Style 3 cr.
Sem•na• JS dest&f>ed for students tnterested tn pohsh•'l& thetr art•
cles and essays and developmg thetr wm•ng SktiiS and habtts.

Students h - oppo<tunlly to enhance ex modify tndMduol M'ltlrC
styles. Students expenment wM various wntifC strwt~~C~H.
Pr~tslfe: 52-1152 Eflllis/1 Composition II
52·2801 Introduction to Buolnon Wrttln& 3 cr.
Course •s an •ntensiYe study of written convnuruc0110n proceu '"
business and admtnisttation wM spec•lll locus on elements of
mechaniCs. or&an•zation, technical style. and documentation.
Students leatn vanous forms of wmirc commonly used in prole•
sional business communication. sUCh as bustness letters. men»
randums. and marketing and technical proposals.
Prerequisite: 52·1152 English Composition 11
52-2802 Buolnon anti Technical Wrltln& 3 cr.
Course provides student writers with practical approach to
communicating technical information to non-speciOiists in film,
photograplly, and science f>ekls. Course focuses on addresslrc
questions of primaty consideration in any piece of technical writ·
ing: Who reads the material? Wl1at does intended audience want
or need to knoW? How should writing be structuted to ,._t those
needs?
Prerequisite: 52·1152 English Composition II
52·2803 Copyodltln& for Publication 1: loutll Loop Review
3 cr.
Course teaches students basic principles of co~iting.
Students learn to mark a manuscript lor publication usi"' standard copy-editing symbols. Focus is on mechanics. lncludi"' prOblems In crammer. punctuation. and capitalization. Students ..arn
to restructure material and rewrite it for ereater clarity.
Prerequisite: 52·1152 EngliSh Composition II
52·2804 CoPJedltln& for Publication II 3 cr.
Course builds on skills acquired in the basic copyediti" ' class
while sttessing the elements of textual desi&n and layout in manu
scripts. Students work wM several software packaces to develop
an understanding of the relation between meanif11 and appear·
ance of written text on the page.
Prerequisite: 52·1152 English Composition II
52·2B10 E•pooltory Wrltln&: Tho Peroonal Eooar 3 cr.
Students use personal experiences as source material for articles
and reports. Students explore variety of writing sttate&Jes that
make their writing more vivid. informative, and persuasllle.
Prerequisite: 52·1152 English Composition II
52-2811 Eapooltorr Wrltln&: Proftlo 3 cr.
Writing essays that feature a single person or croup of people
requires development of several different writlf11 strate&Jes.
St.u dents leatn to develop effective and interestif11 profi..s for a
variety of publications. from corporate biograpl'ltes t o sc•entific
journals.
Prerequisite: 52-1152 English Composition II
52-2812 Eapooltorr Wrltln&: Ar&umentatlon 3 cr.
Course introduces students to basic rhetorical principle s of
debate, logic. and persuasive discourse. Students learn hOw to
present evidence, support theses. and develop credible counterat·
guments.
Pretequ1site: 52·1152 English Compost!ton 11
52·2B13 Eapooltory Wrltln&: lnwootl&otl wo Roooarcll
3 cr.
Wnt•ng reports about tapes sUCh as the lstest lad doets 0t the
development of laser tecl'lnoloCY requlfes extensr.e researCh.
Students handle comple• reseatch tOPICS by learn•rc hOw to
or&an•ze and •ntegrste a wide ran&e of sources and hOw to pres·
ent thetr >Oeas •n ongmar ways.
PrereQuiSite: 52·1152 Eflllls/1 Composrtoon 11

52-2814 Writing Comedy 3 cr.
Course provides overview of various aspects of writing comic
prose, including writing for growing field of business humor.
Students learn how to structure the comedic scene and are introduced to various comedic forms, including parody and satiric
humor.
Prerequisite: 52-1152 English Composition II
52-2815 Writing Comedy II 3 cr.
Advanced course builds on skills and techniques learned in
Writing Comedy I. Students continue to learn more advanced and
sophisticated methods for writing comedy. Students work collaboratively, both in discussion and writing, and individually on short
writing assignments.
Prerequisite: 52-2814 Writing Comedy I
52·2816 Reviewing the Arts 3 cr.
Students are introduced to fundamental critical skills necessary
for a sensitive reading of works in different art forms such as
drama, fiction, painting, photography, and cinema. Students write
reviews of concerts, plays, films, and gallery exhibitions and try to
produce writing of publishable quality.
Prerequisite: 52-1152 English ComPOsition II
52·2818 Writing Strategies : Writing, Research, and
Documentation 3 cr.
Students gain an understanding of rudimental research strategies
in order to write factually precise documents in the realm of
professional writing. Students use a variety of approaches while
pursuing focused themes to produce essays and reports utililing
the current Modern Language Association style format.
Prerequisite: 52-1152 English ComPOsition II
52-2830 Creative Nonfi cti on I 3 cr.
Creative nonfiction is writing that grows primarily from a writer's
life and personal ethos. Borrowing approaches from "imagistic ..
writing and combining them with techniques found in •factual "
journalism, creative nonfiction produces new and dynamic ways to
present nonfiction. Course introduces students to forms and
prepares them for subsequent creative nonfiction courses and
readings by variety of creative nonfiction innovators. Students
explore writing creative nonfiction.
Prerequisite: 52-1151 English ComPOsition I
52-2831 Creative Nonfict ion II 3 cr.
Primarily a writing workshop, course builds on skills, information,
and theory students learn in Creative Nonfiction I. Students read
and critique one another's work and are given advice and preparation for publishing. Students read and analyle creative nonfiction
by professional writers. Course is repeatable.
Prerequisite: 52·2830 Creative Nonfiction I
52-2832 Creative Nonfiction: Jou rnal Writing 3 cr.
Course offers students structured exploration of journal writing
techniques. Students develop journal writing as a powerful means
of self-exploration and self-expression. Course also examines
ways personal writing can become public writing within genre of
creative nonfiction.
Prerequisite: 52-1152 English ComPOsition II
52-2833 Creative Nonfiction: Theory 3 cr.
Course is designed for students who are interested in writing critical, academic nonfiction. Content examines how the theoriling of
writing by writers and philosophers has changed our perception
not only of the act of writing, but also our identities as subjects of
language.
Prerequisite: 52·1152 English ComPOsition II

52·3801 Writing for New Media 3 cr.
Hands-on, writing intensive course explores unique writing requirements for electronic media. Internet, multimedia, and CD-ROM
content are examined as examples of new ways of exploiting written communications. Students study Internet documents, hypertext, multimedia presentations. and software programs ranging
from corporate web sites to interactive CO.ROM entertainment.
Course work includes composing interactive stories, hypertext
documents, and multimedia composition.
Prerequisite: 52-1152 English Composition II
52-3802 Speech Writing 3 cr.
Students write speeches that range in scope from simple talks
about new products to lively introductions, formal political
addresses about events and issues, and corporate speeches
inspiring employees to action . Students learn what the ingredients
of a successful speech are: the way sound drives it; and how a
speech evolves from researching, outlining, and thinking.
Prerequisite: 52-1152 English ComPOsition II
52-3803 Publishers and Writers Seminar 3 cr.
Course explores the business of writing for publication while
students polish manuscripts for submission. Students develop
articles, essays, and reports while dealing with a variety of
publishing structures such as newsletters, corporate reports, and
memos.
Prerequisite: 52-1152 English Composition 11
52-3804 Professional Writing Seminar 3 cr.
Course is designed for students interested in polishing their articles and essays and developing their writing skills and habits.
Students have opportunity to enhance or modify individual writing
styles. Students experiment with various writing strategies while
fine-tuning their understanding of the subtleties of grammar relat·
ed to their particular voice. Students build a portfolio and help
edit and produce a nonfiction journal of student writing.
Prerequisite: 52-1152 English ComPOsition II
52-3888 Internship: Professional Writing Variable cr.
Internships provide advanced students with the opportunity to
gain work experience in a literature-related area of concentration
or interest while receiving academic credit toward their degrees.
52-3898 Independent Project : Professi onal Writing
Variable cr.
An independent project is designed by the student, with approval
of supervising faculty member, to study an area not available in
the curriculum. Prior to registration, student must submit written
proposal that outlines the project.
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Fiction Writing
T HE WORD "EDUCATION" HAS LAT IN ROOTS ; IT COMES FROM EDUCARE, "TO
LEAD OUT: OR TO DRAW OUT."

AND T HAT'S EXACTLY WHAT HAPPENS IN T HE

EDUCATION THAT STUDENTS GET HERE AT COLUMBIA COLLEGE. THE I R POTEN ·
T IA L , INTELLECT UA L AND CREAT I VE, I S DRAWN OUT , STIMULATED .
CHARLES JOHNS ON . AUTHOR OF MIDDLE PASSAGE
NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER
F ICTION WRITING DEPARTMENT VISIT ING WRITER

There is a serious. democratic ambience in
the Fiction Writing Department that is possibly
unique and certainly enabling.
Ted SolotaroH
Fiction Wnting Department Visit ing Ed itor

· ·· ~ · ·

The Fict1on Wnting Department. one of the
country's largest creative writing programs.
offers a four·year undergraduate major leading
to a Bachelor of Arts (a B.F.A. option is in
development) as well as graduate Master of
Fine Arts in Creative Writing and Mast er of
Arts In the Teaching of Writing degrees.
Featuring small classes. a strong sense of
community, and an extensive array of writing,
publishing. and teaching courses. the
Department prepares students for a range of
writing interests-novel. short story. creative
nonfiction, playwriting, screenwriting. publish·
ing, and the teaching of writing-and for an
attractive variety of jobs in which writi ng,
speaking, and creative problem solving are
crucial employment factors.
The Department's annual publication, Hair
Trigger. has won numerous awards for excel·
lence. including first·place prizes from three
different national organizat ions-the Columbia
University Scholastic Press Association
(CSPA). the Associated Writing Programs
(AWP). and the Coordinating Council of Literary

Magazines (CCLM). The judge for the AWP
award said, ·Hair Trigger walks away with first
prize.· and judges of other competit ions have
consistently remarked on the impressive
range of voices. subjects. cultural/linguistic
backgrounds. forms. and original approaches
represented in the writings of Columbia
students. Numerous students and graduates
of the program have achieved extraordinary
recognition, including lntro prizes. a National
Book Award, the Million Yuan Novel Prize.
Illinois Arts Council awards. and many others.
The Department also sponsors two other high·
ly regarded, nationally distributed magazines:
Spec-Lit, devoted to science fiction writing,
and F Magazine, publishing noveiS·in·progress
and short stories.
In designing curricula and in counseling, facul·
ty give full consideration to preparing students
for graduate school as well as for the current
job market. Internships are available in writing·
related jobs and students can participate as
editors of Hair Trigger, as mentors in the
Fiction Writers at Lunch mentoring program,
as organizers of literary events sponsored by
the active Department Student Board, as
tutors, as outreach teachers in schools
throughout the city, and as readers at the
many 'Rookie' and Advanced open mics .
Career Night offers students an opportunity to
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hear from and network with graduates who discuss job opportunities in advertising: public relations: trade journalism: newspaper
journalism: scrlptwritlng for television, film, radio, and multimedia;
technical writing; and many other jobs in which writing is
important.

Students are encouraged to take playwriting, screenwriting.
newswriting. copywriting. and writing for radio. television. and
multimedia from the various departments that specialize in these
areas. in addition to developing a strong general education background in literature and liberal arts.

The Fiction Writing program for both majors and nonmajors is
structured around the nationally renowned Story Workshop•
method of teaching writing, originated and developed by former
Department Chairperson John SchuiU. The Story Workshop
approach emphasizes the interrelationships among the processes
of reading and writing. telling and listening, perceiving and
communicating. critical thinking and imaginative problem solving.
In addition to in-class. guided-discovery activities. students
receive direct attention to their work through individual conferences with teachers. Because research shows that writing ability
is a particularly important skill in most career fields, the Fiction
Writing Department also offers a minor 1n Fiction Writing for
majors from other departments. as well as interdisciplinary
minors in Playwriting (with Theater) and Creative Nonfiction (with
Journalism and English). which are open to students from Fiction
Writing and all other majors.

Individualized Story Workshop peer tutoring is available to all
students registered in fiction writing classes. on a credit or
noncredit basis. The Department offers summer writing programs
in Et~gland. Moscow. and Prague.

Students work with faculty who are professionals engaged in writing and teaching novels. novellas. short stories, plays, radio
scripts. creative nonfiction. essays. screenplays, and genre writing
that includes science fiction. writing for children and young adults,
historical fiction. popular fiction. suspense thriller fiction, and
fiction adaptations for stage and screen. The core and specialty
classes reflect this rich variety of genres and forms, supported by
the unique and wide·ranging strand of Critical Reading and Writing
courses, which focus on learning to read as writers and on the
study of successful processes and techniques used by published
authors.
The Fiction Writing Department writers·in·residence program brings
to campus well·known writers and scholars. In individual visits and
in the widely acclaimed Story Week Festival of Writers, the Fiction
Writing Department has hosted prominent writers such as Joyce
Carol Oates, Charles Johnson. Ana Castillo, Jane Hamilton. Henry
Louis Gates, Jr.• Marita Golden. Richard Price. John Edgar
Wideman, Hugh Holton, Wesley Brown, Harry Mark Petrakis, April
Sinclair, Bharati Mukherjee, Cyrus Colter. Hubert Selby, Jr.• Scott
Russell Sanders. Philip Lopate. David Bradley. Jaimee Wriston
Colbert , and others. Editors and publishers panels have included
Ted Solotaroff. C. Michael Curtis. and others from the u.s. and
abroad. Visiting writers and editors read their works and meet with
students in individual conferences to discuss their manuscripts.

"Students in our Story Workshop program write novels. plays.
screenplays, short stories. and nonfiction. along the way exploring
the applications of fiction writing training to all other forms of writing. Above all, they learn how to be creative problem solverstranslating the imaginative, conceptualizing, and organizational
capabilities developed through Story Workshop and other courses
in the Department into skills useful for a wide range of jobs. as
well for producing high-quality, publishable writing.·

Ra ndall Albers
Chairperson
Fiction Writing Department

A Major in Fiction Writing
Action Writing majors must complete 44 credit hours of coursework for a Bachelor of Arts, of which at least 24 credit hours must
be core writing courses in the Department. Majors must also take
8-12 credit hours of Specialty Writing courses and B-12 credit
hours of Critical Readir1g and Writing (process and technique)
courses. All courses are above and beyond the College's General
Education Program writing requirements and are exclusive of liter·
ature courses . Details of the requirements for the Fiction Writing
major can be found in the departmental brochure available from
the Action Writing Department or the Admissions Office.
Firsr.rlme college students may begin the program with either the
Introduction to FICtion Writing or Fiction Writing I. Consult any ful~
time Fiction Writing Department faculty member for the most
appropriate starring point. Transfer students whO have completed
the college composition requirement should begin with Fiction I.
Students with fewer than six remaining semesters of college may
request adjustments of specific required core courses by contact·
ing the Chairperson. though the required 44 total hours for a B.A.
Action Writing major remain in place for all students.
A Bachelor of Fine Arts (B.F.A.) option is in development and will
be available during the 2000-2001 academic year. For details,
consult the Fiction Writing Department.

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MAJOR

Core Courses. 24 c redit hours

C>
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2 4 credit hours of sequenced core Fiction workshops (adjust·
ments made for transfer students): 55-1101 Fiction Writing I, 554 102 Fiction Writing II, 55-4104 Prose Forms, 55-4106 Action
Writing: Advanced (repeated)

Critical Read ing and Writing Courses. 8-12 credit hours
8-12 credit hours from the following Critical Reading and Writing
courses: 55-4215 Women Writers, 55-4216 Short Story Writers.
55-4211 Multicultural Masterpiece Authors, 55-4217 Novelists.
55-4207 Nineteenth-Century Russian AuthOrs, 55-1200 Critical
Reading and Writing for Action Writers I, 55-4212 Critical Reading
and Writing 11. 55-4212 Chinese Masterpiece Authors. 55-4209
Contemporary Russian Authors, 55-4210 Latin-American Writers.
55-4208 Contemporary European AuthOrs. 55-4202 First Novels,
55-4 201 Autobiographical Fiction, 55-4203 Action Writers and
Censorship, 55-4204 Drama and Story, 55-4205 Gender and
Difference, 55-4213 Fiction Writers as Nonfiction Writers. 55·
4 206 The Novel in Stories

Specialty Writing Couraea. 8- 12 credit hours
8-12 credit hours of Specialty Writing courses: 55-4108 Fiction
Seminar. 55-4322 Tutoring in Writing Skills, 55-4 301 Young Adult
Fiction. 55-4319 Creative Nonfiction, 55-4318 Bibliography and
Research for Fiction Writers. 55-4302 Story and Script: Action
Techniques for the Media , 55-1140 Fiction Writers and Publishing,
55-4105 Advanced Prose Forms, 55-4303 Dreams and Fiction
Writing, 55-4304 Dialects and Fiction Writing, 55-4306 Writing
Popular Fiction. 55-4308 Freelance Applications, 55-4309 Story to
Stage. 55-4317 College Literary Magazine Publishing, 55-1300
Games for Writers. 55-4310 Playwriting, 55-4311 Science Fiction
Writing. 55-4315 Story and Journal . 55-5 316 Small Press
Publishing, 55-4312 Writing for Children, 55-4331 Practice
Teaching: Tutor Training
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MINORS

Minor In Fiction Writing. 24-28 credit hours
Fiction Writing minors must complete the following courses: 551101 Fiction Writing I, 55-4102 Fiction Writing II, 55-4104 Prose
Forms. 55-4106 Action Writing: Advanced; select 8-12 credit
hours from the Cntical Reading and Writing courses listed above
or from Action Wnting elective courses listed in departmental
brochure.
I nterdisciplina r y Minor In Playwriting. 24 credit hours
The Interdisciplinary Minor in Playwriting gives students in Fiction
Writing, Theater, and other maj ors an opportunity to broaden their
skills in writing for the stage and media. Students who minor In
p laywriting must complete 24 credit hours of coursework offered
by the Theater and Fiction Writing Departments.
55-1101 Fiction Writing I, 55-4204 Critical Reading and Writing:
Drama and Story. 31·2800 Playwriting Workshop I, 31·3800
Playwriting Workshop II; complete 10 credit hours from the follow·
ing: 55-4102 Fictoon Writing 11•, 55-4302 Story to Script: Foction
Techniques for the Media. 55-4309 Story to Stage: Adapting
Prose Foction to Stage Drama, 55-3090 Independent Project:
Fiction Writing, 31·1200 Acting 1: Basic Skills • , 31·1210
Improvisational Techniques I. 31·1600 Introduction to Design for
the Stage. 31·3805 New Plays Workshop, 31·2120 Text Analysis,
31·3899 Independent Project: Playwriting
( • strongly recommended)
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Inte rdi sc ipli n ary M i n o r In Creative No nfic tio n .
24 c red it hou r s
The Creative Nonfiction Minor. CO'sponsored by the English, Fiction
Writing, and Journalism Departments. offers students an excitir1g
avenue to improve oral. written, and creative problem-solving skills
that will enhance the students' wor1< in any of Columbia's arts
and media fields. Students who study creative nonfiction alor1g
with any Columbia major will develop a focused and flexible application of skills that will dramatically increase their chances of
successfully competing in their chOsen profession upon graduation. Students from any department. including those departments
sponsoring the minor, may pursue a minor in Creative Nonfiction.

18 credit hours of required courses: 52·2830 Creative Nonfiction
I, 52·2831 Creative Nonfiction II, 55-1101 Fiction I, 55-4102
Fiction II, 55-4104 Prose Forms: 6-8 hours of electives from the
following Fiction Writing classes: 55-4319 Creative Nonfiction • ,
55-4315 Story and Journal. 55-4213 Critical Reading and Writing:
Fiction Writers as Nonfiction Writers, and 55-4318 Bibliography
and Research Techniques for Fiction Writers; or from the following
English Department classes: 52·2832 Creative Nonfiction: Journal
Writing• , 52·2810 Expository Writing: The Personal Essay, and 52·
2695 Connections in Literature: or from the following Journalism
Department classes: 53-1015 Introduction to Writing and
Reporting, 53-2020 Reporting for Print and Broadcast, 53·2265
Magazine Article Writing, and 53-3220 Advanced Magazine Article
Writing
( • strongly recommended)

Course Descriptions
55-1100 Introd uct ion t o Fictio n WrltlnC 3 cr.
Course is intended for enterlr1g freshmen who have an interest in
foction writing. Students write and read fiction and become
acquainted with story and basic techniques of storytellir1g in vari·
ous media such as film, theater, and oral storytelling. Course
prepares a sound foundation for Fiction Writing I. (Course is not
required for entrance into Fiction Writing 1.)
55-1101 Fictio n WrltlnC I 4 cr.
Emphasizing the positive, interactive relationship among student,
workshop director. and class. Story Wor1<shop method is
employed to allow students to move at their own pace in develop.
ing perceptual, technical. and imaginative abilities in several
forms of fiction writing.
55-1200 Crit ical Rea dlnC an d WrltlnC f o r Fictio n Writers I
4 cr.
Course develops writers · approach to reading and to writing about
literature being read as an integral, dynamic part of the writers'
process, development, and career. Journals and other writings by
such authors as D.H. Lawrence and Virginia Woolf are used as
examples of how writers read and write about what they read in
order to learn to develop dimensions of their own fiction and to
become aware of their uniqueness and commonality with other
writers' efforts. Manuscripts and notes of famous works may be
used to show writers· processes and development.
Prerequisite: 55-1100 Introduction to Fiction Writing or concurrent
enrollment

55-1300 Games f or Write,. 3 cr.
Theater games. exercises. and other source materials are used to
assist writers in development of characters. scenes, and relationships in their fictional wor1<s.
Prerequisite: 55-1100 Introduction to Ftetion Writing or concurrent
enrollment
55-1330 Tuto rl nC In Fict ion Wrlt l nC Skill s Variable cr.
Tutorial program addresses basic skills in grammar and punctuation, fiction writing, rewriting, editing, journal writing, organization,
and more. Story Wor1<shop Tutorial Program is designed for
students concurrently enrolled in Fiction Writing Workshop, Prose
Forms, Critical Reading and Writing, and Specialty Writing classes.
Many students find one-on-one attention of a tutor, who is an
adVanced writing student, gives their writing added energy and
clarity and helps them make valuable discoveries.
Prerequisite: Concurrent enrollment In one of the following: 551100 Introduction to Action Writing, 55-1101 Fiction Writing I, 554102 Fiction Wriling 11. 55-4104 Prose Forms, 55-4106 Fiction
Writing: AdVanced

55-4102 Fict ion Wrltlnc II 4 cr.
This is the second course in the core curriculum for the Fiction
Writing major. Fiction 11 Is organized along principles of parodying
structure and style of literary models while encouraging students
to develop their own material, both In major parody assignments
and in other writings. Course is writing intensive.
Prerequisite: 55-1101 Action Writing I, 52·1152 English
Composition II
55-4104 Prose Form s 4 cr.
Aimed toward producing publishable wor1<s. this practical explcr
ration uses Story Wor1<shop basic forms and Sense of Address
approaches to creative nonfiction technical, expository, and
persuasive writing, thereby exposing students to the kinds of writ·
ing generally useful in finding employment in the arts and media

fields where writing skills are essential to advancement. Course is
also designed to heighten students' sense of forms and structure
in preparation for Fiction Writing: Advanced. Strong emphasis is
placed on using the identified basic forms in fiction writing and in
exposition.
Prerequisite: 554102 Rction Writing II
5~105

Advanced Prose Forms 4 cr.
Sophisticated Story Workshop basic forms and Sense of Address
techniques are used to advance students' development of prose
forms and publishable creative nonfiction.
Prerequisite: 554104 Prose Forms
5~106 Fi ction Wrltlnc: Advanced 4 cr.
Workshop uses Story Workshop approach to develop facets of
writing short fiction and novels. Students intensively explore new
fictional possibolities as well as have the option of continuing to
develop strong writing material from previous classes. Workshop
may have an emphasis on point of view and/ or rewriting.
Prerequisite: 554102 Fiction Writing II, 554104 Prose Forms
5~108 Fiction Seminar 4 cr.
Advanced class in fiction writing begins with technical or craft
matters, then proceeds to more artistic aspects of composing
fiction of any length . Craft sessions address general nature of
communication involving character creation, including both physi·
cal and psychological descriptions, dialogue, interior monologue
and stream of consciousness, action, pace, point of view, plot.
setting, and style. Substantial writong projects are undertaken by
students and submitted for class analysis and discussion.
Prerequisote: 55-1101 Rction Writing I

55-4112 Novel Wrlt lnC 4 cr.
Emphasis is on readings, analysis, and criticism of students' writ·
ing in Story WorkshOp setting. Class is devoted to readong of
students' wntings and doscussion of extensive assigned readings
directed toward enhancement of students' understanding of literary techniques. process. and values.
Prerequisite: 554102 F'ICtton Wfltmg II or 554106 Rction Writing:
Advanced
5~201 Critical R.. dlnC and Wrlt lnc: Autobiographi cal
Ficti on 4 cr.
Students read autobiographical foction and respond with journal
entries and classroom discussion. Students research primary
sources concerning a writer, his or her work, and the process by
which the work came into being: give an oral report: and write a
final essay. Students read aloud journal entry responses to read·
ings and write their own autobiographical fiction, some of which is
read and responded to in class.
Prerequisite: 55-1101 Rction Writing I or concurrent enrollment

5!>4202 Critical Reading and Writing: Firat Novels 4 cr.
Course exposes student writers to creative and intellectual
processes of published writers early In their careers . Students
learn that writing Is an ongoing process of writing and rewriting:
that the creative process is both universal and unique to each
writer; and that published writers face the same bogeys faced by
student writers. Students read novels and conduct research by
reading writers ' diaries, notebooks, letters, and autobiographies.
Prerequisite: 55-1101 Fiction Writing I or concurrent enrollment
5!>4203 Critical Reading and Writing: Fiction Writers and
Censorship 4 cr.
Writers must be free to draw on their strongest material and use
their best, most authentic telling voices. However, writers often
confront external or internal Inhibitions: outright legal challenges,

vocal attacks upon certain types of stories. subtle publishing
p rejudices, or self-censoring. Course emphasizes research,
writing, and discussion of creative processes of successful writers. among them lawrence, Aaubert. Hurston , Wright, Selby,
Joyce, and Burroughs, who have been forced to confront directly
forms of censorship or marginalization.
Prerequisite: 55-1101 FICtion Writing I or concurrent enrollment
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5~204 Crit ica l Reading and WrltlnC: Drama and Story
4 cr.
Students read plays and stories by successful authors whO
explore dramatic techniques helpful to development of fiction.
Students respond to these works in journal entries. research and
d iscuss writers' creative processes, give an oral report , and write
an essay. Students complete creative writing assignments that
incorporate dramatic techniques under study Into their own fiction.
Prerequisite: 55-1101 Action Writing I or concurrent enrollment
5~205 Critical Reading and Writing: Gender and
Difference 4 cr.
Course examines the ways in which gay. lesbian, and straight writ·
e rs contend with issues of culture, gender. and difference.
Content focuses on such questions as the following: How do
s traight male and female writers deal with the serious issues and
challenges of writing from the point of view of gay and lesbian
characters? How do gay and lesbian writers deal with the same
issues in writing about straight characters? Course also examines
t he particular challenges of writing gender opposites through
students' reading of assigned stories and novels and through
their written responses as writers to their reading.
Prerequisite: 55-1101 Rction Writing I or concurrent enrollment
5~206 Critical Reading and Writing: The Novel In
Stories 4 cr.
Course examines creative and intellectual processes of writers
working in nonlinear structure forms. It raises questions writers
ask themselves when determining how best to structure a body of
work that is more cohesive than a collection of stories. yet not a
linear-shaped novel. Through readongs, small group and large
group discussions. journal reflections (both students' and
authors'), and research into the authOrs' writing processes,
students are able to reflect upon and examine issues and ques·
tions of structure that go into puttong together a cohesive body of
creative work.
Prerequisite: 55-1101 Rcrion Writing I or concurrent enrollment

5~207 Critical Reading and Writing: Nlneteenth·Century
Ruulan Authors 4 cr.
Students work individually and in small groups researching reading and writing processes that helped shape selected novels and
other works by Russian and Soviet masterpiece authors. Research
examines ways in which writers read, respond to what they read,
and dynamically incorporate their reading responses Into their own
fiction-writing processes. Course also focuses on personal and
social contexts in which masterpiece works were written.
Prerequisite: 55-1101 Fiction Writing I or concurrent enrollment
5~208 Critical Reading and Writing : Contemporary
European Writers 4 cr.
Students research contemporary European writers from 1950 to
present, including ways in which contemporary European writers'
reading and responses to reading influence the overall fiction writ·
ing process. Journals and other writings by contemporary
European authors are used as examples of how writers develop
d imensions of their fiction and see their work in relation to work
of other writers. Course studies development of diverse tech-
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nicwes and 1101ces of some of the most prominent contemporary
European authors.
Prerequisite: 5>1101 Fiction Writing I or concurrent enrollment

55-4209 Critic al Reading and Writi ng : Contempo rary
Russian Authors 4 cr.
Students research reading and wnllng processes behind selected
novels and short stories by principal masterpiece authors of the
Soviet period from 1920 to present, such as Bulgakov, Babel,
Solzhenitsyn. Pasternak, Platonov. and Nabokov. Drawing upon
authors' journals. notebooks, and letters. as well as upon more
public writing and interviews. students examine personal and
social contexts in which writers read and respond to what they
read. Students give oral and written responses as writers to
material.
Prerequisite: 5>1101 Fiction Writing 1 or concurrent enrollment
5>4 210 C ritic al Reading and Writing: l atin-Am er ican
Wri ters 4 cr.
Course researches writing processes of Latin-American writers,
including ways in which Latin-American writers' reading and
responses to reading influence overall fiction·writing process.
Journals and other writings by Latin-American authors are used as
examples of how writers read and write about what they read to
develop dimensions of their fiction and see their work in relation
to that of other writers .
Prerequisite: 55·1101 Fiction Writing I or concurrent enrollment

55·4211 Critical Reading and Writ ing : Mult icu ltural
Maste rpiece Authors 4 cr.
Course researches writing processes of African-American,
Hispanic-American. Native-American. and Asian-American writers
and the ways in which their reading and responses to reading play
an influential role in the fiction-writing process. Journals and other
writings are used as examples of how writers read and write about
what they read to develop their own fiction and how they see their
work In relation to that of other writers. Manuscripts and notes of
famous works may be used to show writers' processes and development.
Prerequisite: 55·1101 Fiction Writing I or concurrent enrollment
55·4212 Critical Reading and Writi ng: Chines e
Masterpiece Authors 4 cr.
Course studies two classical Chinese novels- sixteenth-century
Dream of the Red Chamber and Wu-cheng-en' s eighteenth-century
Xiyouji-and the works of contemporary Chinese authors from
1910 forward, such as Can Xue's short-story collections. Chinese
literature uses myth and legend to a degree that sometimes
removes the line between a realistic and a nonrealistic world.
Through process-centered research and reading, course traces
development of Chinese fictional/novelistic form.
Prerequisite: 5>1101 Fiction Writing I or concurrent enrollment
55·4213 Critical Reading and Writing: Fiction Writers as
Creative Nonfiction Writers 4 cr.
Course explores ways in which publi shed writers bring their knowl·
edge of fiction writing techniques, such as dramatic scene. image.
voice . story movement . and point of view. to the writing of creative
nonf1ction. Using primarily journals. letters. and other private writ·
1ngs. students work extensively in creative non-fiction modes. In
add1tion to offering insights about widening writing options in a
grow1ng nonfiction market for fiction writers. course a1ds 1n devel·
opment of oral , written. and research SkillS useful for any major
and communications-related career.
Prerequisite: 5$1101 Fiction Writing I or concurrent enrollment

55-4214 Criti cal Reading and Writ ing for Fict io n Writers II
4 cr.
Students under take intensive study and research of wnters· writ·
ing and reading processes, researching historical documentation
on 1ndiv1dually chosen and class-assigned literary works. Course
features use of new historical processes. Students integrate find·
il'lgs into their own writing.
Prerequisite: 55·1101 Fiction Writing I and one previous Critical
Reading and Writing class

55-4215 Critical Reading and Writing : Women Writers
4 cr.
Course researches writing processes of women writers and ways
in which their reading and responses to reading play Influential
roles in the fiction-writing process. Journals and other writings by
Virginia Woolf. Zora Neale Hurston. and others are used as examples of how writers read . write about what they read to develop
their fiction. and see their work in relation to other writers· works.
Manuscripts and notes of famous works may be used to show
writers' processes and development. Students' own fiction writing
is also part of the course.
Prerequisite: 55·1101 Fiction Writing I or concurrent enrollment

55-4216 Critical Reading and Writing: Short Story Writers
4 cr.
Course encourages development of lively, well-crafted short fiction
by examining reading and writing processes that guide some of
the best examples of the form. Students select from a wide range
of writers. representing many different wices. backgrounds,
subjects. and approaches, to research ways in which writers read,
respond to their reading. and use that reading to generate and
heighten their short stories. Students write their responses to
reading short stories and d iscuss relationship of reading to devel·
opment of their own fiction.
Prerequisite: 5>1101 Fiction Writing I or concurrent enrollment

55-4217 Critical Reading and Writing: Novelis t s 4 cr.
Course examines ways in which novelists read, respond to what
they read, and Incorporate their reading responses dynamically
into their own fiction-writing processes. Drawing upon authors·
journals . notebooks, letters , and more public writings. students
explore the writing processes of well-known writers and ways in
which students· own responses to reading can nourish and height·
en the development of their fiction. Course surveys many of the
principle novelists and novels and the development of the genre
from its roots to contemporary fiction.
Prerequisite: 5$1101 Fiction Writing I or concurrent enrollment

55-4301 Young Adu lt Fiction 4 cr.
Representative published selections of young adult novels are
analyzed . Emphasis is placed on development of s tudents' works,
including exploration of ideas and issues that sustain novel-length
material. Instruction includes study of plot construction . writing of
scene and transition. and weaving of theme into the whOle.
Prerequisite: 55·1101 Fiction Writing 1 or concurrent enrollment
55·4302 Sto ry and Script : Fiction Techn iques for the
Media 4 cr.
Course adapts prose fiction to script form. attend1ng to the variety
of ways in which Imaginative prose fiction techn~ques (1mage.
scene. d1alogue. summary narrative, point of view. Sense of
Address. movement. plot . and structure and fict10n material) are
developed 1n scnpt with applications to arts and communication
fields such as adver\ISing. scriptwriting for film, television. video.
and radio . Course relates creative problem solvmg 1n prose fiction
to media constraints. situations, and challenges.
Prerequisite: 55·1101 Fiction Writing I or concurrent enrollment

5!>-4303 Dreams and Flc:tlon Writing 4 cr.
Course helps writers relate the rich, various, and powerful world
of dreams to the needs and delights of imaginative prose fiction.
Students keep journals of their dreams, read and write dream
stories, and study how dreams relate to their fiction writing.
Students also research how dreams have influenced worl< of well·
known writers.
Prerequisite: 55-1101 Fiction Writing I or concurrent enrollment
5!>-4304 Dialects and Fiction Writi ng 4 cr.
Dialect speech and writing have richly contributed to the breadth,
variety, and authenticity of American and English literature. Course
provides students with an informed base that includes listening
with a good ear and helps them develop the ability to render
dialogue accurately and artistically within the tradition of dialect
writing in fiction. Students choose dialect writers, research how
dialect is used in fiction, and use dialect in their own fiction
writing.
Prerequisite: 55-1101 Fiction Writing 1 or concurrent enrollment
55-4 305 Suspense Thriller Fiction Writing 4 cr.
The suspense thriller adventure story, one of the most popular.
best-selling genres, has also been Increasingly attractive to veteran writers, such as Don DeLillo and Charles Johnson. Students
read classical and contemporary examples of the genre and
research the process of their development. In consultation with
instructor, students plan and begin writing their own suspense
thrillers.
Prerequisite: 55-1101 Fiction Writing I or concurrent enrollment
5!>-4306 Writ ing Popular Fiction 4 cr.
Course investigates a variety of fiction forms written for the popular marl<et, including mysteries, historical novels, and suspense
fiction. Emphasis is on analysis of given genres and characteristics of form and general technique. Students become aware of
characteristics that define a popular genre novel and how to apply
those defining techniques In their worl<s. Because most popular
f~etion is marl<et-driven, course includes some discussion of
marl<eting.
Prerequisite: 55-1101 FICtion Writing I or concurrent enrollment
5!>-4307 Resear c hing and Writi ng Histo rical Fict ion
4 cr.
The ever popular genre of historical fiction is the focus of this
course, which combines study of research techniques with fictional techniques necessary to produce marketable prose. Through
reading, research, and guidance of a historical fiction writer,
students produce their own historical fiction.
Prerequisite: 55-1101 Fiction Writing I or concurrent enrollment
55-4308 Freelance Applic ations of Fiction-Writing Training
4 cr.
Course applies a broad repertoire of fiction-writing techniques and
approaches to freelance tasks found in various businesses and
services, including radio, television, and print advertising; promotion and public relations; manufacturing and retail selling; and
creative nonfiction stories for a variety of media . Students develop
writing projects ~uitabl e for Inclusion in their professional portfolios.
Prerequisite: 55-1101 Fiction Wnting I or concurrent enrollment
55-4309 Story to Stage: Adapting Prose Fiction to Stage
Drama 4 cr.
Students explore possibilities for adapting prose fiction to drama.
Course includes readings, d iscussions, and videotapes of plays
based upon fictional works such as The Glass Menagerie. Native
Son, Spunk, and Of Mice and Men. Students experiment, creating

their own adaptations from selected prose fiction of published
authors as well as from their own work. Course is ideal for
students wishing to work in script forms for stage, film, radio,
television, or other media.
Prerequisite: 55-1101 Fiction Writing I or concurrent enrollment
5!>-4310 Playwrit ing 4 cr.
Students worl< with a well-known playwright to develop dramatic
sense for scene and overall movement of stage plays, the most
important and basic form of script literature. Students read examples of plays and write in class. If possible, plays students write
may be given staged readings by accomplished actors. Course
focuses on major aspects of starting the play: scene and character development, dialogue, theme and narrative development,
shaping of acts, and sounding the play in the voices of peer writers and actors.
Prerequisite: 55-1101 l-1ction Writing 1 or concurrent enrollment
5!>-4311 Science Fict ion Writ ing 4 cr.
Fresh approach to conception and writing of science fiction offers
a current overview of the state of the field and techniques.
Students develop original material and present their manuscripts
to instructor for careful examination, possible class reading, and
critique.
Prerequisite: 55·1101 Fiction Wrillng I or concurrent enrollment
5!>-4312 Writing for Children 4 cr.
Children's literature is approached as an art form based on the
principles of good story telling and writing, differing from adult
literature in its audience. Students tell and write stories, leading
to publishable work.
Prerequisite: 55-1101 Fiction Writing I or concurrent enrollment
5!>-4313 The Writing B ody 4 cr.
Students participate in various physical activities in and out of
worl<shop to discover how body-strengthening training and awareness affect creative writing and s torytelling. Activtties may include
stretching, aerobics, yoga, martial arts, and/or massage as well
as open discussion and journal worl<. Guest instructors may be
featured .
Prerequisite: 55-1101 FICtion Wrtting I or concurrent enrOllment
5!>-4314 Imaginative Drawing and Painting: A Cross·
Discipline Art Course 4 cr.
Strong motivational and instructional exercises tn drawing and
painting are combined with Story Workshop word exercises to
explore image, space, voice, and perception as applied to drawing
and painting. The evocative powers of the naked word are emphas ized in this interdisciplinary excursion into the Imaginative
process.
Prerequisite: 55-1101 Fiction Writing I
55-4315 Story and Journal 4 cr.
Students· personal journals and journals and notebooks of
authors such as Melville, Kafka, Nin, and Boll are studied as
devices for exploration of the imagination, recording of the living
image. and development of various kinds of writing.
Prerequisite: 55-1101 Fiction Writing I or concurrent enrollment
55-4316 Survey of Small Pre ss Publis hing 4 cr.
Course covers the how-to, economic, copyright, technical, and
mailing regulation considerations of founding a press or magazine
and examines the current, important phenomenon of the developi ng small-press movement in the American literary scene. Course
includes an electronic publication component.
Prerequisite: 55-1101 Fiction Writing I
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55-4317 Collol• utorary Ma.-zlno P'ullllalllnl 4 cr.
Students act as edrtors and productJOn assostants for the F"octoon
Wmong Department· s awato·wmnong annual publocation Haor
Tnuer. Students read submoned manuscnpts and patt.icopate fully
in deCoding wnoch selectoons to publish and hOw they shOuld be
arranged. Students worl< closely wolh the onstructor. wt10 os faculty
advisor for that year's magazine. Student editors are also invollled
in production and marl<eting procedures. Editors of Hair Trigger
find the experience very useful in preparation for entry-level
publishing positions.
Prer8quisite: Permission of Department Chairperson

5!>-4318 Blllllolraplly and Ro. .arcll for Fiction Wrltora
4 cr.
Researched fiction, commercial and literary. is increasin&IY in
Oemand . Course helps fiction writers learn how to research many
popular &enres of fiction or any subject area students may want to
explore. Subjects for research mi&ht incluOe historical, le&al,
scientifoc, military. archaeole&ical, or classical studies. Fiction writ·
ers learn to use multiple facilities of the modern library and other
research sources.
Prer8quisite: 5!H101 Action Writing I or concurrent enrollment

5!>-4319 Crootlvo Nonfiction 4 cr.
Course concentrates on application of fictional and story-writin&
techniques to nonfiction writir1& in the nonfiction novel. story. and
memoir, as well as in travel, scientific. and anthropolo&ical writing.
Books such as Norman Mailer's Armies of the Night, Truman
Capote's In Cold Blood. and Marl< Twain's Life on the Mississippi
are studied. Students with a body of nonfiction material who wish
to experiment with its nonfiction novelistic development find the
course particularly useful.
Prer8quisite: 55-1101 Action Writing I or concurrent enrollment
5!>-4320 Fiction Wrltora and Publlahlnl 4 cr.
Course &ives Oeveloping fiction writers an understanding of relationships among fiction writers . literary agents, magazine and
book editors, and the field of publishing. Guest speakers include
literary agents, editors, publishers, booksellers. and writers.
Course covers history of fiction publishing in the U.S. and recent.
ongoing changes in the field. including emphasis on small press
publishing. StuOents submit a manuscript for publication.
Prerttquisile: 55-1101 Action Writing I or concurrent enrollment
5!>-4321 Adnncod Sclonco Fiction Wrltlnl Workahop
4 cr.
Worl<shop builds on the original science fiction class, focusing on
writing skills and techniques unique to the genre. StuOents practice &enerating story ideas. tempering imagination with IO&ic,
thinking in terms of the future and its multiple possibilities,
selecting appropnate characters, and constructing plausible plots.
Readings onclude collected short stories of science fiction master
Alfred Bester and indivodual worl<s by Robert Heinleon, C. M.
Kornbluth, and others.
Pr&requosite: 55-1101 Fiction Wrilir1gl. 55-4311 Science Fiction
Writir1g

5!>-4331 Practice Teachlnl: Tutorlnl 4 cr.
Story WOrl<shOp concepts, pholosophy, and teachir1g technoques
are utilized to traon and provode tutors who, concurrent woth their
traonong semester. staff the Fictoon Wrotong Department Tutoring
Program . Tutors assost Fictoon Wrotong students wtlo need help woth
readong and wrotong skolls. Students are paod for worl< oone on the
Tutonng Pre&ram.
Prerequosote; 55-1101 Ficroon Wn1u111

5!>3088 lltterRalllp: Flctloll Wrttllll llanable cr.
Internships provide advance<~ students with en opportunity to pon
WOrl< eXD&rienee in an area of concentnltoon or omerest wtoole
receiving academic credit toward theor <leCfee$.
PrertK~uisite: P!mnission of the Internship Coorr1iruttor
5!>3090 lndopondont Project: Fiction Wrltlnl 1/ariable cr.
An inO&pendent project is O&signed by the student, with III)C)foval
of a supervising faculty member, to study an area that is not
presently available in the curriculum. Prior to registnltion, the
student must submit a wnnen proposal that outlines the project.
Course is intended generally for upper-level students.
Prer8quisite: 55-1101 FH:tion Wrilif111
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Film and Video
OF AL L ART FORM S , THE CINEMA IS T HE MOST WONDERFU L , FOR IT DRAWS
ON ALL THE ARTS AND SC I ENCES. US ING L IGHT, SOUND, P HO TOGRAPHY,
CHOREOGRAPHY, STORYTE L LI NG , AC T ING, M US IC , PASSION , AND TEAMWORK,
EVERYTH I NG M U ST HARMONI ZE . AND WHEN IT DOES, YOU GET T HAT INTENSE
REVER I E CALLED THE CINEMA. TO COMMIT YOURSELF TO LEARNING T H IS
WONDERF UL MEDIUM IS TO SET FOOT ON A REMARKABLE PATH OF SELF
COMPLETION WHERE LEARNING L ASTS A L I FE T I ME .

···~ '.

Some film schools require that you declare a
specialization on entry, make you compete for
the privilege of d irecting, and then hold on to
the copyright of your work. Not at Columbia.
Every individual can direct , shoot, edit, and
write, and every person owns their own work.
Throughout, we emphasize that concepts are
inseparable from techniques and that good
ideas and st rong emotions reach an audience
only t hrough excellent teamwork and meticulous craft. All this takes collaboration and lots
of practice.
Columbia has t he most extensive film and
video curriculum anywhere. It begins with the
development of ideas for the screen and studies in film history and aesthetics . Production
experiences follow in which students rotate
within teams while making short but increasingly sophisticated screen pieces. From this
seasoning, student filmmakers often head
spontaneously into one of the creative disciplines such as screenwriting, directing, cinematography, sound, edit ing, producing, animat ion, or documentary. Though we offer a wide
range of specializations, we also let th ose
wanting to become independent filmmakers
choose a more generalized tra ining.
Our school is organized into dedicated
centers. each attracting its own community.

There is one each for Equipment ,
Screenwrit ing, Cinematography, Aud io,
Postproduction, Producing, Animation, and
Documentary. Students also find large,
modern shooting and directi ng stages; multiple projection t heaters with 16mm, 35mm,
Cinemascope, and digital video project ion; and
digital editing laboratories in which films shot
on digit al video or on 16mm film t ransferred
via our telecine are edited in digital format,
just as in the professional world. There are
16mm editing and sound mixing suites, offline video editing rooms, on-line broadcastquality digital finishing suites, and image
compositing rooms. There is equipment by
Steenbeck, Arriflex, Avid, Discreet Logic,
Matrox, SGI, and other cutting edge manufacturers. Cinematography students shoot
16mm, some Panavision 35mm, and digital
video. Sound students work with Protools.
Documentary students, armed with the latest
digital equipment, scramble at short notice to
capture that special event. Animators work
with 3D models and traditional eel animation,
or t hey work in the digital domain with the
latest software. In critical studies and screenwriting classes. excited groups hotly debate
film ideas and history or t he merits of particular aesthetic and critical movements.
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In short, we are a complete. up.t<Hiate filmmaking communoty tnat
extends seamlessly into the larger professronal wortd beyond . Like
tnat wor1d, ours is also full of challenges. scheduling d iffteulties,
shortages. alklighters. deadlines. and the t.hrills and spills of
partnership. In tnis pressure cooker of shared challenge, those
who truly extend themselves under our faculty of wor11ing professionals will change and grow. They will eventually be ready to
enter one of the many production wortds. To this end, we place
student interns in Chicago area production facilities or beyond. We
even have our own base in Hollywood and a well developed West
Coast Alumni Association to assist those determined to enter the
feature film industry.
As a film school, we are constantly in change , so check our web
site for the latest listings of alumni Oscars and other achievements, the biographies of faculty and visiting artists, and current
facilities and equipment. Better yet, call 312-344-7300 and come
meet us on a guided tour.

Mlcheel RebiCer
Chairperson
Film and Video Department

A Major in Film and Video
Film and Video majors must complete 24 credtt hours of basoc
film classes in tile Department's core curriculum. and an addrtron
al 36 credit hours of more advanced courses. Core courses cover
story development. the history and aesthetics of film and vtdeo,
technical fundamentals. and the craft basics of the filmmaker at
wor11. Once the core is completed. students may select more
specialized courses to prepare tor their future careers. The
Department offers concentrations in Audio, Cinematography.
Critical Studies. Directing, Documentary, Editing, Producing.
Screenwriting. and Animation (Traditional or Computer). Students
who choose to pursue the Film and Video major without a concen.
tration may choose the additional 36 hours of study from across
the Film and Video Department course offerings subject to the
usual prerequisite courses.

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MAJOR
Core Requirements. 24 credit hours
These courses are required for all Film and Video majors. regardless of whether or not a student declares a concentration . (Core
requirements differ for students pursuing a concentration in
Animation. See Traditional Animation and Computer Animation
Core below for detail.) 24-1700 Idea Development. 24-1500
History of Cinema, 24-1510 Aesthetics of Rim and Video. 241710 Screenwritlng I, 24-1010 Film Techniques I, 24-1020 Film
Techniques II

Concentretlon . Students select one of nine concentre·
tiona. 36 credit hours
Students take 36 additional credit hours to prepare tor a professional specialization. usually in a custom-designed and equipped
center with its al~important sense of community. For specific
requirements for each concentration, see the departmental
brochure available in the Film and Video Department and the
Admissions Office.

Audio
The Audio curriculum, housed in the Audio Center, focuses on the
design and creation of the complete soundtrack for the visual
medium. Through practical work of increasing complexity, students
learn how effectively the soundtrack can reinforce content and
liberate the audience' s imagination. Students practice conceptualization and implementation as a group and individually and can
apply tneir talents in botll student and professronal productions.
where IIley gain experience as location sound recorders. sound
editors, designers. and postproduction mixers.
Clnemetocraphy
The Cinematography Center and Lighting Stage offer a curriculum
that develops a comprehensive knowledge of the work of camera
assistants and directors of photography. Study includes: 16mm
and 35mm film cameras. electronic imaging. image optics . visual
effects. lighting, and laboratory practices. Students learn to devel·
op and execute visual concepts that reflect the underlying inten.
tions of the script. Students also specialize in visually communicating the many possible messages of a piece.
Critical Studies
The core courses Htstory of Cinema and Aesthetrcs of Film and
Vtdeo provrde a vital conceptual and htstorical perspectrve of the
field as productron students begin their studies and proceed
through thetr concentrations. For Critical Studies maJOrs. the
concentration offers tn-depth studies of genres. filmmakers.
natrona! crnemas. film movements. and other cntrcal and htstori·

cal approaches. This is a rich preparation for graduate work or
careers in film writil\g and criticism.
Di recti ng
The Directing concentration. housed at the Directing Center. trains
undergraduate and graduate students in all aspects of fictional
directing, includ ing analysis of dramatic texts. casting of actors.
rehearsal procedures. and application of camera to dramatic
material. Work on a director' s breakdown includes the preparation
of storyboards, ground plans. brackets. and shooting scripts.
Advanced coursework emphasizes collaboration with producers.
editors. and directors of photography. Our faculty represents a
variety of directorial backgrounds and approaches. The goal is for
students to develop their own directorial styles. based on solid
technique , a responsive Inner life, and a critical awareness of the
world around us.
Documentary
The Documentary curriculum. taught wholly in a specially equipped
Documentary Center. is dedicated to a vision of documentary film·
making that places people above product: exploration and discov·
ery above pre-conception: and tolerance and understanding above
dogmatism. It is a vision of documentary work that "tries to grasp
the lived reality of people. and to convey the quality of their experi·
ence. • The curriculum prepares students for work in the many
varieties of non-fictional filmmaking and emphasizes hOw vital an
improvisational training is to fiction directors.
Editing
Through training in a custom-designed Postproduction Center.
students prepare for careers in ofl·line and on-line editing. digital
and optical effects. and specialized sound editing. Using 16mm
film, film digitally transferred using the center's telecine. or mate·
rial shOt in digital video. students learn the craft's vital function in
structuril\g and pacing a film. video, or multimedia narrative and in
providing an imaginative sound track. The concentration also
emphasizes editing' s history, aesthetics. and varied non-linear
platforms and techniques.
Producing
In the Producing Center, filmmakers acquire the skills to sell film
and video ideas to producing entities within the existing system of
professional film production and financing. They also learn how to
manage a production and how to sell completed films to a produc·
er or distributor. Courses emphasize merging the creative and
business skills necessary for finding material , conducting
research, using ·networking· strategies. developing project
proposals, building creative teams , and interacting with creative
and technical personnel . Furthermore, students learn how to
negotiate, finance, and distribute creative products according to
the content and approach of any particular project. Career
outcomes may be in producing. line producing, and production
management.
Scroonwrltlng
In the Screenwritlng Center students learn storytelling for the
screen through a variety of in-class and out-of-class experiences.
which enable t~em to hone their skills in observation. communica·
lion, visualizing. and dramatic structuring. Students also learn
story development. re-writing. story analysis. critique, and the sell·
ing of script.s. The curriculum os designed for those solely interest·
ed in writong as well as those wantong to dorect their own work.
Through a variety of courses. students explore the various avail·
able roles of the screenwriter on Hollywood. in independent film
productoon. and in the international folm world.

Film and Video Major without a Concentration
Once students have completed the core. they may design a
course of study across the concentrations to prepare for the role
of independent filmmaker. This further study must amount to 36
credit hours. and for each course the student must have the
appropriate prerequisites. Students pursuil\g this option are
expected to seek faculty advice regularly in order to follow the
most effective sequence of study in realizing their career goals.
Traditional Animation and Computer Animation
The Animation program offers the experience of anomation through
hands-on access to state-of.the·art equipment and facilities in the
Animation Center. The student Is urged not to explore a singular
approach to this art form. but instead to remain open to the
possibilities of this powerful communication tool . Whether
enrolled in traditional or computer concentrations, students learn
the art of timing. movement, and storytelling by taking a series of
classes that teach both skill and the origins of the animation
process. Throughout the program students continue to learn from
each other as they explore individual directions.
Traditional and Computer Animation Core Requirements.
35 credit hours
2<H010 Film Techniques I, 24·1500 History of Cinema. 24·1700
l'dea Development. 26·1000 Animation I, 26·3040 Animation II,
2 6·3060 Animation Ill. 26·3085 Animation Production Studio 1.
2 &3090 Animation Production Studio II, 26·2070 History of
Animation
Concentration. Animation student s select one of two
concentrations. 25 credit hours
Traditional Animation
2&2010 Animation Camera and Sound. 2&2025 Drawing for
Animation I, 2&2030 Stop Motion Animatoon I, 2&2075 Digital
Animation Techniques I, 22·2214 Figure Drawing I. 2&2028
Alternative Strategies in Animation, plus 6 credots of Animation
Program electives
Computer Animation
2&2015 Introduction to Computer Modeling. 2&2025 Drawing
for Animation I or 2&2030 Stop Motion Animation I. 2&3045
Computer Animation I, 2&3055 Computer Animation 11. 2&3059
Computer Animation Ill, plus 7 credits of Anomatlon Program
electives
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Course Descriptions
FI LM AND V I DEO CORE
24-1500 Hlat ory of Ci nema 3 cr.
Course explores development of world cinema from its beginnings
in the late nineteenth century to the present. Emphasis is placed
on major directors. films. and movements that contributed to
development of narrative cinema.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition I
24-1510 The Aesthetics of Film an d VIdeo 3 cr.
Course covers basic concepts and terminology of film and video
as forms of art and mass culture. Course is divided into units of
study. with each unit accompanied by films and videotapes
demonstrating the material. All undergraduates are encouraged to
enroll on this course. especially those beginning the Film
Technoques sequence.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition I
24-1700 Idea Development for Fil m and VIdeo 3 cr.
Students examine creative processes of established artists. writ·
ers, and filmmakers to discover their own artistic processes.
Students conceptualize and develop creative projects that can be
adapted to the "short film" format. Students generate viable
concepts and ideas that can be stockpiled for future use and
learn development techniques by concentrating on several of
those concepts and bringing them to the preproduction stage.
Prerequisite: 52·1.151 English Composition 1
24-1710 Sc reenwrltlng 1: Writi ng the Short Film 3 cr.
Building on concepts and techniques introduced in Idea
Development. course allows students to explore basic methods of
film writing and to further develop skills in presenting their film
ideas in written form. Three significant short film form modes or
strategies are addressed: documentary, narrative, and experimental. Students also develop craft skills basic to film and video writ·
ing: research, story development. dialogue, and character defini·
lion. Course emphasizes finding visual equivalence for human
emotions and developing the writer's individual point of view.
Prerequisite: 24-1700 Idea Development (Cor better}, 52·1151
English Composition 1
24-1010 Film Techniques I 6 cr.
As a beginning workshop in film expression. course deals with
grammar and construction of film through edoting materials and
through learning simple scripting and storyboarding. Use of a light
meter and 16mm Bolex is taught. and students shoot proj ects of
increasing complexity while learning to use the medium to tell a
film story.
Prerequisite: 24-1700 Idea Development (C or better) and 52·
1151 English Composition 1
24-1020 Film Techn iques II 6 cr.
Workshop course introduces the basics of sound film production:
sound recording. multi·track sound track editing. lighting for blackand-white and color negative photography, sync sound shooting,
and digital editing. Exercises and written assignments lead up to
a final project. which is a short, non sync, multi·track film.
Prerequisite: 24-1010 Aim Techniques I, 24·1700 Idea
Development. (both C or better). and fulfillment of math and
computer general studies requirement

ALTERNATIVE FORMS
24-2900 Hlat ory of VIdeo and Di gital Art 3 cr.
Course explores the history of the electronic image from early
video art to contemporary interactive C().RQMs and Internet proj·
ects . Works by artists ranging from Acconci to Zando are critically
examined in terms of form and content to understand not only
their historical significance but also their influence within the larger tradition of Image making.
Prerequisite: 24-1500 History of Cinema, 24·1510 Aesthetics of
Film and Video (both C or better)
24-2910 Production Ill 4 cr.
Proj ect-oriented course introduces filmmakers to portable video
and digital production techniques. Students learn videography.
non-linear digital editing. and the basics of electronic recording.
Projects are theme-based and center around several non-narrative,
alternative forms. including music videos, documentary, diary, and
other experimental approaches
Prerequisite: 24-1020 Aim Techniques II (Cor better)
24-3915 Experimental VIdeo and Digital Production 4 cr.
This project~entered course engages students In non-narrative,
alternative aspects of video and digital production. Students
develop an aesthetic that explores. challenges, extends. or
subverts mainstream narrative or documentary structures. Topics
include camera experimentation and image manipulation; development of personal, political. or social themes; and distribution and
marketing of experimental work.
Prerequisite: 24-2910 Production Ill, completion of Aim and Video
core (C or better)
24-4900 Mu alc VI deo Production 3 cr.
Course analyzes ways in which artists combine visual imagery
with music, as with MlV-style music videos. Music video profes·
sionals Introduce class to the business. Through group projects.
students learn various production techniques, including scripting,
budgeting, and lip sync recording. Students develop a final music
video project lrom script to final edit with a local band.
Prerequisite: 24-2910 Production Ill and completion of Film and
Video core (C or better)
24-4910 Multimedia Tec hniques: Digital Production for the
Internet 4 cr.
Students learn how to combine their existing skills and develop
new ones in digital video production. computer animation. image
manipulation, and digital editing. In this project-oriented class
students learn to synthesize several media elements on a
computer to produce an original work for display on the Internet.
Instruction emphasizes basic programming techniques as well as
artistic and commercial applications of multimedia.
Prerequisite: 24·2910 Production Ill (8 or better) and completion
of the Aim and Video core (C or better)
AUDIO
24-1100 Vlaual Au dio 4 cr.
Theory of the audio Impact on visual images is explored In this
beginnillg sound lor film class. Students develop skills and gain
understanding through demonstration and creation of their works.
Class discusses the completion and delivery of entire soundtrack
to the viewer.
24-1101 Fil m and VIde o Sou nd 4 cr.
Course introduces students to theory and techniques of sound
recording as applied to the film and video mediums. Students
learn to record and edit voice and sound effects. Course exam·

ines the theory behind advanced motion picture sound, sync
systems, and digital multi·track recording systems.
Prerequisite: 24-1010 Film Tecl'lniques I (Cor better)
24-2101 Introduction to Computer·Au lated Soundtrack
Production 4 cr.
Course teaches foundations of the Digital Aud10 Workstation and
techniques required in the creation of special effects and t.he
manipulation of dialog, music, and sound effects. Course also
instructs students in the methodology of the track building
process.
Prerequisite: Completion of Film and Video core (Cor better)
24-2102 Special Effecta and Poatproductlon Sound
Technlq uea 4 cr.
Course is a concentrated workshop on audio postproduction in a
multiple machine environment. Instruction concentrates on
mixing/editing techniques for music and sound effects.
Coursework also includes the recording of natural sounds and
special effects to reinforce Images and the story contained within.
Course helps students visualize the track building process.
Prerequisite: Completion of Film and Video core (C or better)
24-2103 Location Sou nd Recording for the Motion Picture
4 cr.
Students are Introduced to synchronous film and video and
professional audio technologies. Areas covered include microphones, analog and digital audio recorders, SMPTE time code,
film and video formats, and film and video data tracks. Students
become proficient In use of professional location sound packages,
Nagra recorders, hard and wireless microphones. mic mixers, and
booms.
Prerequisite: 24-1020 Film Techniques II, may be taken concur·
rently
24-2104 Mu alc for Film and VIdeo 3 cr.
Students are introduced to elements of music and ways in which
these elements may be used to create a musical style that
enhances the visual statement. Course emphasizes understanding
the function of the score and how it relates to texture, color. and
drama in music. Students explore their creativity using the tools
available, work on projects of increasing complexity, and complete
a score for their own film or video as a final project. listening
skills, music vocabulary, and business and legal aspects of the
profession are also studied.
Prerequisite: Completion of Film and Video core (C or better)
24-3101 Advanced Location Sound Re cording for the
Motion Picture 4 cr.
Course applies principles of synchronous motion picture recording
to advanced production. Students work on advanced projects on
location with faculty supervision . Class sessions provide discus·
sions, exchange of experiences. and problem solving.
Prerequisite: 24·2103 Location Sound Recording for the Motion
Picture
24-3120 Prepa rati on for the Audio M ix 4 cr.
Course offers In-depth study of the art of mixing the final sound
track for visual mediums. Both linear and non-linear systems are
employed . teaching students proper applications. Students
receive group and one-on-one instruction and are required to use
extensive out-of-class lab time. Outside projects as well as those
created within the department give students hours of hands-on
experience and exposure to a vanety of techniques.
Prerequisite: 24·2101 lntroductton to Computer·A.s sisted
Soundtrack, 24-3122 Audio for the Vrsual Medrum II, permission
of instructor

24-3122 Audio for the Ylaual Medium II 4 cr.
Course is intended for advanced students who w1sh to gain more
insight and experience in preparing and m1xing soundtracks for
film. Students work in teams to complete class proJects dunng
additional weekly lab times.
Prerequisite: 24-3120 Preparation for the Audro Mix
24-3198 Independe nt Project: Location Audio vanabte cr.
Under guidance of an advisor, student IS respons1ble for on-locat ion production sound recording and playback on student or
professional films.
Prerequisire: 24-2103 Location Recording for the Motion Prcture.
permission of the Audio Coordinator. qualified adVIsor. and
completed application
24-3199 Independent Project : Audio Poatproductlon
Variable cr.
Student designs and renders the necessary elements for complet ion of a soundtrack on student or professional films.
Prerequisite: 24·2101 Introduction to the Computer Assisted
Soundtrack and 43-2415 Random Access Audio for Film, or know/·
edge of non-linear digital audio workstations. permission of the
Audio Coordinator. permission of qualified advisor. and completed
application

CINEMATOGRAPHY
2 4-1200 Lighting I 4 cr.
Course introduces basic film lighting techniques for students with
little or no studio lighting experience. Students become familiar
with important safety procedures and the uses of standard pieoes
of lighting equipment. The role of grip and gaffer on the film set is
also explored. Special attention is given to important tight measur·
ing techniques. including use of the spotmeter. Course encour·
ages intelligent. thoughtful approaches to lighting based on
dramatic structure and script.
Prerequisite: 24-1010 Film Techniques I (Cor better)
24-2201 Image Oealgn for Cinema 3 cr.
Class examines issues of visual commun1cat1on and design of the
cinematographic image . Through lectures. pract1cal ass1gnments.
and critiques. students refine their ability to use 1mages to see,
conceive, and communicate most effectively. They atso develop
critical thinking necessary for filmmakers when creating the 111sual
concept of the story.
Prerequisite: 24-1010 Film Techniques 1 and 24·1510 Aesthetics
of Film and Video (both C or better)
24-2202 Cinematography: Came ra Seminar I 4 cr.
Course gives stuCients working knowledge of 16mm motion picture
camera equipment. Operation and maintenance procedures are
specified for each camera. Instruction also covers duties of the
camera assistant and operator.
Prerequisite: Completion of Film and VIdeo core (C or berter) and
24·1200 Lighting I
24·2203 Optical Printing I 3 cr.
Course serves as a general Introduction to the optical prmter ana
its capabilities , emphasizing the basic operation of a J·K printer.
Exercises involve control of focal techniques. exposure. t1me
manipulation, superimposition, fades and dissolves. h1gh contrast
processing, manes and countermanes for w1pes and 1nsets. blow·
up and reduction. cotor adjustment. comb1natoon. and 1Solat1on .
Prerequisite: 24·1010 Film Technrques I (C or t>etter)
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24-2204 VIsual Effects 3 cr.
Through practical hands-on application, students learn methodology of visual effects production. Students acquire general knowledge of a variety of skills needed to effectively produce and direct
a visual effects sequence.
Prerequisite: 24-2202 Camera Seminar I and 24-1200 Lighting I
24-2206 Teleclne 3 cr.
Students acquire a worl<ing knowledge of the aesthetics and technical aspects of the film-to-tape transfer process known as
telecine. Content addresses theory and application of color
correction. image control. and manipulation techniques. Principles
of color theory and the tools available to filmmakers engaged in
the processes of electronic media and 1mage manipulation are
explored through lecture. interactive computer exercises, and
hands-on terecine experience .
Prerequisite: 24-3202 Special Studies in Cinematography I
24-2207 Composltlng for Cinema 3 cr.
Students learn various analogue and digital techniques of
composing film elements that have originated from film, electronic
imaging systems. and computer generated images. Instruction
includes lecture and practical exercises. Students use an
advanced optical printer and Flint digital compositing workstation.
Prerequisite: 24-3202 Special Studies in Cinematography I
24-3200 Lighting II 4 cr.
Course focuses on the visual image and how to arrive at that
image through intellectual and physical means. This highly technical crass stresses knowledge of technical elements necessary to
accomplish the sophisticated marriage of art and science.
Prerequisite: 24-1200 Lighting I, 24-2202 Camera Seminar I

24·3204 Digital Cinematography 3 cr.
Course explores technical and aesthetic demands of interformat
production. digital cinematography, and digital postproduction and
special effects. Students light the set and shoot the scene in
different formats. using 16mm. 35mm. Digital Video. SP BETA,
and HDlV. After composing the scene with special effect plates.
students transfer final product on 35mm print and evaluate how
different recording mediums handle the video-to-film transfer
process.
Prerequisite: 24·3202 Specral Studies in Cinematography I
24-3205 Lighting Ill 3 cr.
Course focuses on advanced lighting for motion pictures based on
brightness analysis of the scene. Students learn how to light a
scene using a spotmeter only.
Prerequisite: 24-3200 Lighting 11. 24-3201 Camera Seminar II,
and permission of instructor
24·3206 Photographi c Theory/ Laboratory Practice 3 cr.
Course offers in-depth study of technicalities of photographic films
and practical information on the role of the film laboratory.
Filmmakers must understand their film stocks and the film laboratory handling them in order to use stock most effectively. Topics
include latent image theory, tone reproduction. sensitometry/
densitometry, mechanical properties of films, and image quality.
Prerequisite: Completion of Film and Video core (C or better)
24-3298 Independent Project : Cinematography
Variable cr.
This independent project provides cinematography students with
an opportunity to shoot a film outside the classroom and receive
credit for the project.
Prerequisite: 24-3202 Special Studies in Cinematography I,
permis.sion of Cinematography Curriculum Coordinator. and
completed application

24-3201 Cinematography: Camera Seminar II 4 cr.
Course focuses primarily on operating the latest models of 16mm.
Super 16, and 35mm cameras and includes an introduction to
ARRI SR3, Aeton 16, ARRI 535. and Panavision cameras.
Instruction also covers support equipment, including the dolly, jib
arm , gear head, video assist, Steadicam, and Smart Slate.
Students learn how to operate equipment and shoot 35mm
footage and receive exposure to telecine transfer in a commercial
facility that includes digital da V1nci.
Prerequisite: 24-2202 The Camera Seminar 1. 24-3202 Special
Studies in Cinematography I, and permission of instructor

24-2501 The Filmmaker as Author 3 cr.
This screening and discussion crass is an intensive study of a
single director as author. The featured director changes each
semester. This course may be repeated .
Prerequis ite: 24-1500 History of Cinema and 24-1510 Aesthetics
of Aim and Video (both C or better)

24-3202 Special Studies In Ci nematography I 4 cr.
Students identify and Interpret artistic and technological problems
in cinematography. Students work on individual and group projects
to develop different creative approaches to the visual concept of
the script. Content covers technical issues such as film stocks.
processing, densitometry, special effects, and lighting.
Prerequisite: 24-2201 Image Design for Cinema, 24-2202
Cinematography: Camera Seminar I, 24-1200 Lighting I, and 243306 Photographic Theory/Laboratory Practice (may be taken
concurrently)

24·2502 Und iscovered Europe : Filmmakers Beyond the
Spotlight 3 cr.
Course studies work of talented European directors less frequently distributed in the U.S .. including Alain Tanner, Dusan Makavejev,
Margarethe von Trona, and Chantal Akermann. Course focuses on
cinematic authorship as a function of national culture. including
heroes (Andrzej Wajda) and dissidents (Ken Loach). Course
explores connections between social Identity and cinematic style.
Prerequisite: 24-1500 History of Cinema. 24-1510 Aesthetics of
Aim and Video (C or better)

24-3203 Special Studies In Cinematography II 4 cr.
Course acquaints students with the role of the cinematographer in
motion pictures . Content focuses on creation of the movie's visual
concept, problems of style. and design and arrangement in
connection with choice of creative techniques. Course also deals
with color structure of the motion picture.
Prerequisite: 24-3202 Special Studies in Cinematography I, 243206 Photo Theory/ Laboratory Practice. 24-3201
Cinematography: Camera Sem1nar II (may be taken concurrently).
and permission of instructor

24·2503 American Masters 3 cr.
Course explores the themes and visual styles of four of America's
most accomplished filmmakers. Instruction focuses on issues
such as each director's working methOds, the relationship of their
films to their personal lives, and the relationship of their work to
the attitudes and culture of their time. Three or four representative films by each director are used to illustrate these topics of
discussion. This course may be repeated as featured filmmakers
change.
Prerequisite: 24·1500 History of Cinema. 24-1510 Aesthetics of
Aim and Video (both C or better)

CRITICAL STUDIES

24-2504 European Masters 3 cr.
Course explores themes and visual styles of some of Europe's
most accomplished filmmakers. Instruction focuses on issues
such as each director"s working methods. the relationship of thei r
films to their personal lives. and the relationship of their work to
the attitudes and culture of their time. Three or four represent&
tive films by each director are used to illustrate these topics of
discussion. This course may be repeated as featured directors
change.
Prerequisite: 24·1500 History of Cinema. 24-1510 Aesthetics of
Film and Video (both C or better)
24-2505 Two VIsions 3 cr.
Some of the major films of two directors are analyzed in depth.
Course explores impact of each director on the ways in which we
view life and film. Directors featured in class change each semester. This course is repeatable.
Prerequisite: 24-1500 History of Cinema, 24-1510 Aesthetics of
Film and Video (both C or better)
24-2510 Studies In Genre 3 cr.
Course examines film genre's history, aesthetic, cultural context,
social significance, and critical methodologies. Past topics have
included the science fiction film , comedy, melodrama, film noir,
and the musical. Course is repeatable for credit.
Prerequisite: Completion of Film and Video core (C or better)

24-2560 Short Forms In Film and VIdeo 3 cr.
Narrative and experimental short films and videotapes are viewed
to define the range of structural and stylistic techniques available
to student filmmakers and to provide models for kinds of filmmak·
ing encouraged by the College's production program. Examples
are drawn from a variety of sources and are grouped into structur·
a l and stylistic categories for analysis and comparison.
Prerequisite: Completion of Film and Video core (C or better)
24-2561 Studies In Film Aesthetics 3 cr.
Course investigates how film movements and technological innovations determine and enhance the aesthetics development of the
medium. Previous topics have included Expressionism;
Surrealism ; and Aspects of Film: Cinemascope, Technicolor.
Stereophonic Sound, and 30.
Prerequisite: Completion of Film and Video core (C or better)
24-2562 Myth , Dream, and Movie: Studies In Image and
Structure 3 cr.
Course examines myths and dreams, the storyteller"s fundamental source of raw materials. Class makes use of mythic sources in
various narrative media, drawing specific structural and thematic
comparisons with current films.
Prerequisite: Completion of Film and Video core (Cor better)
24-2563 Outside the System: The Independent Filmmaker

3 cr.

24-2520 Studies In National Cinema 3 cr.
Course investigates how social, economic, and political institu·
tions affect film style and content. In turn. course considers how
movies provide metaphorical snapshots of their culture at a
specific moment. Examining both U.S. and other cultures' movies
and videos allows for the viewing of art as a construction of a
culture, not simply a personal or natural phenomenon . Course is
important for all Film and Video students interested in the
media's treatment of a culture.
Prerequisite: 24-1500 History of Cinema and 24-1510 Aesthetics
of Film and Video (both C or better)

Despite enormous budgets and international audiences of the
commercial industry, independent filmmaking is alive and flourish·
i ng. Course examines a group of outstanding films produced
outside the system, revealing the advantages of personal authorship and exploring the ingenuity required to create unorthodox
solutions to cinematic problems. Screenings include works by
well-known independents and works by young filmmakers j ust
breaking into view. Class discussion covers role of experimentation in developing new forms and use of creativity in overcoming
I imitations of time.
Prerequisite: Completion of Film and Video core (C or better)

24-2540 Studies In Film History 3 cr.
Course investigates how social, economic, and political institutions affect film and video style and content during a specific era .
In turn , it looks at how movies provide metaphorical snapshots of
their culture at these moments. Topics covered in the past have
included Films of the Fifties. Films of the Sixties. Films of the
Seventies, Films of the Eighties, Movies and War Propaganda, and
Black Roles in Film and Society.
Prerequisite: Completion of Film and Video core (Cor better)

24-2571 Strategies In Film Criticism 3 cr.
Course is for students interested in exploring the craft of writing
about movies for publication. After surveying intertwined histories
of film criticism, movie reviews, and cinema theory, students track
diverse genres of movie journalism in Chicago's daily and weekly
newspapers as well as in national and international monthly
magazines.
Prerequisite: Completion of Film and Video core (C or better)

24-2543 History of Documentary 3 cr.
Course explores the variety of styles and concerns that shape
documentaries. Content covers the first outdoor films made at the
beginning of film history, the lyrical documentaries of Robert
Aaherty, and the institutional documentaries inspired by John
Grierson. Course also examines the broad range of developments
of the post-World War II era, including the television documentary,
cinema verit~ movement. collective and personal documentaries
of anti-war and women' s movements , role and impact of video in
the '80s and ' 90s, and recent trend to incorporate narrative techniques.
Prerequisite: 24-1500 History of Cinema, 24-1510 Aesthetics of
Film and Video (both C or better)

24-2580 Sexual Perspectives In Film 3 cr.
Course includes historical, psychological. and sociological examinations of sexual behavior and relationships , shifting concerns .
and changing morals as presented in cinema. Topics for examination might include gay and lesbian filmmaking, the image of
women in film, male myths, and feminist filmmaking. This course
may be repeated as the subject changes.
Prerequisite: Completion of Film and Video core (Cor better)
24-3565 Images and Symbols In Film 3 cr.
Students are exposed to historic mythological explanations of
images and symbols and see a wide selection of examples from
visual arts. Discussion is focused on universal symbols. nature
symbols. and contextualization of symbols. Students apply exam·
pies to their creative work, which might include journal writings .
photoramas. scenes . or prose writing. Various creative exercises
h ighlight students' internal symbology and personal vision.
Prerequisite: Completion of Film and Video core (C or better)
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24-3566 Fil m Festivals 4 cr•
Course reviews and evaluates the role and function of major
national and international film festivals in promoting, marketing,
and distributing certain styles of filmmaking. Instruction also
considers the roles of film criticism and festival directors. The
course provides an overview of the history and politics of film
festivals in different periods.
Prerequisite: Completion of Aim and Video core (Cor better)
24-3567 VI sual Analysis 3 cr.
Course provides detailed, specific analysis of two classic films.
discovering in their component parts their visual strategy. Films
paired for examination might include Citizen Kane and Bonnie and
Clyde. or Klute and The Magnificent Ambersons. Course may be
repeated as featured films change.
Prerequisite: Completion of Aim and Video core (C or better)
24-3573 Theory of Fil m and VIdeo 3 cr.
Course explores nature of film and video and principles that
govern the functions of these media. Topics discussed include
authorship, ideology. and genre. Course provides perspectives and
possibilities for the student's own creative efforts.
Prerequisite: Completion of Aim and Video core (Cor better)

DIRECTING
24-1300 Acting Techniques for Filmmakers 4 cr.
Designed for Film and Video students. Introductory course covers
basic acting principles using monologues and scene study to
achieve understanding of the acting process. Course is ideal for
those studying a related field such as directing or screenwriting.
Content provides experience on the other side of the camera with·
out the pressure of performing among acting students.
Prerequisite: 24·1010 Aim Techniques I (Cor better)
24·2301 Directing I 6 cr.
Course begins study of the basic relationship between actor, text,
and director. then expands to include directorial use of story·
boards, camera plots , brackets , and shooting scripts as tools for
camera placement. Emphasis is on development of director's
camera placement and breakdowns, beat analysis, rehearsal tech·
nlques. and casting.
Prerequisite: Completion of Aim and Video core (C or better)
24-3302 Directing II 6 cr.
Students direct four scenes shot on videotape in this workshop
class. Students prepare productions from script development,
storyboard, rehearsal. production, and editing. Students complete
the first two in-class shoots of an assigned script that they rewrite
and reinterpret. Scripts for the last two shoots are developed
through a series of written assignments.
Prerequisite: 24·1105 Production Ill (B or better) and 24·2301
Directing 1
24·3303 Directing Ill 6 cr.
Course covers the process of directing one's own dramatic materi·
al. from preparation of a script breakdown to final cut. Using
videotape. instruction emphasizes collaborative skills needed to
work with a cinematographer, sound recorder. and editor. Projects.
for this class may be based on the student's own screenwriting.
Students apply for admittance by submitting a very short. dramati·
cally effective screenplay that is ready for pre-production.
Prerequisite: 24-3302 Directing II, permisston of instructor and
Directing Area Coordinator

24-3310 Directing for the Camera 4 cr.
Course emphasizes development of camera strategies for shoot·
ing dramatic footage. Practical decision making is stressed as an
essential tool in dealing with emotional articulation of a scene.
Students receive intensive training in hands-on experience of
camera placement.
Prerequisite: 24-2301 Directing I and 24·2910 Production Ill
24·3320 Improvisational Film 6 cr.
Course provides an opportunity for students to collectively create
a narrative video. Using acting exercises. creative writing tech·
niques. and elements of performance theory, students work as
actors. improvising a dramatic text. The piece is then videotaped
and edited using only the class as crew and postproduction
personnel. Anal project is a ten-minute video. Thematic and narrative focus is led and shaped by the instructors. All students must
present an audition piece for acceptance into the class.
Prerequisite: 24-2202 Camera Seminar I and one of the following:
24-1300 Acting Techniques for Almmakers. 24-2301 Directing I,
or 31·1200 Acting: Basic Skills
24-3398 Independent Proj act: Directing Variable cr.
An independent project is designed by the student, with the
approval of a supervising faculty member, to pursue directing proJ·
ects beyond the scope of the directing course of study. Students
must complete a rigorous application process prior to enrollment.
Prerequisite: 24·2301 Directing I, completion of application,
permission of Directing Curriculum Coordinator

DOCUMENTARY
24-2801 The Docume ntary VIsion 3 cr.
Course explores wide variety of styles and techniques used in
documentary filmmaking, from the first films made out-of-<loors in
the early years of cinema to the documentaries of today. Students
explore a broad range of classical and innovative approaches and
discuss television documentaries. cinema veritt and re-enacted
cinema.
Prerequisite: Completion of Film and Video core (Cor better)
24-2810 Topics In Documentary 3 cr.
Course focuses on topics within the realm of documentary film·
making. Past topics have been Cinema Verit~ . How America Sees
the World, and Documentary: Art or Activism.
Prerequisite: 24-2801 The Documentary Vision
24-3801 Doc umentary Production 4 cr.
Course uses hands-on projects to explore each step in the
process of documentary filmmaking. from discussing various
approaches to editing a paper cut. to researching and conducting
videotaped interviews. Inherent to the study are technical consid·
erations. such as lighting and hand-held spontaneous camera
work in cinema verit~ style and editing the complex structure of a
documentary.
Prerequisite: 24-2801 Documentary Vision, 24·2910 Production Iff
(B or better)
24-3805 Creating the Personal Documentary 3 cr.
Course examines the aesthetic and production of personal documentary films. Class trains students to articulate their Identities
and perspectives on themselves and other important issues in
their lives. Students use journal writing. video and audio record·
ing. observational techniques. and other research methods to
develop or record Inner processes and personal self·reflection.
Students develop and structure a short. personal documentary.
Prerequisite: 24·2910 Production Iff (B or better) or 2 4·2801
Documentary Vision

24.3820 Topics In Documentar y: Production 3 cr.
Course focuses on production topics in documentary. Past topics
have included the Natural History film.
Prerequisite: 24.2910 Production Ill and 24.2801 Documentary
Vision
24.3898 Independent Project: Do cumentary Production
Variable cr.
An Independent project in documentary is designed by the student
and supervising faculty to pursue topics discovered subsequent to
completing Documentary Vision or Documentary Production.
Responsibilities will include fundamental research, pre-interviews.
assembling a crew. capturing action elements. and conducting on·
camera interviews. The goal is to accumulate all materials neces·
sary to enter into the postproduction phase. Prior to registration,
the student must submit a written proposal outlining the project.
Prerequisite: 24.2801 Documentary Vision and permission of
Documentary Concentration Coordinator

24.3899 Independent Project : Documentary
Post production Variable cr.
An independent project in documentary postproduction is
designed by the student and supervising faculty to complete a
documentary resulting from the class Documentary Production or
Independent Project : Documentary Production. Responsibilities
include the logging of rushes. creating transcripts. assembling a
paper edit, editing an off·line rough cut. and concluding with an
on·line fine cut. Goal is to have a finished documentary for broad·
cast. Prior to registration. the student submits a detailed postproduction schedule.
Prerequisrte: 24.2801 Documentary Vision and permission of
Documentary Concentration Coordinator
24-4810 Producing the Issue Oriented Documentary
3 cr.
This Is a two-semester course in documentary production that is
organized as a production company. Students develop and
produce a short documentary. agreed upon in the first semester.
Course emphasizes research and writing with a point of view.
Divided into production units. class works with cards using a real·
world production model. Second semester addresses postproduc·
lion and finishing through on·line editing and mixing. Although
students completing the first semester are given priority. students
are not required to take the first semester to enroll in the second.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
EDITING

242401 Ed iting the Narrative Film I 4 cr.
Course provides basic narrative editing experience in three areas:
developing information-handling skills to deal with large amounts
of film and audio material; acquiring the means to apply ideas
about that material in order to develop an authOrial approach: and
using digital. non-linear off·line video editing equipment for each
student to edit their own interpretation. Students receive critiques
of their work after each project to determine the development of
their proficiency of craft and creativity. This is the first class in the
Editing concentration and is required in order to take advanced
courses.
Prerequisite: 24·1020 Rim Techniques II (Cor better)
242402 Advanced Ed iting: Ed iting the Narrative Film II
3 cr.
Course provides advanced narrative editing experience in three
areas: developing information·handling skills to deal with large
amounts of film and audio material; acquiring the means to apply
Ideas about that material to develop an authorial approach: and

using digital , non-linear off-line video editing equipment for each
student to edit their own interpretation. Projects increase in
complexity. Students receive critiques of their work after each project to determine the development of their proficiency of craft and
creativity.
Prerequisite: Completion of Rim and Video core (Cor better) and
24·2401 Editing the Narrative Rim I

24·3406 Advanc ed Editing Seminar: Narrative 3 cr.
Course provides an opportunity for advanced editing students to
cut independent projects. advanced directing, and thesis projects
in a classroom environment. Course also provides editing
students with a reel of their work for use in future endeavors.
Prerequisite: 24-2402 Editing Narrative Rim II, 24·2205 Advanced
Editing: Rnishing Strategies. permission of instructor
244403 Edit ing the Documentary 4 cr.
Course provides documentary editing experience in three areas:
developing information-handling systems to deal with large
amounts of material ; acquiring the means to apply ideas about
that material in order to develop a comprehensive authorial
approach; and using digital, non-linear off-line video editing equipment for each student to edit their own interpretation (built from
eight hOurs of ru shes). Students work with material about grass
roots organizations· attempts to influence the 1996 Democratic
!National Convention in Chicago.
Prerequisite: 24·2401 Editing the Narrative Film I and 24·2801
The Documentary Vision or permission of instructor
2 44404 Edit ing the Commercial 4 cr.
Class emphasizes editing and postproduction producing under
t ight deadlines. Students edit commercials. trailers, and PSA proj.
ects every two weeks. Students act as postproduction supervisor.
which requires them to contract with students working in other
digital classes such as Special Effects and Postproduction Sound
and Introduction to the Computer-Assisted Soundtrack.
Prerequisite: 24·2401 Editing the Narrative Rim I and completion
of Rim and Video core (C or better)
2 4·4405 Advanced Editing: Finishing Strategies 3 cr.
Class explores strategies of on-line editing and finishing on f11m.
Students learn film fmishing and conforming techniques. including
I ab preparation and audio optical track requirements. Students
perform on-line edits in consultation with off-line editors and d irectors. Instruction includes onsite visits to a variety of postproduct ion facilities.
Prerequisite: Completion of Film and Video core (C or better) and
24·2401 Editing the Narrative R im 1
244407 Advanced Editing Seminar: Digital and Optical
Effects/ Motion Graphics 3 cr.
Course provides an opportunity for advanced optical effects
students to create Independent projects in a classroom environ·
ment. Class also provide digital optical effects students with a
reel of their work for use in future endeavors.
Prerequisite: 24·4405 Advanced Editing: Finishing Strategies. 24·
2402 Advanced Editing: Editing the Narrative Film II, and permis·
sion of insrructor
24-4420 Advanced Editing: Digital and Optical Effects I
3 cr.
Students learn techniQues to digitally integrate software and
composite layers of images. DISCussions of digital and opt1cal
effects from conception to design encourage students to make
creative use of software.
Prerequisite: Complelton of Film and Video core (C or better) and
24·2401 Editing the Narrative Film I
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24-4421 Advanced EdltlnC: DICi tal and Optical Effects II
4 cr.
Students learn complex film and video compositing under tight
deadlines using advanced high-end systems. Course emphasizes
storyboarding and design as well as postproduction house protocols.
PrerequiSite: 24-4420 Advanced Editing: Digital and Optical
Effects I and 244405 Advanced Editing: Finishing Strategies
24-4422 Advanced Ed lt l nc: DICital and Optical Effects Ill
3 cr.
Students learn complex film and video compositing. focusing on
mastering the use of the AinVFiame. Students create high-end
digital and optical effects through collaboration with advanced
animators and cinematographers.
Prerequisite: 24·4421 Advanced Editing: Digital and Optical
Effects 11. 24-4405 Advanced Edifing: Finishing Strategies
24·4423 Graphic Deslcn Workshop for Editors 1 cr.
Course is an intensive IWO·day seminar in graphic design.
Instruction focuses on layouts. typography, color theory. motion
graphics. and trends in design. Students refine their graphic
design skills in order to improve the presentation of their film and
video work. Course is taught by graphic design specialists. Work
is created and critiqued in the workshop.
Prerequisite: 24·4420 Advanced Edifing: Digital and Opfical
Effects I
24·4427 Advanced Edltl nC: The Postproduction Supervisor

3 cr.
Class is designed for the advanced editif1g student who is working
as a postproduction producer. Content emphasizes pre-production
decisions necessary for postproduction: scheduling. budgeting.
hiring personnel. and allocatong facolities and equipment. Class
explores various natoonal and onternatoonal distribution requirements. Students learn strategoes for communicating with third
party vendors. including sound. labs. and postproduction houses.
Class uses feature length film as model.
Prerequisite: Completion of Film and V1deo core (Cor berter) and
24·2401 Editing the Narrative Film 1
244425 The Assistant Edit or 3 cr.
Course familiarizes students with the duties of an editing assistant. Instruction focuses primarily on the handling of 16mm and
35mm film elements and on the use of equipment needed for
finishing a project on film. Students learn proper practices and
procedures for organizing materials: working with the lab: and
logging, synching, and coding film and mag stock in preparation
for editing. Several exercises teach fundamentals, and the final
project cuts a short feature length film.
Prerequisite: 24·2401 Editing rhe Narrative Film 1
24-4426 Photoshop Work shop lor Editors 1 cr.
An intensive two-day seminar in Photoshop, this course will assist
editing students in video finishing. PhOtoshop can be used as a
tool lor graphics production for film and video. Students will learn
titling, alpha channels. mattes. etc.
Prerequisite: 24·2401 Editing rhe Narrative Film 1
244424 On·llne Workehop l or Editors 1 cr.
Two-day seminar enables students to perform on-line edits and
learn the basic operation of Discreet Logic Edit.
Prerequisite: 24-2402 Editing the Narrative Film 11. 244420
Advanced Editing: Digital and Optical Effects 1

24-4492 Independent Project : Pre-Postproduction
Variable cr.
Course provides the independent editor with an opportunity to log
and organize their project in preparation for editing.
Prerequisite: 24-2401 Editing the Narrative Film 1 or 24-2910
Production Ill, permission of Editing Curriculum Coordinator.
completed application
24-4493 Independent Project: EdltlnC: Narrative Short
Variable cr.
Course provides the independent editor or independent filmmaker
with an opportunity to edit a short narrative film.
Prerequisite: 24-2401 Editing the Narrative Film I or 24-2910
Production Ill. permission of Editing Curriculum Coordinator.
completed application
24-4494 Independent Project: Edltlnc: Documentary Short
Variable cr.
Course provides the independent editor or independent filmmaker
with an oppor tunity to edit a short documentary film.
Prerequisite: 24·2401 Editing the Narrative Film I or 24-2910
Production Ill. permission of Editing Curriculum Coordinator.
completed application
24-4495 Independent Project : Edltlnc: Experimental Short
Variable cr.
Course provides the independent editor or independent filmmaker
with an opportunity to edit a short experimental film.
Prerequisite: 24-2401 Editing the Narrative Film I or 24-2910
Production Ill. permission of Editing Curriculum Coordinator and
completed application
24-4496 Independent Project : Edltlnc: Moti on Graphic/
Spec ial Effects Variable cr.
Course provides the independent editor or independent filmmaker
with an opportunity to edit a motion graphics or special effects for
a short film.
Prerequis ite: 24-2401 Editing the Narrative Film I or 24-2910
Production 111. permission of Edirmg Curriculum Coordinator,
completed application
24-4497 Independent Project : Edltlnc: Music VIdeo
Variable cr.
Course provides the independent editor or independent filmmaker
with an opportunity to edit a music video.
Prerequisite: 24·2401 Editing the Narrative Film I or 24-2910
Production Ill. permission of Editing Curriculum Coordinator.
completed application
24-4498 Independent Project : Edltlnc: Dlrector' s/ Edltor's
Reel Variable cr.
Course provides the independent editor or independent filmmaker
with an opportunity to edit a reel of their work.
Prerequisite: 24·2401 Editing the Narrative Film I or 24·2910
Production Ill, permission of Editing Curriculum Coordinator,
completed application
24-4920 Production IV: Avid Media Composer 4 cr.
Course focuses on the AVID media composer and advanced elec·
tronic production equipment. Students learn sophisticated nonlinear digital edit.if1g. including digitizing. titlif1g, audio mixing, and
special effects. Class culminates In a personal, five-minute pro]·
ect that eac·h student develops from script to final on-line edit.
Prerequisite: 24·2910 Production Ill and 24-2401 Editing the
Narrative Film 1 and permission of instructor

PRODUC I NG

24-3600 Production Manacer: Narrative end Doc umentery
Feat ure Filma 3 cr.
Course explores the role of the production manager 1n forming a
film budget and schedule of script analysis and breakdown.
Content covers vendor relationships and project management
setup and development. The postproduction supervisor role will
also be explored including distribution and delivery requirements.
Prerequisite: Completion of Film and Video core (Cor better)
24·3610 Production Management: Breakdown and
Schedullnc Workahop 1 cr.
Brief, intensive workshop examines the role of script breakdown
and scheduling in film production. Course emphasizes script
analysis for identifying key elements such as cast. locations.
props, art elements. and appropriate scheduling. Class utilizes
hybrid teaching-learning modes, meeting two times while students
complete ooursework and providing additional feedback on line.
Prerequisite: 24-1020 Film Techniques II (C or better)
24-3611 Productio n Management: Budcetlnc Workahop
1 cr.
Brief. intensive workshop examines the role of budgeting in film
production . Content emphasizes utilizing a production schedule to
determine appropriate costs for production. Instruction also
explores alternative budgets and contingencies. Class utilizes
hybrid teaching-learning modes. meeting two times while students
complete coursework and providing additional feedback on line.
Prerequisite: 24·1020 Film Techniques II (Cor better)

24-3612 Production Management: Script Supe rvlaor
Workahop 1 cr.
Brief, intensive workshop examines the role of the script supervisor in film production. Content emphasizes the importance of
continuity for single camera production. script timing, reporting,
lining the script, and monitoring pick-ups and wild tracks. Course
utilizes hybrid teaching-learning modes. meeting two times while
students complete coursework and providing additional feedback
on line.
Prerequisite: 24·1020 Film Techniques II (Cor better)

24-3613 Production Management : Poatproductlon
Supervlaor Workahop 1 cr.
Brief. Intensive workshop examines the role of the postproductoon
supervisor in film production. Content emphasizes acquisition of
postproduction personnel and facilities; managing. budgeting, and
scheduling workflow; and as.s uring adherence to delivery requirements as specified by the distribution agreement . Course utilizes
hybrid teachir\g·learning modes, meeting two times while students
complete coursework and providing add•tional feedback on line.
Prerequisite: 24-3600 Production Manager or 24·2401 Edit/flg the
Narrative Film I (C or better)
24-3614 The Aulatant Director: Feature and Corporate
Production I 4 cr.
Course teaches assistant directors how to run a long-form film
set. All aspects of the assistant director's role are covered.
including how to schedule the film and work w1th management.
producers. directors . production staff. cast members. and crew.
Addottonally. the course explores direct1ng background and second
unit actoon and organizing action for the camera. Job considerations are discussed.
Prerequis•te: 24-1010 Film Techniques II IC or better}

24-3616 The Producti on D..l&ner: F ..tura Production
3 cr.
Course provodes an 1n-<1epth examinatoon of product•on des•gn.
InstructiOn covers the entire process. from scnpt analyStS and
breakdown to locatoon scouting. budgeting for the art department,
a nd model and set construction. Students examine and crot1que
case studies. Strateg1es of collaboration are discussed.
Prerequisite: 24·1020 Film Techniques II tC or better)
2 4-3617 Art Direction Workahop 1 cr.
Brief. intensive workshop examines the role of the art director In
film production. Course focuses on ensuring that the look of the
film is consistent with the intent of the d irector and the director of
photography. Content explores acqUisition of props and wardrobe
a s well as location set construction and dressing. Preparat•on of
th e art department budget is also examined . Course utilizes
hybrid teaching-learntng modes. meeting two times while students
complete ooursework and providing additional feedback on line.
Prerequis ite: 24-1020 Film Techniques II (Cor better)
24·361B Production Manacement: location Manacement
Workahop 1 cr.
Brief, intensive work shop examines the role of the location
manager in film production . Content emphasizes location scout·
ing, analysis of the production's logistical and budgetary require·
ments, negotiating with owners, acquisition of permits. and ensur·
ing that legal requirements are met. Course utilizes hybrid teach·
ing-learning modes. meeting two times while students complete
coursework and providtng additional feedback on line.
Prerequisite: 24·1020 Film Techniques II (Cor better)
24-4620 The cr..tlwe Producer 3 cr.
The role of the creative producer is examined in the context of
feature and television films. Class enhances technical and art•stoc
expertise and expands creative and organizational sk•lls needed
to produce films within the confines of near-imposstble budgets.
Course emphasizes selection and development of properties.
p itching, casting. script problems and rewriting. staffing. work.ng
with the creative team. scheduling, budgeting. locations scouting,
p roduction design, production , and postproduction.
Prerequisite: Completion of Film and Video core (C or better)

24-4621 Produ clnc: Dlatrlbutlon and Merketlnc Workahop
1 cr.
Brief. intens•ve workshop examines distribution and marketing
strategies in the film production cycle. Course focuses on the
nature of dtstnbutoon deals. marketing campaigns. and find•ng and
research•ng dtStr~butors. Course ut1lizes hybrid teach•ng-learntng
modes. meeting two limes whtle students complete coursework
and providing addttional feedback on line.
Prerequisite: 24-3600 Production Manager: Narrative and
Documentary Feature Films (C or better)
24-4622 Produclnc: Film Flnenclnc Workahop 1 cr.
Brief. intensive workshop examines methods and types of film
financing. placing emphasis on using appropriate legal structures
for each production. Instruction explores the current state of the
market to determtne appropr~ate budgets. Course ut•lizes hybrod
teaching-learnong modes. meet1ng two t•mes while students
complete coursework and prov•d•ng additional feedback on line.
Prereqursrte: 2 4.3600 Produ<;tron Manager: Narrarrve and
Documentary Feature Films tC or better}
24-4623 Produc lnc: Lac•• El ement• Workahop 1 cr.
Bnef. •ntensrve workshop exam•nes basoc legal elements and
reqwements ror filmmakers. •ncludtng copynght . literary opt1ons.
clearances. and deals. Content addresses the metr>oo for ftnd•ng
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an entertainment and intellectual property attorney. Course
utilizes hybrid teaching·learning modes, meeting two times while
students complete coursework and providing additional feedback
on line.
Prerequisite: 24·3600 Production Manager: Narrative and
Documentary Feature Films (C or better)
24·4625 Produ cing Inde pe ndent Fil ms 3 cr.
Taking a pragmatic view as independent filmmakers, course exam·
ines the basic structure of independent feature and documentary
industries. Topics include financing, research, rights and
contracts, budgeting, production, distribution, exhibition, interna·
tional co-productions, and the cable and public television markets.
With a limited budget, students develop a project from idea to
complete proposal.
Prerequisite: Completion of Film and Video core (C or better)
24-4626 Producing: Legal and Financ ial Options 3 cr.
Advanced producing class covers the financial, legal, and packag·
ing requirements necessary to produce feature narrative and
documentary films. Instruction provides a thorough examination of
distribution and financing deals. acquisition of creative material
using options, and assuring clearances and legal copyrights.
Class explores development and marketing strategies and pitches
feature-length projects to acquisition producers.
Prerequisite: Completion of Film and Video core (C or better)
24-4627 Prod uci ng Commerci al s and Corporate Film s

3 cr.
Course examines the role of the producer/director in design,
production, postproduction. and delivery of commercials and
corporate films. Instruction emphasizes standard practices in the
Chicago market. Students learn how to rewrite scripts for produc·
tion, bid on projects, and schedule production and postproduction.
Course also covers building client base and developing client rela·
tions. Job considerations are explored .
Prerequisite: Completion of Film and Video core (C or better)

24-4652 Inde pendent Project : Producing Pre-produ cti on
Variable cr.
This is the pre-production phase of an independent production
that involves final creative and logistical preparation for principle
photography. Among other things, coursework includes location
scouting, test shooting, rehearsals, and insurance and permit
acquisition.
Prerequisite: Permission of Producing Curriculum Coordinator,
completed application
24·4653 Inde pen dent Project: Producing: Devel opm ent
and Pre-product ion Variable cr.
This project combines the development and pre-production phases
of an independent project.
Prerequisite: Permission of Producing Curriculum Coordinator,
completed application
24·4654 Inde pende nt Proj ect : Producing: Product ion
Variable cr.
This phase of the project includes principle photography. The
participant may be producer and director, producer and production
manager. producer and assistant d irector, or simply producer.
Student may not combine the role of director with production
manager or assistant director and may not combine the role of
production manager with assistant director.
Prerequisite: Permission of Producing Curriculum Coordinator,
completed application
24-4656 Inde pendent Proj ect : Prod ucing: Los Angeles
4 cr.
Course is a component of the semester in Los Angeles program .
Students develop a project then research and contact studios,
production companies, and agents regarding the developed
feature·length film project.
Prerequisite: Permission of Producing Curriculum Coordinator.
completed application
SC REENWRI TI NG

24·4628 Producing: Proj ect Development 3 cr.
Course focuses on creation and execution of cinematic ideas in
the context of small budgets, small formats. and alternative
media outlets. Students develop and pre-produce projects suitable
for production during the following semester. Students must have
a script prior to the first week of class. Students apply for admis·
sion by application.
Prerequisite: 24-4625 Producing Independent Films or 244426
Producing: Legal and Financial Options and permission of
instructor
24-4630 Produci ng: Conce pt, Pitch, Sales ( L.A .) 4 cr.
Course examines how films are sold to major studios. producers,
and distributors. In this class, students learn first how to shape
the initial idea, how to deliver the pitch, and how to negotiate a
deal. Course emphasizes not only the theory of the pitch but its
practice as well.
Prerequisite: Acceptance into the program by Producing
Curriculum Coordinator
24·4631 Producing : Studio Prod ucing ( L.A .) 4 cr.
Students learn the ins and outs of the studio system as it is
currently structured and practiced. Topics include scheduling,
budgeting, and line-producing in the context of large budgets and
complex projects. Additional components include development,
reading for coverage, complex financing, and distribution structure. Class also explores the various roles of executives in the
film industry.
Prerequisite: Acceptance into the program by Producing
Curriculum Coordinator

2 4·2700 Scri pt Analysis 3 cr.
Course provides students with an opportunity to learn more about
various concentrations by examining the methods by which profes·
sionals approach. breakdown. or prepare a script for filming.
Students analyze various drafts of scripts from several feature
length and shorter films . Beginning with story analysis, class
analyzes scripts in relationship to producing. directing. acting.
production design, cinematography, editing, and sound design.
Scripts· strengths and weaknesses are discussed in relation to
each of the production areas . Course material links with material
from each of the major concentration areas in the department of
Film and Video.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition I, 24·1510 Aesthetics
of Film and Video (may be taken concurrently)
24·2705 Co mparative Sc reen wrltlng 3 cr.
This is a repeatable course that provides the student with .an
extensive examination of the screenwriter's role, career and devel·
opment, and relationship to the production process. These objec·
tives are achieved by comparing and contrasting two writers who
operate in d ifferent ways. For example, a screenwriter who directs
his or her own materials is compared to a writer whose work is
directed by someone else: a Hollywood screenwriter is contrasted
with an independent writer; a classical narrative writer is
compared to a nontraditional writer. Students study the role of the
screenwriter and the impact of the writer on the production
process.
Prerequisite: 24-2705 Screenwriting II (8 or better}, 24-2700
Script Analysis

24-2710 Screenwrltlng II: Writing the Feature Film 3 cr.
Course teaches students to produce longer and more complex
screenplays; facilitates a deeper understanding of the screenwrit·
ing process; and enables students to develop character, story,
and linear structure. Students master systematic work habits in
order to tully develop the screenplay, from initial idea to complet·
ed script. Course also provides students with the opportunity tor
consistent critique of their screenwriting.
Prerequisite: 24·1710 Screenwriting I (8 or better)
24-2715 Adaptation 3 cr.
Course examines problems, obstacles, and reconstruction princi·
pies inherent in adapting a literary work for the screen. Content
focuses primarily on the kinds of short work attractive to low·budg·
et filmmakers and works possible within the Columbia production
program.
Prerequisite: 24·1710 Screenwriting I (8 or better}, 24·1010 Film
Techniques I, 24-1510 Aesthetics of Film and Video (both cor
better)
24-2720 Genres In Screenwrltlng 3 cr.
This repeatable course allows students to study and analyze a
different genre of screenwriting each semester. Throughout the
course, students read screenplays and compare them to the
resulting films. Students also use elements of the genre being
studied to develop and write the first draft of their own screenplay.
Prerequisite: 24-2710 Screenwriting II (8 or better)
24-2730 Screenwrltlng Workshops 3 cr.
This is a repeatable course consisting of a rotating series of intensive topics. Course includes topics such as Hollywood narrative
structure, dialogue, character development . or dealing with
agents.
Prerequisite: 24-2710 Screenwriting II (8 or better)
24-2796 Independent Project : Intens ive Study
Variable cr.
Independent projects in Intensive Study allow students, under the
advisement of a faculty member, to receive credit for attending
screenwriting-related workshops or seminars conducted by profes·
sional organizations or schools other than Columbia College
Chicago.
Prerequisite: 24-2710 Screenwriting II (8 or better}, permission of
Screenwriting Curriculum Coordinator, and completed application
24-2797 Independent Project : Analysis Variable cr.
Independent projects in Analysis allow individual consultation with
a prearranged faculty advisor to analyze or critique screenplays as
a method of better understanding the craft and improving one 's
own screenwriting. Students must complete a rigorous application
process.
Prerequisite: 24·2710 Screenwriting II (8 or better), permission of
Screenwriting Curriculum Coordinator, and completed application

develop a script from a prewritten treatment. Students must
complete a rigorous application process.
Prerequisite: 24·2710 Screenwriting II (8 or better). permission of
Screenwriting Curriculum Coordinator and completed application
24·3700 Ideation and Theme: Portfolio Review 3 cr.
Course provides an opportunity tor screenwriting students to revis·
it work completed throughout thelf tenure in the screenwriting
p rogram. Students critique their previous work in an effort to
understand their themes and styles , their strengths and weaknesses, and their development as writers. This examination
assists students in setting professional goals as screenwriters ,
whether that includes working in Hollywood or the independent
scene. This course is a prerequisite for Screenwriting Ill and is
recommended for seniors.
Prerequisite: completion of 25 hours within the screenwriting
curriculum, including 24-2710 Screenwriting II (8 or better}, 24·
2720 Genres in Screenwriting, 24-2705 Comparative
Screenwriting, 24-3740 Screen Treatment and Presentation, 242715 Adaptation, and 24-2700 Script Analysis
24-3710 Screenwrltlng Ill: Senior Thesis 3 cr.
Based on student goals as identified in Ideation and Theme ,
course allows the student to develop a final portfolio thesis project. This thesis is the culmination of the skills the student has
developed during their studies at Columbia.
Prerequisite: 24·3700 Ideation and Theme: Portfolio Review and
24-2710 Screenwriting II (A grade)
24·3730 Topics In Screenwrltlng 3 cr.
This repeatable course consists of rotating subjects that may be
of interest to the developing screenwriter. Topics might include
Historical Research for Narrative Film Fiction, Screenwriting tor
Interactive Media, or The Business of Screenwriting. Students
choose to register for the topic/semester that best addresses
their interests or needs. Film and Video majors who are concen·
trating in Screenwriting are required to take at least one Topics in
Screenwriting course.
Prerequisite: 24-2710 Screenwriting II (8 or better)
24-37 40 Screen Treatment and Presentation 3 cr.
Course develops students' skills in presenting their film ideas
orally and in written treatment format. Course builds on concepts
learned in Screenwriting I and Screenwriting II. Students master
techniques to improve their oral "pitching· skills, learn how to
write a letter of inquiry, and explore ways to improve their storytelling abilities. Course emphasizes rewriting and developing skills
to sell screenplays.
Prerequisite: 24-2710 Screenwriting II (8 or better), 24-2700
Script Analysis, completed rough draft of a short script (10 to 30
pages), and a full length draft 1120 pages)
24-3000 Senior Production Seminar Variable cr.
A faculty member serves as production advisor for an advanced

24-2798 Independent Project: Development andj or First
Draft Variable cr.
Course allows individual consultation with a prearranged faculty
advisor to develop a script idea into treatment format or a first
draft. Students must complete a rigorous application process.
Prerequisite: 24·2710 Screenwriting II (8 or better), permission of
Screenwriting Curriculum Coordinator, and completed application

student' s most comprehensive film effort in this first part of a
two-semester class. Course encompasses production and postproduction for a single film project. Seminar also covers applying to
the production fund. location selections. auditioning. rehearsals.
equipment procurement, and crew selection.
Prerequisite: 24·2910 Production Ill, completion of Film and Video
core (C or better), permission of instructor

24·2799 Independent Project: Work In Progress Variable cr.
Independent projects allow individual consultation with a
prearranged faculty advisor, enabling the student to rewrite a
script begun in a previous class or independent project or to

MISCELLANEOUS
24-3005 Careers In Film and VIdeo 2 cr.
Course explores wide variety of careers available in the film and
video industry. Students learn how to prepare themselves tor the
job market through a series of lectures and guest speakers.
Prerequisite: Completion of Film and Video core IC or better)
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24-3098 IMe,.Melrt Prefect W.-t&..._: PrHMtiM
v.nlble Ct.
InStructor Kts n SUPefV!SOt lOt students whO meet 11>e cntena
neoen.y lOt etVOIIment. Stuelents mus1 s.Almlt a ()()mC)Ie1e
procu::1lon pad<el pnor to e<VOII~ on thts class.
Pr.-eqonslte: ~SSIOn of suprtVISOt, completed llpp/ialtiOfl
24-3088 l1rter11elllp V8nable cr.
lntemahops prOVIde advanced S1uelents wM an OJIP()ttunrty to ptn
WOtll e~~P~tnence on an area of concentratiOfl or onterest whole
receMrc ~oc credit toward theor cieCfees .
PrMt~q~~~site: 3.0 GA4. completion of 111 le11st 60 credit hours.
permisSIOn of lnt.-nship Coordinlltor lind depllr~ chllirperson
24-4689 lnternelllp : Loa A111e1. . Variable cr.
lnternshop wM established producorc. prodUC1oon. or postproductoon entrty on los Anceles.
Pr.-eouosite: ~mission of Producir"C Curncu/um Coordrn~~tor
ANIMAT I ON
26-1000 A111111etlo11 I 4 cr.
Courw explores basic animation techniques . oncluding object.
drawn . and three-dimensional. plus storyboarding and final
prodUC1ion techniques. <Ner 40 animated films and '<ideas are
screened and discussed. Students complete shOrt exercises in
each of the techniques discussed , then complete a ten-second
final project, from storyboard to final shOoti"C on film. Course is
designed lor students with little or no 16mm animation prodUC1ion
e~~P~trlence .

Prereoui sore: 52·1151 English Composition I
26-2005 Co111puter Greplllct end A111111etlo11 for I nteractive
Multl111edla 3 cr.
Current trends in multimedia require animators to comprehend a
Wide ranee of computer-based animation applications. Course
ccwers broad techniques in creatine art for computer animation
With an lntrodUC1ion to methods for making animation Interactive.
Awhcatoons used include PhotoshOp for generatlnc and manipulat·
one omaces and basic 30 rendering programs. Student s shOuld
have basic understanding of computer operating syst ems prior to
enrollinc in the course.
Prereqwsite: 22·1221 Aft for lnteracti..e Multimedia. 3$1100
Foond/lrions of Computer Applialtions
26-2010 A11l 111atlon Ca111era and Sound 3 cr.

Coutw focuses on establishinc a thOroucto understandir"C of our
thtee prolessoon111 animlltion stands by completinc a series or
kly exercoses that onclude pans. zooms . Clompound rotations.
vanable shutter applications. and the layout and exposure sheet·
ore that assure accurate execution on each. Students also leam
how to use professoonal recordong equoprnent . resultinc in a 15second final ontel1ocked anomatoon that oncorporates dialOgue.
sound ellec1s. sound readong, exposure shetltong, and mull>track
buoldonc.
Prerequosrre: 26-1000 Anomlllton I
26-2015 lntraductlon to Co111puter Modellnl 3 cr.
Courw lemohllf\les students With termonofoiY and theOoes specof.
oc to computer-bllsed 30 V!Suttltzatoon. Content Cl<Wers concepts
and tOOls employed on creatorc om-eery Wllhon thos tlfMronment.
oncludonc 30 .,suel,zabon theory. I'Chtorc and shad•nc Concepts.
and procresses to adVanced computer om8Cif'C and eflec1s techniQUes. Students are ontrOduced to the tOOls they ....u explore on
comonc semest~. companrc thett str~s and weaknesses.
.t.c1uel class WOtll dunnt thos semester uses pnmanly L'Chtwsofttoare.

~Sitfl:

3!>J31JU ~to ~~.

26-2025 ~ lot Alw!vtiOfll 0t 26-2030 SfOP Mof10<1
AnlnwfiOfl II
26-2025 DrawiiiC fer AaiiUtl H I 3 Ct.
ThrOUIII' thos ~ ont-M! eo&ne. students aequo,. an undef·
standorc or fiCur~~tr..e rournan emotoons and moo.emflnts.
them to create believable anomated Charllct~ . Students create
moGel sheets . descnbe and refone ch8f11Cter llttnbutes. and learn
how to endow theor chlltacters With human trails and actoons.
VIdeo pencil testorc allows the refinement or mo.emeut and
expressoons. with final •maces shOt on 16mm film. Parlleular
attentoon os JM!n to timo~ and layout. the creatiOfl of key
{extreme) drawu~s. the process of on-be' - ' lon&. and final
cleanup. Creatonc smllll CIIIY moGels enhances the process.
Prerequt$1fe: 26-1000 Antmllfton I

enalllonc

26-2028 Alternative ltratealee In A11l111at1e• 3 cr.
Course explores alternatM! approaches to the normally hChly
strUC1ured. tectonocally onented process of cre11t1nt an animated
film. lmag,nat•on and creatMty •e stimulated as students introduced to sand. pastels. df8Wir"C dorec11y on fllmstocl<. paint·
OOi)ass , and other unorthodox methods of produc:onc anomated
films. Screeninc films created by non-mainstream llflists and
animators. such as Len Lye and Norman MclMen. irltroduc:es
students to highly grapllic and imacinative rno\lemerll and
messaces.
Prerequisite: 26-3040 Animlltion II
26-2030 Stop-Motion Anl111atl o11 I 3 cr.
Course beCJns wM a series of si~frame exerci sas e~
the controllirc of tomonc and ~t. Exerc•sas onwtwe Shoot·
ing on our Cl/ly~am • .mere bas-rehel cliiY imaces ~llfi"C on
multiple le..els of glass under a Sole• camera allOW the cre~toon
of non-shadowed omaces that seem to float llbolle one another.
Storyboards are completed prior to the creation of charact~
made with armatures . and shOoting os oone with an NT WO<IIst•
lion on a small stage.
Prerequisite: 26-1000 Anim11tion 1 (24·1010 Film Techniques 1
highly recommended)
26-2070 Hletory of Anlrllltlon 3 cr.
Course explores history of animation. from films by J. Stewart
Blackton. Emil Cohl. Len Lye, and Winsor MeetlY to preeent day
prodUC1•ons. Class studoes these animators· loves. enwonments.
motivations, and art•stoc and narrative influences. lnstructlon
in..ol\les screenonc films and videos from around the WO<Id. both
independerll and commercoal. to understand .mere t.hiS art form
has been and .mere rt •s goonc.
Prerequisitfl: 52·1151 Enclish Composition 1
26-2075 Dllltal A11l 111atlo11 Teclllllllfuee I 3 cr.
Course ontrOduces students to what os becomorc a norm 81 most
studoos: dtl!llal 1nk and paont and dtgllal camera/compound
mcwes. Students WOtll with anomated driiWI"CS created on 26-202~
Orawonc for Anomatoon 1. These driiWincs life scanned. procesSed.
and paonted usorc computers as the medium.
Prflrequts•te: 26-2025 Drrrwonc for AntmlltiOn 1
26-2076 Dllltal Alll-tlon Taclllllllf- II 3 et.
Course exparlds on the Concepts and techniques ontrOdueed on
Oogrtet Anomatoon TechnoQues 1. An addi!Jonal IOftware ICIC)I~
os ontroduc:ed, wfltch allows stuelents to move !Yom . . , _ tn11 and
pa~nt producloon to usonc "'CCW camera/ c:otnpO<RI , _ and
translltonal eflec1s . Stuelents oncorporace theM,_ techniques
onto thett advanced pro,ects.
PrttreQUtSIIfl: 26-2075 DctteJ Arnr!vtiOt> TechniQUes I

26-3016 Advanced Computer Modalln& 3 cr.
Course boilds on the knowledge learned in 26-2015 Introduction
to Computer Modeling. Students experience using advanced
Llghtwaw techniques. Students develop a short animation project. either one begun in the previous class or a completely new
plece. Storyboards are reviewed, and timing is discussed prior to
ectual worl< on the film .
Prerequisite: ~2015 Introduction to Computer Modeling

techniques devoted to advanced modeling. textures and materials
mapping. and animation problem soMng. Focus also 1ncludes
nuances of actor. dynamic s imulattOn. and spec1al effects.
Students devote much of their time to scripting. storyboard1ng.
modeling. and animating a ~ to 4(}second mult>scene an'mation.
Prerequisite: ~3045 Computer Animation 1. ~3055 Computer
Animation II

26-3026 Drawln& for Animation II 3 cr.
Course focuses on further development of animat ed characters.
Students explore the skills necessary to understand and communicate the emotions and intentions of a character. Students
explore and communicate theatrical acting through their charac·
ters' actions and movements, applying the principles of classical
animation. Students are also given the opportunity to explore lipsync and adding personality and depth to their creations.
Prerequisite: 26-2025 Dr-ing for Animation I (C or be!fer)

26-3060 Animation Ill 4 cr.
Students complete a short ~second to two-m1nute story reel.
also called a Leica reel; a short film or -.ideo consisting of story·
board panels; and full animation shot edited to length. This film
could be based on a new project or one of their AnimatiOn II storyboarded ideas. The final animation is digitally interlocked as a
pencil test on videotape with accompanying sound and several
short animated scenes.
Prerequisite: 26-3040 Animation II, 26-2010 Animation Camera
and Sound or 26-2015 Introduction to Computer Modeling

26-3031 Stop Motion Animation II 3 cr.
Students develop a project of their creation and become responsi·
ble for constructing sets, props, and stop-motion puppets. Metal
ball and socket armatures will be fabricated for the puppets.
Students Increase their knowledge, refine their animation techniques through short exercises, and shoot key scenes for their
fllms. Students have the opportunity to shoot their projects digita~
ly on a Windows NT worl<station and on 16mm equipment.
Prerequisite: 26-2030 Stop Motion Animation I
26-3040 Animation II 4 cr.
Course emphasizes story and concept development. Students
research, develop, present, and illustrate their concepts on storyboard. Individuals present their worl< and receive constructive
critiques and feedback from visiting professionals. Students
complete several storyboards while exploring fables. personal
experiences, myths, and poetry.
Prerequisite: 26-1000 Animation I, 24-1700 Idea Development
26-3045 Computer Animation I 4 cr.
Class familiarizes students with the Unix-based 30 environment.
Using Alias Maya software. tools specific to the 30 environment.
course begins with broad concepts then progresses to advanced
computer animation techniques. The second half of the class
focuses on one project in order to encourage personal expression
within the digital animation environment.
Prerequisite: 26-2015 Introduction to Computer Modeling. 263040 Animation II
26-3055 Computer Animation II 4 cr.
Course introduces Soltimage software. Class builds on the broad
concepts and methodology introduced in 26-2015 Introduction to
Computer Modeling. explaining new and refined approaches to
problem solving and animation t echniques in a digital envira<>ment. The first half stresses technical mastery of the broad range
of tools available for animation purposes. The second half focuses on the animation production process. giving the student a
peat degree of freedom in expressing their stories and ideas
while honing their technical skills.
Prerequisite: ~2015 Introduction to Computer Modeling. ~
3040 Animation II
26-3059 Computer Animation Ill 4 cr.
Instruction stresses technical mastery of advanCed tools and
refines aesthetic techniques for achieving various an1matt0n
effects. Course emohasizes Character an1mation. with ancillary

26-3065 Animation Work-ln-Proare.. 2 cr.
Course provides feedback to self-motivated students wishing to
worl< on an independent project outside of any particular class.
Student s must bring to the first class a finished storyboard ready
tor production and must present an outline of their goals and
expectations for the semester. All Animation faculty are invited to
participate throughout the semester.
Prerequisite: 26-3060 Animation Ill (may enroll concurrently)
26-3085 Animation Production Studio I 4 cr.
Course is the first of two semesters in which the students work
oollectively on a single project. Course simulates an actual
production environment. which students face alter graduating. The
instructor. acting as the executive producer. assigns a job title to
e·ach student. Students must fulfill the responsibilities of their
assigned role to complete the project. Content focuses on preproduction , including screenplay, design of characters and back·
grounds, storyboards, recording of vocal talent, and Leica reel.
Prerequisite: 26-3060 Animation Ill, Animation Concentration
senior
26-3090 Animation Production Studio II 4 cr.
Students continue working on the project they began in An1mation
Production Studio I. Animation Production Studio II is pnma111y
devoted to post-production. with the students analyZing dialogue
tracks, beginning their animation. generating -.isual effects. edit·
ing sound and -.isual. and placing music effectJVely. St oryboards.
characters. and stories are established. and production crews
near comPletion on production . The goal th1s semester 15 to fm1sh
production and be fully into postproduction about m1<1-term.
Prerequisite: 26-3085 Animation Production Studio I
2'6-3098 Independent Project: Animation 2 cr.
An independent prOject IS designed by the student. wrth the
approval of a super-.is1ng full·tlrne An1mat1on faculty member. to
work on an advanced prOject. Pnor to reg,strattOn. the student
must submit a written proposal and storyboard that descnbes the
prOject to be undertaken. Students are encouraced to reg,ster tor
26-3065 AnimattOn Worlww'rogress fO< WOrk on 1ndependent prOf·
ects .
Prerequ1site: Perm1sstOn of the An1mMt0n PrOffam DrrectO(
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Interdisciplinary Studies
ACADEMIC PREPARATION FOR PRESENT DAY M ULTIFACETED CAREERS I N THE
ARTS AND COMMUNICATIONS OFTEN REQU I RES STUDENTS TO TAKE COURSES
IN SEVERAL DEPAR T MENTS OR DISCIPLIN E S. INTERDI SC I PL INARY STUDIES
ARE DEGREE PLANS FOR PART ICULAR MAJORS OR M INORS THAT COMBINE
AND I NTEGRATE COURSES FROM SEVERAL DISCIPLINES TO ACHIEVE SPECIFIC
EDUCATIONAL GOA L S.

Students may design an interdisciplinary major
by combining two disciplines as described in the
Academ ic Programs and Policies section: or.
students may complete an interdisciplinary maj or
or minor that has been outlined by departments
designed specifically to prepare them for a
particular profession. Students who want to
study a specific academic topic using a varied
approach may also choose an interdisciplinary
major or minor.
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A Major in Broadcast Journalism
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The Interdisciplinary Major in Broadcast Journalism consists of
two JOint p.ograms offered by the Journalism and Television
Departments and the Journalism and Radio Departments. In
these majors students learn how to write and produce broadcast
news by taking a combination of courses in journalism and televi·
soon or journalism and radio.An important part of both majors are
·capstone· studio courses in which students produce radio or
television newscasts that are broadcast to the college community.
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE INTERDISCIPLINARY
MAJOR IN BROADCAST JOURNALISM

Journallam Core. 27- 30 credit houra
53-1010 Introduction to Mass Med ia. 53-1015 Introduction to
Writ ing and Reporting, 53-2015 Media Ethics and Law, 53-2020
Reporting for Print and Broadcast. 53-2025 Copy Editing, 53-2030
Information Search Strategies. 53-2310 Broadcast News Writing,
53-3310 Writing and Reporting Television News (Television
students only), 53-3115 Investigative Reporting or 53-3130
Interpretive Reporting; one of the following courses: 53-3120
Covering Urban Affairs. 53-3125 Covering the Courts, 53-4110
The Business Beat, 53-4410 Covering Science and Medicine I, or
53-4415 Covering Science and Medicine II

Student• aelect a specialization In Radio or
Televlalon .
Radio . 21 credit hours
41·1107 Voice and Articulation, 41·1114 Introduction to Radio
Technology, 41-11.28 Radio Production I, 41·2214 Radio
Interviewing. 41-2207 Radio Writing and Newscasting, 41·1135
Radio Producer. 41-3407 WCRX Radio Actualities

Televlalon. 22 credit hours
4().1302 Television and New Media Production. 40.1103
Aesthetics of Television. 40.2302 Video Techniques I, 40.2401
Video Techniques II, 40.2601 Creating the Television News
Package, 40.3601 Television News Practicum or 40.3621
Practlcum: Producing the News

A Major in Musical Theater
Performance
The Musical Theater Performance maJor combines the strengths
of Columbia' s Theater. Music. and Dance Departments to create
a unique interdisciplinary program designed to prepare students
for performing careers in musical theater and commercial enter·
tainment fields. The focus of the program's course worl< is on the
practical development of performing skills in dancing. acting, and
singing. Studies of related history. theor y, and general craft
considerations are also included to provide perspective on the
arts.
Major requirements include core courses and a concentration in
one of three disciplines. Core courses cover the basic techniques
and foundations for dancing, acting, and singing. Advanced level
core courses combine skills in all three disciplines within actual
performance or production settings. Concentration courses
ptOvide an opportunity for in-depth study in one of the disciplines.
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MAJOR IN MUSI CAL
THEATER PERFORMANCE

Core Requirements . 57 credit houra
33-13511ntroductlon to Dance Studies . 33-1221 Ballet I, 331251 Tap Dance I, 33-1231 Jazz I, 33-1181 Musical Theater
Dance I, 31·1200 Acting 1: Basic Ski lls. 31·1205 Acting 1: Scene
Study and Rehearsal Lab, 31·1300 Voice Training for Actors I. 321101 Theory: Music and How to Read It, 32·2111 Slghtsinging
and Musicianship, 32-2511 Techniques in Singing I, 32·2803
Vocal Ensemble, 31-1400 American Musical Theater: Beginning to
1945, 31·1405 American Musical Theater: 1945 to the Present.
32-2400 Musical Theater II: Scenes and Songs. 31-3400 Musical
Theater 111. 31-3405 Musical Theater IV, 31-3900 Professional
Survival and How to Audition, 31·2120 Text Analysis, 32-2707
Private lessons: Musical Theater Voice

Students aelect a Dance, Music, or Theater Emphasis.
14- 15 credit hours
Dance
33-2182 Musical Theater Dance II, 33-2252 Tap Dance 11 . 332232 Jazz Dance II, 33-2322 Ballet II, and 9 credits earned in any
Modern. Jazz. Tap, or Ballet courses at level II or above

Mualc
32-2121 Harmony and Eartraining, 32-2112 Sightsonging and
Musicianshop II, 8 credit hours of Private Lessons: Voice

Theeter
31-2200 Acting II: Advanced Scene Study. 31-2205 Actong II:
Character and Ensemble, 31-2300 Voice Training for Actors II, 31·
3200 Acting Ill: Acting and Performing

A Major In Interactive Multimedia

REQU I ItEMEIITI 'Oit THE MAIOit I ll IIITEitACTIVE
MULTIMEDIA

Columbia Collete offers a comprehenslw lour·~• undefgrlldu8te
major in interec:tNe multimedia ptoduction to ~Met the educational
Me<b etelted by the rise of this ,._ art IOfm end the myned

Tlle cumculum for the m-.or on Interact- Multomedoe oncludes 39
credit hOUrs of COfe requqments end 18-23 adclltoonal credrt
hours of conc:enttatoon requ~tements.

indusllles thlt edopti~ it. The Interactive Multimedia llto&rem
It Columbia Colle&e pteperes students to perticlpete on thi s ,._
merttetpleoe of Idees. to creete ert thlt emphasizes discourse
end CliaiOCue-lnterectlvtty. It i s our belief thlt lnteract.lve multi~
eli• represents a unique new aesthetic end that the Interactive
Multimedia proerem at Columbia College will help define this ,._
art !Ofm.
Columbia's Interactive Multimedia ptogram Is designee! lor
students whO want to WOI1< in t eam production environments. The
llto&ram Is a powerful synthesis of Columbia' s acknow1eelged
experti se In arts education and production combined with a
Clynamlc . . - curriculum
by Columbia CoiJete faculty as
well as worldn& ptolessionals from the interactive multimedia
in<lustty.

tauetrt

The ptogram's core curriculum ptcMCies students with a wei~
rounele<l foundation in the component medi a that compose mull~
medi a products. The core also ptcMCies students with an in.Ciepth
unelerstending of the design issues raised by the unique aspect ot
thi s new medlum-lnteraction. Students build skills usi~ the
latest production tools and techniques. then complete the
ptogram In ptoduction team environments. resulting In a portfolio
of work with which to begin a career.
The job markets !Of interactive multimedia ptofessionals are
establi shed and growl~ eJli)Onentially. Interactive multimedi a Is
elreedy pervasive: web sites on the Internet. CO-ROMs. ovoROMs. interactive books. magazines. newspapers, movies. and
cernes are all created by highly skilled multimedi a ptoduction
spedalists working in teams. Interactive mult.imedi a speci alists
are in demanel in ptactically every sector of the economy. The
need fOf such professionals will only grow as interactive multi~
ell a takes its piece alongside print and the visual arts as a standard of human communication.
Columbia College has a rich history ot nurturing the individual
Mtlstlc creativity of st udents while preparing them to be creative
participants In the ptOi essional workplace. This history Is continued in the Interactive Multimedia ptogram. Early projects and
assignments that encourage students to explOre their individual
artistic expression Me combined with a focus on teamotlented
ptojects. The team ptojects are descned to equop students with
the sl<ills they need to thrive in the client-contract()( envlronrnerot.
Out multimedia ptoeluction studios are constantly ~ to
ptcMCie students with hancls-on ac:cess to the l etest tools and

techniques.

Den Ol nalla
Direct()(
Interactive Multimedia PrOI!TBm

Students whO complete the COfe requorements plus 9 ct edrt hOUrs
of required courses from one of the conc:entrltoon areas woll
receive a B.A. on Interactive Multomedoa.

•

..
..
,..

•

Students whO complete requirements fOf both the cOfe end a
completed concentration will receille a B .A. in lnteractille
M ultimedia with a Concentration.

..

Cora Raqulramante. 31 credit lloura
----'--------- - --- - ·-· ..
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39-1100 Aesthetics ol Interactive Multimedia. 22·1221 Att for
Interactive Multimedi a. 23-1200 Photography fOf Interactive
M ultimedia, 39-1300 ScunCI for Interactive Multimedi a. 26-2005
Computer Graphics end Anomation IOf Interactive M ultimedoa, 35
2501 Computer Pro&ramminc for lnteractille Multimedoa. 24-1710
Screenwmi~. 40.1701 VIdeo IOf Interactive M uttlmedoa. 39-2600

Int eractive Multimedi a Proeluction: lndivi<lual. 39-3600 lnteractrve
M ultimedia Proeluction: Teem

Concentr ation•. 18- 2 1 credit lloura
Animation. Programmlnc. Graphic OesiCn. ScunCI Oeso&n.
Phot ography. Project M anagement. Video. and Writin& (under
consideration). Students shOUld check the Interactive Multomedla
brochure for required courses and credits.

0
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Course Descriptions
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INTERACTIVE MULTI MED IA
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39-1100 Aesthetics of Interact ive Multimedia 3 cr.
Course doscusses the emerging aesthetic of computer-based interactive multomedia. 11 seeks to Identify the aural, visual, rhetorical .
and dramatic aesthetic traditions that pteceded and now pervade
interactive forms. Students learn strategies for critical analysis of
interactive multimedia pieces. Students are then prepared to
apply these strategies proactively in lhe creation of interactive
multimedia pieces.
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39-1300 Sound for Interactive M ultimedia 4 cr.
Course focuses on the creative application of sound and music for
implementation in computer·based multimedia presentations.
Students learn the basic principles of acoustics. digital theory,
sound recording. and editing. Production Involves creating sound
for streaming audio, streaming video and music in the context of
an interactive project. Students acquire the skills necessary to
create compelling and technically proficient sound tracks.
39·1600 Intro duction to Interactive Multimedia
Production 3 cr.
Students learn the basics of designing and constructing their own
interactive project for Internet delivery. Production focuses on
creating an Interactive Interface that Is both efficient and intuitive.
Production emphasizes orientation, fluency, engagement, and visu·
al design. Students may Incorporate component media created in
other classes.
39-2200 30 Deslcn Fundamentals for Int eract ive
M ultimedia 3 cr.
30 modeling poses new opportunities and challenges and
requires new strategies. par ticularly for 30 interfaces. Course
introduces students to the language and principles of 30 mode~
ing to facilitate 30 design.
Prerequisite: 24·1710 Screenwriting I or departmental permission
39-2500 Information Deslcn for Interactive Multimedi a
4 cr.
Information structure affects every aspect of interactive production. Course explores Information theory and data design, includ·
ing normalization rules. Theory is coupled with practical skills,
including introduction to SQL programming, database design, and
interactive project/database integration.
Prerequisite: 35-2501 Programming for Interactive Multimedia, 391100 Aesthetics of Interactive Multimedia and departmental
permission

39-2600 Interact ive Multimedia Production : Individual
5 cr.
Course focuses on the integration of component media in an interactive multimedia project. Students design, produce, debug, and
modify several interactive multimedia pieces. Students learn the
basics by creating an autobiographical/personal project and identi·
tying techniques for ongoing portfolio development. Contemporary
authoring technology and content creation tools will be utilized.
Prerequisite: 22·1221 Art for Interactive Multimedia, 35-1100
Foundations of Computer Applications. 39-1100 Aesthetics of
Interactive Multimedia, 26-2005 Computer Graphics and
Animation. completion of at least 6 additional credit hours of
Interactive Multimedia core classes

39-2610 Multimedia Producer 3 cr.
Course helps students understand the role of a multimedia
producer through a combination of lecture, discussion, and handson exercises. Students learn how to form a ptoject and move it
into ptoduction. Skills taught include budgeting. scheduling. forming a ptoject team. hiring outside vendors. allocating resources.
tracking progress. and ensuring quality.
Prerequisite: completion of core, excluding Interactive Multimedia
Production II
39-3600 Interactive M ultimedia Production: Team I and II
4 cr./4 cr.
Intensive yearlong team production. students learn to worl< collal>oratively while producing projects for an external client. This twosemester senior-level sequence builds on Interactive Multimedia
Production 1: Individual and caps the four-year major in Interactive
Multimedia. Course begins with concepts of team organization
and communication and continues with the formation of production teams, design of the project. and acquisition of media
elements. Students practice scheduling and meeting deadlines by
shipping multiple versions of the project throughout the year.
Prerequisite: completion of core requirements

39-3088 Internship Variable cr.
Internships provide advanced students with an opportunity to gain
work experience in their area of concentration or Interest while
receiving academic credit toward their degree.
39-3098 Independent Project Variable cr.
An independent project is designed by the student, with the
approval of a supervising faculty member, to create work that
goes beyond what is available in the curriculum. Prior to registration. the student must submit a written proposal that outlines the
project.

Interdisciplinary Minors
REQ U IREMENT S FOR THE MINOR S

Minor In Creative Nonfiction
The Creative Nonfiction Minor, co-sponsored by the English. Fiction
Writing, and Journalism Departments. offers students an exciting
avenue to improve oral. written , and creative problem-solving skills
that will enhance the students' work In any of Columbia 's arts
an:l media fields. Students who study creative nonfiction along
with any Columbia major will develop a focused and flexible appli·
cation of skills that will dramatically increase their chances of
suocessfully competing in their chosen profession upon graduation. Students from any department. including those departments
sponsoring the minor, may pursue a Minor in Creative Nonfiction.
Courae Requirements. 24 credit hours

18 credit hours of required courses: 52·2830 Creative Nonfiction
I, 52·2831 Creative Nonfiction II, 55-1101 Fiction I. 55-4102
Fiction II, 55-4104 Prose Forms; 6-8 hours of electives from the
following Fiction Writing classes: 55-4319 Creative Nonfiction•.
55-4315 Story and Journal. 55-4213 Critical Reading and Writing:
Fiction Writers as Nonfiction Writers. and 55·4318 Bibliography
and Research TechniQues for Fiction Writers; or from the following
English Department classes: 52·2832 Creative Nonfiction: Journal
Writing• . 52·2810 Expository Writing: The Personal Essay, and 52·
2695 Connections In literature; or from the following Journalism
Department classes: 53-1015 Introduction to Writing and
Reporting, 53-2020 Reporting for Print and Broadcast. 53-2265
Magazine Article Writing, and 53-3220 Advanced Magazme Article
Writing
( • strongly recommended)
Minor In latlno/ Hispanlc Studies
Latino;Hispanic Studies at Columbia is an Interdisciplinary minor
focused on the historical and cultural development of
Hispanic/Latin-American people, their language, art. literature,
social Institutions, and the significance of their contributions to
American society. Although the courses are selected from various
disciplines, the Liberal Education Department is its academic
home. A minor in Latino/Hispanic Studies consists of 24 credit
hours: 6 credit hours in Spanish Language and Culture. 9 credit
hours in Art or Literature, and 9 credit hours in History or Social
Science.
Course Requirements. 24 cred it hou rs
Lan&ue&e
6 credit hours from the following: 51·1301 Spanish Language and
Culture I, 51·1302 Spanish Language and Culture II, 51-2301
Spanish Language and Culture Ill, 51·2305 Spanish for Native
Speakers (Students who are proficient up to Spanish Ill may take
the 6 credits in the other two areas. Students who are native
speakers of Spanish must enroll in 51·2305 Spanish for Native
Speakers.)
Art and Literature

9 credit hours !rom the following: 22·2150 Art of Mexico: Olmecs
to the Present. 24-2520 Studies in National C1nema: Latin·
American Cinema • . 31·3226 Acting Ill Styles: Latino Theater. 51·
1111 Latin-American Art, Literature. and Mus1c, 52-2644
Introduction to U.S. Latino Poetry, 52-3632 La!ln·Ame,can
Literature: South and Central American Literature and/or LatinAmerican Novel. 52·3644 U.S. Latino Literature. 55-4210 Creative
Reading and Writing: Latin American Authors •
(• course has prereQuisites other than English Composition)

History an d Society
9 credit hours from the following: 49-1401 Latin-American and
Caribbean History: to 1800. 49-1402 Latin-American and
Caribbean History: since 1800. 49-2401 History of Mexico and
Central America, 49-2632 Hispanics in U.S. History, 49-2641
Latinas in U.S. History, 49-2774 Atlantic Studies: Race. Color,
and Culture since 1700
Minor In Playwriting
The Interdisciplinary Minor in Playwriting gives students In Theater.
Fiction Writing. and other majors an opportunity to broaden their
skills in writing for the stage and media. Students who minor In
playwriting must complete 24 credit hours of course work offered
by the Theater and Fiction Writing Departments.
Course Requirements. 24 credit hou rs

31·2800 Playwriting Workshop I, 55-1101 Fiction Writing I, 31·
3800 Playwriting Workshop 11. 55-4204 Critical Reading and
Writing: Drama and Story; select 10 credit hours of 31·1200
Acting 1: Basic Skills •. 31·1210 Improvisational Techniques I, 31·
2120 Text Analysis. 31·3805 New Plays WorkshOp, 31-1600
Introduction to Design for the Stage, 31·3899 Independent
Project: Playwriting, 55-4102 Fiction Writing II *. 55-4302 Story
and Script. 55-4309 Story to Stage. 55-9000 Independent
Project: Fiction Writing
( • strongly recommended)
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Interpreter Training
SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETING IS A RICHLY FULFILLING AND CREATIVE
PROFESS I ON REQ U I RI NG KEEN INTELL IGE NCE AND A SENSITIVITY TO THE
SMALLEST NUANCES IN COMMUNICATION. PROFESS I ONAL IN TERPRETERS
HAVE OPPORTUNITIES TO WORK WI TH DIVERSE POPULATIONS IN A VARIETY
OF SETTINGS.

A career in interpreting should appeal to those
who have a special interest in language and
communication and to those who enjoy work·
ing with other people.

··· ~ '.

The study of sign language rewards students
with the pleasure and discipline that are
involved in the study of any language. Such
study provides students with an insight into
t he nature of language by developing a range
of communicative abilities. American Sign
Language is a unique, independent and fully
developed language, one that has come to
occupy a place of major importance in
contemporary linguistics and communication
theory.
Practicum experiences give interpreting
students unique opportunities to network with
Chicago area interpreting agencies and freelance interpreters. Students interpret in real·
life interpreting assignments while receiving
supervision and feedback from professional
mentor interpreters.
Our dist inguished faculty includes native users
of American Sign Language and practicing
interpreters who have been extensively
involved for many years with the deaf community. Our resources include a Language
Laboratory/Resource Center supplied with
audio and video equipment as well as a library
of books and tapes.

"Interpreting majors develop fluency in English
and American Sign Language as well as the
ability to manipulate those languages in an
appropriate and creative manner necessary
for interpreting and transliterating. Emphasis
is placed on acquiring knowledge, skills, and
interpersonal communication strategies in
order to become effective cultural mediators
between diverse communities."
Lynn Pena

Chairperson
Interpreter Training Department
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A Major In Interpreter Training

Course Descriptions

Interpreting majors will complete 53 hours of required courses for
the Interpreter Training Major. During the first two years of the
major, students will develop fluency in American Sign Language
and English and broaden their knowledge of deaf culture and the
linguistics of American Sign Language. At the completion of
American Sign Language IV, students will be evaluated before
entering the sequence of interpreting courses. Throughout the las.t
two years of the major. focus will be directed to the process and
practice of interpreting between English and American Sign
Language. The theories of interpretation and transliteration will
also be explored. Students will complete a two-semester
practicum involving interpreting assignments in the community and
a seminar course in which practical interpreting issues are
discussed.

37-1151 American Sign language I 3 cr.
Course concentrates on development of conversational fluency in
American Sign Language (ASL). Students learn to accurately recognize and produce signs in ASL with appropriate nonmanual behaviors and grammatical features. Course is a basic introduction to
ASL. and students develop expressive and receptive ASL skills
through discussions of topics such as exchanging personal information and talking about surroundings, residences, families, and
activities.

Details of the requirements for the Interpreter Training major can
be found in the departmental brochure. Obtain copies from the
Interpreter Training Department or the Admissions Office.
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MAJOR

Course Requirements. 53 credit hours
37-1151 American Sign Language I. 37·1152 American Sign
Language II , 37·2153 American Sign Language Ill. 37-2154
American Sign Language IV, 37·1252 Deaf Culture, 37-2253
Structure of American Sign Language. 37·23011ntroduction to
Interpreting and Interpreting Techniques. 37-2302 Language and
Translation. 37-3303 Topics in Interpreting, 37-3204 Multicultural
Issues in Interpreting. 37-3401 Consecutive Interpreting. 37-3402
Simultaneous Interpreting; Monologues. 37·3403 Simultaneous
Interpreting; Dialogues. 37-3304 Theory of Interpretation, 373404 Transliterating and Educational Interpreting, 37·3501
Interpreting Practicum (taken over two semesters)
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MINOR IN S IGN
LANGUAGE STUDIES

The American Sign Language Studies Minor will provide students
with an opportunity to master American Sign Language at a
communicative level and have a broad understanding of the
culture of the deaf community. Students will become familiar with
resources available to the deaf community. such as interpreter
referral services and relay operators, and will be able to utilize
them in their own profession. Students will have a clear sense of
how American Sign Language and knowledge of the deaf community apply to their major.
The minor is open to any student who does not wish to pursue a
career as an interpreter but who has an interest in American Sign
Language and the deaf community. Students need 21 credits to
complete the minor.

Cou rse Req uirements. 21 credit hours
37-1151 American Sign Language I. 37-1152 American Sign
Language II , 37-1252 Deaf Culture. 37-2153 American Sign
Language Ill. 37-2253 Structure of American Sign Language, 372154 American Sign Language IV, 37-3661 American Sign
Language Literature

37-1152 American Sign Language II 3 cr.
Course focuses on continued development of conversational fluen·
cy in American Sign Language, including further training in receptive and expressive skills, fingerspelling, vocabulary building, and
grammatical structures. Students begin to develop understanding
of use of classifiers and signing space in ASL. Topics introduced
include giving directions. describing physical characteristics ,
making requests, discussion of occupations. attributing qualities
to individuals. and daily routines.
Prerequisite: 37-1151 American Sign Language I or permission of
department chairperson
37·2153 American Sign Language Ill 3 cr.
Course includes vocabulary building and mastery of grammar
through rigorous receptive and expressive language activities. ASL
skills development with appl ication to complex grammatical structures continues. Topics discussed in ASL include the location and
description of items in rooms and buildings, complaints. making
suggestions. and making requests. Notes on deaf culture are also
discussed.
Prerequisite: 37-1152 American Sign Language II or permission of
department chairperson
37-2154 American Sign Language IV 3 cr.
Course focuses on continued development of receptive and
expressive American Sign Language skills . Course covers the
following topics using ASL: telling about life events, describing
obj ects. and discussion of activities and current events. Notes on
deaf culture are also included.
Prerequisite: 37-2153 American Sign Language Ill or permission
of department chairperson
37·1252 Deaf Culture 3 cr.
Course is an introduction to various aspects of the deaf community as a linguistic and cultural minority group. Designed for individu·
als who may or may not have had prior experience with deaf
people. course raises questions concerning the nature of sign
language and its varieties. education of deaf people, historical
treatment of deaf people, sociological and cultural issues important to the deaf community, and political activism.
Prerequisite: 37-1151 American Sign Language I or permission of
department chairperson
37-2253 Structure of American Sign Language 3 cr.·
Course focuses on the linguistic structures of American Sign
Language, including phonology, morphology, syntax. and language.
Structural aspects of both American Sign Language and English
are compared and contrasted, providing students with valuable
insight into both languages.
Prerequisite: 37-1152 American Sign Language II, 37-1252 Deaf
Culture, or permission of department chairperson

37-2301 Introduction to Inte rpreting and Interpreting
Techniques 3 cr.
Course introduces students to the field of interpreting. Focus is
on the history of the interpreting field, growth of the profession,
and current trends. Students begin study and analysis of the Code
of Ethics. Basic pre-interpreting techniques are introduced and
practiced.
Prerequisite: 37-2153 American Sign Language Ill, 37-1252 Deaf
Culture, 52-1152 English Composition II, or permission of department chairperson

37-3403 Simultaneous Interpreting: Dialogues 3 cr.
Course focuses on simultaneously interpreting dialogues from
American Sign Language to English and from English to American
Sign Language . Interpretation begins before the source message
is completed and continues while the source message continues.
Students practice interpreting such events as telephone calls,
meetings, and interviews. Opportunities to observe working interpreters are provided.
Prerequisite: 37-3402 Simultaneous Interpreting: Monologues or
permission of department chairperson

37·2302 language and Translation 3 cr.
Students translate discourse from English to American Sign
Language and from American Sign Language to English.
Instruction includes analysis of the text. understanding language
equivalence. restructuring the message, and judging appropriateness when translating.
Prerequisite: 37-2154 American Sign Language IV. 37·2253
Structure of American Sign Language, or permission of depart·
ment chairperson

37·3304 Theory of Interpretation 3 cr.
Course examines history of translation, models of interpreting,
and equivalence across languages. Study includes theories of
spoken language interpreting and sign language interpreting.
il'heories of basic, practical ethics and behaviors are explored and
applied to the interpreting profession.
Prerequisite: 37-2301 Introduction to Interpreting or permission of
department chairperson

37·3303 Topics In Interpreting 3 cr.
Course deals with practical and ethical issues in interpreting.
Focus is on areas of decision making, assignment assessment,
environmental management, professional organizations, policies
and procedures within agencies and organizations. Course also
in;:ludes discussion and application of principles and guidelines of
the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf Code of Ethics.
Prerequisite: 37·2301 Introduction to Interpreting, 52-1152
English Composition II, or permission of department chairperson

3 cr.
Course focuses on transfer of information from spoken English to
a signing system and from a signing system to spoken English.
Students practice transliterating skills in various planned and
unplanned situations . Issues specific to educational interpreting
settings are discussed, and opportunities to observe educational
interpreters are provided.
Prerequisite: 37-3403 Simultaneous Interpreting: Dialogues or
permission of department chairperson

37·3204 Mu lticultural Issues In Interpreting 3 cr.
Course explores multicultural issues as related to the interpreting
profession and the deaf community. Broad introduction of multicul·
turalism is followed by an in.Cepth look at the most common
cultures and cultural issues interpreters encounter. Aexibility in
the schedule allows for study of additional cultural groups. Guest
presenters and field trips allow students to experience the rich·
ness of diverse communities and gain insight that can be applied
to their interpreting and to their everyday lives.
Prerequisite: 37-1252 Deaf Culture, 37·2154 American Sign
Language IV. 37·2301 Introduction to Interpreting and Interpreting
Techniques

37·3501 Interpreting Practlcum 4 cr./4 cr. (a total of B credits
taken over two semesters)
Two-semester course provides opportunities for students to apply
t heir knowledge. skills, and experience in various interpreting
settings , including education, business. public service agencies,
and freelance interpreting. Students participate in supervised
interpreting fieldwork and receive feedback and guidance from
professional mentor interpreters. Students attend a seminar
focusing on linguistic and ethical questions that may arise during
practicum assignments.
Prerequisite: 37-3402 Simultaneous Interpreting: Monologues or
permission of department chairperson

37-3401 Consecutive Interpreting 3 cr.
Students begin to practice interpreting skills consecutively.
Students interpret from American Sign Language to English and
from English to American Sign Language with a controlled amount
of time between the source and the interpretation. Students are
introduced to planned and unplanned material and have opportu·
nities to observe working interpreters.
Prerequisite: 37-2154 American Sign Language 1\1. 37·2253
Structure of American Sign Language, 3 7-2301 Introduction to
Interpreting, or permission of department chairperson

37-2601 Creativity and American Sign language 3 cr.
Course focuses on utilizing American Sign Language as a tool for
creating poetry, storytelling, and theatrical productions. Students
participate in activities and d iscussions and occasional assign·
ments outside class. Course is designed to increase students·
understanding of how aspects of deaf culture are expressed
through creative American Sign Language.
Prerequisite: 37·2153 American Sign Language Ill, 37-1252 Deaf
Culture, or permission of department chairperson
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37-3402 Simultaneous Interpreting: Monologues 3 cr.
Course focuses on simultaneously interpreting monologues from
American Sign Language to English and from English to American
Sign Language. Interpretation in this case begins beforE' the
source message is completed and continues while the source
message continues. Students practice interpreting speeches.
lectures . and narratives. Opportunities to observe working interpreters are provided.
Prerequisite: 37-2302 Language and Translation, 37-3401
Consecutive Interpreting. or permission of department chairperson

37-3404 Transliterating and Educational Interpreting

37-3602 Advanced American Sign language 3 cr.
Course is designed to refine expressive and receptive skills of
students pursuing a degree in interpreting. Advanced linguistic
structures are introduced and practiced. Course focuses on vocabu lary building specific to areas in which interpreters find the greatest challenges : medicine, law. computer technology, sports, reli·
gion. academics. business. rehabilitation. and local terms.
Current events are discussed in American Sign Language, giving
students opportunities to apply linguistic and cultural knowledge
while participating in open discussions.
Prerequisite: 37·2154 American Sign Language IV. 37·1252 Deaf
Culture, 37·2253 Structure of American Sign Language, or permis·
sion of department chairperson
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37·3661 America n Sign Language Literature 3 cr.
Course covers two full-length ASL narratives by Ben Bahan and
Sam Supalla, well respected ASL storytellers. Through the narratives, students are exposed to the lives and experiences of deaf
people. Deaf people rely on ASL narratives to portray themselves
and to reaffirm their identities as members of a distinct cultural
group. Students also learn how a narrative is formed without a
written system and how it is preserved and passed down through
the generations. Note: This is a required course for students
pursuing an American Sign Language Studies Minor.
Prerequisite: 37-2153 American Sign Language /11, 37-1252 Deaf
Culture, or permission of the d epartment chairperson
37-1701 American Sign Language Flngerspelllng 1 cr.
Summer enrichment course emphasizes when and how to use
fingerspelling in American Sign Language. Appropriate changes in
handshapes and patterns are discussed and practiced as well as
the lexicalization of fingerspell ing.
Prerequisite: 37-1152 American Sign Language II
37·1702 American Sign Lamguage Vocabulary Enrichment
1 cr.
Summer enrichment course is designed to build on skills learned
in the introductory American Sign Language courses. Students'
areas of interest are explored, and emphasis is placed on sign
variation, which can be very challenging for ASL students.
Prerequisite: 37-1152 American Sign Language II
37·2 705 ASL Challenges for Interpreters 1 cr.
Summer enrichment course focuses on various aspects of ASL
that present challenges to new interpreters. Challenges to be
explored include variations such as signing used in different
educational programs and variations related to gender, geographi·
cal regions, and age. Acronyms commonly used in interpreting
settings are also explored. Class focuses primarily on vocabulary
and translation and is not an i nterpreting skills course. This is
valuable information to apply to future interpreting courses.
Prerequisite: 37·2153 American Sign Language Ill, 37·1252 Deaf
Culture
37·2703 Applying American Sign Language Structure
1 cr.
Summer enrichment course focuses on using the grammatical
structures of ASL in conversation and in interpreting settings.
Course builds on the skills and knowledge obtained in the
Structure of ASL course.
Prerequisite: 37-2253 Structure of ASL, 37·2154 American Sign
Language IV. 37-2301 Introduction to Interpreting and Interpreting
Techniques
37-3704 Spec ialized Interpreting 2 cr.
Summer enrichment course focuses on a different specialized
area of interpreting each summer. Specialized areas might include
theatrical interpreting, med ica~ interpreting, mental health inter·
preting, and legal interpreting. To learn which topic is being
offered, call the Interpreter Training Department.
Prerequisite: 37·34 01 Consecutive Interpreting
37·3898 Independent Project Variable cr.
Independent projects offer credit to students for special proj ects
related to deafness and/or interpreting. Student proposes project
to the department chairperson for approval in advance, at which
time number of credits are assigned. Contact the Interpreter
Training Oepartment tor additional details.
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Journalism
THE PROGRAMS OF T HE JOURNALISM DEPARTMENT PROVIDE PRACTICAL,
HANDS-ON EXPER I ENCE IN REPORTING , WRITING, EDITING, AND PUBLISHING.

They provide a strong foundation for students
seeking careers in newspapers, magazines,
newsletters, television, radio. or online media.
Courses are taught by professional journal ists
from national and local media. Journalism
students enrich the major by taking additional
courses in history, social science. literature.
science. and the arts.

···~ ..

The Journalism Department curriculum is
structured around a core of six courses. which
include an overview of the history and role of
mass media in America. and introductory
courses in writing and reporting, media ethics
and law. copy editing and computer-assisted
journalism. These courses are designed to
prepare students for intermediate and
advanced work in the major's four concentrations.
News Reporting and Writing focuses on reporting and writing about public affairs for print
and online news media. Students take
advanced courses in feature writing, interpretive reporting and investigative journalism.
and in specialized "beats.· such as courts,
business. urban affairs, and science and
medicine. Students in the College Newspaper
WorkshOp produce the Chronicle. the
College's weekly student newspaper. and its
companion web site.

The Magazine Program is designed to prepare
students for a variety of editorial positions on
consumer or trade magazines. Magazine
majors take specialized courses in magazine
article writing. magazine editing, magazine
design. and desktop publ ishing. Students in
the College Magazine Workshop write. edit.
and design Echo, an award-winning, four-color
magazine that focuses on arts and media in
Chicago.
Broadcast Journalism is an interdisciplinary
program, taught in cooperation with the
Television and Radio departments. Students
learn how to adapt news copy for broadcast,
write to video, report and write television and
radio news. and produce news packages.
Student-produced news programs. such as
"600 South,· a television news magazine. and
" Newsbeat," a live television newscast, are
highlights of the program.
Reporting on Health. Science. and the
Environment, taught in conjunction with the
Science and Mathematics Department,
addresses a growing need for journalists who
can bridge the gap between the medical/
scientific community and the general public.
This unique program features a yearlong
sequence in science writing and reporting,
taught by a Pulitzer Prize-winning science journalist. In addition to careers in print and
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electtonic media, there are jobs for science communicators in
government. industty. and academia.
For students who would like to continue their study of journalism
after completion of the undergraduate degree. the Journalism
Department offers a Master of Arts degree in Public Affairs
Reporting. Interested students should contact the Graduate
School Admissions Office for more information.
Columbia's journalism courses are taught In Internet-connected
computer newsrooms and in state-of-the-art broadcast studios in
the Television and Radio Departments. An extensive internship
program complements on-campus journalism activities by placing
students in local and national media where they receive practical
exposure to a variety of journalism careers. Students are advised
throughout the major by fuiHime faculty who have extensive
professional experience in print, broadcast. and online media. In
and out of the classroom. faculty assist Journalism majors in
preparing for careers that are intellectually stimulating and
demand a high degree of social responsibility.
Carolyn Hulse
Interim Chairperson
Journalism Department

A Major in Journalism
All majors complete a core curriculum of 18 credits that Includes
courses in mass media, writing and reporting. copy editing, media
ethics, and computer-assisted journalism. Students select from
four concentrations: News Reporting and Writing, the Magazine
Program. Broadcast Journalism (Television or Radio). and
Reporting on Health, Science, and the Environment. The concentrations provide a rich array of specialized courses that prepare
students for careers in print, online and broadcast news media,
as well as newsletters, magazines, and electronic publishing. A
new minor In Publication Production is available for students who
want to focus on the design and production of print and online
media. Details of the requirements for the minor and for each
concentration can be found in the Journalism Department
brochure, which can be obtained from the department or the
Admissions Office.
REQUIREMENTS FO R THE MAJOR
Core Requirements. 18 credit h ou rs
53-1010 Introduction to Mass Media. 53-1015 Introduction to
Writing and Reporting, 53-2015 Media Ethics and Law. 53-2020
Reporting for Print and Broadcast. 53-2025 Copy Editing, 53-2030
Information Search Strategies
Concentration. Students select one of four.
News Reporting and Writ i ng. 24 c redit hours
53-2110 Advanced Reporting, 53-3110 Feature Writing. 53-3115
Investigative Reporting, 53-3130 Interpretive Reporting: two of the
following courses: 53-3120 Covering Urban Affairs. 53-3125
Covering the Courts. 53-4110 The Business Beat, 53-4410
Covering Science and Medicine I, or 53-4415 Covering Science
and Medicine II: 6 credits of Journalism electives
Magazine Program . 24 credit hours
53-2210 Introduction to Magazines. 53·2215 Magazine Article
Writing, 53-2220 Desktop Publishing, 53-2225 Magazine Design,
53-3210 Magazine Editing or 53-3215 Trade Magazines. 53-3220
Advanced Magazine Article Writing: 6 credits of Journalism electives (including College MagaZine Workshop)
Broadcast Journalism. 33-34 credit hours
53-2310 BroadCast News Writing, 53-3310 Writing and Reporting
Television News (Television students only), 53-3115 Investigative
Reporting or 53-3130 Interpretive Reporting; one of the following
courses: 53-3120 Covering Urban Affairs, 53-3125 Covering the
Courts. 53-4110 The Business Beat, 53-4410 Covering Science
and Medicine I or 53-4415 Covering Science and Medicine II; an
additional 22 credits in the Television Department or 21 credits in
the Radio Department (See Interdisciplinary Major In Broadcast
Journalism In the Interdisciplinary Studies section for Television
and Radio requirements.)
Reporting on Health, Science, and the Environment. 29
credi t hours
53-2110 Advanced Reporting, 53-3115 Investigative Reporting.
53-3130 Interpretive Reporting, 53-2410 Science and Medicine in
the Media, 53-4410 Covering Science and Medicine I, 53-4415
Covering Science and Medicine II, 53-3598 Independent Project:
two of the following science courses: 56-1110 Biology: The Uving
World Around Us, 56-1210 Chemistry in Daily Life. 56-1310
Geology: The Earth as a Planet, 56-1810 Physics: Light. Sound,
and Electricity. These science courses are in addition to the
General Education science requirements.

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MIN ORS
Journlllsm Minor In Publlc•tlon Production. 21 c redit
hours
53-1010 Introduction to Mass Media. 53-1015 Introduction to
Writing and Reporting, 53-2025 Copy Editing. 53·2220 Desktop
Publishing. 53-2225 Magazine Design. 53·3510 Advanced
Desktop Publishing. 53-3515 Online Publishing and Production

Interdisciplinary Minor In Creative Nonfiction . 24 credit
hours
The Creative Nonfiction Minor. co-sponsored by the English. Fiction
Writing, and Journalism Departments, offers students an exciting
avenue to improve oral, written, and creative problem-solving skills
that will enhance the students' worll in any of Columbia' s arts
and media fields. Students who study creative nonfiction along
with any Columbia major will develop a focused and flexible application of skills that will dramatically increase their c·hances of
successfully competing in their chosen profession upon graduation. Students from any department. including those departments
sponsoring the minor. may pursue a Minor in Creative Nonfiction.
18 credit hours of required courses: 52·2830 Creative Nonfiction
I, 52·2831 Creative Nonfiction II, 55-1101 Fiction I, 55-4102
Fiction II, 55-4104 Prose Forms; 6-8 hours of electives from the
following Fiction Writing classes: 55-4319 Creative Nonfiction • .
55-4315 Story and Journal. 55-4213 Critical Reading and Writing:
F'oction Writers as Nonfiction Writers. and 55-4318 Bibliography
and Research Techniques for Fiction Writers: or from the following
English Department classes: 52·2832 Creative Nonfict.ion: Journal
Writing• . 52·2810 Expository Writing: The Personal Essay. and 52·
2695 Connections in Literature; or from the following Journalism
Department classes: 53-1015 Introduction to Writing and
Reporting, 53-2020 Reporting for Print and Broadcast, 53-2265
Magazine Article Writing, and 53-3220 Advanced Magazine Article
Writing
(• strongly recommended)

Course Descriptions
53-1010 Introduction to Man Madia 3 cr.
Survey course serves as an Introduction to entire field of mass
communication, including history of journalism. Senior faculty and
guest media professionals lecture on broadcast and print journal·
i sm, as well as online publishing, providing students with a broad
overview of today·s highly competitive marketplace.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition I (or 52·1101
Introduction to College Writing) must be taken concurrently
53-1015 Introduction to Writ ing and Reporting 3 cr.
Course otters Introduction to writing and reporting skills used In
all major media formats, with an emphasis on newspapers, magazines. television, and radio. Writing exercises are combined with
field reporting so that students gain practical experience. This
course. along with Introduction to Mass Media, is designed to give
students a solid foundation for further studies in print or broad·
cast journalism.
Prerequisite: Journalism majors: 52·1151 f.nglish Composition I,
53·1010 Introduction to Mass Media, 52·1152 f.ngllsh
Composition II must be taken concurrently; non-majors: 52·1151
English Composition I, 52·1152 f.nglish Composition II must be
taken concurrently; may take to fulfill writing intensive requirement
without 53-1010 Introduction to Mass Media
53-2010 History of Journalism 3 cr.
Course covers multicultural evolution of news from ancient spoken
and written forms through printed and broadcast journalism of
today. Major developments in news media are examined, especial·
ly American newspapers. magaz.ines, radio, and television, with
emphasis on Chicago examples.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 f.nglish Composition I recommended
5 3-2015 Media Ethics and Law 3 cr.
Students are Instructed In legal and ethical issues that working
journalists confront In the gathering and dissemination of news;
First Amendment history and interpretation are highlighted.
Prerequisite: 53-1010 Introduction to Mass Media
53-2020 ReportlnC for Print and Broadcast 3 cr.
Course concentrates on interviewing, news gathering, and leadwriting techniques for print and broadcast. Reporting with accuracy and objectivity is stressed.
Prerequisite: 53-1015 Introduction to Writing and Reporting, 521152 English Composition II
53-2025 Copy Edit Inc 3 cr.
Essential course teaches students how to spot errors, correct
English usage, improve clarity, remedy inconsistencies and redundancies, and edit story to meet generally accepted journalistic
standards and Associated Press (AP) style.
Prerequisite: 53·1015 Introduction to Writing and Reporting, 532020 Reporting for Print and Broadcast should be taken
concurrently
5 3-2030 Information Search Strategies 3 cr.
Course introduces students to technology-based news reporting
t echniques. ranging from library database research to computer·
assisted reporting applications. such as Internet search engines
and analytical software. Assignments empha.size acquisition and
evaluation of quality information and knowledgeable sources.
using computer tools In an Internet-connected news lab.
Prerequisite: 53-1015 Introduction to Writing and Reporting
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53-2110 Adva nced Reportlnc 3 cr.
Course continues development of interviewing and news-gathering
skills; students learn how to add depth , context, and human-interest elements to stories. Actual field reporting emphasizes interviews with newsmakers and expert sources .
Prerequisite: 53-2020 Reporting for Print and Broadcast
53-3110 Feature WritInC 3 cr.
Students learn to recognize. report. and write about human,
social, and cultural events that enhance and supplement news
reported each day by newspapers. radio. and television. Stories
as follow-ups to news events and stories relevant for human-interest qualities are emphasized.
Prerequisite: 53-2110 Advanced Reporting or 53-3310 Writing and
Reporting Television News or department permission

53-3115 lnveatlcatlve ReportlnC 3 cr.
Course focuses on exploring methods of tracking a story to its
roots. Students are taught how to ·sniff out" tough stories, gather
relevant information and documentation, and present results.
Instruction also addresses structural differences that modify the
presentation for radio, television , newspaper, or magazine.
Prerequisite: 53·2020 Reporting for Print and Broadcast and 532030 Information Search Strategies or department permission

research, interview techniques. structure. targeting an appropriate
magazine, writing, and rewriting.
Prerequisite: 53-2020 Reporting for Print and Broadcast

53-2220 Deaktop Publlahlng 3 cr.
Course focuses on journalistic aspects of desktop publishing,
using the computer to its fullest extent in graphic presentation of
written material. News and magazine layout are taught using the
leading desktop publishing software.
Prerequis ite: Junior or senior standing or department permission

53-2225 Magaz ine Dealgn 3 cr.
Course introduces students to basics of magazine design.
Students learn typography and page makeup, how paper affects
printing, how to understand color, and how to balance illustration
and type in a magazine. Different methods of printing are examined.
Prerequisite: 53-2220 Oesktop Publishing

53-3210 Magazine Editing 3 cr.
Course teaches students advanced skills necessary to edit a
consumer or trade magazine. Students learn advanced copy editing, editorial packaging, and editing for online publications.
Prerequisite: 53-2025 Copy Editing and 53-2210 Introduction to
Magazines

53-3120 Cove ring Urban Affalra 3 cr.
Students cover City Hall: agencies and institutions that impact city
life; and city, suburban. or county governmental units in this
advanced writing and reporting lab. Students interview agency officials, cover meetings, attend press conferences, and write news
articles on urban events and issues.
Prerequisite: 53·2110 Advanced Reporting or 53-3310 Writing and
Reporting Television News or department permission

53-3125 Covering the Courta 3 or.
Students learn structure of the court system and how to report on
criminal and civil cases. Deadline reporting is emphasized.
Prerequisite: 53-2110 Advanced Reporting or 53-3310 Writing and
Reporting Television News or department permission

53-3130 Interp retive Reporting 3 cr.
Bringing perspective, clarity, and insight to major news stories,
interpretive reporting is an advanced journalistic technique that
goes beyond the "who, what, where· of basic reporting to the
"why" and "how.· Students use journalistic tools of interviewing,
research, and reporting to explain relevance of major issues.
Prerequisite: 53-2110 Advanced Reporting or 53-3310 Writing and
Reporting Television News or department permission
53-4110 The Bu alneu Beat 3 cr.
Course teaches students to understand and report on the economy, big and small business. financial markets. technology and
media, labor. real estate, and more.
Prerequisite: 53·2110 Advanced Reporting or 53-3310 Writing and
Reporting Television News or department permission
53-2210 Introduction to Magazines 3 cr.
Course examines world of magazines, primarily but not exclusively
from the point of view of the editor. Field trips and guest lectures.
combined with a comprehensive survey of the magazine business,
prepare students for range of courses offered in the magazine
curriculum.
Prerequisite: 53-1015 Introduction to Writing and Reporting
53-2215 Magazine Article Writing 3 cr.
Course takes students step by step through process of creating
magazine articles: brainstorming for ideas, thesis development,

53-3215 Trade Magazine• 3 cr.
Magazine writing and editing skills are applied to magazines serving various industries. Students learn to cover specific businesses
for specialized audiences. Course provides excellent preparation
for Chicago's many trade pUblications.
Prerequisite: 53-2210 Introduction to Magazines
53-3220 Advanced Magazine Artic le Wrltlnc 3 cr.
Course develops skills acquired in Magazine Article Writing,
concentrating on developing and mar1<eting one long-form mag~
zine piece. In addition to wor1<i11g on this piece, students read and
discuss examples of 1o11g-form magazine writing and investigate
immersion reporting techniques and the borrowing of literary techniques for nonfiction use.
Prerequisite: 53-2215 Magazine Article Writing
53-2310 Broadcast Newa Writing 3 cr.
Intended for students entering the Broadcast Journalism concentration, this course teaches basic techniques for writing radio and
television news scripts.
Prerequisite: 53-2020 Reporting for Print and Broadcast: may be
taken concurrently
53-3310 Writing and Repor ting Televlalon News 3 cr.
Course builds upon skills taught in Broadcast News Writing by
focusing on development and writing of reporter news packages.
Some stories written In this class are produced in Creating the
Television News Package.
Prerequisite: 53-2310 Broadcast News Writing and 40-2401 Video
Techniques If; must be taken concurrently with 40-2601 Creating
the Television News Package
53-2410 Science and M ed icine In the Media 3 cr.
Symposium-style course deals with major scientific and medical
issues of public concern. Students consider how media interpret
scientific information and make it relevant to lay audiences.
Issues covered might include destruction of the environment,
morality of euthanasia, funding of manned space travel, or nuclear
policy in the post-Cold War era. Expert speakers are a course
highlight.
Prerequisite: 52-1151 English Composition 1recommended

53-4410 Covering Science and Medicine I 3 cr.
The ability to write and report clearly about scientific, health, and
environmental subjects is an increasingly useful skill in writing for
newspapers, magazines, broadcast, book publishers, business .
and industry. Students learn to take complex ideas and express
them in language accessible to the reading public.
Prerequisite: 53·2020 Reporting for Print and Broadcast
53-4415 Covering Science and Medicine II 3 cr.
Course is designed for students who have completed Covering
Science and Medicine I. Students are given an opportunity to do
advanced writing and reporting on research and issues in areas of
science. health, and the environment.
Prerequisite: 53-4410 Covering Science and Medicine I or depart·
ment permission
53-2510 Opinion Writing 3 cr.
This is the area of writing that students enjoy most-writing in
their own voices tor newspapers, magazines. and broadcast.
Course includes exercises in editorial writing, column. and opinion
writing for Opinion Editorial (Op Ed) pages, reviews. and criticism.
Prerequisite: 53·2020 Reporting for Print and Broadcast
53-2515 Writing Reviews and Criticism 3 cr.
Course teaches philosophy of criticism and practical principles
and skills of its application. Instruction concentrates on reviewing
films. books. theater. dance. music. and television.
Prerequisite: 53·2020 Reporting for Print and Broadcast
53-2520 Sports Reporting 3 cr.
Interviews with Chicago-area athletes and sportswriters help
students look beyond game scores into the "whys · behind sports
developments. Students cover games, write feature stories , and
dig into news developments in the field of sports.
Prerequisite: 53·2020 Reporting for Print and Broadcast
53-2525 Fashion Journalism Workshop 2 cr.
Course introduces students to fashion journalism , covering
designers, models , and stars. This discipline involves interview·
ing, research, and analysis-skills that enable writers to sift
through hype and relay stories to readers. Workshop includes a
final writing project that brings all components into focus.
Prerequisite: 52·1152 English Composition II
53-2530 Introduction to Magazine Photography 3 cr.
Survey course in techniques of selecting photos for use in publi·
cations. from trade to consumer magazines. teaches students to
use stock photos, create ideas for a shoot, direct a shoot. and
edit photos for a layout. Some knowledge of photography is
helpful.
Prerequisite: 53·2210 Introduction to Magazines
53-2535 Journali sm Newsletter 2 cr.
Students work under faculty supervision to write and produce
Journalism Department newsletter. They learn writing and reporting skills while earning clips for their portfolios.
Prerequisite: Junior or senior standing and department permission
53-2570 Diversity In the Media 3 cr.
Topical courses examine how mainstream and alternative media
cover issues of gender and sexuality, race . religion, and ethnic
diversity. Courses also look at the journalistic tradition of covering
voiceless or disenfranchised groups , such as the homeless,
imprisoned , or d isabled. Topics have included Alternative Press.
Women and the Media, Black Journalism in America. and Covering
Religion.
Prerequisite: 53·1015 Introduction to Writing and Reporting or
department permission

53-3510 Advanced Desktop Publishing 3 cr.
Instruction continues development of skills taught in Desktop
Publishing. Students apply knowledge of software to full graphic
and editorial production of journalistic material.
Prerequisite: 53·2220 Desktop Publishing or 53·2225 Magazine
Design or department permission
53-3515 Online Publishing and Production 3 cr.
Course introduces Journalism students, and other students with
interest in web page design , to the growing world of online interactive publishing. Students explore both publishing concepts and
production technology. leading to creation of their own original
online publications.
Prerequisite: 53-2030 Information Search Strategies or depart·
mental permission
53-3520 Producing the Issue-Oriented Documentary

3 cr.
Students produce news documentaries that focus on issues of
importance to the American public. Each student researches.
writes, shoots. and edits an in-depth report intended for broad·
cast.
Prerequisite: 53-2020 Reporting for Print and Broadcast and 40.
2302 Video Techniques I
53-3525 Senior Honors Seminar 3 cr.
Seminar course, leading to graduation with honors in the major.
offers outstanding senior Journalism students the opportunity to
do a significant piece of professional·level writing, suitable for
publication.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
53-3530 College Newspaper Workshop 3 cr.
The Columbia Chronicle, the weekly college newspaper and its
web site , is written and designed by this class. Students gets
hands-on experience in writing and reporting. copy editing, head·
line and caption writing, photo editing, advertising layout, and
page design.
Prerequisite: Junior or senior standing and department permission
53·3535 College Magazine Workshop 3 cr.
Students write. edit, and design an annual arts and communicat ion magazine published by the college. In the fall semester.
students write and edit stories and assign photography and illus·
trations. In the spring semester, students design and desktop
publish the magazine and send it out for printing.
Prerequisite: Permission of Magazine Program Director
53-3588 Internship: Print Journalism Variable cr.
Internships provide advanced Print Journali sm students with
opportunities to gain work experience in their areas of concentra·
tion or interest while receiving academic credit toward their
degrees.
Prerequisite: Permission of Print Journalism Internship Coordinator
53-3589 Internship: Broadcast Journalism Variable cr.
Internships provide advanced Broadcast Journalism students with
opportunities to gain work experience in their area of concentrat.ion or interest while receiving academic credit toward their
degrees.
Prerequisite: Permission of Broadcast Journalism Internship
Coordinator
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53-3598 Independent Project: Journallem Variable cr.
An independent project is designed by the student, with approval
of a supervising faculty member, to study a subject area that is
not available in the Journalism curriculum. Prior to registration,
the student must submit a written proposal that outlines the
project.
Prerequisite: Department permission

0

53-4570 Topic• In Journalism 3 cr.
Topics of current interest to journalists are featured on a rotating
basis. Course teaches advanced students how to cover breaking
stories, major news trends. one-time events of national or local
interest, and emerging technology. Topics have included
Community News, Covering the Presidential Election. The
International Story, and Environmental Reporting.
Prerequisite: Journalism majors: 53·2020 Reporting for Print and
Broadcast: non-majors: Junior or senior standing with 3.0 GPA
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Liberal Education
HISTORY, HUMANITIES, AND SOC I AL SCIENCE COURSES ARE OFFERED IN
THE L I BERAL EDUCATIO N DEPART M ENT. THESE COURSES PROVIDE A COM M ON
CONTEXT FOR COLU M BIA'S STUDENTS, G I VE THEM THE OPPORTUNITY TO
STUDY THE RELATIONSH I P OF SELF T O SOCIETY, AND PROVIDE A BROAD
LIBERAL AR T S BACKGROUND THA T IS THE FOUNDATION OF AN UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION IN ANY MAJOR. THUS, THESE COURSES CONST I TUTE AN
INTEGRAL PART OF THE GENERAL EDUCA T ION PROGRAM .

···~ ..

liberal Educat ion courses int roduce students
to the world. These courses increase
students' knowledge and understanding of
historical events, allow them to analyze and
examine social and cultural concepts, and
expose them to the diverse cultures and
behaviors of humankind. Liberal Education
courses contribute to increased student
knowledge of the historical and sociD-<Cultural
background in which the arts develop and are
created , and they raise student awareness of
historical and ethical issues in the arts.
philosophy, and religion. They also teach
students the challenges and delights of new
languages.
Various history courses cover the histories of
the United States, Africa, Asia, Latin America.
the Caribbean, and the Middle East. There are
also specialized courses on particular places.
periods, and topics. The study of history
expands our knowledge of human development and endeavors in multiple arenas, aids
in the development of a comparative perspec·
tive, and illuminates the present.
Humanities courses probe the rich cultural
heritages of humankind in the visual and
performing arts. music. philosophy. and reli·
gion. They develop a student's capacity to
discover. understand. and enjoy the process

and products of human creativity, and to
examine human aspirations and values. They
also encourage students to examine the ethical impact of the arts and the media.
Social Science courses explore classic and
contemporary issues in human behavior for
individuals, societies. and cultures. and introduce the critical skills needed to make
responsible judgments and take responsible
actions in civil society. Social Science courses
are offered in anthropology, economics, geog·
raphy, political science, psychology, and soci·
ology
The Liberal Education Department of fers a
minor in Latino/Hispanic Studies with an inter·
disciplinary focus. See following (and the catalog section on Interdisciplinary Studies) for
specific requirements.
In addit ion to the knowledge they transmit,
liberal Education courses help students culti·
vate critical and creative t hinking skills and
develop their oral and written abilities-all
necessary for success in any field. With an
emphasis on helping Columbia students to
integrate their experiences and creativity with
research and observation. these courses are
expressly conceived to encourage students to
integrate pragmatic mastery w•th abstract
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reason1ng. They offer content that will help inform students' projects In their majors. and prepare them to lead fulfilling lives as
profes.s ionals. citizens. and members of the human family. For
these reasons. students are encouraged to complete their general
studoes requirements with Liberal Education courses and. for
max1mum benefrt. to take a Liberal Education course in each of
theor semesters at Columbia.
In our rapidly changing world. artists and media professionals
must be not only skilled in their crafts. but also sensitive to
ma1or Issues of the societies in which they practice them .
Interdisciplinary learning provides the ability to research a subject
for a proposal or a project. and the ability to understand the
historical and cultural development of a subject. Ar tists and media
professionals well rounded in the liberal arts are able to enter the
professional world of work at multiple points, to participate in
shaping new developments in their profession, and to exhibit
greater confidence when overseeing their Interests . For those who
wish to accomplish the powerful mandate to ·author the culture
of their times.· a foundation in the liberal arts offered by the
Liberal Education Department is an indispensable element of their
education at Columbia.

Charyl Johnaon-Odlm
Chairperson
Liberal Education Department

A Minor in Latina/Hispanic Studies
Latino/Hispanic Studies at Columbia IS an interdisciplinary minot
focused on the historical and cultural development of
Hispanic/Latin-Amencan people . their language. art. literature ,
social institutions. and the significance of their contnbutions to
American society. Although the courses are selected from venous
disc.i pl1nes. the Liberal Education Department IS 1ts academiC
horne . A minor in Latino/Hispanic Studies consists of 2 4 credit
hours: 6 credit hours in Spanish Language and Culture. 9 credit
hours in Art or Literature. and 9 credit hours in History or Soc·ial
Science.

REQUIREM E NTS FOR THE MIN OR
Couraa Requirement.. 2 4 credit hour•
Lancu•c•
6 credit hOurs from the following: 51-1301 Spanish Language and
Culture I, 51·1302 Spanish Language and Culture II, 51·2301
Spanish Language and Culture Ill, 51·2305 Spanish for NatM!
Speakers (Students who are proficient up to Spanish Ill may take
the 6 credits In the other two areas. Students who are natM!
speakers of Spanish must enroll in 51-2305 Spanish for NatM!
Speakers.)
Art and Lit erature

9 credit hours from the following: 22-2150 Art of Mexico: Olmecs
to the Present, 24-2520 Studies in National Cinema: LatinAmerican Cinema• , 31·3226 Acting Il l Styles: Latino Theater• ,
51·1111 Latin-American Art, Literature. and Music. 52·2644
Introduction to U.S. Latino Poetry, 52·3632 Latin-American
Literature: South and Central American Literature and/or LatinAmerican Novel. 52-3644 U.S. Latino Literature, 55-4210 Creative
Reading and Writing: Latin American Authors •
( • course has prerequisites other than English Composition)

Hlat ory an d Soc iety
9 credit hours from the following: 4~1401 latin-American and
Caribbean History: to 1800. 4~1402 Latin-American and
Caribbean History: since 1800. 4~2401 History of Mexico and
Central America, 4~2632 Hispanics in u.s. History, 4~2641
Latinas in U.S. History, 4~2774 Atlantic Studies : Race, Color,
and Culture since 1700

Course Descriptions
HISTORY
49-1001 African History and Culture : to 1880 3 cr.
African civilizations of the pre<olonial past are explored to reveal
how various societies evolved and to identify their major achievements prior to the arrival of Europeans . Roots of slavery, racism,
and the underdevelopment of Africa are also examined.
49-1002 Afric an History and Culture : since 1880 3 cr.
Course reviews the past century to discover African reactions to
the colonial system, including the rise of nationalism and Iibera.
tion movements, emergent new nations. and Pan-Africanism.
49-1101 Asia: Early China, India, and Japan 3 cr.
Course examines the rise of China. India, and Japan and their
contributions to world history and culture from the earliest times
to the beginning of the nineteenth century. Content considers how
these countries influenced and were, in turn, influenced by the
Western world.
49·1102 Asia: Modern China, India, and Japan 3 cr.
Course examines interaction between China, India. Japan, and the
Western world, emphasizing the influence of imperialism, colonialism, organization, and industrialization on the development of
these societies in modern times.
49-1301 Eu rope and the West : Ancie nt Civilizations

3 cr.
Students gain an understanding of the history and oulture of
Greece. Rome. and other civilizations of the ancient world.
49-1302 Europe and the West: Medieval Culture 3 cr.
The history of medieval Europe is illuminated through readings in
primary sources, providing students with a background to the
culture and worldview of the Middle Ages.
49-1303 Europe and the West: Modern Europe 3 cr.
Events since the fifteenth century are surveyed, including the
Reformation. Counter-Reformation, various revolutionary movements, Industrialization, class conflict, modernization. two world
wars, and the rise and fall of overseas colonial empires .
49-1401 Latin-Am erican and Caribbean History: to 1800

3 cr.
After the arrival of Europeans in the Western Hemisphere. often
called the ·New World," many of the indigenous people who had
created American societies were forced to change. This course
explores Amerindian cultures and the first three centuries of
contact between Native American , African, and European people in
Latin America and the Caribbean.
49·1402 Latin-American and Caribbean Hlatory : since
1800 3 cr.
Course explores the past two centuries of Latin·American and
Caribbean nations in their struggle to overcome their colonial past
and establish modern societies. Topics include reform and revolu·
tion, the role c' the military, dictatorship, underdevelopment, and
the agrarian problem.
49-1501 M idd le East History: to Muhammad 3 cr.
Course surveys the cultural development, contributions, and influences of ancient Mesopotamia, Egypt. Persia. Crete. Anatolla.
Greece. and Arabia from the dawn of civilization to the birth of
Muhammad.

49-1502 M i ddle East History: since Muhammad 3 cr.
Course surveys Middle East history from the birth of Muhammad
to the present. Content examines the nature of Islam. Islamic
culture, non·lslamic peoples. the Ottoman Empire and its succes..
sors, western interests in the Middle East, and current Middle
East problems.
49-1601 Un ited States Hi story: to 1877 3 cr.
Course examines main lines of American development from the
seventeenth century to 1877. Instruction addresses transition
from colony to nation. development of an American character.
growing pains of Industrialization and nationalism that culminated
in the crisis of the Civil War and its aftermath, and problems of
minority acculturation and treatment before Reconstruction.
49-1602 United States History: from 1877 3 cr.
Course studies impact of institutional development on American
society and life. Content focuses on the past century of vast and
far-reaching changes. including the birth of corporate capitalism.
immigration and urtlanlzation, the crises of two world wars,
dynamic cultural upheavals, Cold War, and the mass movements
of protest in the 1960s.
49-1628 Afrlcan·Amerlcan History and Culture : t o 1860
3 cr.
African background, Atlantic slave trade. slavery, and the free
black experience are all examined in detail as students trace the
h istory of black people from Africa to the New World and explore
the collective African-American experience from an ideological and
philosophical bas1s.
49-1629 African-Am erican History and Culture: since 1860

3 cr.
Course consists of a survey of modern African-American culture
and a study of the black freedman and the political and economic
d evelopment of black America. Principal topic of discussion Is the
meaning of freedom to emancipated African Americans.
49-1641 Women In United States History: to 1877 3 cr.
Course examines the transformation of women's lives in the U.S.
from the seventeenth to the mid-nineteenth century by focusing
on both the evolution of gender roles and specific examples from
the lives of ordinary and extraordinary women.
49-1642 Women In Un it ed States History: since 1877
3 cr.
Class examines the transformation of women's lives in the U.S.
from the mid.nineteenth century to the present by focusing on
both the evolution of gender roles and specific examples from the
lives of ordinary and extraordinary women.
49-1670 Gender, Race, and Class In United States Hlatory

3 cr.
Within an historical framework, course examines the interplay of
gender, race, and class in U.S. history. Class explores critical
themes and periods in the development of racism, sexism . and
classism. especially In seeking to understand ways they interrelate.
49-1710 Women In History 3 cr.
Course examines Significant roles of women in history 1n two
ways: what they themselves have done and how society SOCializes
individuals to regard women in various roles. Examples selected
are outside U.S. history.
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49·2302 Ruulan and Soviet History: since 1800 3 cr.
Course covers history of Russia from the 1800s to the demise of
the Soviet Union. Special emphasis is given to such concepts as
the political and economic development of the Russian Empire
and the U.S.S.R.• the role of women in imperial and revolutionary
Russia, the Great Reforms. the Russian Revolution, the Stalin
Era, and the collapse of the Soviet system.
49-2401 History of Mexico and Central America 3 cr.
Students gain a better understanding of Mexico and the nations of
Central America through an examination of key historical events.
Course focuses on Spanish invasion and conquest, struggles to
gain independence from Spain, United States· conquest of the
Mexican Northwest, the Mexican Revolution. United States· inter·
ventions past and present, the Sandinista Revolution, El
Salvador's civil war. and the struggles of indigenous peoples past
and present.
49·2626 Writings of Blac k Protest : to 1860 3 cr.
Using the writings of African Americans during the era of slavery
(1750 to 1860), content considers black protest thought in an
historical perspective. Students use primary documents to discover the feelings of hOpe. fear. and frustration of free and enslaved
blacks of this time.
49-2627 Writings of Black Prote st : since 1860 3 cr.
Writil'lgs of African Americans from the Civil War to the present are
the focus of this confrontation with the realities of the black experience and thought In American perspective. Students use primary
documents to examine black history and culture.
49-2630 The Civil Rights Movement In Biography and Film
3 cr.
Course focuses on the modern Civil Rights movement through the
mediums of biography and film. Students learn to critically evaluate these historical sources as they explore basic Issues. players.
events, and ideologies of the Civil Rights movement.
49-2632 Hispa nics In the United States sin ce 1800
3 cr.
Course tracks the growil'lg importance of Hispanics in all aspects
of American life. Their economic Impact has become a topic of
controversy. The development of a Latino ethnic consciousness
has come into conflict with efforts to assimilate this minority
group, thus raising the question of what an American really Is.
Instruction also addresses the controversial topic of their impact
on the U.S. economy. These Issues cannot be fully understood
without an examination of where Hispanics have come from, their
hopes, ways they are trying to achieve their dreams, and their
continuing obstacles.
49-2641 Latlnas In United States History since the 1500s

of industrialization and urbanization on the development of the
nation's tradition and explore Issues of race. ethnicity, and gender
in relation to social, political. cultural. and economic interests.
49-2659 Hist ory of the American Working Class 3 cr.
Course studies workers and their communities in the U.S. in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Students explore the impact
of industrialization. technological change, immigration, migration.
ethnicity, race, gender, and unionization as they examine the
development of the American working class.
49-2660 The 1960s: Years of Turbulence 3 cr.
Course traces and documents changes of the 1960s, an era that
has quickly become covered In myth despite its nearness to our
own times. The period from the election of John F. Kennedy
(1960) to the fall of Saigon (1975) remains crucial for an under·
standing of current Issues and attitudes. Those years reshaped
American culture and society in many ways. Vivid events and
slogans shattered the Images of an earlier lime and created a
new America. Course goal Is to trace and document these
changes.
49-2661 Family and Co mmunity History 3 cr.
Class examines the Interaction between families, communities,
and the greater society throughout U.S. history. In so doing,
course illuminates how we as individuals and as members of family, ethnic. and social groups have become what we are.
49-2672 Oral Hi story: Art of the Interview 3 cr.
After an introduction to the theoretical and philosophical concerns
in the practice of oral history. course explores various methods
and uses of oral history. Students learn techniques of interview·
ing. transcribing. and indexing. Throughout the course, students
read and discuss a variety of first person accounts from twentie\0century U.S. history, Including the Great Depression, Wor1d War II,
the Civil Rights Movement, and the Vietnam War.
49-2683 History of the American City 3 cr.
Course examines the history of the development of the U.S. as an
urban nation. It analyzes the rise and decline of various urban
systems that developed over the course of American history.
Students investigate the social, economic, political, technological,
and demographic trends that have shaped the modern American
city.
49-7680 History of Chicago 3 cr.
Content examines Chicago's economic. ethnic, racial, and political
development from the early French exploration to the current
urban crisis. Students develop knowledge concernil'lg the impact
of technological change on Chicago and the economic and demographic forces that have helped shape the city's history.
Prerequisite: 52·1152 English Composition II

3 cr.
Class explores the interaction of the three different culturesIndian, African, and Spanish- that constitute what Latinas are
today. Latina contributions in politics. art, literature . film, and
community life are examined to reveal how women's lives have
been affected by political, economic, and religious transformations since the Spanish conquest.
49·2656 Hist ory of Sports 3 cr.
Course examines the history of sports in the U.S., from the infor·
mal games of the colonial period to the highly organized, often
commercial. contests of the present. Students study the impact

49-2774 Atlantic World : Race, Color, and Culture since
1700 3 cr.
Course explores interrelations between old and new world.s in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Content considers effects of
voluntary and forced migration on development of racial
consciousness. capital markets, and economic and social class.
Africa (Ghana, Senegal. and South Africa), Europe (Great Britain,
France. and Portugal), North America and the Caribbean (U.S..
Jamaica. Cuba. and Haiti), and South America (8razil and
Argentina) will be utilized as models. Requirements include readings, films, and other assignments.

4~798

Independent Studies: History 3 cr.

An Independent study is designed by the student, with the
approval of a supervising faculty member, to study an area that is
not presently available in the curriculum. Prior to registration, the
student must submit a written proposal that outlines the project.

SOCIAL SCIENCES
50.1101 Introduction to AnthropoloCY 3 cr.
Using ethnographic readings and film , course explores social
organization and customs of various societies and cultures. Social
science methodologies for anthropology, comparison of cultures,
ethnocentrism. relativism, and pluralism are discussed. The
impact of Westernization and modernization on primitive beliefs
and traditional cultures is considered, with reference to American
conventions and values.
5().1110 Gander and Culture 3 cr.
Course studies the social construction of gender definitions. All
cultures assign gender-specific roles and expectations to women
and men to create a gender system designed and changed
through cultural processes. Content examines gender role acquisition, Individual and social consequences of gender roles. social·
lzation theories on gender, and how gender roles In the family and
worl<place are constructed . Course also examines gender In
American culture and other societies and explores possibilities for
role change, especially in the arts and media.
5().1111 Urban Anthropology: People of the City 3 cr.
Course explores emergence of urban anthropology, Its methods
and techniques, and the use of archaeological. historical. and
contemporary studies to understand the roles and functions of
cities. Content also considers race and social class. kinship ties,
and the anthropology of urban poverty, taking examples from
Western and non-Western urban cultures.
50.2101 Ethnographic Films 3 cr.
Exotic customs and cultures are explored through films made by
anthropologists and filmmakers. Topics Include history and
purposes of ethnographic films, questions of ethics, finances, and
techniques, and different approaches and problems faced by film·
makers and anthropologists in documenting and describing other
peoples.
Prerequisite: 52·1152 Eng/ish Composrtion II
5().7101 The Artist In Society 3 cr.
Course examines purposes of art, society's perception of artists,
and the creation of society and culture by artists. Readings, films.
discussions, and project presentations explore such questions as
the social functions of art, the use of art for advocacy by social
groups, and patronage of the arts in the U.S., Asia. and other
countries. Students should be prepared to consider their own
artwork In the context of course materials and Issues.
Prerequisite: 52·1152 English Composition II
5(). 7102 VIsual Anthropology 3 cr.
Course examines ways in which visual representations are mani·
festatlons of cultural values, customs , and actions. By exploring
photographs, films. and material arts of specific societies, course
content develops theories and concepts concerning relationships
between what is seen and what is known, between humans and
their representations, and between ecological context and produc·
tion of visual worl<s. Readings in anthropological literature of
iconography, films on cultural artifacts. and photographic docu·
mentation of specific societies are included in the courseworl<.
Prerequisite: 52·1152 English Composition II

50-7170 Anthropolo!ly of Perfo rmance 3 cr.
Course considers performance in the arts and performance of
activities in everyday life in several cultures of the world, with an
emphasis on ritual behavior. liminality, values, customs, and
taboos. Anthropologists study human behavior in order to under·
stand actions from the point of view of actors, using the ethnographic method to Interpret significance and meaning In people's
lives. Course includes study of texts, film , and music from
cultures in Asia, Europe, Africa, and the Americas.
50.1201 Introduction to Economics 3 cr.
General theory and specific real-world applications illuminate the
economic functions of our society. Topics covered include basic
concepts of workings of markets. supply, demand, fiscal and
monetary policy, and governmental roles. Class discusses current
personal, business. governmental, and contemporary economic
issues and problems.
50-1301 Politics, Government, and Society 3 cr.
Course provides students with a broad introduction to American
political ideas, Individual and group political behavior. and public
policy. Politics as well as local. state, and national government
are examined In light of American history and traditions. Content
examines the crucial role of government in the lives of Americans
as well as the comparative values of political and governmental
systems during various modern administrations. Semester
concludes with a study of politics and government in Chicago.
50-1302 United States Forel.rn Polley 3 cr.
Course analyzes various internal and external factors that influence formulation and execution of U.S. foreign policy. Content
examines the crucial role of U.S. foreign policy and its importance
and implications both tor the U.S. and other countries. Through
discussion of past and present major international problems and
policy decisions, current foreign policy of the U.S. is examined in
terms of historic actions, political ideas . and consequences.
50.1303 Urban Politics 3 cr.
Course explores various types of urban governments and politics
in America. Other topics include growth and legal problems of
cities, ability of governmental Institutions to meet the demands of
urban areas, community power and control, citizen participation
and decentralization of governmental services, and municipal
functions and revenue problems. Students examine the role of
ethnic politics in large cities, particularly Chicago.
50-2301 Civil Rl!lhts and the American Constitution
3 cr.
Course examines the theoretical and historical background of the
Constitution. Content considers safeguards tor civil liberties and
conflicting theories concerning limited government, equal protection, due process protections, and political liberty. Coursework
emphasizes experiences ot African Americans, the Civil Rights
Movement. and experiences of other American minorities.

50.1401 Introduc tion to Paycholocy 3 cr.
Course introduces the field of psychology and its basic concepts.
theories, research methods, and contributions to the understand·
ing of human behavior. Topics include the nervous system.
perception, motivation, learning and memory, social behavior.
personality, developmental , and clinical psychOlogy. The past and
current theories and contributions of major psychologists are
explored.
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5CH402 Social Paycho loey 3 cr.
Course studies human behavior In Its social context to reveal how
one's feelings and actions can be influenced by other people.
Class examines processes of human Interaction and the social
influences of family, membership groups, mass media, and
socioeconomic class on individuals and groups. Instruction
explores basic concepts and theoretical and research perspectives on social processes. Students examine elected forms of
social reaction patterns. including socialization. attitudes,
language acquisition, collective behavior, deviant behavior, prejudices. and violence .
5().1410 Child De velopment 3 cr.
Instruction examines major concepts. theories, principles, and
research concerning the physical. psychological, intellectual,
emotional, and social aspects of development in children. Content
covers the influence of environment and heredity and how they
have affected child rearing practices. The role of family, education·
al systems, availability of child care. and the rights of children are
some of the cultural factors studied. Cross-cultural perspectives
on child development are explored.
50.2401 Theo ri es of Personality 3 cr.
Course surveys major theoretical approaches to the study of
personality. Applying theories of personality structure, students
examine topics such as human nature, motivation, development,
learning, and change. Instruction examines traditional personality
models, including psychoanalytic, Adlerian, and behavioral, and
more recent models. such as transactional, analytic, gestalt, and
cognitive.
50.2402 Abnormal Payc hol ogy: M ental Health and Illness
3 cr.
Content covers assessment. description. theory, research, caus·
es, and treatments of various psychological maladaptive behaviors
and disorders. Some mental health problems studied include anxiety disorders. depression. neuroses, psychoses. Students learn of
clas.sifications and defiMions of mental illness and acquire a
broader understandong of human nature.
5().7401 Payc ho logy of Creati vit y 3 cr.
Definitions of creativity range from genetic attributes to learned
behavior and to spiritual transcendence, from product-oriented
(e.g .. the arts) to process-oriented (e.g., self-actualization). Course
examines psychology of creativity from analytic, behavioral, cognitive, existential, humanistic, and physiological theories, noting
their practical application in arts production. intellectual and
personal growth, and community development.
50.1501 1ntroductlo n t o So cio logy 3 cr.
Course focuses on basic concepts, research, and theories
involved in increasing the understanding of human behavior and
human societies. Utilizing a sociological perspective . the interrela·
lions among human societies. Individuals, organizations, and
groups are analyzed. Topics of analysis include culture, social
interaction . social Institutions, social stratification, community,
and various social char~ge strategies. Numerous contemporary
social problems and issues such as racial and ethnic relations,
sexism, class bias, and homophobia are discussed.
50.1510 Social Problema I n Americ an Society 3 cr.
Course critically examines major contemporary social problems
from the perspectives of social institutions. culture, ineQuality,
socioeconomic, racial and ethnic groups, special interest organizations, political and economic structures. and social policy. Content
analyzes various causes of several major problems including physical health, chemical dependency, crime. poverty, family, discrimi·

nation. and urban problems. Course explores the impact social
problems have on different groups and discusses possible solu·
lions to social problems.
50.1511 Race and Ethnic Relation a 3 cr.
Course provides critical examination of issues of race and ethnicity in the world, with special emphasis on the u.s. Students
explore concepts. theoretical perspectives, and research on
patterns of cooperation and conflict between different racial and
ethnic groups. Sources of prejudice. discrimination. power relations, and stratification are discussed. Instruction covers history
and present status of various major racial and ethnic groups,
including some white ethnics, African Americans, Latinos, and
Asian Americans. Students examine contemporary problems and
issues in the area of racial and ethnic relations.
50.1512 Famil y and So ciety 3 cr.
Family, the basic unit of society, Is studied from a social. economic, psychological, and multicultural framework. Family is examined
as an interactive system, an organization , and a social institution.
Topics include family patterns In various cultures, relationships
within the family, family influences on personality development,
marital roles. mate selection. parent-child relations, family dissolu·
tion, and reorganization.
50·1513 Women and U.S. Society 3 cr.
Course analyzes varying status, roles, and life opportunities of
women in different historical periods and contemporary America.
Content examines the socialization process of women and how
and why specific roles are assigned to women. Class discusses
consequences of women's roles on individuals and society. Other
topics of discussion include: how women's roles vary by class,
racial, and ethnic background: special problems and issues facing
women: women and work; the feminist movement: and past and
present strategies used by women for achievir~g social change.
5().2501 Law a nd So ciety 3 cr.
Course examines the crucial importance and objectives of laws in
modern society. Constitutional law, criminal law, family law.
consumer law, and employment law are studied to provide
students with a better understanding of the interrelationship
between law and the larger society of Institutions, processes, and
goals. Students are introduced to the role of judicial precedent
and legislation in our society from both theoretical and practical
points of view.
50.1601 Educati on , Culture , an d Soc iety 3 cr.
Using a broad cultural perspective, course examines educational
systems and socioeconomic. political. economic. historical, and
philosophical aspects of education and society. Course critiQues
traditional and alternative educational structures and practices.
Content enables students to become critical and active partici·
pants in the educational scene as teachers, administrators,
parents. and community members and to develop critical and
creative academic and life skills.
50·1602 Women 's Hea lth Care l u uea 3 cr.
Course covers many contemporary medical issues facing women
in America. Content examines past and present institutional
nature of the American medical profession and its delivery of
health care for women . Class analyzes various other health care
organizations and the quality of health care offered women. Other
topics include women's responsibility and autonomy in relation to
their health: family, work, and other societal factors affecting
women's health: violence against women: women's health care
centers: and how women are changing health care institutions.

50-1603 Human Sexuality Semina r 3 cr.
Course analyzes past and current research and historical and
cultural perspectives on contemporary American sexuality. Content
examines the broad range of attitudes. behaviors. knowledge,
practices. and myths pertaining to sexuality. Topics of analysis
include psychological, emotional. physiological. and developmental
aspects of human sexuality. Content also covers sexuality over
the life cycle. socialization. dating. marriage. family, different
sexual orientations. law. relationships, contraceptives. and sexual
responsibility.
5().2631 Arts and Community Developme nt 3 cr.
Course introduces students to theory and practice of the arts as
social action. Students are placed as observers in one of several
ongoing arts-based community development projects. This practi·
cal work in a real-world situation is supported by readings and
discussions of community development. performance studies. and
the social psychology of creativity as applied to a variety of populations and settings (e.g .• homeless. disabled. teens. Immigrants.
families. and children). Students create personal narratives in
their chosen medium reflecting some aspect of the course.
50.XX70/79 Topic s In Social Scie nces 3 cr.
This series of courses explores special topics that are not likely to
be given full coverage in any other social science courses.
5Q.3X90/ 91 Independent Project : Social Sciences 3 cr.
An independent study is designed by the student. with the

approval of a supervising faculty member. The independent study
critically examines an area of social science not presently avail·
able in the curriculum. Prior to registration. and in conj unction
with the supervising faculty member. the student must submit a
written proposal that clear1y outlines the proJeCt.
HUMANITIES
51·1101 Wutern Humanities 3 cr.
Course studies relationship between the individual and community
and the search for meaning and values through comparative study
and analysis of significant visual. performing. and literary ar ts.
51·1102 Eastern Humanities 3 cr.
Central theme of this course is what it means to be human in an
Eastern context. explored through particular works of Eastern liter·
ature. philosophy, and the arts. in readongs and film and at local
sites. Issues include western encounters woth the east. engagement in finding one's true way. and the signofocance of devotion to
family and the Divine.
51·1103 Humanities for the Performing Artist 3 cr.
Major texts of literature. philosophy, and theology are studied as
examples of humanistic inquiry. providing the context for perform·
ance pieces expressing universal themes. Guest artists from the
Dance. Theater. and Music Departments assist advanced
performing arts students in deepening their artistic understanding
by widening their humanistic context.
51·1104 Humanities for the VIsual Artist 3 cr.
Poems. masterpieces of fiction and philosophy, and a
Shakespearean play are the bases for an exploration e>f Imagery
as a vehicle for interdisciplinary humanostic study. Course is ideal
for Art. Film, and Photography students who want to place their
disciplines within a larger humanistic context.

51·1110 America In Art, Literature, and Music 3 cr.
Course presents a representative selection of American paintings,
folk and folk-derived music, and readings in poetry and the shor t
story to enhance the students" understanding of each period or
movement in American social history.
5 1·1111 Lat in-American Art, Literature, and Music 3 cr.
Interdisciplinary humanities course provides an overview of the
r ich and diverse contributions of art, literature, and music of
Mexico, Central America. and South America. Students learn the
terminology used to describe, interpret, and appreciate these arts
in the context of the culture they reflect.
51·1112 Women In Art, Literature, and Mu sic 3 cr.
Course examines the professional development of women. the
impact of images of women on art and society, and the role of
cultural contexts for artistic expression.
51-1120 Afro-American Fo lk Culture 3 cr.
Course explores the philosophical foundations of past and present cultural developments among Afro-American peoples.
51-1211 Introduction to Women ' s Studies 3 cr.
Course introduces students to the broad variety of scholarship on
women through an Interdisciplinary approach. Instruction begins
with an exploration of the history of women's rights movements.
and continues with an examination of the social construction of
gender. gender roles. sexuality. and power. Applying this back·
ground of feminist analysis. students explore a wide variety of
t opics. ranging from media to spirituality.
51·1212 The Psychodynamics of the Underclass 3 cr.
Personality of the underclass is examined through the works of
Franz Fanon and other writers.
51-1301 Spanish 1: Language and Culture 3 cr.
Instruction introduces basic structures and vocabulary to develop
p roficiency in understanding. reading, speaking. and writing
Spanish for living. working, and traveling in the U.S. or abroad.
Cultural appreciation is enriched through Chicago resources.
51·1302 Spanish II: Language and Culture 3 cr.
Continued study of basic structures and vocabulary further deve~
cps proficiency in understanding. reading, speaking, and writing
Spanish . Cultural appreciation is enriched through Chicago
resources.
Prerequisite: 51·1301 Spanish 1: Language and Culture
51·1310 French 1: Language and Culture 3 cr.
Course for beginners introduces basic grammar and vocabulary to
develop proficiency In understanding, reading, speaking. and writ·
rng French . Cultural appreciation is enriched through Chicago-area
resources.
51·1311 French II: Language and Culture 3 cr.
Students continue their study of basic structures and vocabulary
and further develop proficiency in understanding, read ing. speak·
ing. and writing French. Cultural appreciation is enriched through
Chicago-area resources.
Prerequisite: 51·1310 French 1: Language and Culture
51·1320 Italian 1: Language and Culture 3 cr.
Introductory course helps the beginning student communicate in
Italian and develop skills in reading, writing, listening, and speak·
i ng. Students acquire knowledge of and appreciation for the
culture of Italy and the ltalian·American culture in the U.S.. especially in Chicago.
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51-1321 1tallan II: language and Culture 3 cr.
Course continues work begun in Italian I to help students communicate in Italian and further develop skills in reading, writing,
listening, and speaking. Students expand knowledge of and appreciation for the culture of Italy and the Italian-American culture of
the u.s.. especially in Chicago.
Prerequisite: 51-1320 Italian 1: Language and Culture or one
semester of college-level Italian or one year of high school Italian
51·1330 Japanese 1: language and Culture 3 cr.
Course for beginners introduces basic grammar and vocabulary to
develop proficiency in understanding, reading, speaking, and writing Japanese. Cultural appreciation is enriched through Chicagoarea resources.
51-1331 Japanese II: language and Culture 3 cr.
Students continue their study of basic structures and vocabulary
and develop further proficiency in understanding, reading, speak·
ing, and writing Japanese. Cultural appreciation is enriched
through Chicago-area resources.
51-1401 Philosophy I 3 cr.
Course focuses on the nature of careful inquiry and some of the
enduring philosophical questions of the ages. Content examines
classical and contemporary issues in philosophy, such as the
existence and nature of God, the concept of human freedom , the
existence and nature of the soul, and the value and meaning of
artistic expression.
51-1410 Critical Th inking 3 cr.
Each student"s skill in critical reasoning is developed by analysis
of basic patterns of argument, evidence. and fallacies. Examples
are drawn from such sources as speeches. advertising, journal·
ism, and essays to clarify what is implicit in the claims being
made and the reasons used to support them.
51-1411 Ethics and the Good Life 3 cr.
Course examines major philosophical works to provide insight into
human action as the basis of a good and happy life.
51-1501 Comparative Religions 3 cr.
By studying both major and lesser known religions of the world,
students relate religious traditions to questions about belief,
death, ethics, and the divine in human life.
51-1602 Fundamentals of Communication 4 cr.
Course develops self-knowledge and personal growth by strengthening communication skills of writing, reading, public speaking,
and listening. Through examining humanistic prose models tor
writing and speaking and through working with and sharing their
own experiences. students become more effective communicators.
51·2101 Harlem: 1920s Black Art and Literature 3 cr.
Period of artistic experimentation among black creative artists in
the 1920s is studied through the works of black writers from the
Harlem Renaissance. Their relationship with emerging American
avant-garde writers and the evolution of the Afro-American literary
tradition is explored.
51·2102 Development of Afro-American Theater 3 cr.
Literature of Afro-American theater is examined in terms of both
the influence of African ritual and of music created in the
American experience .

51-2103 Critical Vocabulary for the Arts 3 cr.
Course probes ideas and terminology that help students enjoy and
appraise achievements in the arts. Students experience per forming and visual arts and explore how art is created and perce ived.
51-2 110 Twentieth-Century Music 3 cr.
Course provides an audio and historical survey of the styles of
eight major composers of the twentieth century, including
Stravinsky, Bartok, Shostakovich , and Schoenberg. A system of
comparative interrelations and critical vocabulary is used.
51-2111 Revolution and Art 3 cr.
Course is a study of ar tistic production during three twentiethcentury revolutionary periods in the Spanish-speaking world: the
Mexican Revolution, Spain "s Second Republic, and the Cuban
Revolution. Course discusses the main contributions of these
revolutions in literature , film. music. and art. Students examine
issues of popular culture and official culture, censorship, propaganda. and public art.
51-2211 Urban Images In Media and Film 3 cr.
Course surveys the portrayal of metropolitan life in film, television, the press , and other media. Students discuss documentary
films. such as I Remember Harlem. and full-length feature films,
such as Grand Canyon, Metropolis, and Little Murders. Local city
news coverage (print, television, and radio) is examined tor urban
stereotypes.
51-2212 Arts, Technology, and Science 3 cr.
Science and technology have great impact on the humanities and
the arts. Course addresses the following questions: What themes
and images in contemporary culture reflect the tensions and
possible synthesis of the two disciplines? How have the fine arts
been affected by technological advances? How can humanistic
values inform and guide scientific research? Readings in these
and other topics are taken from literature, philosophy, sociology,
and the contemporary media.
51·2220 The Holocaust (1939 to 1945) 3 cr.
Course is guided by two maj or questions: Why did the Holocaust
occur? How did it happen? Because the answers are complex and
multifaceted, our effort to explore and understand the Nazi extermination of six million Jews draws on several kinds of material.
51-2301 Spanish Ill: Language and Culture 3 cr.
Building on one year of college Spanish, this course extends each
student's capacity to understand. read, speak. and write Spanish
through exposure to the rich variety of arts in Hispanic cultures.
Prerequisite: 51·1302 Spanish II: Language and Culture
51-2305 Spanish for Native Speakers 3 cr.
Course serves native Spanish-speakers, born or educated in the
U.S.. and other students whose mother tongue is not Spanish but
whose proficiency level equals Spanish Ill at Columbia College or
three years of high school Spanish study. Course strengthens
command of spoken and written Spanish and includes cu!tural
enrichment in the Hispanic arts heritage in Chicago and elsewh"re.
51-2320 Italian Ill: language and Culture 3 cr.
Course continues work begun in Italian II to help students communicate in Italian and further develop skill s in reading, writing,
listening, and speaking. Students expand knowledge of and appreciation for the culture of Italy and the Italian-American culture of
the U.S., especially in Chicago.
Prerequisite: 51-1320 Italian II: Language and Culture or two
semesters of college-level Italian

51-2330 French Ill: Lencuace and Culture 3 cr.

51-7 403 Philosophy and History of Science 3 cr.

Building on one year of college French. course extends each
student's capacity to understand. read. speak. and write French
through exposure to the rich variety of arts in French cultures.
Prerequisite: 51-1311 French II: Language and Culture

Course focuses on Questions concerning scientific method, nature
of scientific revolutions. relationship between observation and
theory, science in its socio-political context. claims of pseudoscience. and ethical dimensions of science. Students learn to
think critically about these philosophical issues. learn major movements in the history of science. and appreciate science as social
practice. Science background is not reQuired.

51-2401 Philosophy of Art and Criticism 3 cr.
Course explores works by rad1catly diverse thinkers to show how
assumptions about art and artists shape evaluations of the arts.
Works are from such philosophers or critics as Plato, Aristotle,
Hume. Sontag. Freud, Derrida. Foucault, and Stravinsky.

51-2402 Twenti eth-Century Philosophy 3 cr.
Course examines central issues and major movements in philosophy in the twentieth century, includi11g existentialism. pragmatism,
deconstructionism. and linguistic analysis.
51-2403 Politica l Philosophy 3 cr.
Course uses a few major writings from ancient through modern
thinkers to explore political philosophy. with special focus on problems of power. freedom. j ustice. and taw.

51-2501 Explorln& the Godden 3 cr.
Course examines aspects of the divine feminine in Hinduism.
Buddhism. and Chinese religions. Source material facilitates study
of Hindu (including Tantric). Buddhist. and Taoist traditions .
Instruction focuses on myths and rituals central to the worship of
the goddess. and students explore such issues as the impact of
various forms of goddess worship on social structures. the demonization of the divine feminine. and discrepancies between power
and authority in the goddess figure.
51-3298 Independent Studies: Humanities 3 cr.
An independent study is designed by the student. with the
approval of a supervising faculty member. to study an area that is
not presently ava1lable .n the curriculum. Prior to registration. the
student must subm1t a wntten proposal that outlmes the project.
51·7101 Creative People , Creative Products 3 cr.
Course examines the creative products and lives of several exceptionally creative people. Identifying those sem1nat ideas and
processes that carry through across personality. domain (e.g.•
biography, dance. film. history. music, poetry. psychology. religion.
science. social actiVIsm. and visual art) and environment (e.g..
social, historical. and cultural).

51-7202 Peace Studies 3 cr.
Class studies forces at play in the course of human events that
profoundly affect one's relationship to self. work. family, and
others: to social justice; to the earth and its myriad life forms: to
the nature and purpose of human existence; and to spirituality.

51-7401 Philosophical luuea In Film 3 cr.
Course addresses a series of philosophical themes including ethi·
cat issues. metaphysical Questions. and existential Quandaries.
Philosophical study can open up vi stas of meaning to any student,
and films can effectively realize abstract Ideas in palpable and
compelling ways. Several films are used with readings in philosophical literature to explore specific philosophical themes.

51-7402 Philosophy of Love 3 cr.
Various aspects of love-romantic, spiritual. familial. and selfacceptance-are studied through readings. films. and weekly
contemplations. Course moves from concepts and readings to the
student's own experience and personal application. Self-love and
self-esteem are the foundation concept from which all else
evolves. Readings come from philosophical and spiritual texts.
Prerequisite: 52-1152 English Composition II

51·7501 Mystical Consclousneu, E..t and West 3 cr.
Course explores a variety of philosophical and reli(IOUS texts on
mysticism. meditation, and spirituality from both the Eastern and
Western traditions. Classroom activities of meditation. ritual
process. and creative flow give students direct experience with
these concepts. Weekly contemplations and two extended papers
further help students understand mystical awareness at both the
intellectual and experiential levels.
Prerequisite: 52·1152 English Composition II
51-X9 71 Toplc:s In Humanities 3 cr.
Series of courses explores significant topics In the humanities.
Topic of each course may be drawn from one field or may relate to
several fields.
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Marketing Communication
IN THE AGE OF INFORMATION THE ART OF PERSUASION IS KEY. THE
CULTURE OF ADVERTIS I NG SHAPES AND COLORS THE WORLD WE LIVE IN.
THE SCIENCE OF M ARKE T I NG TURNS TECHNOLOGICAL IN NOVATIONS I NTO
BILLION DOLLAR I NDUSTRIES. THE SKILLS OF PUBL I C RELATIONS DOMINATE
N OT ONLY THE MARKETPLACE OF IDEAS , BUT THE POLI T ICAL ARENA AS
WEL L .

The worldwide information industry is explod·
ing with opportunities and fresh challenges
that put a new competitive burden on artists,
technicians , businesspeople. and civic leaders
to promote their messages effectively.

·· · ~ ..

The best way to get into the game is to work
and study with the professionals who are
making up the rules as they go along, then
breaking them into exciting new forms. Our
faculty members are working professionals:
the creative minds who have made Chicago a
world capital of advertising, marketing, and
public relations.
Students majoring in Marketing
Communication select from among four
concentrations to complete a major.
Advertising

The Advertising curriculum enables students
to develop a solid academic understanding of
the principles of advertising culture and tech·
nique and to acquire professional expertise
and hands·on experience in applyi ng those
principles to students· creative expression as
they make their place in the world of .advertis·
ing communication.

Marketing or Creative Sports M arketing

Students concentrating in Marketing or
Creative Sports Marketing learn the funda·
mentals of conceptualizing, testing, pricing,
promoting, distributing ideas. goods, and serv·
ices, as well as gain practical experience in
organizing and executing marketing strategies
in a real world environment.
Public Re lations

The Public Relations curriculum provides the
skills of organization and communication lead·
ing to a mastery of a variety of media tech·
niques to help organizations reach, teach, and
influence publ ic opinion in the context of an
integrated marketing plan.
We manage one of the country's most effect ive internship programs with overseas study
opportunities as well. Marketing
Communication majors receive a solid education in the academic fundamentals, and then
complement their studies with practical experi·
ence. An internship in a Chicago advertising,
marketing, or public relations agency is often
the springboard to entry into the profession.
The Department provides extremely competi·
tive internship opportunities to upper division
students who earn credit as they train with
leading creative directors and decision
makers.
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Students wt10 pursue a monor on Marl<etong Communocatoon learn
to becOme empowered to control tlleir own artistic careers.
Marl<etong Communication skills help creatove artosts turn their
talent onto paying careers.

Mar1arat Sulllv.n
Chairperson
Marl<etil'lg Communication Department

A Major in Marketing Communication
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MAJOR
Core Requirements. 11 credit hours
54-1500 Integrated Marl<eting CommuniCation, 54-1600
Introduction to Advertisil'lg. 54-1601 AdCun: Cunural and
Psychological Aspects of Advertising Communication. 54-1700
Introduction to Public Relations. 54-2500 Introduction to Marl<et
Research. 5 4-2900 Introduction to Media

Required Concentration•. Students select one of four
concentration• .
Advertlalnl. 42 credit hours
54-1501 Introduction to Sales Promotion. 54-1605 Advertising
Copywriting 1. 54-2601 Advertising Workshop. 54-2602 Production
I; select 12 credits of department electives
M•rketlnl Pro1ram. 45 credit hours
54-15011ntroduction to Sales Promotion. 54-1503 lntroduct.ion to
Sales and Sales Management, 54-2502 Creativity and Marl<eting.
54-3501 Marl<eting Case Worl<shop. 54-3502 Developing a
Marl<eting Plan: select 12 credits of department electives
Creative Sport• Marketlnl Pro1ram . 45 credit hours
54-1701 Public Relations Writing. 54-1800 Introduction to Sports
Marketing. 54-2702 How to Manage Promotions and Special
Events, 54-2801 Sports Marl<eting and Public Relations. 54-2802
Legal Aspects of Sports Marl<eting, 54-3502 Developing a
Marl<eting Plan , 49-2656 History of Sports. 28-4 765 Business of
Professional Sports: complete 3 credits of 54-3088 Marl<eting
Communication Internship or 54-3098 Marl<eting Communication
Independent Study: select 6 credits of college wide. sportSo<'elated
electives
Public Relatione Pro1ram. 45 credit houre
54-1701 Public Relations Writil'lg. 54-2701 Public Relations Cases
and Crisis Management . 54-2702 How to Manage Promotions and
Special Events. 54-2703 Public Relations Resources: Tools of the
Trade, 53-1015 Introduction to Writing and Reporting: select 12
credits of department electives

REQU I REMENTS FOR THE MINOR
Course Requirements . 21 credit hours
54-1500 Integrated Marl<eting Communication. 54-1501
Introduction to Sales Promotion. 54-1600 Introduction to
Advertising, 54-1605 Advertising Copywriting I. 54-1700
Introduction to Public Relations. 54-2500 Introduction to Marl<et
Research, 54-3505 Marl<eting Yourself in the New Millennium. In
addition, students must complete an independent project taken on
the major area . and evaluated by advisors from major and minor
departments.

Course Descriptions
CORE REQUIREMENTS
54-1500 Integrated Marketing Co mmunlutlon 3 cr.
Introductory survey course explores marketing objectives and
strategies, research techniques, market segmentation, distribu·
tlon, and new product development.
54-1600 Introduction to Adverti sing 3 cr.
Students examine the essentials of advertising In this survey
course. Curriculum is designed to accommodate Marketing
Communication majors and students from other departments,
such as Photography, Television, and Film and Video, who are likely to confront advertising issues in theJr careers.
54-1601 AdCult : Cultural and Psychological Aspects In
Advertising Communication 3 cr.
Course explores the relationship between conscious and unconscious factors influencing consumers and examines the need,
structure. and interaction with planned advertising messages .
Survey course gives students insight into the reasons advertising
works, using basic readings in the psychology of perception and
attitude formation.
54-1700 Introduction to Public Relat ions 3 cr.
Course Is an overview of the contemporary applications and tech·
nlques of public relations, one of the boomiflg career opportun~
ties in our service and information society. Research, planning,
action, and evaluation are backdrops for stuelying actual and hypothetical situations.
54-2500 Introd uct ion to Market Rasurch 3 cr.
Course Introduces measurement and research techniques
employed In soctal science. Curriculum places emphasis on
design. execution, analysis, and Interpretation of research.
Students learn to Initiate and execute a meaningful research
study.
Prerequisite: 54·1500 Integrated Marketing Communication
54-2900 Intro duction to Media 3 cr.
Course Introduces the theory and utilization of media for the
dissemination of strategic marketing communication messages.
Students examine aspects of the process of buying time and/ or
space in different kinds of media, such as television, radio, newspapers. magazines, supplements, outdoor/ transit. and newly
emerging vehicles. Students learn what consideratiOns determine
which media vehicles to include in a campaign media mix. Course
also focuses on marketing and media plans . budgeting. defining
target audiences, time and creative limitations, and the use of
audience information services such as Arbltron and Nielsen.
Prerequisite: 54-1500 Integrated Marketing Communicalion
MARKETING
54-1501 Introduction to Sales Promotion 3 cr.
Course examines merchandising and sales promotion as vital
elements of the media mix. Students explore how these disci·
pllnes contribute to the development of an effective marketing
plan.
Prerequisite: 54-1500 Integrated Markeling Communication

sales force In a competitive and diverse marketplace.
Prerequisite: 54-1500 Integrated Marketing Communication
54-2502 Creativity and Marketing 3 cr.
Exploratory course encourages students to consider nontraditional
methods of marketing products. Students engage in creative problem solving across marketing disciplines to achieve marketing
obj ectives and Increase profitability.
Prerequisite: 54-1500 Integrated Marketing Communication
54-2503 Marketlnjl In an Environment of Soc ial Justice
3 cr.
Students learn that the same marketing principles used to sell
consumer products for profit are applicable when marketing not·
for.profit organizations such as charities, cultural institutions,
schools, and hospitals.
Prerequisite: 54-1500 Integrated Marketing Communication
54-2504 Te chni que s of Direct Marketing 3 cr.
Course is a comprehensive study of direct marketing and applications for consumer and business-to-business marketing.
Curriculum covers all aspects of direct marketing, from planning
and concepts to creative execution, lists and media, catalogues.
direct mail, display advertising, telemarketing, and response
analysis.
Prerequisite: 54·1500 Integrated Marketing Communication
54-2505 E·Commerce/ Databue Marketi ng 3 cr.
Course teaches students to use database marketing to increase
efficiency. Students learn to create profitable one·tQoOne customer
relationships that gain information necessary to understanding
customer behavior. Course demonstrates the means to improVing
overall profits by using databases to link planning. forecasting,
budgeting, list and media selection, product development, fulfil~
ment, and customer services. Students apply these techniques to
real·life marketing problems.
Prerequisite: 54·2504 Techniques of Direct Marketing, 35·1100
Foundations of Computer Applications
5 4·3501 Marketln~t Cue Workshop 3 cr.
Advanced marketing course focusing on case study review and
discussion. Students apply basic marketing principles to real·llfe
situations.
Prerequisite: Completion of core courses
54-3502 Devel opi ng a M arketfnjl Plan 3 cr.
Comprehensive course teaches students to prepare a marketing
plan for a specific product or serVice. Students learn to formulate
marketing strategies using current tools available in marketing
management.
Prerequisite: Completion of core courses
54-3503 New Products Marketing 3 cr.
Course serves as a comprehensive study of product development
and its components. Material covers new product research, analy·
sis of the consumer market, and distribution channel selection.
Students learn how these techniques are applied when marketing
tangible and intangible products.
Prerequisite: Completion of core courses
54-3504 The Accou nt Executive and the Brand Manajler

3 cr.
54-1503 Introduction to Sales and Sales M anagement
3 cr.
Students examine selling techniques from a variety of perspectives. Course covers initial client contact, making the sale, and
customer service. Students examine effective management of a

Course focuses on the role of two key marketing positions on the
client and agency side of business. Students examine roles and
responsibilities of these career options within the context of an
integrated marketing environment.
Prerequisite: Completion of core courses
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54·3505 Marketing Yourself In the New Millennium 2 cr.
Course introduces students to the steps involved in the j ob
search process. Various skills, techniques, and resources for
improving job hunting effectiveness are reviewed. Students devel·
op resumes and cover letters, interview effectively, assess skills
and career objectives, and manage the search process. Several
guest speakers discuss job hunting in their particular
marketing/advertising areas. Course is recommended for all
Marketing Communications maj ors.
Prerequisite: Completion of core courses
ADVERTISING
54·1602 The Art of the Television Commercial In Popular
Culture 4 cr.
Course studies the television commercial as advertising strategy,
film production, editorial process, art form, and phenomenon of
popular culture. Course materials consist of TV commercials,
including hundreds of the most expensive, exciting, funny, effective , outrageous, sexy, and conceptually brilliant television spots
ever made. Course is a must for employment-motivated
Advertising and Rim students.
54-1603 Advertising In America 3 cr.
Survey course emphasizes the unique role of advertising in
American society. Students trace the sociological development of
advertising in America from the earliest days to the present.
54·1604 Interactive Advertising 3 cr.
Course presents and explores marketing communication through
digital media. Several converging techniques are introduced:
computer-based multimedia, television , computer networks, tele·
phone, and cable systems. Lectures and discussions cover basic
components of marketing communication promotions, direct
marketing, public relations, retail distribution , and advertising.
Exercises focus on analysis and problem solving with digital
media.
Prerequisite: 54·1500 Integrated Marketing Communication
54-1605 Advertising Copywrltlng I 3 cr.
Students learn to write advertising copy that will be used in
campaigns that target large numbers of consumers. Focused on
the writing of print and broadcast advertisements, the course
teaches students the elements of style and creativity, introduces
them to relevant communication techniques, and teaches them
the basics of how advertisements are constructed.
Prerequisite: 54·1500 Integrated Marketing Communication, 54·
1600 Introduction to Advertising
54-2601 Advertising Workshop 3 cr.
Covering the formation of a complete advertising campaign, this
workshop is designed for advanced Advertising students.
Prerequisite: Completion of core courses
54-2602 Production I 3 cr.
Course introduces students to the marketing imperatives that
inform the creation and production of television commercials,
radio commercials, and infomercials and includes a sequence on
print production basics. Students develop, write. and art-direct
creative concepts that support a stated marketing goal , which has
been substantiated by qualitative and quantitative data. Focus is
on such issues as talent casting, costuming, television scenic
design , labor relations. and business contracts in the production
industry. Students complete a field project consisting of a profes·
sional bid package that reflects real·world production costs for the
commercials they create.
Prerequisite: Completion of core courses

54-2603 Business to Business Advertising 3 cr.
Course is an intensive workshop covering differences between
consumer and industrial advertising. Class is designed to help
Journalism, Marketing, and Advertising students understand the
career opportunities available in the field. Course's curriculum
enables professional communicators to improve utilization of avail·
able resources.
Prerequisite: Completion of core courses
54-2604 Advertising Campaigns and Case Studies 3 cr.
Methods of creative advertising, selection and placement, media
planning, development of advertising materials, and the history
and ethics of advertising are examined .
Prerequisite: 54·1500 Integrated Marketing Communication, 54·
1600 Introduction to Advertising
54-2605 Advertising Copywrltlng II 3 cr.
Course continues study of relevant communication techniques,
elements of style , and creativity in writing for large numbers of
people. Course emphasizes practical examination of the fundamentals of advertisement construction for print and broadcast
media.
Prerequisite: 54-1605 Advertising Copy I
54·3601 Copywrltlng and Popular Culture 3 cr.
Course teaches students how to develop advertising campaigns
that are informed with relevance to contemporary trends in
culture. Exercises challenge students to discern trends in popular
thought and expression, then develop advertisements that speak
to thOse trends. A variety of materials from diverse sources are
used to help students understand and use semiotic methods in
the creation of advertisements.
Prerequisite: Completion of core courses
54-3602 International Advertising Techniques 3 cr.
Course challenges students to develop advertising campaigns
targeted to consumers in individual foreign countries, in sets of
foreign countries , and globally. Course is taught within the framework of marketing theory and integrates principles of social
anthropology to provide students with a working definition of
culture. Students learn to assess cultural d ifferences to which
advertising executives should be sensitive.
Prerequisite: Completion of core courses
54·3603 Copywriter/ Art Director Team 4 cr.
Art and advertising majors are taught to work together on adver·
tising projects as in many adverti sing agencies. Each team
consists of one art director and one copywriter throughOut the
course.
Prerequisite: Completion of core courses
54-3604 Portfolio Development 3 cr.
Course teaches students how to prepare professionally viable
portfolios composed of original advertising campaigns they
create. Students are required to create five d ifferent cam~aigns
{three print ads each) with at least two related storyboards.
Co~rse culminates in the students· presentations of their portfolios before a review panel made up of advertising agency execu·
tives and professional recruiters.
Prerequisite: Completion of core courses
54-3605 Advertising Campaigns Practlcum I 4 cr.
Course focuses on the American Advertising Federation student
competition . Students develop a comprehensive marketing and
advertising plan that answers a problem posed by the AAF.
Students then formally present the creative solution, which is

showcased during the regional competition. Course offers a
hands-on approach to utilizing principles learned across the
Marketing Communication curriculum.
Prerequisite: Completion of core courses, permission of depart·
ment chairperson

cost, how to locate them, how they are used, and how results can
be measured. Video news releases, clipping services. and professional directories are among the countless resources introduced
to potential public relations professionals.
Prerequisite: 54-1700 Introduction to Public Relations

54-3606 Advertlsln C Campalc ns Practlc um II 4 cr.
Course focuses on the American Advertising Federation student
competition. Students develop a comprehensive marketing and
advertising plan that answers a problem posed by the AAF.
Students then formally present the creative solution. which is
showcased during the regional competition. Course offers a
hands-on approach to utilizing principles learned across the
Marketing Communication curriculum.
Prerequis ite: Completion of core courses, permission of department chairperson

54-2704 Public Relations for Arts, Culture , and Social
Services 3 cr.
Course prepares students as skilled communicators who promote
nonprofit activities in our society. ranging from performing and
visual arts to social service organizations. Course discusses the
various social groups, the messages tailored to these groups, and
overall promotion for a wide variety of objectives. includiflg legislat ive support, contributions, audiences, and organization building.
Prerequisite: 54-1700 Introduction to Public Relations

PUBLIC RELATIONS
54-1701 Public Relations WrltlnC 3 cr.
Course covers all forms of writing for public relations, including
magazine queries. securing television and radio interviews. coverage memos, media alerts. news releases , features, trade presses, and public relations presentations.
Prerequisite: 54·1700 Introduction to Public Relations
54-1750 Marketing Practlcum: The College as Client

3 cr.
Course engages select students In a real-world marketing communication effort, with the College as client. This capstone course
uses adVertising. marketing, and public relations techniques to
identify and address challenges posed by the marketing needs of
Columbia College Chicago or individual departments or activities
of the College. A professionally-oriented assignment and specific
client will be given at the beginning of each term .
Prerequisite: Permission of department chairperson

54-2705 Political and Government Public Re lati ons 3 cr.
Course focuses on specialized promotional activities of political
campaigns and the public relations activities of various government bodies at national, state, and local levels. Some of the
questions addressed by the course are: What are public relations
roles in the intensity of the political campaign? How are statements prepared for public officials? How does one Interpret policy? How does one handle media relations? How does one handle
the inevitable crises that occur in politics and government?
Prerequisite: 5 4-1700 Introduction to Public Relations
54-3701 Public Relations Presentation Skills 3 cr.
Course emphasizes verbal skills, from seiling ideas and budgets
t o placing stories, speaking In public. and employing various
forms of self-expression. Students learn techniques used by
public relations professionals to guide others In presenting themselves on radio and television. Course Is Ideal for students who
seek a career in public relations. advertising. or other related
communications.
54-3702 Public Relations Agency/ Portfo lio Development

54-2701 Public Relations Cues and Crisis Management
3 cr.
Course examines application of basic principles in public relations
through the case history method. Students explore recent major
public relations case histories and analyze and critique each dec~
sion with emphasis on public relations management. Special
attention is given to crises by examiniflg cases such as the
Tytenol poisonings. the Three Mile Island accident. the Challenger
explosion. Course teaches students methods of handling various
events with respect to target audiences.
Prerequisite: 54-1700 Introduction to Public Relations
54-2702 How to Manage Promot ions and Special Events

3 cr.
Class focuses on the business of special events. event management , event production. and public relations. The relationship
between special events and public relations is examined.
Students plan and discuss special events ranging from parades to
news conferences and planned tours. Course examines activities
that promotional professionals are called upon to create, plan.
implement , and evaluate. Class takes numerous field trips and
frequently meets guest speakers. Students are required to participate in at least three special events during the semester for class
credit. Many events are held in the evenings and on weekends.
Additional emphasis is placed on budgeting and evaluation.
Prerequisite: 54-1700 Introduction to Public Relations
54-2703 Public Relations Resources: Tools of the Trade

3 cr.
Basic course helps Public Relations s tudents identify the tools of
public relations specialists. Course addresses what these tools

3 cr.
Course allows students to establish a real-life agency and serve
the public relations needs of one or more clients. Class is taught
by a veteran public relations executive and affords students the
opportunity to test their skills in a reaHife professional setting.
Students develop a complete public relations proposal for inclusion in their portfolios.
Prerequisite: Completion of core courses

CREATIVE SPORTS MARKETING
54-1800 Introduction to Sports Ma rketing 3 cr.
Course explores the breadth of the sports marketing Industry and
its consumer and communication realities. This intermediate
Marketing course introduces students to the Sports Marketing
concentration or provides a Marketing elective. Students learn
how to decide market selection and how to plan, create, and
assess sports marketing communication programs that Include
advertising. marketing, public relations, and new media.
Prerequisite: 54-1500 Integrated Marketing Communication
54·2801 Sports Public Relations and Ma rketing 3 cr.
Students prepare illustrative examples of marketing and promotional programs in the areas of professional and amateur athlet·
ics. Course focuses on the preparation and distribution of communications materials pertaining to sports events, Individuals, and
contests.
Prerequisite: 54-1800 Introduction to Sports Marketing
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54-2802 Legal Aspects of Sports Marketing 3 cr.
Course provides students with a fundamental understanding of
the causal relationship between a strategic sports marketing plan
and the legal agreements that are inherent to its implementation .
Students to develop an understanding of the value of sports
celebrity endorsements, introduces them to methods of assessing
that value, as well as to assess the legal implications of sports
marketing plans. The first half of course will focus on theoretic
issues and the second half will be hands-on conceptualization and
development of legal agreements.
Prerequisite: 54·1500 Integrated Marketing Communication
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54-3800 Directed Study In Sports Marketing 3 cr.
Course provides students the opportunity to explore specific
issues and areas of interest in sports marketing, under the super·
vision of a faculty member who will help develop students · study
plans and direct their completion of projects and assignments
that are theoretical and relevant to ·real world" practice.
Accordingly, the directed study option provides individualized
opportunities for students to bridge their academic and professional development.
Prerequisite: Completion of core courses
MEDIA
54-2901 Buying Broadcast Media 3 cr.
Course covers techniques employed in negotiating and purchasing
broadcast media. The process of buying broadcast time is
covered. from making the initial request for availability to negotiat·
ing rates. to making the purchasing decision. The process
includes purchasing unwired networks, network and spot televi·
sion, cable and syndicated television, network and spot radio.
Lectures introduce the techniques. and hands-on practice
enhances them.
Prerequisite: 54·2900 Introduction to Media
54-2902 Selling Advertising Media 3 cr.
Course addresses general relationship between salesperson. ad
agency, and client and examines the various forms an ad agency
can take. Each class considers specific media. beginning with
those that provide the largest audience. then moving to media
that provides the next largest audience. Similarities and differences are drawn relative to the significance of the role played by
client vs . agency, negotiation , environment, and other factors at
play within the context of selling a specific medium.
Prerequisite: 54-2900 Introduction to Media
54-3901 M edia Worksho p 3 cr.
Advanced course in media planning and execution enables
students to develop a simulated media program including budget,
media rationale, and execution.
Prerequisite: 54·2901 Buying Broadcast Media, 54·2902 Selling
Advertising Media
54-3088 Internship: M a rketing Communication Variable cr.
Internships provide advanced students with an opportunity to gain
work experience in an area of interest while receiving academic
cred it toward their degree.
Prerequisite: Permission of department chairperson
54-3098 Independent Project: Marketing Comm uni cations
4 cr.
An Independent Project is designed by the student, with the
approval of a supervising faculty member, to study an area that is
not at present available in the curriculum. Prior to registration, the
student must submit a written proposal that outlines the project.
Prerequisite: Permission of department chairperson

54-3X70 Topics In Marketing 3 cr.
Students in all concentrations are presented a rotation of specia~
ized topics of existing and emerging interest in the areas of
Marketing, Creative Sports Marketing, Advertising, and Public
Relations.
Prerequisite: Completion of core courses
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Music
THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT EMPHASIZES POPULAR FORMS OF JAZZ. ROCK .
BLUES, AND MUSIC FOR THE THEATER. THUS PROVIDING STUDENTS WITH A
FIRM FOUNDATION IN PERFORMANCE, EITHER AS SINGERS. INSTRUMENTALISTS , OR COMPOSERS; IN MUSICIANSHIP-EARTRAINING, SIGHTSINGING .
AND NOTATION SKILLS; AND IN KEYBOARD HARMONY.

Courses also emphasize practical procedures.
such as how to use a microphone, compose
film music, work in a recording studio , or
perform in an ensemble.

···~ · ·

The Department utilizes full- and part-time
teachers who bring to their classes broad
experience as working professionals i n all
areas of music. and it accepts students
regardless of previous training or experience.
The faculty excels in teaching the beginning
student as well as the student with prior
training.
Though thoroughly grounded in the classical
tradition, the curriculum is designed for mus~
cians who wish to work in contemporary
styles. who want to learn several diverse
forms of music. and who would like to discover the varied creative directions their lives and
careers can take.
Wllll.m A Chairperson
Music Deoartment
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A Major in Music

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE CO NCENTRATION IN JAZZ
STUDIES

Music ma1ors must complete 38-45 credit hours of core courses .
Following the core classes. students will continue studies in their
concentrations. Students may choose either a concentration on
Contemporary Music; which includes Composition. Instrumental
Performance. Music Directing/Conducting. and Vocal
Performance; or in Jazz Studies. which includes Instrumental Jazz.
Jazz Composotoon. and Vocal Jazz.

Core Requlrementa . 45 c redit houra for ell Jeu Studl..
Concentretlona

Pursuing these concentrations often calls for the student to
commit addotoonal tome to specialized course work beyond the
required credit hours for the major otself. Students who wish to
perform in addition to taking classes must understand that time
needed for rehearsals and performances should be regarded as
extracurricular. Senior Music majors must perform a recital and
submit their portfolios for review by a faculty committee.
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE CO NCENTRATION IN
CONTEMPORARY MUSIC
Core Requlrementa . 38 c redit houra for all Contemporary
Mualc Concentration•
32·1101 Theory: Music and How to Read It, 32·1601 Exploring
the Art of Music, 32·2111 Sightsinging and Musicanship I, 32·
2112 Sightsinging and Musicianship II, 32·2113 Sightsinging and
Musiciansip Ill, 32·2121 Harmony and Eartraining I, 32·2122
Harmony and Ear training II. 32·2131 Keyboard I, 32·2132
Keyboard II, 32·2133 Keyboard Harmony I, 32-2611 Music History
and Analysis I, 32·2612 Music History and Analysis II, 32-3998
Independent Project: Music
Co ncentratlona. Student• aelect one of the four concan·
tratlona In Contemporary Mualc.
Compoaltlon . 32 cred it houra
32-2211 Composition 1. 32·2212 Composition 11. 32·2250 Pop
Arranging or 32·3231 Jau Composition and Orchestration. 32·
2251 Orchestration, 32·2411 Fundamentals of Conducting. 32·
2511 Techniques in Singing I, 32·2711 Private Lessons:
Beginning Plane. 32·2791 Private Lessons: Advanced
Composition. 32·3133 Keyboard Harmony 11. 32·3211
Composition 111. 32·3215 Counterpoint. 2 credit hours of electives
lnatrumentel Performence . 3 2 credit houra
32·2250 Pop Arranging or 32·3231 Jau Composition and
Orchestration. 32·2810 Keyboard Ensemble or 32·2821
Sightreading for Instrumentalists or 32·2830 Percussion
Ensemble. 14 credit hours of instrumental lessons. 7 credit hours
of ensemble courses. S. 7 credit hours of electives
Mualc Dlrectlon/ Conductln&. 32 credit houra
32·2251 Orchestration. 32·2411 Fundamentals of Conducting (2
semesters). 32·2511 Techniques In Si11ging I, 32·2711 Private
Lessons: 8eginnl11g Piano. 32·2712 Private Lessons: Advanced
Piano. 32·2781 Private Lessons: Conducting (2 semesters). 32·
2887 Performance Sand and Cast. 32·3133 Keyboard Harmony II,
32·3998 Independent Project: Music, 6 credit hOurs of electives
Vocal Performence . 32 credit houra
32·2411 Fundamentals of Conductong. 32·2511 Techniques in
Singong I. 32·2512 Technoques on Songing II. 32·2520 Solo
Songong. 32·2522 Styles for the Contemporary Singer. 32·2803
Vocal Performance Ensemble. 32·2805 Choral Repertory
Ensemble, 32·3511 Technoques on Songong Ill. 12 credit hours of
vocal lessons

32·1101 Theory: Music and How to Read It, 32·1601 Exptonng
the Art of Musoc. 32·1631 Jau Tradot1on. 32·2111 Sightsong,ng
and Musicanshop I, 32·2112 Soghtsongong and Musocoanshop II. 32·
2121 Harmony and Eartrainong I, 32·2122 Harmony and
Eartraining 11. 32·2131 Keyboard I. 32·2311 Jazz Keyboard. 32·
2611 Music History and Analysos I, 32·2612 Music History and
Analysis II, 32·3010 Jau Styles and Analysis. 32·3031
Techniques for Improvisation I. 32-3032 Techniques for
Improvisation II. 32·3998 Independent Project: Music
Concentretlona. Student• ael ect one of three conce ntre·
tiona In Jezz Stud lea .
lnatrumentel Jezz. 25 credit houra
32·2211 Composition I, 32·2880 Chamber Jau. 32·2881 Jazz
Ensemble I (two semesters). 32·2882 Jazz Ensemble II, 32·3231
Jazz Composition and Orchestration. 32-3881 Jazz Ensemble Ill,
14 credit hours of instrumental lessons.
Jezz Compoaltlon . 24 credit houra
32-2133 Keyboard Harmony I, 32·2211 Composition I. 32·2212
Composition 11. 32·2251 Orchestration. 32·3133 Keyboard
Harmony II, 32·3211 Composition Ill, 32-3231 Jazz Composition
and Orchestration, 32-3631 Life and Music of Duke Ellington I, 2
credit hours of instrumental lessons
Vocel Jezz. 25 credit houra
32·2511 Techniques in Singing I, 32·2512 Techniques in Singing
II, 32·2520 Solo Singing. 32·2522 Styles for the Contemporary
Singer. 32·2800 Vocal Jazz. 12 credit hours of vocal lessons
A MAJOR I N MUSI C THEATER PERFORMANCE
For the Music Theater Performance major core and concentration.
see the Interdisciplinary Studies section.

Course Descriptions
32·1100 Introducti on to Music Theory 3 cr.
Course prepares students for study of theory and is based on
intense drill in note recognition, work with basic rhythms. and
preliminary development of aural skills, with special attention to
note replication. Students develop a sense of self-discipline
required for study of music, a sense of relative pitch, a verbal
musical literacy, and an abil ity to listen actively.
32·1101 Theory: Music and How to Read It 4 cr.
Fundamental course in music literacy covers basic ooncepts of
notation, rhythm, tonality, and harmony, emphasizing in-depth
understanding of intervals, triads, major and minor scales, duple
and triple meters. sightsinging, and dictation. Students learn writ·
ten musical theory for these topics and have the ability to repli·
cate them through dictation and performance.
32-1601 Exploring the Art of M usic 3 cr.
Required introductory course teaches basic material of music with
little or no reference to written music . Included are eartralning,
rhythms. games. words and music, form, ensemble procedures,
sound, singing, and improvisation. Substantial written work is
required.
Prerequisite: 52-1151 English Composition 1
32·1610 From Chant to Zappa: Music through the Ages
3 cr.
Course surveys the entire history of Western music w1th oopious
references to the other arts, as well as to historical events and
cultural environments that shaped its development.
32·1611 Bl.ck Classical Music and Mu alcl ans 3 cr.
Course offers general survey of Black classical musicians and
their music with major emphasis on significant performers, repertoire, music forms, styles, and historical and sociological environments. Required student participation is integrated with lectures
supplemented by films, demonstrations, live concerts, visiting
artists, and listening assignments .
32-1620 Popular Contemporary Music: A Cultural
Upheaval 3 cr.
Course examines the history of contemporary music since 1950,
particularly rock and roll, and the social values that contributed to
its stylistic development. Exploration of the t.rends in popular
music focuses on movements that reflect important political and
cultural currents in the United States and across the globe.
32·1621 1ntroductlon to Black Music 3 cr.
Course offers a general survey of Black music with major emphasis on significant music forms, styles. and historical and sociological environments In the United States. Required student participation is integrated with lectures that are supplemented by films,
demonstrations, live concer ts, visiting artists . and listening
assignments.
32-1622 Black Popular Music: Race Recorda to VIdeos

3 cr.
Course offers a general survey of Black popular music with major
emphasis on significant music forms, styles, popular dances, and
historical and sociological environments 1n the United States.
Required student participation is integrated with lectures that are
supplemented by films. demonstrations. hve concerts. visiting
artists, and listening assignments.

32-1623 Folk M u1 lc, Spi rituals to Gospel 3 cr.
Course examines historical, cultural. and musical grOWih of folk
music traditions that evolved into modern gospel music. Emphasis
i s given to musical lyrics and folklore as literature in the oral tradi·
l ion. Required student participation is integrated with lectures
that are supplemented by films, demonstrations. live concerts.
visiting artists, and listening assignments.
32·1624 Afro-Latin and Caribbean: U.S. Musical
Crosacurrent a 3 cr.
Course offers a general survey of Black music of the African diaspore with major emphasis on significant forms, styles, and histori·
cal and sociological environments in the Americas. Required
student participation is integrated with lectures that are supple·
mented by films, demonstrations, live concerts, visiting artists.
and listening assignments.
32-1631 Th e Jan Tra diti on 3 cr.
Course utilizes lecture and demonstration to explore jau in all its
forms. including its musical and social antecedents. Class covers
ragtime. New Orleans jau. swing, bebop, cool j azz. and avant·
garde jazz. with special emphasis on Bird, Gillespie. Coltrane.
Ellington. and Jelly Roll Morton.
32·1800 All School Choir 2 cr.
Course requires no musical background except a desire to sing.
Singing material ranges from portions of The Messiah to contemporary settings of gospels and spirituals. Course may be taken as
many as four times for credit.
32·1880 The Groo ve Band 1 cr.
Performance class centers on popular music, particularly the various grooves of rock and roll. and culminates in a concert performance.
Prerequisite: 32·1100 Introduction to Music Theory (Cor better}
or by audilion or invitation
32·1900 Mualc Theory for Recording Engineers 3 cr.
Course is for sound engineers who wish to have working knowl·
edge of music to function in a recording environment with musi·
clans. Students gain understanding of different musical terms
related to reoording; learn to recognize different musical idioms:
visually and aurally distinguish orchestral inst.ruments; learn basic
music theory; and follow a lead sheet. jau soore. or classical
score.
32-1930 Sound Re inforcement 3 cr.
The process of amplifying the sound of singers, instrumentalists,
and speakers is systematically taught by professional sound
people using first-rate equipment.
32-2111 Slghtalnglng and Musicianship I 4 cr.
Knowledge obtained in Theory: Music and How to Read It is
applied with extensive slghtsinging and dictation of rhythmic exer·
cises and diatonic melodies in one and two parts. Major. minor.
and modal scales are explored as are more sophisticated rhyth·
mic values and time signatures. Students perform a diatonic
melody in major or minor without the aid of an instrument, sight·
s ing a diatonic melody in major or minor, and sing a melody while
playing a simple acoompaniment on the piano.
Prerequisite: 32·1101 Theory: Music and How to Read II (Cor
better}
32·2112 Slghtalnglng and Musicianship II 3 cr.
Course continues development of skills acquired in Sightsinging
and Musicianship I with extensive dictation and sightsing)ng of
melody and rhythm in one. two, and three parts. Nondiatonic
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melodoes as well as oompound meters and polymeters are
explored. Students perform chromatic melody in ma,or, minor, or
any mode without aid of an instrument: soghtsing a Chromatic
metoay on major, minor, or any mode: and sing a melody while
playiOC a two-hand accompaniment on the piano.
Prerequisite: 32·2111 Sllfltsinglng 8nd Musicianship 1 (Cor
better)

32·2113 11111taln11n1 and Mualc lanalll p Ill 3 cr.
Course continues development of skills acquired In Sightsinging
and Musocoanshop II with extensove dictation and sightsinging of
metoay and rhythm that Includes current musocal procedures.
Students perform one, two, three, and four part music containing
chromatics, seventh chords, and mixed meters: sightsing a
metoay employing mixed meters: and sing a melody while playing
an accompaniment that Includes chromatics, seventh chords, and
mixed meters.
Prerequisite: 32·2112 Slghtslnglng and Musicianship II, 32·2133
Keyboard II (both C or better)

32·2121 Harmon y and Eartral nlnl I 4 cr.
This is a harmony course with an emphasis on practical application. Material Includes major and minor keys, the modes, inver·
sions, voicing, harmonizing a melody, harmonic analysis, and
extensive drill In recognizing and replicating triads. Students write
chord progressions In four voices using diatonic and nondiatonic
chords showing thorough voice-leading principles: effectively
harmonize a melody with cadences, nonchord tones, root movements, and harmonic rhythm: and hear and Identify harmonic
progressions through dictation.
Prerequisite: 32·1101 Theory: Music and How to Read It (Cor
better)

32·2122 Harmony and Eartralnl nl II 3

cr.

Advanced course in harmony emphasizes twentietn<:entury procedures including large chords In thirds, nonthird chords, and chord
streams. Course deals with relationships among harmony, melody,
and form and includes extensive drill in chordal singing and recog·
nition . Students write chord progressions using diatonic and
nondiatonic chords, including all types of seventh chords, secondary chords. modulatory progressions , and chord streams : and
hear and identify chord progressions through dictation.
Prerequisite: 32·2112 Sightsinging and Musicianship II concur·
rent/'y. 32·2121 Harmony end Eartralnlng I, 32·2131 Keyboard I
(both C or better)

32·2131 Keyboard I 2 cr.
Students are Instructed In playing the piano and becoming
acquainted with the grand staff and note values. Students play
major scales using both hands in any key: play pentachords and
cadential sequences In major and minor keys of up to three
sharps or nats: analyze, play. and transpose short melodies in
major and minor keys In either hand: harmonize longer melodies
in major and minor keys; and perform a short piece from a piano
score using both hands.
Prerequisite: 32·1101 Theory: Music and How to Read It (Cor
better)

32·2132 Keyboard II 2 cr.
Continuonc the work begun in Keyboard I, this course begins to
apply some sightreading of simple twl>part poeces for the poano.
Emphasos os on strength and positlononc: coordonatoon of the
hands is more hilhly developed and stressed. Students harmonoze melodies usonc b<oken c,hords and hand posotoon changes;

perform piano musoc using onverslons and arpeaiated figures:
and perform a short ensemble piece and longer solo piece from a
piano score.
Prerequisite: 32·2131 Keyboard I (Cor better)

32-2133 Keyboard Harmony I 2 cr.
Students apply harmony and general theory to piano keybOard.
Using a four-rote texture with sound wk:e leedif1i, students read
and play at sight chord progressions employtnc primary and
secondary chords and the dominant seventh chord in major and
minor keys of up to three sharps or ftats. Harmonization of a
simple melody is played using the rilht hand for metoay and the
left hand for chordal accompaniment.
Prerequisite: 32-2132 Keyboard II or 32·2311 Jazz~ (both
Cor better)

32-2211 Compoaltlon 1: Beale Prlncl pl. . of Twentletll·
Century Compoalt lon 3 cr.
Course teaches first-year students to write motives, phrases,
sentences, and periods to build simple forms. The culmlnatinc
assignment is composition of a piece for a wind instrument and
one or two stringed Instruments. which Is performed by professional Instrumentalists at a public recital.
Prerequisite: 32-1101 Theory: Music and How to Read It (C or
better)
32·2212 Compoaltlon II : Element• of Compotltlon 3 cr.
A continuation of Composition I, course emphasizes study of larger forms, chromatic harmony, and Instrumentation. Students
compose one piece for violin or violoncello and plano, and a
series of short pieces for plano only. Major assignment receives
public performance at semester end.
Prerequisite: 32·2111 Slghtslnging and Musicianship I, 32·2121
Harmony and Eartraining I, 32-2211 Composition 1: Basic
Principles of Twentieth-Century Composition, 32·2131 ~ 1
(all C or better)
32·2220 lyrl ca 3 cr.
Course, designed for lyricists, composers, sincers, and actors,
teaches students how to set words to music. Topics include poetic and dramatic principles. technical concerns for the slncer. and
the collaborative process. Students analyze and criticize lyrics
from opera. operetta, musical comedy. art songs, and popular
songs and write lyrics In a variety of styles.
32·2221 Son1wrltl n1 3 cr.
Workshop examines the craft of popular soncwrttinc from an
historical perspective with a practical viewpoint. Course is
designed for composers and lyricists who are alreedy Writing and
wish to broaden their understanding of the craft. Collaborations
between composers and lyricists within this workshop are
encouraged.
Prerequisite: 32·2111 Slghtslnglng and Musicianship I, 32·2121
Harmony and Eartrainlng I (both C or better}, or lnsttuctor consent
32·2250 Pop Arranging 3 cr.
Course examines techniques of orchestration for smaller pop
ensembles, including amplified instruments and synthesizers with
background vocals. Compositional skills are developed thrOUih
layering of sound and enrichment and transformation of basic pop
chord progressions. Students construct arrqements for lour to
eight brass and wond instruments combined with rhythm onstr~
ments (piano. drums. guitar. bass) in various pop styles. lncludiOC
hard rock, contemporary. R&B, new w -. hoJH>o9. and blues.
Prerequisite: 32-2111 Sithtsintint 8nd MusiCo/lflshop 1. 32·2121
Harmony and Eartraonofll{ I, 32·2131 Keybo111d I (a ll Cor better}

32·2251 Orchestration 3 cr.
Course examines all instruments of the orchestra with respect to
range, capabil ity, and characteristics of timbre. Instruments are
exami ned as members of instrumental families and as components of the full orchestra. Coursework includes extensive reduc·
tion of full scores to two-staff form and vice versa.
Prerequisite: 32·2112 Sightsinging and Musicianship II, 32·2122
Harmony and Eartraining II, 32·2211 Composition I (all Cor
beIter)
32·2311 Jazz Keyboard 2 cr.
Continuation of Keyboard I, course covers seventh and ninth
chords plus extended and altered variations related to the jazz
idiom. Students further develop aural skills and learn jazz
keyboard voicing and comping while performing j azz standards.
Prerequisite: 32·1101 Theory: Music and How to Read It, 32·
2131 Keyboard I
32·2380 How to Use the Blues : A Class for
Instrumenta lists 3 cr.
Class covers performance procedures in which all varieties of
blues are investigated and learned, leading to possible use of
these procedures in other types of music, including R&B, contem·
porary music, soul, hip-hop, and jazz.
Prerequisite: 32·1101 Theory: Music and How to Read It (C or
better), one year of instrumental instruction
32·2411 Fundamentals of Conducting 3 cr.
Course focuses on physical technique of conductor: beat patterns,
preparatory beats, cutoffs, and gestures for dynamics, tempo,
and character. Students conduct one another in a varied reper·
toire of vocal, choral, and instrumental music . Through ear training
exercises students also drill the ability to accurately hear several
musical lines simultaneously. Students learn rehearsal techniques, how to study and memorize a score, and how to organize
and plan performances for music ensemble.
Prerequisite: 32·2111 Sightsinging and Musicianship I
32·2511 Tech niques In Singing I 3 cr.
Beginning vocal students are taught correct breathing technique,
projection, and the necessary skills for articulation of song.
Instruction acquaints students with both physical and mental
aspects of singing. Students apply their new technique to appropriate vocal repertoire.
Prerequisite: 32·1101 Theory: Music and How to Read It (Cor
better)
32·2512 Techniques In Singing II 3 cr.
Course continues and expands skills learned in Techniques in
Singing I. Students identify vocal strengths and weaknesses , set
goals, apply proper vocal technique, and increase repertory.
Prerequisite: 32·2111 Sightsinging and Musicianship I, 32·2511
Techniques in Singing I (both C or better)
32·2520 Solo Singing 3 cr.
Course is intended for students who wish to learn the fundamen·
tats of solo style and presentation techniques. Students learn
through textual and musical analyses how to prepare a song for
performance , reduce stage fright, and use a microphone.
Prerequisite: 32·2511 Techniques in Singing I (C or better)
32·2522 Styles for the Contemporary Singer 3 cr.
Course is designed for students interested in analysis and prac·
tice of improvisational techniques as they apply to contemporary
popular music. Elements involved in nonclassical styles are
presented through discography and exercises . Genres studied

include, but are not limited to, blues, Gospel, R&B, jazz. rock,
country·western, Latin, and urban pop. Students identify and apply
common elements of contemporary singing styles.
Prerequisite: 32·2121 Harmony and Eartraining I, 32·2512
Techniques in Singing II, and 32·2701 or 32·2705 or 32·2703 or
32·270 7 Voice Lessons or 32·2520 Solo Singing {all C or better)
32·2611 M usic History and Analysis I 3 cr.
Designed to help students place music in a cultural, historical
perspective and to develop an understanding of musical styles,
this course focuses on study of scores from each period, begin·
ning with the Greeks and ending with the Baroque Era. Students
~earn to identify technical and formal features of each period's

rmusic.
Prerequisite: 32·2111 Sightsinging and Musicianship I, 32·2121
Harmony and Eartraining I, 32·2131 Keyboard (all C or better)
32·2612 Music History and Analysis II 3 cr.
Course covers music from the classical period to the twentieth
century, from classical and romantic vocal, instrumental, and
symphonic forms to recent developments in twentieth-century
Europe. Emphasis is on the study of sonata forms. extended
t onality, and serialism.
Prerequisite: 32·2611 Music History and Analysis I and 32·2311
Jazz Keyboard or 32·2132 Keyboard II (all C or better)
3 2·2701 Private Lessons: Classical Voice Variable cr.
Voice lessons in classical music are available to music majors
taking at least one other music course concurrently, or to musical
theater performance majors who have met the prerequisite.
Students are offered 15 lessons or the equivalent, and are
required to attend tour concerts per semester. Private lessons
may be taken as many as seven times per concentration.
Prerequisite: 32·1101 Theory: Music and How to Read It, 32·
2511 Techniques in Singing I (both C or better)
32·2703 Private Lessons: Pop/ Rock Voice Variable cr.
Voice lessons in popular idioms are available to music majors
taking at least one other music course concurrently, or to musical
theater performance majors who have met the prerequisite.
Students are offered 15 lessons or the equivalent, and are
required to attend four concerts per semester. Private lessons
may be taken as many as seven times per concentration.
Prerequisite: 32·1101 Theory: Music and How to Read It, 32·
2511 Techniques in Singing I (both C or better)
32·2705 Private Lessons : Jazz, Blues , and Gospel Voice
Variable cr.
Voice lessons in jazz, blues, and Gospel are available to music
majors who are taking at least one other music course concurrent·
ly or to musical theater performance majors who have met the
prerequisite. Students are offered 15 lessons or the equivalent,
and are required to attend four concerts per semester. Private
lessons may be taken as many as seven times per concentration.
Prerequisite: 32·1101 Theory: Music and How to Read It, 32·
2511 Techniques in Singing I (both C or better)
32·2707 Private Lessons : Musical Theater Voice Variable cr.
Voice lessons in stage repertoire are available to music majors
taking at least one other music course concurrently or to musical
theater performance maj ors who have met the prerequisite.
Students are offered 15 lessons or the equivalent and are
required to attend four concerts per semester. Private lessons
may be taken as many as seven times per concentration.
Prerequisite: 32·1101 Theory: Music and How to Read It, 32·
2511 Techniques in Singing I (both Cor better)
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32-2711 Private Lessons : Beginning Plano Variable cr.
Beginning piano lessons are available to music majors or those
taking at least one other music course concurrently. Teachers are
available for 15 lessons or the equivalent. Students are required
to attend four Music Department recitals or concerts during the
semester. Private lessons may be taken as many as seven times
per concentration.
Prerequisite: 32-2132 Keyboard II (C or better) or 32-2311 Jazz
Keyboard (C or better)
32-2712 Private Lessons : Advanced Plano Variable cr.
Advanced piano lessons are available to music majors or thOse
taking at least one other music course concurrently. Teachers are
available for 15 lessons or the equivalent. Students are required
to attend four Music Department recitals or concerts during the
semester. Private lessons may be taken as many as seven times
per concentration.
Prerequisite: 32-2711 Private Lessons: Beginning Piano (Cor
better)
32-2715 Private Lessons : Jazz Plano Variable cr.
Jau piano lessons are available to music majors or those taking
at least one other music course concurrently. Teachers are available for 15 lessons or the equivalent. Students are required to
attend four Music Department recitals or concerts during the
semester. Private lessons may be taken as many as seven times
per concentration.
Prerequisite: 32·2132 Keyboard 11 or 32-2311 Jazz Keyboard (both
Cor better)
32-2721 Private Lessons: Finger-Style and Classical
Guitar Variable cr.
Lessons in finger-style and classical guitar are available to music
majors or those taking at least one other music course concurrently. Teachers are available for 15 lessons or the equivalent.
Students are required to attend four Music Department recitals or
concerts during the semester. Private lessons may be taken as
many as seven times per concentration.
Prerequisite: 32-1101 Theory: Music and How to Read II (C or
better)
32-2723 Private Lessons: Fusion Rock Guitar Variable cr.
Lessons in fusion rock guitar are available to music majors or
those taking at least one other music course concurrently.
Teachers are available for 15 lessons or the equivalent. Students
are required to attend four Music Department recitals or concerts
during the semester. Private lessons may be taken as many as
seven times per concentration.
Prerequisite: 32-1101 Theory: Music and How to Read It (Cor
better)
32-2725 Private Lessons: Jazz Guitar Variable cr.
Lessons in jazz guitar are available to music majors or those
taking at least one other music course concurrently. Teachers are
available for 15 lessons or the equivalent. Students are required
to attend four Music Department recitals or concerts during the
semester. Private lessons may be taken as many as seven times
per concentration.
Prerequisite: 32-1101 Theory: Music and How lo Read II (C or
better)
32-2727 Private Lessons: Bass and Bass Guitar Variable cr.
lessons on the bass and bass guitar are available to music
majors or those taking at least one other music course concurrently. Teachers are available for 15 lessons or the equivalent.
Students are required to attend four Music Department recitals or

concerts during the semester. Private lessons may be taken as
many as seven times per concentration.
Prerequisite: 32-1101 Theory: Music and How to Read II (C or
better)
32-2731 Private Lessons: Percussion and Drums Variable cr.
Percussion lessons are available to music majors or those taking
at least one other music course concurrently. Teachers are available for 15 lessons or the equivalent. Students are required to
attend four Music Department recitals or concerts during the
semester. Private lessons may be taken as many as seven times
per concentration.
Prerequisite: 32-1101 Theory: Music and How to Read It (Cor
better)
32-27 41 Private Lessons: Tru mpet and Trombone
Variable cr.
Trumpet and trombone lessons are available to music maj ors or
those taking at least one other music course concurrently.
Teachers are available for 15 lessons or the equivalent. Students
are required to attend four Music Department recitals or concerts
during the semester. Private lessons may be taken as many as
seven times per concentration.
Prerequisite: 32-1101 Theory: Music and How to Read II (Cor
better)
32·2751 Private Lessons: Saxophone, Flute, and Clarinet
Variable cr.
Saxophone, flute, and clarinet lessons are available to music
majors or those taking at least one other music course concurrently. Teachers are available for 15 lessons or the equivalent.
Students are required to attend four Music Department recitals or
concerts during the semester. Private lessons may be taken as
many as seven times per concentration.
Prerequisite: 32-1101 Theory: Music and How to Read It (Cor
better)
32-2761 Private Lessons: Strings Variable cr.
Lessons in stringed instruments are available to music majors or
those taking at least one other music course concurrently.
Teachers are available for 15 lessons or the equivalent. Students
are required to attend four Music Department recitals or concerts
during the semester. Private lessons may be taken as many as
seven times per concentration.
Prerequisite: 32·1101 Theory: Music and How to Read It (Cor
better)
32-2781 Private Lessons: Conducting Variable cr.
Conducting lessons are available to music majors or those taking
at least one other music course concurrently. Teachers are avail·
able for 15 lessons or the equivalent. Students are required to
attend four Music Department recitals or concerts during the
semester. Private lessons may be taken as many as seven times
per concentration.
Prerequisite: 32-1101 Theory: Music and How to Read lt.(C or
better)
32-2791 Private Lessons: Advanced Composition
Variable cr.
Advanced composition lessons are available to music majors or
those taking at least one other music course concurrently.
Teachers are available for 15 lessons or the equivalent . Students
are required to attend four Music Department recitals or concerts
during the semester. These lessons may be taken as many as
four times.
Prerequisite: 32-3211 Composition Ill: Composition Seminar (Cor
better)

32-2BOO Vocal Jazz 1 cr.
Course offers participation in performance-oriented vocal jazz
ensemble. Much memorization is required along with study of
improvisation through use of jazz scales, blues scales, and
modes. Course work includes a final concert performance.
Prerequisite: 32-2111 Sightsinging and Musicianship I, 32-2511
Techniques in Singing I (both C or better), or by audition

32-2B30 Percussion Ensemble 1 cr.
Performance ensemble is made up entirely of percussion instruments of both definite and indefinite pitch. Course develops
sightreading ability and ensemble skills and may be repeated
three times for credit.
Prerequisite: 32-1101 Theory: Music and How to Read It (Cor
better)

32-2B03 Vocal Performance Ensemble 1 cr.
Advanced vocal students rehearse and perform specific choral
works. Students learn advanced ensemble techniques, with
special emphasis on vocal production and intonation . Students
develop sightsinging skill s in the context of the ensemble and
gain performance experience in staging and movement.
Prerequisite: 32-2111 Sightsinging and Musicianship I, 32-2511
Techniques in Singing I (both c or better)

32-2BBO Chamber Jazz 1 cr.
Course consists of a performing group experience in which high
p rofessional standards of small group performance are explained
a nd achieved. Performances include music written expressly tor
t he group and music from the literature, including works by Louis
Armstrong, John Kirby, Duke Ellington, Art Blakey, Benny
Goodman, Dave Brubeck, Jimmy Giuffre, Chick Corea , and Gerry
Mulligan.
Prerequisite: 32-1101 Theory: Music and How to Read It (Cor
better), one year of instrumental instruction

32-2B05 Choral Repertory Ensemble 1 cr.
Choral music ranging from Palestrina to music of our time is
performed, with a strong emphasis on sightreading. Students gain
musicianship skills in the context of two, three, and four part
choral music .
Prerequisite: 32-2111 Sightsinging and Musicianship 1. 32-2511
Techniques in Singing I (both c or better), or by audition
32-2B10 Keyboard Ensemble 1 cr.
Advanced course improves students· keyboard skills while they
learn ensemble literature and historical stylistic approaches to the
keyboard repertoire . it is also a performance and learning opportunity for nonmaj ors with piano skills.
Prerequisite: 32-2132 Keyboard II (C or better), one year of instrumental instruction, or by audition
32-2B21 Slghtreadlng for Instrumentalists 3 cr.
Course is designed to develop the ability to read music at sight.
All instrumentalists except percussion (pitched or nonpitched) or
keyboard players are accepted.
Prerequisite: 32-2111 Sightsinging and Musicianship I (C or
better)
32-2B22 Fretboard Harmony 3 cr.
Class teaches guitarists working knowledge of chords. intervals,
and standard chord progressions . Students learn how chords look
and sound and how they relate to one another. Topics include
chord constitution, the transfer process, modern extended chords.
chord substitutions, chromatic alternation , chord symbols and
symbol duplication, and polytonality;composite harmonic structures.
Prerequisite: 32-2821 Sightreading for Instrumentalists
32-2B23 Classical Guitar Ensemble 1 cr.
Course provides performing group experience for classical guitar.
Groups prepare classical compositions by Bach, Scarlatti, Albeniz,
and others. Note reading and classical technique are applied.
Class may be taken three times for credit.
Prerequisite: 32-2822 Fretboard Harmony (C or better) or by audition or invitation
32-2B25 Jazz Gu ita r Ensemble 1 cr.
For intermediate and advanced guitarists. course emphasizes
ensemble playing for the electric j au guitar. Through rehearsal of
appropriate multiple-part arrangements and through the practice
of camping and improvisation, the group prepares a series of
performances. Students increase repertoire and develop musicianship skills.
Prerequisite: 32-1101 Theory: Music and How to Read It, 322725 Private Lessons: Jazz Guitar (two semesters) and permission of instructor

32-2BB1 Jazz Ensemble I 1 cr.
Course consists of a performing group experience in which high
professional standards of jau orchestra performance are
explained and achieved. Group performs music written especially
for group performance and music from the literature, ranging from
Ellington to the present. Students develop skills such as composition. interpretation, and improvisation. Course may be taken as
many as four times for credit.
Prerequisite: 32-1101 Theory: Music and How to Read It (Cor
better), one year of instrumental instruction
32-2BB2 Jazz Ensemble II 1 cr.
Continuing work begun in Jazz Ensemble I, course includes more
complex material and more opportunity for solo and group improvisation .
Prerequisite: 32-2881 Jazz Ensemble I or instructor consent
32-2BB7 Performance Ba nd and Cast 2 cr.
Performance class focuses on but is not limited to popular music
of all types. Students and instructor arrange material for performance, and the course concludes with a staged, public performance by the ensemble.
Prerequisite: 32-1101 Theory: Music and How to Read It (C or
better), by audition and invitation only
32-2910 Professional Mus ic Printing with Finale 3 cr.
Course is intended for the following musicians: those who wish to
gain knowledge of computer music engraving to professionally
print their own music; those who have knowledge to start a music
typesetting/engraving business; or those who work for a publishing company utilizing Finale software. Course includes printing
music with and without a MIDI keyboard and transcribing music
from other software sequencers. Students work in a hands-on
environment.
Prerequisite: 32-2121 Harmony and Eartraining I (Cor better),
computer competence, or instructor consent
32-2911 Introduction to MIDI 3 cr.
Class introduces students to computer manipulations of sound
and music through a software system that allows the creation.
editing, and playback of music. Use of MIDI for input and output is
I earned, and current trends and styles in electronic music are
analyzed.
Prerequisite: 35-1100 Foundations of Computer Applications
32-2912 Advanced MIDI Sequencing 3 cr.
A continuation of Introduction to MIDI, course explores advanced
MIDI techniques. Special emphasis is given to learning audio for
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video. that IS, combining music, video, film, animation, and other
multimedia output sampling and digital audio techniques.
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Prerequisite: 32-2911 Introduction to M IDI

32·2915 Rap t o Pop Sequenc er and Sampler Product ion
3 cr.
Course examines use of sequencers and samplers in music
production. Class topics include history and development of
sequencers and samplers, overview of urban-oriented music,
procedures for analogue and digital recording of sequenced
music, and its integration into the mainstream.
Prerequisite: 32-1100 Introduction to Music Theory, 35·1100
Foundations of Computer Applications

32-2920 Studio Production for M ualclana 3 cr.
Course teaches instrumentalists, singers, composers. and
arrangers procedures of assembling and recording music and
features four full sessions in a recording stud1o. Hands-on experience is emphasized for all participants.
Prerequisite: 32-1101 Theory: M us1c and How to Read It (Cor
better), instrumental or vocal competence

32 2923 Demo Production 2 cr.
Course teaches instrumentalists, singers. composers. and
arrangers the procedures for assembling and submitting a demon·
stration (demo) tape for consideration for a variety of positions in
the music industry. A recognized record Industry professional
reviews and comments on final recorded demos. Lab or studio
time Is required.
Prercquosite: 32-1101 Theory: Mus1c and How to Read It (Cor
better) and instructor consent

32 2930 o.. ICnlnC Sound and Mua lc f or Theater
Production • 3 cr.
Class takes students step-by-step througn the conception and
creation of sound design for a stage work. Students learn how to
read a script for sound; conceptualize thematic aural plans;
suppor t time, locale, and mood; and control all sound elements
other than the spoken word.
Prerequisite: Junior or senior status

32·3010 Jan Style a and Analyala 3 cr.
Course covers theoretical skill and analytiCal techniques related to
j an styles from traditional jau to the present . Instruction examones each period and movement, with emphasos on major
composers and artists.
Prerequ1s1te: 32-3032 Techniques for lmprovosation II
32 3031 Tec hnique• for lmprovlaatlon I 3 cr.
Course is based on the premise that improvisation and composi·
tion are one. Course covers extensive identification and performAnce of scales. chords, and important jazz solos . Students learn
to improvise by developing compositional skills and applying techniques used in historically significant jaz.z solos.
Prerequisite: 32·2111 Sightsinging and Musicianship 1 (Cor
better), 32 2121 Harmony and Ear training I (Cor better), 32-1631
The Jan Tradition, 32-2311 Jazz Keyboard or 32-2133 Keyboard
Harmony I

32 3032 Techni que• for lmprovl ..tlon II 3 cr.
Course examines improvisational theory, including blues form,
chord substitution, and jazz applicatoons of atonality. Master
improvisations are analyzed and transcribed. and Improvisation as
self~omposition is nurtured through the study of melodic motif
and rhythmoc development, or recomposition .
Prerequisite: 32-3031 Techniques for Improvisation 1 (Cor better)

32-3121 Advanced Harmony, Form and Mualc lanahlp
3 cr.
As a continuation of Harmony and Eartraining II, course closely
examines the harmonic language of the second half of the nineteenth century, particularly in the music of Johannes Brahms and
Franz Liszt. Students write a research paper and prepare a final
project to present in concert.
Prerequisite: 32-2122 Harmony and Ear training II, 32-2211
Composition I

32·3133 Keyboard Harmony II 2 cr.
Course is a continuation of Keyboard Harmony I, extending material to all seventh chords in all keys. Students read and play at
sight chord progressions employing primary and secondary
chords, nondominant seventh chords, diatonic ninth chords,
extended and altered chords in major and minor keys of up to
three sharps or flats. Students must also play a harmonization of
a standard tune In contemporary style using extended and altered
chords.
Prerequisite: 32·2111 Sightsinging and Musicianship I, 32·2121
Harmony and Eartraining I, 32-2133 Keyboard Harmony I (all Cor
better)

32-3211 Compoaltlon Ill: Compoaltlon Seminar 3 cr.
Course examines larger forms and chromatic harmony, adding
study of extended tonality, orchestration, and atonal and serial
techniques. Utilizing class techniques. students compose shorter
pieces for piano and a chamber orchestra piece for performance
by a professional ensemble.
Prerequisite: 32-2112 Sightsinging and Musicianship II, 32-2122
Harmony and Eartraining II, 32·2212 Composition II: Elements of
Composition, 32-2132 Keyboard II (all Cor better); or 32·2112
Sightsinging and Musicianship II, 32-2122 Harmony and
Ear training II, 32·2212 Compos ition II: Elements of Composition,
32-2311 Jazz Keyboard (all Cor better)
32·3215 Counterpoint 3 cr.
Course chiefly teaches students eighteenth-century counterpoint
in the style of J. S. Bach, from single-line and two-part Invention
to the beginning of fugal writing.
Prerequisite: 32-2112 Sightsinging and Musicianship II, 32-2122
Harmony and Ear training 1/, 32-2133 Keyboard Harmony I (all Cor
better)

32·3231 Jezz Compoa ltl on and Orcheatratlon 3 cr.
Course covers composition and orchestration and places special
emphasis on music of Duke Ellington. Topics include chord
progressions, melody construction, miniature forms, use of the
chief jazz wind Instruments (trumpet, trombone, and saxophone),
and score layout. Students learn to prepare parts, reduce and
expand orchestral pieces, and avoid compositional short-winded·
ness characteristic of much jazz composition.
Prerequisite: 32-2112 Sightsinging and Musicianship II, 32·2122
Harmony and Ear training II, 32-2133 Keyboard Harmony I, 32·
2211 Composition I (all Cor better)
32-3241 Compoalnc For Films 3 cr.
Taught by a top professional in Chicago, course features all procedures of composing for film. Topics covered include click tracks,
sweetening. cue sheets, choice of instruments. recording to clock,
when to use music, and how to further the story throug/1 music.
Prerequisite: 32·2211 Composition 1: Basic Principles of
Twentieth-Century Composition, 32-2212 Composition II: Elements
of Composition. 32·3211 Composition Ill: Composition Seminar
(all C or better)
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Course identifies stylistic elements of popula< music thlll apply to
lhe ke)tloafd. Students a<e taugM to play in popula< styles. onclu<J.
lrC blues. rock. ractlme. and shOw tunes.
l're<equlslfe: 32·3133 ~ HllfmOfly II

3 cr.
PeffO<mance class focuses on O<&anol!nc and arrangonc venous
types of musoc fO< performance and recO<donc. Ensemble recorcn
sele<:toons from the llfOUp's repertO<y on a profnsoonal studiO and
concludes the course woth aIM! perfO<mance of theor metenal .
~uoslte: 32·2920 Studoo Productoon for MusiCoans 01 onstrvc
tor consent

32·3420 Conductlnl for tllo Tllootor 3 cr.
Course teaches sl<ills necessary for successful music directJon of
Topics include assistirc with performer
~election. findi"' correct keys for sincers. arrang;nc songs.
renearsirc sircers and instrumentalists. and presidinc over the
music in a runnirc shOw.
Pretequisife: 32·24H Fundamentals of Conducting (Cor better)

•tate wort<s with music.

32·3511 Tocllnlquoe In Sln&ln& Ill 3 cr.
Course further dellelops skills learnecl in Techniques in Sircirc 11.
Student continues to identity vocal strengths and weaknesses. set
goals. and implement effective performance techniques.
Prerequisite: 32·2H2 Siglltsinging and Musicianship 11. 32·2512
Techniques In Singing II
32·3600 Muelc •• o Coroor 2 cr.
Course explores career opportunities in music. Many ~~~~enues on
this field are covered through lecture. handout material. and guest
speakers. Students research their areas of interest and learn to
prepare an effective resume and cover letter for the position they
choose.
Pretequisite: Junior or senior status
32·3610 Muelc Critic lam 3 cr.
Course emphasizes the formation and expression of creative viewpoints about music rather than agreement with a particular school
of criticism. Topics are approached from both musical and journal·
lstic perspectives and encompass sound, style. and performance
practice in music from 1900 to the present. including serious jau
and rock compositions of the day.
Prerequisite: 32·1610 From Chant to Zappa: Music through the
Afes. or 32·26H Music History and Analysis I, or 32·3010 Jau
Styles and Analysis
32·3631 Tllo Lifo ond Muelc of Duke Elllntton I 3 cr.
Course deals with delleloprnt~nt and wort< of Duke Ellington from
Its ear1iest beglnnircs until the time of his death in 1974. Choef
emphasis is on smaller masterpieces, such as "Ko-Ko. • ·warm
Valley.· and ·Jack the Bear.· Instruction includes an introduction
to larger wor1<s. beginnirc with ·concerts of Sacred Music. ·
~uisite: 32·2133 ~Harmony I. 32·2251
Orchestnrtion. 32·3010 Jau Styles and Analysis
32·3632 Tllo Lifo ond Muelc of Duko Elllntton II 3 cr.
Course deals with delleloprnent and wort< of Duke Ellington from
Its earliest beginnircs until the t ime of his death on 1974. Chief
emphasis i s on large< pieces. beginninc with "Reminiscin' in
Tempo.· thrOUC)l "Black. Brown. and Belie" with specoal attenoon
&Nen to ·root Suite: "Suite Thursday." and "The Far East Suote . •
~/site:

32·2133 ~Harmony I. 32·2251

OrcheslnrtiOn. 32·3010 Jazz Sl')fes and Anatysos

32·3881 Jou lnH•...• Ill 1 cr.
won. of Jazz Erosemble II. course onctudeS more
c:NI~rc matenal tocusorc on apprognete styloS1JC elementS.

Continuorc the

l'rereouoSI!e: 32·2882 Jazz Ensemble II or onstructor con5t"'l

32·3920 CD ,.roductlon Lab 3 cr.
Wor1<Shop emphasizes musoc productoon. recO<dorc. and P'8)'1nc

technique on a studoo environment. Students pley onstruments Of
sine and produce and erconeer their own recordonc sessoons
consistinc of original student metenals.
Prerequisite: 32·3887 Music Performance and RIICOrdonc
Ensemble or instructor consent

32·3988 lntornelllp: Muelc VBriable cr.
Internships provide Bdvaroced students with an opportunity to p on
work experience in an area or concentration Of interest while
receivinc academic credit toward their dellfees.
32·3998 lndopondont ,.rojoct: M•elc VBriable cr.
Aro independent project is designed by the student. with t.he
approval of a superVIsing faculty member and department dlrec·
tor. to study an area not Ill present available in the curriculum.
Prior to registration. the student must submrt a wntten proposal
outlininc the project.
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Photography
COLUMBIA 'S DEPARTMENT OF PHOTOGRAPHY EDUCATES STUDENTS THROUGH
A MIX OF ACADEMIC CLASSES SUPPLEMENTED BY VISIT I NG ARTISTS' WORK ·
SHOPS, LECTURE SERIES, AND ST IM UL A TING EXH I BITS. THE IN TENT IS TO
TEACH TECHN I CA L CO MP ETENCY WH ILE PROVIDING THE AESTHETIC STIMULA·
T I ON THAT ALLOWS STUDENTS TO ACHIEVE INDIVIDUAL LEVELS OF CREATIVE
INVOLVEMENT.

In the artistic process. students acquire
important problem-solving skills, which will
advance their intellectual and career potential.

· ··(; ..

The Department offers a B.F.A., a B.A., and a
minor in Photography. All Photography majors
share a required core of courses. which
includes both lower level foundation courses
and higher level advanced courses. The foun·
dation core courses acquaint students with
technique, theory, and criticism in bot h black·
and-white and color in darkroom and critique
settings. The advanced core courses focus on
more specific technical concerns and aesthet·
ic issues. Courses deal with experimental
processes. historical and critical analysis,
aesthetics, digital imaging technology, and
traditional professional and technical practice.
Once a student completes the required core
curriculum, he or she may elect further study
in a specific area. The general areas of
specialization are Fine Art Photography and
Professional Photography: each has itts own
set of elective courses beyond the core
curriculum. designed to prepare students for
careers in either fine arts or professional
photography.

The Photography Department facilities include
separate undergraduate and graduate dark·
rooms for both black-and-white and color print·
ing in addition to four large communal dark·
rooms. Facilities for graphic-related techn iques
are also available. The digital imaging comput·
er facilities contain three computer class·
rooms with other labs open to students
outside of class time. The digital facilities
include an expanding number of workstations.
flatbed and film scanners. numerous laser
printers, a film recorder. and Fujix processor.
The 5,000 square-foot professional photo
studio includes a large open shooting area. a
darkroom, and food preparation kitchen . The
studio. modern and fully equipped wit h both
electronic flash and quartz lighting equipment.
provides a wide range of lighting possibilities,
from table-top to fashion photography. Another
4,000 square-foot studio was added in 1999.
The faculty of working professionals includes
artists who have exhibited widely. photogra·
phers employed in commercial practice. and
published writers who work in the areas of crit·
icism. history. and theory.
The Photography Department is dedicated to
giving our students a rigorous and comprehensive education in the photographic medium.
This department supports personal. exhibition-
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oriented photography and also offers an extensive list of
excellent pre-professional classes. We are committed to
helping each student find his or her own artistic direction
and career path. Our large faculty spans the range of
commercial and artist ic photography, yet we share an
excitement about the medium and its potential.

Bob Thall
Chairperson
Photography Department

A Major in Photography
Starting fall 2001, the Photography department will offer a B.F.A.
degree. Students interested in pursuing the B.F.A. will be eligible
to declare their intention upon admission to the College.
Continuation In the B.F.A. program is contingent upon a number of
factors specifically outlined in the requirements for the maj or. At
the 60 credit hour level , a determination will be made regarding a
student's continuing candidacy in the B.F.A. program .
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MAJORS

Bachelor of Fine Arta. 79- 80 credit houra
23-1100 Foundations of Photography I, 23-1101 Darkroom
WorkshOp I, 23-1120 Foundations of Photography II. 23-1121
Darkroom WorkshOp II, 23-2300 Studio I, 23-2201 Digital
Imaging. 23-7655 History of Twentieth-Century Photography• , 232110 Darkroom Workshop Ill or 23-2100 Color Photography:
Advanced, 22·1220 2D Design. 22·1230 3D Design or 22·1210
Beginning Drawing or 22·1240 Color and Composition, 23-3700
Ex-Tech I. 23-2310 Studio 11. 23-2120 View Camera, 23-3202
Digital lmaglr~g II, 23-2650 History of Nineteenth-Century
Photography• . 23-3900 Senior Thesis. 23-3910 Photography
Seminar. 23·3300 Studio Ill or 23-3203 Digital Imaging 111. 233520 Documentary Photography I or 23-3500 Photojournalism I;
select 3 credits of Art and Design electives; select 15 credits of
electives in PhOtography. Art and Design. or Film and Video
Specia l Requirement• f or a B.F.A. In Photocraphy:
Students must have a 2.5 GPA in all Photography courses at the
60 credit hour level to continue the pursuit of the B.F.A. Transfer
students must meet with a faculty adVisor before registration to
evaluate transcripts and portfolios to determine placement of
students In the appropriate courses. allowing students with
demonstrated proficiencies to place out of specified courses and
prerequisites. Transfer B.F.A. students must complete a minimum
of 50 credit hours in the major.
Bechelor of Art a. 50- 52 credit hours
23-1100 Foundations of Photography I, 23-1101 Darkroom
Workshop I. 23-1120 Foundations of Photography 11. 23-1121
Darkroom Workshop 11. 23-2300 Studio 1. 23-2201 Digital
Imaging. 23-7655 History of Twentieth-Century Photography • . 232110 Darkroom Workshop Ill or 23-2100 Color Photography:
AdVanced , 22·1220 Fundamentals of 2D Design, 22-1230
Fundamentals of 3D Design or 22·1210 Beginning Drawir~g or 22·
1240 Color and Composition, 23-3700 Ex-Tech I or 23-3520
Documentary Photography or 23-3500 PhOtojournalism I. 23-2310
Studio II, 23-2120 View Camera, 23-3202 Digital II, 23-2650
History of Nineteenth-Century Photography• , 23-3910
Photography Seminar•
REQU I REMENTS FOR THE MINOR

Courae Requirement s. 24 - 25 credit houra
23-1100 Foundations in Photo. 23-1101 Darkroom WorkshOp 1,
23-1120 Foundations of PhOto II, 23-1121 Darkroom Workshop II,
23-2300 Studio I, 23-2201 Digital Imaging, 23-7655 History of
Twentieth-Century Photography• ; select one of the following: 232110 Darkroom Workshop Ill, 23-2100 Color Photography:
AdVanced, 23-3500 Photojournalism I, 23-3202 Digital Imaging II

*22·1.101, 22·1102 Art History prerequisite

Course Descriptions
23-1100 Foundations of Photography I 3 cr.
Lecture course emphasizes basic aesthetic grammar of photography and a historical and critical context for looking at and making
photographs. The corresponding section of Darkroom Workshop 1
must be taken concurrently.

23-3300 Studio Ill 4 cr.
Students examine phOtographic illustration for advertising through
analysis and synthesis of appropriate studio phOtographic means.
Study includes the use of color and black-and-white processes.
small and large format cameras. and tungsten and electronic
flash tight within a studio context.
Prerequisite: 23·2310 Studio II
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23-1101 Darkroom Workshop I 3 cr.
Course provides technical skills in black-and-white photography
needed to produce projects assigned in Foundations of
Photography 1. Photographic materials, processes. and techniques
for film development and print production are covered. Students
must be concurrently enrolled in a corresponding section of
Foundations of Photography 1.
23-1120 Fo undations of Photography II 3 cr.
Course introduces aesthetics. techniques, and theory of the
subtractive color printing process using color negative materials.
Lectures explore more sophisticated aesthetic and technical
issues Introduced in Foundations of Photography I with specific
emphasis on Issues related to color phOtography. Concurrent
enrollment In Darkroom Workshop II is required.
Prerequisite: 23·1100 Foundations of Photography I, 23·1101
Darkroom Workshop I, or permission of department chairperson
upon portfolio review
23-1121 Darkroom Workshop II 3 cr.
Course provides necessary technical skills for color negative
phOtographic materials and processes. Students must be concur·
rently enrolled in Foundations of Photography II.
Prerequisite: 23·1100 Foundations of Photography I. 23-1101
Darkroom Workshop 1. or permission of departmenr chairperson
upon portfolio review
23-2110 Darkroom Workshop Ill 3 cr.
Course refines darkroom techniques by focusing on Issues of film
exposure and development in order to produce perfect negatives.
Various films. developers. papers . and toners are examined.
Proper laboratory procedures for measuring and mixing chemicals
are also covered.
Prerequisite: 23-1120 Photography 11 and 23-1121 Darkroom 11.
52·1152 Eng/ish Composition II, 22·1220 Fundamentals of 2D
Design and 22·1230 Fundamentals of 3D Design
23-2100 Colo r Photography: Advanced 4 cr.
Course in color processes emphasizing technical control for
aesthetic purposes and the broader possibilities of th1s process
to achieve expressive ends.
Prerequisite: 23·1120 Photography II, 23-1121 Darkroom II
23-2300 Studio I 3 cr.
Instruction covers studio portraiture, still life. and location applica·
lion of techniques to diverse situations. Course introduces greater
visual control through use of the 4x5 view camera and artificial
lighting. This required course is the prerequisite for subsequent
view camera and lighting courses.
Prerequisite: 23-1120 Photography II and 23-1121 Darkroom II,
52·1152 English Composition II, 22·1220 Fundamentals of 2D
Design and 22·1230 Fundamentals of 3D Design
23-2310 Studio II 4 cr.
Course explores the use of tungsten and electronic flash artificial
light in the studio using cotor and black-and-white view and 35mm
cameras .
Prerequisite: 23·2300 Studio 1

23-2201 Digital Imaging 3 cr.
Course introduces the computer as a powerful imaging tool for
the photographer. Students use flatbed and transparency scanners to digitize photographic images. A variety of output methods
are used including laser printers, ink jet printers. the Fujix
Pictography 3000 images. and the film recorder. Adobe Photoshop
software package is the primary image processing program used
to digitally enhance. alter. and retouch images. Electronic layout
and typographical issues are d iscussed, and a page layout
program is introduced to combine text with images.
Prerequisite: For Photography majors: 23-1120 Photography II,
1121 Darkroom II, 22-1240 Color and Composition; For Art and
Design students: completion of core courses or permission of
department chairperson
23-3202 Digital Imaging II 3 cr.
Class broadens students' understanding of digital media in its
diverse manifestations through slide presentations, critical and
theoretical readings. CD-ROM viewing, gallery visits, and class
discussions. Using Adobe Photoshop, students cover advanced
image manipulation techniques including layers. levels, curves.
paths. masks and channels. and fitters and color models.
Assignments are given in this class. but emphasis is placed on
project development using digital tools. Supplementary programs
such as Fractal Design Painter and Adobe Illustrator are introduced as complementary creative toots. Class strengthens and
expands students' competence and knowledge of digital tech·
niques, research. verbal and conceptualization skills within the
realm of digital photography.
Prerequisite: 23·2201 Digital Imaging
23-3203 Digital Imaging Ill 3 cr.
Course is an advanced digital imaging seminar in which students
develop and demonstrate independent working methods. Course's
main goal is to foster independent imaging skills within the digital
environment: thus instruction is provided on advanced desktop
publishing issues. including prepress. Students are also given
assignments to practiCe new software packages that could 1nclude
Adobe Illustrator. Fractal Design Painter, and QuarkXpress.
Prerequis ite: 23-3202 Dfg,tallmaging II
23-3520 Documentary Photography I 4 cr.
Social and aesthetic aspects of this vital and evolving phOtograph·
ic tradition are explored through an examination of method.
concept, and history and put to use in one or more photographic
projects.
Prerequisite: 23-1120 Photography II and 23-1121 Darkroom II,
52-1152 English Composition 11. 22·1121 History of Art I and 22·
1122 History of Art If
23-4525 Documentary Ph otography II 4 cr.
Course encourages each student to identify and develop a
complex documentary project. Students refine traditional photographic pract1ce and learn digital desktop publishing toots includ·
ing Quark Xpress. Individual student projects are shaped into
small self-published documents.
Prerequisite: 23-3520 Documenrary I or permission of department
chairperson
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23-3500 Photojournalism I 4 cr.
Course introduces basic elements of visual communication.
Students learn hOw to photograph people and major current
events in natural lighting conditions . Organization. printing tech·
niques , and layout are covered . Guest speakers introduce
students to specific areas of photojournalism including sports.
general news . travel , documentary, and picture editing.
Prerequisite: 23-1120 Photography II and 23-1121 Darkroom II

23-7655 History of Twentieth-Century Photography 3 cr.
Major movements and practitioners are studied in the context of
social, cultural, and political pressures that influenced photographic trends since World War I, using lectures, slide present&
lions , and d iscussion.
Prerequisite: 52-1152 English Comp II

23-3505 Photojournalism II 4 cr.
Course expands skills acquired in Photojournalism I with an
emphasis on lighting and color photography.
Prerequisite: 23-3500 Photojournalism I

Course surveys major concepts and methods of twentieth-century
art theor y and criticism from the early formalism of Roger Fry and
Clive Bell to the late Modernist critical theories of Clement
Greenberg. Instruction covers other art historical points of view
such as stylistic analysis. iconography, structuralism and semi·
otics, and the social history of art. Discussion of contemporary
critical positions of Post-Modernism includes Post-Structuralist
attitudes and responses to late twentieth-century art.
Prerequisite: 22-1102 History of Art II, 52·1152 English Comp II
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23-3510 Photojournalism Ill 4 cr.
Course is designed to closely mirror experience of a working
photojournalist. Students produce both a major documentary proj ·
ect reflecting some aspect of the human spirit and a variety of
single image assignments .
Prerequisite: 23·3505 Photojournalism II
23-3700 Experimental Photography/Graphic Techniques I

3 cr.
Course is a systematic exploration of alternative photographic
processes. such as cyanotype, Van Dyke. process camera work.
and halftone production. Students experiment with images throug.h
manipulation of graphic arts. film, cliche verre. and photographic
prints. Each student develops a self-directed project using one of
these mediums.
Prerequisite: For Photography students: completion of 23-1120
Photography II and 23-1121 Darkroom II. 52-1152 English
Composition II. 22·1220 Fundamentals of 2D Design and 22·
1230 Fundamentals of 3D Design; for Art and Design students:
completion of core courses or permission of department
chairperson
23-3705 Experimental Photography/ Graphic Techn iques II

3 cr.
Course is a systematic exploration of advanced alternative photographic processes including gum-bichromate and Kwikprint.
Course also teaches the use of camera and enlarger to make
color separation negatives. Each student develops a self-directed
project using one of these mediums.
Prerequisite: 23-3700 Experimental Photography/ Graphic
Techniques I
23-3710 Experimental Photography/ Graphic Techniques Ill

3 cr.
Course challenges students to refine to a professional-level skills
learned in Ex-tech II. Students complete one intensive project
during the semester.
Prerequisite: 23·3705 Experimental Photography/ Graphic
Techniques II
23·2650 History of Nineteenth-Century Photography

3 cr.
Course examines emergence of photographic traditions within the
context of social. cultural. political. economic, and scientific
forces that formed particular tendencies in the medium. This
interpretive analysis of significant impulses in photography prior to
World War I is structured as a balance of lectures. slide presenta·
tions. and discussion.
Prerequisite: 22-1102 History of Art II

23-4680 Twentieth-Century Art Theory and Criticism

3 cr.

23-7760 Photography In Chicago Now 3 cr.
Course exposes students to a broad range of photography as it is
currently being created and exhibited in Chicago. On alternating
weeks students attend exhibitions in museums or galleries. visit
photographers · studio spaces , or attend announced lectures.
Class sessions also spent discussing these events in relation to
texts used in class. Journals and class participation are emphasized.
23-2120 VIew Camera I 4 cr.
Possibilities for perspective control and focus manipulation are
examined theoretically and practically in this exploration of the
aesthetic possibilities of the view camera. Equipment is provided.
Prerequisite: 23-2300 Studio I
23-2125 VIew Camera II 4 cr.
Students develop an individual. semester-long project exploiting
the view camera's unique abilities in order to further refine skills
and expand understanding of large format photography. Equipment
is supplied .
Prerequisite: 23·2120 View Camera I
23·3400 Commercial Photographer/ Art Director 4 cr.
Course simulates the real-world pairing of art d irectors and
photographers. common within the advertising industry. Creative
teams are establi shed consisting of one art director student and
one studio photography student. Each team works on two or three
major proj ects during the semester. Coursework emphasizes
analysis of problems in the creative process. visualization of solu·
tions. and use of symbols in advertising photography.
Prerequisite: 23·2310 Studio II
23-3405 Fashion Photography 4 cr.
Course concentrates on fashion and fashion accessory photography and includes location as well as studio lighting techniques.
Strong emphasis is placed on styling, makeup, and use of accessories. Course includes discussion of the history of fashion as
well as design and style .
Prerequisite: 23·2310 Studio 11
23-3410 Fashion Photography II 3 cr.
Course simulates real-world assignments in the fashion world.
Creative teams are establ ished by uniting fashion photography
with fashion design and fashion merchandising students. Teams
work on four or five major projects during the semester. Course
emphasizes analysis of problems in the creative process. visuali·
zation of the solution . and client presentations .
Prerequisite: 23·3405 Fashion Photography

23-3415 Commercial Aaolgnmont: Layout to Flnlah 3 cr.
Students are gillen commercial photocraphy assiCI\(nents and
learn the steps necessary for completoon. Including layouts. est•
met.ing costs, usage rights. and related business practices.
Coursewotl( provides students with a realistic approach to running
their own commercial photography business . Assignments require
completion of a photo shoot. Course covers all aspects of photollfaphlng tabletop/food product, people. and locations.
Pn>requisite: 23-231.0 Studio II
23-3770 Portrait and Figura Somlnor 3 cr.
Students use large format cameras. ranging In size from 4x5 to
11x14, to creete portrait and figure photographs. These Images
are printed using con..-entional materials as well as older processes such as palladium and salted prints. Emphasis Is on the
collaborative nature of portrait and figure photographs in a small
studio setting.
Prerequisite: 23-2300 Studio 1
23-4730 Dl roctod Ylolono : Studio 3 cr.
Course explores directed, manipulated, and constructed photollfaphs. It ln..-estlgates this rich tradition by looking at both histof'i.
cal and contemporary photography. Instruction addresses the
..-eraclty of the photographic image by discussing artificial photollfaphs and comparing them to traditional documentary Ideas.
Prer&qulslte: 23-2300 Studio I
23-4740 lnotont Imaging: Proco. . and Concept 3 cr.
Course examines the various instant imagit~g possibilities of
Polaroid films. Students consider ways in which the use of image
transfers, Type 55 Positive/ Negative film, and other Polaroid
processes create new conceptual and creative possibilities for
picture-making in a variety of contexts. Students also use the
20x24 Polaroid camera to produce wotl(.
Prer&quisite: 23-2300 Studio 1
23-4 750 Tho Portrait 3 cr.
Course looks at the representation of human experience in photollfaphlc form . Students wotl( on ongoing portrait projects In the
studio and in natural environments. Students also ha..-e the oppor·
tunlty to wotl( with the rare 20x24 Polaroid camera.
Prerequisite: 23-2300 Studio 1
23-3480 Profo..lonol Toplea: Styling 1 cr.
Woti(Shop concentrates on set design elements, includong set
SC41e, construction, and color concepts, and set decoration for
table top, fashion, and food photocraphy. Styting concepts of
mood. contrast, balance, and weight are covered.
Prerequisite: 23-2300 Studio 1
23-3485 Profo. .lonol Toplea: Tho Nuda 1 cr.
Wotl(shop examines the human form as it relates to fashion and
the photography of fashion. Coursewotl( includes se..-eral exercis·
es In drawing the figure, followed by a series of photocraphoc
assignments.
f'r&r&quisite: 23-2300 Studio I
23-3490 Profo. .lonal Toplea: Food PhotogrophJ 1 cr.
Professoonal wotl(shOp concentrates on preparatoon. stytong, and
liChting emplo)ed in food photocraphy. Students produce ondMdual prOjeCts under the tutelage of an eXDert on the field.
f'r&requostte: 23-3300 StudiO Ill
23-3220 Digital Imaging: Portfolio Development 3 cr.
Course explores computer technology Wllh wtuch VISual professoonals mog)lt present and distribute artworl<. Students des.gn and
P<odUCe dogJ181 portfolios. whoch can l)e stored on dogrtal medoa
suc:n as dosks and CQ.ROMs. Students shOIJid enter class wrth an

existing body of VISual wotl(. Audience. hoe<archy of onformetoon.
interactMty. and Interface des.gn are also explored .
Prereqwsote: 23-3202 OlfitiJIImagrrw II
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23-3210 Digital Imaging: VIrtual Spoc01 3 cr.
Course introduces 30 modeling and the constructoon and manopu.
lation of objects within virtual space. Concepts covered are 30
space. applying and creetlng textures. and lightong spaces.
Students incorporate 20 images made by traditoonal photographic
means along with 30 forms and environments created within the
computer.
Prerequisite: 23-2201. Digital/magi~~&
23-4755 Digital Prlntm•klng: Imago to hpor 3 cr.
Course bridges photographiC practices of the nineteenth and twenty-first centuries. Student.s investigete the connections be'-n
aesthetics of the photocrapllic print and contemporary technok>
gies by creating handmade prints from digitally constructed
t ives. LiQuid light. cyanotype pletinum printing. and hellt·transfer
processes are used to translate digitally constructed negatives to
a variety of surfaces. Students consider the Question ol whether
or not there exists a ·digital aesthetic.·
Prerequisite: 23-2201. Digital Imaging I

nee•

23-3375 Wob Slto Doelgn I 3 cr.
Course is intended lor art, design, and photocraphy majors who
wish to study fundamental web site design topics. Studies Include
hypertext. llfaphlc styte information, graphic file formets. digital
imaging. and basic user-interface issues. Course a.s signments
include design and execution of HTML documents and graphoc;s
and completion of a written thesis.
Prerequisite: 23-2201. Digital/
23-3376 Wob Slto Doelgn II 3 cr.
Content covers advanced topics in web site design and os onte~
ed for art, design, and photocraphy majors. Studies cover humancomputer inter lace design. multimedia use in Internet and
Intranet publications, and netwotl( systems design and functoons.
Course assignments include design and execution ol HTML documents. graphics. and other media objects and completion of a
written thesis.
Prerequosite: 23-3375 Web Site Design I
23-3425 Profo. .lon•l Printing 4 cr.
Course addresses the 1oys and prOblems faced by professional
printers. Students shoot specofoc assignments that onvolve tncky
printing in the darkroom. Each student prints another's work.
learning to successfully handle improperly processed. dorty. or
scratched film. Course os deSigned for students who want to
impro..-e not only theor printonc skills but also theor communocetoon
with labs and pnnters encountered in their photography c111eer.
Prerequisite: 23-2300 Studoo I. 23-211.0 Datl(room Worlosi>Op Ill
23-3735 Nlnotoonth·ConturJ Photographic Proco..oo

3 cr.
Course explores de..-eloprnent of photography throug)l ots first four
decades. Students use theor own photograpnoc matenals to pn
onsoght onto both hostonc and aesthetiC precedents of contemPC>
rary photographiC VISIOn.
Prerequrstte: 23-2650 Hostory of Noneteent~ntury Phot01f.,ny.
2 3-2110 0/lfl<room Worltshop 11
23-3150 SoneltomotrJ 3 cr.
Course rerno-.-es the cuesswotl( from ma1111~ good negetows
lnstructoon covers plottr,. denSot~H on P¥ametnc cur .-es to
mone OIJ(omum de..-eiOprnent tomes for normal . IICJI. and 00..
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contrast situations. Course addresses idea of previsualization,
that is, predicting what the images will look like before making the
exposure.
Prerequisite: 23-2300 Studio I, 23-2110 Darkroom Workshop Ill
23-4450 Architectural Photography 4 cr.
Course explores the wide range of photographic responses to the
man-made environment, from classical documentation to the
search for personal and formal images. Course also emphasizes
view camera skill, discussion of work, and development of individual projects.
Prerequisite: 23-2300 Studio 1 or permission of department
chairperson
23-4720 Image and Text 3 cr.
Course introduces students to photographic works that use text
as a significant strategy in their communication. Students study
examples of contemporary practice : photo/ slogans and visual
puns through illustrated story, memonst poctures and prose. and
documentarians· photos with fact. Students complete assignments combining images and text.
Prerequisite: 23·1120 Photography II and 23·1121 Darkroom II,
52·1152 English Composition 11. 22·1101 History of Art I and
22·1102 History of Art//
23·4580 Commun ity Arts 3 cr.
Course explores areas of potential collaboration between student
photographers and community-based social organizations.
Students develop photographic projects in conjunction with teach·
lng and other modes of community service .
Prerequisite: 23-1120 Photography II, 23-1121 Darkroom II
23-3420 Medica l Photography 4 cr.
Survey presents photographic techniques currently in use in
hospotals and laboratories. such as ultravoolet. infrared. and copy
photography. lnstructoon is supplemented by class visits to clinical
settings and consultations woth medical personnel.
Prerequisite: 23-2300 Studio 1
23-3460 Theater Photography 3 cr.
Students learn theater phOtography througl1 cooperative participa·
lion in productions mounted in the Getz Theater.
Prerequisite: 23-2300 Studio I
23-3730 VIsual Books 3 cr.
Each student works from a proposal to make a photographic or
visual book. Course covers conceptual aspects of visual books
including structure. editing. sequencong. and ontegratoon of text
and omages. Book production oncludes graphic arts films. layout.
manipulatoon. reproduction. bindong. and finishong. Course covers
history of books with emphasis on development of artists' books
over the last thirty years. Content also emphasizes working with
the means at hand in order to provode alternatives to high-cost
production.
Prerequisite: For Photography students: 23·1120 Photography II
and 23-1121 Darkroom II, 52·1152 English Composition II. 22·
1220 Fundamentals of 2D Design and 22·1230 Fundamentals of
3D Design; For Art and Design students: completion of core cours·
es or permission of department chairperson
23-2720 Hand Bookmaking and Binding 3 cr.
Course studies traditional and nontraditional Western and Oriental
techniques including Western Codex. lnstructoon includes casebound. perfect. side-stitch, pamphlet. single signature. portfolio,
Japanese. accordion, and decorative endpaper marbling methods
as well as modern combinations and extensions of these techniques.
Prerequisite: 23·1120 Foundations of Photography II, 23·1121
Darkroom Workshop II

23-2730 Pinhole Ph otography 3 cr.
Course explores this approach to image-making. utilizing found,
constructed. and organic cameras. Understanding of simple
resources employed in class and on-site shooting enhances
students' understanding of primitive and non-static expression.
Course offers opportunities for interfacing low-tech with high-tech
computer manipulation . Students also examine pinhole Polaroid
transfers.
Prerequisite: 23-1120 Foundations of Photography II, 23-1121
Darkroom WorkshOp II
23-4 770 Myth, Symbol , Image 3 cr.
Course explores connections between idea . meaning, and Image.
Students study devices such as analogy and metaphor in litera·
ture. art. and photography and apply theories of Carl Jung. such
as the archetype, anima/ animus. and synchronicity. Course
requires assigned readings. group discussion. one paper and a
small group of photographs.
Prerequisite: 23-1120 Photography II and 23-1121 Darkroom II,
52·1152 English Composition 11. 22·1220 Fundamentals of 2D
Design and 22·1230 Fundamentals of 3D Design
23-4 775 Beauty end Photography 3 cr.
Course explores the nature of beauty and its relationship to
photography. It examines the boundaries that encompass our
ideals of beauty and investigates when. where, and why photography crosses over traditional boundaries and develops students'
understanding of how codes of beauty function in visual represen·
tation. Critiques and discussions of readings inform the work
produced during the semester.
Prerequisite: 23-1120 Photography II. 23-1121 Darkroom II. 232650 History of Nmeteenth-Century Photography, 23-7655 History
of Twentteth-Century Photography
23-3450 Proleulonal Topi cs: Sports Photography 2 cr.
Professional workshOp examines issues in sports photography
such as selection of equipment and materials and utilization of
photographic techniques. It includes demonstrations and a photo
session at a professional sports event.
Prerequisite: 23·3500 Photojournalism I
23-3455 Proleulonal Topic s: Stock Photography 2 cr.
Course introduces concepts involved in producing photographs for
the resale markets. Subjects include composition for stock
images. concept illustrations. captioning, use of computers In
stock photography. and archival storage methods.
Prerequisite: 23-3500 Photojournalism I
23-3775 Landacape Photography 3 cr.
Course explores the wide range of photographic responses to the
broad subject of the landscape. Issues of nature. art theory.
social history, and urban design are addressed in this course.
Students survey historic and contemporary work and, most impor·
tantly, develop Individual photographic projects.
Prerequisite: 23·2300 Studio I
23-4765 Alternative Presentation 3 cr.
Course explores contemporary photo-based artworks and theoreti·
cal and critical developments in recent art practices. It provides
an overview of various interdisciplinary approaches to photography, includong installation. public works. text/image. actlvist/polit~
cal work. artists' books. and other strategies. Class format
includes lectures. discussions. readings. and class critiques of
student work.
Prerequisite: 23-1120 Photography II and 23-1121 Darkroom II.
52·1152 English Composition II, 22·1220 Fundamentals of 2D
Design and 22·1230 Fundamentals of 3D Design

23-3780 Special Subjects 3 cr.
Course studies recent developments in the practice of contemporary photography. Instruction provides students with a thorough
introduction to visual sources that inform projects of their choice.
Students produce pictures specific to course discussions.
Prerequisite: 23·1120 Foundations of Photography II and 23-1121
Darkroom Workshop II, 52·1152 English Composition II, 22-1220
Fundamentals of 20 Design and 22·1230 Fundamentals of 3D
DP.sign
23-1200 Photog raphy for Interactive Multi med ia 3 cr.
Students acquire fundamental photography skills including optics,
chemistry, and aesthetics. Course emphasizes the connection
between film and digital formats. Main objective of instruction is
the production of visually effective images and the creative use of
photographs within the electronic multimedia.
Prerequisite: Designed for non-Photography majors
23-3530 Photogra phy Communications 3 cr.
Course provides students with a better understanding of photographic images and their application in design. In shooting photographs that are specifically destined tor design layouts, students
develop better visual language , enhancing photo selection and
editing skills. Students learn to previsualize the look of the design
as well as the structure and form of the photographs they shoot.
The basic format is 35mm location photography and tabletop and
lighting work. Course covers alternate ways to generate photographic images, including high contrast, photo-posterization , tone
line, and halftone.
Prerequisite: Designed for non-Photography majors
23-1110 Photography for Interior Design Majors 3 cr.
Course teaches basic camera operation; conceptual and technical
photographic skills; a sensitivity to light, color, and composition in
photography; the ability to photograph drawings and models; and
the process of fully describing architectural exteriors and interiors.
23-3798 Independent Project: Photography 3 cr.
An independent proj ect is designed by the student. with the
approval of a supervising faculty member and chairperson, to
study an area that is not at present available in the curriculum.
Prior to registration, the student must submit a written proposal
that outlines their self-defined proj ect.
Prerequisite: Approval of instructor and department chairperson
23·3910 Photography Seminar 3 cr.
Seminar teaches students how to develop and shape a long-term
photography project. The student-generated, semester-long project
is interspersed with mini-projects including photo assemblage,
which is designed to expand students· expertise in seeing, select·
ing, and crafting. From models. students learn to create and
structure their own projects based on personal concerns and
values. This is the capstone for a B.A. in Photography.
Prerequisite: 22·1101 History of Art I, 23·1120 Foundations of
Photography II, 23·1121 Darkroom Workshop II, 23·2300 Studio I,
52·1152 English Composition II
23-3900 Senior Thesis 4 cr.
Course examines the photographic image , its form, content, and
meaning. Seminar assists the student in articulating a personal
photographic viewpoint. Issues of portfolio development, career
strategies, and professional challenges are also addressed. This
is the capstone course tor the Photography B.F.A.
Prerequisite: Senior status

2 3-3810 Professional Portfolio Development 3 cr.
Course assists students who are preparing to enter the job
market by examining methods for assembling a portfolio, writing
and designing a resume , and interviewing with prospective
employers. Job-hunting skills and procedures are discussed.
Prerequisite: 23-3300 Studio Ill and senior status
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2 3-3488 Internship: Photography Variable cr.
I nternships provide advanced students with an opportunity to gain
work experience in an area of concentration or interest while
receiving academic credit toward their degrees.
Prerequisite: 23-2300 Studio I or 23-3505 Photojournalism II
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Radio
FROM TRAFFIC AND WEATHER TO THE LATEST HEADLINES AND BUSINESS
NEWS, RADIO IS AN IND I SPENSABLE TOOL FOR KEEPING UP WITH INCREAS·
INGLY DYNA MI C PROFESSIONAL AND PERSONAL ENVIRONMENTS . RADIO KEEPS
US UP-TO · DATE ; IT ALSO SERVES AS A STAGE FOR CREATIVE ENTERTAIN M ENT.
A CO M PANION TO PASS THE TI ME , AND A DEMOCRATIC FORUM GIVING VOICE
TO A DIVERSE LISTENERSHIP.

·· ·~ ..

Ask anyone to recall an important time in their
life-high school, a first romance, a national
tragedy, or a personal triumph-and chances
are their memory will be accompanied by a
soundtrack of songs they heard on the radio.
For that matter. a great many of us depend on
our radios to wake us up each morning, and we
make decisions about the rest of our day
according to what we hear.

third largest radio market. Opportunities to
acquire skills as on-air talent, programmers.
producers. and marketing are available at top
Chicago radio stations, including WBBM
Newsradio 78, WLS.AM, WMAQ All News 670,
WXRT·FM, and many others. Graduates of
Columbia's Radio program are employed in
every area of radio throughout the country. and
many alumni have won national recognition.

The programs of the Radio Department are
designed to help students discover their own
creative voices within radio. Students learn the
art and craft of radio through hands-on training
and instruction from working professionals who
provide a foundation for careers in creative,
technical. and managerial sectors of radio .
Course offerings include commercial announc·
ing and production, news and public af fairs.
sports. broadcast law and research. programming. management. and broadcast ethics.

Radio students might also participate in
Columbia's student-fun educational station,
WCRX 88.1. The station reaches as many as
250.000 Chicago-area listeners with quality
news and public service programming as well
as dance. blues. jau, hip hop. metal. disco.
alternative, R&B. reggae. and world music.
Under the guidance of a Radio faculty advisor.
qualified students may receive course credit for
on-air and behind-the-scenes work in promotion. news. sports. musoc. and productoon. all
in the context of a live broadcast envoronment.
WCRX also gives voice to the local Columbia
College community. serving as a marketplace
of ideas on local issues. a forum to doscuss
ongoing concerns affecting the College. a
venue for faculty and students to showcase
their work in the arts. and an arena for buoldong
communrties.

The diverse curriculum of the Radio
Department, along with that of the College at
large. ensures that Columbia students receive
a well-founded . liberal arts education: training
in their chosen professions: and preparation to
lead personal and professional hves onfused
with a sense of social responsibility.
A robust internship program offers students a
chance to gain practJcal work expenence and
develoo professional contacts in the natoon ·s

Dole .loMe
Actong Chaorperson
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A Major in Radio

Course Descriptions

0

IUQUIIIEMENTI FOil TH E MA J OR I N RAD I O

41-1100 Tile Bueln••• of Radio 3 cr.
Introductory course deals woth the lquace end conc:epts of radio
broadcastong. Student s are ontroduced to an CM!r view of radio
broadcast history. station organizatoon. past end present technolo
gies. and terminology through the use of lectures. special guests.
projects. films. quoues. exams. and group exercises.

.
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Radio majors must complete a minimum of 57 credit hours of
course wOII<.

Core Requlrementt. 22 c r edit llourt for • II R•dlo M•Jort
41·1107 Yotee and Arttc•u lation. 4 1·1100 The Business of Radio.
41·1114 lntroductoon to Radoo Technology. 41·1128 Radio
Productoon I. 41·2114 Eth ics on Broadcasting. 41·3114 Radio
Progtamming. and 41·3107 Radio M arketing and Promotion
Concentretlont. Student• ma y clloote to spec ialize In
one of two concentretlont.
Talent/Production. 19 credit llourt
41·1121 Radio Broadcasting 1. 41-2400 Radio Production II,
41·1135 Radio Producer, and one of the following: 41-3300
College Radio Practlcum: Talent, 41·3307 College Radio Activities :
Talent. 41·3400 College Radio Practicum: Production. or 41-3407

41·1107 Voice •nd Artlcul•tlon 3 cr.
Students acquire pronunciation and grammar of oral Standetd
English that is necessary for broadcasting and oral communication in any professional environment. Students receiYe an individual evaluation of articulation and voice. Course stresses the
concept of becoming " bkUalectic. • or learninc and using Standard
English in addition to your primary dialect. Classroom exercises
focus on using Standard EncJish when reading copy and engeglnc
in improvisational conversation.
41·1114 Introduction to R•dlo Tecllnol oiJ 3 cr.

College Radio Activities: Production. Students may then choose up
to six hours of advanced courses in music, news. talk, sports, or
community affairs.

Entry-level course P<'Ovides an introduction to theory and P<"actice
in microphones and microphone use. field recordlnc. and control
board operation.

Butlneu. 18 credit llourt
41·2300 Broadcast Law. 41·3100 Radio Sales. 41-3121 Radio
Station Management and one of the f ollowing: 41-3514 College
Radio Practicum: Management or 41-3521 College Radio
Activities: Management . Students may then choose up to 7 hours

41·1121 R•dlo Broadc ..una I 4 cr.
Course introduces radio broadcasting and station Pfocedure.
Course offers practical on-air experience In the main broadcasting
functions and an examination of radio as a medium of mass
communication.
Prerequisite: 41·1114 Introduction to Radio TechnoiOflY, 41·1107
Yoice and Articulation

of advanced courses In radio station marlleting, promotion, sales.
research. and management.

Radio Elective• . 18- 17 credit llourt
Students may choose from a wide range of radio electives in
news, sports. talk, music , Pfoduction, and management areas.
Also offered for Qualified students are internships in commercial
and pUblic radio stations and independent Pfojects.

41-1128 R•dlo Production I 4 cr.
Course uses lecture and hands-on P<'ojects t o familiarize students
with the basics of radio Pfoduction. Students learn production
techniques. Including editing , splicing. mixing. dubbing, and sound
effects. Student s utilize analog audio equipment for In-class projects and studio time facilities for out-of-class assignments
41·1135 Tile R•dlo Producer 3 cr.
Course covers behind-~scenes P<'oduction techniQues for telephone talk-<adio P<'Oifams. IIYe Interview shOws, and news
P<'Oifams. Curriculum emphasizes aspects of the radio producer's
job. such as tracking down guests. contactinc VlPs, and reseerc~
ing talk show topics. Class completes actual production assign.
ments and interviews.
41-1142 Newt for tile Mutlc Form•t 2 cr.
Course is an introduction to basic principles of contemporery
radio news writing. Students learn basic broadcast news writing
style with an emphasis on headline writing style. Course also
includes performing newscasts and headline stories for music
formatted radio stations.
41·2100 R•dlo Bro•dc ..tln& II 4 cr.
Course assists students In understanding the technical and
ae~thetic functions of radio bfoadcastincthrOull' concentrated
P<'Oifamming productions. Development of indiViduality and a
personal style of broadcasting are emphasozed thrOUCh Integrated
practice in the various broadcasting functions.
Prerequ•sife: 41-1121 Radio Broadcastifll 1
41-2107 Wrltln& for Redlo 3 cr.
Course covers style. format. and wntong technoques specific to the
radoo ondustry. Pubhc sen11ce announcements, stat>on prOO'!Cn,
sales proposals. comrnercoals, pUbhc file reports, and
sports reports. and busoness wnt•nc ere analyled end pracbOed.
Prerequ•stle: 41·1114 lntroductiOfiiO RadiO T«:~

41-2114 Ethics In Broadcastl ne 3 cr.
Course explores the ethical decisions and issues involved in the
broadcast industry. Students analyze ethical theories and conduct
through various case studies, videos, readings, lectures, and
classroom discussion. The course introduces students to legal
issues such as defamation, the use of anonymous sources, the
privacy torts, and the media's role in First Amendment theory.
Prerequisite: 41-1100 The Business of Radio, 52-1151 English
Ccmposition I
41-3100 Radio Sales 3 cr.
Course introduces basics and principles of broadcast. Students
analyze local and national sales techniques, rate cards, and
ratings in preparation for work in radio sales.
Prerequisite: 41-1100 The Business of Radio
41-3107 Radio Marketing and Promotion 3 cr.
Course explores establishing a station's identity and growth
through market positioning, advertising, non-profit involvement,
utilizing current technology, incorporating sales promotions, press
and public relations, and understanding demographic and psychographic profiles.
Prerequisite: 41-1100 The Business of Radio
41-3114 Radio Proeramm lnC 3 cr.
Course covers day-to-day radio programming issues for all radio
formats including music, talk, news, and sports. Discussions
focus on station imaging, management techniques, music and
audience research, diversity issues, and use of computers for
program scheduling.
Prerequisite: 41-1100 The Business of Radio
41-3121 Radio Station Management 3 cr.
Course focuses on current media management issues facing the
radio manager in the daily operations of the programming, sales,
promotion, news, and engineering departments. Curriculum
analyzes management theories and approaches in addition to
covering topics such as the Telecommunications Act, labor and
discrimination law, crisis management, Federal Communication
Commission (FCC) rules, and contract and employment law.
Through case studies and role playing exercises , students learn
how to legally interview prospective employees, conduct performance evaluations, and terminate employees.
Prerequisite: 41-1100 The Business of Radio, 41-3114 Radio
Programming, 41-3107 Radio Marketing and Promotion
41-31 28 Career Preparation: Radio 3 cr.
Course deals with elements that are important for a successful
job search in radio broadcasting. Topics include Internet employment search, writing informative business letters, preparing
resumes, and developing interpersonal communication skills.
Students produce and record a professional quality audition tape
suitable for submission to prospective employers or talent agents.
Prerequisite: Senior status and completion of Radio core
41-2200 Radio Sportscastlng 3 cr.
Course covers the writing and delivery style of sports anchoring
and reporting. Students learn how to cover various sports events
and conduct sports interviews. Course work requires seeking
information from various sources and gathering and disseminating
sports news while utilizing news judgment.
Prerequisite: 41-1114 Introduction to Radio Technology
41-2207 Radio Writing and Newscasting 3 cr.
Course introduces basic journalistic skills and familiarizes
students with procedures necessary in constructing an on·air
newscast from wire copy and other news sources. In addition to
covering the news gathering and selection process, course focus-

es on broadcast style newswriting and news anchoring. Students
perform various news style formats on the air during • AII·News •
radio days in which students write stories, screen tape, stack
stories, and anchor newscasts.
Prerequisite: 41-1114 Introduction to Radio Technology. 41-1100
The Business of Radio or 53-1002 Introduction to Writing and
Reporting
41-2214 Radio Interviewing 3 cr.
Students examine and practice styles and techniques unique to
the in-studio interview. Students also practice choosing and securi ng guests and researching topics for discussion.
Prerequisite: 52-1151 English Composition I, 41-1107 Voice and
Articulation, 41-1114 Introduction to Radio Technology
41-3200 WCRX Actualitie s 4 cr.
Advanced course teaches the roles of reporter, anchor, and editor
Hn a working newsroom environment. Students assume roles of
various positions in a newsroom and are responsible for producing a weekly one-hOur news program that airs live on WCRX Radio.
Students conduct phone inter views , edit tape, provide live and
recorded reportage, write news packages, stack newscasts. and
make on-air decisions working under real deadline pressure.
Prerequisite: Permission of Radio Broadcast Journalism
Coordinator
41-3207 College Radio Practlcum : On-Air News/ Sports
4 cr.
!Intended for the advanced student, course requires a minimum of
eight hours per week. Student news anchors are responsible lor
the gathering and dissemination of news/sports. Participants are
responsible for tour newscasts in mornings and afternoons over
the Columbia College radio station WCRX. Students participate in
tape gathering process and perform radio interviews lor actualit ies in a working newsroom environment.
Prerequisite: Permission of WCRX Faculty Advisor
41-3214 College Radio Activ ities: News/ Sports 2 cr.
Entry-level college radio staff position requires a minimum of lour
hours per week. Students function behind the scenes assisting
on-air staff in the production of news and sports programming for
WCRX.
Prerequisite: Permission of WCRX Faculty Advisor
41-3288 Internship: Radio News a nd Sports Variable cr.
Internships provide advanced students with an opportunity to gain
work experience in an area ot concentration or interest while
receiving academic credit toward their degrees.
Prerequisite: Junior status and permission of Internship
Coordinator
41-3298 In dependent Project : Rad io News and Sports
Variable cr.
An independent project is designed by the student, with the
approval of a super vising faculty member, to study an area that is
not at present available in the curriculum. Prior to registration. the
student must submit a written proposal that outlines the project.
4 1-1300 The Club OJ 2 cr.
Course prepares students lor a position as a personality in discos
and nightclubs utilizing the talents of a live disc jockey. Course
includes instruction in use of portable equipment such as turntab les, speakers, and microphones. Content covers production tech·
niques inherent to this specialized field of audio entertainment.
More advanced radio students should be able to use what is
learned to secure lull- or part-time employment before graduation
from college and thereafter.
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41·1307 Radio Sports Play-by-Play 3 cr.
Students develop play-by-play techniques . analyze statistics.
generate sources. and interview athletes. Course utilizes a combi ·
nation of actual game videotape, on-location training at various
sports venues. and classroom instruction.
41·1314 Rock and Soul on the Radio : Roots 2 cr.
Course covers the progression of rock music from its roots in
rhythm and blues and country music in the 1950s to current
sounds and artists. Students study individual artists and the
bands who created the music , trends and styles of music, the
music's influence on modern culture, and the impact of current
events on the music.
41·1321 Rock and Soul on the Radio : Contemporary
2 cr.
Course covers the progression of rock and soul music on the
radio from the 1970s to current times. Students study individual
artists and bands who per form this music, music trends and
styles, the music's influence on modern culture, and the impact
of current events on rock and soul music as it is programmed for
the radio.
41-2300 Broadcast Law 3 cr.
Course concentrates on practical applications of broadcast law
and examines various general principles that apply to the daily
broadcast business. In addition to covering libel law and the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC), course encompasses
issues related to radio employment contracts, trademarks, copyrights. the First Amendment, obscenity, and indecency.
Prerequisite: 52·1152 English Composition If
41·2307 Commercial Announcing 4 cr.
Course introduces elements of this highly competitive profession.
including timing, voice-overs, industrial narration techniques, interpretation, and the degree of persuasion necessary for successful
delivery of the sponsor's message.
Prerequisite: 41-1121 Radio Broadcasting I
41·2210 Voice and Articulation II 2 cr.
Course serves the serious student seeking improvement of oral
communication skills. Study focuses on appropriate use of voice
and articulation when reading news and commercial copy.
Students improve language organization and formulation skills for
ad·lib, summarizing, and storytelling in broadcast contexts.
Prerequisite: 41-1107 Voice and Articulation
41·3300 College Radio Practlcum : Talent 4 cr.
Course is intended for the advanced student and requires a mini·
mum of eight hours per week. Student personalities host one or
more on-air shows per week on WCRX. Formats vary from dance
and hip hop to alternative rock and heavy metal. Students use
advanced analog and digital equipment and have access to exteno·
sive show prep resources.
Prerequisite: Permission of WCRX Faculty Advisor
41·3307 College Radio Activit ies: Ta lent 2 cr.
Entry·level college radio staff position requires a minimum of four
hOurs per week. Students function behind the scenes. assisting
on-air staff in the production of music, entertainment. and
community programming for WCRX.
Prerequisite: Permission of WCRX Faculty Advisor

41·3388 Internship: Radio Tal ent Variable cr.
Internships provide advanced students with an opportunity to gain
work experience in an area of concentration or interest while
receiving academic credit toward their degrees.
Prerequisite: Junior status and permission of Internship
Coordinator
41-3398 Independent Project: Radio Talent Variable cr.
An independent project is designed by the student , with the
approval of a supervising faculty member. to study an area that is
not at present available in the curriculum. Prior to registration. the
student must submit a written proposal that outlines the project.
41·2400 Radio Production II 4 cr.
Course enhances basic foundation in production procedures
gained in Radio Production I. These skills are honed to a more
professional edge using a team approach to the production of on·
air material. Such concerns as copy, timing. choice of music, and
sound effects are critical to the success of individual student
productions.
Prerequisite: 41·1128 Radio Production I
41-2407 Digita l Production for Radio 4 cr.
Advanced-level course focuses on types of digital audio equipment
currently used for radio production. Through lecture and hands-on
application students learn about samplers, OAT, mini disc, DCC.
hard disc recording and editing, CD-ROM, and digital signal
processing. Students produce final projects using d igital recording
and editing techniques taught in class.
Prerequisite: 41-2400 Radio Production If and 3>1100
Foundations of Computer Applications
41·2414 Writing and Produci ng Winning Radio
Commercials 3 cr.
Class focuses on writing effective and colorful radio commercials
using the mind-picture writing technique. Studio production of
each radio spot not only gives students information about
success or failure of their commercial writing, but also gives them
the beginnings of a sample tape useful in securing their first job.
Course also provides hands-on experience with acting, directing,
and radio production.
Prerequisite: 41·1121 Radio Broadcasting I, 41·1128 Radio
Production I
41·3400 College Radio Practlcum : Production 4 cr.
Course is intended for the advanced student and requires a mini·
mum of eight hours per week. Using advanced production studio
facilities. students write, voice, and technically produce station
promos . public service announcements , and other projects for
airing on WCRX .
Prerequisite: Permission of WCRX Faculty Advisor
41·3407 College Radio Activ ities: Production 2 cr.
Entry-level college radio staff position requires a minimum of four
hours per week. Students assist advanced production sta!f in
producing station promos. public service announcements. and
other projects for airing on WCRX.
Prerequisite: Permission of WCRX Faculty Advisor
41-3488 Internship: Radio Production Variable cr.
Internships provide advanced students with an opportunity to gain
work experience in an area of concentration or interest while
receiving academic credit toward their degrees.
Prerequis ite: Junior status and permission of Internship
Coordinator

41·3498 1114e,.fHIIont l'r oJoct : ltulo l'rH11ctiOtl Vllrillble cr.
N1 indepeudent pro;ect is desiCfled by the student. with the
opprovel of a SOPOt~si~ foculty membe<. to study on atea thllt is
not lit present evoilllble in the cuaieutum. Prior to rec;stnrtlon. the
student must submit a written proposal tllot outlines the pro;ect.
Prwequislte: ~ission of Rlldio foculty
41·3500 Comm11nltJ Affaire l'roaro111111l r11 3 cr.
Course inwM!s students In usl~ public service broadcast
prOCfatns to identify and address community problems lind
issues. Class cowrs critical Federal Communiclltions Commission
(FCC) rules lind recullltions. Students particil)llte In the creation
of Media Wort<shop Forums and public service procrams for btoaGcast on WCRX.
Prerequisite: 41·1100 The Business of Rlldlo. 41·1128 Rlldio
Production I
41·3507 Broodooet Roeoorch 2 cr.
Course outlines application of basic marl<eting research techniques to radio situations . Course material covers conductin&
research from music testing to perceptual studies and evaluatirc
research supplied by outside companies. includif'C ratings
services.
Prerequisite: 41·3114 Rlldio Programmln&
41·3514 Collo&o ltedlo Proc tlc u111: Monoaomont 4 cr.
Course is intended for the advanced student and requires a min~
mum of eigllt hours per week. WCRX Foculty Advisor appoints
students to menace one of the station 's followin& departments:
prOCfatnming, music. news. sports. community affairs, promotion,
traffic. production. or sales. With assistance from the Faculty
Advisor. student monacers evaluate staff performance. Course
stresses basic monacement skills lind oral lind written commun~
cation skills. Music lind traffiC manacers use advanced computer
software to generote stotion logs.
Prerequisite: Permission of WCRX Faculty Advisor
41·3521 Collo&o Rodlo Ac t l vltloe: ManoaoMont 2 cr.
Students hold a position on the collece radio staff. Position
requires a minimum of four hours per week. WCRX Faculty Advisor
appoints students to assist student manacers in one of the
stotion' s following departments: procrammina. music, news,
sports, community affairs, promotion. traffiC. production, or sales.
Course stresses basic manacement skills and oral lind written
communication skills.
Prerequisite: ~lssion of WCRX Faculty Advisor
41·3588 l ntornehlp: Rodlo lolot/ MorkotlnlfProMotlon
Variable cr.
InternShips provide advanced students with an opportunity to gain
won. experience in on area of concentrotion or interest while
receivirc aclldemic credit toward their degrees.
!'rwequisite: Junior status lind permossion of lntemshop
Coordinlllor
41·3598 llldO,.rldOIIt l'roJoct: ltodlo MOIIOIOIIIOrlt
Vllrillble cr.
independent pro;ect IS desiefled by the Student. with the
IIPI)rOYIII of a soper~sl~ foculty member. to study on atea thllt is
not ot present evoitaele in the curriculum. Pnor to teiiStrlii>On. the
student must SUbmit a ....ntten orooosal tllot out11nes the pro,ect.
M
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Science and Mathematics
SINCE ITS INC EPTION , THE SCIENCE AND MA T HEMATICS DEPARTMENT H AS
SERVED AS A N I MPORTANT EXTENS ION OF THE PROFESSIONA L DEVELOPMENT
OF COLUMBIA ' S STUDENTS . THE CURR I C U LUM , DES I GNED SPECI FI CALLY FOR
THOSE CONCENTRAT I NG I N PERFORMING , V ISU AL , AND COMMUN I CA T IONS
ARTS , PROVIDES BASIC SCIENTIFIC IN STR UC TIO N AND A MASTERY OF M AT HE MATICS FUNDAMEN T ALS .

The primary objectives of the Department are
to provide students with a comprehensive
scientific and mathematical background, the
adaptability and flexibi lity they will need in
order to evolve with continuing changes in the
world, and the ability to deal effectively with
specific changes in their professional disciplines. Thus. rational thinking and problem
solving are major objectives of the various
departmental programs.

···~ ..

To prepare students and to integrate science
and mathematics concepts into the various
arts, actual problems encountered in the
majors are featured in the course work. Also
offered are semester-length projects wherein
students may use their respective fields of
interest to pursue a scientific or mathematical
theme. Invariably, this type of practical. handson approach enhances the interaction of
mathematics and science with the arts and
communications media. Students are better
able to make the connect ions of science,
mathemat ics, and the importance of having a
working knowledge of t he disciplines i n everyday life.

The department strives to introduce new technology to students. The integration of technology such as the World Wide Web into course
instruction is an important enhancement of
the teaching and learning environment.
The Department also seeks to fill in the
knowledge gap between scientific and political
decision-makers and the lay public on current
issues such as energy policy, the economy,
education, genetic engineering, and nuclear
energy. The curriculum is designed to educate
students so that they may participate intelligently in the national debates of such survival
concerns. In order for every citizen to understand and participate in discussions of such
issues, they must have some level of scientific literacy.
The Department provides students wit h a
Learning Center staffed by professional tutors.
Its one-on-one and group tutoring environ·
ments offer increased learning and understanding in al l disciplines encompassing the
fields of science and mathematics . New
instructional techniques. including computer·
assisted self·study programs. are available. A
Developmental Mathematics curriculum
features a laboratory component. which
provides assistance to those students who
need to sharpen their basic skills.
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·Science. mathematics, and technology can be voewed as
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foreign languages by nonscientists. Like other languages
they must be translated to have meaning and to make
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them more accessible to everyone. This is the guiding
premise adhered to by those who are charged with modify·

:r

ing existing courses and with designing new ones in the
Science and M athematics Department. Arts and communi-
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cat ions majors, not unlike other cit izens, need and deserve

0

..

a basic educat ion in science. mathematics. and technology
t hat prepares them to live more interesting, productive .

z

and well·rounded lives. Literacy in t hese areas has
emerged as the main focus of education today.·
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Ch•rles E. Cannon
Chairperson
Science and Mathematics Department

A Minor in Environmental Studies
The Science and Mathematics Department offers a monor in
Environmental Studies. Interdisciplinary by definitoon. the monor
gives students a basoc understanding of the biosphere: of the
different types of environmental issues viewed in scientific, legal.
social, and political contexts: and of the ecological balance
between all livi11g things and their environment. With global envo·
ronmental problems deepening and ecological consciousness
increasing, environmental studies programs provide crucial train·
ing that can make college graduates more employable in a variety
of work places. With such a background, Columbia's students may
one day be writing newspaper and magazine stories on a wide
variety of environmental topics. creating advertising campaigns for
environmental organizations or for ·green· products, managing
environmental organizations. or producing television, video, and
radio broadcasts that explore environmental issues. Columbia's
arts and communications graduates will be instrumental in informing the lay public of vital scientific issues.
REQU IREMENTS FOR THE MINOR
Course Requirements. 18- 22 credit hours

56-1110 Biology: Living World Around Us, 56-2610 Environmental
Science, 56-1410 Ecology and Human Affairs: select two courses
from the following: 56-1420 Animal Ecology and Behavior, 561120 Botany: The Plant World, 56-1210 Chemistry in Dally Life,
56-1630 Energy and Planet Earth, 56-1310 Geology: Earth as a
Planet, 56-2320 Geology of National Parks, 56-1415 Human
Involvement in the Environment, 56-1621 Science, Technology,
and Society, 56-1622 Scientific Issues behind the News, 56-2310
Oceanography and the Marine Environment: select one of the
following: 56-2210 Molecules and You or 56-2725 Environmental
Algebra

Course Descriptions
BIOLOG Y
56-1110 Biology: The Living Wo rld around Ua 4 cr.
Course focuses on the study of living organisms and life processes: how and why they grow, how they adapt to their environments,
how they reproduce ana change over time, ana how they Interact
with one another ana the environment. Through observations,
hands-on experimentation, ana interpretation of the living world,
students develop an understanding of how the body functions to
support life.
56-1115 Biology of Human Sexuality 3 cr.
Course examines biological aspect.s of sexuality from structural.
functional. psychological. sociological, ana other standpoints.
Topics focus on definitions of gender. parenting, role-modeling,
anatomy of reproductive organs, physiology of reproduction. pregnancy ana contraception, sexual disorders ana sexually transmitted diseases. ana other related problems and Issues from a
biological perspective.
56-1120 Botany : The Plant World 3 cr.
Plant morphology ana anatomy are considered in this course.
Topics include structure. function. growth processes, reproduction.
ecology, genetics, and resources derived from the plant world.
Specimens will be investigated in class and on a field trip to the
Botanical Gardens. Student gains an understanding of the critical
roles plants play in the ecosystem . including the areas of food
and shelter. soil formation. atmospheric cleansing, building materials, medicines. industrial products. and energy.
56-1130 Dar win: Revolutio n from Evolut ion 3 cr.
Course studies conditions for the development of the theory of
evolution. Students examine the structure of the theory and its
impact on society in religion. philosophy. politics . literature, and
natural science. The effects of Darwin's theory of evolution on
modern thought is also studied outside of the context of natural
science.
56-1132 Origins of Life 3 cr.
The formation of our planet. the nature of living matter. genetic
materials and processes. and the evolutionary processes behind
the origin of life, specifically man. are explored In order to answer
some of the hows, whats. ana whys of the evolution of life.
56-1160 Bloethlcs: A Millennium Issue ( On- Line Course)
3 cr.
Course addresses the legal and ethical problems that are part of
present and future science. New technologies require individuals.
families. and society as a whole to make decisions that will affect
everyone. Class analyzes cases. questions the legal system's role
in regulating this field. discusses the options. and reads pertinent
arlicles in the daily media. Gene therapy, DNA forensics. new
reproauclive techniques. ana cloning are only a few of the topics
that are addressed.
56-2110 Biology of the Human: Anatomy and Physiology
3 cr.
Course examines the basic concepts of structure ana function of
the human bOdy. Processes of cardiovascular. resporatory. nerv·
ous. digestive. ana reproductive bOdy systems will be surveyed.
Organ systems will be discussed using models ana other lab
materials. Special topics include AIDS. cancers. ana human
sexuality.
Prerequisite: 56-1110 Biology: Living World around Us or
equivalent

56-2130 The Bluepri nt of Life : Genetics 3 cr.
Fundamental mechanisms of genetics ana their application to
current areas of research are d iscussed. Topics include genetic
engineering. medical genetics. agricultural crop breeding, DNA
fingerprinting. and conservation of genetic diversity in nature.
Prerequisite: 56-1110 Biology: Living World around Us or 56-1115
Biology of Human Sexuality
56-2134 Evolution of the Human 3 cr.
Course is a survey of principle theoretical approaches to human
evolution. Major topics include general biological evolution.
primate evolution. comparative anatomy, and prehistoric
archaeology.
Prerequisite: 56-1110 Biology: Living World around Us or equivalent
56-2140 Blotechnoloey: The Shape of Thing s to Come
3 cr.
Course e~amines the biotechnological revolution with specifte
emphasis on changes in the fast-growing applied science fields of
biology and medicine. Topics include biotechnology from farm to
supermarket. the new gene revolution, energy, fuels tor the future.
and the prevention. diagnosis, ana cure of diseases.
Prerequisite: 56-1110 Biology: Living World around Us or 56-2130
Blueprint of Life: Genetics
CHEMISTRY
56-1210 Chemlatry In Dally Life 4 cr.
This introductory chemistry course includes the exploration of the
high prevalence of chemical occurrences in the wortd. Topics such
as chemical terminology, atomic structure. bonding. reactions.
acids and bases. oxidation and reduction. ana nuclear chemistry
are considered. Materials from organic chemistry. biochemistry.
and polymer chemistry are integrated into d iscussions and lab
activities to demonstrate practical application of everyday
substances .
56-1211 Scient ific I nvest igation: Sherlock Holmea to the
Courtroom 3 cr.
Course provides an Introduction to the basic principles and uses
of forensic science. The basic applications of the biological.
physical. chemical. medical, and behavioral sciences currently
practiced and limitations of the modern crime laboratory are
presented.
56-1215 Chemistry of Life Processes 4 cr.
This introductory level biochemistry course is designed to explore
the chemical reactions that are essential to life through lectures
and laboratory experiments. Topics include fermentation of sugar
to alcohol. aspirin synthesis. caffeine extraction from tea. the
functioning of anti-acids and the manufacturing of soap.
56-1217 Safety and Env ir onmental Practices 3 cr.
Methods exist by which artists can protect themselves and others
from hazardous exposure to potentially dangerous commonly used
materials. These basic safety practices will be explored through
hands-on exercises.
56-1220 Chemistry and Art : Textiles and Dyes 3 cr.
Course focuses on natural ana synthetic textiles. their chemistry.
properties. and appllcatoons. Paper and dye Chemistry is extensively covered. Dye synthesis ana interaction of fibers with vat.
reactive. acidic. basoc. azoic. ana mordant dyes are also onvesll·
gated. Special emphasis is placed on the extraction of natural
dyes from plants.
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56-1222 The Chemistry of Metals 3 cr.
Course explores the chemistry of metals and metal technology
from the beginnings to present. Common metals used in sculpture
and jewelry-making, such as copper, iron, aluminum, tin, silver,
gold , and titanium, as well as alloys, such as brass, bronze,
pewter, and steel, are surveyed. The primary focus is on completing laboratory experiments. These include alloying, photography,
electroplating, and coloring through electrical, chemical (patinalion), and oxidation processes .
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56-1224 The Chemistry of Art and Color 3 cr.
Course deals with atoms and molecules and how they create
color, or light, and reflect and absorb light (dyes and pigments).
Topics include additive and subtractive color mixing; interference ,
or iridescence, which is demonstrated through niobium anodizing;
history and chemistry of pigments; various paint media , including
encaustic , or wax, egg tempura, linseed oil, gouache, or gum
Arabic , fresco, or calcium compounds. and oriental lacquers. The
chemical reactions that set these paints are discussed .
56-1226 Chemistry of Photography 3 cr.
Chemical processes behind all maj or photographic methods are
explored in this course. These processes include: daguerreotypes,
black-and-white, color, non-silver, image making using alternative
materials such as gum dichromate, holography, and xerography.
Science of additive and subtractive color mixing is also explored.
Laboratory experimentation constitutes significant part of course.
56-2210 Molecules and You 4 cr.
Course includes the application of chemistry (organic) to art and
nature. Topics include: neon, textiles, dyes, polymer sculpture,
paint, papermaking, perfume, natural dyes, food, sex hormones,
drugs , and vision. Students learn chemical concepts by engaging
in hands-on activities and performing experiments and demonstrations .
Prerequisite: 56-1210 Chemistry in Daily Life or equivalent

56·2310 Oceanography and the Marine Environment
3 cr.
Introductory course explores the oceans of the world, the living
organisms of the ocean, and the vast mineral wealth of the ocean
floor. New discoveries in the ocean sciences are discussed. The
dynamic, growing field of oceanography and the physical, chemi·
cat, and biological aspects of oceans are investigated.
Prerequisite: 52·1152 English Composition II
56·2312 Planetary Geology 3 cr.
Course examines the geology and geologic history of the planets,
moons, asteroids. and other bodies that inhabit the solar system.
The study of other objects in space is based upon an understand·
ing of Earth and comparison of other planets to Earth and to each
other. Course features frequent hands-on activities to understand
basic planetary processes and extensive use of Internet
resources to access new data and interpretations from planetary
exploration.
Prerequisite: 56-1310 Geology: Earth as a Planet
56-2320 Geology of National Parks 3 cr.
Course examines the regional geology and geologic history of
North America through the medium of the national parks of the
United States and Canada. Class looks at the human history of
the national park movement and at some of the controversies that
still surround the national parks. Particular emphasis is given to
interpretation of visual features of the parks. using photographs,
maps, and other hands-on materials.
Prerequisite: 56-1310 Geology: Earth as a Planet or equivalent
ECOLOGY

EARTH SCIENCE

56-1410 Ecology and Human Affairs 3 cr.
Course introduces global and local environmental issues from an
ecological perspective. Topics included are food, agriculture,
garbage, hazardous waste, population growth , public health,
human rights, and urban ecology. Study focuses on the ways an
environmental crisis can be addressed.

56-1310 Geology: The Earth as a Planet 4 cr.
Course examines the basic scientific principles governing Earth
and its operation. Through numerous hands-on activities, students
study earth materials and how they form; surface processes and
how they shape the land; and internal processes and how they
lead to earthquakes, volcanic activity, and even movement of
whole continents. Topics also include geologic time, the history of
Earth and life on it. climate and climate change, and the impact
of human activities on Earth.

56-1412 Ecology through Art 3 cr.
Course capitalizes on the use of visual thinking and expression,
primarily drawing, to learn scientific and ecological concepts. It is
specially designed for students in the arts who think, learn, and
express thei r understanding of concepts visually. Students use
observation, experimentation, interpretation, and drawing of the
world's ecosystems to develop an understanding of how all the
components of ecosystems function to support life and how
various ecosystems contribute to sustain life on Earth.

56-1320 Natural Disasters: Causes, Consequences, and
Prevention 3 cr.
Both geologic and climatic natural d isasters are explored in this
course. Central focus is on causes and effects of disasters,
particularly on the results of human attempts to prepare for these
disasters. Topics include meteorite impacts, volcanoes, earth·
quakes. landslides, floods and the effects of floods on human
and animal life.

56-1415 Human Involvement In the Environment 3 cr.
Course uses readings, lectures, films, and independent research
to examine some of the ways humankind interacts with the environment. Students discuss natural hazards produced by human
activities-agricultural, industrial, military-and their beneficial
and adversarial effects on human existence.

56-1330 M eteorology: Forecasting Tomorrow 's Weather

3 cr.
Course provides an introduction to the dynamics of the atmosphere and the methods of forecasting weather. Topics include
theories of Earth's climate, effects of pollution on the weather.
applications to marine and aviation agencies , and careers in
meteorology. Activities include graphing, weather forecasting, and
maintenance of a weather tog.

56·1420 Animal Ecology and Behavior 3 cr.
Course explores the ways animal populations survive and adapt to
their environments. Topics include the consideration of animals '
roles in humans· daily lives, explanation of animal behaviors, and
discovery of meaning for these behaviors. Students acquire a
basic understanding of animal ecology and behavior. End-of-course
presentations include classroom appearance of some personal
pets.

HEALTH AND NUTRITION
56-1510 The Science of Nutrition 3 cr.
Course provides an overview of the basic nutrients required by the
body for health and life. The role of nutrition in various phases of
the life cycle and the psychological and sociological implications
of food are discussed. Emphasis is placed on dispelling common
nutrition myths and on questioning nutrition information presented
ir. the media.
56-1515 Pe rsonal Well ness 3 cr.
Course focuses on a holistic approach to health management.
Topics include sleep. medical self-care, first aid, CPR. communicable and chronic disease prevention, stress management, nutrition,
exercise, drugs and alcohol, and sexuality.
56-1517 Controversies and Haza rds In Health and
Nutrition 3 cr.
Course presents an appraisal of current controversial topics in
health and disease prevention, diets and food supply. Topics
include dietary approaches to health and physical performance,
fad diets, food supply as a contributor to chronic diseases, and
toxicants and carcinogens in the natural environment and the
work place. Emphasis is placed on scientifically evaluating health
and diet claims made in the media.
56-1520 Life Savers or Killers : The Story of Drugs 3 cr.
Psychological and social impact of drug use and abuse is examined in this course. Illicit and therapeutic drugs are surveyed.
Students increase tneir awareness of drug education and proper
drug usage and learn to distinguish between scienti fic facts and
lay anecdotes or media claims.

INTERDISCIPLINARY
56-1610 History and Ph ilosophy of Science 2 cr.
Course considers the advancement of science due to contributions made by such giants as Galilee, Newton, Darwin, and
Einstein. Class examines a selection of these scientific discoveries and their impact on science and society. Course also examines some of the unexpected spin-offs of science throughout
history in such areas as technology, art, politics, and religion.
56-1615 Science, Senutlon, a nd Perception 3 cr.
Course studies sensation and perception entering the body
through sigl'lt, hearing, taste. touch, and smell. Course examines
the senses as they relate to biology, chemistry, physics, and
psychology. Other senses dealing with coordination and balance
will be studied also.
56-1620 Science , TechnoloJY, and Eth ics 3 cr.
Course explores the effects of scientific and medical progress on
society's ethical fabric. Students develop the skills needed to
communicate the importance of addressing these issues. Course
gives emphasis to the principles of effective science writing.
Prerequisite: Prerequisite: 52·1152 English Composition II
56-1621 Science, Technology, and Society 3 cr.
Course provides an Introduction to current events in science and
technology and their effects on everyday life. Topics include envi·
ronmental pollution, benefits of space exploration, superconductivity, and technical education in various nations. Students are
required to complete Individual projects such as videotapes,
slides. or practical demonstration.

5 6-16 22 Scientific I ssues Behind the News 3 cr.
Course focuses on major current scientific issues covered by the
media. Discussions analyze issues facing society, such as toxic
w aste. acid rain, acquired Immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS),
and genetic engineering.
5 6-1624 Science Film Sem ina r 1 cr.
Scientific methodology. concepts. and applications are presented
and discussed using the film/video medium. Topics include
astronomy, biology, chemistry, genetics. medicine, energy
resources. preservation, and unexplained scientifiC phenomena.
56-1630 Ene rgy and the Planet Earth 3 cr.
Course deals with the fundamental sc•ence and laws that govern
the behavior of energy and its conversion from one form to another. The economics, politics. and environmental effects In the
exploration, production, and use of d if ferent energy resources are
also discussed. Students are required to complete an Individual
project that integrates energy with an art form.
5 6-2610 Environmental Science 3 cr.
This lecture/lab course considers several Important environmental
concerns, including water pollution, PCBs, pesticides and herbi·
cides, dangers and benefits of asbestos, and toxic metals.
Lectures and lab experiments include study of the deleterious
environmental effects of chemical leaks. oil spills, and various air
pollutant s.

MATHEMATICS
5 6-1710 Basi c Math Skills and Lab 3 cr.
Course is designed for college students who have a weak back·
ground in mathematics and may exhibit math anxiety. Class
concentrates on operations involving fractions, decimals. and
percents. Measurement, geometry, statistics, number series, and
computer spreadsheets are also introduced. Courses focuses on
s tudent participation , group work, and activities that require problem solving and critical thinking.
56-1720 College Mathematics 3 cr.
Course covers essential mathematical skills expected at the
college level. These skills are presented in an integrated way, with
emphasis on applications of math. Topics include algebra, geometry, statistics, and consumer math. Students solve problems,
improve understanding of concepts, and interpret statistics and
graphs. Effort is made to Incorporate mathematical applications
reflecting students· majors.
Prerequisite: 56-1710 Basic Math Skills and Lab or equivalent
56-1722 Introduction to Statistical Methods 3 cr.
Course presents the foundation of statistics using a case study
approach. Model cases are examined where statistics were both
used and misused. Special emphasis will be placed on concepts
commonly used in Marketing Communication and Management
c lasses from a statistical standpoint. Statistics are used to
demonstrate cause and effect of physical phenomena. Topics
include sampling , statistical models, probability and chance theory. graph analysis, correlation. central tendencies. regression,
hypothesis testing, and dispersion.
Prerequisite: 56-1720 College Mathematics or equivalent
5 6-1724 Geometry In the Arts 3 cr.
Course presents basic geometric concepts such as the
Pythagorean theorem. properties and measurements of points,
I ines, angles, plane figures. and classic solids. In-class activities
include the integration of small group work and individual research
projects. Effort will be made to apply geometrical concepts to
students' major areas of study.
Prerequisite: 56-1720 College Marhemarrcs or equivalent
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56·1726 Math lor Marketing and Management 3 cr.
Course provides specific applications of mathematics lor market·
ing and management majors. Emphasis is placed on solving problems in the areas of interest. discount negotiable instruments.
payroll, buying and selling, checking accounts, and other business
related applications .
Prerequisite: 56·1720 College Mathematics or equivalent
5&2710 College Algebra I 3 cr.
Course examines linear equations with one variable, word problems, polynomials, graphing and straight lines. systems of equa·
tions, rational expressions, radicals. and quadratic equations.
Relevance to everyday mathematical usage is emphasized.
Prerequisite: 56·1720 College Mathematics or equivalent
5&2711 College Algebra II 3 cr.
Course continues study of algebra. Topics include the real numbe r
system: linear and quadratic equations; inequalities. functions,
and graphing; exponential , logarithmic, and trigonometric func·
tions; and complex numbers. Practical applications are integrated
into problem·solving components. Discussion includes new items
making reference to mathematical or numerical ideas.
Prerequisite: 56·2710 College Algebra 1
56·2713 College Algebra and Trigonometry 3 cr.
Course builds on the computational, problem solving, and graph·
ing skills learned in College Algebra I and II. Key trigonometric
concepts relevant to the arts and communication fields are intro·
duced. Course provides the preparation required lor calculus and
some advanced computer graphics courses. Computer·aided
instruction is included.
Prerequisite: 56·2711 College Algebra II or equivalent
5&2715 Mathematics In Art and Nature 3 cr.
Students study the relationships between mathematics and art in
nature, as in the shape of a butterfly and spiral on a pineapple.
Using a compass and a straightedge, students learn geometric
concepts in order to do basic Euclidean Constructions. and they
construct a Golden Rectangle, a Baravelle Spiral , and the Lute of
Pythagoras.
Prerequisite: 56·2710 College Algebra I or equivalent
56·2720 Calculus I 3 cr.
Course introduces higher mathematics by examining the lunda·
mental principles of calculus-functions. graphs, limits, applications of the derivative, anti·derivatives. area, and the integral.
Course presents additional mathematical applications in busi·
ness, the arts, and the social sciences .
Prerequisite: 56·2713 College Algebra and Trigonometry
5&2721 Calculus II 3 cr.
Course includes application of the derivative, the integral, differen·
tial equations, and the functions of two variables. Students
discover the historical and logical developments of calculus.
Applications in management as well as in the social, behavioral,
medical, physical, and natural sciences are emphasized.
Prerequisite: 56·2720 Calculus I
56·2725 Environmental Algebra 3 cr.
Students use mathematical concepts to study real·world problems, particularly global warming and the greenhOuse effect.
Students analyze real data and gain a new perspective of mathe·
matics as a tool. Assignments include hands·on group work, writ·
ten and oral reports. modeling, and use of the graphing calculator.
Prerequisite: 56·2 713 College Algebra and Trigonometry or
equivalent

5&2727 Application of Math to Graphics 3 cr.
Students examine events from their major fields of study and from
their everyday lives using trigonometric (period ic phenomena, such
as tides and radio waves) and exponential (such as population
growth , epidemics , nuclear fission, and rad ioactive decay)
concepts. Problem·solving tools, including the computer, are used
extensively in this course.
Prerequisite: Calculus I or equivalent
56·27 40 Tutoring Mathematics Variable cr.
Course enables students with a strong background in mathemat·
ics to apply their knowledge by tutoring their peers . Students
analyze the art of tutoring through reflection and evaluation of
their own experiences and through observation of professional
tutors and teachers in the Learning Center and the classroom.
Students enhance interpersonal and teaching skills and gain a
better understanding of mathematical concepts and applications.
Prerequisite: Permission of the department chairperson
PHYSICS
56·1810 Physics : Light , Sound, and Electricity 4 cr.
Course explores selected topics from the world of physics .
Emphasis is on the study of vibrations . waves. sound and light.
and the fundamentals of electricity. Course includes weekly class·
room demonstrations and experiments. Final topics include an
introduction to the aspects of modern physics, such as relativity,
quantum theory, and cosmology.
5&1815 Physics of Dance 3 cr.
Course is specifically designed for dance and theater majors as
well as students who have a keen interest in the science of
motion. Course deals with the concepts of physics that link the
human body with forces. equilibrium , a variety of motions, energy,
momentum, and pressure. Learning is reinforced with activities,
demonstrations , and experiments. Students are required to create
an art project that integrates the physics of motion with an art
form.
5&1817 Lasers and Holography 3 cr.
Course covers the basics of holography, including technical and
aesthetic history, photochemical procedures. uses of lasers, and
procedures for setting up fundamental holograms, or single- and
double·beam transmission and reflection. Students are required to
generate their own holograms.
5&1820 The Science of Electronics 4 cr.
Course provides an introduction to electronics. Students acquire
knowledge in the fundamentals of electric circuit theory. Course
teaches the operation and use of electronic components and
instruments such as multimeters and oscilloscopes. Regular laboratories provide opportunities for hands·on activities. During the
final weeks of the course students construct an electronic project.
Prerequisite: A working knowledge of algebra is strongly recom·
mended.
56·1830 Astronomy: Exploring the Universe I 2 cr.
This is the first part of a two-semester astronomy course. It
includes investigation of the Earth' s motions and how they affect
the appearance of the day and night sky; the major planets, their
moons, and other bodies of the solar system; and the current
theories of the origin and fate of the solar system .

56-1831 Astronomy: Exploring the Universe II 2 cr.
fhis is the second part of a two-semester astronomy course. It
ncludes the study of the birth and death of stars; a survey of
arger structures of the universe , such as galaxies, clusters, and
;uper clusters; the evolution of the universe from the Big Bang to
:he present and possible future fate.
Prerequisite: If students have not taken 56-1830 Exploring the
Universe I, independent background reading is required.
56-1833 Space Exploration 3 cr.
:ourse explores present and future methods of space exploration.
It covers basic science , instruments, technology, dangers, bene/its, costs, and drama of space exploration . Discussion topics
nclude space stations, moon colonies, quasars, black holes, the
;earch for extraterrestrial intelligence, and the origins and ulti1late end of our universe.
56-1837 The Origin and Fate of the Universe 3 cr.
:ourse examines what the universe made of, how and when it
Jegan, and how it is changing. Class offers information about the
:lifferent methods scientists use in their ongoing research of the
Big Bang model and the mysteries of black holes, quasars, neutri·
nos, and dark matter. Students are required to create an art project that relates to any aspect of the course.
56-1840 Einstein: His Science and His Humanity 3 cr.
Course examines the basic concepts of Einstein's science,
humanity, and philosophy and his views on religion , politics, and
the arms race. Course studies his theories , which inspired the
invention of such modern technology as lasers. nuclear energy,
photoelectricity, and concepts such as curved space. Course
enables students to gain a better understanding of the universe.
56-2810 Image Optics 3 cr.
Course explores geometrical and physical optics for photographers
and cinematographers. Topics include reflection and refraction of
light, virtual and real optics, the eye and perception , and demonstrations of optical systems and various scopes. Students must
be competent in high school algebra and geometry.
Prerequisite: 24-1101 Aim Techniques I
56-2820 The Science of Acoustics I 3 cr.
Course introduces the physics of sound and considers how it is
perceived by the ear. The concepts and applications of acoustics
include sound wave theory, sound in music and mu sical instruments, recognition of musical sound qualities, auditorium
acoustics, and electronic reproduction of sound.
Prerequisite: 56-1720 College Mathematics or equivalent
56-2821 The Science of Acoustics II 3 cr.
Psychoacoustics, auditorium acoustics , tuning systems , pitch
perception, electronic sound generation, and acoustics of musical
instruments are explored, and opportunities are provided for
students to delve more deeply into problems specific to the
physics of sound.
Prerequisite: 56-2820 The Science of Acoustics I
56-3640 Tutoring Science Variable cr.
Course enables students with strong background in one or more
of the sciences to apply their knowledge by tutoring their peers.
Students analyze the art of tutoring through reflection and evaluation of their own experiences and through observation of professional tutors and teachers in the Learning Center and the classroom. Students enhance interpersonal and teaching skills and
gain a better understanding of scientific concepts and applications.

56-XX70 Topics In Science and Mathematics 3 cr.
This series of courses explores special topics not likely to be
given full coverage in any other interdisciplinary science course.
Topics courses are available in Biology, Chemistry, Earth Science ,
Ecology, Health and Nutrition, Interdisciplinary Science,
Mathematics, and Physics.
56-3X98 Independent Project: Science and Mathematics
Variable cr.
An independent project is designed by the student, with the
approval of a supervising faculty member, to study an area that is
not at present available in the curriculum. Prior to registration, the
student must submit a written proposal that outlines the project.
I ndependent projects are available in Biology, Chemistry, Earth
Science, Ecology, Health and Nutrition, Interdisciplinary Science,
Mathematics, and Physics.
Prerequis ite: Permission of department chairperson
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Science Institute
THE INSTITUTE FOR SCIENCE EDUCATION AND SC I ENCE COM M UNICATION WAS
ESTABLISHED IN SEPTEMBER OF 1991 TO ADDRESS ONE OF THE NATION'S
MOST PRESSING CONCERNS: EDUCATIO N AND COMMUNICATION I N THE
SCIENCES.

The citation reads: "The Institute will design
new initiatives in science and public policy,
science communication, and science education and will develop associations with the
national and world scientific communities. The
Inst itute will play a major national role in
science education and public policy and wi ll
give Columbia College impressive visibility in
the national and international scientific
arenas.·

. ··!Jj ..

Funded by the National Science Foundation
(NSF). the Science Institute has developed a
curriculum for non·science majors whose innovations have been a model for universities
and colleges around the country and abroad.
Collaborations with Princeton and lndi,ana
Universities provided Columbia Colleg.e
students with unique opport unities to travel to
these institutions. where they attend joint
classes and have the opportunity to present
their wori< in a variety of mediums. including
but not limited to artwori<. videos. CD-ROMs.
film , dances. theatrical presentations. and
songs.
While conducting the NSF visit to Columbia
College with regard to this project. Dr. William
Cohen observed: "The class meeting I sat in
on was scintillatinlt I have rarely been in a

classroom where students had such energy
and enthusiasm. It is quite important that the
results of this project be shared with faculty
at as many institutions as possible; (this will)
certainly help faculty at other institutions to
adopt/adapt this successful approach.·
Additional NSF funding has enabled the
Science Institute to develop a Science
Visualization and Communication Laboratory
where students can produce 20 and 30 proj·
ects on scientific concepts and processes. In
addition to t his computer·assisted laboratory
and its instructional labs. the Science
Institute has constructed an analytical laboratory where students can conduct and repl icate
sophisticated experiments similar to those
used in forensic and environmental investigations.
With funding from the U.S. Department of
Naval Research. Science Institute students
have had the opportunity to conduct research
projects in collaboration w1th Northwestern
University. and with fund1ng from the U.S. A~r
Force Office of Scientific Research. students
wori<ed with Duke Un1vers1ty.
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The Science Institute's carefully modulated curriculum and innovative methods of teaching science have been honored with many
distinguished awards and prizes. The success of this curriculum
and methodology prompted the NSF to fund the Science Institute
to conduct science workshops for Chicago public school teachers.
with additional funding by the Joyce Foundation, Chicago
Annenberg Challenge, and others. The Science Institute is
Involved in many outreach programs in the community, including
workshops for parents, teachers. and the Day of Science Program
for Chicago public school children.
The Science Institute incorporates the principals of scientific freedom, human rights, democracy, and world peace in its endeavors.
It is the tenet of the Science Institute that free and equal access
to science education is a basic human right that belongs to aiL
"You can make anything understandable and interesting if you
teach it the right way. If you move from the concrete to the
abstract, from the known to the unknown. there os no barrier that
a student cannot overcome. When students can visualize abstract
concepts by using dance, drama, artwork, computer visualization.
or whatever mode is best for each student, they enjoy the process
of learning, retain the information longer. and can use the product
of their own visualization for their professional portfolios. I cannot
imagine a greater personal victory than when former students
frequently return to inform me that the video or dance they creat·
ed in my class helped them get the job they were seeking.·

Zefre Lerman
Director
Institute for Science Education and Scoence Communication

Course Descriptions
57·1110 Frontiers of Science 3 cr.
Course provides students with an understanding of contemporary
scientific discoveries and issues that cross the disciplines of bioi·
ogy, chemistry, astronomy, and physics in addition to the econom·
ic, sociological. and political impacts of these discoveries on soci·
ety. Topics are discussed to enhance scientific literacy, provide a
strong laboratory component, and promote appreciation and
understanding of how various d isciplines of science relate to each
other.
57-1310 Biology : Coffee, Chocolate , Sugar, end Spice
3 cr.
Plants are the basis of all life on earth. All food is obtained either
d irectly or indirectly from plants. Using examples from major agr~
cultural crops such as chocolate. coffee. and sugar, students
learn how directly science affects their everyday lives. This interdisciplinary approach combines botany, ecology. human physiol~
gy, nutrition. anthropology. and geography. Course includes a
strong hands-on laboratory component and projects that allow
students to Incorporate their interests and cultural backgrounds
with course material.
57·1360 Biology of the Human Immune System 3 cr.
Course examines determinants of health. disease. defenses
against dosease. and the immune system. These and other important topics of health are discussed. The effects of diet. stress.
and drugs are debated with discussions of AIDS. genetics. cancer,
and other related current topics. Students learn to make sound
decisions regarding their bodies. Students complete projects integrating their major field of study with topics in health and illness.
laboratory work is a required component of the course.
57·1425 Crime Lab Chemistry 3 cr.
A multi-disciplinary approach to the contemporary issues of
science and the law provides students with the general knowledge
and abil ity to understand applications of science in society.
Students study basic principles of scientific investigation and the
application of sciences to evidence and law. A significant part of
the course includes hands-on laboratories. evaluation of DNA
evidence. and projects where students incorporate their interests
and majors with what they learned in the course.
57·1450 From Ozone to 011 Spills 4 cr.
Environmental science topics, such as nuclear power. acid rain,
and the Greenhouse Effect will be used in this course to communicate basic scientific concepts in a relevant way. Environmental
issues offer a unique way to introduce the major disciplines since
many of them have important physical, geological, chemical, and
biological dimensions as well as others involving engineering,
economics. political science, and psychology. An extensive hands·
on laboratory complements the course. Students incorporate the
skills of their major field of study in a course project.
57-1465 M od ern Methods In Science: Discovering
Molecular Secrets 4 cr.
Students experience how science finds solutions to everyday problems where hands-on laboratory exercises play a dominant part.
Course investigates topics such as oxidation-reduction reactions
through preparation of sparklers and subsequent discussion of
fireworks and also uses analytical instrumentation to determine
the level of calcium in specific food or drink items and further
looks at the presence of pesticides in such foods as the potato.
Course also allows students to create a project that relates their
personal interests to the subject matter.

57·1510 Dinosaurs and More: Geology Explored 3 cr.
Students investigate the geological processes that have shaped
the environment and life on Earth over the past 4.5 billion years.
The development and disappearance of dinosaurs and other
instances of prehistoric mass extinction are emphasized during
several sessions. which meet at the Field Museum of Natural
History. Students gain hands-on experience with rocks and fossils:
participate in the preparation of an authentic fish fossil; and
create projects incorporating their interests, hobbies . talents. and
cultural backgrounds with the subject.

57·3210 Interdisciplinary Environmental Science 3 cr.
Course enhances substantive knowledge and instructional skills
of science teachers: develops hands-on experiments utilizing
common and inexpensive materials: increases the achievement
level of students in science: and creates a lasting schOol environ·
ment designed to foster an interest in science and a positive atti·
tude toward science and school. An important feature is the integration of science with the arts, which enables teachers to teach
science across the curriculum and use a variety of methods in the
teaching and assessing of students .

57·1601 Atmospheres and Motions of the Earth and Other
Planets 3 cr.
Course explores atmospheres of the Earth and other planets in
our solar system. Students gain knowledge about the origin, evolu·
tion. and dynamics of the Earth's atmosphere through study of
meteorology of other planets. Students also gain insight into
Einstein's theories and how they may enable humans to travel
between planets. Students complete projects integrating their
major field of study.

57-3830 Imaging Scient ific Concepts 4 cr.
Class is designed for the advanced computer artist with prior
knowledge of non-linear techniques and an interest in science.
Students learn advanced digital compositing and presentation
skill s using up-to-date industry standard software . Course focuses
on aesthetic and technical issues as they relate to individual
endeavors and emphasizes scientific accuracy.

57·1620 Physics of Music 3 cr.
Students study the mathematical foundation of musical scales
and the physics of common instruments. Course explores
mechanical oscillation , frequency, wavelength, and the harmonic
series. Students investigate the tones of musical instruments
through hands-on laboratory experiments and utilize the Science
Institute's Computer Visualization and Communication Laboratory
to study sound spectra and to develop original musical scales.
Students build simple working instruments to demonstrate various
frequency scales and how mechanical vibrations can be converted
to musical sounds.
57-1705 Math for Survival : From Random Patterns to
Ordered Sense 3 cr.
This college level mathematics course builds on students' natural
curiosity to engage them in developing and refining their problemsolving and critical thinking skills. Course uses visualization. simu·
lation, and writing as tools to enhance student understanding.
Topics covered include: logic. number systems, algebra, geometry,
consumer finance (credit cards, interest. mortgages). probability.
and statistics. Concepts are reinforced through group discussion.
57·2470 The Extraordinary Chemistry of Ordinary Things
4 cr.
Course provides an experience in the what. why. and how involved
in laboratory analyses. Students learn the scientific method, use
basic analytical techniques, and conduct experiments with modern
instrumentation. For example, gas chromatography/ mass spec·
trometry is used to investigate toxic organics in soil and water,
and atomic absorption spectrometry is used to determine heavy
metals in air, water, soil and foodstuffs. Students are coached in
conducting small-scale research projects and use their major
fields of study to communicate project results.
57-2810 Computer Model s and VIrtua l Worlds In Sc ience

3 cr.
Students explore different techniques. including 20 and 30
modeling and animation, to visualize scientific concepts. such as
nuclear power. acid rain, the ozone layer. and the Greenhouse
Effect. Students design and create models for communicating
science in the Science Institute's Science Visualization and
Communication Laboratory. Students with prior 30 modeling expe·
rience have the opportunity to work with advanced 30 modeling
and animation software, such as LightWave. Laboratory work
outside of class time is a required component of the course.

57-3X98 Independent Project Variable cr.
Students can customize a course of scientific study combined
with their major field of study, hobbies, interests. and cultural
background. An independent study of variable credit hours is set
up with a faculty advisor who oversees and guides the student's
work and progress. Two opportunities may include creating
computer-generated scientific models and animation in the
Science Institute's Science Visualization and Communication
Laboratory, and scientific research conducted on analytical instru·
mentation in the Science Institute' s Analytical Laboratory. Prior to
registration. the student must submit a written proposal that
outlines the project. Projects are available in all areas of science
or mathematics.
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Sound
SOUND IS AN IMPORTANT PART OF ALMOST EVERYONE'S LIVES. MUSIC, RADIO,
TELEVISION , MOVIES, AND NOW TH E WEB ALL USE AUDIO TECHNOLOGY. THE
SOUND DEPARTMENT IS DEDICATED TO EDUCATING THE NEXT GENERATION OF
PROFESSIONALS IN THE VARIOUS D ISCIP LINES OF AUDIO. OUR "PRI ME · DIREC·
T IVE" IS TO TEACH NO EQUIPMENT-SPECI FIC SKILLS.

We want our students to understand the tech·
nology that they are working with and learn
how to use new technologies as they emerge.
We offer concentrations in Acoustics,
Record ing/Production, Sound for Picture, Live
Sound Reinforcement , and Sound Contracting.

···~ ··

The Columbia College Aud io Technology Center
(ATC) is the home for the major in Audio. The
ATC houses 24tk recording facilities. film mix
su ites, video postproduction suites. and voice·
over and production labs. For the student
interested in acoustics, the ATC has equ ipment for virtually every type of acoustic analy·
sis and acoustical modeling and aural ization
software. The ATC also serves as the "clubhouse" for the Sound Reinforcement students.
The Department owns worldo{;lass PA equipment for students to use in the context of
their classes.
The maj or is not just about the technology
that is used in bringing audio to the masses.
It is about the aesthetics as well. The curricu·
Ia of the Sound Department are designed to
help students discover t heir own creative voic·
es within audio. Hands-on training and instruc·
t ion from working professionals provide a
strong foundation for students seeking
careers in the various concentrations.

An aggressive internship program offers
students a chance to gain practical work experience and develop professional contacts in
t he one of the nation·s largest audio markets.
Graduates of Columbia's Audio program are
employed in every area of aud io throughout
the count ry, and many alumni have won
national recognition.
Doug Jones
Acting Chairperson
Sound Department
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A Major in Sound Technology

Course Descriptions
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RIQUIRUUIITI FOR A MAJOR Ill IOUIID
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43-1110 lntro4•ctlon to A•dlo 3 cr.
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Coro ROlll•lro-nta. 20 crodlt lloura
The Sound majot consosts of a eo<e curriculum composed of 13
hOurs of sound classes and 7 hOurs of Science/Mathematics
classes. Required classes for all majors are: 43-1110 Introduction
to Audio. 43-1115 Produc:OOn 1: Audio. 43-2110 Basic Audio
Systems. 43-2115 Careers in Audio. 5&2870 Science of
Acoustics, 5& 1820 Science of Electronics
Contact the Department for more details.

Concontrotlon. ltudonte aoloct ono of tllo ftvo concontr•
tlone In Sound.
Rocordlnl. 23 crodlt lloure
43-2210 Audio Processing, 43-2215 Random Access Audio, 432220 LlYe Sound Recording, 43-2730 Sound Engineering, 433210 Audio Technologies . 43-3220 Contemporary Music
Engineering

Aoouatlca. 211 orodlt lloura
43-2725 Studies In Hearing, 43-2310 Psychoacoustics. 43-2315
Architectural Acoustics. 43-3310 Acoustics of Performance
Spaces, 43-3315 Environmental Acoustics, 43-3320 Acoustical
Modeling, 43-3325 Acoustical Testing I, 43-·3326 Acoustical
Testing II

Sound for Plcturo. 23 crodlt lloure
43-2210 Audio Processing, 43-2215 Random Access Audio, 432220 Lille Sound Recording, 43-3210 Audio Technologies, 432420 Audio for the Vi sual Medium I, 43-3420 Audio for the Visual
Medium II

Sound ltolnforcomont. 20 crodlt lloura
43-2510 Aesthetics of Sound Reinforcement. 43-2515 Sound
Reinforcement, 43-2725 Studies in Hearing, 43-3515 Studies in
Transducer Theory, 43-3510 Advanced Liw Sound Reinforcement,
43-3525 Sound Engineering Practic um
Sound Contrectlnl. 21 crodlt lloura
43-2710 Audio Equipment Oller'iiew, 43-2715 Audio Measurement
Technoques. 43-2725 Studies in Hearing, 43-3515 Studies in
Transducer Theory, 43-3610 Sound System Design. 43-3615
Topics in Systems Contracting, 43-3620 Computer-Aided Drafting
for Audoo

Lecture course famillanzes first-semester students with the
1anguace and concepts common to a11 netc1s when! audoo os used.
Classes make use of a Wide assortment of audiO synthesis and
analysis . Topics include an introducOOn to sound and heorlng.
electronics. and audio systems theory. Course may be l8ken
conct~ rrently with Produc:OOn 1: Audio.

43-1115 Pro4uctlon 1: Audio 4 cr.
Course introduces student to basic theotles and techniques of
recording, editing, and m ixing. Instruction C<M!1S fundament.els of
microphone usace. mi xing console operation, and bottlllnear
analog and non-linear digital recording and editing. Course Is
taught in a clasStoom laboratory where lectures and labS focus or
the produc:OOn of radio-style commercials of voice with music to
dellelop and imprO'te engineering and production skills.
Prerequisite: 43-1110 lnlr0<1uction to Audio (fMY be tallen conctlr·

rently)

43-2110 Boalc Audio Syetoma 4 cr.
Course i s the last of a series of eo<e curriculum courses that
emphasize fundamental technologies of audio syste<ns and
components. Students are introduced to equipment used In
professional audio systems from a technical and functional point
of view. Course is held in a classroom/lab with occasional
lectures held in the ATC studios. Students must pass thi s course
with a grade of C or better to continue In the Sound program.
Prerequisite: 43-1115 Production 1: Audio, 5&1820 Science of

Electronics. 5&2820 Science of Acoustics 1

43-2115 Coroora In Audio 2 cr.
Course provides an over'iiew of career opportunltJes In the field of
audio . Recognized experts from a variety of fields discuss emplo)ment options for Sound majors in this lecture class. Students
also begin the process of developing resumes and portfolios as
they explore the possibilities of their own Mures In professional
audio.
Prert~quisite: 43-2110 Basic Audio Systems

43-2210 Audio Procoaelnl 4 cr.
Hands-on studio Is desl&fled to help students develop a WOI1<Jng
understanding of systems and procedures associ ated with multJ.
track control rooms. Topics include console and tape machine
operation, signal routing, mixing concepts, and audio signal
processors. Class i s taught in Audio TechrooloCY Center studiOs
and requires additional lab time.
Prerequislt~: 43-2110 Basic Audio Systems

43-2215 Rondo111 Accoae Audio 4 cr.
Course provides students with a solid foundation In working with
digital audio workstations. the role of wllich i s expanding rapidly In
the field of sound and music production. Through lecturn, demor>
stratlons, and produc:OOn assiCJvnents. students gain valuable
knowledge of theory and practices of diCital audio reoordong. • form editong. digital multi-track postproductiOn. automated mo..ng.
and other computer based produc:OOn techniQues commonly uNCI
on music and broadcast production. In addttoon to clasatoom actNoties, students com~e asa.o&fled work on the ATC D1CJU1 Audio
Production Laboratory.
PrerequiSII~ : 3$1100 found«IOOI of Cornpufflf App/ICIIfiOnS, 4~
2110 BasiC AudiO Systems

43-2220 Live Sound Record ing 4 cr.
Hands-on course explores minimal microphone location recording.
These techniques are fundamental to those employed in multi·
track studio recording. Course highlights understanding. selection,
and placement of microphones through a wide variety of acoustical environments and instruments. Emphasis Is placed on classical and acoustic music, ambient sound rec.ording, and sound
effects recordiflg. Students check out location recording equipment and record a number of events during the semester.
Prerequisite: 43-2110 Basic Audio Systems
43-2310 Psychoacoustics 3 cr.
Class provides necessary basis for understanding how we hear
the world around us. With contributions from the academic disciplines of music, biology, physics. and psychology, students learn
how physical attributes of time, energy, and frequency translate
into perceptual attributes such as loudness. pitch. and timbre.
Course examines how the human auditory system defines information it receives and how that information is processed and
shaped by central nervous system and cognitive processes.
Numerous demonstrations are used to reinforce theoretical material presented.
Prerequisite: 43-2110 Basic Audio Systems
43-2315 Architec tural Acoustics 3 cr.
Course reviews fundamentals of acoustics covered in previous
classes and presents all of the materials within the context of the
behavior of sound in a bounded space. Practical aspects of class
are emphasized by dedicating a large portion of semester to case
studies. Demonstrations are provided throughout the semester to
emphasize both theoretical and practical concepts.
Prerequisite: 43-2310 Psychoacoustics. 43-2725 Stud1es in
Hearing
43-2415 Random Access Aud io for Film 4 cr.
Course provides students with a solid foundation in working with
digital audio workstations. the role of which is expanding rapidly in
the field of video and film postproduction. Through lectures.
demonstrations, and production assignments. students gain valu·
able knowledge of theory and practices of digital audio recording,
wave form editing, synchronization with visual media, digital multitrack postproduction, automated mixing, and other computer
based production techniques commonly used in multi-media.
video. and film production. Students participate in classroom
activities and complete assigned work in the ATC D1g1tal Audio
Production Laboratory.
Prerequisite: 43-2110 Basic Audio Systems, 35-1100 Foundations
of Computer Applications
43-2420 Audi o for the VIsual Medium I 4 cr.
Studio class presents technology and techniques used in creating
sound tracks for television . film , and multimedia. Students learn
the technology and techniques of synchronizing video with many
audio platforms, including analog and both linear and non-linear
digital recording and editing systems. Course requires additional
lab time at the Audio Technology Center.
Prerequisite: 43-2110 Basic Audio Systems
43-2510 The Aesthetics of Sound Reinforcement 3 cr.
Course defines in a structured fashion psychology of the musician
and physics of the instrument within a framework of sound reioforcement and analysis. Students are familiarized with one instrument-musician sound reinforcement approach per week.
Prerequisite: 43-2110 Basic Audio Systems (may be taken
concurren!fy)

43-2515 Live Sou nd Reinforceme nt 4 cr.
Course is designed to teach techniques and tools of sound reloforcement. Content combines product awareness with ear training
and hands-on practice. Students complete lab assignments in the
Audio Technology Center Live Sound Laboratory and spend two lab
sessions at local music clubs.
Prerequisite: 43-2110 Basic Audio Systems
4 3-2710 Audio Equipment Overview 3 cr.
Course is an orientation to major lines and manufacturers of
professional audio equipment. Content focuses on understanding,
interpreting, and evaluating manufacturers' specifications in light
of subjective performance. Course includes presentations and
demonstrations by manufacturers' representatives and field trips
when possible .
Prerequisite: 43-2110 Basic Audio Systems
43-2715 Audio Me. . urement Tech niques 4 cr.
Course introduces analog and computer-based analysis of elec·
tronic, electro-acoustic. and acoustic systems. Students gain
experience using various techniques including computer systems
such as TDS from Techron and Audio Precision.
Prerequisite: 43-2110 Basic Audio Systems
43-2720 Hist ory o f Audio 3 cr.
This is the only writing intensive course that has been developed
specifically for the Sound major. Content deals with the full scope
of achievements in audio from mid 1800s to present day. Through
readings, recordings. films. and guest lecturers. students learn
what it means to be a part of the ongoing revolution in audio technology. Students write a cogent research paper that fully integrates books, periodicals. recordings, and archival materials as
they research an area or period of audio that they find most
inspiring.
Prerequisite: 43-2110 Basic Audio Systems. 52-1152 English
Composition II
4 3-2725 Studies In Hearing 3 cr.
Course focuses on hearing conservation and protection for audio
professionals . Topics covered include anatomy and physiology of
the ear; audiology and audiometry; occupational, recreational and
environmental noise hazards: and noise-induced hearing loss and
its effect on communication. Students also receive an introduction to state and federal laws and regulations, including the
Americans with Disabilities Act. Each student is required to
receive an evaluation of hearing conducted by a licensed
audiologist.
Prerequisite: 43-2110 Basic Audio Systems
43-2730 Sound Engin ee ring 4 cr.
Lecture and demonstration are combined to examine multi-track
studio recording. Instruction provides an overview of equipment,
procedures. and psychology of recording sessions.
Prerequisite: 43-2110 Basic Audio Systems
4 3-3210 Audio Technolog ies 4 cr.
Hands-on studio class helps students develop understanding of
theories. systems. and procedures of multi-track recording. Topics
include studio set-up, signal flow, microphone usage, console
design, and automated mix-down. Coursework requires additional
lab time at the Audio Technology Center.
Prerequisite: 43-2210 Audio Processing
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43-3220 Contemporery Music Enclneerlnc 4 cr.
Course gives an overview of current studio recording techniques.
covering such topics as microphone usage, signal routing.
synchronization, as well as session set-up and psychology. Course
is taught by leading Chicago recording engineers and is geared
toward advanced students who desire a career in music engineering. Course is taught in a commercial 24-track studio with lab
work at the Audio Technology Center.
Prerequisite: 43-3210 Audro Technologies
43-3230 Mester Cleu In Music Deslcn on the Audio
DICitel Workstetlon 3 cr.
Course introduces students to advanced concepts of musical
design using tools of randOm access audio on a digital workstation. Each week, a component of musical design (for postproduction. editir1g. processing. and mixing) is introduced and illustrated
by the instructor. who supervises the creation of a class project.
This project serves as a model for techniques and aesthetics of
DAW production. Students bring the weeks ' instruction to their
own team projects. which they complete in a time frame that
parallels class project.
Prerequisite: 43-2215 Random Access Audio. 43-3210 Audio
Technologies. senior status, consent of faculty member
43-3290 Advenced Studies In Sound Des len 3 cr.
Course explores aesthetics and techniques of sound design as an
independent abstract art form. A major component of the course
is ongoing analysis and critique of students· works in progress. In
addition to lecture. discussion. and analytical listening. students
have the opportunity to work one-on-one with the instructor.
Students work independently on projects using Audio Technology
Center facilities.
Prerequisite: Senior status and consent of instructor
43-3292 Collece Studio Operetlons 3 cr.
Practicumjlab course explores theories. techmques. and procedures employed in complex audio and medra productions. Content
includes studying the manner in which individual skills of audio
engineering are applied in the context of rea~world environments.
Students engineer for classes from Music. Television. and
Film/Video Departments. producing four to six finished pieces by
the end of the semester.
Prerequisite: Permission of faculty supervisor
43-3310 Acoust ics of Performence Specea 3 cr.
A continuation of Architectural Acoustics. course is dedicated to
design of performance spaces and recording aural environments.
Course covers issues pertaining to architectural design and to
sound reinforcement in various indoor contexts such as movie
theaters. performance halls. control rooms. recording studios.
and houses of worship. Course combines case studies spanning
many centuries with current foundation material to provide
students with critical understanding of acoustical design issues
and reinforcement of their aesthetic sense for music and voice
performances.
Prerequisite: 43-2315 Architectural Acoustics, 52-1152 English
Composition II
43-3315 Envlronmentel Acoustics 3 cr.
Course aims at providing comprehensive understanding of issues
pertaining to noise pollution and noise control in a wide range of
environments such as urban. industrial, airport. entertainment
venues, and so forth. Comprehensive course equally covers both
theory and practrce with field measurements performed by
students and teacher. Data are used to rernforce theoretical

models. Course emphasizes noise studies In the workplace and
reviews current regulatory issues pertaining to noise pollution.
Prerequisite: Should be taken concurrently with 43-2310
Psychoacoustics. 43-2110 Basic Audio Systems, 52-1152 English
Composition II
43-3320 Acoustlcel ModellnC 3 cr.
Modeling is rapidly becoming an essential component of the
acoustical design process. Course reviews modeling options
currently available to acoustical designers and presents strengths
and limitations of various methods. Students perform modeling
exercises of actual buildings using the most effective programs
currently available. Results of models are used to simulate various acoustical environments using auralization techniques.
Prerequisite: 43-2315 Architectural Acoustics
43-3325 Acoustlcel TestlnC 1 2 cr.
Testing is an integral component of acoustics. Testing on an
acoustical space represents proof of performance in the design
phase. Testing is also the forst step taken when assessing an
existing acoustical environment. Class introduces students to a
variety of testing tools and techniques used in a wide range of
situations. Course makes extensive use of real-world situations to
present accurate acoustical testing and to reinforce methodology
introduced during lectures. A substantial portion of class is devol·
ed to student projects that are completed over the course of two
semesters to provide an extensive research period.
Prerequisite: 43-3320 Acoustical Modeling, 52-1152 English
Composition II, 52·2802 Business and Technical Writing, and
permission of department
43-3326 Acoustlce l Testlnc II 2 cr.
Course is a second semester continuation of Acoustical Testing 1.
43-3330 Engineered Aco ustics 3 cr.
Course examines control of noise in heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC) systems. from the mechanical noise source to
the air distribution unit. Instruction provides an ii'Hlepth analysis
of design process. including system layout, equipment selection
and sizing. installation practices. and computer simulations of
noise. Vibration issues are also Investigated in the context of
equipment installation and mounting. An extensive amount of the
course is dedicated to equipment testing and case studies.
Prerequisite: 43-3320 Acoustical Modeling (may be taken
concurrently)
43-3510 Advanced Sound Reinforcement 4 cr.
Design of systems for large concerts is a growing and complex
field. Course introduces students to various types of sound
systems appropriate for large concert systems and deals with
some non-audio aspects. such as rigging and power distribution.
Each semester class is taken behind the scenes of a major event.
There are also opportunities for hands-on experience with smaller
systems.
Prerequisite: 43-2515 Live Sound Reinforcement, 43-2510 ·
Aesthetics of Sound Reinforcement
43-3515 Studies In Transducer Theory 4 cr.
Course presents the scientific principles behind loudspeaker and
loudspeaker enclosure design. Instruction Introduces detailed
survey of processes used in creating models that predict the
performance of loudspeakers in enclosed boxes. Students examine application of computers to model speaker enclosures. Course
also presents subjective analysis of loudspeakers.
Prerequisite: 43-2110 Basic Audio Systems

43-3520 Sound for the Th eater 4 cr.
Course covers many aspects of sound engineering for the theater
from first production meeting to final tech dress rehearsal.
Subjects covered include sound effects, sound tracks, live pit
orchestras, special miking techniques. such as body miking,
and ways engineers interact with other facets of theatrical
productions.
Prerequisite: 43·2110 Basic Audio Systems
43-3525 Live Sound Practlcum 3 cr.
Course presents extremely advanced live sound operational theory
in a production context. Instructor presents a theory as it applies
to a specific problem, followed by the application of that theory to
an actual live performance. Students then apply this knowledge by
operating the same systems themselves.
Prerequisite: 43·3510 Advanced Live Sound Reinforcement and
permission of instructor
43-3610 Sound System Design 4 cr.
Course offers an in-depth look at what goes into designing and
installing permanent sound systems. Students learn to design
systems for coverage, intelligibility, and cost effectiveness.
Emphasis is placed on understanding specifications of system
components and predicting system performance.
Prerequisite: 43-2110 Basic Audio Systems
43-3615 Systems Contracting I 3 cr.
Advanced course focuses on technical design issues in contracting. Students learn principles of power and signal networks
through hands-on troubleshooting. design exercises, lecture. and
critical analysis of real systems. Course includes exercises in writing system proposals and specifications.
Prerequisite: 43-3610 Sound System Design
43-3620 Computer-Aided Drafting for Audio 4 cr.
Course introduces students to the process of using computeraided drafting in the context of professional sound system design .
Prerequisite: 43-2110 Basic Audio Systems. 43-3610 Sound
System Design
43-3725 MIDI Programming and Digital Synthesis 4 cr.
Course introduces students to theory and practices of MIDI
Programming and Digital Synthesis for applications in computer
music and digital audio production. Using object oriented programming languages. students learn basic programming techniques as
they apply to new computer based technologies of music and
audio production. Process enables students to master concepts
behind MIDI based music and audio applications such as
sequencing, sampling, synthesis, and automation. Students
participate in classroom activities and complete assigned work
during lab time in the ATC Digital Audio Production laboratory.
Prerequisite: 43-2215 Random Access Audio
43-3X88 Internships Variable cr.
Internships provide advanced students with an opportunity to gain
work experience in an area of concentration or interest while
receiving acaaemic credit toward their degrees. Internships are
available in all concentrations: Recording, Acoustics, Sound for
Pictures, Sound Reinforcement, and Sound Contracting.
Prerequisite: Departmental approval

43-3X91 Inde pendent Projects Variable cr.
An independent project is designed by the student, with the
approval of a supervising faculty member, to study an area that is
not presently available in the curriculum. Independent projects are
available in all concentrations: Recording, Acoustics, Sound for
Pictures, Sound Reinforcement, and Sound Contracting. Prior to
registration, the student must submit a written proposal that
outlines the project.
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Television
IN ITS BR I EF FIFTY-YEAR HISTORY, TELEVISION HAS BECOME T H E GLOBAL
PROV I DER OF ENTERTA I NMENT AND I NFORMA T ION. BUT NEW DEVELOPMENTS
HAVE MADE IT MUC H MOR E T H AN THAT. I N THE LAST TEN YEARS, THE
TELEV I S I ON IND U STRY HAS UNDERGONE UNPRECEDENTED GROW TH AND
TRANSFORMATION.

· ··~ ··

Changes in technology and ownership,
combined with the marriage of television and
the computer through the Internet, have put
television center stage. With its reach and
power. television has naturally become an
influential force in political, economic. and
cultural arenas. This is good news tor someone contemplating a television career,
because now. poised at the beginning of the
new century. the television industry can promise one of the most versatile, exciting, and
rewarding careers in the next century·.
As the television industry has grown in understanding the importance of writing, producing,
editing and storytelling, graphic design, and
the new media, so too has the Department
grown. Our curriculum is responsive to the
changes in the industry without ignoring the
basics. What is unequivocally required is the
ability to plan. design, and produce vi sual
messages so that they reach the right people
effectively and efficiently. The curricu lum also
provides a detailed hands-on training program
tor every phase of television, video. and new
media, beginning in the first semester of
study.
To add to the real-world aspects of th is
curriculum, in 1987. the Department instituted a course entitled Cable Program Workshop,
which, coupled with the Professional Writing

Workshop, has created a very successful
soap opera. Now called "Hungry Hearts." th is
series has been widely accepted by local
cable outlets and is shown in Chicago as well
as over 50 other communit ies and will soon
be shown on the Department web page.
In cooperation with the Journalism
Department, the Television Department offers
a combined course of study in Broadcast
Journalism: Television. As a function of this
curriculum, a news program entitled " 600
South" has been created , and it too is distributed on cable and throughout the College. A
live news update program is the latest add i·
tion to the Broadcast Journalism major.
The Department is also engaged in an innova·
tive program in non-linear editing. This
program, begun in 1993, now provides the
latest technological training for undergraduate
students and, in a special continuing education program, has been selected by the Avid
Corporation as the designated center for training professional editors in the Midwest region.
In support of our non-linear editing curriculum
and Avid workshops the Department has over
20 Avid editing systems.

:z

The Department fields a fully equipped mobile unit with three
cameras, audio gear, and recording and editing equipment unlike
anything available at any other college in the Midwest.

A Major in Television
RE QU IREMENT S FOR THE MAJOR
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Over the past four years the Television Department has been
engaged in an ambitious program of upgrading its instruction to
reflect the totally computerized reality of contemporary television
practice. Students now use computers in virtually all aspects of
production: storyboards, budgets, proposals, graphics, editing,
and job searches. However, the television Industry is in the midsl
of a radical transformation. The traditional broadcast model is
now searching for its place alongside an expanding range of new
distribution paradigms. Television itself is being incorporated into
a new media universe. The Television Department continues to
adapt.

Television majors must complete 60 credit hours of course work,
which include 34 credits in a basic core and 26 credits in a
required concentration.

Chairperson's statement
Television Department

Req ui red c oncentr•tlons. Students should select one of
t he four. 26 c re dit hours

Core Requlrementa. 3 4 c redit hours
40.1101 History of Television, 40.1103 Aesthetics of Television,
40.1302 Television and New Media Production, 40.2301
Television Studio Production , 40.2302 Video Techniques I, 4().
2401 Video Techniques II, 40.2202 Writing for Television, 4().
2201 The Television Producer, 40.3101 Television and Society,
40.2100 Individual Visions

Wrl tlnC/ ProduclnC
4().3232 Program Development, 40.3212 Television/Video
Analysis, 40.7211 Culture, Race, and Media, 40.3211 Producer's
Workshop: select 12 credits from the following: 40.3412 Video
Techniques Ill, 4().3221 Writing the Situation Comedy, 4().3732
Writing for Multimedia, 40.3222 Professional Writing Workshop,
40.3231 Writing for Television Genre, 40.3223 Producing the
Television Talk Show, 4().3224 Producing the Electronic Newsletter
Prod ucti on/ Directing
4().3412 Video Techniques Ill, 40.3310 Television Equipment
Practicum, 40.3312-40.3316 Directing Production (choice of
genres), 4().3311 Advanced Production Techniques: select 12
credits of the following: 40.3322 Making the Documentary, 4().
3324 Experimental Video Production, 40.3323 Television News:
Field Production, 4().3312-40.3316 Directing Production (genre
not already taken), 4().3226 Cable Workshop: Production, 4().
3231 Writing Television Genre
Poatproductl on/ Effect s
4().3412 Video Techniques Ill, 40.3310 Television Equipment
Practicum, 40·3411 Graphics for Television, 40.3312-40.3316
Directing Production (choice of genres): select 12 credits from the
following: 4().3421 Advanced Postproduction , 40.3424 Advanced
Non·Linear Editing, 4().3322 Making the Documentary, 40.3324
Experimental Video Production, 40.3422 Digital Illusions, 40.3423
Professional Television Graphics Designer
lnter•ct lve Televis ion
40.3412 Video Techniques Ill, 40.1511 Interactive Television:
Games, the Web, and Television, 40.2511 Interactive Production I,
40.3511 Interactive Production II; select 13 credits from the
following: 40.3421 Advanced Production Techniques, 4().3422
Digital Illusions, 40.3423 Professional Television Graphics
Designer, 40.3324 Experimental Video Production, 40.37~2
Writing for Multimedia, 4().3521 Creating Interactive Television: A
Team Approach, 40.3425 Special Topics Seminar

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MINORS

Course Descriptions

Minor In Non-Linear Editing. 18 credit houri
This minor focuses on teaching a set of skills that Includes basic
video acquisition and non-linear editing. It prepares students to
use these skills in a wide variety of fields that now utilize video
and need more people trained in the craft. This market is open to
trained personnel because of the expansion of outlets that
demand the capability of skilled editors. With the continued
growth of the Internet, individuals skilled in this type of work will
have opportunities in a variety of industries. This minor appeals to
students from a variety of departments who are interested in
entering a market with expanding pos.sibilities.
40.1103 Aesthetics of Television, 40-2302 V1deo Techniques I,
40-2401 Video Techniques 11. 40-3411 Graphics for Television,
40-3424 Advanced Non-Linear Editing
Minor In Writing for Television. 19 credit hours
This minor prepares students for a career In writing for television
In all Its forms. from entertainment and corporate productions to
the emerging field of interactive media. This market Is open to
new talent because of the expansion of outlets that require the
talents of a trained scriptwriter. The minor should be of interest to
students from a variety of departments who focus on writing and
are interested in entering a market with increasing possibilities.
40-2202 Writing for Television, 40.3231 Writing for Television
Genre. 40-3221 Writing the Situation Comedy. 40-2201 Television
Producer, 40-3732 Writing for Multimedia. 40-3222 The
Professional Writing Workshop

4 CH101 Hi story of Television: Evolution to Revolution
3 cr.
This introductory course Is designed to familiarize students with
t he formative traditions of broadcast and cable television as well
as independently produced video. both documentary and experimental. Material ranges from the early beginnings in the 1940s to
the current scene in television and video and the implications of
the new technologies on future directions of the medium. The
format of each session will be one half-hour of paper exchange
and reading and one hour of lecture followed by 90 minutes of
video and discussion.
40-1103 Aesthetics of Televisi on 3 cr.
Aesthetic concepts In television are concerned with basic visual
' anguage. Students learn how to obtain desired effects using the
visual elements at their command and learn how to exploit the
powers and deal with the limitations of the television medium.
Some of the exercises Include pre-production planning, organlza·
tion and paperwork. scripting, computer interface, visualization.
and presentation . Special emphasis is given to the basic artistic
framework of television.
40-1302 Televisio n and New Media Production 4 cr.
This introductory class provides students with an overview of television today in the studio and control room, in the basics of single
camera production. and in the wor1d of new media. Course
employs interactive demonstrations, instructor lecture. textbook
i nformation. and hands-on drills and team television productions.
4 0.1511 1nterac tlve Television : Games, the Web , and
Television 3 cr.
This is the foundation course for the Interactive Television concen·
tration. Students receive an intimate introduction to the ideas and
technologies available. ranging from the fundamentals and history
of how interactive television works to the in-depth study of
creation of interactive cable programs. games. and projects.
Examination of case studies and group projects provides integration and practical application of lecture material.
40-1701 VI deo for Interac t ive Multimedia 4 cr.
Students develop basic skills in the operation of video field
production equipment and the ability to plan. organize. and carry
out video field production for editing and use in digital media:
compact d iscs. web pages and other digital video output formats.
Students learn and practice the fundamentals of conceptual devel·
opment. planning production management. field production tech·
n iques, and the use of cuts-only editing system and low-level digl·
t al editing software packages. Students practice the basic
aesthetic rules of visual and audio composition and design as
applied to various steps of creating video projects.
Prerequisite: 40.1103 Aesthetics of Television
40.2100 Ind ividual VIsions 3 cr.
By looking at the creative process of media artists. writers. and
producers. students will examine and fine-tune their own process·
es. They will take stock of their own experiences, interests. and
values and come up with viable concepts for projects of their own.
The goal of this course is to generate an idea that will become
their Senior Project. This is the gateway course to our concentrat ion selection.
Prerequisite: 40.2201 Television Producer
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40-2201 The Television Producer 3 cr.
Course introduces the student to the duties of the producer,
focusing on relationships with directors. writers, talent, and other
station departments. The development and management of a project budget is also examined.
Prerequisite: 40-1302 Television and New Media Production and
52-1151 English Composition 1
40-2202 Writing for Television 3 cr.
Course is designed to provide background and experience in all
phases of writing for the media. Stress is placed on conceptual
skills not covered in production classes, with emphasis on idea
development. story planning. scripts with dialogue, silent techniques for dealing with images only. comedy, and drama. In this
intensive writing seminar there are weekly writing and reading
assignments and a series of quizzes on the textbook and materia 1
presented in class. Students' work is open to analysis by other
class members and class participation is a requirement.
Prerequisite: 52·1152 English Composition II and completion of
32 credit hours
40-2301 Television Studio Production 4 cr.
After an initial study of production terminology and techniques,
this intermediate production class uses the facilities in Studio B
to proauce a full-scale television program. The first part of the
class focuses on hanas-on. multiple-camera airecting skills. This
is a necessary technical ana creative course in preparation for
advancea production classes ana multiple camera directing.
Prerequisite: 40-1302 Television and New Media Production
40-2302 VIdeo Techniques I 4 cr.
Stuaents aevelop basic skills in the operation of fiela equipment
ana in the ability to plan, organize, and carry out Electronic Fiela
Production ana Eaiting. Students put into practice the basic rules
of visual composition learnea in Aesthetics of Television, as they
apply to aeveloping, planning, shooting, ana eaiting their projects.
Stuaents learn ana practice the funaamentals of conceptual deve I·
opment, planning, proauction management. fiela proauction tech·
niques, ana the use of a cuts-only editing system.
Prerequisite: 40-1103 Aesthetics of Television
40-2401 VIdeo Techniques II 4 cr.
Students gain an understanding of the basic principles ana
methodologies of editing. Stuaents stuay ana work with prepared
footage from documentary, dramatic, and commercial (PSA)
formats. Participants are expectea to develop proficiency in
managing, organizing, and manipulating project footage in preparation for off-line and on-line editing sessions. Class is taught using
aigital, non-linear editing stations. Students learn the basics of
aigital video editing operation. Using preselected program
segments, each student works hands-on in developing professional competencies ana general understanding of editing aesthetics
and non-linear editing techniques.
Prerequisite: 40-2302 Video Techniques I
40-2511 Interactive Television : Production I 3 cr.
As a gateway to upper-level courses in the Interactive
Concentration, this course introduces students to aesthetic and
conceptual bases for 2D Screen Design for interactive television
and serves as an introduction to 3D Design for interactive televi·
sion. Students develop a working knowledge of interactive televi·
sion-authoring software and benefit from class a iscussions with
industry professionals. Students' work is critiqued by peers.
Prerequisite: 40-1511 Interactive Television: Games, the Web, and
Television and 40-2401 Video Techniques II

40-2601 Creating the Television News Package 3 cr.
Course prepares Broadcast Journali sm students for shooting and
editing news package material. This hands-on/lecture class
provides opportunity for the future reporters and video journalists
to practice with their own material in the production of edited
news stories for television. Stand-ups, interviews, voice-overs,
sound bites, cut-aways, and the use of the television medium to
tell the journalistic story are hallmarks of this course.
Prerequisite: 40-2401 Video Techniques II and 53-2310 Broadcast
News Writing (Journalism}; must be taken concurrently with 533310 Writing and Reporting Television News (Journalism}
40-2621 News: On-Camera Reporting 3 cr.
This course teaches the reporter's role in a remote television situ·
ation. Students will be required to work unaer a deadline, writing
scripts in the field while providing visual scripting for Electronic
News Gathering (ENG) applications. Each story will be edited and
re-edited to conform to changing conditions and the news director's priorities. The course will stress the ethics and pressures of
on-the-spot journalism and the variety of situations (both real and
fabricated) that the ENG journalist faces in the craft of field
reporting.
Prerequisite: 40-1302 Television and New Media Production, 53·
2310 Broadcast News Writing (Journalism}
40-2721 VIdeo for Interactive Multimed ia II 4 cr.
In this course each student continues their education in field
production. editing, and related aesthetic areas. Students produce
individually conceived and edited work: however, students will
accomplish the production (shooting) component in cooperative
teams. Students also learn how to develop voice and point-of-view
as well as understand how to edit and work within a particular
genre style. Editing will be accomplished using Adobe Premiere DV
and AVID non-linear editing workstations.
Prerequisite: 40-1701 Video for Interactive Multimedia
40-2722 Screenwrltlng II 3 cr.
This course trains students to produce longer and more compll'X
screenplays and to facilitate a deeper understanding of the
screenwriting process. Course assists students in developing
character. story. and linear structure: assists students in developing systematic work habits to carry the student from idea development through revisions to a completed script; and provides
students with the opportunity for consistent critique of their
screenwriting.
Prerequisite: 40-2202 Writing for Television
40-2788 Television Career Strategies 1 cr.
Students will acquire an overview of the marketplace and will
develop strategies for building a portfolio and resume videotape,
refining interview techniques. and networking within the television
business for employment opportunities. Class time is devoted to
prioritizing and packaging personal data, creating resumes, and
organizing videotape for the job search. Students will learn
research ana prospecting techniques from guest experts. Three
hours of special editing time. for use during the summer months,
will be granted to senior students who have passed this course.
Prerequisite: 40-2302 Video Techniques I
40-3101 Te levision and Society 3 cr.
This senior level seminar will discuss the landmark issues that
arise from the medium of television. Some of the topics that will
be explored are censorship, political content. professional ethics
and responsibilities, sexual and violent content , journalistic
values, race and gender stereotypes. Readings include some of

the classic cases and opinions on these issues and look at the
current thoughts. In class. students will b<ainstorm scenarios that
solve ethical dilemmas. debate current issues, and write essays
about the issues at hand.
Prerequisite: Completion of 75 credit hours
4()..3201 Freelance Business Practlcum 3 cr.
Students are provided with the vision, knowledge, skills and tools
needed to effectively own and operate an independent television
production business.
Prerequisite: 40.2201 Television Producer
41).3211 The Producer' s Workshop 4 cr.
This course is intended to hone specific producing skills.
Students will be required to plan a real or fictional production in
complete form during the semester. Each production will require
a production "book" including the production description, time
chart, preproduction and postproduction plannrng notes. site
survey (for remote), storyboards, personnel and facrlities break·
down. and a budget.
Prerequisite: 40.2202 Writing for Television. 40.2100 Individual
Visions and 40.2401 Video Techniques II
40.3212 Television/ VIdeo Analysis 3 cr.
This Intermediate course will help the media student understand
the underlying meanings and messages beneath the superficial
storylines played out nightly on our screens. This course looks
closely at the structures and methods of deeper analysis that not
only make us more critical viewers but make us more insightful
television and film producers. We will view in class and deconstruct the most current prime time offerings on broadcast and
cable using four types of analysis, Historic, Auteur. Genre, and
Ideology. This is a writing intensive course. so we will be writing a
brief analysis every week.
Prerequisite: Completion of 32 credit hours and 52·1152 English
Composition II
40.3221 WrltlnC the Situation Comedy 4 cr.
Course Is an advanced scriptwriting class that teaches the skills
Involved In writing the most popular form In television today. the
situation comedy. The class will require the students to write two
half·hour comedies, one based on an existing television series,
the other based on an original concept. The scripts will be
reviewed in class and worked through in classic story conference
procedure. In addition. there will be a variety of lectures covering
specific types of humor such as situation. character. gag. and
physical comedy. This course may be repeated once for credit.
Prerequisite: 40.2202 Writing for Television or 24·1710
Screenwriting I
40.3222 The Professional WrltlnC Workshop 4 cr.
This advanced writing course will be central for the writing staff of
Columbia College's cable soap opera "Hungry Hearts.· Writing
dialogue and storyline for the program will be the hallmark in this
Intensive writing workshop. This course may be repeated once for
credit.
Prerequisite: 40.2202 Writing for Television ana 52·1152 English
Composition II
40.3223 ProduclnC the Television Ta lk Show 4 cr.
This course will deal with the producer's role in the current popular talk show genre. Students will be responsible for at least one
show and will work with such concepts as style and formatting:
the ethics of content selections: ethics and guest relations; audience management; and special skills for crew and staff. The work·
shop type class will cover casting, audience gathering. and
research of topics.
Prerequisite: 40.2201 Television Producer

4 0.3224 Produc l nC the Electronic Newsletter 4 cr.
Students will learn the techniques of intra-organizational commun~
cations, preparing programmatic material for dissemination in television format by interview, alpha-numeric character generation.
and on-site production. which will generate a thirty.minute program
for college-wide viewing on a weekly basis currently known as
C.C.E.N. Course may be repeated once for credit.
Prerequisite: 40.2401 Video Techniques 11 and 40.2201 Television
Producer
4 0.3225 Corporate Field Production 4 cr.
This course combines the preparation procedures of successful
corporate productions (research, scripts. storyboards, budget,
presentations. etc.) with sophisticated 3/ 4 • field production
equipment to yield a professional product. Students will study the
production process. conception through completion. and topics
will focus on typical areas of corporate video presentations. intern al and external communication, public affairs productions. training tapes, and other applications. Students actually produce
corporate productions on contract in this class.
Prerequisite: 4().2201 Television Producer and 40.2401 Viaeo
Techniques Ill
4 0.3226 Cable Program Workshop: Producing 4 cr.
In this advanced workshop, students will serve as producers for
Columbia College's cable television program "Hungry Hearts.· a
monthly soap opera. Students will have the opportunity to experl·
ence all phases of producing, from concept development through
the finished program segments to be aired on Chicagoland cable
systems. Course may be repeated once for credit.
Prerequisite: 40.2301 Television Stuaio Production and 40.2201
Television Producer
40.3227 Deci si on Maki ng: The Te levision Indu stry 3 cr.
Students will study television broadcasting's structure and all of
th e issues affecting the decision-making process. Students will
consider the human and economic factors governing decision
making in all phases of television operations. Lectures and
demonstrations will focus on situations that influence manage·
ment decisions. including research, programming. adver tising
sales, rating systems, and management styles with emphasis on
decision in day·to-day operations at top levels of management.
Prerequisite: Completion of 32 credit hours
4 0.3229 The Buslneu o f Broadcasting 3 cr.
This course is planned for undergraduates in Television and graduate students In Management. Course provides the historical back·
ground of the television business, including the launch of the
industry in the 1940s: the establishment of the regulatory
system; the operational structure of stations and networks: the
development of cable and satellite broadCasting: and the programming policies and strategies of the present broadcasting industry.
The class is intended to provide a road map to the business praottces and methods of operation of broadcasting entities at the
beginning and at the end of the twentieth century.
Prerequisite: Completion of 32 credit hours
4 0.3230 Writing and Producing Sketch Comedy 3 cr.
This course will focus on the writing and producing of sketch
comedy culminating In the production of a variety program in the
style of Saturday Night Live. Thrs adVanced writing/producing
oourse will be paired with the Oirecting Production: Music and
Entertainment course to facilitate the production. The course will
also review the history and analyze this style of comedy that has
been a televisron staple since the fifties.
Prerequisite: 40.2202 Writing for Television
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40.3231 Writing for Television Genre 3 cr.
This course is an advanced level writing class with much time
devoted to the development of analytic skills. The class will be
broken up into two parts. The first will be an investigation of a
variety of analytic methods. The second half will be spent examining a variety of genres and writing a series of outl ines and script
excerpts. The topics would include action/adventure, melodrama,
dramaedy, mystery, and science fiction. Each would be examined
with examples drawn from both current and past television
programming. The class would conclude with the completion of a
full-length script.
40·3232 Television Program Development 3 cr.
In this advanced level producing course students will have an
opportunity to work on the creation of a television program pilot
tor the department. As a companion class to the Producer's
Workshop, students will be responsible for a program idea from
creative conception to the completion of the production .
Prerequisite: 40.2201 The Television Producer and 40.2100
Individual Visions
40.3233 Production and Facilities Management 3 cr.
This course prepares the student for middle management in televi·
sion and cable facilities. The responsibilities of production
managers. assistant producers, and production assistants are
defined and explored. Time keeping and supervisory responsibili·
ties for both personnel and equipment are explained. Production
budgets are prepared. reviewed and fit into systematic operational
plans. Equipment selection and maintenance policies are
discussed.
Prerequisite: 40.2201 Television Producer and 40.2401 Video
Techniques 11
40.3310 Television Equipment Practlcum 3 cr.
This course offers extensive drill-related hands-on experience with
studio production equipment. It is designed to assist the student
in mastering the technical and aesthetic functions of cameras.
video switchers. audio mixing, studio lighting, and graphics preparation. State-of·the·art broadcast quality equipment is used
throughout the class as students rotate from one intensive drill
experience to another.
Prerequisite: 40.2301 Television Studio Production
40.3311 Advanced Production Techniques 3 cr.
This lighting and camera class is a required course for students in
both the Production and Postproduction/Effects concentrations.
Focusing on advanced techniques for lighting and camera opera·
lions, students will further develop their understanding and skills
gained in the basic core courses. Hands-on work as well as a
deeper understanding of the principles and concepts that guide
these production techniques will be the hallmark of this upper
level course.
Prerequisite: 40.2301 Television Studio Production and 40.2401
Video Techniques 11
40.3312 Television Directing Production: Music and
Entertainment 4 cr.
This advanced class further develops directing skills specifically
for live performance , utilizing larger studio facilities and creating
more sophisticated productions. The students will be required to
produce and direct variety show productions that approach profes·
sional broadcast and commercial levels.
Prerequisite: 40.2301 Television Studio Production and 40.3310
Television Equipment Practicum

40.3313 Television Directing Production: News 4 cr.
This advanced directing class includes the development and pres·
entation of the news program under rigid studio operating condi·
tions. Using graphics and videotape on a production deadline. the
productions are executed with full studio facilities. This is one of
three classes working cooperatively on the production of "600
South." Columbia College's student news program.
Prerequisite: 40.2301 Television Studio Production and 40.3310
Television Equipment Practicum
40-3314 Television Directing Production: Drama 4 cr.
This advanced class further develops d irecting skills. specifically
dramatic performance, utilizing larger studio facilities and will be
co-taught with a Theatre/Music Department offering. The
combined classes will examine the complex orchestration required
to capture the theatrical performance using the sophisticated
technology of television . Student directors will become acquainted
with the special rigors and disciplines of performing as well as the
creative freedom it offers.
Prerequisite: 40.2301 Television Studio Production and 40.3310
Television Equipment Practicum
40.3315 Television Directing Production: Interview 4 cr.
This advanced directing course will develop directing skills specifi·
cally for the public affairs. talk shows and interview formats.
Util izing the larger studio facilities. students will be working d irect·
ly with a producing class toward the production of a college-wide
intra-communication program (C.C.E.N.) to be viewed at all
campus locations.
Prerequis ite: 40.2301 Television Studio Production and 40.3310
Television Equipment Practicum
40.3316 Televis ion Directing Production: Remote 4 cr.
Students will learn to adapt both studio and field production. utiliz·
ing a mobile remote production truck to shoot on-location at a
variety of events in and around Chicago. Sports. news, and
productions for the Television Department's own cable programs
are researched. produced. and directed by students . Productions
include music performance for "Music Alive· and selected scenes
from the department soap opera "Hungry Hearts." Emphasis is
placed upon pre-planning. meeting deadlines. survey of locations,
and performance of a wide range of crew duties. including
d irecting.
Prerequisite: 40.2301 Television Studio Production and 40-3310
Television Equipment Practicum
40.3317 Telev ision Direction Production: Live Broadcast
4 cr.
In this class s tudents will serve as crew members for
"NewsBeat. • All phases of studio production including audio,
camera , switching, graphics . videotape, and directing will be
included as part of the student's fast·paced, deadline-oriented
experience.
Prerequisite: 40.2301 Television Studio Production
40.3321 Advanced Control Room Techniques 2 cr.
This equipment operation course will focus on the Studio A control
room. building on the skills gained in Television Equipment
Practicum . Students will spend a significant portion of the class
time working with the production switcher and the digital video
effects system . This course is an advanced elective in both the
Production and Postproduction concentrations.
Prerequisite: 40.3310 Television Equipment Practicum
40.3322 Making the Documentary for Television 4 cr.
Emphasis in this course is on developing an understanding of and
experience in the techniques of television documentary produc·

lion. Major areas of instruction deal with theory, preproduction,
production, and postproduction phases in making documentaries.
Special emphasis is given to scripting, including concept and
treatment preparation covering the needs and technical considerations of videotape production. Budgets are prepared, locations
surveyed. and shooting schedules detailed.
Prerequisite: 40.3412 Video Techniques Ill

40-3323 Televlalon Newa: Field Production 4 cr.
An advanced field production and editing class with total emphasis on the production of television news field stories. this class
will prepare, shoot, and edit news magazine ·packages· for the
·600 South• news program, produced for cable television by
Columbia College. This is one of three courses working cooperatively on this program venture. Producers for each story will be
provided from the Television News Practicum course. which meets
in the same weekly time slot.
Prerequisite: 40.2401 Video Techniques 11

40.3324 Experimental VIdeo Production 4 cr.
This advanced level video production course in innovative
programming explores experimental productions, from their
conception to production and the exhibition, distribution, and grant
opportunities available to artists and students. Each student will
produce an innovative program in one of the genres covered in
class. At the end of the semester, a premiere exhibition of work
produced during the semester will be open to the public at the
Hokin Center Gallery.
Prerequisite: 40.3412 Video Techniques Ill
4().3325 Cable Pro1ram Workahop: Production 4 cr.
This advanced workshop will serve as the ·production house· for
Columbia College's cable television program ·Hungry Hearts,· a
monthly soap opera series. All phases of studio production including staging. lighting, sound, camera, and directing will be included
as part of the students· experience in this intensive production
course. Course may be repeated once for credit.
Prerequisite: 40.2301 Television Studio Production and 40-3310
Television Equipment Practicum
4().3411 Qraphlca for Televlalon 3 cr.
Students will develop a command of several methods of producing
graphics specifically designed for television. Through a series of
lectures and assignments. students will produce examples of various forms of television graphics. Planning, storyboarding, and
designing images as well as the aesthetic issues of 20 design for
television will be addressed. Students will become competent in
designing still images, sequencing images. compositing images.
and motion graphics for television. The final production of the
assignments will be integrated Into a program and outPut to tape.
Prerequisite: 40.2401 Video Techniques II

40-3412 VIdeo Technlqu. . Ill 4 cr.
Students develop an individual project and follow through from
preproduction. Emphasis will be on fieldshOOting. producing a
finished videotape, content to be determined by the students
through a written proposal. script and storyboard. Course follows
Video Tech II and pursues a continuation of non-linear editing techniques. Pr8Ciical tutorials will focus on advanced editing techniques, stytes, and strategies for editing on a non-linear system.
Criitical skills will be developed through orw:lass critoques.
Prwequisite: 40-2401 VIdeo Tedlmques II

40-3421 Advance4 Poetproductlon 4 cr.
This advanceO editing class addresses ossues of both on- and off·
line editir« systems and includes an A/ B roll edlllr« surte wrth

digital effects capability. The process begins with en off~ine edrt
on a non-linear system . The class then moves to the A/B roll edit
system . Students are trained in the flow of informatiOn. system
design, control structure. and operational skills of the advanced
editing suite. Waveform analysis and s&gnal modificatoon utilizong
the equipment in the advanced suite will be covered on depth. Thos
seminar·format class is designed for the advanced-level editing
student. Individual project analysis will be ongoing in regard to
structural analysis and aesthetic concerns.
Prerequisite: 40.3412 Video Techniques Ill

40.3422 Dllltal lllualon: Specie! Effect• for Televlalon
3 cr.
Special effects through computer tools have become a viable
aspect of many television shows . There is a fast-growing field for
Ulose people with the skills in creating or producing effects work .
Paintbox artists. Effects Producer. and motion graphics production
are all very real skill positions within the industry.
Prerequisite: 40.3423 Professional Television Graphics Desi~r
or 40.3511 lnteracti><e Television: Production II

40.3423 Profe. .lon•l Televlalon Gr•phlca o..11ner 3 cr.
Students will develop a command of several methods of producing
graphics specifically designed for television. Planning, storyboarding, and designing images as well as the aesthetic issues of 20
design for television will be addressed . Advanced topics and new
forms for broadcast graphics will be addressed. Final product will
be producing storyboards and graphics each week for use in the
several cable productions and for webcasting of these shows and
other productions.
Prerequisite: 40.3411 Graphics for Television
40.3424 Advanced Non-Line•r Edltlnl 4 cr.
Students will develop individual projects and follow them throue~~
from preproduction to postproduction. Emphasis will be on produc·
ing finished projects, content to be determined by the students
Ulrough written proposals, scripts, and storyboards. This course
follows Video Techniques Ill and pursues a continuation of nonlinear editing techniques. Practical tutorials will focus on advanced
editing techniques. styles. and strategies for editing on a nonlinear system. Critical skills will be developed through irw:lass
critiques with visiting editors
Prerequisite: 40.3412 Video Techniques Ill
40.3425 Specl•l Toplcl Seminar: Avid 1 cr.
Course is designed to address special topics each semester that
are of importance to students. but not necessarily worthy of an
entire course. Topics will range from conceptual to technological
and be completed in two intensive workshop days.
Prerequisite: Aim student: 24-2401 Editing the Narratrve Aim
4().3511 Interactive Televlalon Production II 3 cr.
This course addresses a broad range of desogn and aesthetiC
issues relatong to onteractivlty. the electronic omage. and electlonoc
nnedia . Cntical viewing of interactive works on artostoc. educatoonal.
and entertainment genres are a central component. Practocal
workshOps focus on the preparatoon of vanous medoa matenals fO<
oncorporatoon onto onteractl¥8 fe<mat and onclude plannong.
r·esource management. and distributJon stlatf~C~es.
Prerequrstte: 4().2511 lnteractl¥8 Te~e>osoon ; Pr0<1vct10<1 I
40-3521 Creatllll lnter•ctlve Televlalon: A Te8111 Approacll
3 cr.
Thos onterdoscophnary course Will offer students from Sf!Veral
departments a workshOP e.penenc.e on producong an onteractl¥8
teieYisoon program. The course assumes an understandong of t1>e
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team aPQtoach to thiS l)fOductlon format and begins with the interaction of the d isciplines and l)fogram concept. continues with the
indiVidual team constructs. and ends with the integration of all
components in creating a finoshed Pfojec1.
Prerequistte: 40.3511 lnter~~etive Television: PrOduction 11

l)fograms being created at this t1me. The last thord of the class
will have the students creating theor own Pfogr&mS and l)fesenlirc
their final scripts to the class.
Prerequisite: 24-1710 Scr~nwntlng I or 4(}2202 Writing for
Television

4(}3522 l nterecthre Televl alon: lnatruct lonel Deal&n

4(}3768 l nternahl p: Tel evlalon Vanable cr.
Internships PfOvide advanced students w•lh an opportunity to gain
work experience in an area of concentration or Interest while
receiving academic credit toward their degrees.
Prerequisite: 4(}2788 Television C/Jfeer Strategies and 3 .0 GA4
and completion of 60 credit hOUrs

>

3 cr.
Instructional OesiiJl organ1zes the framework for the content.
including learning theory. funct1on l)fogramming, e~ecution of
action . task accomplishment and other components. Both compul·
er and telev~sion are merely tools and are as valuable as the skill.
knowledge and commitment of the PfOducer/ designer of the
programs within . Princtptes of theory. aesthetics. psychology.
develol)fnent. management. and evaluation of interactive
programs will be emphasized .
Prerequisite: 4(}1511 Interactive Television: Games. the Web, and
Television and 4(}2201 Television Producer and 4(}2511
Interactive Television: Production 1
4(}3601 The Telev lalon Newa Prectlcum 4 cr.
Utilizing traditional newsroom approaches and field prOduction and
editing techniques. students will develop techniques used in news
planning. assignment of stories and all other functions of the television news venue. Emphasis will be on field producing in helping
to familiarize Broadcast Journalism majors with the professional
operation and practice of television news departments. This class
is one of three courses workillg cooperatively on the regular
South· or · Newsbeat: Columbia College's
production of
student news;news magazine programs.
Prerequisite: 4(}2601 Creating the Television News Package and
5~3310 Writing and Reporting Television News

·soc

4(}.3 621 Prectlc um : Producln& the Newa 4 cr.
OesiiJled to WOrk in tandem with the ·Television News Practicum •
course, this class Is intended to teach the performance of personnel in planning newscasts, expanding stories. television copy editing. s tacking the newscast (determining the order of stories).
making on-air decisions. and assembling story ideas and sources
for each story. The course will relate these decisions to the real
wor1d with the class serving as executive producers for the ongoing production of ·500 South· or ·Newsbeat: the campus television news; news magazine programs. Course may be repeated
once for credit.
Prerequisite: 4(}3601 Television News Practicum and department
approval
4(}3721 1ntroductlon to Fllmmekln& 3 cr.
This course Is designed for the Television major as an introduction
to film production . Given the convergence of the mediums. a
Television major interested In broadening their background would
find it beneficial to have some knowledge of shooting on film.
Students will have an opportunity to create t.h eir own work. shot
on film and edited digitally. The course is taught by a filmmaker
and uses the Film Department camera equipment. Editing is
completed on non-linear systems in the Television Department.
Prerequisite: 4(}2401 Vrdeo Techniques 11
4(}3732 Wrltlnl for Multlmedle 3 cr.
Students w111 learn the skills 1nvolved in writ1ng for the complex
and branched narrat1ve of tomorrow' s games. educational . and
entertainment programs . The course w1ll beg1n w1th an overview of
the area from a wnter"s perspective. Alter an anatys1s of the bas1c
formats and tools 1nvo111e<1 1n wnt1ng th1s type of program. the
class woll move on to a close anatvs1s of the bas1c tvoes of

40.3798 Independent Project variable cr.
Art independent project is desiiJled by the student. with the
approval of a supervising faculty member. to study an area that is
not at present available in the curriculum. Prior to registration. the
student must submit a written proposal that outlines the project.
Prerequisite: Department approval
4(}7211 Culture , Rece, end the Medle 3 cr.
The media has a pervasive Influence upon how we view the world .
This course will enable us to analyze subtle and subliminal
messages about culture. race, ethnicity. gender. religion, class.
and ability as presented to us through the media. We will further
develop an authentic sense of our own culture through research.
readings, and open discussion of ·difference.· Expected
outcomes include analysis of readings from related social
sciences. a research project in cultural anthropology. and self·
examination of personal cultural and racial identity.
Prerequisite: Completion of 32 credit hours
4(}7221 Speech: Communlcetlnl the M . . . .,e 3 cr.
Oral Communication includes effective presentation skills, the
ability to persuade. motivate. inspire. teach. react. and the ability
to listen well. Television offers myriad examples of speakers. This
course utilizes the medium for visual ·proof' us1ng cameras and
microphones to videotape students for instant feedback. self·
aPQtaisal. and motivation and employs a team aPQtoach tor peer
evaluation. This is a basic speech course incorporating skills of
the media age : sound-bites. correct visual support. aPQtOPfiate
dress. body language and eye contact, speeches of persuasion .
exposition demonstration. and motivation.
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Theater
THE THEATER DEPARTMENT OFFERS A PROGRAM A I MED AT EQUIPPING ITS
STUDENTS WI TH THE SK I LLS NEEDED FOR FULLY DEVELOPING THE I R
CAREERS. PERFORMANCE IS CONSIDERED TO BE TH E K EY T O PROGRESS . THE
FACULTY AND STAFF ARE ALL WORKING PROFESSIONALS-ACTIVE AND PROMI·
NEN T MEMBERS OF CHICAGO'S LIVELY T HEATER COMMUNITY.

The Department stresses intensive one-on-one
training and supplies a multitude of opportuni·
ties for applying this learning in performance
situations.

···~ ··

All Theater majors must learn t he basics of
every aspect of the profession. Along with
these basics, students with a concentration in
acting must take a combination of traditional
scene study, spoken and sung vocal tech·
nique, body movement. acting techniques, and
theatrical styles. In addition, they choose
among studies in camera techniques, improvi·
sation, stage combat, accents and dialects,
musical theater, and other subjects of general
interest in the field. For those interested in
the technical and design programs, extensive
training is available in stage management and
in set, costume, lighting, and makeup design
and construction. The Department also offers
equally extensive training programs in direct·
ing and playwriting.
The Theater Department produces a six·show
subscription season for general theater audi·
ences. At the 400-seat Emma and Oscar Getz
Theater, we present fully mounted productions
of two large cast plays and one musical. In
the 60-s eat New Studio, we present full
productions of one musical and two plays,
including the annual winner of the Theodore
Ward Prize for a new play by an African-

American playwright. Additionally, many facultyand student-directed workshops are produced
each semester in the 60-seat Classic Studio
and in our other two performance spaces.
Students who wish to per form in addition to
taking classes understand that time needed
for rehearsals and performances is extracurricular. Auditions for all shows are open to
anyone taking courses in the department; no
shows are pre-cast. Students also take advantage of professional internships frequently
available with local companies.
"The performing arts are collaborative by
nature. By learning within a professional environment. students in the Theater Department
see first-hand how this collaborative environment works and what is expected of each indi·
vidual within the community. And because they
are working side by side with professionals,
students are much better prepared for the
rigors of earning a living in t heir chosen field
than typical beginning professionals...
Sheldon Patinkln

Cha irperson
Theater Department
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A Major In Theater
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The. . tl\ljcQ must compM\8 ~ c:redlt houri of coni
OOUt'lft 8nd ..._, ..-:t one of the four ._..,lllltlons: OirectirCActlrC. The- Onilr'. 8nd ~ Monors .,. also offered in

c

Olrectlr'C.

ActJrC. 8nd lnterdi~oeipllnary PI~~

SlMtl"C 1811 2001. the Thelller Department wdl offer 8echelor of
Ane Artl deCrees In Olrectl~ Acti~ 8nd Theater Oeslelt.
Studenlllnternted In pursui"C the B.F.A. will be eliC)ble to
decllte their Intention upon admission to the Collete.
ContJnuetlon In the B.F.A. procnwn Is contlrcent upon e number of
lectors soeclflcelly outlined In the requirements lor the majors. At
the 60 credll hour lewl a determination will be made rec-di"C
the student' s contJnulrc candidacy In the B.F.A. procnwn. Bachelor
of Artl procr-• will elsa be offered in the 8bOIIe three areas ol
Olrec:tif'C, ActJrc, and Thelller OeslCfl as well as In Musical
Thelller Performance and Ptaywrtt.i"C. After fell 2001. students
presently in the B.A. procnwns may apply for entnlnCe Into the
B.F.A. deCree procr- or continue with their present course of
study. Major requirements for 1998-2000 are listed In the pr!Mous colleCe CltAIIol or in brochures evelllble in the Oepertment.
The requirements lor the , _ B.F.A.s, B.A.s. end minors are listed
belOw end IIVIIillble from the Theater Department or Admissions

Offtce.

aiQUI.IMIIITI FO. ,.MI MAJO.I AIID MIIIO.I

a.cllete. ef FlH Arte I• DlrecthtC.

11 e,... ....,_

31·1200 ActJrC 1: Basoc $lulls . 31·1205 ActlrC 1: Selene Study 8nd
Aeheersel Lib. 31·2200 Actorc II : Mit• ICed Scene Study 8nd
Aehe~n~tl Lib. 31-1300 IIOoce Treini"C for Actor I, 31-1305 ~
I'Aollement lor Actor 1. 31·1210 lrnproo!Mtlon T~. 31·
3100 Styles and Crefls: Ancient to BaroQue. 31·3105 Styles 8nd
Crefls: Baroque to Modem, 31·3110 Styles 8nd er.fta:
Nineteenth end Twentoeth Century, 31·2120 Tex1 ~s. 31·
3125 lntrodue11on to Orameturo. 31·1500 Production T~
Crew, 31-1505 Production Tec:Miques: S\IC8C'8ft. 31-1600
lntrodue1oon to Oesilfl for Staee. 31-1605 SUCe Makeup, 31·
2530 stace Manacement. 31·3625 Collebcn!M Seminr. Mlec1
one of the follow!~ 31-1520 l..WitJrc Tec:toiOioCJH. 31·2e10 Set
Oescn end Renderirc Studio or 31·2615 Coetume ~ 8nd
Reooenrc Studio: 31·2700 Oir~ 1. 31·3700 01~ 11. 31·
3701 Oirec:tlrc Ill . 31·3799 lndepeudeut Project: 01~ ~
its: seleCt one of the foliowlrc: ~2190 Fund Relll~
Introduction, 28-1150 GcMtmment: Artl Polley Rnourc:es. or~
1170 Grant Proposal: Ptennlrc and Wl1t.irc; Mleet 3 c;reclltl ftom
the lollowir"C: eny ol 31·3200 thfOUih 31·3234 AcUrc Ill Styles.
31·2905 Community Based Performance, 31·2900 Cold
Readlrcs. 31·2270 Text Interpretation and MMII. 31·2271
lntrodue11on to Puppetry, 31·2370 Ptlyslc8l Comedy WorQhop, 31
2371 Classical Text Wort<shop, 31·2970 Introduction to Thelltef ill
ChiciiCo. 31·2971 Theater Education for Children

e

a,.clel refJulre-llte for I . F.A . 111 Dlrectl.,: Studlntl Inter
ested In pursuirc the B.F.A. In Olr~ will be eiiCible to dldltW
their intention upon admission to the Col!eCe. Conti~ In the
B.F.A. in 01~ procnwn is~ on • number of lectore.
includi"C 1 2.5 Gf¥< in the major COUBH, project -.men~.
end adherence to CUI'rlcullf strue1ure. Trensfer ltudlntl must
meet with • faculty IICMsor before recJIItnltlon to 8Y8lulll trenscrtptl. To oomplete • B.F.A. in Dlrectl"C- trenefer ltudlntl must
be in fuiHlrne residence • minimum ol two yeere 8nd oomplele •
minimum ol required course wort< determined by the Department.
locltelor of Art• 111 Dlrect111a. 10 cre41t llo•re

31·1200 ActirC 1: Basic Skills. 31-1205 Actl"C 1: Solnl Study 8nd
Reheersel Lib. 31·2200 Actl"C II: AdYonced Solnl Study 8nd
Rehearsal Lib, 31-1300 ~ Tl'lllnl"C for Actor I. 31-1305 ~
Mollement for Actor I, 31-1210 lmptovlsotlon T~. 31·
1500 Produe1100 Tec:Miques: Crew, 31-1505 Production
Techniques: Stacecraft. 31-1600 Introduction to ~ for Stee-.
31·2120 Text Analysi s. 31·2530 SUCe M.,...,nent. 31·2700
OlrectJrc 1. 31·3700 Olrectirc 11. 31·3701 01~ 111. 31·379G
lndepetldent Proje(t: Dlrectlrc; Mleet one of the fol~ 31·
3100 Styles end Crofts: Arocient to Baroque, 31·3105 Styles end
Crofts: Baroque to Modem. 31·3110 Styles encl CfOftl:
Nineteenth and Twentieth Century
MIIMr 111 Dlrect111a. 24 cretllt llotlre

31·1200 ActJrc 1: Blsic Skills. 31·1205 Acti"C 1: Solnl Study 8nd
Reheersel Lib, 31·2120 Te.rt Anelyals. 31-1600 Introduction to

DnCn for
I, 31·3700

sue-. 31·2530 sue- M.,...,nent. 31·2700 Dotec:ti"C
Oor~

II

a.c~~e~er.,,.. Arte I• Actl. ..

14-1• erMtt ....,_

31-1200 Act"'C 1: Beaoc Slults. 31-1205 Act"'C 1: Scene Study 8nd
Reheersel Lib. 31·2200 ActJr'C II: Ad~~• ICed Solnl Study 8nd
Rehe..U Lib. 31·2205 AcUrc n: Cherocllt encs ~..,
Rehe..U Lib: MIIC1 two ActJr'C Ill: 5t)1n 31·3200 ~ 31·
3234. """ ,_,.,. rehelrMI ~e: 31·3240 ActlrC rv. 31-1300

Voice Training for Actor I, 31·2300 Voice Training for Actor II, 31·
3300 Voice Training for Actor Ill, 31·3305 Singing for Actor I, 31·
1305 BodY Movement for Actor I, 31·2305 Body Movement for
Actor 11. 31·1210 Improvisation Techniques 1. 31-1500 Production
Techniques: Crew. 31·1505 Production Techniques: Stagecraft,
31·1605 Stage Makeup, 31·3100 Styles and Crafts: Ancient to
Baroque, 31·3105 Styles and Crafts: Baroque to Modern. 31·
3110 Styles and Crafts: Nineteenth and Twentieth Century, 31·
2120 Text Analysis, 31-3900 Professional Survival and
Auditioning; select 3 credits of the following: 31·1310 Feldenkrais
Technique, 31-2315 Stage Combat I, 31·3301 Voice Training for
Actor IV, 31-2325 Accents and Dialects I, 31·2370 Physical
Comedy WorkshOp, 31·2371 Classical Text Workshop, 31·2270
Text Interpretation and the Mask. 31·2271 Introduction to
Puppetry; select 3 credits of the following: 31-2700 Directing I,
31·2900 Cold Reading, 31·2905 Community Based Performance,
31·3810 Solo Performance. 31·2970 Introduction to the Theater
in Chicago, 31·2971 Theater Education for Children
Special requirements for B.F. A. In Acting: Students interest·
ed in pursuing the B.F.A. In Acting will be eligible to declare their
intention upon admission to the College. Continuance in the B.F.A.
in Acting program is contingent upon a number of factors. includ·
ing a 2.5 GPA in the major courses. performance assessment ,
and adherence to curricular structure. Transfer students must
meet with a faculty advisor before registration to evaluate tran·
scripts. To complete a B.F.A. In Acting, transfer students must be
in full-time residence a minimum of two years and complete a
minimum of required course work determined by the Department.
Bachelor of Arts In Acting. 50 credit hours
31·1200 Acting 1: Basic Skills. 31·1205 Acting 1: Scene Study and
Rehearsal Lab, 31·2200 Acting II: Advanced Scene Study and
Rehearsal Lab. 31-2205 Acting II: Character and Ensemble and
Rehearsal lab, 31·3299 Independent Project: Performance. 31·
3200 Acting Ill: Acting and Performing and Rehearsal lab, 31·
1300 Voice Training for Actor I, 31·2300 Voice Training for Actor II,
31·1305 BodY Movement for Actor I, 31·1210 Improvisation
Techniques I, 31·1500 Production Techniques: Crew. 31·1505
Production Techniques: Stagecraft. 31·1600 Introduction to
Design for the Stage, 31·2120 Text Analysis. 31-2700 Directing 1:
select one of the following: 31-3100 Styles and Crafts: Ancient to
Baroque, 31-3105 Styles and Crafts: Baroque to Modern. 31·
3110 Styles and Crafts: Nineteenth and Twentieth Century
Minor In Acting. 22 credit hours
31·1200 Acting 1: Basic Skills. 31·1205 Acting 1: Scene Study and
Rehearsal Lab, 31·2200 Acting II: Advanced Scene Study and
Rehearsal Lab, 31·1300 Voice Training for Actor I, 31·1305 Body
Movement for Actor 1. 31·1210 Improvisation Techniques I, 31·
1500 Production Techniques: Crew or 31·1505 Production
Techniques: Stagecraft
Bachelor of Fine Arts In Theater Design. 80 credit hours
Bachelor of Arts In Theater Design . 50 credit hours
Core courses for B.F. A. and B.A . Requirements. 50 credit
hours
31·1200 Acting 1: Basic Skills. 31·1510 Drafting and Model
Making, 31·1515 Rendering Techniques. 31·1520 Lighting
Technologies. 31·1525 Costume Construction I. 31·1530
Introduction to Set Construction. 31·1600 Introduction to Design
for the Stage. 31·1605 Stage Makeup I. 31·3100 Styles and
Crafts: Ancient to Baroque, 31·3105 Styles and Crafts: Baroque
to Modern, 31-3110 Styles and Crafts: Late Nineteenth and

Twentieth Century, 31-2120 Text Analysis, 31·2610 Set Design
and 31-2677 Design Studio concurrently, 31·2615 Costume
Design and 31·2677 Design Studio concurrently, 31·2620 lighting
Design and 31·3621 lighting Design Lab concurrently, 31·3905
Creating a Career in Technology and Design, 31-3998
Independent Project: Portfolio; select one of the following: 31·
3610 Advanced Set Design. 31·3615 Advanced Costume Design.
31·3620 Advanced Lighting Design
Additional Requirements fo r B.F.A. I n Th. .ter Design
17 credit hours credit hours of additional required courses: 31·
3625 Collaboration Seminar. 31·3650 Theater Design Practicum:
Assistant Designer. 31·3650 Theater Design Practlcum: Design
Directing Project, 31·3650 Theater Design Practlcum: Design
Mainstage, 22-1210 Beginning Drawing: select one of the following: 22-2175 Fashion: An Historical Perspective, 22·1131 History
of Architecture
Select a minimum of 13 credit hours of the following electives:
31-2510 Scenic Carpentry, 31-2515 Scene Painting. 31·2526
Costume Construction 11. 31·2670 Topics: Experience in Sound for
t he Theater. 31·2970 Introduction to Theater In Chicago, 31·2521
CAD for the Performing Ar ts. 31·3605 Stage Makeup 11. 31·2520
Current Technology for the Performing Arts, 22-2214 Figure
Drawing, 22-2222 Watercolor Studio, 22-1230 Fundamentals of
3 D Design, 23-1100 Foundations of Photography and 23-1101
Darkroom Workshop I concurrently, 28-2111 Legal Aspects of the
Arts and Entertainment.
Special requirements for a B.F. A. In Theater Design:
Students interested in pursuing the B.F.A. in Theater Design will
be eligible to declare their intention upon admission to the
College. Continuance in the B.F.A. in Theater Design is contingent
on a number of factors including a 2.5 GPA in the major courses.
project assessment. and adherence to curricular structure.
Transfer students must meet with a faculty advisor before
Registration to evaluate transcripts. To complete a B.F.A. in
Theater Design, transfer students must be in fuiHime residence a
minimum of two years and complete a minimum of required
course work.
Bachelor of Arts In Pl aywrltlnC
At the time of this printing, the Playwriting B.A. is being reconfig.
ured. Students interested in pursuing a B.A. in Playwriting should
contact the Theater Department for information about course
offerings and production opportunities.
Interdisciplinary Minor In Playwrltlnc. 24 credit ho urs
31-2800 Playwriting Workshop I, 55·1101 Fiction Writing I, 31·
3800 Playwriting Workshop II, 55-4204 Critical Reading and
Writing: Drama and Story; select 10 credit hours of 31-1200
Acting 1: Basic Skills • . 31·1210 Improvisational Techniques I, 31·
2 120 Text Analysis. 31·3805 New Plays Workshop. 31·1600
Introduction to Design for the Stage, 31-3899 Independent
Project : Playwriting, 55-4102 Fiction Writing 11 • . 55-4302 Story
and Script. 55-4309 Story to Stage. 55-9000 Independent
Project: Fiction Writing
( •strongly recommended)

Major In Musical Theater Performance
The Musical Theater Performance major is an Integrated curriculum of courses from the Dance. Theater and Music Departments.
See the Interdisciplinary Studies section of the catalog for the
major requirements.
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Course Descriptions
31·1200 Acti ng 1: Basic Skil ls 3 cr.
Students learn the discipline of acting through physical. vocal. an<t
Improvisational exercises. Course uses some text work consisting
of short scenes and monologues from plays to teach beginning
actors awareness of their own and others· needs on stage.
Scenes are not presented during performance weeks. Voice
Training for the Actor 1 is recommended as a concurrent course.
Required course for all Theater maj ors.
31-1205 Acting 1: Scene Study 3 cr.
Students learn to solve beginning acting problems through work
on two-person scenes from contemPOrary plays. Students study
acting text for clues to character behavior and motivation fleshed
out during the rehearsal proces.s in preparation for performance.
Scenes may be presented formally during performance weeks.
Rehearsal Lab must be taken concurrently.
Prerequisite: 31-1200 Acting 1: Basic Skills. 31-1305 Body
Movement for the Actor I (may be taken concurrently), 31-1300
1-tlice Training for the Actor I (may be taken concurrently)
31·1210 Improvisational Techn iques I 3 cr.
Course teaches fundamental improvisational skills needed tor all
acting and character work and the basic techniques for becoming
an Improvisational actor. Course is taught by people who work
with Chicago's famed Second City.
Prerequisite: 31-1200 Acting 1: Basic Skills. 31-1300 1-tlice
Training for t.h e Actor I, 31·1305 Body Movement for the Actor 1
(may be taken concurrently)
31-1215 African Ameri can Perfo rmanc e Lab 3 cr.
Course introduces theatrical process in the African continuum and
explores creation and development ot individually and collaboratively generated performance. Weekly workshop provides an indepth exploration of performance aspects of narratives. oral tradition, and plays; letters, sermons, and speeches; ceremonial and
gestural forms, POetry. and non-text sources.
31·1300 Voice Training lor the Actor I 3 cr.
Course introduces various techniques to aid beginning actors in
development and use of their natural voices tor the stage.
Students practice fundamentals of breathing, resonation, and
articulation; learn vocal warm-up in preparation for performance;
and study several monologues from contemPOrary material. Acting
I; Basic Skills is recommended as a concurrent course.
31·1305 Body Movement lor the Ac tor I 3 cr.
Course focuses on development of proper physicality. stretch, and
strength and on activation and direction of energy. Students develop an Individual movement voice and understand how to modify it
to resPOnd to emotional and physical needs of a character. Acting
I; Scene Study is recommended as a concurrent course.
31·1310 Feldenkrals Method: Awareness through
Movement I 3 cr.
Course is based on Moshe Feldenkrais Awareness through
Movement lessons. Through select breathing and movement
sequences, students learn new vocal patterns and make SPOntaneous acting choices beyond habitual movement. Movement
sequences are light and easy and may be accomplished by
anyone regardless of age or physical limitations.
31-1400 Amer ican Musical Theate r: From the Beginn ings
to 1945 2 cr.
Course is required for Musical Theater majors in the first semester of their first year. This is the first half of a two-semester

course covering development of musical theater from its roots in
opera, operetta. and vaudeville, to the rewes and musical comedies of the 1920s and 1930s, to the emergence of the mo<tern
musical in the work of Rodgers and Hammerstein. Students are
introduced to shows and songs from each period through rea<tings, recordings, and videos. Course is offered fall semester only.
31-1405 Am eric an Musical Theater: From 1945 t o Present
2 cr.
Course is required for Musical Theater majors in the second
semester of their first year. Course is the second half of a twosemester course continuing s tudy of the history of the musical
begun in American Musical Theater: From the Beginnings to 1945.
Instruction covers development of musicals of Rodgers and
Hammerstein to the POJH>peras and spectacles of the present.
Content gives some attention to movie musicals and the introduction of shows and songs from each period through readings,
recordings, and vodeos. Course is offered spring semester only.
31-1500 Prod uct ion Techniq ues : Crew 2 cr.
Students work as backstage crew tor Theater Department produc·
tions. Students gain understanding of behind-the-scenes labor that
supPOrts on-stage performance. Participants also get the opportunity to observe nuance and change in live performance as it
occurs over several performances. Time is required outside of
class.
31-1505 Production Techniques : Stagecraft 2 cr.
Through lecture and hands-on experience students are Introduced
to fundamentals of costume construction. scenery construction
and design , and technical aspects of stage lighting.
31·1510 Drafti ng and Model Maki ng 2 cr.
Course introduces mechanical drawing techniques as applied to
the performing arts. Students execute transfer of two-<timensional
drafting into three-dimensional model form. Course is recommend·
ed for those interested in visual design elements of performing
arts and is a prerequisite of all theater design courses.
31-1515 Rendering Techniques 2 cr.
Course introduces figure drawing, color, light and shadow. and a
variety of rendering materials and techniques. Coursework focuses
on rendering of costumes, stage lighting effects, and sets. This is
a prerequisite for all costume, lighting , and set design courses.
Prerequisite: 31-1510 Drafting and Model Making
31·1520 LICht InC Technolog i es 3 cr.
Basic skills course addresses primary information for those interested in the art of stage lighting. Instruction includes purPOses.
allied techniques. equipment terminology, use of color, and fundamental drafting.
31-1525 Costume Construction I 3 cr.
Course provides introduction to costume shop techniques and
procedures. Through assigned projects, students learn basic
machine and hand-sewing techniques, pattern development with
special emphasis on drafting and draping, and all aspects of
costume building from rendering to finished project. Content
provides overview of related subjects such as millinery, costume
props, and formal wear.
31-1530 Introduc tion t o Set Construction 3 cr.
Course introduces set construction in the Classic and New Studio
Theaters utilizing the comPOnent pieces of the available studio
kits. Students work with reading and interpreting ground plans.
designing and assembling simple sets. and analyzing the
construction of sets both on campus and in the professional
world. Basics of studio lighting and sound systems are covered.

31-1600 Introduction to Design for the Stage 3 cr.
Students gain better understanding of theatrical design as a
whole and learn terminology and principles basic to all aspects of
theatrical design. Students explore theatrical design through
selected readings and individual and group projects. Course is a
prerequisite for all theater design courses and is a recommended
general introduction to production process for all Theater majors.
Course requires no special vocabulary, experience, or art skills.
31-1605 Stage Makeup I 3 cr.
Course focuses on communicating character to audience through
makeup. Students learn basics of stage makeup, including aging
techniques, character analysis, corrective makeup, use of color,
use of simple modeling materials, crepe hair, and beginning
special effects. Students work as makeup crew for at least one
main season show.
31-2120 Text Analysis 3 cr.
Students study different methodologies of script analysis to devel·
op greater skill in interpretation. Analytical methods provide
students with glimpses of plays' underlying structural principles ,
leading to deeper understanding of overall meaning. Instruction
includes overview of the history of dramatic criticism in Western
theater. Course provides common working vocabulary and meth·
ods of analysis, facilitating communication of production ideas.
Writing intensive course is useful for actors. directors. and
designers.
Prerequisite: 31·1200 Acting 1: Basic Skills, 52·1152 English
Composition 11
31·2177 Rehearsal Lab 1 cr.
Taken concurrently with most acting classes. course guarantees
two free hours each week at the same time as other students in
class. Lab ensures adequate rehearsal time outside of class for
scenes being prepared for class. When students have no scenes
to rehearse, lab becomes study period.
31-2200 Acting II: Advanced Scene Study 3 cr.
Students further develop knowledge of basic dramatic scene
structure. exploring more difficult two-person scenes and focusing
on specific, individual acting problems. Scenes are presented
formally during performance weeks. Concurrent enrollment in
Voice Training for the Actor II is recommended . Rehearsal Lab
must be taken concurrently.
Prerequisite: 31·1205 Acting 1: Scene Study. 31·1300 Voice
Training for the Actor I. 31·1305 Body Movement for the Actor I
(may be taken concurrently)
31·2205 Acting II: Character and Ensemble 3 cr.
Students develop several different characters through work on
scenes requiring an ensemble style among actors on stage.
Instruction focuses on stage concentration in the give-and-take
situation of three or more actors on stage at the same time.
Large cast scenes are presented during performance weeks.
Rehearsal Lab must be taken concurrently. Concurrent enrollment
in Body Movement II or Stage Combat I is recommended .
Prerequisite: 31·2120 Text Analysis (may be taken currently), 31·
2200 Acting II: Advanced Scene Study, 31·1210 Improvisational
Techniques I, 31·2300 Voice Training for the Actor II (may be
taken concurrently}
31·2210 Improvisational Techniques II 3 cr.
Focusing on an approach to acting through improvisation, course
bridges gap between improvised and scripted work. Content
includes study in performance skills, Second City techniques,
characters. playing, and improvisational games based on teach·
ings of Viola Spolin.
Prerequisite: 31·1210 Improvisational Techniques I

31·2211 1mprovlsatlonal Techniques Ill 3 cr.
Focusing on an approach to acting through improvisation , course
bridges gap between improvised and scripted work. Content
includes study in performance skills, Second City techniques ,
characters, playing, and improvisational games based on teach·
ings of Viola Spolin.
Prerequisite: 31·2210 Improvisational Techniques II
31·2270 Topics: Text Interpretat ion and the Mask 1 cr.
Workshop gives students opportunity to learn acting techniques to
make internal discoveries of emotion and characterization purely
through physical mask and movement explorations. Students
learn movement as a device through which to interpret narrative
a rc and throughline. Text is either spoken by an offstage chorus
or used only as a map to interpret scene performed in silence
otherwise.
Prerequisite: 31·1205 Acting 1: Scene Study. 31·1 300 Voice
Training for the Actor I, 31·1305 Body Movement for the Actor I
31·2271 Topics: Introduction to Puppetry 1 cr.
Course introduces students to basic puppet theater techniques
through the conception. construction , and use of simple puppet
forms such as rod puppets, pole puppets, and masks. Students
collaborate to design and build simple puppets whose uses are
then explored through performance workshop techniques.
Prerequisite: 31·1200 Acting 1: Basic Skills
31·2300 Voice Training for the Actor II 3 cr.
Various spoken materials such as scripts, poetic verse, and narra·
tives as applied to principles of voice production are explored in
this continuation and expansion of vocal techniques and exercises
introduced in Voice Training for the Actor I. Acting II: Character is
recommended as a concurrent course.
Prerequisite: 31·1300 Voice Training for the Actor 1
31·2305 Body Movement for the Actor II 3 cr.
Course continues study of Body Movement for the Actor 1.
Students use their more conscious. able body to develop charac·
terization. Acting II: Character and Ensemble is recommended as
a concurrent course with Body Movement for the Actor II.
Prerequisite: 31·1200 Acting 1: Basic Skills, 31·1305 Body
Movement for the Actor I
31·2306 Body Movement for the Actor Ill 3 cr.
Course continues study of Body Movement for the Actor II.
Students use their more conscious, able body to develop charac·
terization. Acting II: Character and Ensemble is recommended as
a concurrent course with Body Movement for the Actor Ill.
Prerequisite: 31·1205 Acting 1: Scene Study. 31·2305 Body
Movement for the Actor II
31·2310 Feldenkrals Method: Awareness through
Movement II 3 cr.
Course continues and expands on Feldenkrais Method: Awareness
through Movement I.
Prerequisite: 31·1310 Feldenkrais Method: Awareness Through
M ovement I
31·2315 Stage Combat I 3 cr.
Course focuses on creating illusion of violence for stage and
screen. Basic instruction is given in unarmed combat (feet. fists.
slaps, punches, falls, and rolls} and rapier and dagger (parries,
cuts, and thrusts}. Safe and realistic violence for stage is emphasized. Final scenes are performed main stage during performance
weeks.
Prerequisite: 31·1205 Acting 1: Scene Study. 31·1300 Voice
Training for the Actor I, 31·1305 Body Movement for the Actor I
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31·2320 Stage Combat II 3 cr.
Course continues to teach students to create the illusion of
violence for stage and screen. Advanced instruction is given in
unarmed combat (feet. fists. slaps, punches, falls. and rolls) and
rapier and dagger (parries. cuts. and thrusts). Techniques of
broadsword and small sword are also covered. Safe and realistic
violence for stage is emphasized. Final scenes are performed
main stage during performance weeks. Final scene also adjudicat·
ed by the Fight Master of the Society of American Fight Directors.
Students may qualify for certification at the Actor Combatant level
recognized by SAFO.
Prerequisite: 31·2315 Stage Combat/
31·2325 Accents and Dlalecta I 3 cr.
Students examine and practice ten most commonly used English
and foreign language dialects encountered in English-speaking
theater. Content emphasizes technical aspects of dialect. such as
vowel and consonant pronunciation. lilt, rhythm. and vocabulary,
and how they affect a theatrical character's personality.
Prerequisite: 31·1300 Voice Training for the Actor 1
31·2326 Accents and Dialects II 3 cr.
Students examine and practice ten most commonly used English
and foreign language dialects encountered in English-speaking
theater. Instruction emphasizes technical aspects of dialect. such
as vowel and consonant pronunciation. lilt. rhythm. and vocabu·
lary. and how they affect a theatrical character's personality.
Prerequisite: 31·2325 Accents and Dialects 1
31·2370 Topics : Physical Comedy Workshop 1 cr.
Course offers opportunity for performing arts students to explore
and develop their personal approach to physical comedy through
exposure to a variety of comedy stytes and techniques with an
emphasis on continuous creation. rehearsal . and performance
followed by analysis.
Prerequisite: 31-1200 Acting 1: Basic Skills. 31·1305 Body
Movement for the Actor
31·2371 Topics : Claulcal Text Workshop 1 cr.
Workshop focuses on discovering comfort levels and developing
skills in dealing with classical and heightened realism text (verse
and prose) and creating character througll finding and using clues
in the language. Working on scenes and monologues. students
explore a variety of approaches to the text. Students work with an
instructor whO is highly skilled in classical repertory theater.
31·2400 Musical Theater II: Scenes and Songs 3 cr.
Course in acting for the musical theater concentrates on spoken
and musical scene work. excluding choral numbers and dancing.
Students research and learn two-person and small·group scenes
from basic repertory of American musical theater with emphasis
on extending characterization from spoken dialogue into song.
Class is available to Theater, Music, and Dance majors. Course is
required for Musical Theater Performance majors. Students
perform scenes and songs during performance weeks.
Prerequisite: 31·1400 or 31·1405 American Music Theater, 31·
1205 Acting 1: Scene Study, 31·2300 Voice Training for Actor 11.
32·1101 Theory: Music and How ro Read 11. 32·2111 Sighlsinging
and Musicianship 1
31·2510 Scenic Carpentry 3 cr.
Students interpret and study scale drawings of scenic designer.
Students practice development of working drawings and rear
elevations of scenic elements. Course explores various methods
of joinery and building practices typical to theater. Class discusses planning of building schedules to facilitate rehearsal and

production deadlines. Students also learn to estimate building
material needs and budget limitations.
Prerequisite: 31-1530 Introduction to Set Design
31·2515 Scene Painting 3 cr.
Course is an introduction to and practical application of processes. materials. and techniques used in painting theatrical scenery.
Students study color theory. the Interrelationship of additive and
subtractive mixing. and the manipulation of two-dimensional space
through use of form and color.
Prerequisite: 31-1515 Rendering Techniques
31·2520 Current Technology In the Performing Arts
3 cr.
Course provides an overview of current and upcoming technologies available to the performing arts. Topics include: computer
applications. show control, intelligent lighting fixtures. projections,
and systems interfacing. Attendance at performances and techni·
cal demonstrations outside of class time will be required.
Prerequisite: 31·1520 Lighting Technologies and 31·1600
Introduction to Design for the Stage
31·2521 CAD for the Performing Arts 3 cr.
Course provides an overview of different computer design
programs and applications for the performing arts designer and
technician. Starting with the Windows platform, students work
with sketching and rendering software, generic drafting programs,
and pre-packaged, hardware-specific programs. Access to a
computer outside of class is strongly recommended.
Prerequisite: 31·1600 Introduction to Design for the Stage and
35-1100 Foundations of Computer Applications
31·2526 Costume Construction II 3 cr.
Guided independent study focuses on advanced patterning and
construction techniques. Prospective projects include development of costume from rendering through finished product for main
stage show: panern development from an historical piece: draped
patterning and construction from historical source: and corset
construction and tailoring. Student.s are required to complete at
least three independent projects.
Prerequisite: 31·1525 Costume Construction I
31-2530 Stage Manace ment 4 cr.
In this advanced workshop students stage-manage or assist in
stage-managing main season productions. developing the skills
and techniques required in overseeing, rehearsing, and running a
show.
Prerequisite: 31·1500 Production Techniques: Crew, 31·1505
Production Techniques: Stage, 31·1600 Introduction to Design for
the Stage, 31·2700 Directing I (may be taken concurrently)
31·2610 Set Design 2 cr.
Course teaches methods of approaching, developing, and
completing set designs through detailed study encompassing
scenic history, research, styles. and techniques. By designing
several simple theoretical projects. students develop and expand
skills and knowledge of artistic and technical demands of profes·
sional set designing. Design Studio must be taken concurrently
with Set Design.
Prerequisite: 31·1600 Introduction to Design for the Stage, 31·
1530 Introduction to Set Construction. 31·1510 Drafting and
Model Making, 31·1515 Rendering Techniques
31·2615 Costu me Des len 2 cr.
Students begin to develop skills required of a professional
costume designer through specific design projects. Upon completion of the course. students should have projects that demon-

strate an ability to formulate and clearly render a well-researched
costume design.
Prerequisite: 31·1600 Introduction to Design for the Stage, 311515 Rendering Techniques
31-2620 LICht I nc Oeslcn 3 cr.
Basic mechanical and design principles presented in lighting
Technology are expanded to meet student's individual artistic
expression in the field of lighting design for theater.
Prerequisite: 31-1600 Introduction to Design for the Stage, 311510 Drafting and Model Making, 31-1520 Lighting Technologies
31·2670 Top ics: Experience In So und for the Theater

1 cr.
Course introduces theater sound design to those with little or no
prior experience in sound/music work. Students explore nature of
acoustic phenomena and perception. discovering dramatic potential and relationship of sound to image. text, and movement in
practical applications. Course includes use of live sound and
emphasizes electronically reproduced sound.
31·2677 Des len Studio 1 cr.
This elective course Is for anyone Interested in developing render·
ing skills used In design for stage. Studio course is structured for
Design faculty members to participate as advisors. Assignments
respond to students' varying skill levels. Students furnish art
supplies. Concurrent enrollment In this class required for all
students enrolled In Costume Design, Set Design, and Advanced
lighting Design.
31·2700 Olrec tlnC I 4 cr.
Course focuses on process through which one approaches a play
from a directorial point of view. Students read and discuss six
plays and direct scenes from three of them. One play is presented
during performance weeks. Students write an analysis of the play
from which the final scene is taken.
Prerequisite: 31-1500 Production Techniques: Crew, 31-1505
Production Techniques: Stagecraft, 31·2120 Text AnalySis, 31·
1205 Acting 1: Scene Study
31·2800 Playwrl tlnC Wo rkshop I 3 cr.
Course introduces basic techniques of structure and dialogue in
playwriting. Written exercises are submitted and discussed to
identify dramatic events. Students initiate development of a one·
act play or the first act of a three-act play.
Prerequisite: 52·1151 English Composition I
31-2900 Cold Readlncs 2 cr.
Course gives students practical experience with cold readings of
scripted material in a classroom environment. Cold readings are
used both In school and professional audition situations to cast
actors in roles. Actors learn techniques that best help them in a
cold reading situation. Plays are assigned reading each week.
Prerequisite: 31·2120 Text Analysis, 31·1205 Acting 1: Scene
Study, 31·1300 Voice Training for the Actor I
31·2905 Commun ity Based Performance 3 cr.
Course explores methods. models, aesthetics, and ethics of doing
theater in community setting. Students examine how their theatri·
cal expertise might be integrated into community settings to
create new performances and improve communication among all
participants . lrK:Iass work Includes games, improvisation , storytelling, readings. and discussions. Students are also required to
complete at least 12 hours of fieldwork outside of class in a
community based performance organization.

31·2970 Topics : Intro ductio n to Theater In Chlcaco 1 cr.
Students attend three theater productions In Chicago and discuss
productions with some of the artists who created them. Students
d iscuss theater in Chicago with other leaders in the profession,
including administrators, producers, and critics.
Prerequisite: 31·1205 Acting 1: Scene Study
31·2971 To pics: Theater Educ ation fo r Ch il dren 1 cr.
Course introduces students to basic techniques of teaching
theater to children through the use of theater games and improvisation. Students collaborate to invent new games and exercises
that are used in a children's acting class.
Prerequisite: 31·1200 Acting 1: Basic Skills, 31·1205 Acting 1:
Scene Study, and 31-1210 Improvisational Techniques I
3 1·3100 Styles and Crafts : Ancient to Baroque 3 cr.
Cultural history course surveys visual, literary, and performative
traditions of Western theater. Theater conventions, architecture.
a nd texts are presented alongside art, architecture, dress, litera·
t ure, politics , and social structure of an historic period . Instruction
focuses on visual and literary interpretation of texts and provides
an examination of the audience-performance relationship. This
semester explores the early sources out of which Western theater
has developed. Course Is offered fall semester only.
31·3105 Styles and Craft s: Baroque to Modern 3 cr.
Cultural history course surveys visual, literary, and per formative
t raditions of Western theater. Theater conventions, architecture,
and texts are presented alongside the art, architecture, dress,
literature, politics, and social structure of an historic period.
Instruction focuses on visual and literary interpretation of texts
and examination of the audience/performance relationship.
Class examines theater of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, focusing on debate between Neoclassicism and
Romanticism and studying background and thought behind
Realism and Naturalism. Course offered spring semester only,
31·3110 Styl es and Crafts: Lat e Ni neteenth and Twent i eth
Centuries 3 cr.
Cultural history class surveys the visual, literary, and performative
traditions of Western theater. Theater conventions. architecture,
and texts are presented alongside the art, architecture, dress,
literature, politics, and social structure of an historic period.
Instruction is focused on the visual and literary interpretation of
texts and provides an examination of the audience/performance
relationship. Class examines the incredible variety of arts, enter·
tainment. and spectacle of the twentieth century.
31·3125 Oramaturcy 3 cr.
Students study texts in relation to applications of dramaturgical
p ractice. Production dramaturg explores texts for practical historical, theoretical, and production values in support of the work of
directors, designers, and actors as they prepare a play for produc·
tion. Additionally, the dramaturg prepares material for marketing
and education purposes associated with the production of a play.
Students engage in the work of the dramaturg through readings,
d iscussion. and research into dramatic material from a variety of
h istorical periods.
Prerequisite: 31-2120 Text Analysis
31·3199 I ndepende nt Proje c t : Theory Variable cr.
Students may receive independent study credit for research, guid·
ed study. or practical work on dramturgy assoc•ated with a
Mainstage or workshop productoon.
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31·3200 Acting Ill: Acting and Performing 4 cr.
Diagnostic class concentrates on expanding character and style
range of student according to individual need. Lectures, discus·
sions, and improvisation workshops concentrate on building a
character and on the playing of subtext. Pairs of new audition
pieces are learned and performed, as are short two-person and
ensemble scenes. Other Acting Ill Styles classes may be taken
concurrently.
Prerequisite: 31-2120 Text Analysis, 31·2205 Acting II: Character
and Ensemble, 31·2300 Voice Training for the Actor II, 31·2305
Body Movement for the Actor II or 31·2315 Stage Combat I (may
be taken concurrently)
31-3202 Acting Ill Styles : The Greeks 3 cr.
Scene study class concentrates on tragedies and comedies of
ancient Greek playwrights. Dramatic and choral scenes are stud·
ied and presented during performance weeks. Concurrent enroll·
ment in Rehearsal Lab is required. Other Acting Ill: Styles classes
may be taken concurrently.
Prerequisite: 31·2120 Text Analysis, 31-2205 Acting II: Character
and Ensemble, 31·2300 Voice Training for the Actor II, 31-2305
Body Movement for the Actor II or 31·2315 Stage Combat I (may
be taken concurrently)
31·3204 Acting Ill Styles: Shakespeare I 3 cr.
Course involves in-depth text analysis and verse work from
Shakespeare's First Folio with goal toward performance. Students
engage in monologue and scene study work designed to help
actor find Shakespeare' s clues about character and performance
in the text. Scenes are presented during performance weeks.
Rehearsal Lab must be taken concurrently. Other Acting Ill: Styles
classes may be taken concurrently.
Prerequisite: 31·2120 Text Analysis, 31·2205 Acting II: Character
and Ensemble, 31·2300 Voice Training for the Actor II, 31·2305
Body Movement for the Actor 11 or 31·2315 Stage Combat 1
31·3206 Act ing Ill Styles: Shakespeare II 3 cr.
Scene study and monologue class involves further work from
Shakespeare' s Rrst Folio. Study focuses on rehearsing text and
finding clues about character, blocking, and motivations, then
transferring them into per formance. Students present scenes
during performance weeks. Rehearsal Lab must be taken concur·
rently. Other Acting Ill: Styles classes may be taken concurrently.
Prerequisite: 31·2120 Text Analysis, 31·3204 Acting Ill Styles:
Shakespeare I, 31·2300 Voice Training for the Actor II, 31·2305
Body Movement for the Actor 11 or 31·2315 Stage Combat I (may
be taken concurrently)
31-3208 Acting Ill Styles: Moliere and Restoration 3 cr.
Class explores the plays of Moliere and the Restoration using
devices of the Commedia Deii'Arte and other techniques and exer·
cises that serve to enhance actor' s understanding of a presenta·
tiona! style. Through scene work and projects performed during
performance weeks, students develop a strong sense of what
makes these plays so timely and funny. Rehearsal Lab must be
taken concurrently. Other Acting Ill: Styles classes may be taken
concurrently.
Prerequisite: 31·2120 Text Analysis, 31·2205 Acting II: Character
and Ensemble, 31·2300 Voice Training for the Actor II, 31·2305
Body Movement for the Actor 11 or 31·2315 Stage Combat I (may
be taken concurrently)

31·3210 Acting Ill Styles: Chekov 3 cr.
Scenes by late nineteenth-century Russian dramatist are studied
and presented during performance weeks . Concurrent enrollment
in Rehearsal Lab is required. Other Acting Ill: Styles classes may
be taken concurrently.
Prerequisite: 31·2120 Text Analysis, 31·2205 Acting II: Character
and Ensemble, 31·2300 Voice Training for the Actor II, 31·2305
Body Movement for the Actor II or 31·2315 Stage Combat I (may
be taken concurrently)
31·3212 Acting Ill Styles : Shaw, Wilde, and Coward
3 cr.
Course studies lives and backgrounds of playwrights in relation to
their place in theater histor y. Important plays from canon are read
and discussed. Monologues and two-person and ensemble scenes
are studied and presented during performance weeks. Rehearsal
Lab must be taken concurrently. Other Acting Ill: Styles classes
may be taken concurrently.
Prerequisite: 31·2120 Text Analysis. 31-2205 Acting II: Character
and Ensemble. 31·2300 Voice Training for the Actor II, 31-2305
Body Movement for the Actor II or 31·2315 Stage Combat I (may
be taken concurrently)
31·3214 Acting Ill Styles: Brecht 3 cr.
Course studies twentieth-century German playwright and his
style of epic theater. Students present scenes from his plays
during performance weeks. Concurrent enrollment in Rehearsal
Lab is required. Other Acting Ill: Styles classes may be taken
concurrently.
Prerequisite: 31-2120 Text Analysis. 31-2205 Acting II: Character
and Ensemble, 31-2300 Voice Training for the Actor II, 31-2305
Body Movement for the Actor II or 31-2315 Stage Combat I (may
be taken concurrently)
31-3216 Acting Ill Styles : Pinter and Albee 3 cr.
Scene study class examines the major works of these twentieth·
century playwrights . Scenes are rehearsed in both of these acting
styles and presented during performance weeks. Concurrent
enrollment in Rehearsal Lab is required. Other Acting Ill: Styles
classes may be taken concurrently.
Prerequisite: 31·2120 Text Analysis, 31-2205 Acting II: Character
and Ensemble. 31·2300 Voice Training for the Actor II, 31-2305
Body Movement for the Actor II or 31·2315 Stage Combat I (may
be taken concurrently)
31-3218 Acting Ill Styles: Farce and the Theater of the
Absurd 3 cr.
Scene study and monologue class explores plays by Samuel
Beckett and Eugene lonesco and by inheritors of their tradition,
Tom Stoppard. Christopher Durang, and others . Scenes presented
during performance weeks. Concurrent enrollment in Rehearsal
Lab is required. Other Acting Ill: Styles classes may be taken
concurrently.
Prerequisite: 31·2120 Text Analysis, 31-2205 Acting II: Character
and Ensemble, 31-2300 Voice Training for the Actor II, 31-2305
Body Movement for the Actor II or 31-2315 Stage Combat I (may
be taken concurrently)
31-3220 Acting Ill Styles : Irish Theater 3 cr.
Course focuses on plays written by Yeats, Synge , o·casey, and
other Irish playwrights of the late nineteenth and the twentieth
centuries . Students work on monologues, two-person scenes. and
ensemble scenes that are presented during performance weeks.

Concurrent enrollment in Rehearsal Lab is required . Other Acting
Ill: Styles classes may be taken concurrently.

Prerequisite: 31·2120 Text Analysis, 31·2205 Acting II: Character
and Ensemble, 31·2300 Voice Training for the Actor II, 31·2305
Body Movement for the Actor II or 31·2315 Stage Combat I (may
be taken concurrently}
3 1·3222 Acting Ill Styles: Contempora ry British Styles
3 cr.
Course is a scene study and monologue examination of the work
of Stoppard, Hare, Brenton. Gems. Churchill, and Edgar. Scenes
from these playwrights ' works are presented during performance
weeks. Concurrent enrollment in Rehearsal Lab is requi red. Other
Acting Ill: Styles classes may be taken concurrently.
Prerequisite: 31·2120 Text Analysis , 31·2205 Acting II: Character
and Ensemble, 31·2300 Voice Training for the Actor II, 31·2305
Body Movement for the Actor 11 or 31·2315 Stage Combat 1 (may
be taken concurrently)
31·3224 Acting Ill Styles: Afrlcan·Amerlcan Theater I

3 cr.
Scene study and monologue classes use texts by African·American
playwrights to develop performance techniques. Scenes are
presented during performance weeks . Concurrent enrollment in
Rehearsal Lab is required. Other Acting Ill: Styles classes may be
taken concurrently.
Prerequisite: 31·2120 Text Analysis. 31·2205 Acting II: Character
and Ensemble, 31·2300 Voice Training for the Actor II, 31·2305
Body Movement for the Actor II or 31·2315 Stage Combat I (may
be taken concurrently)
31·3225 Acting Ill Styles : Afrlcan·Amerlcan Theater II
3 cr.
Scene study and monologue classes use texts by African·American
playwrights to develop performance techniques. Scenes are
presented during performance weeks. Concurrent enrollment in
Rehearsal Lab is required . Other Acting Ill: Styles classes may be
taken concurrently.
Prerequisite: 31·2120 Text Analysis. 31·2205 Acting II: Character
and Ensemble, 31·2300 Voice Training for the Actor II, 31·2305
Body Movement for the Actor II or 31·2315 Stage Combat I (may
be taken concurrently)
31·3226 Acting Ill Styles: Latino Theater 3 cr.
Course gives brief histor y and overview of Latino Theater in
the U.S. As a group students read six to eight plays by Latino
authors and discuss their significance in contemporary American
theater. Class members choose scenes from readings, rehearse
them, and present them during performance weeks. Rehearsal
lab is required. Other Acting Ill: Styles classes may be taken
concurrently.
Prerequisite: 31·2120 Text Analysis, 31·2205 Acting II: Charac ter
and Ensemble, 31·2300 Voice Training for the Actor II, 31·2305
Body Movement for the Actor II or 31·2315 Stage Combat I (may
be taken concurrently)
31·3227 Acting Ill: Women 's Theater 3 cr.
Course studies the lives and backgrounds of women playwrights in
relation to their place in theater and society. Students work on
monologues, two-person and ensemble scenes that are presented
during performance weeks. Concurrent enrollment in rehearsal lab
is required.
Prerequisite: 31·1305 Body Movement for Actors I, 31·2120 Text
Analysis, 31·2205 Acting II: Character and Ensemble, 31·2305
Body Movement II or 31·2315 Stage Combat I

31-3228 Acting Ill: Physical Theater I 3 cr.
Class explores creation and development of collaboratively generated performance. Students receive individual and small·group
assignments to create short performance pieces through movement , image, sound, character, and object·use for class discus·
sion and development. Goal is to create an ensemble performance work presented at semester's end . Other Acting Ill: Styles
classes may be taken concurrently.
Prerequisite: 31·2120 Text Analysis, 31-2205 Acting II: Character
and Ensemble, 31·2300 Voice Training for the Actor II, 31·2305
Body Movement for the Actor II or 31·2315 Stage Combat I (may
be taken concurrently)
31·3230 Acting Ill: Comedy Character and M ovement

3 cr.
Course focuses on the particularities of movement pertaining to
texts of different periods. Class explores topics such as clothing
and politics as they relate to, affect, and alter character behavior.
Periods include the Restoration and Elizabethan eras and touch
on work by playwrights as diverse as Chekov, lonesco, and Ibsen.
Team·taught class focuses on text and movement. Scenes and
period dances are presented during performance weeks.
Rehearsal Lab must be taken concurrently. Other Acting Ill: Styles
classes may be taken concurrently.
Prerequisite: 31·2120 Text Analysis, 31·2205 Acting II: Character
and Ensemble, 31·2300 Voice Training for the Actor II, 31·2305
Body Movement for the Actor II or 31·2315 Stage Combat I (may
be taken concurrently)
31·3232 Act ing Ill Styles: Comedy Workshop I 3 cr.
Students write and per form their own Second City·style comedy
revue with occasional lunch hour performances throughout semes·
ter. Other Acting Ill: Styles classes may be taken concurrently.
Prerequisite: 31·2120 Text Analysis, 31·2205 Acting II: Character
and Ensemble, 31·2300 Voice Training for the Actor II, 31·2305
Body Movement for the Actor II or 31·2315 Stage Combat I (may
be taken concurrently)
31·3233 Acti ng Ill Styles: Comedy Workshop II 3 cr.
Students write and perform their own Second City·Style comedy
revue with occasional lunch hour performances throughout semes·
ter. Other Acting Ill: Styles classes may be taken concurrently.
Prerequisite: 31·2120 Text Analysis, 31·2205 Acting II: Character
and Ensemble, 31·2300 Voice Training for the Actor II, 31·2305
Body Movement for the Actor II or 31·2315 Stage Combat I (may
be taken concurrently)
3 1·3234 Acting Ill Styles: Camera Techniques 3 cr.
Theater majors act in front of a camera that is directed by
Television majors. Acting students develop understanding of d iffer·
ences between acting on stage and acting on camera. Students
do interviews, monologues, and scenes, all captured on videotape. Concurrent enrollment in Rehearsal Lab is required. Course
is offered during the spring semester only. Other Acting Ill: Styles
classes may be taken concurrently.
Prerequisite: 31·2120 Text Analysis, 31·2205 Acting II: Character
and Ensemble, 31·2300 Voice Training for the Actor II, 31·2305
Body Movement for the Actor II or 31·2315 Stage Combat I (may
be taken concurrently)
31·3240 Acting IV 3 cr.
Advanced scene study course concentrates on expanding charac·
ter and style ranges of students according to their individual
n eeds. Monologues, two-person scenes , and ensemble scenes
are presented during performance weeks.
Prerequisite: At least one Acting Ill: Styles class, 31·3300 Voice
Training for the Actor Ill. 31·3305 Singing for the Actor I
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31-3299 Independent Project: Performance Variable cr .
Students may receive up to 2 credit hours of independent study
for work involved in being cast in production as part of the
Theater Department performance season. Students earn 1 credit
hour for participation in student-directed productions: students
earn 2 credit hours for participation in faculty-directed or main
stage productions.
31-3300 Voice Training for the Actor Ill 3 cr.
Course continues work of improving vocal quality and diction with
attention to students' individual needs. Acquired techniques are
applied to interpretation of poetry, narrative, comic, and dramatic
readings. Recording and evaluation help students monitor
progress throughout the semester. Presentations are given during
performance weeks.
Prerequisite: 31-2200 Acting II: Advanced Scene Study. 31-2300
Voice Training for the Actor II
31-3301 Voice Train ing for the Actor IV 3 cr.
Students survey and practice advanced vocal techniques necessary for well-<leveloped command of voice production for the
stage. Emphasis is on solving specific problems by individual
students and on refining vocal techniques needed for a career.
Presentations are given during performance weeks.
Prerequisite: 31-3300 Voice Training for the Actor Ill
31·3305 Singing for the Actor I 3 cr.
Course focuses on proper techniques for breathing, projection,
voice placement, and articulation taught through singing.
Instruction emphasizes text interpretation and characterization in
song. This is not a class that teaches the actor to be a singer, but
a class that teaches singing technique to broaden actor's spoken
vocal range. Course instruction makes actors more comfortable
with singing as part of their acting equipment. Students give
public performance at semester' s end. Course is required for all
students with an Acting concentration.
Prerequisite: 31-1200 Acting 1: Basic Skills, 31·1300 Voice
Training for the Actor I, 31-1 305 Body Movement for the Actor I
31-3310 Singing for the Actor II 3 cr.
A continuation of Singing for the Actor I, course further develops
vocal techniques and interpretive study of songs. Students give
final performance at semester end.
Prerequisite: 31-2112 Voice Training for the Actor II. 31·3305
Singing for the Actor I
31-3315 Stage Combat Ill 3 cr.
Course teaches advanced techniques of unarmed rapier and
dagger, broadsword, and small sword combat. Goal is certification
with Society of American Fight Directors as actor combatants.
Course involves extensive physical work. Students give final
performance during performance weeks.
Prerequisite: 31-2320 Stage Combat 11
31-3316 Stage Combat IV 3 cr.
Students work with advanced stage combat weapons , including
sword and shield, knife, quarterstaff. and single sword (in the
style of Hollywood swashbuckling). Goal is to pass a skills test
with Society of American Fight Directors at term's end.
Prerequisite: 31·3315 Stage Combat Ill
31·3399 Independent Project: Performance Technique
Variable cr.
Students may receive independent study credit for individual or
group study in performance technique conducted outside the regu·
lar curriculum, or in association with skills developed for specific
main stage or workshop production.

31·3400 Musical Theater Ill: Workshop I 3 cr.
Two-level course in the American musical is offered over two
consecutive semesters. Course is required of all Musical Theater
Performance maj ors, who must take both courses sequentially in
one school year. Class includes extensive work in scenes, solo
and ensemble musical numbers, dance training, and historical
research. Students develop and perform studio musical over two
semesters with performances scheduled during both fall and
spring semesters. Students prepare and perform repertoire of
songs and dance routines for use in auditions.
Prerequisite: 31-2400 Musical Theater II: Scenes and Songs, 32·
2803 Vocal Performance Ensemble, 33-1181 Musical Theater
Dance I
31·3405 Musical Theater IV: Workshop II 3 cr.
Two-level course in the American musical is offered over two
consecutive semesters. Course is required of all Musical Theater
Performance majors, who must take both courses sequentially in
one school year. Class includes extensive work in scenes, solo
and ensemble musical numbers, dance training, and historical
research. Students develop and perform studio musical over two
semesters with performances scheduled during both fall and
spring semesters. Students prepare and per form repertoire of
songs and dance routines for use in auditions.
Prerequisite: 31·3400 Musical Theater Ill: Workshop I
31-3499 Independent Project: Musical Theater Variable cr.
Students may receive up to 3 credit hours of independent study
for work conducted outside the regular curriculum, or in association with main stage or workshop productions. This may include
work in voice , choreography, acting, production, marketing, or
research associated with a particular production.
31·3598 Independent Project: Stage Management
Variable cr.
Students may receive up to 3 credit hours of independent study
for serving as a stage manager on a main stage production.
31-3599 Independent Project : Technical Theater Variable cr.
Students may receive independent study credit for technical work
conducted outside the regular curriculum, or in association with
main stage or workshop productions.
31·3600 Des ign Seminar 1: Texts 1 cr.
Students read and discuss fourteen theatrical texts. Selected
texts increase students' exposure to period, style, and types of
current theatrical production. Discussions focus on visual interpretation with emphasis on texts· viability in contemporary society.
31-3605 Stage Makeup II 3 cr.
Course teaches beginning film and television techniques including
face casting, bald caps, slip casting, mold making, and foam pros·
thetic production and application. Students design and apply at
•
least two makeups using these techniques.
Prerequisite: 31-1605 Stage Makeup 1
31-3606 Stage Makeup Ill 3 cr.
Course expands and builds on basic techniques learned in Stage
Makeup II: face casting and sculpting for mask making.
Instruction also covers hair ventilating, simple wig making, and
tooth making for stage and film. Two makeups using these tech·
niques are required in addition to more advanced designs using
sculpting, painting, and face casting.
Prerequisite: 31·3605 Stage Make up 11

31·3610 Advanced Sat o..11n 3 cr.
Course expands on the foundation of set design by assigning
more lldvanced design projects such as multi-scene shows. must.
eels, operas. or dance concerts. Students design two projects.
including all appropriate research. drafting, rendering, and presentation materials. Both projects must be of portfolio caliber.
Prerequisite: 31·2610 Set Design

31·3699 Independent ProJect: Dealln Vllriable cr.
Students may receive independent study credit for wor1< as a
designer on a student· or faculty<llrected Theater Department
production.

31·3615 Advanced Coatume Dealln 3 cr.
Advanced course increases level of complexity and sophistication
of portfolio-quality projects in costume design. Course emphasizes
production of projects demonstrating a professional level of profi·
ciency in conceptualization. rendering, and presentation.
Prerequisite: 31·2615 Costume Design

31·3700 Dlrectlnl II 3 cr.
With instructor approval. students select one act of less than
forty-five minutes to direct. Student casts play from the Theater
Department student body. directs the play, and mounts four
performances in the Classic Studio. Rehearsals are held outside
class hours and determined by director and cast. All areas of
directing are discussed among students and instructors with occasional guest directors. actors. and designers.
Prerequisite: 31-2530 Stage Management. 31 ·2 700 Directing I

31·3620 Advanced Llllltlnl Dealln 2 cr.

31-3701 Dlrectlnl Ill 3 cr.

Students prepare complete lighting plots and schedules and tunc·
tlon in all areas of lighting production . Course gives detailed study
of stage lighting production. emphasizing design lighting sty1e
concepts. Students oversee at least one main season lighting
crew and design at least one studio production lighting plot.
Design Studio must be taken concurrently.
Prerequisite: 31·1515 Rendering Techniques, 31·2620 Lighting
Design

With instructor approval, students select a full-length play to
d irect. Students cast play from the Theater Department student
body. direct the play ($100 budget). and mount four performances. Rehearsals are held outside class hours and determined by
d irector and cast . Students may be asked occasionally to be
assistant directors for main season shows. All areas of directing
are d iscussed in class and with occasional guests.
Prerequisite: 31-3700 Directing II

31·3621 Llllltlnl Dealln Lab 2 cr.

31-3799 Independent Project : Dlrectlnl Variable cr.
Students may receive up to 3 credit hours of independent study

Hand!Hln seminar allows students to apply advanced mechanical
and design systems learned in Ughting Design. Students should
take this class in conjunction with an outside advanced design
project. Class time is used to collaborate on problem-solving
strategies.
Prerequisite: 31·1520 Lighting Technologies, 31·2620 Lighting
Design or 31·3620 AdVanced Lighting Design or permission of
instructor

31·3625 Collaborative Seminar 2 cr.
Course brings Design and Directing majors together to worl< on
lldvanced projects. Teams develop a piece (theatrical, operatic, or
musical) from concept through presentation. Designers create
renderings, models. or story boards. Directors keep a process
book. Projects include research of past productions and produc·
lion theory.
Prerequisite: 31·2610 Set Design or 31·2615 Costume Design or
31·2620 Lighting Design
31·3630 Dlrectlnl and Dealln Seminar 2 cr.
Class meets in conjunction with Directing Ill. in which students
are paired with a student director. Collaborating with the director.
students conceive and execute either a set. light. or costume
design for a realized directing project. Students gain knOwledge
and understanding of the directing process from inception to
performance.
Prerequisite: Any AdVanCed Design course
31·3650 Dealln Prectlcum 3 cr.
Course enables students to design productions within the depart·
ment and under faculty supervision. Students repeat the course
three limes in the following sequence : assistant designer to a
main stage production; designer of a Directing Ill project; designef
of a main stage production . This sequence allows students to
gain Sl<ills at each level in order to support the next level's actMIies.
PrMiquisite: 31·2610 Set Design or 31·2615 Costume Oes.gn or
31·2620 Lillflting Design

for directing a full-length worl<shop production or for serving as
assistant director to a faculty member directing a main SliJCe
production.

31-3800 Playwrltlnl Workallop II 3 cr.
Course covers continued development of plays initiated in
Playwriting I or transformation of other written forms (poems,
fiction. or film) into dramatic events for stage. Students must
complete one act of a play.
Prerequisite: 31-2800 Playwriting Worl<shOp I

31-3605 New Playa Workallop 3 cr.
Paired student directors and playwrig)lts develop playwright' s
script. Students begin collaboration by discussing plays in terms
of the proposed production. The director subject.s the script to a
reading series. which result in rewrites by the playwright. The
director presents a first draft production analysis of the play. The
semester culminates in a staged reading of the final draft and a
final presentation of the director's production analysos.
Prerequisite: For Directing Students: 31-3700 Oirectifll II: for
Ptaywrltifll Students: 31-2800 Ptaywrltifll Worl<shop 1
31-3810 Solo Performance 3 cr.
Course exposes students to worl< of varoous contemporary solo
performance artists. including Anna Oeavere Smrtll and Spauldorc
Gray. Throug)l vanous el<efcoses students e•penment wnh &enerat·
ong their own wntten material. Whether autobiographocal. character
driven. or literary adaptation. Courseworl< culmonates on one I'Nem inute solo performance to be presented dunng performance
week . Assognrnents onclude some JOUrnal wntong as - II as - k l y
wntorc assognments.
31-3899 lndependellt ProJect : Playwrltllll Vional>le cr.
4ro ondependent pro,ect os ~Cf>ed by the student. wM approval
of a super-.song faculty mernt>e<. to study an area not presently
;,vaolal>le on the curnculum. Pnor to ree-strat.on. student mont
s.ubmrt a wntten pr0PQS81 that outJones tile pro,ect .
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31·3900 Profeaalonel lurwlwel end How to Audition 4 Ct.
Course e.amines techniques of selfi)fomotoon; knowledge of
talem acenc.es and casti<e directOtS: unions. contracts. and
bookkeepo<e for performers: and opportunities in the local
market. Stude<lts w0<1< on monologues and cold readings for auditoons. Course assists actong students maki<C the transition from
college to career by p<oviding p<Ofessional survival information.
tools, and techniques. Students with an Acting concentration are
required to take this course during their senior year.
Prerequisite: 31.·21.20 Text Analysis, Acting Ill: Sty1es (any one}.
31.·2300 \bice Training for the Actor II (may be taken concurrent·
ly}. 31.·2305 Bocly Mo><ement for the Actor II or 31.·231.5 Stage
Combat 1
31·3905 Creatfn& a Career· In Tecll and Oeal&n 4 cr.
Course helps upper-level tech and design students find employment in the entertainment industry. Students are introduced to
various aspects of the industry through lecture, class wor1<. guest
speakers. and site visits. Practical topics. such as creating a
resume and developing job interview skills, are also covered .
Upon completion of the course. students are well p<epared to
pursue entry-level jobs as independent contractors in the entertainment industry.
Prerequisite: 31.·1500 Production Techniques: Crew. 31.·1.600
Introduction to Design for the Stage, 31. ·1.505 Production
Techniques: Stagecraft
31·3988 lnternalllp: Theater Variable cr.
Internships p<ovide adVanced students with an opportunity to gain
wor1< experience in a p<ofessional area of concentration or interest
while receiving academic cred it toward their degrees.
31·3998 Independent Project : Portfolio Variable cr.
Senior Design students may receive independent study credit for
develop<nent of a professional portfolio.
31·3999 Independent Project: Career Development
Variable cr.
Students may receive indepemdent study credit for research, training, or p<actical experience in the develop<nent of career potential
in specific aspects of the performing arts.
31-7300 Speakln& Out 3 cr.
Course el(J)lores the dynamics of human communication and
p<ovides a wor1<sh0p arena for developing skills necessary to
become an effective and energetic communicator at hOme and
wor1<. Strong emphasis is placed on increasing vocal skills including breath support. releasing habitual tensions. and developing
resonance and clarity. Course can be used for General Education
credit by non-Theater majors.
Prerequisite: 52-1152 English Composition II
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Admissions
COLUMBIA COLLEGE SEEKS APPLICANTS WHO SHOW INTEREST AND POTE N T I AL
FOR DEVELOPMENT IN THE ARTS AND COMMUNICATIONS FIE L DS THROUGH A
CREATIVE AND DEMA N DING LEARN I NG EXPER I ENCE .

· · ·~ · ·

Columbia College offers admission to all appli·
cants with creative ability in or inclination to
the arts and communications disciplines in
which Columbia specializes and who possess
a high school degree or equivalent. Columbia
seeks to admit a cu lturally, econom ically, and
educationally diverse student body.
Prospective students are also expected to
demonstrate preparedness. through educational resources and motivation. suffi cient to
meet t he high academic standards and expec·
tat ions of the College.
Applicants who are ident ified through a multi·
factored, individual assessment process as
likely to be under·prepared to meet the
College's standards wi ll be required to partici·
pate in Columbia· s Bridge Program. Over the
course of the Bridge Program. students. facut·
ty, and Admissions staff will continuously
assess participants· progress toward readi·
ness for matriculat ion into the College.
Applicant s whO sat isfactorily complete the
Bridge Program witt be admitted to Columbia.
Those students whO do not successfully
complete the program witt not be allowed to
enroll, and will receive counsel ing as to what
they might do further to prepare themselves
for college study.
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
To apply for admission to the College.
students are asked to submit the followong:

New Freellm•n Student•
• Applicat ion for Undergraduate Admission
(including the personal essay);
• High school transcripts (or evidence of
earned GED);
• Letter of recommendation:
• $25 application fee.
In some cases. a personal interview may be
required of new freshman applicants .
Tr•nefer Studenh
• Application for Undergraduate Admission
(including the personal essay):
• High school transcripts (or evidence of
earned GED):
• Transcript s from the current or most recently
attended cottege(s):
• Letter of recommendation:
• $25 application fee.
In some cases. a personal ontervoew and/or
assessment testing may be requored of transfer applicants .
In most cases . the Undergraduate Admossoons
Office can review a transfer student's applocation upon receipt of the otems listed above.
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Students are strongly advised, however. to submit a// transcripts of
previous college worl< at the time of application in order to facilitate
evaluation of transfer credit to Columbia College.
In any case. for transfer credit to be considered, official transcripts
from each college attended must be received by Columbia College
before the end of the first semester at Columbia College. Students
may transfer in 9 additional credits after matriculation, not to
exceed 88 total credit hOurs. For information on Columbia's trans·
fer policy. see the Academic Programs and Policies section.
Because Columbia recognizes that each student's previous educational experience will vary, demonstration of a student's potential
may also include some or all of the following: extracurricular activi·
ties. interview, additional letters of recommendation, samples of
student worl<, and standardized test scores. Nevertheless, all
students must submit evidence of high school graduation prior to
enrolling in classes at the College.
Although Columbia College does not require submission of the
American College Test (ACT) or the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT},
students entering directly from high school are strongly adVised to
complete one of these tests while they are in high school. Test
scores should be submitted to the Admissions Office. as they
provide an important tool for advising new students in appropriate
classes.
Columbia College has a rolling admissions policy: that is. complete
applications are reviewed and acted upon as they are received by
the College. Interested students must submit the necessary documents in sufficient time for a thorough evaluation by the College
prior to the beginning of the ontended semester of enrollment.
Recommended application completoon dates are identified on the
"Application for Undergraduate Admissions: available through the
Office of Undergraduate Admissions.
Only the application form and transcript(s) are retained in the
student's permanent educational record at Columbia College.
Letters of recommendation and/or any additional supporting materials are not retained: nor are they available for student perusal.
For information on Columbia's transfer policy, see the Academic
Programs and Policies section.
ACCEPTANCE

Decision letters are mailed to students approximately two to four
weeks after all admissions materials have been received. Late
applications may be notified of the admission decision by mail or
telephone. (See current application form for application deadline.)
Upon receiving notice of acceptance, students are required to pay
a one-time. nonrefundable registration fee.
Bridge Program
Under certain circumstances. freshmen applicants whose academic records suggest they will be greatly challenged by Columbia
College·s curriculum will be required to complete the Bridge
Program at Columbia. At no charge to the student. the Bridge
Program provides an opportunity for students to develop further
their basic skills, to improve their study habits, and to gain a better
understanding of the rigors and challenges of college life.
Applicants who satisfactorily complete the Bridge Program will be
admitted to Columbia. Those students who do not successfully
complete the program will not be allowed to enroll, and will receive
counseling as to what they might do further to prepare themselves
for college study. The College Bridge Program takes place in late
summer: specific dates may be obtained from the office of
Undergraduate Admissions.

STU 0 ENT - AT - LARGE

Students. age 18 and older, who are not seeking a college degree.
should complete a Student-at-large application and may enroll in
courses. if prerequisites are met. during open registration each
semester after degree-seeking students have registered. Credit
earned as a student-at~arge may be counted toward a Columbia
College degree if the student later applies for and is granted regular admission to the undergraduate degree program. Students-at·
large are not eligible for financial aid through federal, state. and
institutional programs, or veterans' benefits.
NEW STUDENT ASSESSMENT

All incoming freshmen, and transfer students with fewer than 15
credit hours. take placement assessments in reading. writing, and
mathematics. Results are used to identify students' skill levels, to
aid in advisement for course selection, and to assist in developing
a successful academic program.
Students with more than 15 credits. whO have not taken college
mathematics or composition, have the option of taking the assessments to assist in their course selection. Through the Office of the
Academic Dean. the Freshman Assessment Manager administers
the program. offering assessments during the summer for fall applicants. during late January and early February for spring applicants,
and in the late spring for summer applicants. Students should
contact the Freshman Assessment Manager at 312·344·7635.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

International students are required to submit official records of all
previous secondary (upper/higher/ senior secondary) and postsecondary education. Original or certified/notarized photocopies of
academic records must be submitted in the language of the home
school along with a certified English translation. preferably obtained
from the student's educational institution, national consulate,
Ministry of Education. or a certified translation agency. In addition,
foreign credentials must be evaluated by a professional credential
agency to determine U.S. educational equivalency. A secondary
academic record requires a general evaluation; college/university
documents require a detailed evaluation. Transfer credit may be
awarded once Columbia has received a copy of the evaluation sent
by the agency.
Applicants from non-English speaking countries must demonstrate
proficiency in the English language by: 1 ) submitting Test of English
as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) scores; or 2) completing universitylevel English composition courses with a grade of C or better at a
college or university in the United States. Substantiation of English
language proficiency must be submitted pnor to enrollment at
Columbia. A minimum TOEFL score of 500 (paper-based version) or
173 (computerized version) is necessary for admission into the
undergraduate academic program.
International students with TOEFL scores ranging from 430 to 499
(117 to 170) may be granted admission into the College's Intensive
English Language Program (IELP). This is a 24-credit·hour program
designed to help these students improve their English skills while
exploring various fields of study at Columbia College Chicago.
Furthermore. each student must provide the required financial criteria as specified in the International Undergraduate Admissions
packet. indicating that he or she has made the necessary arrangements for financing all educational and living expenses while
attending Columbia College Chicago.
International students are asked to provide one letter of recommendation from an instructor or other professional who is qualified
to comment on the applicant's potential to complete college-level
work in an arts and communications curriculum .

A Certificate of Eligibility (1-20) form will be issued only after admissions requirements have been fulfilled, the student has been granted written acceptance by Columbia College Chicago. and a $250
nonrefundable tuition deposit has been received. To remain in
compliance with Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) regulations, international students must be enrolled for a minimum of
12 credit hours (full-time) during an academic year, maintain a valid
passport and 1·20, and must satisfy the College's academic
progress standards each term (see Academic Programs and
Policies).

percent discount. Fees and other charges are not discounted. The
discount is applied to payments from the student's own funds or by
Federal Student Loan funds available for deposit within t.he first
week of the semester. Scholarship awards, irrespective of source.
do not result in a discount.

While they are studying in the United States, international students
and scholars are required to have health insurance coverage that
meets INS criteria. To ensure compliance, the College has implemented a mandatory insurance plan. For more information regard-ing International undergraduate admissions and immigration related Issues. contact the office of the Assistant Dean of International
Student Affairs at 312-344-7458.

Credit Card Plan
Columbia College will accept credit card payments at any t1me
t hroughout the year. We accept American Express, V1sa.
MasterCard, and Discover. Credit card payments receipted before
the end of the first week of the semester receive a five percent
discount.

TUITION
Tuition is determined by the number of credit hours for which the
student is enrolled each term. A full-time student taking 12-16
credit hours is charged the current semester tuition. For any additional credit hOurs taken that semester, a per-credit·hOur rate is
charged. For a part-time student taking 1-11 credit hours, semester tuition is based on a per-credit-hour rate.

Consult the Tuition/Fees Schedule available from the Admissions
Office for the current tuit.ion and credit hour charges.
REG I STRATI ON AND RELATED FEES
In addition to tuition, entering students are charged the following
fees:
Application Fee

$25
Charged only when the student applies for admission to the College
as a regular student or as a student-at-large: nonrefundable.
Reclstratlon Fee

$50
Charged each semester: nonrefundable.
Student Activity Fee

$20
Charged each term for fuiHime students.
Library/ Materie ls Deposit Faa

$30
Charged only when the student enrolls in Columbia College for the
first time, refundable.
Schedule Chance Fee

$10
Charged only if a student initiates a class change after the completion of the registration period. This fee does not apply when a
change Is inttiated by the College.
Graduation Faa

$40
Charged upon graduation.
TUIT IO N PAYMENT PLANS
Students may chOOse any of the following tu1t1on payment plans:
Full Payment In Advance
When all tuition and fees are paid and receipted before the end of
the first week of the semester. the tuition is subject to a five

Tuition and fees are due and payable in full at the beginning of each
semester. Delays in receipt of Federal Direct loans and outside
scholarships must be fully documented by the student at the time
of registration .

Four-Pa yme nt Plan
Tuition and fees may be paid in four equal installments scheduled
throughout the semester. Arrangements for this plan must be made
at the time of registration .

The four-payment plan is available only to students who pay all or
some part of their tuition and fees from their own funds. Payments
from grants, direct student loans, and scholarships are due as
soon as the funds become available. If aid funds are not sufficient
to pay all charges. the part that is to be paid from the student's
own funds may be paid in four installments. beginning the first week
of the semester.
A fiVe percent delinquency (late) fee on the unpaid balance (includ-ing class fees and activity fees) in excess of $200 ($10 for
balances of less than $200) is charged for accounts overdue by ten
or more days. If a check is returned unpaid for any reason, a $20
fee will be imposed by Columbia College.
It is expected that students will handle their financial obligations in
a prompt, conscientious. and responsible manner. Each student is
required to arrange payment of tuition and fees with the Bursar at
registration.
CLASS SERVICE FEES
Class service fees suppor t a variety of educational expenses. maintain specialized facilities. and provide the instructional matenals
and supplies required by Columbia's curriculum.

With its emphasis on the performing. visual, and commun1cation
arts, Columboa offers a large and varied number of courses that
require expensive equipment and specially equipped facilities.
Replacement, expansion. and maintenance are expens1ve. and
such costs are sensitive to inflation. Moreover, many materials and
services can be purchased In quantity by the College more economically and conveniently than by individual students. Columbia
provides a wide variety of equipment and facilities that students
may use for their individual projects.
Columbia has been able to keep tuition low in part by charging
class service fees for those particular subjects for which matenal
and supply costs are highest. rather than by rais1ng everyone's
tuition. For a list of current class service fees. please refer the
Regisrrarion lnforma!ton and Class Schedule for each semester.
Unpaid Charcas
Students returning to the College with an unpaid balance from a
previous semester w111 not be permitted to reg,ster or to attend
classes unt1i all accounts have been pa1d m full. or sat,sfactory
arrangements to do so are recorded by the Bursar's Off1ce.
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REFUNDS FOR INTERRUPTED ENROLLMENT
If a student interrupts enrollment during a semester, tuition and
fees are refunded according to the Refund Schedule. Any amount
owed by the student is due and payable at the time of official with·
drawal.

The effective date of official withdrawal is: 1) the date of the offi·
cial withdrawal transaction, executed in the Records Office by the
student in person or by an authorized representative; or 2) the date
of the postmark of a registered letter addressed to the Registrar.
requesting official withdrawal from all courses; or 3) the date of a
fax transmittal to the Records Office requesting official withdrawal
from all courses.

Major sources of financial assistance available to Columbia College
students include federal programs, state programs, the Columbia
College Work-Aid Program, and other programs funded by the
College and by other institutions, agencies, or organizations.
The most comprehensive gift/aid program available to Illinois residents is the Monetary Award Program (MAP) of the Illinois Student
Assistance Commission. This program is notH:ompetitive; neither
test scores nor high achievement is required for funds to be award·
ed. Instead, assistance is based on a comprehensive review of the
student's financial situation and the specific costs of the college of
choice. Out-of-state students are urged to inquire about similar
programs available through their home states.

Failing to attend class does not constitute an official withdrawal.
Students may officially withdraw from classes only through the
Records Office. If the student does not withdraw officially, all tuition
for the term will be charged. Non-attendance does not constitute
early withdrawal. All accounts are considered active until the effec·
tive date of the official withdrawal.

The following financial aid programs are administered by the
College:

REFUND SCHEDULE

• Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant (FSEOG)

Fall and Spring Semesters

• Federal Direct Stafford Subsidized and Unsubsidized Loan
Program

Effective Date
of Withdrawal
1st week of Classes
2nd week of Classes
3rd week of Classes
4th week of Classes
5th week of Classes

Percent of Tuition Percent of Class Fee
Reduction
Reduction
100%
100%
80%
0%
60%
0%
40%
0%
Full Tuition Charged Full Tuition Charged

Federal programs

• Federal Pell Grant
• Federal College Work-Study Program (FWS)

• Federal Direct Parent Loan Program
• Veterans· Benefits (GI Bill)
Stat e programs

• Illinois Monetary Award Program (MAP)
• Illinois Incentive Grant (IIA)

Summer Session

Columbia College Institutional Awards

Effective Date
Percent of Tuition Percent of Class Fee
Reduction
of Withdrawal
Reduction
1st week of Classes
100%
100%
2nd week of Classes Full Tuition Charged Full Tuition Charged

• Academic Excellence Award (for current students)

• A pro-rata refund will be calculated for students who are first·time recipients of
Title IV assistance and who officially withdraw from all classes through the
ninth week.
• • A prCH"ata refund will be calculated for students who do not meet the first-time
Title IV reeipient criteria and who officially withdraw from au classes through

the ninth week.

• The Jane Ann Legnard Alexandroff Scholarship (for a senior
honors project)
• Alumni Book Awards (to assist in defraying costs of books and
supplies)
• Alumni Scholarship (for current students)
• Stuart Baum Scholarship (for photography students)
• Columbia College Financial Assistance Grants (for continuing
students)

Appeal Procedure
Any student who seeks an exception to the refund stated abov·e
must submit a written request to the Head Bursar, stating the
circumstances that the student believes justify an exception. The
Bursar will review the written request and issue a final determination within fourteen days of receipt of the request.

• Hermann D. Conaway Scholarship (for juniors and seniors)

FINANC I AL AID
Columbia College makes every effort to help students seek out and
obtain financial assistance in order to ensure that no student is
deprived of educational opportunity for lack of funds. The services
of the Financial Aid Office are available to all students. and the
Placement Office will provide information relating to part-time
employment.

• Eleanor Engle Scholarship (for radio majors)

While Columbia makes every effort to help students meet educational expenses, financial responsibility ultimately rests with the
student. At registration, each student is required to arrange for
payment of tuition and fees with the Bursar.

• Hilary Kalish Scholarship (for medically and financially chal·
lenged students)

• The Dance Center's DanceAfrica Scholarship
• Evanston Drama Club Scholarship (for theater students)
• The Helen Fong Dare Asian-American Scholarship in the Arts (for
Asian-American students)

• Fashion Columbia Scholarship (for fashion design majors)
• Fischetti Scholarship (for outstanding journalism students)
• Michael Fryzlewicz Interpreter Training Scholarship (for inter·
preter training majors)
• High School Summer Institute Scholarship

• Thaine Lyman Scholarship (for television students)
• Michael Merritt Endowment (for theater design students)
• Edward L. and Marsha Morris Scholarship (for television
students)

• AI Parker Radio/Sound Scholarship (for radio students)
• Phi Theta Kappa (for outstanding transfer students from participating community colleges)
• Presidential Scholarship Program (for incoming freshmen)
• Residence Hall Scholarships
• David R. Rubin Trustees· Student Scholarship
• John Schultz and Betty Shiflett Story Workshop Scholarship (for
fiCtion writing students)
• Victor Skrebneski Scholarship in Fashion (for fashion design,
photography, and management students)
• Study Abroad Scholarships
• Chuck Suber Scholarship (for arts management students)
• Transfer Student Scholarship Program
• AI Weisman Scholarship (for current students)
Students should consult the Admissions or Financial Aid Offices for
specific requirements for these and other awards.
Where applicable. students may reoeive assistanoe from other
agencies.
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, and Vermont award
funds to residents who plan to pursue studies In other states. The
eligibility requirements and availability of funds for federa~ and
state-sponsored programs vary from year t o year based on appropriations and revised regulations. Students are encouraged to apply
as early as possible.
Students receiving financial aid must comply with all applicable
regulations and be In compliance with the College's Satisfactory
Academic Progress Policy (SAPP). See the Academic Program and
Policies section for SAPP requirements. In addition to satisfying the
academic standards of SAPP, financial aid recipients Who have
attended Columbia for four terms must have a cumulative 2.0 grade
point average In order to reoeive financial aid. A financial aid handbook, Financing Your Education at Columbia College, Is available to
students from the Financial Aid OffiCe. It explains each of the
programs and scholarships at Columbia and provides requirements
and application procedures. A list of some grant and scholarship
sources Is Included.
Columbia students are strongly encouraged to apply for private
scholarships sponsored by various fraternal orders, unions, profes.
slonal associations, religious organizations, ethnic associations.
neighborhood organizations, and students' and parents' employers,
among others. Information may be obtained from the Chicago Public
library or the Columbia College library. Additionally, students may
use scholarship search computer programs available in the
Financial Aid and Admissions Offices free of charge. Students can
contact the Illinois Student Assistance Commission and have a
scholarship search completed for them.
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Student Life
COLUMBIA COLLEGE IS COMMITTED TO FOSTERING THE CREATIVITY AND
INDIVIDUALITY OF ITS STUDENTS. THE COLLEGE OFFERS A BROAD RANGE OF
STUDENT DEVE L OPMENT PROGRAMS AND RESOURCES TO COMPLEMENT ITS
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS. FROM NEW STUDENT ORIENTATION TO ASSISTANCE IN
CAREER PLACEMENT, THESE PROGRAMS AND SERVICES ADDRESS STUDENT
NEEDS AND CONCERNS .

The Of fice of the Dean of Students is. involved
in developing a vital and creative community
environment that encourages an appreciation
for diversity, individual growth, and development.

.. ·f/j ..

Students are encouraged to take advantage of
a wide variety of student life opportunities
available through the academic departments.
extra-curricular programs, and off~ampus
activities to become acquainted with faculty,
staff, and fellow students as well as the
professional community.
S TUDENT RE S OUR C ES

Ac•demlc Advl•lnC
The Academic Advising Office provides infor·
mation to students regarding degree requirements. majors. academic planning. and other
information required for successful completion
of a course of study. The academic advisors
work with students by specific majors and
help self-designed/interdiscipl inary majors
initiate their program plans. They are also
avai lable to help students with personal
issues and problems that may affect their
academic performance. The Advisong Office
conducts transfer orientatoon. the graduatoon
audit. and relevant workshOps throupout the
...ear.

Office of Student Development
Columbia is proud to introduce its Office of
Student Development. a student services
office dedicated solely to serving the needs of
new Columbia freshmen and transfer students
with 15 or fewer credit hOurs.
The Office of Student Development. located
on the third floor of the 623 South Wabash
building. hosts the Columbia Bridge Program
and the annual New Student Convocation and
offers an array of services for new students.
including orientation. academic advising. and
special programs and activities for new
students. The Office is open to students on a
walk·in or scheduled basis. and the Office 's
five advisors are available to discuss academic concerns. to inform students of organozatoons and services. and to direct them to onand off~ampus resources that will help them
make the most of their Columboa careers.
Whether helping students select a ma,or. plan
an academic schedule. or dosco...er out-of·
classroom enrichment. thos offoce os dedocated
to the needs and concerns of Columboa·s new
students.
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College Orientati on
The Academic Advising Office sponsors Explore Columbia!. a new
students· orientation program conducted in the fall and spring.
Faculty, staff. and peer advisors provide information and answer
Questions about the registration process. academic requirements,
student serllices. and student life.
Health Insurance
Health insurance IS available through a commercial carrier; contact
the Office of Student Life at 312-344-7459 for further information
or to obtain an insurance application.
Advisi ng- Depa rtmental Faculty
Faculty adllisors w1thin each department prollide students with infor·
mation about academic and professional areas of study at
Columbia. Transfer students are adllised to consult departments for
applicability of accepted course work in the major degree plan after
the of ficial evaluation by the Records Office.
Early Registration
Continuing students in good standing are allowed to register early
for the next semester's courses during the College's Early
Registration period each semester. The process is a convenient ar'ld
efficient way for students to meet with a faculty advisor in their area
of study and complete their registration quickly.
Alumni Office
The Alumni Office maintains a national and international network of
Columbia graduates and. through correspondence and publication
of alumni newsletters, keeps graduates informed of developments
at the College. The Alumni Office serves as the liaison to the
Columbia College Alumni Association and assists the organization
in coordinating its various programs and activities.
Bookstore
The bookstore. owned and managed by Follett College Stores
Corporation. stocks new and used textbooks for classes each
semester. Textbooks are not kept 1n the store longer than six weeks
into the semester; therefore. it IS recommended that students
purchase their books once they are certain of what is required. Also
available are general trade books. supplies. art supplies. clothing,
gifts. and college rings.
BURSAR
The Bursar's Office maintains student accounts. which are
assigned alphabetically to the assistant bursars to ensure continuity and personalized service. Students are invited to visit their
assigned bursar at any time with questions regarding their statements of account. charges. and payments due. Personal budget
planning with one's bursar is encouraged.
CAREER CENTER FOR ARTS AND MEDIA
The Career Center for Arts and Media serves students in all phases of career planning and placement. Career advisors. hired from
the fields students study. assist students in securing full- and part·
time employment during their enrollment at the College and in their
career search following graduation. The office conducts employer
outreach and locates job opportunities for students and alumni .
Other services include portfolio and tape reviews. resume writing
workshops. career events. and the coordination of on-campus
employment. The office also supports the endeavors of developing
artists and communicators who reQuire alternative career information and creative outlets.

LEARNING ASS ISTAN CE
Writ ing Cent er
The Writing Center provides a supportive. student-centered instructional environment where students of all ability levels work closely
with qualified writing consultants to strengthen writing skills. Peer,
graduate. and specialist consultants offer the kind of guidance that
makes a student's exploration of the college experience more
accessible and reward1ng.

Students receive assistance for wnting assigned in all courses
offered at Columbia, as well as for nonacademic writing such as
resumes. business letters. and creative projects. Consultants
prollide aid for every stage and element of the writing process: idea
generation, focus. development. organization. paragraphing, grammar, punctuation. revising and so forth. Special assistance is
offered for students with learn1ng disabilities and non-native speak·
ers of English .
Students can use the Center in three ways: 1 ) weekly for credit:
students concurrently enrolled in Composition (Introduction to
College Writing. English Composition 1 or II, Enhanced English
Composition I or II, ESL English Composition 1 or II) or Introduction
to Literature courses may register In Tutoring in Language Skills for
one credit hour. Students attending for credit receive a Pass/Fail
grade based on effort, improvement, and attendance. 2) weekly,
noncredit: students who want assistance on a regular weekly basis
may sign up at any time during the semester to see a consultant at
an appointed time each week. 3) drop-in: students may come to the
Center anytime during hours and reQuest assistance. There is no
tuition charge for noncredit or drop-in tutoring sessions.
Reading Center
The Reading Center offers individualized and smal~group instruc·
tional services to students who need assistance in meeting the
reading demands of Columbia College. Freshmen participate in
conjunction with enrollment in Introduction to College Reading and
College Reading courses. Students register on a one-credit or noncredit basis. All students can schedule sessions with tutors to
receive help with reading reQuired for their classes. The Reading
Center offers workshops that are dedicated to the reading demands
of particular Columbia courses. The Center also houses a lending
library for College Reading students and a reserve reading depository for the English Department.
Science and Mathematics Department Learning Center
The Science and Mathematics Department Learning Center works
closely with the students enrolled in science and math courses as
well as students across the curriculum who encounter mathemati·
cal and scientific principles in areas such as cinematography,
photography, interior design. sound engineering, music, marketing,
and arts management. Assistance is free to all students and available on a scheduled or drop-ln basis.
Department Tutoring
Several academic departments offer course-specific tutoring for
enrolled students. The Journalism Department Tutoring Center
provides assistance to students having difficulties in writing and
reporting classes. The Fiction Writing Department has an extensive
tutoring program addressing basic fiction writing skills. Academic
Computing offers tutorial assistance for the Foundations of
Computer Applications course. The Television Department offers
tutoring in eQuipment operation . lighting. and editing. There is
specialized assistance available to music students studying music
theory. The Arts. Enter tainment. and Media Management
Department provides learning assistance for students enrolled in
Accountmg I and 11. In addition to these services . several departments offer assistance on an as-needed basis.

RECORDS

The Records Office is responsible for registration and maintenance
of academic records and provides the following services: provision
of official and unofficial transcripts of the student's academic
record; verification of enrollment and degree awards; and notification of changes to the academic record, including grade changes.
the award of transfer credit. and semester grade reports. Grades
are mailed to students approximately two weeks after the close of
the term.
Throughout the school year. students may review their transcripts in
the Records Office. The information contained in student records is
protected under the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act of
1974 (P.L. 93-380. sect 515), as amended (P.L. 93-568. sect. 2).
RESIDEN CE LIFE OFFICE

The Residence Life Office is responsible for the administration of
two residence life facilities. The Residence Life system houses 450
students in apartment-style accommodations. Each suite has its
own livingjdining area. fully eQuipped kitchen, and bathroom. The
Off Campus Housing Coordinator is also located In the Residence
Life Office. The Coordinator is responsible for assisting students
with their search for apartments and roommates within the city of
Chicago. There are apartment lists. relocation guides. and room·
mate listings available for students interested In alternative houS·
ing. In addition. the Residence Life Office is responsible for the
hiring. training. supervision. and evaluation for the Resident and
Graduate Assistant staff.
SERVICES FOR SPECIAL NEED S STUDENTS

It is the policy of Columbia College that no person With a disability
who Is otherwise qualified shall be excluded. denied services,
segregated. or otherwise treated differently from other individuals
when such exclusion. denial. segregation. or different treatment
may be prevented through the provision of a ·reasonable accom·
modation: as that term is defined in the Americans with
Disabilities Act. Nor shall any otherwise qualified person with a
disabil ity be excluded, denied benefits. or discriminated against
with respect to any College activity or program on the basis of such
disability.
To make this policy work, students with disabilities who seek an
accommodation must notify the Conaway Achievement Project
(CAP). 312-344-8132. Students seeking reasonable accommodation must provide medical documentation of the diSability to CAP.
The staff will work with the student. faculty, and other administrators. as needed, to provide reasonable accommodation for the
student. but shall not divulge the student's request or medical
documentation except as needed to provide reasonable accommodation.
VETERANS' SERVICES

The College maintains a service office for veterans. A staff member
is available to help veterans receive benefits to which they are enti·
tied. Columbia College awards limited college credit for military
service and for certain areas of training. Students should contact
the Admissions Office. 312·344-7139 for further Information on
veterans· benefits.
STUDENT LIFE

The Student Life Office encourages students to become involved in
college life beyond the classroom through their partiCipation in
special events and student organizations. Student Life expands
what students learn in class. helping them make new friends and
enrich their creativity. A holistic approach is used with students and

their involvement to assist them in becoming productive citizens.
The office is divided into two components: student organizations
and special events.
Student Organizations
Student organizations are a significant feature of student life at
Columbia College . Student organizations represent the Interests
and concerns of students and allow the opportunity to develop lead·
ership skills. They are based and focus on social, cultural. and
educational development. Some of the most active organizations
are Allianza Latina, American Advertising Federation, Black
Journalists. Columbia College Fashion Association, and Television
Arts Society.
Spec ial Events
Student life incorporates Columbia College's mission. providing an
environment in which we integrate the arts. media. and the community. This integration Is fulfilled by producing and funding special
events. These special events are planned and developed by
committees composed of faculty. staff. and students. These events
connect students· academic experiences and expose them to new
cultures. viewpoints. and concepts.
STUDENT ACTIVITIES AND ORGANIZATIONS

Student activities and organizations are designed to create an
nnvolved community. one in which students are connected to the
larger College community and to the vital life and culture of the city.
This involvement adds a lively and realistic dimension to a
student's college life. Specific student opportunities include the
following:
St udent Centers
Columbia has two student centers: the Hokin Student Center. at
623 South Wabash. and the newly dedicated Hermann D. Conaway
Multicultural Center. at 1104 South Wabash. Both are
caf~;gallery/performance spaces that are equipped with stages.
lighting, and sound systems. The Centers focus on programming by
and for students. providing opportunities to showcase student
talent and the work of professional artists. Art exhibits. plays. and
musical performances are presented in these facilities. The activl·
ties and programs are designed to enhance the social, cultural, and
intellectual growth of the students as well as promote social inter·
action among students. faculty, staff. and the community.
Departmental Events
Each semester the academ1c departments present a wide variety of
performances. exhibitions. and competitions. Offerings include film
screenings. poetry and fict1on readings. live music, politiCal
debates. theater and dance performances, seminars on art and
media topics. and visits by leading ar tists and communicators.

Students stretch their horizons and imaginations as they converse
with visiting artists such as noted filmmaker Spike Lee or Pulitzer
Prize-winning poet Rita Dove. Students plan and participate In
events such as Fashion Columbia. Students program WCRX·FM. the
College's radio station: they produce television shows for cable
broadcast; and they write for and edit various campus publications
such as Hair Trigger. the Columbia Poetry Review, and the Columbia
Chronicle.

The City
The city of Chicago's museums, galleries. production houses.
studios. concert halls. theaters. advertising agencies. and radoo
and television stations are an extension of campus life. Whether on
an internship, class assignment, tour. or for general interest.
students tap into the enormous vitality of the city.
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WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE ARE MANY OF C H ICAGO'S CULT URAL FACILITI ES
SUCH AS THE ART IN STITUTE OF CHICAGO, SYMPHONY CENTER, THE FIELD
MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY, THE ADLER PLANETAR I UM, JOHN G. SHEDD
AQUARIUM AND OCEANARIUM, AND THE HAROLD WASHINGTON L I BRARY
CENTER.

CA MPUS
Columbia's location in Chicago's South Loop
presents students with many attractions and
advantages. The physical plant. comprising
1.3 million square teet, includes classrooms,
studios, laboratories, and theaters, all
containing state·of·t he art equipment. For a
complete account of departmental facilities.
see the individual department descriptions.

· ··~ . .

Many of the city's other major academic
institutions are just blocks away, including
DePaul University, Roosevelt University, the
School of the Art Institute of Chicago, The
American Conservatory of Music, Spertus
College of Judaica, John Marshall School of
Law, and Chicago Kent College of Law.
Main Campus Building
600 South Michigan Avenue
The Main Campus is a fifteen·story building
with views overlooking Lake Michigan. The
main building houses t he Television and
Photography Departments. Other facilities
in this building are the Graduate School,
Freshman Seminar classrooms, food service,
administrative offices, Admissions. a compu·
ter lab, the Ferguson Theater, and the
Museum of Contemporary Photography.

Wabash Campus Building
623 South Wabash Avenue
Designed by Solomon Beman in 1895, the
Wabash Campus Building is considered an
outstanding early example of the work of the
Chicago School of Architecture. This facility
houses the departments of Art and Design,
Interpreter Training, Science and Math,
Academic Computing, and Fashion Design. In
addition, it accommodates the Center for
Black Music Research; the offices for Student
Life and Academic Advising and Placement;
Hokin Student Center, Coffeehouse, and
Gallery; and other administrative offices.
South Campus Building
624 South Michigan Aven ue
The South Campus Building, the landmark
Torco Building, built in 1908 by architect
Christian A. Eckstrom, houses the depart·
ments of Journalism; Fiction Writing; Liberal
Education; Marketing Communication; Arts,
Entertainment, and Media Management; and
the Institute for Science Education and
Science Communication. In addition, this
building includes the Library, administration
offices, Collins Hall screening room, the
International Latino Cultural Center, a student
lounge, the College bookstore, the Center for
Teaching Excellence, and a faculty lounge.
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Eleventh Street Campua
72 East Eleventh Street
Columbia's Eleventh Street Building features the 400-seat Emma
and Oscar Geu Theater. which has been restored to its original Art
Oe<:o grandeur. and two smaller studios. all used to present College
musicals, plays, and concerts. The Eleventh Street building mainly
houses the Theater Department but also includes film/video. and
photography studiOS. and the Columbia College Art Gallery.

CAMPUS DIRECTORY
(All area codes are 312)

Dance Center
1306 South Michigan Avenue
The Dance Center of Columbia College houses the offices and
dance studoos of the Dance Department. Th1s newly renovated facil·
ity contains a state-of-the-art 275-seat performance space. dance
studios. classrooms. and rehearsal space.

Academic ComputlnC Department, Wabash Campus,
Rm. 400
344-7526

Colum bia Collece Audio Tec hnoloCY Ce nter
676 North LaSalle Street
The Columbia College Audio Technology Center. the former
Zenith/dB recording complex. provides sound and radio students
access to a leading production facility that has been used by a
number of award-winning producers and directors in the television
and film industries. Besides furnishing classrooms and laboratories
for the Sound Department. it is used for postproduction work for the
Film and Video and Television departments.

Adml11l ona Office , Main Campus, Rm. 301
344-7 129

Columbia Collece Realde nce Center
731 South Plymouth Court
The Columbia College Residence Center is located in the historic
Printers Row district. a few blocks from the Main Campus. This residential center provides apartment-style liv1ng for approximately 350
students and includes such facilities as art stud1os, music practice
rooms, a computer lab, entertainment center. and exercise room.

26 East Congress Parkway
This add1t1onal residence facility is adjacent to the Ma1n Campus.
providing apartment·style loving tor approximately 110 students.
Theater and Film Annex
1415 South Wabash Avenue
The Theater and Film Annex was acquired in 1996 and IS designed
to support the Film and Vodeo and Theater departments. The
20,000 square-foot buoldong provodes space for the Film and Video
Department's motion picture directong and shooting stages and
houses the Theater Department's costume and scene shops. This
transformation of a former warehouse onto a state-of-the-art teach·
ing facility is an important addition to the thriving South Loop
community.
Congre11 Building
33 East Congress Parkway
The 33 East Congress Bu ilding Is home to the College's Writing
Center. WCRX Radio Station, the Radio, English. Early Childhood
Development, and Educational Studies Departments. and the
Continuing Education (Columbia 2) offices.
Mu alc Center
1014 South Michigan Avenue
The Music Center of Columbia College houses the offices. teaching
studios, and rehearsal labs of the Music Department. The Center
also features a 162-seat Concert Hall.
1104 Center
1104 South Wabash Avenue
The 1104 Center, the landmark Ludington Building, built in 1892 by
William LeBarron Jenney, houses the Hermann D. Conaway
Multicultural Center, the Glass Curtain Gallery and Cafe, the Book
and Paper Center. and the Film and Video Department.

Col umbia College , 600 S. Michigan Avenue. Chicago, IL 60605
663-1600
www.colum.edu
Academic Advlalng Offic e , Wabash Campus, Rm. 300
344-7645

Academ ic Dean' a Office , Main Campus, Rm. 515
344-7492

Alumni Relation• Olllce , Main Campus, Rm. 400
344-7420
Art and Dealgn Department , Wabash Campus. Rm. 800
344-7380
Arta , Entertainment , and Media Manegement Department ,
South Campus, Rm . 700
344-7652
Book and Paper Center. 1104 Center. Ste. 200
344-6630
Bookatore . South Campus. 1st Floor
344-7406
Burur' a Office , Main Campus. Rm. 601
344-7475
Career Center l or Artt and Med ia , Wabash Campus, Rm. 300
344-7280
Caahler' a Olllce , Main Campus, Rm. 508
344-7470
College Relat ion• and De ve lopment Office , Main Campus,
Rm. 400
344-7287
Columbia Ch ronic le (student newspaper), Wabash Campus,
2nd Floor
344-7343
Computer Labt (run by Academic Computing Department for
students' general use)

Main Campus, Rm. 207
344-7755
Wabash Campus, Rm . 401, 403, 410
344·7440
Continuing Educat ion (Columbia 2). Congress Building, 1st Floor
344-7259
Dance Department, Dance Center, Ste. 100
344-8310
Dance Movement/Therapy , South Campus, Rm. 1100
344-7697
Dean of Students' Offic e , Wabash Campus, Rm. 301
344-7221

Early Childhood Educetlon . Congress Building. Ste. 510
344-7990

President ' s Office. Main Campus. Rm. 505
344-7202

Educational Studlea Department . Congress Building, 4th Aoor
34 4-8140

ProvostjAcademlc VIce Prealdent' a Office , Main Campus,
Rm. 600
344-7807

Engllah Department . Congress Building. 3rd Aoor
344-8100
Executive VIce Prealdent ' a Office. Main Campus. Rm. 501
344-7210
Fercuaon Theater. Main Campus, 1st Floor
Fiction Writing Department. South Campus. Rm. 1200
34 4-7611
Film and VIdeo Department. 1104 Center. 3rd Floor
3 44-6700
Financi al Aid Office . Main Campus. Rm. 303
344·7473
Freahman Seminar Program . Main Campus. Rm. 201
344·71B6
Getz Theater . 11th Street Campus. 1st Floor
344-6126
Graduate School. Main Campus. Rm . 200
3 44-7260

Radio Department. Congress Building. Ste. 700
344-8160

Residence Life Office . 731 S. Plymouth Court. 1st Floor
344-7803
Sc ience and Mathematic• Department . Wabash Campus.
Rm. 500
344-7368
Science and Mathematic• Learn ing Center. Wabash
Campus. Rm. 509
344-7545
Science Institute. South Campus. Rm. 1400
344-7180
Science Institute Lab . Wabash Campus. Rm. 500
3 44-7608

Sound Department/ Audio Tech Center. 676 N. LaSalle
344-7802

Interactive Mu ltime dia Program . South Campus. Rm. 600
344-7750

Student Life. Wabash Campus, Rm. 301
344-7459

lnterdlaclpllnary Artl Department . South Campus . Rm. 1100
344-7669

Student Lounge. South Campus. 11th Floor

Liberal Education Depa rtment . South Campus, Rm. 900
344·7295
Library, South Campus. 1st Floor
3 44-7900
Marketing Communication Department . South Campus,
Rm. 800
344-7600
Mualc Department , Music Center. 3rd Floor
344-6300
Office of Student Development . Wabash Campus. 3rd Floor
344-7925
Photography Department. Main Campus, Rm. 1200
344-7320
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Records Office (Registration). Main Campus, Rm. 611
344-7224

Immunization Procram
344-7227

Journallam Department. South Campus. Rm. 1300
344-7672

(.)
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Reading Cente r , Congress Building. 1st Floor
344-8175

Senior Seminar Program . Congress Building, Ste . 420
(TBA)

Interpreter Training Department . Wabash Campus. Rm. 219
3 44-7837

...
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Hokln Center (art gallery. student snack and recreation area).
Wabash Campus. 1St Floor
344-7696

International Student Affa lra . Marn Campus, Rm. 301
344-7458

.,

Television Department, Marn Campus. Rm. 1500
344·7410
Theater Department . 11th Street Campus. 3rd Floor
344·6100
Underground Caf6 (student caft!). Main Campus. Lower Level
344-7349
Writing Center . Congress Building, 1st Floor
344·8130
LIBRARY
The Columbia College Library, located on the first five floors of the
6 24 South Michigan Avenue building. provides a large and growing
body of information as a resource for study and research with a
comfortable environment in which to study, view. and read.
Columbia's library includes a wide range of materials in a variety of
formats. including more than 187.000 books . over 1.000 periodi·
cal titles. 123.000 volumes on microfiche and microfilm. 100.000
slides. 10.000 films and video recordings. and 2,000 sound recordings. Many of these resources are a part of the GeorgeS. Lurie Fine
Arts collection of visual and performing arts materials. Special
collections include sources such as film and television scripts for
intensive screen studies.
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Extensive electronic information sources, accessible through CDROM workstations and the Internet. are provided to students and
faculty. The Library has audiovisual carrels for listening and viewing,
equipment for viewing and copying microforms. photocopy equipment. numerous carrels for study, and the Weisman Reading Room
tor quiet reading and study.
The Library staff provides such services as reference, interlibrary
loan, term paper counseling, library tours. bibliographic instruction,
mediated computer database searches. and audiovisual services.
Resource-sharing agreements and participation in computer
networks allow Columbia College Library users to access and
borrow material from many other libraries. The Library's computer
system, ILLINET Online, is a statewide system that allows student:s
and faculty to search for materials in the collections of Columbia
College and nearly 800 other Illinois libraries. ILLINET Online
supports circulation of local library materials and on-site borrowing
privileges at over 45 academic libraries in Illinois, including many in
the Chicago area. LI BRAS. a consortium of 18 Chicago area
colleges. promotes cooperative collection development and shared
access to library materials. Arrangements can also be made to use
the resources of the many special libraries and information center·s
in metropolitan Chicago.
So that students may become more aware of the facility's materi·
als and services, library instruction sessions are conducted
throughout the year, often for first· and second-semester English
composition courses as well as for specialized classes. Small-group
tutorials on the use of the computer catalog and other computer
resources are provided. Arrangements can also be made for
students who request assistance in developing research papers.
The Library staff is ready to help students with their research and
reference needs and to provide personalized library assistance.
MARVIN MOSS FITNESS CE NTER

Columbia students, with current IDs. are welcome to use the
Marvin Moss Fitness Center at Roosevelt University. 325 South
Wabash . at no cost. This facility includes a basketball and volleyball
court and features treadmills. stationary bikes. steppers, and free
weights. Noncredit classes are offered in yoga. aikido. and bujinkan
marshal arts (ninj a training). In addition. a personal trainer is avail·
able. free of charge, to guide students' fitness programs. The tacil·
ity"s hours are 7 a.m. to 11 p.m., Monday through Thursday, and 7
a.m. to 9 p.m. on Friday. Weekend and summer schedules vary.

CO LUMBIA COLLEGE ART GALLERY

The Columbia College Art Gallery is located on the main floor of the
Eleventh Street Campus at 72 East Eleventh Street. Completed in
1984, this 1,500 square-foot gallery presents a series of exhibits
by professional artists and Columbia College students. At the end
of each academic year, two exhibits are prepared from the work of
students in the areas of graphic design, illustration, interior design,
fine art and documentary photography, drawing, painting, sculpture,
computer graphics, and mixed media.
GLASS CURTAIN GALLERY

The Glass Curtain Gallery is committed to the advancement of the
fine arts as an integral part of arts education. The gallery, located
on the first floor at 1104 South Wabash, affords professional exhi·
bition opportunities, workshops, visiting artist lectures , and
dialogue essential to development and growth within the arts. The
2,200 square-foot space invites Columbia College resident artists,
students. and alumni to exhibit a variety of contemporary media
and styles in a professional environment. The exhibition calendar
welcomes students and professionals tor the exchange of aesthet·
ic concepts and ideas. Annual exhibitions are the Senior Fine Arts
Exhibition. Alumni Invitational, and guest-curated exhibitions by
respected members of the College faculty as well as the local
Chicago arts community.
MULTIMEDIA STUDENT ART CENTERS

The Centers, listed below. complement Columbia College's academic programs and enhance the overall experience of its students by
providing an environment in which students can exhibit , perform,
and review their selected art forms. Programming in the centers
focuses on shOwcasing student talent and professional artists.
Hokin Center. located in the south wing of the first floor of 623
South Wabash. is a coffee house/gallery/performance space with
an annex equipped with stage. lighting, and sound system.
Conaway Multicultural Center, located at 1104 South Wabash, i~ a
multilevel coffee house/study lounge/performance space equipped
with stage , greenroom, lighting, and sound system.
Hokin Gallery/In-the-Works Gallery, located in the north wing of the
first floor of 623 South Wabash in the Hokin Center, are two mull~
media art venues that allow students to exhibit their work. Its highly professional presentation and multimedia capabilities welcome
emerging artists . whether they are showing work for the first or
fifteenth time.

MUSEUM OF CO NTEMPORARY PHOTOGRAPHY

The Museum of Contemporary Photography is located on the first
and second floors at 600 South Michigan Avenue . It presents
exhibits of phOtography from the College's Permanent Collection of
Contemporary American Photography and from the work of professional artists around the world. The Museum' s facilities include five
galleries. a collection storage vault, the Midwest Photographers
Project Print Study Room, preparation rooms, and offices. Each
year. a wide range of provocative, innovative exhibitions is presented by the Museum in recognition of photography's many roles: as a
medium for communication and artistic expression, as a documenter of life and the environment, as a commercial industry, and
as a power ful tool in the service of science and technology. Related
programs of the Museum include lectures and panel discussions,
traveling exhibitions originated by the Museum, publications,
membership benefits, and a Museum Studies Program, sponsored
by the Department of Photography and taught by the Museum 's
professional staff. The Museum of Contemporary Photography is
accredited by the American Association of Museums.

CENTER FOR BLACK MUSIC RESEARCH

The Center for Black Music Research (CBMR) was established at
Columbia College Chicago in 1983. Its purpose is to discover,
disseminate, preserve, and promote black music in all its forms,
from jazz, blues, gospel, and ragtime to R&B, opera, and concert
works. The Center's range of programming includes a curriculum of
black music courses offered to undergraduate students; the CBMR
Library and Archives; the CBMR database; a rich publications
program; a series of Rockefeller Resident Fellows; biennial National
and International Conferences in Black Music Research; and
performances by the Black Music Repertory Ensemble, the New
Black Music Repertory Ensemble, and Ensemble Stop-Time.
The Center's curricular contributions include the following courses:
Introduction to Black Music; Folk Music, Spirituals, and Gospel;
Black Popular Music in America; The Jau Tradition; Black Classical
Music and Musicians; and Afro-Latin and Caribbean: U.S. Musical
Crosscurrents. These courses are offered through the Music
Department.

The Lobrary and Atchives of the Center for Black Music Research
endeavor to provide a comprehensive research collection covering
all Id ioms In black music. Open to the general public and the
Columbia College community, the collection contains books, per~
odicals. sound recordings in several formats, scores and music,
photographs and videotapes, manuscripts. and archoval materials,
and a comprehensive collection of theses and dissertations on
black music.
Additional Information is available from the Center lor Black Music
Research . Columbia College, 312·344-7559.

CEN TER FOR BOOK AND PAPER ARTS
The Center for the Book and Paper Atts. located in the Ludington
Build ing at 1104 South Wabash, is devoted to all the art s and
crafts related to handmade paper and books. The Center was
founded to promote and encourage research and creativity through
a unique combination of exhibition, performance. lecture, tour. and
classroom experience. Part of the Interdisciplinary Arts
Department, the Center offers classes for graduate and under·
graduate credit and provides a wide variety of community classes
and workshops for the general public.
In addition to the new, modern studios for papermaking, letterpress
printing, and bookbinding, the Center is equipped with a large,
double, well lit gallery space. which features work of nationally
known book and paper artists.

DANCE CENTER
The Dance Center ol Columbia College. newly relocated to 1306
South Michigan in the South Loop, is nationally recognized as
Chicago's most active presenter of contemporary dance.
Featuring six renovat ed studios and a new 27~seat black box
theater. the Dance Center is housed within the Department of
Dance . The Center offers a dance-presenting series and numerous
community-oriented services, including frequent classroom and
audience access to guest and resident dance artists. This comprehensive dance environment provides students . the Chicago dance
community, and the general public with multiple opportunities to
learn about and experience dance in its many stytes and forms.
Recent performers and choreographers featured at the Dance
Center include Susan Marshall. Rennie Harris. David Rousseve,
Chuck Davis, Bebe Miller. Trisha Brown, Ralph Lemon. Akira Kasai.
H.T. Chen, Claire Porter, Paula Josa-Jones. and David Dorfman.
CIVI C AND CULTURAL CONNE C TIONS

Chluco Jezz Enaemble
The Chicago Jau Ensemble. a professional repertory orchestra in
residence at Columbia. has performed in New York City's Pace
Theater. In Chicago' s Civic Opera House and Mandel Hall, on
Sardinia and Rome, at the Montreal Jazz Festival . at the Chicago
Jau Festival. at the Ravinia Festival. and at the prestigoous Park
West Club in Chicago, where it presented the first put>lic concert of
the Miles Davis and Gil Evans collaboration . 'Sketches of Spain."
The Chocago Jazz Ensemble os conducted by Wilham Russo.
Chairperson of the Music Department of Columboa College.
Featured performers with the ensemble onclude trumpeters Orbert
Davis and Scon Hall . j au singer Bobbo Wolsyn. classic soprano
Carol Loverde. drummers Frank Parker and Frank Donaldson. trombonist Audrey Morrison. aNI guitanst Frank Dawson-all from the
Columboa Collel(e faculty.

I nternetlonel Letlno Culture! Center
The International Latino Cultural Center's missoon is to develop.
promote. and Increase awareness of the multinatoonal Latono
cultures among Latinos and other communitoes through all art
forms. Its largest event is the Chicago Latino Film Festival held
every spring for two weeks. The Festival screens 100 films from
Latin America, Portugal, Spain, and the United Stat es. In addition.
the International Latino Cultural Center produces year-round events
such as visual art exhibitions. theater and dance performances.
and music concerts. Additional information is available at the
Center's web site at www.chicagolatinocinema.org.

Community Medle Workahop
The Community Media WorkshOp provides hands-on training. onter~
ships, and educational forums for ~profit organizatoons on how
to use the media. For more information. see the web sote at
www.newstips.org.
Summer Arta Cemp
The Summer Arts Camp Is a project of the College. which shares
the substance and style of Columbia with children ages 8 through
15. Columbia students and faculty work together to lead children
through eight weeks of summer camp curriculum, including Visual
Arts. Media Arts. and Performing Arts. as well as poetry and
s inging. In keeping with the hands-on approach of Columbia' s
teaching style . children meet on campus, where they explore the
College's studoos and labs and its cul turally vital c.a mpus.

The College also houses or sponsors the following:
• CalhOun Press is a publisher of fine. limited edition works by
MidWest visual and lit erary artists.
• Center for Asian Arts and Media is the first Asian arts center
founded by a college or university in the U.S.
• Chicago Center for Arts Polley explores and defines arts POlicy
and the role of the artist in American society.
• OanceAfrica Is a festival of African-American dance and culture
featuring international performers.
• Mordine & Company Dance Theater, the professoonal company
in residence at the Dance Center. is Chicago's longest standong
modern dance company.

• New &pression is a free. monthly. citywide newspaper wronen
by. for. and about Chicago youth.

• Offioe of Community Atts Partnershop provides support for
community outreach programs.
• Windy City International Documentary Film Festoval screens new.
national and international documentary films .
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Faculty and Administration
MORE THAN 1100 FACU LTY MEMBERS TEACH AT COLUMBIA COLLEGE, SOME
FULL - TIME, THE MAJORITY PART - TIME. F U LL - TIME FACULTY ARE I NDICATED
B Y AN ASTE RIS K ( * ). THE FOLLOW IN G REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE I L LUST RATES T H E BR EADTH AN D DEP T H OF T H EIR EXPERIENCE AND ACHI EVEMENT.

Faculty listings and teaching assignments are
subject to change, revision, modification.
and/or deletion at any time.
Jeff Abell* (Interdisciplinary Arts) M.A.. Music.
Northern Illinois University
Gerald Adams • (Science and Mathematics) Ph.D .•
Geology, Northwestern University; research interest:
high temperature and pressure mineral systems

···t!I!· ·

Randall Albers • (Chairperson. Fiction Writing)
Ph.D., University of Chicago; writer; critic; co-writer
and co-producer, The Living Voice Moves a nd Story
from Firs! Impulse to Final Draft; Columbia College
Teacher of the Year. 1995
Jack Alexander • (Sound) B.A., Universi·ty of
Illinois at Chicago; engineer, sates manager.
consultant. and teacher
Elysabeth Alfano (Management) M.B.A.• American
Graduate School of International Business; owner
and director, Portia Gallery
Andrew Allegretti* (Fiction Writing) M.A ..
Northern Illinois University; writer; recipient, four
Illinois Arts Council Artists Fellowships and three
Illinois Arts Council Literary Awards; fiction in
TriQuarterly, f2, f3, PrivateArts, and Stand
Greg Allen (Theater) B.A., Oberlin College; founder
and Artistic Director, The Neofuturists
Herbert Allen • (Marketing Communicatton) M.B.A.
candidate Governors State University; Director of
Advertising Studies; former Advertising Executive,
Leo Burnett Company, Earle Ludgin Advertising.

Foote Cone and Belding, Niefeld Paley and Kuhn,
and Vince Cullers Advertising; former Staff
Producer, NBC-TV and ABC-TV; Senior Producer,
Central City Productions
Glenda Allen-Jones • (English) Ph.D. candidate,
Education, University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign (parental involvement research); M.Ed. ,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Paul Am andes • (Theater) B.M. , Northern Illinois
University; actor and director; vocalist and musi·
cian ; composer, lyricist. and playwright
Laura Amend (Music) M.M. , Indiana University,
Bloomington; concert soloist; founding member, the
Cathedral Singers
Sanford A. Angelos (Science Institute) M.S.C..
Criminalistics; M.Ed., Research Evaluation.
University of Il linois at Chicago; Senior Forensic
Chemist, U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration;
1998 Columbia College Part-time Teacher of the
Year
Thomas M . Antonio (Science Institute) Ph.D..
Botany, University of Oklahoma; Curator of
Collections, Lincoln and Garfield Park
Conservatories of the Chicago Part District
David Arlet l (Science and Mathematics) M.S.,
Marine Science, Long Island University; research
interest: environmental pollution and environmental
health
Robert Arnoldt (Liberal Education) Ph.D. candi·
date, History, University of Illinois at Chicago;
specialist, twentieth-century U.S. history
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Wllll•m Aellley (Scoence and MathematiCS) M.D.. Internal
Medocone. Unoversity oflllinoos at Chocago; healtheare consultant

McArtllur Binion • (Art and Oesogn) M.F.A.. CrenbrOOII Academy:
fine artist

Stephen A em• • (Liberal Education) Ph.D.• Philosophy. Southern
1111no1S Unr.oersoty at Carbondale; author. Buddha fO< Beginners .
Constructing Nature: The Culture of Natural HistO<y Museums.
foii(!Wing Form 8I)(J Function

Trlell Biondo (Radio) B.A.. Loyola Unr.oersoty; music directO<.
WUSN morning show

Arvle Averette (Liberal Education) M.A.. Social Won<. University
of Chicago; Procram COO<dinator. Chicago Housing Authority

Fr•nk Bloom (Marl<eting Communicatoon) Ph.D.. PsychOtocY.
Illinois Institute of TechnotocY: Executove Voce President. Plz:za
Concepts. Inc.
Ro. . Blouin • (English) M .A.. English , Chica&o State Unlvers1ty

M•ry M . l•d,er (Theater) Producing DirectO<. Theater
Department; freelance ltghtlng desogner and technical consultant;
advisory board member. Music/Theatre Worl<shOp; Regional
Secretary/Treasurer. Unoted Scenic Artists LU829
Qeor'e l•lley• (English) M .A.• DePaul University; writer of arbcles published in Wednesday Journat. editor. West Side Stories;
Speech Coordinator
lllell• B•ldwln• (English) M.A.. Creative Writing. Columbia
College Chicago; Professor of Et~glish with an emphasis in Africa,.
American studies
Jolin B•nke • (Television) B.F.A.. Photography, University of
Arizona; specialist In computers and new media; founding partner
of Rising Star Graphics. ltd.. a computer and video firm specializing in Avid and other non-linear solutions.
Peter B•rrer•e (Journalism) M.F.A., New Yorl< School of Visual
Ar ts; photojournalist
Doreen B•rtonl• (Film and Video) M.A.. Northwestern
University; independent filmmaker
M ickey B•ee (Academic Computing) CO<nputer consultant.
productivity tools
J•nell Buter • (Interactive Multimedia) B.F.A.. University of
Illinois at Chice«o: creatO< of interactive artwork; designer of digital WO<k, web sites. and CO-ROMs; recipient. 1993 Oxbow
Fellowship, Art Institute of Chicago

Derek John Boczkowekl• tEnglosh) M.A.. Writing. DePaul
University; Assistant Director, Writ1ng Center
Bonni e Booth (Journalism) M.S.J .. Columbia University; editor.
American Medical News
Ron•ld Boyd • (Telellision) independent documentary, experimen
tal and corporate media producer: specialist in print. web. telellision. and marl<eting media: former Creative Services Manacer.
Hysan Corporation of Illinois
L•rry Boz•k (Academic Computlt~g) Computer consultant. produc
tivity tools
Wllll•m Br•dley (liberal Education) M.A.. Theological Studies .
Lutheran School of Theology, Chicago
P•ullne Br•lleford • (Theater) London Guildhall School of Music
and Drama diploma; actress: former Artistic DirectO<, Body Politic
Theatre; founding member, Court Theatre Company, University of
Chicago
M•ur• Br•un (Art and Design) B.S.. Interior Design. University of
Illinois at Chicago; graduate certlfocate
Freddie Breltber' (Sound) studio manacer and staff engineer.
Streeterville RecO<ding Studios
Arnold Brem•n (Management) A.A.S.. New Yorl< City Community
College; 30 years of experience in arts manacement: consultant;
fO<mer Executive Director for The Joffrey Ballet. Chicago

Joen a..udoln • (Television) M.S.. Chicago State University;
cultural diversity and media specialist

M•rcl• Brice (Art and Design) graphiC designer

Audr. .n Been • (Art and Design) B.F.A., SchOOl of the Art
Institute of Chicago; fashion designer

Tom Brlerton• (Film and Video) M.A.. Southern Illinois
University: independent filmmaker: animatO<; CO<nposer; screen.
writer

Steven J. Berlin (Management) M.A.• University of Chicago;
Deputy Director. C1ty of Chicago Board of Et.hics
Bernerd Berlowltz (Science and Mathematics) Ph.D ..
Mathematics, Columbia University
Rlcllerd Bern•l (Television) Director. WBBM·TV
Beth Berolzllelmer (Television) M.A.. School of the Art Institute
of Chicago: freelance editor
Nlnooe Betlllehou • (Film and Vtdeo) artist-iowesidence
Dewoud Bey• (PIIotOCfaphy) M.F.A.. Yale Unoversity School of
Art; onternatoonally exh1b1ted . collected. and comm1ss1oned artost ;
rec1poent . NEA and other fellowsrups and awards
Frenk l l •nc o• (Tele>nsoon) B.A.. Education. State Unrvers1ty of
New Yorl<, Geneseo: Staff OtrectO<. WLS-TV; dorector. Oprall.
Noghllone. Good Momofll Arnenca. and Wide ~ of Sports

Ad•m Brooke • (Art and Design) M.F.A .. Sc,hOOI of the Art
Institute of Chicago; installation artist
Bonnie Brooke • (Chairperson, Dance) M.A.. English, George
Mason University; dance writer. administrator. lobbyist. and
teacher: former Executive Director of Dance USA
Jull•n Brown (Management) M.F.A.. Temple University; actor
Dorotlly Brown· McCI. .n (Marl<etong CO<nmunication) B.S..
Hofstra University: communocatJon tra1nong spec1allst
L11t•r Brownlee • (Journalism) M.S.J.. Med1ll SchOOl of
Journalism. Nor th-stern Unlversoty; coord1nat0<. Outreach
Procrams; former feature writer. Chocaao 011•1)' News and Chocllflo
Arnericatl; former editor. Urban Affaors. WLS-TV; Inductee. Choca&o
Journahsm Hau of Fame, 1993
Denni e lrozynekt• (Art and OeSICfll B.F.A•. SchOol of tr1e Art
Institute of Chocago: COO<d1natO<. FaShoon OesiCfl: faShoon ollustla
tor and descner

Terrence Brunk* (English) Ph.D., Literatures in English , Rutgers
University; Literature Coordinator: author, Literacies: Reading.
Writing, Interpretation; consultant, National Assessment of
Educational Progress; specialist in British Literature, history of
novel, gender studies , literacy, and composition theory
J. Terrence Brunner (Journalism) J.D., Loyola University;
Executive Director, Better Government Association
Robert Buchar• (Film and Video) M.F.A.. Film Academy of Fine
Arts, Prague: award-winning c inematographer
Angela Budner (Marketing Communication) B.A.. Columbia
College Chicago: Freelance Media Consultant and former Media
Planner and Buyer. Leo Burnett
Johann Buls • (Center for Black Music Research) D.A..
Musicology, Ball State University; Fulbright Scholar: ethnomusicol·
ogist; oboist: writer
Valerie Burke (Photography) M.F.A.. University of Illinois at
Chicago; fine art photographer
Terrie Byrne (English) M.F.A.. Fiction Writing, University of
Alabama, Tuscoloosa: ESL specialist and technology trainer:
founder and President, American English Academy
Lynn Cachey (Interpreter Training) B.F.A.. Graphic Design.
Rochester Institute of Technology: member, American Sign
Language Teachers Association
Daniel Cahill (Journalism) B.A.. Loyola University: Sunday Sports
Editor, Chicago Sun-Times
Barbara Calabrese• (Radio) M.S.. University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign : teacher of voice, articulation, and oral communication : former Director of Clinical Services . Department of
Speech and Hearing Science, Univers ity of Illinois at Chicago ;
host. "Access Chicago." WCKG and WCRX·FM ; former talk show
host . WCKG·FM
Dale Calandra (Theater) B.F.A.. University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign : founder, Center Theater; Artistic Director. Oak Park
Festival Theatre; actor; director
Carl Callis • (Film and Video) M.A.. University of Illinois at
Chicago; screenwriter: poet: novelist; editor. A.C .M. : crew
member, creative consultant for various film productions:
published writer, Columbia Poetry Review, Chicago Arts and
Communication, Wire, and 58
Jane Calvin (Photography) M.F.A., School of the Ar t Institute of
Chicago; fine art and commercial photographer
Jane Canepa (Marketing Communication) B.A.• University of
Wisconsin·Madison; President, The Enventors Inc.
Charles E. Cannon• (Chairperson, Science and Mathematics)
Ph.D., Physical Organic Chemistry, University of WisconsinMilwaukee ; research interests: organometallics, curriculum devel·
opment , interdisciplinary education
Max King Cap • (Art and Design) M.F.A.. University of Chicago;
painter
Marcelo Caplan • (Science Institute) B.Sc.• The Technion·lsrael
Institute of Technology; inventor of technological kits (TED) used in
technology education throughout the world

M ichael Caplan• (Film and Video) M.F.A.. Northwestern
University; producer of three feature films and numerous educational videos
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Jeff Carlson (Management) M.S., Northeastern University,
Boston
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M att Carlson (Marketing Communication) B.A. , Marquette
University; President, News and Communication Services, Ltd. ;
f reelance journalist; publicist
Chris Cassell (Sound) B.A .. University of Wisconsin; audio
consultant
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Marlo Castillo* (Art and Design) M.F.A.• California Institute of
the Arts; fine artist
:::>

Dominique Cheenne • (Sound) Ph .D., Electrical Engineering,
University of Nebraska-Lincoln; owner, C & C Consultants; special·
i st, acoustics and noise control design
Abour H. Cherlf• (Science and Mathematics) Ph.D., Science
Education, Simon Fraser University; co-author, A Comprehensive
Critique of the UNESCO Environmental Education Pre-service and
ln·service Teacher Training Module; editorial board member. The
Review of Human Factor Studies; manuscript review panel
member, The American Biology Teacher Journal
Jud d Chesler• (Film and Video) Ph.D .• Northwestern University:
film historian; Assistant Chair, Film and Video graduate depart·
ment
Michele Cheung (English) educator and writer; specialist in liter·
ature and mythology; d irector, children 's nature program; story·
teller; editor. Dark Night field notes
Malcolm Chisholm (Sound) recording engineer: electronics and
acoustics designer: consultant
Meredith Christensen (English) instructor, composition and
world literature
Peter Christensen • (English) Ph.D .• University of Minnesota;
I iterature generalist with interests ranging from Sherlock Holmes
to Celtic Mythology; resident dramaturg (including translation
work), European Repertory Company
Thorn Clark (Journalism) B.A.. Loyola University; President,
Community Media workshop
Rodney Clough (Academic Computing, Art and Design) M.F.A..
University of Illinois
Murray M . Coffey (Management) J.D., The John Marshall Law
School; Cook County Public Defender
Jim Cogan (Sound) B.A .. Literature, Western Illinois University:
recording engineer and producer; freelance writer
Garnett Kllberg Cohen • (Chairperson, English) M.F.A.,
University of Pittsburgh; author, Lost Women, Banished Souls;
stories published in The Literary Review, Ontario Review. Chicago
and American Fiction: recipient, Pushcart Prize Special Mention.
2000; finalist, Raymond Carver Fiction contest and lsak Dinesen
Creative Nonfiction contest; fellow, Virginia Center for the Creative
Arts and Ragdale; board member, Live Bait Theater and River Oak
Arts
Joel Cohen (Radio) B.A.. Literature, Roosevelt University; on-air
talent; advertising and media consultant
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Sandra Cohen (Management) M.A., Long Island University
Richa rd Co ken • (Film and Video) B.A.. Economics, North Park
College; Assistant Chair, Aim and Video undergraduate depart·
ment; award-winning engineer; soundtrack designer for film and
video
Margl Co le (Dance) M.F.A .. University of Illinois at Chicago;
teacher, performer. and choreographer: founder and Artistic
Director, The Dance Collective
Maury Collins (Management) M.B.A.. American University; part·
ner. Nunn Collins Consulting
Dawn Collopy (Academic Computing) B.F.A., School of the Art
Institute of Chicago
luis Contreras • (Aim and Video) B.A., University of MonterreyMexico: diploma. Character Animation. Sheridan College of
Applied Arts and Technology
Bruce Cook (Academic Computing) Ph.D.. Temple University:
specialist in computer productivity. business presentations. and
technology in education
Jno Cook (Photography, Art and Design) M.F.A., School of the Art
Institute of Chicago: experimental and fine art photographer
Rebecca Courington• (Chairperson. Academic Computing)
M.A.. Governors State University: specialist. multimedia and interactive programming: developer and designer. interactive computer
kiosk Fullersburg Environmental Education Center. web site to
facilitate educational programming with DuPage County Forest
Preserve and Wheaton School District
Jerome Courtland • (Aim and Video) director and producer of
films for Disney Productions; dorector of over 200 films and televi ·
sion series
David Cromer (Theater) Joseph Jefferson Award-winning actor
and director
Donald Crumbley, Sr. (Loberal Education) M.A.. Urban Planning.
Northeastern llhnoos University; teacher and researcher of urban
politics, civil rights. and the American Constitution
Wllfredo Cruz • (Liberal Education) Ph.D.. Social Service
Administration. University of Chicago; sociology instructor;
researcher of race relations and Latino studies
Rosalind Cummlngs.v . .tes (Journalism) M.S.J., Roosevelt
University: Chicago bureau chief, On the Road. Com: freelance
writer and arts critic
Julie Curti s (Science and Mathematics) M.S.,
Statistics/Probability, Michigan State University
Walter Dale (Management) J. D.. Chicago Kent College of Law;
entertainment, corporate, and tax law: former Professor of
Accounting and Financ·e, Chicago State University
Hope Daniela• (Radio/Sound) B.A.. California State University·
Sacramento; Director of Community Affairs, Century Broadcasting;
Former Deputy Press Secretary, Senator Carol Mosley-Braun;
recipient, National Association of Broadcasters and National
Association of Black Journalists Awards: reporter and producer,
AWARE Talk Radio Show; trainer. Community Media Workshop
Sha ron Darrow • (English) M.F.A.. Vermont College: children's
book writer. Old Thunder and Miss Raney, Mary Shelley. The
Painters of Lexieville (Fall 2001)

James Dauer (Management) Ph.D .. California Coast University;
information systems consultant
Mark Davldov (Fiction Writing) Ph.D.. Semiotics. Institute tor
Standardization , Moscow: writer; poet: linguist: translator,
' Moscow Does Not Believe in Tears: reflections of Moscow's
Mayor Yri Luzkov
Ha rrlse Davidson (Theater) talent agent: President. Harrise
Davidson and Associates. Inc.
Harvey Davis (Science and Mathematics) Ph.D.. Pharmacology
and Physiology. Wayne State University; President. Davis
Environmental Services Group. Inc.
Heather Davis • (Marketing Communication) B.A., Columbia
College Chicago: Vice President. Sadler-Davis Group, Inc.
Frank Dawson • (Music) B.M .; professional jau guitarist with the
Chicago Jau Ensemble. Marshall Vente's Project 9. and the Jance
Bor1a Group
Jill Deets (Academoc Computing) M.A., Illinois State University;
computer education specialist
Don Gennaro DeGrazia • (Fiction Writing) M.F.A.. Creative
Writing. Columbia College Chicago; writer; author. American Skin;
ed itor. F Magazine
Tony Del Valle• (English) Ph.D •• Literature, Literacy. and
Rhetoric. University of Illinois at Chicago; researcher, Chicago
Language and Literacy Project . Office of Social Science Research ,
University of Illinois at Chicago : recipient. Leadership and
Dedication Award. Chicago Puerto Rican Congress and ICEOP
Award, University of Illinois at Chicago; writer. published in Hair
Trigger and West Side Stories
Martin de M . .t• (Theater) Artistic Director. The Second City
Training Center: Artistic Consultant. The Second City and
Annoyance Theatre: faculty. Omega Institute and Video Associates
Timothy J. Densmore• (Television) B.A.. Columbia College
Chicago; corporate ptoducer and director. Hilton Corporation and
others; former Media Coordonator. Illinois Institute for Continuing
Legal Education; medoa projects specialist and consultant, independent programs and community based organizations
Henry DeZutter (Journalism) M.S.J .. Medill School of
Journalism. Northwestern University: Vice President. Community
Media Workshop
Harlan Dldrlckson (Fiction Writing) M.F.A.. Playwriting, Carnegie
Mellon University; playwrignt and screenwriter
Frank Dietrich (Marketing Communication) B.A.. Columbia ·
College Chicago; Account Supervisor, Media Relations. CramerKrasselt
Herb DIGioia• (Film and Video) M.F.A.. University of California at
Los Angeles: Director. Documentary Center; award·winning documentary filmmaker
Dan Dl nello • (Film and Video) M.F.A.. University of WisconsinMadison ; independent filmmaker and videomaker; television d irector. Strangers with Candy. e-zine webmaster. Shoci<Zine: pop
culture and new media critic. Chicago Tribune; winner: Best Short
Aim, 1996 New York Underground Film Festival: Best Aim, 1998
Chicago Underground Aim Festival: Best of the Fest. 1998
Telluride lndie Fest

James Disch (Television) news and programming director,
Chicagoland Television
David Dolak* (Science Institute) M.S., Environmental Science,
Indiana University; expertise: paleontology, environmental geology;
guitarist, string instrument builder: member. Guild of American
Luthiers

Kate Ezra• (Art and Design) Ph.D., Northwestern University; art
historian; former Associate Curator, African Art, Metropolitan
Mueseum of Art
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Ronald Fa lzone • (Film and Video) M.F.A., Northwestern
University; writer, director in film and theater

Tom Dowd (Television) M.A.. New York Institute of Technology;
game designer and producer, Meyer/Glass Interactive

Ginge r Farley (Dance) former dancer, Hubbard Street Dance Co.;
t eacher; choreographer: member, Jan Erl<ert & Dancers; recipient,
Illinois Arts Council Choreographic Fellowships

Deborah DuDevolr (Science Institute) Ph.D .. Immunology and
Microbiology, Rush University

Edward J. Fellin (Management) B.S., DePaul University; Tax
Manager, The Northern Trust Company

John Dylong• (Art and Design) M.A.. University of Chicago:
graphic designer; author

Bil l Fergu son (Journalism) former Managing Editor, United Press

Rose Economou• (Journalism) B.A. , Political Science. University
of Illinois at Chicago; Nieman Fellow. Harvard University: Eagleton
Fellow, Rutgers University; former producer. CBS News and WBBM·
TV. Chicago; author. While America Sleeps; seven-time Emmy
Award winner; four-time Chicago International Film Festival award
winner; board of directors member. In These Times

Robi n Flnesmlth * (Radio) M.F.A., Iowa Writers' Workshop;
contributor, National Public Radio and Great Lakes Radio
Consortium ; Midwest Bureau Chief. NPR's Living on Earth: recipi·
ent: Golden Reel. National Federation of Community Broadcasters;
!First Prize, VOA's American Voices; and Unity Award in Media,
minority affairs

Christine Efken (Marketing Communication) B.A.. Marquette
University: Senior Research Associate, Doyle Research

Bil l Fisher (Marketing Communication) freelance marketing
consultant; former Promotions Manager, Chicago Sun-Times

Phyllis Eisenstein (Fiction Writing) novelist and short story
writer, Longmeadow Press and New American library

lynn Florla no (Art and Design) M.F.A.. Bowling Green State
University; jewelry designer

Ash A. Eld lfrawl (Liberal Education) Psy.D.. Clinical Psychology.
Chicago School of Professional Psychology: licensed clinical
psychologist

Deborah Foote (liberal Education) Ph.D. candidate, Romance
Languages and Literature, University of Chicago

Albert Ellenlch (Television) B.F.A .. University of Michigan; Art
Director, Whittman-Hart
Charles Epstein (Journalism) M.S.. Communications, University
of Il linois; director of media relations, Zacks Investment Research;
freelance financial j ournalist
Joan Erdman • (Liberal Education) Ph.D., Anthropology. University
of Chicago; anthropologist ; humanist; India schOlar: researcher or
editor of dance studies; author of books and articles on perform·
ing ar ts in India: tabla drummer
Jan Erkert• (Dance) B.F.A., University Of Utah; master teacher,
choreographer, and performer; founder and Artistic Director. Jan
Erl<ert & Dancers : recipient. numerous awards and grants , includ·
ing Columbia's 1999 Teaching Excellence Award
Elizabeth Ernst • (Photography) M.S.. Illinois Institute of
Technology, Institute of Design; internationally exhibited and
collected artist with studio background ; recipient of grants and
awards
Dianne Erpenbach • (Management) M.A.. National-Louis
University; former Communications Manager, Marl< Shale ;
Chairperson, Textile Department, International Academy of
Merchandising and Design
Carmelo Esterrlch* (liberal Education) Ph.D .. Spanish,
University of Wisconsin-Madison: specialist in Latin-American Arts
and Cultures focusing on c inema, literature, music, and language;
dancer
Darlys Ewoldt (Art and Design) M.F.A., Indiana University; fine
artist
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Gary Fox (Television) B.F.A. , Drake University; independent
producer. director, and writer
Tom Fraterrlgo • (Film and Video) M.F.A., Columbia College
Chicago; artist-in-residence: writer, director of film and stage
productions; screenwriter; short film producer
W illiam Frede rklng• (Photography) M.F.A., University of Illinois
at Chicago: professional photographer with emphasis on photography of dance; recipient, Ruth Page Award, Illinois Ar ts Council
Fellowship, and numerous grants; fine art photographer, work
included at Museum of Contemporary Photography
Amelia Freedman (Liberal Education) Ph.D. candidate, Divinity,
University of Chicago
Chap Freeman • (Film and Video) M.F.A., University of Iowa;
screenwriter
Bill Friedman (Photography) M.F.A., University of Illinois at
Chicago
Paula Froehle* (Film and Video) M.F.A.. School of the Art
of Chicago; independent filmmaker: recipient of film
awards at The London International Film Festival, The New
Zealand Film Festival, and Worldfest Houston Film Festival; direc·
tor, music videos and music-related films for Atavistic
1nstitute

Michael Fry (Television) B.F.A.. Dramatic Writing for Film and
Television, Tisch School of the Arts, New York University; freelance
screenwriter for television
Karla Rae Fuller• (Film and Video) Ph.D., Northwestern
University; screenwriter; authOr of ar ticles published in film journals: researcher of racial and ethnic representation in Hollywood
films
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Emily Gaul (Science and Matnematics) Ph .D.• Chemistry.
University of Illinois at Chicago; special interest: photography and
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of print media experience in newspapers. magazines. and boo!<
publishing; Fulbright Scholar: Teaching Fellow. Association for
Education in Journalism and Mass Communication
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Carol Qenettl (Academic Computing) Principal Designer.
NOO<IIemeister Designs; Production Artist. Seven World Wide
z
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Dnld Qerdln,• (Interactive Multimedia) writer. programmer. and
interactive designer; owner. Versive LLC: publisher of
gamestate .com; interactive media consultant; designer of interac..
tive narrative presentation technology, patent pending; writer for
technology related publications. including CNET
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Arlana Gerateln (Academic Computing) M.F.A .. School of the Art
Institute of Chicago; specialist in computer animation and imaging
Jeffrey Glbaon (liberal Education) Ph.D.. Theology. Oxford
University
Jeffrey Glnaber,• (Theater) M.F.A., Yale School of Drama: actor;
director; former co-Artistic Director, National Jewish Theater:
former co-Artistic Director, Immediate Theatre: co-Director. Green
Room Project
Bill Glader (Television) M.A., Radio(Televison/Film, Northwestern
University; Producer/Director, Glader Production Company
Karen Gl . .er (Photography) M.F.A., Indiana University; fine art
photographer
David Gordon (Marketing Communication) M.B.A.. Columbia
University: former Vice-President, Marketing Support, Inc.
Jeffrey Gore (English) M.A., Purdue University; studied at The
College of St. Mark and St. John, England; writer and researcher
of literacy and cultural theory, rhetoric and ethics
Diana Gorman • (Interpreter Training) M.A., Interpretation,
Gallaudet University; Certificate of Interpretation and Certificate of
Transliteration from the National Registry of Interpreters for the
Deaf
Peter Gorner (Journalism) B.S.. Northwestern University; Pultizer
Prize-winning national science correspondent, Chicago Tribune
S.m Gottlelb (Academic Computing) M.F.A .. School of the Art
Institute of Chicago; co-author. Lingo Workbook
Diane Grady (Radio) J.D.. Chicago Kent College of Law, Illinois
Institute of Technology; M.S.. Communications Disorders,
Governors State University; attorney
Glennon Graham• (liberal Education) Ph.D.. History,
Northwestern University; two-time Fulbright Scholar; member.
Westside Black History Project: Director, Freshman Seminar:
Chair. President's Committee on Minority Student Development
and Student life
VIcki Gratzke (Interpreter Traimng) B.A.. Gallaudet University:
Arnencan S1gn Language instructor; ASLTA certified
Monica Grayleaa (Management) M.A.. DePaul University; former
Executive D"ector. National Academy of Recording Arts and
Sc1ences. Ch1cago
Chrla Green • (English) M.A.. UniverSity of Utah; lecturer in
Compos1t1on: poet
Norma Fay Green • (Journalism) Ph.D.. Mass Med1a, M1ch1gan
State Umvers1ty; D" ector. Graduate Journalism Program: 25 years

Arlene Greene• (English, Director of the Writing Center) M.A..
English. Roosevelt University; author of fiction and poetry
published in Oyez Review. Perihelion. Hair Trigger and South Side
Stories
Clarke A. Greene• (Management) B.S.. University of WisconsioMadison; marketing and organizational consultant
Thom. . Grell (Liberal Education) M.A., Theology, Santa Clara
University
Gina Grillo (PhOtography) M.F.A.. Columbia College Chicago:
documentary photographer
Larry Bird Grim. . (Management) President, Eagle
Communications, Ltd.: former Operations Manager and
Promotions Coordinator. The Cotton Club
Ann Hetzel Gunkel* (Liberal Education) Ph.D .• Philosophy,
DePaul University; Fulbright scholar: specialist. urban and cultural
studies. popular culture
Ron Gunther (Television) B.S.. University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign; freelance producer; director
Gayle Guthrie (Management) B.S.• Northwestern University;
President, Guthrie Enterprises Group
Debra S. Hale (Management) M.A.. Arts. Entertainent. and
Media Management, Columbia College Chicago; Senior
Communications Specialist. University of Chicago
Scott Half• (Music) S.M .. Northern Illinois University; trumpeter,
composer. arranger. and producer: President. Corridor and Hallway
Records; soloist. Chicago Jazz Ensemble
Colleen Halloran (Dance) B.A.. Columbia College Chicago; coor·
dinator. Student Choreographic Workshop; teacher and choreographer. Mordine & Company Dance Theater
Tom Hamilton • (Marketing Communication) M.B.A.• University of
Chicago; President, Hamilton Marketing, Inc.
Carol Hammerman (Art and Design) M.F.A., School of the Art
Institute of Chicago: fine artist: sculptor
Re,lnald Hanke (Management) B.A.. University of Illinois at
Chicago; President. RLH & Associates; marketing consultant
Renee Lynn Hanaen • (English) M.A.. Creative Writing, Columbia
College Chicago: poet and author; recipient. Illinois Arts Council
Fellowship in playwrighting; nominee, Lambda Literary Award for
novel . Take Me to the Underground. stories published in Word of
Mouth: Short Short Stories by Women, Christopher Street, and
Reclaiming the Heartland: Lesbian and Gay \Uices from the
Midwest
Ann Hanaon• (Science and Mathematics) M.S.. Mathematics
Education. University of Maryland : Executive D" ector. Illinois
Council of Teachers of Mathematics: special interest: human
evolution
Ted Hardin • (Film and Video) M.F.A.. Oh10 State Umversrty;
creator of films and videos shown at American Film lnstrtute and
other U.S. and Canadian fest1va1s and a<t centers: contnbutor.
alternat1ve med1a co11ect1ve . Paper Til{er TeleY1Sion. New Vorl<

Michael C. Harris (Management) B.A .• DePaul University; editor.
Illinois Entertainer. writer about popular music and culture
Paul Carter Harrison• (Theater) M.A.• Psychology. New School
for Social Research; award-winning playwright; author. The Drama
of Nommo; recipient. Rockefeller Foundation Fellowship for
American Playwrit ing and National Endowment for the Arts
Playwright's FellOwship
All ee Harcrave (Photography) M.F.A.. University of Illinois at
Chicago
Peter Hartel* (Film and Video) B.A.. Columbia College Chicago;
artist in residence; producer. editor. director of national and inter·
national project.s; specialist with optical cameras. animation and
effects camera . and computer motion control camera systems
Kay Hertmann • (Art and Design) M.S.. Northwestern University;
graphic designer
William Y. Haynh l • (Liberal Education; Director. Senior
Seminar) Ph .D.. Committee on Social Thought. University of
Chicago; psychotherapist; social philosopher; special interests:
creativity and meditation
Michael Haya (Art and Design) B.F.A.. Rhode Island School of
Design; illustrator
Ann L. Hemenway• (FICtion Writing) M.F.A.. Creative Writing.
University of Iowa; writer and editor; winner. AWP lntro award;
short stories in Private Arts and Emergence
Terri Hemmert (Radio) B.A.. Elmhurst College; disc jockey. WXRT
Kevin Henry• (Art and Design) M.F.A.. School of the Art Institute
of Chicago; architectural designer. product designer
Paul Hettel• (Film and Video) B.A.. Xavier Un1versity and
Columbia College Ch1cago; independent filmmaker

Features Editor. Crain Communications; former corporate writer,
t he Singer Company; freelance business journalist
Sebaatlan Huydta • (Music) M.A.. Composition, University of
Chicago; composer of concer t and film scores; pianist; Assistant
t o the Composer-in-Residence. Chicago Symphony Orchestra
Mary Hynes·Berry (Earty Childhood Education) Ph.D.. English,
University of Wisconsio-Madison: faculty. Enkson lnst.ltute
Peter I nsley (Science and Mathematics) M.S., Science
Education. Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute: research interest:
curriculum development
Barbara Iverson • (Journalism, Educational Studies) Ph.D..
Public Policy Analysis. University of Illinois at Chicago; specialist in
web publishing, interactive multimedia. integrating technology into
the arts and media courses. and training teachers to use technology in the classroom
Nena I von (Management) Fashion Director. Saks Fifth Avenue;
40 years of experience in retail ; chairperson. Columbia College
f ashion Advisory Board
Michael E. Jackaon (Management) M.L.A.. University of
Chicago; College Relations Associate. Columbia College Chicago
Karen Jan11en (Interpreter Training) B.S.. Business, Western
Illinois University; student. graduate courses In Interpreting and
linguistics. Gallaudet University; Certified Interpreter and
lransliterator. National Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf
D ianne Jedlicka (Science and Mathematics) Ph .D.. Biology,
University of Illinois at Chicago
Sharron Jenkins • (Science and Mathematics) Ph.D.. Biophysical
Chemistry, Loyola Univeristy: recording artist. vocalist: professiooal interests: curriculum development . Integration of science and
art

L laa Jevena (Journalism) M.S.J.. Medill School of Journalism,
Northwestern University; freelance writer, editor. designer

Carol Hoffatedt (Science Institute) M.S.. Mathemetics.
UniverSity of IllinoiS at Chicago

Craig Jobson • (Art and Design) B.F.A.. University of Texas at
Austin; graphic designer

John Hollowed (Science and Mathematics) M.S.. Anthropology.
University of Chicago; special interest: human evolution

Alla n Johnson (Journalism) television/ feature writer, Chicago
Tribune

Deloria M . Holman (Science Institute) M.S.. Mathematics.
Chicago State University

Angela Johnaon (Television) B.A.. Communications. Eastern
Illinois University; writer and producer

Paul Hoover• (English) M.A.. Poetry, University of Illinois at
Chicago; Coordinator. Poetry Program; author of seven books of
poetry, including Totem and Shadow: New and Selected Poems,
Viridian. 1996 Georgia Prize winner; novelist. Saigon, Illinois;
editor. Postmodern American Poetry: A Norton Anthology and New
American Pvetry literary magazine

Gary Johnaon • (Fiction Writing) M.A.. Creative Writing, Columbia
College Chicago: writer; winner. Edwin L. Schuman Award for
Fiction, Northwestern University; recipient. Associated Press
Award for "Gramma Elsie.· twice aired on Soundprint documentary
series; winner, National Federation of Community Broadcasters'
Silver Reel Award

Suun Hostetler• (English) M.A.T.. University of Illinois at
Chicago

Michael John aon (Liberal Education) Ph.D. candidate, Russian
History

Joaeph R. Houle (Management) B.S.. University of Nevada;
financial consultant

Phyllis A. John aon • (Management) M.Mgt .. Northwestern
University; former Business Representative, Actors Equity
Association: Business Representative , United Scenic Artists;
Business Manager, Wisdom Bridge Theatre

Ca rolyn Hulae• (Interim Chairperson. Journalism) M.A ..
Claremont Graduate University; former Director, News Reporting
and Writing; former Assistant International Editor and Associate
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Beverly HIChtahoe (Academic Computing) B.F.A .. Herron School
of Art

Marcarette Huber (Academic Computing) B.A., Columbia
College Chicago
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Cheryl Johnaon·Odlm • (Chairperson . Liberal Education) Ph.D..
Northwestern University; specialist in African, Africao-American
history, gender studies; Fulbright scholar; member, Editorial Board
Journal of Women 's History. member. Board of Directors of the
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American Council of Learned Societies: author, For Women and
the Nation: poet

Robert Kulver (Science and Mathematics) Ph.D., Chemistry,
University of Nebraska

Edna Johnston • (Interpreter Training) M.S.. Deaf Education,
Western Maryland College: B.A., Sign Communication and English,
Gallaudet University

Patri cia La Fonte (Liberal Education) M.A.. U.S. History; AfricanAmerican history specialist

Doucl. . Jones • (Chairperson, Radio/ Sound) M.A., Education,
Columbia College Chicago: Principal Consultant in Acoustics, EASI:
researcher, Biomedical Acoustical Research Group: designer,
recording and broadcast studios: recording engineer: producer;
musician
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Benj Kanter• • (Sound) B.S., Speech, Northwestern University;
recording engineer and producer: studio owner and concert
promoter
Mort Kaplan • (Marketing Communication) B.S., DePaul
University; Public Relations Program Director; former Executive
Vice President and Director, Ketchum Public Relations
Peter Karl (Journalism) M.S., Political Science, University of
Illinois; Emmy Award-winning Investigative reporter; co-owner, Karl
Productions: formerly with WMAQ·TV Unit 5 Investigative Team
Jordan Kauof (Science and Mathematics) Ph.D., Mathematics,
Northwestern University
Barbara Kasten • (Photography) M.F.A .. California College of
Arts and Crafts; internationally recognized ar tist; recipient of
Guggenheim, Fulbright·Hays, NEA Fellowships, Polaroid Artist
Program, Apple Photo Grant: award·winning filmmaker

Joseph La lacona (Academic Computit1g) M.S., Indiana
University; specialist in C++ programming
John Landry (Academic Computing) M.F.A., Design, Rhode Island
School of Design; web design and administration, Electronic
Visualization Lab
Art Lange (English) M.A., Southern Illinois University; poet;
music critic; co-editor, Moment's Notice: Jazz in Poetry and Prose
Clare LaPlante • (Journalism) B.A., Political Science, University
of Illinois; artist-en-residence, Magazine Program : magazine writer,
published in Consumer Digest, Your Money, Black Enterprise,
Online Investor, author of " Wall Street on a Shoestring· and coauthor of "Heaven Help Us: The Worrier' s Guide to the Patron
Saints "
Dawn Larsen • (Management) J.D., University of Illinois at
Chicago: former associate attorney of entertainment law, Sidley
and Austin
James Latta (Academic Computing) J.D. , DePaul University;
instructor, computer technology and productivity tools
Arthur Lazar (Photography) M.F.A.. Ohio University: fine art
photographer

Charles G. Kawai (Management) B.A., Columbia College
Chicago; Chief Engineer/ Producer. Chicago Trax Recording Studios

Louise LeBourgeols (Art and Design) M.F.A., Northwestern
University; painter

Barry Keefe (Radio) B.A., Grand V811ey State University; Director
of News/ Public Affairs, WTMX-FM

Alan Leder (Management) M.F.A., School of the Art Institute of
Chicago; Director of Visual Arts Programs, Illinois Arts Council

Zoe Keithley (Foction Writing) M.A.. Teaching of Writing.
Columbia College Chicago; author, Tandem Teaching; writer,
published in North Amencan Review, Journal of Basic Writing

Val Lefevre (Journalism) B.A.. Bradley University; freelance
designer and production specialist: former art director, Associated
Publications

Marilyn Kemp (Ac.ademic Computing) M.F.A .• School of the Art
Instit ute of Chicago

Sherwin Leff (Marketing Communication) M.B.A., DePaul
University; Executive Vice President , Foot Cone and
Belding/Impact

Baheej Khlelf (liberal Education) Ph.D., Sociology. University of
Colorado, Boulder: teacher, Family and Society, Introduction to
Sociology
John Kinney (liberal Education) Ph.D. candidate, history of
Chicago
Timothy Kollath (Management) B.S.. Western Michigan
University; National Director of Commercial Radio Promotion,
Alligator Reords
Frederic Kopp (liberal Education) Ph.D. candidate, European
history
Keith Ko stecka• (Science Institute) D.A. , Chemical Education,
University of Illinois at Chicago: expertise: curriculum development, analytical and active learning laboratories; reviewer for
Journal of College Science Teaching and Journal of Chemical
Education
Chris Koules • (Art and Design) M.F.A.. University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign; graphic designer: photographer
Herb Kraus (Marketing Communication) public relations
consultant

Peter LeGrand• (Photography) M.A.. Governors State University;
artist and award-winning commercial photographer with emphasis
on corporate communications: workshop leader In the U.S. and
France
Lisa Lenoir (Management) B.A.. Indiana University; Fashion
Writer, Chicago Sun-Times
Joseph A . Leonardi (Management) J.D.. John Marshall Law
School; attorney
Gustavo Leone • (Music) Ph.D, Music Composition , University of
Chicago; celebrated composer of concert, stage, and film scores:
lecturer; guitarist
Zafra Lerman • (Head, Science Institute) Ph.D.. Chemistry,
Weizmann Institute of Science: American Chemical Society
Awardee for Encouraging Disadvantaged Students into Careers In
Chemical Sciences (1998): Kilby Award laureate (1998):
Presidential Awardee for Excellence in Science. Mathematics. and
Engineering Mentoring (1999): American Institute of Chemists
Ethics Awardee (2000): Distinguished Professor of Science and
Public Policy: Vice Chair, Committee of Concerned Scientists;
Chair, American Chemical Society Comm1ttee on Scientific
Freedom and Human Rights

Deb Levie (Photography) M.F.A., School of the Art Institute of
Chicago: fine art photographer
lynn Ellen levy (English) M.A.. Communications, University of
Northeastern Illinois: Freshman Assessment Manager
Patric ia McNair lewis• (Fiction Writing) M.F.A.. Creative
Writing, Columbia College Chicago: writer: winner, University
Scholastic Press Association for fiction: associate editor,
Frommer's America on Wheels series: editorial board member. F
Magazine
William Linehan• (Art and Design) M.F.A.. School of the Art
Institute of Chicago: computer artist and designer
Marlene llpinaki• (Art and Design) M.F.A.. University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee: Coordinator. Graphic Design, Advertising:
graphiC designer: fine artist
laura 5 . Litten • (Television) M.A., Art History, University of
Chicago: Research Fellow in Anthropology. Chicago Field Museum:
co-principle investigator. The Collaborative Kinship Project. ongoing
visual collaborative work. expanding notions of kinship. belonging.
and identity
Sera livingst on• (Television) M.A.• Mass Media. University of
Illinois at Chicago: independent video producer with special inter·
est in media literacy
Doug lofltrom • (Music) composer: former MuSIC Dlfector. Free
Street Theater: bassist. Tom Keith Orgamza110n : works performed
by the St. Louis Symphony. Indianapolis Symphony. National
Symphony: President. Linle Miracles Music

Suzanne Blum Malley• (English, Director of ESL) M.A.. Spanish
Applied Linguistics and Hispanic Literature, University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign; specialist in second language acquisition,
non-native reading, and Latin-American literature
Andrew Martin (Journalism) B.A. , Miami University of Ohio;
investigative reporter/staff writer. Chicago Tribune
Tim Martin (Academic Computing) M.F.A., University of Chicago
Jane Masterson (Science and Mathematics) Ph.D.. Evolutionary
Biology. University of Chicago
Craig May (Marketing Communication) B.S.. Illinois State
University; former Director of News/Information, American Medical
Association
Eric: May• (Fiction Writing) B.A.. English/Writing, Columbia
College Chicago: fiction writer and journalist: former staff wnter,
w ashington Posr. fiction in Fish Stories: Collective I
Katherine McCabe (Journalism) M.B.A.. University of Chicago:
editor-in-chief. PalmComputer Magazine; former editor-in-chief.
Online Access
Terry McCabe • (Theater) M.F.A.. Directing, Northwestern
University
Erin McCarthy (Liberal Education) Ph.D., History, Loyola
University: teacher and researcher of U.S. sports history
K imberly McC1rthy• (Liberal Education) Ph.D .. Psychology,
M .M .. Music Composition, University of Oregon; Deep Listening
apprentice. Pauline Oliveros Foundation
Don M cCormack (Marketing Communication) M.B.A.. Lewis
University; Regional Director. Haagen-Dazs

Joyce Lottermoaer (Art and Design) M.F.A.. School of the Art
Institute of Chicago: airbrush artist

Shyla McGill• (Scienoe and Mathematics) M.A.T.. University of
Nebraska; actuary: sculptor

Carol LoVerde • (Music) B.A., Voice. Mundelein College: profes·
sional concert soprano and recording artist

Dardl McGinley·Gelllvan • (Dance) M.A.. Ohio State University;
ar tist-in-residenc,e. Dance Center: teacher. choreographer. and
performer; winner. 1996 Ruth Page Award

Amy ludwig (Television) B.A.. Yale University: Artistic Director,
Bluestar Performance Company
Jeff Lyon • (Journalism) B.S.J.. Medill School of Journalism,
Northwestern University: Coordinator. Reporting on Health,
Science, and the Environment: editor and Puliuer Prize· winning
reporter. Chicago Tribune
Jame a MacDonald • (Music) M.M., Conducting, Northwestern
University; conductor and pianist; co-author. The Essentials of
Music Theory and Ear training; Music Director and Conductor. West
Suburban Symphony Orchestra
Priscilla MacDougall (Liberal Education) J.D.. University of
Michigan; teacher of Law and Society
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Joae lopez (Liberal Education) M.A.. Latin-American History and
Latino Studies: Executive Director. Puerto R1can Cultural Center

Angelo Luciano• (Management) M.S.. DePaul University: former
consultant, curriculum development: Assistant Director of
Education. Chicago Allied Educational Services
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M ichael McG inn (Dance) B.A.. Columbia College Chicago;
advanced practitioner. Tal Chi and martial arts: student of Shaolin
Kung Fu and Chinese Master Chang Gwo Chung
Isabelle McGui re (Art and Design) B.A.. Columbia College
Chicago; graphic designer
Lou ise M cKiulck (Academic Computing) M.F.A.. Performance,
School of the Art Institute of Chicago; Intranet Technologist, True
North Communications. Inc.
Pame la McKuen (Journalism) B.A.. Elmhurst College: regular
freelance writer/features, Chicago Tribune
Gillian Dowley M cNamee (Early Childhood Education) Ph.D..
Reading and Language, Northwestern University; Director of
Undergraduate Programs and Teacher Education, Erikson Institute

Patt ie Mackenzie (English) M.A.. Northwestern University:
educator and counselor: producer; voice-over actor

Pa mela Mc Neil (Dance) B.A.. Dance Specialization, Grand valley
State University: member. Mordine & Company Dance Theatre;
choreographer, teacher. and performer

Khallll M admoud (Science and Mathematics) Ph.D.. Physics.
Illinois Institute of Technology

Carol Hallday McQueen • (Art and Design) M.F.A.. University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; fine artist : painter
Daniel Mead (Sound) B.A.. Columbia College Chicago: sound
designer/engineer
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Amy Meadows (Management) B.S.. Northwestern University;
Director of Merchandising, Marshall Field's
Ray Meinke (Television) B.A., Speech Communications.
Columboa College Chicago: engineer, WTTW.TV
Jeani ne Mellinger• (Television) M.F.A.. School of the Art
Institute of Chicago: former program director, Center for New
Television : instructor, Community Television Network: certified
AVID instructor
Me rule Mencottl* (Radio) B.A., University of Illinois at
Chicago: former business development director, WKQK·FM: sales
and marketing promotions director, WJMK·FM: creative director,
Chancellor Marketing (AMFM, Inc.): theater teacher and actor:
voice-over actor: freelance copywriter: proposal designer
Eddwln Meyers (Art and Design) M.F.A.. Southern Illinois
University: fine artist
Eth an M ichael! (Journalism) B.A., University of Chicago: editor·
irw:hief, Residents' Journat, former reporter, Chicago Daily
Defender
Alton Miller* (Marketing Communication) author: political
consultant
Daniel Miller (Academic Computing) M. F.A., Time Arts, School <>f
the Art Institute of Chicago: independent robotics artist, exhibited
at 1997 International Symposium for the Electronic Arts 97:
member. syn::apsis electronic arts collective
Polly Milia • (Fiction Writing) M.A.. Creative Writing. Columbia
College Chicago: winner, Associated Writing Programs lntro award:
two-time winner, Columbia University Scholastic Press Association
foction award: writer. published in Indiana Review: co-author,
Tandem Teaching 2 and 3
Tom M isfe ldt (Academic Computing) M.A., Governors State
University: specialist. multimedia production and business
Leah Mlubach (Photography) M.F.A., Columbia College Chicago:
documentary photographer
Raymond F. Mitche ll, Jr. (Science Institute) M.S., Physics .
Illinois Institute of Technology: musician
Jim Mitchem • (Radio) B.A., Broadcast Communications.
Columbia College Chicago: former program/ music director and Ol\o
air personality of WDKT and WEUP, Huntsville. Alabama: WQMG ,
Greensboro, North Carolina: WXOK, Baton Rouge, Louisiana:
producer. WLS Radio, Chicago: owner, Digital Den Productions
Avia Moeller (Management) M.A., University of Monnesota:
Associate Academic Dean: textile. clothing, and curriculum
specialist
Steve Mogge• (English) M.Ed./Ph.O. candidate. University
of Illinois at Chicago: Director of the Reading Center: reading
Instructor at all levels, reading in the Arts and Communications
disciplines: interest in history and curriculum in community-based
literacy
Bill y M o ntgomery (Journalism) B.A.. Chicago State University;
program director/ editorial advisor. Youth Communocation: publisher of New Expression; former reporter, Daily Southtown Economist
M arty R. M oore (Liberal Educatoon) M.S.. U.S. History
Shirley M ordlne• (Dance) B.A.. Mills College: founder. Columbia
College Dance Center: master teacher. choreographer, and

performer: founder and Artistic Director, Mordine & Company
Dance Theatre: recipient, numerous grants and 1985 and 1994
Ruth Page Awards
Edward L . Morris • (Professor Emeritus, Management and
Television) B.A.. University of Louisville: Television Department
Chairman, 1984-1998: former Vice President and General
Manager. WSNU-TV. Chicago: former President. Chicago Chapter.
National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences : creator and
producer, "Book Beat": winner. George Foster Peabody Award for
"Book Beat" and ·search for the Nile"
David Morton (Science Institute) B.A.. Film, Columbia College
Chicago: Director. Science Visualization and Communications
Laboratory: expertise: 2D and 30 animation and science computer modeling
Cheryl M o rton-Langston• (Radio) former News Operations
Manager, WMAQ Radio : former program and operations manager.
KOKA, Pittsburgh: Operations and News Manager, WINO: two-time
winner. Peter Usagor award: recipient, Associated Press Illinois
State award for excellence in sports and news coverage
Tom Mou (English) M.F.A .. Ohio State University
Molly Moynahan (Fiction Writing) M.F.A., Brooklyn College; novelist, Parting Is All We Know of Heaven. Living in Arcadia
RoaeAnna Mueller• (Liberal Education) Ph.D.. Comparative
Literature, City University of New York: participant. NEH Summer
Institutes; foreign language instructor: cross-cultural trainer: translator: writer: presenter. conferences in U.S., Mexico. Italy, Canada,
and The Netherlands: contributor. Voices in Italian Americana,
Hispania, The Renaissance Quarterly
Tom Mula* (Theater) B.F.A. , University of Illinois: award-winning
actor: director: playwright: makeup artist: winner, Joseph Jefferson
Award for The Golem and Sylvia 's Real Good Advice; author, Jacob
Marley's Christmas Carol
VInce Munyon (Television) photojournalist and editor, WMAQ·TV
John Murbach* (Theater) B.F.A.• University of Il linois at UrbanaChampaign: designer-in-residence: freelance set and costume
designer
John Murray• (Sound) B.S.. University of Wisconsin-Qsh Kosh:
recording engineer
Judy Natal• (Photography) M.F.A., Rochester Institute of
Technology: internatoonally exhibited and collected artist: onternational lecturer: recipient. numerous grants and fellowships. including Fulbright Travel, New York Foundation for the Arts-Photography,
Illinois Arts Council, and residency at Joshua Tree National Park.
California
Tom Nawrocki* (English) M.A.. Loyola University: Coordinator of
Professional Writing: reviewer for American Library Association. St.
Martin' s Press: author of articles and reviews in Another Chicago
Magazine. Hyphen. and Shadowboxing
Fred Nelson • (Art and Design) illustrator
Heather Nelson (Management) J.D.. Kent College of LawChicago: anorney. entertainment law specialty
Gregory A. Neul• (Scoence Institute) M.A.. Mathematics.
Northeastern lllonoos Unoversity: expertise: developong mathematics curricula for teachers . undergraduate students. and child ren
Ste phen Ne ulander (Marketing Communication) founder,
Stephen Edwards Associates

Eleanor Nicholson (Early Childhood Education) Ph .D .. History
and Foundation of Education, Loyola University; faculty, Erikson
Institute
Michae l Niederman• (Television) M.F.A., Radio/Television/Film,
Northwestern University; award-winning film and video maker;
writer and consultant for various corporations and education
organizations
Ailsa Nielsen (Liberal Education) Psy.D .. Clinical Psychology,
Illinois School of Professional Psychology
Nlkl Nolin * (Academic Computing) M.F.A., School of the Art
Institute of Chicago; Imaging Coordinator: teacher: fine artist
Joseph Nowak (Academic Computing) B.S.. Western Illinois
University: computer consultant and educator
Joclyn Oats • (Art and Design) Master of Architecture. University
of Illinois at Chicago; architect; interior designer; architectural
historian
Sarah Odl shoo • (English) M.A.. English. Northeastern Illinois
University: poet and author. nominated for 1996 Pushcart Prize;
author of works published in Georgetown Review. So to Speak
Feminist Journal. Aura Literary Arts Review. Berkeley Fiction
Review, Portland Literary Journal, Lynx Eye. Fugue. Riversedge

Dominic Pacyga• (Liberal Education) Ph.D .• History, University
of Illinois at Chicago; author of four books on Chicago' s history;
urban and ethnic issues lecturer; guest contributor of local and
national media programs
Robert Padjen (Management) M.A., Roosevelt University; CUE
therapist. private practice
Susan Padveen • (Theater) freelance director; former co-Artistic
Director. National Jewish Theater; co-Director. Green Room Project
Lucas Palermo • (Television) B.A., Columbia College Chicago; coauthor of a book for classroom teachers on art of media produc·
t ion for the classroom; founder. Chicagoland Media Educators·
Network ; member. Board of Governors. NATAS, Chicago Chapter
Pangratlos Papacosta• (Science and Mathematics) Ph.D.•
!Physics, University of London; special interests: physics and the
!listory of science; author, The Splendid Voyage
AI Parker• (Radio) veteran radio and television broadcaster; affil·
iated with leading radio stations before becoming the voice of
ABC-TV, Chicago; freelance voice-overs and industrial narrations
Debra Parker• (English) M.A.• Wheaton Graduate School; M.A. ,
Northeastern Illinois University; co-author. Journeys to Cultural
Understanding; member, Teachers of English to Speakers of Other
Languages (TESOL)

Linda Odom (Science and Mathematics) M.A.. Mathematics
Education . DePaul University; special interest: developmental
mathematics

Debra Riley Parr• (Art and Design) Ph.D.. Boston University; art
!listorian

Andrew Olaksluk (Academic Computing) computer consultant.
productivity tools and technology

Frank Partlpllo (Television) camera operator and lighting director. The Jerry Springer Show

Pat Olson (Art and Design) M.A.E.. Loyola University; fine artist

Anna Paskevska (Dance) M.S.• Indiana University; master
teacher; choreographer; author of two ballet texts; Dance Program
Chair, Chicago Academy of the Arts

Cecilia O'Reilly* (Theater) B.S .. Theater and Education , Illinois
Wesleyan University; B.A .. Music. Columbia College Chicago:
trained at A.C.T.: The American Conservatory Theatre Training
Center; freelance actress. singer. director, and voice and accent
coach
Karen Lee Osborne• (English) Ph.D.. English. University of
Denver; author of novels . Carlyle Simpson and Hawkwings; editor,
The Country of Herself: ShOrt Fiction by Chicago Women; co-editor.
Reclaiming the Heartland: Lesbian and Gay Voices from the
Midwest
Susan Osborne-Mott • (Theater) M.F.A.. University of Minnesota;
actress and d irector; recipient. Bush Fellowship in Acting; NEA
Directing Fellow
Amy Osgood (Dance) B.F.A.. University of Utah; choreographer
and performer; former Director. Osgood Dances Inc.; recipient.
NEA and Illinois Arts Council Fellowships
Charles Osgood (Photography) M.F.A .. School of the Art Institute
of Chicago; photojournalist
Th omas Osran (Journalism) J.D.. Northern Illinois University:
Assistant Corporation Counsel. City of Chicago
Jim Ottery• (English) Ph .D .. Creative Writing-Poetry. The
University of Missouri; Coordinator of Basic Writing; instructor.
Introduction to College Writing, Developmental English. and
Creative Non-fiction; Ph.D. areas include history and theory of
composition/rhetoric and literature

Sheldon Pat lnkln* (Chairperson. Theater) M.A.• English
l iterature. University of Chicago; Artistic Director. Getz Theater;
Artistic Consultant. The Second City; director. Steppenwolf Theatre
s ummer training program; faculty. Lyric Opera Center for American
Artists; director: recipient. awards from Urban Gateways and the
Joseph Jefferson Committee
Denn is Paul (Art and Design) M.F.A.. School of the Art Institute
of Chicago; sculptor
Lynn Pen a • (Chairperson, Interpreter Training) M.A., Interpreting,
Gallaudet University: Certified Interpreter and Certified
1Transliterator, Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf: certified
teacher of the deaf; chair. Conference of Interpreter Trainers
Educational Standards Committee
Chris Peppey• (Film and Video) B.A.. Columbia College Chicago;
artist-in-residence; award·winning director and producer of regional
and national advertising campaigns ; writer. producer. director of
i'ndustrial. corporate, and educational films
Hugo Perez (Journalism) B.A., Broadcast Journalism, Moody
Bible Institute: Emmy Award-winning news producer: formerly with
NBC Network News
Kathleen Perk ins • (Theater) M.F.A.. University of Minnesota;
1 999 Carnegie Foundation Scholar; Professional Theatre Program
!Fellow. University of Michigan; freelance actress and director
Jean Petrolia • (English) M.A., English. Southern Illinois
IIJniversity: author of articles published in Journal of Modern Greek
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Studies. Marguerite Young, Our Darling: Tributes and Essay;
presenter of papers on twentieth-century literature and film

Susan Philpot (Theater) freelance actress and dialect coach
Melissa Pinney (Photography) M.F.A., University of Illinois at
Chicago; documentary photographer; recipient, 1999 Guggenheim
Fellowship
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Andrea Pol II* (Academic Computing) M.F.A.. Time Arts. The
School of the Art Institute of Chicago; digital media artist, exhibited nationally and internationally; presenter, lnvencao in Sao
Paolo, iEAR at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute; recipient,
Harvestworks Recording Production Grant, Mid-Atlantic Arts
Council Millennium Grant
Corey Postlgllone• (Art and Design) M.A., School of the Art
Institute of Chicago; art historian; fine artist

J. Dennis Rich* (Chairperson, Management) Ph.D .• University of
Wisconsin-Madison; Arts Management Consultant; former Director
of External Affairs. The Columbus Symphony Orchestra; Executive
Director, BalletMet; Marketing Director, Atlanta Ballet; Marketing
Director. Studio Arena Theatre
David Richardson (Liberal Education) M.A., Philosophy, DePaul
University
Wade Roberts • (Fiction Writing and Television) B.A., Stephen F.
Austin State University, University of Houston; writer; editor;
screenwriter; playwright; documentarian working in video, film,
photography, new media. and interdisciplinary studies
Barbara Robertson (Theater) B.F.A., University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign; award-winning actress
Tabitha Robinson (liberal Education) Ph.D. candidate,
Northwestern University; teacher of Race and Ethnic Relations ,
Introduction to Sociology

Teresa Prados-Torrelra• (liberal Education) Ph.D.• American
Intellectual History, University of Missouri at Columbia; gender
studies. cultural history specialist; researcher of nineteenth-century Cuban women

Dawn Robles (Television) B.A., Television, Columbia College
Chicago; Producer, Digital Realm

Mike Pratts (Sound) M.S.. Applied Mathematics and Computer
Science, DePaul University; engineer, NBC-TV

Patricia Roeder (Theater) freelance costume designer and
stitcher

Alexis Pride* (Fiction Writing) Ph.D .• English. University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee; winner, CSPA award for fiction

Beth Rose berg (Academic Computing) B.A., Columbia College
Chicago

Scott Putman (Dance) B.A.• Columbia College Chicago; former
member, Mordine & Company Dance Theatre; teacher; choreographer

Sandra Royster (Management) B.A.. Arts, Entertainment, Media.
and Management, Columbia College Chicago; Director of
Programs, Department of Cultural Affairs, City of Chicago

Michael Rablger• (Chairperson. Film and Video) documentarian;
author, Directing the Documentary, Directing: Film Techniques and
Aesthetics. and Developing Stories and Ideas

Paul Max Rubenstein* (Film and Video) B.A .• Northwestern
University; screenwriter and director; author, Writing for the Media:
Rim, Television, Video. and Radio; member, Writers Guild of
America

Stephen H. Randahl (Management) B.S., University of
Wisconsin; Systems Analyst/Programmer, Sanwa Business Credit
Corporation
Constantin Raslnarlu* (Science and Mathematics) Ph.D.,
Physics, University of Ill inois at Chicago; research interests: quar>tum mechanics. specifically supersymmetry and integrable model.s
Natalie Rast (Dance) former principal dancer. Joel Hall Dancers·;
teacher. Joel Hall Dancers. School of the Chicago Ballet, and
Bryant Ballet Studios
Marcella Raymond (Television) B.A., Television, Columbia
College Chicago; reporter and anchor. WGN News
Brian K. Read* (Television) B.A.• Broadcasting and Film,
University of Iowa; cameraman for sports remotes: WGN, ESPN ,
Fox Sports; producer/director. "live at the Kingston Mines· blues
concert series
Beverly A. Reid (Management) J.D.. Ohio State University;
Principal, Beverly A. Reid, Ltd. ; President, Sohsumi
Barry Rice* (Journalism) M.S.J., Medill School of Journalism ,
Northwestern University; Director, Magazine Program; present
editorial consultant and former content specialist, Chicago Sun·
Times Online; former editorial manager. Performance Media
(Chicago Sun-Times Features, Inc.); former entertainment editor.
Lerner Communications

Edle Rublnowltz (Journalism) B.S.J.. Medill School of
Journalism , Northwestern University; reporter, WBEZ·FM (National
Public Radio)
Norman Rulz (Music) B.A., English, Lewis University; studied with
Andres Segovia, Pepe Romero, and Christopher Parkening; classi·
cal guitarist and soloist. Chicago Symphony Orchestra
William Russo• (Chairperson. Music Department) B.A .. English,
Roosevelt University; internationally renowned composer, conductor, critic, and teacher; author, Composing for the Jazz Orchestra
and Jazz Composition and Orchestration; winner, Grand Prix du
Disque; Music Director. Chicago Jazz Ensemble
Terrence Sacks (Journalism) B.S.J. , Medill School of Journalism ,
Northwestern University; freelance writer, book author. communi·
cations consultant
Mehrnaz Saeed-Vafa* (Film and Video) M.F.A.. University of
Illinois at Chicago; independent filmmaker; producer; director
Debb Sandlin (Academic Computing) computer consultant,
productivity tools
Howard Sandrott• (Sound) Mus.M. , Chicago Musical College,
Roosevelt University; advanced study, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology; sound artist; author; researcher; pioneer in the appli·
cation of computer-based electronic music and audio systems for
live performance; composer of works performed, broadcast. and
published worldwide; sound designer; technical consultant

Robert S.vage (Academic Computing) B.A., Rosary College;
specialist in computer-assisted design and programming
Benj amin Sche le (Academic Computing) student of graduate
work In Communication Theory, Northwestern University
Jeff Schiff* (English) Ph. D., English , State University of New
York, Binghamton: poet
Howard Schlossberg• (Journalism) M.A.. Journalism. Nor thern
Illinois University; Print Journalism artist-in-residence and
Internship Coordinator; sports reporter. Dally Herald; former
senior editor, Cahners Publishing, American Marketing Association
Jo hn Schul tz (Professor Emeritus, fiction Writing) author, The
Tongues of M en, No One Was Killed. The Chicago Conspiracy Triat,
author. text and teacher manual (Story Workshop approaches).
Wnting from Start to Anis h; fiction and nonfictoon in Brg Table,
Evergreen Review, Georgia Review, College English, Research on
Composing; originator of Story Workshop methods of teaching
writing; co-produoer, The Living Voice Moves and Story From Arst
Impulse to Anal Draft: contributing editor, Evergreen Review;
founder. F Magazine
Andrew Schultze (Music) M.F.A .. State University of New York,
Buffalo; concer t baritone and recording artist; co-founder and
Director. Collegium Musicum; Artistic Director, Ars Musica Chicago

Nan a Shl neflug• (Theater) M.A.. Interdisciplinary Arts, Columbia
College Chicago; dancer. choreographer; performance ar tist;
photographer; founder and Artistic Director. The Chicago Moving
Company; recipient, 1990 Ruth Page Award and 1996 Columbia
College lifetime Achievement Award
Jason Shipley (Academic Computing) B.A., Columbia College
Chicago; webmaster: multimedia specialist
il'om Shirley• (Photography) M.F.A., School of the Art Institute of
Chicago; exhibited and collected commercial photographer with
emphasis in digital imagery and technologies

Ellen Shubart (Journalism) M.A., History, Roosevelt University;
former reporter and editor. Crain Communications and Pioneer
Press
Cla ire Shulman (Fiction Writing) writer specializing in ethnic
d ialects; linguist
Deborah lynn Sle~tel• {Dance) B.A., Columbia College Chicago;
Coordinator. Teaching Program and Counseling; choreographer and
performer; recipient, Illinois Arts Council Fellowships
Hollis Sigler• (Art and Design) M.F.A .. School of the Art Institute
of Chicago; fine artist: painter

Mary Seyfarth (Art and Design) M.F.A., Untversity of lllinoos at
Chicago; ceramic artist

David A . Slklch (Management) B.A., Columbia College Chicago;
partner. litis Sikoch Associates

Molly Shanahan (Dance) M.A.. Ohio State University; teacher,
per former and choreographer; founder and Artistic Director, Mad
Shak Dance Theater

Louis Silvers tein • (liberal Education) Ph.D .. Education,
Northwestern University; transcendental philosopher; peace and
social justice activist ; multicultural educator; special interests:
spirituality, planetary consciousness, and psyche-delos

Ellen Shapiro (Marketing Communication) M.S.. Roosevelt
University: Sales Representative, Transworld Systems Division of
Union Corporation
Brian Shaw• (Theater) M.A., School for New learning, DePaul
University; freelance actor and director; foundong member.
Plasticene; member, Community Performance. Inc., a socoal action
theater company
Stephanie Shaw (Theater) B.A.. Columbia College Chicago;
member, The Neofuturists; freelance actor and director
Pamela Sherrod (Journalism) M.A., Journalism, Michigan State
University; staff writer/features. Chicago Tribune
Betty Shiflett (Professor Emerita, Fiction Writing) B.S .. B.A ..
Texas Women's University; fiction and articles in American Fiction,
Emergence, Life, Evergreen Review. College English. Poetry and
Action by Texas Women, Private Arts, F Magazine; playwright; coproducer. The Living Voice M oves and Story from Arst Impulse to
Anal Draft: recipient, Illinois Arts Council Fellowship
Shawn Shifl ett • (fiction Writing) M.A., Central Oklahoma State
University: Coordinator of Faculty Development: writer; guest
editor, f3; recipient, Illinois Arts Council Fellowship; associate
faculty, Stone Coast Writers Conference, University of Southern
Maine
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James P. Shoffner (Science Institute) Ph.D., Organic Chemistry,
University of Illinois at Chicago; Board President, Ada S. McKinley
Community Services. Inc.; member, Minority Affairs Comminee,
American Chemical Society

Philip Seward• (Music) M.A.. Theater, Northwestern University;
composer, singer. and pianist; conductor, Lira Ensemble of
Chicago; pr~H:oncert lecturer, Chicago Symphony Orchestra

VIctoria Shannon (English) Ed.D. candidate. DePaul University;
writer; editor: educational consultant

..

Kirsten Simon sen (liberal Education) M.A., Art, University of
Wisconsin
Catherine Slade • (Theater) B.A.. Columbia College Chicago:
freelance actress and director; founding member, The Working
Theatre, New York; founder and Artistic Director. Manhanan Bridge
Company, New York; member, Kristen linklater's Company of
Women, Harvard University
Lynn Sloan • (Photography) M.S.. Illinois Institute of Technology;
internationally exhibited and published fine art and documentary
photographer; short story writer and novelist
Chuck Smith • (Theater) B.A.. Theater Management, Governors
State University; actor; director; producer; Emmy Award winner;
recipient, Arts Midwest Minority Arts Administration Fellowship;
Artistic Associate, Goodman Theatre
Dolores J . Smith (Management) M.A., Ohio University:
President, D. J. Smith Enterprises. Management Consultants
Don Smith • (film and Video) M.F.A., Columbia College Chicago;
filmmaker and photographer: film editor; specialist in digital appll·
cations for film and video
Pat Smith (Academic Computing) M.A., University of Detroit;
computer consultant; educator
tte lene Smlth· Romer (Academic Computing) M.F.A., University of
Illinois at Chicago; computer artist
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Julie Snyder (Early Childhood Education) M.S., Teaching,
University of Chicago; M.Ed., Child Development, Erikson lnstituteLoyola University; faculty, Erikson Institute

Larry Suuman (liberal Education) Psy.D. , Clinical Psychology,
Chicago School of Professional PsychOlogy; teacher, Theories of
Personal ity

Elaine Sorkin* (English) M.Ed., Reading Specialist , National·
Louis University; member of IRA, IRC, and IALAP; recipient of
Columbia College Technology Grant (1999)

Jerome Svec (Management) B.A., Upper University; Fashion
Director; former Director of Design, Angelica Image Apparel

Tenena Soro (liberal Education) Ph.D., Linguistics, Northwestern
University
Phyllis Soybel (Liberal Education) Ph.D., European History,
University of Illinois at Chicago

Chris Swide r• (Film and Video) M.F.A., Polish National Film
School, Lodz (P.W.S.F.I. TV); independent filmmaker; screenwriter
Sharon Syc (Early Childhood Education) Ph .D., Educational
Psychology and Child Development, University of Chicago; faculty,
Erikson Institute
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Estelle Spector• (Theater) freelance director and choreographer; member, Joseph Jefferson Awards committee
Jamie Stathaa (Marketing Communication) B. B.A., University of
Wisconsin; Senior Marketing Manager, Deloitte and Touche
Josef Stelll* (Film and Video) M.F.A., Ohio University: independ·
ent filmmaker
Irwin Stei nberg (Management) M.A., California State University;
President, Domilin Films; President , IHS Corporation ; founder and
former President, Mercury Records; former Chairman, Polygram
Records
Linda Rut ledge Stephenson (Fiction Writing) M.A., Texas Tech
University; writer
John Stevenson (liberal Education) Ph.D. , Philosophy, University
of Chicago
Ron Stodghill (Journalism) B.A., Journalism, University of
Missouri; Midwest Bureau Chief, Time magazine
Frances Stott (Early Childhood Education) Ph.D., Educational
Psychology and Child Development. Northwestern University: Dean
of Academic Programs, Erikson Institute
Carol Ann Stowe • (Director. Early Childhood Education) Ph .D.,
Educational Processes, Northwestern University; teacher and
researcher of learning and development in context with an emphasis on the role of art and story as the means for generating
understanding

Barbara Sykes • (Television) M.F.A., School of the Art Institute of
Chicago ; internationally acclaimed, award-winning independent
producer; artist residencies in India, Japan, Australia, China.
Spain, New York; experimental, ethnographic documentaries shot
in Nepal, Bali and India
Stephen Szorad l (Photography) M.F.A.. Columbia College
Chicago; documentary photographer
Suz Szucs (Photography) M.F.A., School of the Art Institute of
Chicago: documentary photographer
Lltjen Tan (Science Institute) Ph.D., Microbiology/Immunology,
Northwestern University; Senior Scientist- Infectious Disease,
American Medical Association
Tom Taylor• (Art and Design) M.F.A., Ohio University;
Coordinator, Fine Arts Program; fine artist; sculptor
Wayne Teasdale (liberal Education) Ph.D., Theology, Fordham
University
Brad Temkin (Photography) M.F.A., University of Illinois at
Chicago: fine art phOtographer
Bradford Thacker (Management) Manager, Gallery 37, Chicago
Cultural Center
Bob Thall* (Chairperson, Photography) M.F.A., University of
Illinois at Chicago; widely exhibited photographer of Chicago
Landscape: books include The Perfect City (1994) and The New
American Village (1999); recipient, 1998 Guggenheim Fellowship

Len Strazewskl * (Journalism) M.A., English, University of Illinois
at Chicago; M.S., Industrial Relations, Loyola University:
Coordinator, Computer-Assisted Reporting,tNew Media; contributor
to local and national news media, including Chicago Tribune and
Chicago Sun-Times, on technology, new media, and employment
issues

Laura Thoma (Dance) j azz and musical theater performer and
choreographer; teacher and coordinator, Musical Theater
Performance

Susan Strong-Dowd (Fiction Writing) B.A. , Columbia College
Chicago; actress; writer; poet

Peter Thompson • (Photography) M.A., University of California at
Irvine: fellowship recipient, Rockefeller in Intercultu ral
Documentary Film, Illinois Arts Council, and NEA; former student
of Andres Segovia; Executive Director, Friends of Photography;
former Associate Academic Dean for Technology, Columbia College
Chicago

Charles Suber (Management) B.A. , Louisiana State University;
President, Charles Suber and Associates, Inc.; former editor,
Down Beat magazine; President, Music Industry Marketing
Association
Margaret Sullivan • (Chairperson, Marketing Communication)
B.A., Loyola University; writer and editor
Jim Sulak!* (Journalism) M.A., Communications, University of
Illinois at Chicago; Faculty Advisor, Columbia College Chronicle; 20
years of journalism experience ; columnist and freelance contribu·
tor, Chicago Tribune, Exito, Crain's Chicago Business, and
Consumer's Digest

George Thompson • (Art and Design) M.A. , Purdue University;
graphic designer

Kevin Tindell (Management) M.M., Northwestern University,
Kellogg Graduate School of Management; financial, marketing,
and legal-support consultant; trainer in human resource planning,
marketing theory, and accounting applications
Julie Trainor (Academic Computing) A.A.S., South Suburban
College; consultant, information systems
Claudia M . Traudt (Liberal Education) Ph.D. candidate,
University of Chicago, Committee on Social Thought

Tony Trl&lllo* (English) Ph.D •• English. Northeastern University.
Boston; author. Strange Prophecies Anew; poet. published in The
Iowa Review and A Gathering of Poets; author of articles and
reviews in American Literature, Tulsa Studies in Women's
Literature. and Modem Language Studies
Wen Hwa Ts' ao• (Film and Video) M.F.A.. Virginia
Commonwealth Unoversity; award-winning filmmaker of features
screened at Mill valley Film Festival. San Francisco Asian
American Film Festival. and Women in the Director' s Chair Film
Festival
Jim Tull io (Sound) music composer and producer
John Turchon Ill (Management) B.S.Ed .. Kent State University;
Director of Ticketing and Sales. Chicago Symphony Orchestra

Kimberly P. Wil liams (Early Childhood Education) Ph.D.,
Educational Psychology, University of Chicago; faculty, Erikson
I nstitute

SuJata Verma • (Science and Mathematics) Ph.D.. Zoology. Patna
University. India; special interests: human physiology and new
teaching methods in biology
Kathrene Wales (Management) B.A .. Saint Mary's College;
Associate Director of Development. Columbia College
Marcot Wallace • (Marketing Communication) M.A. candidate.
DePaul University; President. Margot Wallace Marketing
Communocations: former Vice President and Creative Director, J.
Walter Thompson Co.
Ro n Weiner (Television) B.A.. Columbia College Chicago; freelance dorectOt; 25 years, director of Donahue

Lillian Williams • (Journalism) M.S.J.. Medii! School of
Journalism. Northwestern University; Dorector. Broadcast
Journalism; Internship Coordinator (BroadCast); 20 years of reporti ng experience: former reporter. Chicago Sun-Times and WKYC.lV
(NBC) in Cleveland
Sharon William s (Management) M.A.. Governors State
University; Corporate Project Manager, CCH Publishing Company;
co-owner and editor. Hip Hop Publishing

Clarence Wilson , Jr. (Management) J.D.. Nor thwestern
University School of Law; specialist in corporate and intellectual
property law, Law Offices of Clarence Wilson, Jr.; former
President, l awyers for the Creative Ar ts
Bobbl Wllsyn • (Music) professional jau. pop, and gospel vocal·
i st; actres s; vocal coach: music director of all-female jau ensemb le SHE: soloist. Chicago Jazz Ensemble
Elizabeth Wi se r (Management) B.F.A.. Rockford College; former
President. E. Ruppert Wiser & Associates. Inc.
M a rk Withrow• (English) Ph.D.. English. Illinois State University;
author. Readings Are Writings: A Guide ro Reading and Writing
Welt. author of articles on teaching, short stories, and poetry;
specialist in composition theory and rhetoric
T im Wittman (Art and Design) M.A.. University of Chicago; art
h istorian

Reclna Well ner (Liberal Education) M.A.. Asian and Middle East
Hostory

Lyn Wolfson (Management) M.A.. Kent State University; Producer
of Special Events and Exhibits. Arts and Business Council of
Chicago

Mic hael Wel sh • (Science and Mathematics) Ph.D.. Chemistry.
University of Illinois at Urbana-champaign; research interests: new
teaching methods. chemical demonstrations. and integration of
chemistry and daily life

R ichard Woodbury • (Danoe) B.A.. University of Minnesota;
Music Director. Dance Center; composer: musician and sound
designer for dance and theater; recipient. Ruth Page Award for
Outstanding Collaborative Artist

John Whelan (Journalism) M.A.. Mass Communications.
University of Minnesota; news producer and writer. Channel 2
News. WBBM·lV (CBS)

David Woolley• (Theater) B.F.A .. Acting, Goodman School of
Orama. DePaul University; Fight Master, Society of American Aght
Oirectors: recipient, Joseph Jefferson Award for Consistent
Excellence in Stage Combat; recipient. Off-Loop Theatre Award for
Best Aght Direction; freelance actor and fight director

John White • (Photography) A.A.S .. Central Piedmont Community
College; photojournalist
Paulette Whitfield* (Management) M.S.J.. Medill School of
Journalism, Northwestern University; Freshman Seminar instructor; former Director of Marketing Program. Columbio College
Chicago
Bernard Wide roe • (Art and Design) Master of Architecture,
University of Ill inois at Urbana-Champaign; architectural designer
Jell Wieck (Television) Multimedia Specialist. Outboard Marine
Albert Will iams • (Theater) B.A.. Music. Columbia College
Chicago; singer; actor; musical theater composer and librettist;
chief theater critic. Chicago Reader. winner. Peter Usagor Award
for Outstanding Arts Journalism
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Klmo William• • (Management) M.A., Webster University; music
publisher and engineer; owner. little Beck Music; web page
designer and consultant

Vern Wi lli ams (Academic Computing) computer technologist

Danca Varlak oJis (liberal Education) Ph.D .. Anthropology.
Indiana University; teacher of Urban Anthropology. Introduction to
Anthropology
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Paul Vaccarello • (Art and Design) graphic designer
Marl Pat Varca (Management) B.A.. University of Dayton:
President/Managing Director. M. P. Varga & Associates
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Christine Woolsey (Journalism) B.S.J .. University of Illinois;
managing web site editor. VerticaiNet Inc.
Etta Worthingto n (Management) M.B.A.. Keller Graduate School
of Management; corporate trainer; freelance writer. E.W.
Enterprises
Cadence Wynter• (liberal Education) Ph.D. candidate, History,
University of Illinois at Chicago; teacher and researcher. African
experience in the U.S.. Caribbean, and latin America
Carol Yamamoto • (Management) M.B.A.. University of California
at Los Angeles; Arts Management consultant: Manager. lyric
Opera Center for American Artists; Marketing Director, Texas
Opera Theater; Assistant Development Director. Seattle Opera
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Gary Yerklns • (Musoc) B.A., ComPOsition. American
Conservatory of Musoc; comPOser, singer, and producer for contemPOrary groups The Insiders and The Juleps; recording artist

COLLEGE ADMINISTRATION AND B OARD OF
TRUSTEES

Barry Younc • (Film and Video) M.F.A .. Northwestern University;
Director, Animatoon Program; animator

Warrick L. Carter . Ph.D.. Presodent

Colle&• Admi nistrati on
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AI Zappa (Ar t and Desogn) B.A.. Carnegoe-Mellon Unrversrty;
Proncopal Designer, Hanna Zappa & Polz, Inc.; illustrator
William Zay. . (Television) B.A., AnthroPOlogy, City College, New
York; freelance producer, wroter, and comPOser for WLS.TV
Richard Zurawlec (Television) Director;Produoer, FOX 32
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Gall . M.P.A .. uecutove Vice President

Steven Kapelke , M.F.A., Provost/Voce President for Academoc
Affairs
R. M ic hael DeSall e. M.B.A.. Voce Presodent of Finance
Keith Cleveland . J.D.. Acting Dean of the Graduate SchOol &
Continuing Educatoon
Doreen Berto ni , M.A., Acting Dean, SchOol of Media Arts
Sara Llvl ncaton , M.A .. Associate Dean , School of Media Arts
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Leona rd Le hrer. M.F.A., Actil\g Dean, School of Fine and
Performing Arts
Cheryl Johnaon· Od lm , Ph.D.. Acting Dean, School of Liberal Arts
and Sciences
Nell Pagano. M.Ed.. Associate Dean, School of Liberal Arts and
Sciences
Woodle T. White , Ph.D.. Vice President for Institutional
Advancement
Carol Bryant , B.A., Director of Media Relations
Art T. Burton. M.A.. Director of African·American Cultural Affairs
Marvin Cohen , M.A.. Director of Records and Registration
Ann e Foley. M .A .. M.L.S.. Assistant Vice President, Institutional
Planning, Information and Research Services
Jani ce Garfield , Ph .D.. Director of SPOnsored ProJects
Tim Gordon , M.A., Director of Freshman Center
Glennon Graham , Ph.D.. Director of Freshman Seminar
Susan Greenwal d, M.F.A., Director of Admissoons
Paul J. Johnson . A.B.D.. Dorector of Human Resources
Mark Kelly , M.A.. Actong Voce President for Student Affairs
Philip J. Klukoff. Ph.D.. Assocoate Vooe Presodent for Contonuong
Education
David Krau ae , Ph .D.• Associate Dean; Dorector of Center for
Teaching Excellence
Sharon Wilson· Taylor, M.A., Actil\g Dean of Students
Jean LIChtfoot . Ph .D.. Equity Offic·er
Kei th Lu11on . M.A.T.. Director of Career Center for Arts and
Media
Matthew McClintock . M.F.A .. College Webmaster
Mary Johnson. M.F.A .. Director of Creative and Printing Servoces
Sheila Carter , B.A.. Director of Specoal Events
Ana Marla Soto. M .A.. Dorector of Latino Cultural Affaors
Dana 1ncra11la. M.A.. Director of Student Organozatoons &
Student Government
Mary Oakes. M.S.Ed .• Dorector of Resodence Lofe
Debra M c Grath , M.F.A., Assocoate Voce Presodent for Enrollment
Management
Bernadette M cMaho n. B.S.. C.I.O.. Management lnformatoon
Systems
John M oore . M.A.. Assocoate Dean of Student Aflaors

John Oil no. M.Ed .. Director of Financial Aid

Board of Trustees

Glgl Posejpal , M.A.. Assistant Dean. International Student
Affairs

William L. Hood , Chairman of the Board

Peter Radke , B.A., Bursar

Osvaldo Rodriguez. Executive Vice Chair

Steven G. Russell-Thomas . M.A.. Director, Academic Program
Information Services

Tom Kallen , Treasurer

Jo Cates. M.S.. Director of the Librar y
Susan Sindlinger. M.S.. J.D.• Director of Transfer Evaluation
Janet Talbot, M.A.. Director of Academic Advising
Carol Ann Brown . M.S.. Director of Student Galleries
Alison May . M.A.. Director of Conaway Achievement Project

F'ay Hartog Levin , Vice Chair
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Made line Murphy Rabb , Secretary
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Warrick L. Carter . President of the College
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Ellen Stone Belie
Lerone Bennett. Jr.
William Cellini, Jr.
L inval J. Chung
Madeline K. B. Condit
Karen Lee Copeland
Barry S. Crown
Milton Davis
Allan R. Drebin
Sydney Smith Gordon
Liza Gross
Mary Louise Haddad
P·amela J. Hamilton
Alton B. Harris
Joan w. Harris
Ronne Hartfield
Don Jackson
Bradley A. Keywell
Karen F. Kizer
Bill Kurtis
Gloria Lehr
Averill Leviton
Enid H. Long
Barry Mayo
E. R. Bert Medina
Howard Mendelsohn
Sam Pfeffer
John P. Rijos
Craig M. Robinson
Victor Skrebneski
Lawrence K. Snider
David S. Solomon. M.D.
Patrick A. Sweeney
Nancy Tom
Dempsey J. Travis
Tony G. Weisman
Helena Chapellin Wilson
Robert A. Wislow
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Class Service Fees
215
Class Standing
19
College Mathematics Requirement
30
Columbia Chronicle (Student Newspaper) 127. 231
Academic Advising
221 Communications Requirements
30
Office of
222 Community Media Workshop
by Departmental Faculty
231
223 Comparative Art Forms Requirement
for Special Needs Students
31
Back Cover Completion Rate
21-22
Academic Calendar
Academic Computing
Computer Animation
103
35 Computer Applications Requirement
30
Department lnlloduction
36 Computer Labs
228
Major
37-40 Conaway Multicultural Center
Course Descriptions
230
17-25 Contemporary Mu sic Program
Academic Programs and Policies
150
214 Continuing Education (Columbia 2)
14
Acceptance
186 Course Selection and Numbering Guide
20
Acoustics
2Q0.201 Creative Nonfiction
83. 96, 121, 129
Acting
250 Critical Studies
102, 106-108
Administration
Admissions
:13, 213-217 Curriculum
12
Adult Learners , see Continuing Education
14 Dance
69-76
69
Department Introduction
Advanced Credit
19
70-71
Advanced Placement Tests
19
Major/Minor
144. 14&147
72-76
Advertising
Course Descriptions
231
43, 47-50 Dance Center
Advertising Art Direction
104 DanceAfrlca
Alternative Forms
231
222 Declared Major
Alumni Office
18
103. 114-115, 119 Degree Programs
Animation
12
31,137
List of
12·13
Anthropology
21. 216
Requirements and Course Descriptions 35-210
Appeal Procedure
213-214 Digital Media Technology. see Academic Computing
Application lor Admission
Directing
103, 108. 200
Art and Design
Department Introduction
41 Documentary Center
101
Major/ Minor
42-44 Documentary
103, 108-109
Course Descriptions
44-5 7 Early Childhood Education
77-78
Art Gallery, see also Hokin Student Center,
230
Department Introduction
78
Conaway Multicultural Center, and Glass Curtain
Major
79-80
Course Descriptions
Gallery
222
Art History
44, 55-57 Early Registration
31
Arts, Entertainment, and Media Management
Economics
59 Editing
Department Introduction
60
103, 109-110
Major/ Minor
Film and Video
61·67
193
Course Descriptions
Nonlinear
13, 214 Educational Record
23-24
Assessment
102, 104-105 Electives
Audio
228
18
Audio Technology Center
College-Wide
17-18
32
Bachelor of Arts Program
General Education
18 English
Bachelor of Fine Arts Program
251
81
Board of Trustees
Department Introduction
222
82-83
Bookstore
Poetry Major/ Minors
214
84-91
Bridge Program
Course Descriptions
118, 128. 228 English as a Second Language (ESL)
84
Broadcast Journalism
222
85-86
Bursar's Office
Course Descriptions
214-215
231
Calhoun Press
Proficiency
Front Cover English Composition Requirements
83
Campus Addresses
227-228 Environmental Studies
174
Campus Buildings
228-229 Erikson Institute
77·78
Campus Directory
227-231 Faculty
12, 235-250
Campus Facilities and Resources
24 Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
23-24
Campus Security
13. 222 Fashion Design
Career Center for Arts and Media
43. 50-52
231 Fashion Retail/Management
Center for Asian Arts and Media
60, 6&67
230-231 Fees
Center for Black Music Research
215
231 fiction Writing
Center for the Book and Paper Arts
93-94
231
Department Introduction
Chicago Center for Arts Policy
231
95
Chicago Jau Ensemble
Major/ Minors
102. 105-106
96-100
Cinematography
Course Descriptions
231
Civic and Cultural Connections

Index

Film and Video
Department Introduction
101-102
Major
102
Course Descriptions
104-115
Financial Aid
216-217
Fine Arts
42, 44-47
Foreign Students. see International Students
Freshman Seminar
30
General College Academic Policies
23
General Education
12. 17
General Education Program
Purposes
29
29
Curriculum
Requirements
30-32
Getz Theater
199, 229
Glass Curtain Gallery
230
Grade Point Average
21
Grading System
20-21
Graduate SchOol
14
Graduation Requirements, see Bachelor of Arts
Program and Bachelor of Rne Arts Program
Graphic Design
43. 47-50, 119
Health Insurance. see Student Resources
214-215
For International Students
Health, Science, and the Environment
128
High School Institute
23
History Requirements
31
Hokin Student Center
230
Housing
223. 228
Humanities Requirements
31-32
Illinois Articulation Initiative
20
Illustration
42.47-50
Independent Projects
23
Interactive Multimedia
Program Introduction
119
119
Major
Course Descriptions
120
Interactive Television
192
Interdisciplinary Majors
18. 117-120
Interdisciplinary Minors
83.95,121
43, 54-55
Interior Design
International Latino Cultural Center
231
214-215
International Students
Internet Address
Front Cover
Internships
13. 23
Interpreter Training
123
Department Introduction
124
Major/Minor
Course Descriptions
124-126
11-14
Introduction to the College
150
Jazz Studies
Journalism
127
Department Introduction
128-129
Major/Minor
129-132
Course Descriptions
Languages. see Liberal Education Course
Descriptions
21
Late Withdrawal
121
Latino;Hispanic Studies
222
Learning Assistance
liberal Education
133
Department Introduction
135-141
Course Descriptions
134
Minor

Library
229
Literature
Minor
83
General Education Requirements
31
Magazine Pro,gram
128
Major Declaration
18
Major Degree Plans
18
Management, see Arts, Entertainment. and Media
Management
Marketing Communication
Department Introduction
143
Major/Minor
144
Course Descriptions
145-148
Marvin Moss Fitness Center
230
Media Management
60, 65
Message from the President
3
Minor Degree Plans
18
Minors
13. 18
Mission of the College
7
Mordine & Company Dance Theater
231
Multimedia, see Interactive Multimedia, see also
Digital Technology
Multimedia Student Art Centers
230
Museum of Contemporary Photography
230
Music
Department Introduction
149
Major
150
Course Descriptions
151-157
Music Business
60, 63-65
Musical Theater Performance
71, 118, 150, 201
New Expression
231
214
New Student Assessment
New Student Orientation
222
News Reporting and Writing
128
Notice of Inst itutional and Financial
24-25
Assistance !information
Office of Student Development
221
Oral Communications Requirement
30
215
Payment Plan's
Performing Arts
60, 65-66
Photography
Department Introduction
159-160
Major/Minor
160
Course Descriptions
161-165
PhOtography
119
Playwriting
121. 201
Poetry
82. 83, 86
Political Science
32
Postproduction/Effects
192
Precollegiate Programs, see Bridge Program and
High School Institute
Producing
103. 111-112. 103
43, 52-54
Product Design
Professional Writing
83, 90-91
40
Programming
Project Management
119
Psychology
32
144, 147-148
Public Relations
Publication Production
129
Radio
Department Introduction
167
Major
168
168-171
Course Descriptions
Radio Business
168
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167
Radio Station
Reading Center
84,222
Recording
186
Records Office
223
Refunds
216
Registration
215
Repeating Courses
22
Required Courses
30-32
Residence Center
228
223
Residence Life Office
Satisfactory Academic Progress Policy
21-22
Schedules
22
Scholarships
216-217
Science and Mathematics Learning Center
222
Science and Mathematics
Department Introduction
173-174
174
Minor
1 75-179
Course Descriptions
Science Institute
Introduction
181
Course Descriptions
182-183
Science Visualization and Communication
Laboratory
181
Science Requirements
30
Screenwriting
103. 112-113
Second Bachelor of Arts Degree
19
18
Self-Designed/Interdisciplinary Major
Semesters
22
Senior Seminar
30
Sign Language
123
Small Business Management/
60,65
Entrepreneurship
Social Science Requirements
31
Sociology
31
Sound
Department Introduction
185
Major
186
Course Descriptions
186-189
Sound Contracting
186
119
Sound Design
186
Sound for Pictures
Sound Reinforcement
186
Special Needs Students
223
Sports Marketing
144, 147-148
Story Workshop
94
Student Activities
223
Student Life
221-223
Student Organizations
223
Student Outcomes Assessment Program
13
Student Resources
221-222
214
Student-at-Large
Students
11-12
Study Abroad
22
Summer Arts Camp
231
Summer School
22
Talent;Production
168
Teaching, see Early Childhood Education and Dance
Technology
12
Television
Department Introduction
191-192
Major/Minors
192-193
Course Descriptions
193-198

Theater
Department Introduction
199
Major/Minors
200-201
Course Descriptions
202-210
Theater Design
201
TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language). see
International Students
Transfer Articulations
19
Transfer Credit
19
Transfer Students
213-214
215
Tuition
222
Tutoring
Unpaid Charges
215
Veterans
223
Visual Arts Management
60. 63
Windy City International Documentary
231
Film Festival
Withdrawal , see Refunds
Writing Center
84, 222
Writing for Television
193
Writing Intensive Course . see Bachelor of Arts
Program and Bachelor of Fine Arts Program
Writing Requirements. see English Composition
Requirements
Writing and Producing
192

ACADEMIC CALENDAR FALL 2001
THROUGH FALL 2004
Fall Semester 2001
Classes Begin Monday, September 24. 2001
Thanksgiving Holiday Thursday-Saturday. November 22-24 . 2001
Holiday Break Begins Tuesday. December 18. 2001
Classes Resume Wednesday. January 2. 2002
Semester Ends Saturday. January 19, 2002
Martin luther King. Jr. Holiday Monday. January 21. 2002
Spring Semester 2002
Classes Begin Monday. February 11. 2002
Spring Recess Begins Monday, Apri l 1. 2002
Classes Resume Monday. April 8. 2002
Memorial Day Holiday Monday. May 27. 2002
Semester Ends Saturday. June 1. 2002
Graduate Commencement Saturday. June 1. 2002
Undergraduate Commencement Sunday. June 2. 2002
Summer Semester 2002
Classes Begin Monday. June 10. 2002
Independence Day Holiday Thursday-Saturday, July 4-6 2002
Semester Ends Friday, August 3 . 2002
Fall Semester 2002
Classes Begin Monday, September 23. 2002
Thanksgiving Holiday Thursday-Saturday. November 28-30, 2002
Holiday Break Begins Monday. December 23. 2002
Classes Resume Monday. January 6. 2003
Semester Ends Saturday. January 18. 2003
Martin luther King. Jr. Holiday Monday. January 20. 2003
Spring Semester 2003
Classes Begin Monday. February 10. 2003
Spring Recess Begins Monday, March 31 , 2003
Classes Resume Monday. April 7. 2003
Memorial Day Holiday Monday. May 26. 2003
Semester Ends Saturday. May 31 . 2003
Graduate Commencement Saturday. May 31. 2003
Undergraduate Commencement Sunday. June 1. 2003
Summer Semester 2003
Classes Begin Monday. June 9 . 2003
Independence Day Holiday Friday. July 4. 2003
Semester Ends Saturday. August 2, 2003
Fall Semester 2003
Classes Begin Monday. September 22. 2003
Thanksgiving Holiday Thursday-Saturday. November 27-29. 2003
Holiday Break Begins Monday. December 22. 2003
Classes Resume Monday. January 5. 2004
Semester Ends Saturday. January 17, 2004
Martin luther King. Jr. Holiday Monday, January 19. 2004

Spring Semester 2004
Classes Begin Monday, February 9. 2004
Spring Recess Begins Monday. March 29. 2004
Classes Resume Monday. April 5. 2004
Memorial Day Holiday Monday. May 31. 2004
Semester Ends Saturday. May 29. 2004
Graduate Commencement Saturday. May 29, 2004
Undergraduate Commencement Sunday. May 30. 2004
Summer Semester 2004
Classes Begin Monday. June 7. 2004
Independence Day Holiday Monday. July 5 . 2004
Semester Ends Saturday, July 3 1. 2004
Fall Semester 2004
Classes Begin Monday, September 27. 2004
Thanksgiving Holiday Thursday-Saturday, November 24-26. 2004
Holiday Break Begins Monday. December 20. 2004
Classes Resume Wednesday. January 3. 2005
Semester Ends Saturday, January 22, 2005
Martin luther King, Jr. Holiday Monday. January 17. 2005
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